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Advocates for lunar bases, pmf&llaks qblonng the fronliers of astronomy, and entbushts for 
scienti? investigation of the unknown all have lost a champion with thepassing of HarlanJ Smith. 
As Dhztor of McDonald Obsmatory for 26- and as n of the Astronomy &partmmt 
at the Unim'ty of T a m  at Austin for lfiyeum, Harlan's academic and scienhp emden- steb 
lar. Howaq his inexhausale emqp and bound&ss enthusiasm for developing innovative 
appmaches to astronomical research set him +- the maa'nslream. 

My only opportunity to work personally with Harlan came about during my sncdies of aperman- 
ent lunar base as a god for the US. qacePtr,gram in the fimt decacle of the twenty-mt century. At 
the Johnson w e  Center in the early 1980s, M&e M e  and Z came to understand that any lunar 
baseprogram needed a legitimate scienhjk cornpnent. (By the temz "legitimute," we meant thepro- 
gram science c o d  be advocated success$dZy on scientip grounds by scientists in scientzp f m m )  
M&e fomzed an adtnkorygroup to hey, us think through theptoblems,, and he asked Harlan to 
npvsent astronomy. 

Harlan's reaction to the request was a healthy skeptkhn as to whether any we, manned w e  
project co& be seen by astronomers as aprudent investment in science. Nemrtheless, he agmd to 
pwh'c@ute in order to ensure a knowledgeable tqbmsentation of the views of astronomers. 

Harlan worked with us at his usual high enmgy level and he,$& qanz ie  the Lunar Base W m n g  
Group, which met at Los A l m s  in April 1984. Zbe Report of the W m n g  Group includes a thought- 
$?dl & m n  of the aduantages to making astronomical obseruations from the the lunar surface. In 
pwh'czdq the seisdcdly stable lunar surjiacepamits optical i n t e g % i t r y  with miomaxsecond 
anguh  resolution in the observational data. Bernie Bude developed the concept of the lunar o p M  
internmeter. 

As Harlan began to appnxhte the unique qualities of the hnar environment for highresolution, 
highsensitivity optical observations and for wide-qectrum radio observations on the raAioq;lciet far- 
side, he bmme  not only an aduocate but a champzon of 1unarBased astronomy. 

Hadun was familiar with the need fmpemktence in advocating higbqdity scientz?projects. He 
helped otganize a oneday workshop on lunar astronomy following the annual meeting of the A m -  
ican Astronomical Swkty in 1986 As I lea off the meeting with a short talk on lunar base concepts, 
a young man in the front row asked 'lf thae is not going to be a lunar base for 20yaws.. why are 
we having this workshop now?" I t umd  to Harlan, who was SiMng a few seats aww, and asked 
when he had started talking about the L.e Space Telescope (now d e d  the Hubble). H d n  ans- 
wered simply, "1962." 

Harlan was ubiquitous and indefatigable in his advocacy. BTkn he traveled to Moscow in late 
1988, he wasted no time in bringing the Moon to Soviet scientists, most of whom had not considered 
a lunar baseprogram. (In the Soviet Union, human wloration missions were &cussed in the con- 
text of Mars landings un'thin apardgm established by Roalal Sag& and his Ametican colleague, 
C l d  Sagan.) 

In the w i n g  of 1989 I met the Sovietplanetary scientist M&W Marov and we &cased the rela- 
tive rnenrnents of a manned lunar base andpiloted missions to Mars as canalEdates for the next p t  
step into w e  eqbloration. M&M was unfamiliar with the lunar base concepts although he knew 
Sagdea,'s ideas well. W k n  Z saw M&W again at the Internulion& Space Unim'ty sessaon in Stras- 



bouq in August 1383, he told me that he had wnwnttm a "wMte ' for the Soviet Acderny of 
sciences on a hnar strategy. It seems that a@@- his conversatio me, he bud spent two days 
with his dear Harlan Smith, who had him of the logic of the lunar step. 

When cancer manifested itselfin his body, Harlan optirnistkdyput-sived e.%pen'mental therqDks, 
which proved to be more debilitating than he anthjwted. NenHheless, he traveled to scienh@c meet- 
ings and worked on new ideas wheneuer M enet~py leuelpemzitted it. He &@ us in the &t of 
@awning a concept toplace an automated telescope on 20,000-f00t Mt. A u c o ~ i c x k  in the Andes 
to serue as a technology demonstration for a lunar instrument. 

3;bose of us trying to m@mt his efforts had trouble matching hts schedule even in his last dys. 1 
hope to see that lunar telescope in adion, and I hope to see it named after one of modern astrori- 
my's staunchestpropnents, HarlanJ. Smith. 

Wendell Mendell 
Houston, Texas 

November 20,1991 
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Plans for manned bases on the Moon were fmt conducted by professional engineering organiza- 
tions in the late 1950s as part of Project Horizon, a classified study sponsored by the U.S. Department 
of the Army. The civilian space program began to think about such things after President Kennews 
directive to land a man on the lunar surface by the end of the decade. W~thin a few years, NASA was 
working on concepts for extended human presence on the Moon under the Apollo Applications Pro- 
gram, as a continuation of the Apollo initiative. Journeys to Mars were also mapped out in the EMPIRE 
studies funded by NASk 

Detailed plans for lunar bases were simultaneously being developed in the Soviet Union as part of 
their secret manned lunar program. Although details of the Soviet N-1 rocket and their lunar uanspor- 
tation system have been released publicly, their lunar base plans have not yet been discussed. 

In 1969-70, the Nixon Administration commissioned a study of the future of the space program 
under the stewardship of Vice-President Agnew. The report of the Space Task Group (STG) presented 
a sequence of manned programs, beginning with a low Earth orbit space station and continuing on to 
bases on the surface of the Moon and on Mars. The plan offered three different levels of effort with 
schedules dependent on funding commitments. In outline, the Space Task Group Report strongly re- 
sembles the current Space Exploration Initiative. 

President Nixon and his staff decided that budgetary constraints would not permit commitment 
to a long-range program of human exploration of the solar system. In fact, they canceled the final two 
missions of the ongoing Apollo program. NASA conducted the Skylab program and the Apollo-Soyuz 
Test Project with spare Apollo hardware, but the long-range plans of the space agency were reduced 
to the development of the reusable space shuttle. In the STG Report, the Earth-to-orbit cargo vehicle, 
which later became the shuttle, had not received major emphasis. In NASA of the 1970s, it became the 
center of focus in the manned program and was to have major impacts on the unmanned program 
also. 

The 1970s also saw a sequence of presidents who did not assign a high priority to ambitious goals 
for the space program. The NASA administrators reflected this philosophy and concentrated on being 
"team players" in restricted budgetary environments. The situation can be illustrated by considering 
the fiscal projections published in the STG Report for their three proposed approaches to expanding 
human presence in space. The graph that contained the funding estimates also featured a dotted line 
running along the bottom part of the chart. This dotted line was included to give the reader a refer- 
ence point for the funding levels rdecting a hypothetical elimination of the manned space program. 
Looking back on the actual NASA funding (in constant year dollars) for the decade of the 1970% we 
can see that it fell approximately 20% below the hypothetical dotted line. 

Struggling to keep fwal body and soul together, NASA invested few resources in true strategic 
planning. The last lunar base studies of the Apollo era have publication dates of 1972 or 1973. The 
agency looked seriously at solar power satellites as solutions to the energy crisis and dabbled in the 
space colony phenomenon, but generally the organizational mind-set embraced incremental program- 
matic evolution rather than bold landscapes with new initiatives. The phasing out of one major engi- 
neering development program (the space shuttle) and the start-up of another (the space station) 
occupied all the energy of the policy process within of the early 1980s. 

The space shuttle was operated by the Office of the National §pace Transportation System 
(NSTS), a designation that could encompass other elements such as a space station and orbital transfer 
vehicles (Om) for launching payloads Erom LEO to higher orbits. At the inauguration of the Reagan 
Administration, conf~gurations for a LEO space station were being explored, and the performance 
requirements for a future CHY were being inserted into NASA databases. 



This was the state of planning that I and my colleagues found in 1981 when we set off to explore 
the possibility of launching a Lunar Polar Orbiter (LPO) mission on the (then) new space shuttle. As 

scientists involved in planetary exploration, we had little familiarity with manned programs. We 
were interested in resuming exploration of the Moon with implementation of the rather simple LPO 
spacecraft that had been "under consideration" for almost 10 years. 

From our point of view, the NSTS, in its configuration circa the year 2000, appeared to provide 
routine access to the Moon. An OrIlr designed to deliver a communications satellite from the space sta- 
tion to geostationary orbit should be able to take satellites (or even landers) to the Moon because the 
AV (change in orbital velocity) required for both missions was essentially the same. As we pursued 
the matter further, we wondered whether consideration should be given to sizing the NSTS to carry 
humans and supporting cargo to the Moon for a lunar base. 

Within NASA we encountered a number of reasons why a lunar base was a bad idea. A lunar base 
would be unaffordable or would compete with the space station; or Congress might scuttle the space 
station if it was believed to be a precursor for a lunar base. As we insisted on closer examination of an 
obvious extrapolation of the Space Transportation System, we became known as "lunar base advo- 
cates." We were told that advocacy of any particular objective was improper. The job of NASA planning 
was to produce a comprehensive list of all possible futures and study each to 
the same level of (superFicial) detail as "options." 

In 1983 we began a process to which I now refer as the legithimtion of the lunar base discus- 
sion. We perceived the need to create forums wherein individuals and groups with accepted creden- 
tials could raise the relevant questions. Thereby the subject could become legitimate to evaluate 
within NASk Critical steps in that process were the Report of the Lunar Base Working Group, from a 
workshop held at Los Alamos in April 1984, and the book Lunar Bases and @ace Activities of the 21st 
Centuty, which recorded the proceedings of a symposium held at the National Academy of Sciences in 
Washington, DC, in October 1984. These meetings were conceived and organized by a small group of 
aerospace leaders Erom government, industry, and academia, who had been attracted to the lunar base 
as a long-term policy objective. Within NASA, funding was secured with the help of Deputy Administra- 
tor Hans Mark 

From that time forward, the planning environment evolved rapidly. A working group internal to 
NASA completed in 1985 a review of the technical constraints for manned Mars missions. The National 
Commission on Space delivered to the President in early 1986 a vision for the next 50 years. Astronaut 
Sally Ride led a Task Group to produce the influential report, Leadership and America's Future in 
Space. NASA formed an Office of Exploration, staffed to the Administrator, in 1987. All these study 
groups relied heavily on technical information developed prrmarify at the Johnson Space Center a year 
or two earlier when lunar bases were not de rigeur. That work was performed on a tiny budget, but 
had the explicit support of Center Directors Chris Kraft and Aaron Cohen.The Second Symposium on 
Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century was convened when interest in permanent pres- 
ence on the Moon was growing rapidly. The Office of Exploration had become a funding source for 
new studies, replacing updated versions of older work Internal funds in various organizations were 
being used to evaluate fresh ideas. New faces were appearing at aerospace meetings, particularly from 
the constructor-engineer companies, which possess unique and valuable expertise in building and 
operating facilities in harsh and isolated environments. 

The current volume consists of a peer-reviewed selection of the papers delivered at the Second 
Symposium, held in Houston, Texas, on April 5-7, 1988. Compared to the 1984 symposium on lunar 
bases, these papers tend to go into more technical depth, reflecting a higher content of currently 
funded research. Participation Erom NASA is higher. Like the first symposium, the subject matter covers 
a broad range of topics, including discussions beyond the usual bounds of engineering and science. 
The selections are representative of the level of planning during the fmt year of operation of NASA's 
Office of Exploration. 



During the preparation of this volume, many changes have occurred in what is now called the 
Space Exploration Initiative (SEI); and some of the assumptions in the papers here are dated. Legitimi- 
zation of the lunar base concept has been completed with President Bush's sweeping vision of a return 
to the Moon (". . . this time to stay. . .") followed by piloted missions to Mars. At this writing, the fate 
of Space Station Freedom is uncertain, and progress in planning the SEI is awaiting the report fiom the 
Synthesis Group led by General Tom Stafford. The Report of the Advisory Committee on the Future of 
the Space Program is being cited and debated throughout the aerospace community. 

Impatient enthusiasts supporting the human exploration of the solar system despair over the cur- 
rent turmoil. However, we must remind ourselves of the enormous progress that has been made in 
creating a real dialogue within the American body politic on the promise of the space frontier. This 
vision of the future must not be trivialized by identifying it with any single program or mission. Our 
movement to the planets must be made on a broad front with the active involvement and participation 
fiom many institutions in our society and fiom many of the peoples of the world. No longer is it suffi- 
cient to concentrate all space activities in one organization and expect all other constitutencies to sup- 
port it. Yet fundamental change in the assignment of responsibility and authority is neither easy nor 
self-evident. We now are seeing the beginnings of change to a "new space order" that must be estab- 
lished before we carn "boldly go where no one has gone before." 

Wendell Mendell 
Houston, Texas 

May 23,1991 



Providing peer review for a collection of professional papers is always a demanding task for an editor. 
He must find associate editors-responsible and knowledgeable volunteers each of whom is willing to take 
charge of six to eight manuscripts and solicit qualified referees for them. In an eclectic volume such as this 
one, the editorial board must span a variety of disciplines and professional communities. Every community 
has its own culture and standards for judging worth, and these value systems must be integrated to provide a 
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The Report of the National Commission on Space (Natiorzlll 
Commission on Space, 1986) and the NASAINational Academy 
of Science Symposium on Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 
21st Century (Mendell, 1985) demonstrated that a return to the 
Moon would be a logical and feasible extension of NASA's goal 
to expand the human presence in space. Development of a 
permanently manned lunar base would provide an outpost for 
scientific research, economic exploitation of the Moon's 
resources, and the eventual colonization of the Moon. 

Important to the planning for such a lunar base is the 
development of transportation requirements for the establishment 
and maintenance of that base. This was accomplished as part of 
a lunar base systems assessment study conducted by the NASA 
Langley Research Center in conjunction with the NASA Johnson 
Space Center. Lunar base parameters are presented using a 
baseline lunar facility concept and tirneline of developmental 
phases. Masses for habitation and scientific modules, power 
systems, life support systems, and thermal control systems were 
generated, assuming space station technology as a starting point. 
The masses were manifested by grouping various systems into 
cargo missions and interspersing manned £lights consistent with 
construction and base maintenance timelines. 

A computer program that sizes the orbital transfer vehicles 
( W s ) ,  lunar landers, lunar ascenders, and the manned capsules 
was developed. This program consists of an iterative technique 
to solve the rocket equation successively for each velocity 
correction (AV) in a mission. The AV values reflect integrated 
trajectory values and include gravity losses. As the program 
computed fuel masses, it matched structural masses from General 
Dynamics' modular space-based W design (Ketchum, 1986a). 

Variables in the study included the operational mode (is., 
expendable vs. reusable and single-stage vs. two-stage CYWs), 
cryogenic specilic impulse, reflecting merent levels of engine 

'Also at Foreign Technology Division, Wright Patterson AFB, OH 
?4lso at Space Vehicle Development i d  Integration, USAF Space 
Division, Space Test Program, El Segundo, CA 
3Also at Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, CA 

technology, and aerobraking vs. all-propulsive return to Earth 
orbit. The use of lunar-derived oxygen was also examined for its 
general impact. For each combination of factors, the low-Earth- 
orbit (LEO) stack masses and Earth-to-orbit (ETO) lift require- 
ments are summarized by individual mission and totaled for the 
developmental phase. In addition to these discrete data, trends 
in the variation of study pararneters are presented. 

The methodology for the lunar base transportation study is 
shown in Fig. 1. Requirements for the baseline lunar base mission 
model, derived by NASA Johnson Space Center, produced a set 
of functional requirements for the lunar base that included 
habitability, manufacturing, commercial applications, science, and 
exploration. System concepts were developed and analysis and 
technology option trade studies were conducted to define the 
mass, volume, power, and resupply requirements of the lunar base 
system. A manifest was prepared based on the priority require- 
ments of equipment and hardware for the lunar base and the 

Lunar Base Functional Mission 
Requirements Model 

JSC Denveo - Habtaoility - Technology Opttons . Weght 
Req~~rernents - Manufacturing - Trade Studies Volume . Commercial 

Applications 
Science . Exploration 

Recommendations n 
. HLLV 

OTV Configuration . Orbits - - .. - Braking 
High Pay-Off Technologies 
Future Studies 

Fig. 1. 

. Power . Resupply 

Transportation 
Vehicle l4-l Transportation Lunar 
Analysis Requirements 

Cargo. Manned Land~ng S~tes . Propuls~on - LlghffDark Cycles 
Aerobraked. Propulstve . Orb~tal Phastng 
Braked . Man~fest~ng 
One and Two Stage OTVs - Reusable and Expendable 
HLLVs, OTVs 

Lunar base studies methodology. 
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volume and mass requirements of the transportation system. The 
manifest information was then input into the analysis of 
transportation vehicle options. This analysis considered such 
factors as ( 1 ) separate manned and cargo missions; (2) reusable 
vs. expendable Oms; (3) one- vs. two-stage W s ;  (4) aero- 
braking vs. propulsive braking on return to LEO; (5) specific 
impulse of cryogenic engines; and '(6) impact of using lunar- 
derived oxygen in lunar vicinity. 

ON 
Development of a lunar base will probably progress in steps 

and phases as shown in Table 1 (Roberts, 1986). The first phase 

will incorporate unmanned reconnaissance or global mapping 
missions to expand the scientific database of the Moon (including 
lunar resource research). In the Phase I1 scenario, a temporary 
manned facility would be established on the lunar surface to 
provide limited research capability for science, materials 
processing, and lunar surface operations. Follow-on phases would 
establish permanent occupancy and self-suEcient bases, leading 
to colonization of the Moon. This study addresses the transpor- 
tation requirements and system for the Phase I1 temporary facility. 

The Phase I1 lunar base required a total mass of 207,865 Ibm 
delivered to the lunar surface. A breakdown of the facility and 
equipment masses is given in Table 2. Manifesting the lunar base 

T4BI.E 1. Lunar base phases. 

T i e  Crew Power 
Phase Mission Period Sue (kW) Function Facilities 

I Lunarsurface 1995- - - e Preliminary site s Unmanned lunar 
mapping 2000 selection orbiter satellite 

I1 Lunar sorties to 2000- 0-5 100 e Final site selection e Habitability module 
establish a small 2008 o Site preparation 0 Sod mover/crane 
space port e Exploration to 10 lan 0 Pilot LOX plant 

e Core samples to 5 m e Core sampler 
o Materials processing 0 Surface transporter 

111 Expand space port to 2008- 5- 11 300 e Permanently manned @ 2 habitability modules 
increase functional 2018 0 Expanded crew Science/astronomy 
capabilities o Materials research 0 Expanded LOX plant 

0 Closed loop research 
LOX utilization 

N Establish lunar base 2018- 11-30 1000 Full LOX production e 6 habitability modules 
with minimum 2028 Habitat growth e 2 science/astronomy 
support from Earth e Locally derived modules 
for survival products/consumables e 1000 metric ton per 

year LOX plant 
Closed ECLSS 

@ LOX storage and 
servicing modules 

TABLE 2. Lunar base W t y  and equipment masses. 

Lunar Base 'x)-day ResuPP'Y 

Facility Mass (Ibm) Volume (ft3) Mass (Ibm) Volume (ft3) Power (kW) 

Habitation Module 1 36,108 6,532 5,162 289 4.72 

Node 1 16,983 2,860 325 32 4.68 

Node 2 16,972 2,860 695 40 3.35 

Node 3 LOX 17,627 2,860 226 35 73.41 

Transporter 1 4,469 2,219 195 110 0 

Crane/Regolith Mover 1 14,239 4,269 620 210 0 

Iaunch/Iander Pad 1 27,600 15,150 50 2 0.05 

Maintenance Shed 1 8,090 3,500 46 1 1.00 

External Equipment 48,348 3,576 2,854 207 117.00 

Total 207,865 46,844 10,351 945 207.50 
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material/components resulted in a requirement for 16 missions, 
9 manned and 7 unmanned. A sample manifest for missions I and 
2 (a manned and cargo mission) is presented in Table 3. The 
lunar base masses and manifest were developed in the NASA 
Iangley assessment study 6rom the NASA Johnson requirements. 

To establish the Phase I1 lunar base, a transportation system 
capable of transporting manned capsules with a mass of about 
13,000 1bm to and from the lunar surface and ferrying a cargo 
of 35,000 to 40,000 Ibrn to the lunar surface is required. For this 
study, the total mass (including payloads, modules, fuel, and crew) 
to be delivered to Earth orbit is approximately 3.0 million Ibrn to 
4.5 million Ibm, depending on the operational mode, engine &- 
ciency, and reentry bralung system. 

The transportation system required for buildup and mainte- 
nance of a lunar base assumed Earth launch of a heavy-lift launch 
vehicle (HLGV) to a staging area (space statior,) in LEO and W s  
for transfer of all material to the Moon. The HLLV is capable of 
delivering approximately 150,000 Ibrn into LEO. 

The space-based <TrV concept that was used as the baseline 
for this study is the General Dynamics S4C modular tank concept 
(Ketchurn, 1986b). Figure 2 shows line drawings of the one-stage 
manned (with lunar ascent and descent vehicle) and two-stage 
cargo (with hab module payload) configurations. 

?;PBLE 3. Sample mission manifest. 

Mission 1 (manned) Mission 2 (unmanned) 

Manned capsule 13,200 lbm Regolith moverlcrane 14,239 lbm 

Core sampler 40 lbm 50% external power equipment 11,601 lbrn 

Stay time extension 3,300 lbrn Maintenance shelter 
module ( 18-day supply) 

8,069 lbrn 

Lunar rover 4,469 lbm 

Crew and supplies 1,500 lbm 

Subtotal 22,509 lbm Subtotal 33,390 Ibm 

Package (10%) 2,251 lbm Package (10%) 3,393 lbm 

Total mass approx. 24,800 lbm Total mass approx. 36,800 lbm 

Lander 1 

2nd 
Stage 

Lunar Payload 

Aeroshell 

- \ Aeroshell 

Fig. 2. Orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) line drawings: (a) one-stage manned and (b) two-stage cargo. 
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The S-4C OTV is composed of the following components: 
( 1 ) twin engines; (2) geotruss aerobrake; (3) propellant tank sets 
(hydrogen and oxygen); (4) avionics package; and (5) payload. 

In order to accommodate different payloads (masses), up to 
seven propellant tank sets can be accommodated on a single stage. 
The propellant capacity and the associated mass breakdown of the 
OTV for practicable numbers of tank sets are given in Table 4. 

In the case of the two-stage OTV in Figs. 3c,d, stage one 
separates after TLI and is either discarded (expendable) or 
performs an Earth-orbit aerobraking in the upper atmosphere, 
along with a small AV burn to rendezvous with the space station 
for subsequent reuse. The second stage performs the LOI, and the 
OTV remains in lunar orbit while the lunar lander performs a 
powered descent carrying the payload (manned or cargo) to the 
lunar surface. For the expendable cargo missions, the lunar lander 
is discarded on the lunar surface and the OTV is discarded in lunar 
orbit. 

Lmm IONS sm 
MODE S C m m O S  

Transportation mode scenarios for one-stage and two-stage 
lunar missions are shown in Fig. 3. Both manned and cargo, as 
well as expendable and reusable, missions are presented. 

The mission scenario begm with the lunar transportation 
system (one- or two-stage) in LEO. For the manned missions, the 
tramportation system consists of the a manned capsule, a 
lunar lander, and a lunar ascender. The cargo mission transpor- 
tation system consists only of the OTV, the lunar lander, and the 
lunar payload. The Om performs the translunar injection (TLI) 
burn and the lunar orbit insertion (LOI) burn. The OTV is 
discarded in lunar orbit, and the descender is discarded on the 
lunar surface. For the manned missions, the lunar ascender returns 
the manned capsule to lunar orbit to rendezvous with the OTV 
and is discarded. The OTV for all return missions (a l l  manned 
and the reusable cargo missions) performs a trans-Earth injection 
(TEI) burn. Earth orbit insertion (EOI) is performed either 
propulsively or by aerobraking in the upper atmosphere along 
with a small AV burn. Once in LEO, the OTV and manned capsule 
will be refitted for reuse (reusable missions). For the expendable 
missions, a new OTV must be delivered by the HLLV for follow- 
on missions. 

A FORTRAN program based on an iterative solution to the 
rocket equation was written to solve for the mass required to be 
delivered to LEO. The general form of the rocket equation is 

where AV is the change in velocity required for a specific 
maneuver (ft/sec), g, is Earth gravity (32.174 ft/sec2), IF is the 
specific impulse of the fuel (sec), M,, is the initial mass before 
the maneuver (Ibm), and Mf is the final mass after the manuever 
(lbm). 

Solving for the mass of fuel required for each manuever, the 
rocket equation takes the form of 

where Mhel is the mass of fuel required for the maneuver (Ibm). 

TABLE 4. Vehicle mass summary. 

Number of Fuel Tank Sets 
1 3 4 5 7 

Structure 
Tanks 
Propulsion system 
Thermal control system 
GN&C 
Electrical systems 
Aerobrake (reusable) 

Propellant 
Residual propellant 
Pressurant 

Reusable OTV 
Dry mass 
Wet mass 
Mass after maneuver 

llpemhble OTV 
Dry mass 
Wet mass 
Mass after maneuver 

Lunar lander Lunar ascender 

Structure 8,360 5,720 
Propellant 29,920 1 1,000 
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(a> CARGO MISSION 

MANNED MISSION 
(AEROBRAKE IS OPTlONAL ON RETURNING OTV) 

Stage 1 Stage 1 Lander Ascender Manned Cargo 
(Expended) (Returns) (Expended) (Expended) Capsule 

MANNED MISSION - 

Stage 1 Lander Ascender Manned Cargo 
Capsule 

Fig. 3. Lunar mission scenarios: (a) one-stage, expendable Om; (b) one-stage, reusable OIT 
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(c> CARGO MISSION 

MANNED MISSION n 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Lander Ascender Capsule Manned Cargo 

CARGO MISSION 

MANNED MISSION n 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Lander Ascender Manned Cargo 
Capsule 

pig. 3. (continued) (c) 'ho-stage, expendable W; (d) two-stage, reusable 
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The AV values shown in Fig. 4 are comparable to actual flight E - o m  
values from 4ollo. The program starts with the manned module's 
ascent from the lunar surface and iterates backward &om the A series of trade-off studies were conducted on key design 
lunar surface to determine the mass that must be delivered to parameters to determine the optimum transportation system for 
LEO for the mission. This mass is the sum of the structure and the manned and the cargo missions. Parameters affecting the 
fuel masses for all maneuvers plus the mass of the lunar payload design of the transportation system included ( 1) manned vs. cargo 
(personnel, cargo, and supplies). (unmanned); (2) reusable vs. expendable CrTV; (3) one- vs. two- 

stage W; (4) aerobraking s. propulsive braking on return to 
LEO; and (5) specific impulse of the ctyogenic engines. Because 

The ETO masses were determined for all 16 missions in each 
transportation scenario. For manned missions, the initial delivery 
of the reusable manned capsule was qot considered in the ETO 
mass. Also, the initial delivery of the CrrV was not considered in 
the ETO mass for reusable missions. A sample 16-mission ETO 
mass summary for a one-stage, reusable, aerobraked <rTV with a 
specific impulse of 460 sec i s  shown in Table 5. 

Tables 6 and 7 provide the total mass to be delivered to LEO 
for the 16-mission lunar base buildup and the number of HLLV 
launches required for each scenario. Twelve scenarios covering 
all the trade-off options are shown. Mass to LEO varied from 
3.03 million lbm to 4.91 million lbm, and the number of HLCV 
launches varied from 20 to 33. These total mission numbers and 
the ETO s. lunar payload mass trend charts (to be discussed in 
the next section) were used to define the optimum lunar base 
transportation system. 

AV (EOI) = 
31 0 (W/ Aerobrake) 
10350 (W/O Aerobrake) 

of the large number of charts involved using the nine different 
variables, only sample trend charts for each set of variables are 
presented. 

Trend charts of ETO mass required for varying manned capsule 
and lunar payload masses are presented in Figs. 5 to 9. Note that 
the step increases in ETO masses in the figures are due to the 
modular design of the OlT As the deliverable lunar payload mass 
increases, the propellant requirement increases. When the 
propellant requirement exceeds the capability of the propellant 
tank set in the design, the computer program increases the 
number of tank sets to accommodate the new requirement, 
which, in turn, increases the structural mass of the W by a 
discrete amount. 

Reusable vs. Expendable 

The question of employing reusable as opposed to expendable 
W systems is very complex. Not only is the added mass (fuel) 
needed to transport and return the system to LEO a consideration, 

AV (LOI) = 2870 

AV (TLI) = 10350 AV (TEI) = 2870 

All Values in ftlsec 

EOI - Earth Orbit Insertion 

TLI - Trans Lunar Burn 

LO1 - Lunar Orbit Insertion 

PD - Powered Descent Burn 

PA - Powered Ascent Burn 

TEI - Trans Earth Injection Burn 

Fig. 4. Propulsive AV summary. 
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TABLE 5. Sample ETO mass summary. 

Mission # Mass (in lbm) Mission # Mass (in lbm) 

1 260,595 9 228,525 
2 202,814 10 228,525 
3 228,525 11 228,525 
4 204,370 12 143,111 
5 228,525 13 2 17,084 
6 2 14,488 14 196,587 
7 154,007 15 217,084 
8 154,007 16 217,084 

One-stage, reusable OW, aembrake used; ISp = 460sec. Total mass to low Earth orbit = 
3,323,856 lbm. Resuites 22 launches of an HLLV (150,000 lbrn payload capability). 

TABLE 6. Transportation summary for a one-stage (TrV: 

Weight to No. of HLLV 
Mission Fwstage LEO, LaunchesReqld 

I, (sec) Designation Case No. Aero Nonaero lbrn X lo6 (150 k lbm) 

440 Reusable 
Expendable 
Reusable . 
Expendable 

460 Reusable 
Expendable 
Reusable * 
Expendable 

485 Reusable 
Expendable 
Reusable 
Expendable 

'For manned missions, stage 1 returns to LEO; for cargo missions, stage 1 is expended. 

Phase I1 (16 missions: 9 manned, 7 unmanned). 

TABLE 7. Transportation summary for a two-stage W. 

No. of HLLV 

First Stage Second Stage 
Weight to Launches 

Mission LEO, Req'd. 
(sec) Designation Case No. Aero Nonaero Aero Nonaero lbm X lo6 (1 50 k lbm) 

440 Reusable 1 X X 3.57 24 
Expendable 2 X* 3.75 25 
Reusable 3 X X 4.91 33 
Expendable 4 X' 4.57 , 31 

460 Reusable 5 X X 3.32 22 
Expendable 6 X* 3.49 23 
Reusable 7 X X 4.44 30 
Expendable 8 X* 4.22 28 

485 Reusable 9 X X 3.03 20 
Expendable 10 X* 3.21 22 
Reusable 11 X X 4.02 27 
Expendable 12 x * 3.85 26 

 o or manned missions, stage 2 returns to LEO; for cargo midom, stage 2 is expended. 

Phase I1 (16 missions: 9 manned, 7 unmanned). 
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but the structural and developmental cost of the reusable system, 
as well as the replacement cost of expendable systems for 
resupply and follow-on missions, must also be considered An 
accwte cost comparison of these two types of vehicles is beyond 
the scope of this study. This study was concerned only with the 
En> masses involved and did not consider any cost factors. The 
developmental cost of a reusable system could possibly offset its 
operating cost advantage over an expendable system. 

Calculation of the total ETO mass for the reusable and 
expendable missions considered the added fuel to return the 
reusable system to Earth orbit for d t ,  whereas the expendable 
missions required a completely new Om structure for each 
mission Comparison of the ETO mass vs. lunar payload mass for 
both manned and cargo missions in the reusable and expendable 
configurations is shown in Fig. 5. The ETO mass of the reusable 
vehicle is consistently lower than that of the expendable vehicle 

EXPENDABLE 

MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibm) MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibm) 

REUSABLE 
EXPENDABLE 

EXPENDABLE EYYYI 

LUNAR PAYLOAD (Ibm) LUNAR PAYLOAD (Ibn) 

Fig. 5. ETO mass comparison of reusable and expendable WS (a) one-stage, nonaerobraked, manned; (b) one-stage, aerobraked, manned; (c) one- 
stage, nonaecobraked, cargo; and (d) one-stage, aerobraked, cargo. 
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for the manned missions. The ETO mass for the reusable 
aerobraked cargo mission (Fig. 5d) is higher than that of the 
expendable mission. This is due to the large quantity of fuel 
required to return the reusable aerobraked cargo OTV to Earth 
orbit. 

Over the 16-mission buildup of the lunar base, a saving of one 
HLL.V ETO flight is achieved using aerobraking and reusable 
instead of expendable systems, regardless of staging (Tables 6 and 
7). Without aerobraking, the expendable system is equal to or 
less costly (in terms of HLLY launches) than the reusable system, 
even though a new OTV is required for each mission. 

stage missions. Each of these three scenarios involved expendable, 
nonaerobraked missions. Logistically, then, it is not necessary to 
consider a two-stage system in the lunar base transportation 
scenario. (Note that these results differ from the classical one- 
stage vs. two-stage comparison. In this study, the expended 
propulsive stages were not discarded; however, as indicated in 
Table 6, the one-stage Om returns to LEO for manned missions 
and, for the two-stage manned OTV case, stage 2 returns to LEO. 
These returning stages require the addition of aerobrakes and 
other recapture components, thereby complicating the classical 
staging trade.) 

One vs. Two Stages Aembraking vs. lpropulsive Braking 

The trend in ETO mass vs. manned capsule mass is almost The trends for both manned and cargo aerobraked vs. 
identical for the one-stage and two-stage systems (Fig. 6). The propulsive-braked systems are shown in Fig. 7. Using aerobraking 
same trend was noted in the cargo missions. This becomes more for the cargo missions means a saving of 20,000 1bm to 
obvious when the total number of HLLY launches for the Phase I1 30,000 Ibm. The manned missions show a more drastic decrease 
buildup is considered (Tables6 and 7). In only three scenarios in ETO mass with aerobraking. Here, the savings vary from 
did the total mass to LEO using one vs. two stages vary by more 30,000 1bm for a 5000-lbm manned capsule to 100,000 lbm for 
than 80,000 lbm, thereby requiring one less HLLV for the two- a 20,000-lbm manned capsule. This translates into a savings of 8 

1 STAGE 
2 STAGE 

1 STAGE 

2 STAGE 

MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibrn) MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibrn) 

Fig. 6. ETO mass comparison of one-stage and twostage OnTs: (a) reusable, manned, aerobraked and (b) reusable, manned nonaerobraked. 

Aerobraked 
Non-Aerobraked 

(I) 
(I) 

3 

MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibrn) LUNAR PAYLOAD (Ibrn) 

Fig. 7. ETO mass comparison of aerobraking and nonaerobraking (Iv = 460 sec): (a) reusable, manned, one-stage and (b) reusable, cargo, one-stage. 
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IILCV launches over the 16-mission buildup of the lunar base 
(Tables 6 and 7). The savings in HLLV launches (ETO mass) when 
using the aerobraked system is due to the reduced amount of fuel 
necessary for Earth-orbit insertion. The much larger savings in 
mass in the manned mission case results £tom the larger mass that 
is being returned to low Earth orbit. The development and use 
of an aerobraking system becomes a distinct enhancing technol- 
ogy for lunar base missions. 

Specific Impulse of the Cryogenic Engine 

The trade study concerning the effect of varying specifjc 
impulse assumed only engines using cryogenic propellants, liquid 
oxygen, and liquid hydrogen. Three I, values (440, 460, and 
485 sec) were considered, relative to state-of-the-art engine 
technology. An I, of 440 sec corresponds to current RL-10 engine 
technology, 460 sec considers a modifled RL-10 engine using a 
large expansion ratio, and 485 sec corresponds to an engine based 
on advanced technology. 

Trends in the IS, effect on ETO mass are presented in Fig. 8. 
As expected, in all cases the higher the I,, the lower the ETO 
mass for a given manned capsule or lunar payload mass. The effect 
of the aerobrake in reducing the number of HLLV launches for 
the 16 missions is less rlwmatic for higher b values. For a 
reusable CIIlr with an I, of 440 sec, use of the aerobrake saves 
eight or nine HLLV launches, whiie the same OTV with a 485- 
sec I, saves only seven HLLV launches (Tables 6 and 7). 

LUNAR LOX IMPACT 
The lunar surface is rich in minerals &om which oxygen can 

be derived. Roberts (1986) showed that a transportation system 
using lunar-derived oxygen offers substantial ETO mass savings 
over a totally Earth-based system. For the present study, the use 
of lunar oxygen was only considered for lunar descent and ascent, 
trans-Earth injection, and Earth circularization maneuvers of 
reusable missions. Comparisons of ETO masses for variations in 
lunar payload mass for reusable cargo and manned missions are 
shown in Figs. 9a-d. 

For a reusable cargo mission (one stage with an I* of 460 sec) 
with a 30,000-lbm lunar payload (Figs. 94b), the ETO mass for 
the nonaerobraked transportation system using Earth-derived LOX 
is 3.3 times that of the lunar-derived LOX system (204,000 Lbm 
vs. 62,000 lbm). The addition of aerobraking reduces the ETO 
mass to 172,000 1bm for the Earth-derived LOX system with no 
appreciable change in the lunar-derived system ETO mass (the 
Earth-derived WX system is still a factor of 2.8 higher). 

The effect of using lunar-derived LOX is even more dramatic 
for the manned missions (Figs. 9c,d). Assuming a 19,000-lbm 
manned module (one-stage system with an I, of 460sec), the 
ETO mass is 100,000 1bm for a lunar-derived LOX nonaerobraked 
transportation system as opposed to 355,000 lbm (a factor of 3.5 
higher) for an Earth-derived LOX system. With aerobrakmg, the 
same manned capsule requires an ETO mass of 88,000 1bm for 
a lunar-derived LOX system and an ETO mass of 266,000 Ibrn for 
an Earth-derived system (3 times higher than the lunar-derived 
system). 

With lunar LOX, the ETO mass of cargo missions can be 
reduced to 25-50% of that required with Earth-derived LOX. For 
manned missions using lunar LOX, the ETO mass can be reduced 
to 16-25%. For the 16-mission buildup, the total ETO mass can 
be reduced fkom 3.32 million lbm to 1.10 million Ibrn with the use 
of lunar-derived LOX (Fig. lo). Those mass savings are due 

ISP = 485 sec. 
ISP = 460 sec. 
ISP = 440 sec. 

" 
0 10000 20000 30000 

MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibrn) 

ISP = 485 sec. 
ISP = 460 sec. 
ISP = 440 sec. 

100000 1 I I I 

0 10000 20000 30000 

MANNED CAPSULE MASS (Ibm) 

LUNAR PAYLOAD MASS (Ibm) 

Fig. 8. ETO mass comparison of effect of specitlc impulse (b): 
(a) reusable, manned, one-stage, aerobraked; @) reusable, manned, 
one-stage, nonaerobraked; and (c) reusable, cargo; one-stage, 
aerobraked. 
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Fig. 9. Impact of lunar-derived LOX: (a) reusable, cargo, one-stage, aerobraked; (b) reusable, cargo, one-stage, nonaerobraked; (c) reusable, manned, 
one-stage, aerobraked; and (d) reusable, manned, one-stage, nonaerobraked. 

Stored 0 2  IHp Propellant primarily to the propellant mass reduction kom 2.5 million Ibm 
4000 (Earth-derived LOX) to 0.35 million lbm (lunar-derived LOX). 

The estimated mass of a pilot LOX plant is included in the lunar 
Stored H2, Lunar-Derived LOX base facility and equipment mass (Table 3), but a LOX production 

3000 plant with an estimated mass of 8400 Ibrn ( Wdliams et al, 1979) 
is needed to derive the benefits shown here. 

ETO Mass 2000 
(k Ibm) CoMCkuSIoNS 

A systems analysis and assessment has been conducted on the 
1000 transportation requirements to support a Phase I1 lunar base 

mission. The objectives of the study were to assess the relative 
impact of lunar base support requirements on a LEO-based 

0 transportation system and to identify key and/or enabling 
Total Propellant Structure Payload technologies. 

One-Stage Reusable Aerobraked O N  It is immediately evident kom the analysis that construction and 
support of a Phase I1 lunar base will place a tremendous burden 

ISP = 460 sec on any space transportation system. The development of the 
Phase II lunar base will require 3 million lbm to 4 million lbm 

Fig. 10. Impact of lunar-derived LOX on total ETO mass. total weight in LEO over the course of some 20-30 launches of 
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a 150,000-Ibm HLLV. Considering trajectory limitations for specific Overall, the trend analysis of this study indicates that the 
Earth-to-Moon missions, coupled with even the most optimistic optimum transportation system would be a one-stage, aerobraked, 
ETO and LEO turnaround scenarios (not addressed in this report), reusable vehicle with the highest engine efficiency attainable. The 
this translates into a commitment of several years of dedicated use of lunar oxygen is advisable. 
lunar missions. 

From an ETO mass standpoint, only small differences were 
noted between the use of reusable or expendable systems. 
However, the cost of expendable modules and vehicles must be 
considered relative to the developmental cost of the reusable 
system. It is possible that the developmental cost of a reusable 
system may offset its operating cost advantage over an expendable 
system. It appears that using a two-stage CYIV yields no sipficant 
advantage in mass savings. In terms of operational logistics, then, 
a one-stage CYIV makes the most sense. Aerobraking stands out 
as a critical, if not enabling technology. Over the course of 16 
lunar missions, aerobraking can reduce LEO masses and cor- 
responding ETO lift requirements on the order of 1.5 million Ibm 
to 2 million Ibm. Aerobraking is also critical in making a reusable 
CYIV advantageous. As expected, the higher the I, of the engine, 
the lower the fuel needs and ETO masses. The ETO masses were 
also observed to be more sensitive to IT in reusable and all- 
propulsive modes. The use of aerobraking reduced the impact of 
increasing Iw An engine with an I, of 485 sec is probably beyond 
the near-future state of the art, but an I, of 460 sec appears 
definitely achievable. Utilizing lunar-derived oxygen for lunar 
landing, ascent from the lunar surface, and return to Earth orbit 
can reduce mission start mass to 16-50% of that required with 
Earth-derived LOX. 
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The International @ace Station has been the object of comkkrable design, redesign, and alteration 
since it was origzhdly proposed in early 1984. In the intervening yeam the station has slowly evolved 
to a .pen@ desgn that was thoroughly reviewed by a large agency-zuide Critical Evaluation T& Fme 
(CETF). As .pace station designs continue to evolve, studies must be conducted to determine the 
suitability of the current design for some of the primary putposes for which the station will be used. 
Z% paper d l  concentrate on the technology requirements and issues, the on-orbit demonstration and 
venmtion program, and the .pace station focused support required prior to the establtkbment of a 
pamamtly  manned lunar base as &hJ?ed in the National Cornmisson on Space report. Technology 
issues associated with the on-orbit assembly and processing of the lunar vehicle Pght elements will 
also be & w e d .  

INTRODUCTION 
In early 1987, the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, 

NASA Headquarters, requested that the Langley Space Station 
Office perform a study to assess the impact of a manned lunar 
base mission on the Critical Evaluation Task Force (CETF) IOC 
space station. An agency-wide team was formed to investigate the 
space station support necessary to accommodate such a mission, 
with emphasis on precursor research requirements, lunar mission 
support requirements in low Earth orbit (LEO), concurrent 
science applications, technology requirements and issues, and 
station resource requirements including crew, power, and volume. 
The results of this study are published in Wddman et al. ( 1987). 

From a review of recent studies conducted by NASA and in 
concert with the Civil Space Leadership Initiative (CSLI) activities, 
a baseline lunar base mission scenario was postulated, and the top- 
level technology requirements and issues needed to support such 
a mission were identified. These top-level issues were then 
analyzed to determine technology areas needing early or accel- 
erated emphasis, and a statement of near-term and far-term re- 
quirements was formulated in terms of applicability to the lunar 
base initiative. From this analysis, the systems-level technologies 
that were considered enabling were identified, and an orbital 
demonstration and verification program for the major flight 
hardware elements of the lunar vehicles was developed. 

Key lunar base mission technology implications are summarized 
in terms of the space station requirements and on-orbit support 
activities. Technology areas requiring additional study are iden- 
tified and include in-space processing and se~ceability, space- 
storable cyrogenics, automation and robotics, automated ren- 
dezvous and docking, etc. Some basic requirements for an orbital 
maneuvering vehicle (OMV) -type vehicle with increased 
capability and operational flexibility are presented. 

LUNAR BASE ACCOMMODATION 
STUDY OVERVIEW 

Before addressing the specfic technology issues and on-orbit 
demonstration program requirements, a brief overview of the study 
results presented in Wddman et d. (1987) will be discussed. 

The overall study objective was to establish and, where possible, 
quantify all the lunar base mission impacts on the IOC space 
station (on resources, interfaces, science, technology DDT&E, and 
configuration) resulting from accommodation of the lunar base 
mission. Of particular importance to the study were the on-orbit 
resource requirements in terms of crew, power, and volume, the 
impacts to the station science, and the enabling and enhancing 
technology requirements. 

The basic assumptions and ground rules that were used in the 
study were ( 1 ) the CETF IOC configuration is the study baseline; 
(2) there will be an early manned lunar mission; (3) there will 
be lunar sample return and rover precursor missions with expend- 
able launch vehicles (ELVs); (4) the Johnson Space Center (JSC) 
lunar base scenario is the primary basis for space station mass 
flow; (5) lunar mission vehicle buildup will take place in LEO; 
(6) a hydrogen/oxygen chemical proplusion system will be used; 
(7) orbital transfer vehicles (Oms) and OMV will be man rated 
and space based; (8) heavy Lift launch vehicles (HLLVs) will be 
operational; and (9) the study does not consider a post 2010 
timeframe. 

Unmanned precursor missions, which include lunar orbiters, 
sample return vehicles, and surface rovers, will be delivered by 
ELVs launched directly from Earth. From the onset of the early 
manned lunar missions to the establishment of a permanent lunar 
base, all lunar mission elements will pass through the space 
station. The mass-to-LEO necessary to support the flight rates 
assumed for the program dictated the need for an HLLY. The 
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station-based OTVs and OMVs were assumed to be available early 
in the program fkom the vehicles' on-orbit verification and man- 
rating programs beginning at station IOC. 

In the study four possible on-orbit basing options for vehicle 
preparation and maintenance were considered: ( 1 ) all vehicle 
accommodations are based on the space station; (2) the vehicle 
hangar is based on the space station but propellant is located on 
a co-orbiting facility; (3) all vehicle accommodations except the 
crew habitation module are based on a co-orbiting facility; and 
(4) all vehicle accommodations including the crew module are 
based on a co-orbiting facility. 

Only options 1 and 2 were analyzed in any detail for their 
impacts on the station configuration, control characteristics, and 
static microgravity profiles. In option 3 the major impact would 
be increased traffic to and from the station to accommodate the 
support crew shift changes. Option 4, by definition, would 
produce little or no effect on the station. 

The station configuration shown in Fig. 1 shows option 1 with 
the vehicle hangar/service facility above the transverse boom and 
attached to the upper keel, while the propellant tanks are below 
the boom and attached to the lower keels. The JSC lunar base 
scenario, which provided the fundamental delinition of the total 
mass flow through the station, consists of three phases and is 
shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Lunar base scenario. 

Phase I: Preparatory Exploration (Robotic) 
* Lunar orbiter explorer and mapper 

Site selection 
* Possible automated site preparation 

Phase 11: Research Output (0-4 Personnel) 
* Man tended 
* Habitat module 

Total Earth supply 
* Science module 
* Lunar oxygen pilot plant 
e Surface mining pilot operation 
e Power unit 

Phase 111: Operation Base (4-  12 Personnel) 
Permanently occupied facility 

* Additional habitats and laboratories 
* Expanded mining facility 
* Oxygen production plant 
* Additional power 

The first phase begins in 1994 with the primary objective being 
to assess and select a candidate landing site. This phase would 
commence with a lunar orbiting satellite to provide detailed 
mapping of the entire lunar surface. This would be followed by 
sample return missions and delivery of unmanned rovers for 
detailed landing site evaluations. The final step in this phase could 
be delivery of automated construction equipment to the surface 
for initial site preparation. 

The second phase of the scenario establishes a man-tended 
research outpost and begins with the delivery of a small power 
plant, a habitat, an unpressurized rover, and various scientific 
experiments. A crew of four will operate the outpost for up to 
two weeks at a time during the first two years. As more facilities 
and equipment are delivered, stay times will increase and small- 
scale mining operations and oxygen production experimentation 
will commence. 

Phase 111 begins about 2005 with the goal of establishing a 
permanently manned lunar base. During this phase the number 

Fig. 1. Space station configuration-option 1. 

of crew will increase to 12 with the habitats, facilities, and 
equipment necessary to support large-scale oxygen production. A 
lunar orbiting support facility will have been established as a 
storage/transfer depot for the lunar-produced oxygen and as a 
staging area for the arriving and departing lunar mission crews. 

The major development milestones necessary for implementing 
the phased lunar base program are shown in Fig. 2. Key space 
station events are indicated. As mentioned earlier, (TrV and OMV 
development and orbital verification should start at station IOC, 
as well as the orbital assembly and outfitting of the O N  and lunar 
vehicle and hangar/senice facility. The milestones for the lunar 
vehicle elements reflect a very ambitious and success-oriented 
schedule considering that all the flight hardware elements must 
be assembled on orbit, tested, and verified in two years! 

The space station support requirements that need to be 
addressed in order to successfully meet the schedule milestones 
are shown in Table 2. In this table, the primary activities required 
by the station to support a lunar base are shown as a function 
of time and include all the program phases discussed. The early 
activities, 1997-2000, affecting the station requirements support 
are primarily the on-orbit technology development and demon- 
stration program, the on-orbit facility support buildup, and the 
lunar vehicle testing and verification program. The station support 
requirements in the 2000-20 10 timeframe include ( 1 ) the 
capability to support routine vehicle servicing, refurbishment, and 
missions operations and (2) the advanced technology develop- 
ment programs necessary to establish the permanent manned 
facility on the lunar surface. These advanced programs and their 
implications on the evolutionary growth of the LEO and lunar 
orbit inhstructures will undoubtedly be challenging topics for 
future study activities such as those emerging fkom NASA's Office 
of Aeronautics and Space Technology's Project Pathhder. Also, 
during this latter time frame, the orbital activities and mass-to- 
orbit requirements necessary to support the lunar base (and quite 
possibly the manned Mars initiative) will most likely have 
established the need for an LEO transportation node as part of 
the in-space infrastructure. 
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Fig. 2. Major milestones for the lunar base. 

TABLE 2. Space station support requirements. 

1397-2000 
a On-orbit facilities buildup 
* Technology developme~/demonstration 
e Lunar  vehicle demonstration/veritication 

2000-2010 
o Lunar vehicle servicing 
* Lunar  base mission support 
8 Advanced technology development/demonstration 
e Advanced lunar vehicle deveiopment/veritication 

To summarize the lunar base overview, the majority study 
accomplishments are (1  ) mission and mission vehicle are defined; 
(2) detailed operations analysis are concluded; (3) strawman 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) flight schedule is developed; 
(4) space station accommodation options are identified and 
analyzed; (5) space station science effects are analyzed; (6) tech- 
nology requirements for lunar base support are examined; and 
(7) on-orbit development program requirements are developed. 

The remainder of this paper will concentrate on the last two 
items, the overall development of the technology requirements 
and the on-orbit technology demonstration and verification 
programs necessary to support this initiative. 

In order to assess the specitic technology requirements and their 
impacts on the station, it was necessary to first identify the top- 
level technology issues that must be addressed in order to 

establish a permanently manned presence on the Moon. These 
technologies, shown in Table 3, are "across the board" or generic 
in nature, and are relevant to the entire initiative. 

TABLE 3. Top-level technology issues. 

Advanced Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) 
- Air, water, waste management, food processing 

* Crew Systems 
- Advanced EVA suits 
- Habitability considerations 
- Health care and maintenance considerations 

* Surface Transportation 
- Rovers (unmanned, manned) 

* Automation and Robotics 
- Cargo handling 
- Assembly 
- Remote site exploration 

s Structures 
- Aerobrake/aeroshell 
- Assembly and handling 

0 Power/Thermal 
- Solar 
- Nuclear 
- Chemical 

0 Long-life Mission Systems/Subsystems 
- Radiation/temperature effects 
- Propellant storage 
- Maintenance/activation 
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The technologies indicated on the table were not prioritized 
or time-phased, but do serve as a basis for a point of departure 
in the study to determine areas of specific emphasis for the space 
station support. For example, the structures, automation/robotics, 
and life-support technologies being developed under the space 
station program are directly transferable to lunar base applications. 
Technology areas such as surface transporation, power generation, 
and thermal protection could best be done on the ground with 
prototype and final hardware demonstration and verification being 
done on the lunar surface. 

In the following discussion, only those technologies that needed 
the space station for direct support will be considered at any 
depth. These "station focused" technology issues are shown in 
Table 4. The first five technology issues listed were those the study 
identified as needing early or accelerated emphasis. These may 
be looked at as enabling technologies, whereas the items listed 
under "Space Station Supporting Technology and Development" 
could be considered as enhancing and would be accommodated 
by the station in any event. 

TABLE 4. Technology issues-space station focused. 

Accelerated Emphasis 
Automation/robotics 
Aerobraking 
Autonomous rendezvous and docking 
Space propulsion systems 
Space cryogenics 

Space Station Supporting Technology and Development 
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) 
Guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) 
Communications and tracking (C&T) 
Extra vehicular activity (EVA) 
Data management system (DMS) 

Table 5 shows the technology issues just discussed with a brief 
statement as to their application to the near-term and long-term 
lunar program requirements. For example, the automation/ 
robotics technology, while key to the success of the lunar vehicle 
on-orbit servicing/refurbishment requirement, is also an essential 
technology necessary to support the lunar base surface operations. 
This is equally true for the automated rendezvous/docking issue, 
where sophisticated systems are required to support both the 
numerous LEO and lunar orbital operations that have been 
identified. Guidance, navigation, and control and Comm/Tracking 
are also key technology issues when the amount of tratfic that 
can be expected in the space station and the lunar vicinity is 
considered. 

As mentioned earlier, the handling of space cryogenics needs 
early emphasis in that the transfer, storage, and management of 
space-storable propellants is critical to mission success. This 
becomes even more apparent later in the program when lunar 
oxygen production becomes a reality. Fuel-related issues include 
( I )  fuel transfer (tank to tank/tank to vehicle), (2) fuel storage/ 
boil off; (3) on-orbit tank handling (automated rendezvous/ 
docking and OMV capabilities); and (4) robotic/teleoperator 
servicing/operations. Solutions to these issues are also keyed to 
the supporting automation/robotics and the automated rendez- 
vous/docking technologies. 

Technology issues include ( 1 ) space-based diagnostics/prog- 
nostics (in-space systems checkout, onboard/orbit decision mak- 
ing for safe systems operations, and systems health prediction/ 

TABLE 5. Near-term and long-term lunar program 
technology requirements. 

Automation/Robotics 
e Lunar vehicle preparation/servicing in LEO 
0 Lunar base surface operations 

Aerobraking 
0 (TrV LEO operations 

Automated Rendezvous/Docking 
0 OW, HLLV, LEO operations 
e Lunar vehicle lunar orbit operations 

Space Propulsion Systems 
CXV, E-lander, E-launcher engine development 

e W, O W  propulsion systems reusability, maintainability, 
refurbishment 

Space Cryogenics 
8 Propellant transfer and storage 

ECLSS 
s Manned lunar module (MLM) 
e LEO/LO support operations 
e Lunar base operations 

GN&C 
0 Traff~c control in LEO 
e OW, OIV LEO operations 
0 Lunar vehicle translunar and lunar orbit operations 

' e Lunar orbit system 

Comm/Tracking 
e Traffic control in LEO 
8 OW, OTV LEO operation 
e Lunar vehicle translunar and lunar orbit operations 
e Lunar orbit systems 

EVA Systems 
e Lunar surface operations 
o LEO support operations 

DMS 
o LEO support operations 
e Lunar base support 
e MLM support 

status; (2) in-space shelf life of lunar-base hardware/spares 
inventory in LEO, lunar vicinity; (3) in-space processing of 
hazardous (wet) systems; and (4) pressurized transfer of mission 
crew to fueled lunar vehicle. These issues evolved &om the 
analysis of the lunar vehicle in-space processing and turnaround 
requirements developed by the KSC study participant. 

The space-based diagnostics/prognostics issue is key to suc- 
cessfully meeting the rigid turnaround schedule requirements 
developed in the study and for establishing the high degree of 
confidence required for safe systems operation. The degree of 
modularity, the level of component changeout and replacement, 
engine/tank reusability, spares inventory, etc. will be real chal- 
lenges to designers to provide "serviceability" to all the lunar 
vehicle systems. The Lewis Research Center (LeRC) is proposing 
studies on reusable space propulsion systems that are directly 
r.2plicable to in-space vehicle processing, especially in the area 
of expert system intelligence for monitoring, diagnostics, and 
control. The issues of on-orbit processing of hazardous (wet) 
systems and the pressurized transfer of crewmen to fueled space 
vehicles will also require new and innovative "operational philo- 
sophies" in order to provide timely and safe solutions to these 
problems. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of space shuttle and the manned lunar vehicle. 

Figure 3 graphically depicts the magnitude of some of the 
challenges associated with the on-orbit vehicle processing and 
servicing mentioned above. This figure shows the space shuttle 
orbiter and the manned lunar vehicle con€iguration to approxi- 
mately the same scale. Not only is the lunar vehicle as large, in 
many ways it is as complex as the orbiter. It has more engine 
systems and more elements that need to be serviced, integrated, 
and checked out, all on orbit with limited "hands-on" personnel. 

Having identified the key technology areas relative to the station 
support role, the next step was to define the systems-level tech- 
nology issues. Tables 6, 7, and 8 address these issues for the major 
fight hardware elements of the lunar vehicles. Each of the new 
development items that comprise the manned lunar vehicle is 
listed along with the major subsystems/functions that make up 
that element. Table 6 depicts those elements unique to the 
manned module. 

TABLE 6. Systems-level technology issues-manned module only. 

Element/Function 

ECISS 
El's 
<;N&<: 
Cornm/Tracking 
LVA Systems 
DMS 
<~ommmd/<:ontrol Inte&ce 

SS-Derived 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Some 

- 
New 

Some 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

1x0  Ikv. Test 

STS SS 

No Yes 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Some Yes 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 

TABIE 7. Systems-level technology issues-orbital transfer vehicle. 

LEO Dev. Test 

Element/Function SS-Derived New STS SS 

Automated Rendezvous/Docking 
ACS 
GN&C 
C&T 
Propulsion System 
(Reusability Tech) 
Aerobrake/AerosheU 
Command/Control Interface 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Some 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Some 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

TABLE 8. Systems-level technology issues-expendable elements. 

LEO Dev. Test 

Element/Function SS-Derived New STS SS 

E-Iander 
GN&C 
C&T 
ACS 
Propulsion System 
Command/<:ontrol Interface 
Rover 

E-l~uncher 
GN&C 
<;&T 
A<:S 
Propulsion System . 
Command/<:ontrol Interface 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Some 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Some 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
N o  
Some 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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In an attempt to define the technology readiness of the Bight 
hardware, an overall assessment was made of the availability of 
the technology as shown in the first two columns. These 
technology requirements were identified as being station derived 
(required by the station program itself), new technology, or some 
combination of both. As can be seen, over half of those identified 
were found to be highIy dependent on space station heritage. The 
applicability of using the shuttle and/or space station experience 
for the on-orbit development and testing for the lunar base 
elements is indicated in the last two columns of the figure. 

In Table 7, the OTV main propulsion system is an excellent 
example of capitalizing on the experience base to be accumulated 
on the space shuttle main engines (SSMEs). This base, along with 
the proposed LeRC research on reusable space propulsion 
systems, will be invaluable in finding solutions to the challenges 
associated with on-orbit processing and refurbishment. 

In Table 8 the systems-level issues for the expendable elements 
are shown. As the program matures into the Phase I1 timetlame, 
these elements will be replaced by reusable vehicles. The systems/ 
subsystems technology requirements for these reusable vehicles 
will have benefited from the early development activities 
associated with expendable elements. 

From this systems-level analysis, the single common thread that 
ran through all the elements was the command and control 
interface function. This requirement was due primarily to the 
"man in the loop," who is an integral part of all vehicle systems. 
For example, no matter how sophisticated the automated 
rendezvous and docking system becomes, the crew must have the 
capability to monitor, assess, and intervene if necessary, to take 
active, real-time control of any vehicle or situation of which they 
are a part. 

ON-ORBIT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
AND DEMONSTRATION CONSIDERATIONS 
The purpose of the on-orbit technology development and 

demonstration program was to evaluate and demonstrate the 
operation of the systems, the techniques, and the components of 
the mission elements and functions to insure a high degree of 
confidence in their operations. 

Long-term, dependable operation is achieved by high reliability, 
maintainability, repairability, and/or replacement. The on-orbit 
technology program must insure that the proper balance of these 
attributes has been determined for the particular system or 
subsystem selected. In developing the orbital demonstration/ 
testing -program discussed here, the subsystem selection, the 
development of the operational procedures, and the space 
asssembly techniques should be made as early in the program as 
possible, whiIe maximizing the use of space station hardware and 
operations experience. As much testing and verification as is 
feasible must be done before fight hardware is committed to 
orbit. 

The primary items that must be considered in the on-orbit 
demonstration program are identified in Table 9. In this table, the 
lunar vehicle systems are shown with the major testing and 
verification requirements listed for each of the fight hardware 
elements. In addition to those listed, end-to-end testing and all- 
up mission simulations with the totally integrated lunar vehicle 
configuration will be required. 

TABLE 9. On-orbit p r o g m  demonstration considerations. 

TestingNerificdtion 
cm 

e Rendezvous/docking with OMV 
* Rendezvous/docking with MLM 
a Separation test-OW, MIM, ~llrgo mtxlule 

Serviceability/tumaround procedures 
* Fueling 
e Aeroshell performance 

O W  
e Rendezvous/dtxking with HLLV 
0 Rendezvous/docking with lunar vehicle 

(<rn/MIM, Crn/cargo) 
Se~ceability/tumaround procedures 
Fueling 

Manned Lunar Module (MLM) 
o Subsystems verification 
0 Command/control interface verification 
0 Serviceability, maintenance 
* Mission simulations 
* Crew transfer, premission/postmission C/O procedures 

E-Lander/Launcher 
0 Separation, rendezvous, and docking demonstration 

Ianding and w e n t  demonstration 
* Mission simulation (manned, unmanned) 
a Fueling 

Aerobrake/Aeroshell 
Assembly 

* Serviceabilitylrefurbishmnt procedures 

ON-ORBIT PROGRAM RESOURCE 
REQtJIImmNTS 

As stated earlier, the primary thrusts of the paper were the on- 
orbit technology requirements and the on-orbit demonstration 
and verification programs with emphasis on station impacts in 
terms of crew, power, and volume requirements. The on-orbit 
resource estimates developed for the thrusts are shown in Table 
10, and the term "user" refers to those requirements over and 
above basic station capabilities or allotments. 

TABLE 10. On-orbit resource estimates for lunar mission support. 

Activity 
User User User 
Crew Power Volume 

Precursor Program 
Technology dev5lopment 

demonstration 
Mission Support 

Vehicle assembly, servicing, 
and checkout 

Mission crew 

6-12 3 0 k w  l lab 

4-12 

Includes systems testing verification 
Includes cryo management. 

The estimates indicated for the precursor program activity were 
derived primarily from detailed analysis of the on-orbit demon- 
stration program just discussed. The rather high crew estimates 
include the personnel requirements for vehicle systems/sub- 
systems monitoring and for crew support, *e tests of the ren- 
dezvous and docking, fueling, landinghscent, aeroshell perfor- 
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mance, etc. are in progress. Also included is the crew needed for 
the hangar/service facility and construction and assembly in the 
1997 timeframe and for the manpower required to develop, test, 
and validate the vehicle processing and turnaround procedures 
during the two years prior to phase I1 initiation. 

The power estimate includes the base load necessary to sustain 
the systems/susbsystems monitoring functions and an allowance 
to support a command/control capability on the station. This base 
load averaged about 6 kW/yr over the 1997-2000 technology 
development period. The bulk of the power usage, approximately 
9 kW, was due primarily to requirements from the vehicle hangar/ 
service facility and to the technology program associated with 
storage, reliquefaction, and transfer techniques of the space- 
storable cryogenics. The volume requirements shown represent 
the pressurized/internal volumes needed to accommodate the 
monitoring and command/control functions associated with the 
demonstration and verification support demands. 

The mission support activity, which begins at the onset of phase 
11, puts the most severe demands, in terms of crew, on the basic 
station resources. Vehicle assembly, servicing, and checkout can 
require firom 6 to 12 additional crewmen depending on the flight 
rates and turnaround times assumed in the program scenario. If 
we assume we need to maintain the baseline crew of 8 in order 
to preserve the basic research mission of the station, there is now 
an on-orbit crew requirement that ranges from 14 to 20 people. 
This equates to an additional two habitat modules in order to 
support routine station and lunar mission operations. The lunar 
base/mission crew will grow firom 4 to 12 by the year 2010. 
However, these are transient personnel and could probably be 
accommodated by "doubling up," so to speak, in the additional 
habitat modules. 

The 30-kW power requirement shown for the mission support 
activity includes the energy necessary to support the vehicle 
assembly, tests, and servicing functions, as well as providing the 
power needed for on-orbit space cryogenic management. During 
the operational time period, a dedicated pressurized service and 
assembly facility, equivalent in size to a lab module, will be 
required to manage daily activities associated with vehicle 
processing and mission control. 

The lunar base program and its attendant requirements can be 
characterized by long-duration, operationally intense missions. The 

schedule requiring a substantial expansion of our current Earth- 
to-LEO launch capabilities, and significant advances in the 
automation and robotics technology. 

The primary focus on the space station activities in support of 
the lunar base mission early in the program will be the on-orbit 
technology development, testing, verification of flight hardware, 
and some orbital demonstration experimentation. The operational 
phase will require si@cant support for the assembly, refurbish- 
ment, and maintenance of the lunar mission elements. 

If the lunar vehicles and elements are station based, the 
assembly, servicing, and maintenance functions will require 
extensive station interfaces such as those for a large hangar/ 
service facility attached to the station. 

The OTV and the OMV particularly must be designed to 
accommodate the massive mission vehicles, and they must be man 
rated. Traffic control around and at the station, and contamination 
due to increased vehicular tra£Iic, must be studied to provide 
workable procedures and solution. 

Some of the key conclusions derived from the referenced study 
and this paper are summarized below. 

1. The CETF space station configuration (dual keel) will 
accommodate the lunar mission. 

2. Crew requirements point to the need for a crew carrier. 
3. The lunar vehicle size, complexity, and allocated in-space 

processing time requires it to be of modular design with high 
reliability and robotic interfaces. 

4. Application of automation and robotics principles is required 
to improve productivity and increase efficiency of operations. 

5. On-orbit servicing and refurbishment, space storable 
cryogenics, and automated rendezvous and docking technologies 
should be accelerated. 

Weidman D. J., Cirillo W. M., Llewellyn C. I?, Kaszubowski M., and Kienlen 
E. M. (1987) Space Station Accommodation for Lunar Base Ele- 
ments-A Study. NASA TM-100501.243 pp. 

program's success will depend upon an ambitious flight support 
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Sjwe Station Freedom technology will have the potential for numerous applications in an early lunar 
baseprogram. B e  benefits of utilizing station technology in such a fmbion include reduced development 
and fan7ity costs for lunar base systems, shorter schedules, and uen@xztion of such technology through 
space station eqerience. T?nkpa@rpresents an assessment of opportunities for using station technology 
in a lunar baseprogram, particularly in the la&/ascent vebicles and surfae modules. 

Current concepts for a lunar base program (Duke et al., 1985; 
Hoffman and Niehofi 1985; Woodcock, 1985; Ride, 1987; Na- 
tional Commission on Space, 1986) assume the presence of a 
low Earth orbit (LEO) space station as part of the overall mission 
inhstructure (Fig. 1). Such a station will function as a staging 
platform between Earth launch systems and lunarbound orbital 
transfer vehicles (OTVs), providing services such as vehicle assem- 
bly, checkout, and fuel storage. 

Space Station Ereedom (Fig. 2) represents the first step to 
creating such a LEO facility. This Phase I station will serve both 
as a testbed to develop the servicing capabilities mentioned above, 
and as a life sciences laboratory to gain better understanding of 
how life can function in space. Eventually, it could evolve into 
the staging platform for lunar missions. 

An equally important aspect of Space Station Ereedom is that 
the systems-level technologies that NASA is developing specitically 
for this program, such as data management, guidance and 
navigation, and communications, represent basic capabilities that 
in many cases can be applied directly to lunar base elements. This 
approach of using existing systems has been followed throughout 
the long history of lunar base planning (Lowman, 1985; Johnson 
and Leonard, 1985). Now, with the advent of the design, 
development, test, and evaluation portion of the space station 
program, it is possible to assess such technology transfer at a finer 
level of detail. This paper reports on a preliminary internal study 
by McDomeN Douglas of such oppormnities for the space station 
avionics. 

This study assumes a Phase I1 lunar base, as defined by Duke 
et al. (1985) and Ride (1987; also known as the "Ride Report"). 
(Phase I in renewed lunar exploration would entail robotic 
exploration of the Moon during the 1990s, with the specific goal 
of finding a suitable site for the eventual lunar base. Phase I1 
would then follow in the 2000 to 2005 timeframe and represents 
the initial return of people to the Moon. The associated surface 
facility would grow into the permanently occupied Phase I11 base, 

with up to 30 inhabitants by 2010.) Although there are various 
versions of such a base, they share common requirements and 
features. Table 1 lists these items, as well as representative values. 

Of all the possible elements, only the lander/ascent vehicles and 
lunar surface modules are considered here for potential applica- 
tions. Although a lunar orbiting space station would help logisitics 
and operations, it is not needed until the succeeding Phase I11 
lunar base. The OTV is not included because it may be developed 
independently of the lunar base program, much like Space Station 
Ereedom and the orbital maneuvering vehicle, and therefore is 
assumed to already exist by the time this program gets under way. 

Lander and Ascent Vehicles 

Several NASA-sponsored studies (Babb et al., 1984; NASA, 
1987a) defined a set of expendable/reusable, manned/cargo 
landers and ascent vehicles. Only the expendable elements are 

1 

Outbound 

Fig. I. Lunar base transportation i&a..tructure. 
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Fig. 2. Phase I Space Station Freedom. 

TABLE 1. Mission parameters for Phase U lunar base. 

Surface stay time 1-3 months 
Crew size 3 -5 
Utilization of lunar resources Soil for radiation shielding; otherwise, 

total resupply from Earth 
ECLSS closure Same as space station 
Power 75-100 kW 
Communications to Earth Real time video (22 Mbps) 
Location Equatorial, nearside 

considered here (Fig. 3) because they are the ones used during 
Phase I1 base operations. A large percentage of the avionics and 
software developed for these expendable landers can be adapted 
to the reusable versions when they are developed 10 years later. 

Although the overall vehicle is expendable, it may prove feasible 
to recover high-value avionic components and reuse them either 
in new landers, or else somewhere in the growing lunar base. 

Surface Modules 

To achieve top-level commonality between the lunar base and 
Space Station Freedom, an initial lunar base design will incorpo- 
rate space station-type modules. Hoffman and Niehoff (1985) 
propose one such initial operations configuration that consists of 
three main modules (habitation, laboratory, and service) and 
several interface nodes, as well as two rovers and a 100-kW 
nuclear reactor, while M e  et ul. (1985) present a more generic 
module arrangement configuration. Figure 4 presents a lunar base 
model developed as part of our general studies in this area 

The interface elements are derived from the space station 
resource nodes, while the airlock is comparable to that on the 
station. A disposable logistics module is used for resupply. 

As stated earlier, this review considers only the module systems, 
not the actual internal module configurations. The impact of the 
1/6-g level on the microgravity-driven design of the station 
module interiors merits a separate study. 

The Space Station Freedom data management system (DMS) 
represents a major evolutionary step in onboard space processing 
capabilities. In contrast to previous space vehicles, which employ 

a centralized architecture that is based on a main computer (plus 
backups), the station DMS functions will be distributed among 
over 20 stand-alone computers, termed standard data processors 
(SDPs), and several hundred embedded data processors (EDPs). 
This decentralized approach is intended to provide adequate 
flexibility to accommodate future station growth, technology 
improvements, and functional redundancy. 

The SDPs and EDPs use the same 32-bit microprocessor (a 
space-qualified version of the Intel $0386) and present a family 
of processing capabilities that can fit a variety of user needs (Fig. 5). 
Other DMS hardware components include the lOOMbps fiber 
optic core network, smart multiplexer/demultiplexers (MDMs), 
work stations, optical and tape mass storage units, and Mil-Std- 
1553 local data busses. 

Fig. 3. Expendable Lunar excursion module (from Babb et al, 1984). 
LLMM total weight = 3.25 t. E-launcher propellant weight = 5.0 t; dry 
weight = 2.6 t; total weight = 7.6 t. E-lander (delivers 17.5 t to lunar sur- 
face) propellant weight = 13.6 t; dry weight = 3.8 t; total weight = 17.4 t. 

Expansion 
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Fig. 4. Lunar base modules. 
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Fig. 5. DMS standard data processor: (a) Standard data processor (SDP): 
4 Mips/growth to 8 Mips; 4 Mbytes/growth to 64 Mbytes per slot (1995); 
FDDI optical network interface; optional optical or wire local busses; 
radiation tole~mt; VHSIC class parts. @) Embedded data processor (EDP): 
32-bit 80386 industry standard ISA for ground/onboard compatibiity. 

A single prime SDP, plus backup, using Mil-Std-1553 local busses 
to access MDMs and EDPs, should be able to provide all the data 
processing for a lander vehicle. For the surface base, the 100-Mbps 
core network can link the various elements together, while MDMs 
support monitoring and control functions. Both kinds of mass 
storage units could be called on to archive research data. 

Software 

NASA is undertaking two specific steps to ensure that space 
station software and the tools used to develop it will be trans- 
portable to future systems like the lunar base. First, all station 
software (with the exception of commercial off-the-shelf 
programs) shall be written in Ada, a structured language that is 
written for such transportability. The most "visible" software 
component will be the dedicated operations management system 
(OMS), consisting of a ground and on-orbit segment (OMGA and 
OMA, respectively), which will coordinate station operations and 
can serve as a model for subsequent lunar base software operating 
systems. Assuming that DMS hardware is used, the lunar base can 
also employ lower-level software, such as data display formats, 
encoding techniques, and built-in test. In general, the base will 
resemble Space Station Freedom in that it will generate a 
substantial amount of data that can undergo extensive on-site 
processing before transmission to Earth. 

The station software will also include expert systems to provide 
highly autonomous operations, independent learning, and more 
efficient resource scheduling. The longer distance fkom Earth and 
limited manpower will make these features even more desirable 
at the lunar base, particularly during the interim periods when 
there is no crew. 

The second relevant software issue is the software support en- 
vironment (SSE) that NASA is creating to develop this station 
software (Fig. 6). It will consist of software production facilities 
(SPFs) at the various NASA centers and their associated contrac- 
tors for software development, system development facilities (SDFs) 
for system-level integration of software and hardware, and a single 
multiple system integration facility (MSIF) where the top-level 
software integration will take place. All these facilities will 
incorporate flight-equivalent DMS hardware and operational 
software, with associated computer-based simulation programs to 
duplicate payloads and interfaces. 

These various facilities will represent important national 
resources when Space Station Wedom is placed in orbit. Because 
they are functional and not physical equivalents of station systems, 
the MSIF, SPF, and SDF can easily be rearranged (generally by al- 
tering cable connections and rewriting simulation software) to 
new configurations such as a lander/ascent vehicle or a surface 
habitation module. 

Communications and Tracking 

For space-to-ground communications, Space Station Freedom will 
use TDRSS. Dedicated baseband processor units, Ku-Band trans- 
ceivers, and a 2.75-m steerable antenna provide up to 300 Mbps 
throughput for real-time video and data transfer (Fig. 7). 

The transmission segment of this system will be inappropriate 
for communications from the Moon to Earth, primarily because 
the TDRSS satellites are in geosynchronous orbit with their 
antennas pointing toward Earth. A direct microwave or laser link 
to Earth, or a dedicated relay satellite, would provide easier access 
(the microwave system would require larger antenna, ground 
receivers, and/or up-front ampli£iers than those on the station to 
compensate for the greater distance). 

Far better opportunities exist for applying Space Station 
Freedom's multiaccess proximity communication system, as well 
as internal audio/video and data collection equipment (TV 
cameras, pan tilt units, etc.). With respect to the proximity 
communication system, up to four users, such as EVA astronauts 
and approaching W s ,  can access the station through a second, 

WP2 

Remote NASA Cmlers and Conud FFacm 

LeRC 
'Loaned by Lakheed to NASA lor Anems 

WP4 

Fig. 6. Interim SSE system hardware and communications (derived from 
M S G ,  1987). 
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Fig. 7. Communications and tracking hardware: (a)video carnerdpan Fig. 8. Space station guidance, navigation, and control components: 
tilt unit; (b) antenna boom, mtenna-mounted equipment; (c)  TDRSS high (a) Attitude determination system: Solid-state star tracker (ST) gives 
data rate M e  multiplexer. reliable, accurate performance; ISA provides reliable attitude data 

continuity when star tracker data unavailable; IWST accuracy of 0.003'. 
@)Control momentum gyro: Intell 80C86 processor; 1553B interface; 
double gimbal; 3500-ft-lb-sec momentum storage; dual electronics for each 
gimbal; 200-ft-lb torque; passive thermal cooling; BIT/BIT; minimum 10- 
year life. (c) Star tracker-alignment ring innovation etlfllres boresight to 

separate Ku-Band link that utilizes ffequency division multiple navigation base alignment (0.00150 ), 
access. This capability would serve well on the surface base for 
links to a lander and EVA work parties. 

The space station Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C) 
design incorporates ring laser gyros (RLGs) and star trackers to 
determine the attitude of a reference "Nav Base" to an accuracy 
of at least 0.01'. The companion coorbiting and polar orbiting 
platforms will also have Earth sensors for contingency purposes. 
Modified off-the-shelf GPS receivers will obtain data to determine 
position and velocity to a 30 accuracy of 26 m and 0.1 mlsec, 
respectively. 

Control is implemented through six 6760 N-m-s control 
momentum gyros (Fig. 8) and several sets of reaction control 
system thrusters that use gaseous hydrogen and oxygen for pro- 
pelhnts. 

This equipment is generally not useful for the surface modules, 
which are intended to retain fixed attitudes and positions on the 
lunar surface (some surveying tools may be needed for initial site 
studies and any intentional movements of modules). The main use 
of station attitude determination technology will be on the 
landers. The star trackers, in conjunction with lunar ephemeris 
data and/or Earth sensors, would generate periodic update 
references with respect to the Moon, while the RLGs would 
provide continuous information. If the Earth sensors are used, 

-some software modifications dl be required to address the 
different conditions at the Moon (no atmosphere, sharper 
terminator contrasts, etc.). 

The control momentum gyros are probably too large and 
expensive for the landers, especially if the latter are expendable. 
The station's RCS technology could be called on if the lander has 
a H/Q propulsion system. 

Power 

The total @ace Station power bdity consists of the 
electrical power system (EPS) and power management and 

, 1987b). The BPS also performs the 
power storage task for the night portion of every orbit. Figure 9 
depicts major components of these system. 

I ' 

0.9m Dia 
Mast 

Flg. 9. Space station power components: (a)photovoltaic solar array 
(18.75 kW); (b) solar dynamic receiver (25 kW); (c) utility tray installa- 
tion. 

EPS will use four 9.6 X 29.1-m photovoltaic (W) arrays during 
Phase I to generate 75 kW of power (end of life). Solar dynamic ' 
generators (SDs) are planned for Phase II of the station program 
and will add an additional 50kW of power. The station will 
represent the first on-orbit application of this technology. Nickel- 
hydrogen batteries are used to store W output, while molten 
eutectic salts undergo a phase change to maintain a set 
temperature difference in the SD receivers while the sun is 
eclipsed 

Like the SDs, the station P W  entails major changes over 
current space vehicle power distribution systems (these changes 
are driven by the large size of the station). It will distribute 
20 kHz ac at 440 V, along primary feed lines and 208 V, to users, 
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in contrast to the 28Vd, used on most current spacecraft and 
400 Hz ac on air&. This high fkequency is expected to lead to 
lower transformer and switching equipment weights. 

For the landers, only the Ni-H batteries may have some 
application. Otherwise, the rest of the power system can 
incorporate more traditional s p a c e d  components that operate 
at 28 Vdc. 

The potential applications of Space Station Fmedorn power 
generation technology for the surface elements is less clear than 
for the previous technologies. Although the lunar base will have 
a grid architecture and power levels comparable to the station, 
the long duration of the lunar night will place drastically ditferent 
requirements on the base's generation and storage systems. This 
has led many to consider nuclear power for the primary power 
source instead of solar energy (Hoffman and Nidwfj: 1985; 
B& and Angelo, 1985; m h ,  1985). However, as listed in 
Table 2, there are still a number of viable opportunities for 
supplemental solar power systems that could utilize the station 
elements. 

The transferability of the 20-kHz PMAD elements is also uncer- 
tain. However, the utility tray design (Fig. 9c) can accommodate 
low-Erequency cables and would provide easy deployment during 
base construction. Operating the lunar equivalent to a backhoe, 
lunar construction workers would dig a trench between a module 
and the power generation facility, unroll and connect the utility 
tray, and then cover it with soil for extra protection against micro- 
meteorites and rover vehicles. 

TABLE 2. Applications for solar energy power generation systems. 

Initial construction sorties-stay time <2 weeks 
Short-term peak pOW€T Surges 
Drilling, heavy machinery 
~ n ~ i n t e n s i v e  materid procesing experiments 
Autonomous mobile surface vehicles 
Lunar base situated at the lunar poles 

The above discussion demonstrates that even at this early date, 
many opportunities can be identified for using Space Station 
Freedom technology in the design of lunar base systems and ele- 
ments, with subsequent benefits of lower up-Eront costs, reduced 
technical and schedule risks, and program commonality. Table 3 
summarizes such opportunities for the space station avionic 
systems. An additional benetlt of such a study is awareness of what 
functions cannot be performed by space station technologies and 
therefore need further research and development. 

Future efforts will include ( I )  a comparable assessment of 
other Space Station Freedom systems and elements (i.e., thermal, 
EVA, the mobile tmnsporter, ECLSS, resource node, lab/hab mod- 
ule structure, manned systems); (2) continued rehement of the 
above analysis, particularly to assess cost implications; and (3) ap- 
plication of such a review to manned Mars missions. 
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TABLE 3. Applications of space station avionics technology in a lunar base. 

Lander/Ascent Vehicle Surface Module 

Data management system 
SDP 
EDP 
100 hlbps F/O network 
Local data busses 
MSU 
Ring coupler 
MDMs 

Software 
MISF 
SPF 
SDF 
SSE 
OMA 
OMGA 
Built-in test 

system 
Other low-level code 

Communications and tracking 
Multiple access Ku-band transceiver 
Multiple access Ku-band antenna 
Internal audio, video 
EVA radio 
Data collection equipment 

Guidance, navigation, and control 
Star trackers 
ISA 
CMGs 
RCS 
Earth sensors 

Power 
Photwoltaic array 
Solar dynamic receiver 
Batteries 
20 MIz PMAD 
Utilitv trav 
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l+amportatzon of people and cargo between low Earth &t and the surjime of the Moon will be one 
of the most important elements in a lunar baseprogram. Tbk- will iden$tD some of the important 
lessons fmm the w e  shuttle program and &cuss their a#kation in future lunar vehicle operations. 
AIso, some unique clndknges in flight planning, training, vehicle servicing payload integration, and 
Pght conhol for lunar traqork&on d l  be outlined. Tbk mlies heavily on recent studies of 
w e  shuttle development and operations with the goal of applying shuttle experience in the design 
of a p m W  and e f m t  lunar tranpm2ztion system. 

The two basic program components of a lunar transportation 
system are development and operations. The focus of this paper 
is operations. However, in many ways, ac ien t  operations result 
from careful planning in the development phase. This planning 
must be applied in the vehicle design process and in the definition 
of program goals. Transportation operations will be a major cost 
factor in a lunar base program, and so the vehicles must be 
designed for dciency and low life-cycle cost. The space shuttle 
program had similar goals at its inception, and so the lessons of 
shuttle operations provide a good experience base for develop- 
ment of operations concepts for routine lunar transportation. 
Several sigtllficant lessons from the shuttle progam that may apply 
to lunar vehicle development and operations will be discussed in 
this paper. 

There are many ways to define and subdivide operations func- 
tions. The operations functions to be discussed in this paper are 
flight planning, training, vehicle servicing, payload integration, and 
flight control. These are the major activities that contribute to 
operational cost in the space shuttle program CJSC, 1988a). In 
this paper, each operational function will be discussed, and some 
sigtllficant aspects related to lunar operations will be described. 

As a starting point, it is necessary to define a basic scenario 
for the lunar transportation system. It is assumed that all missions 
in support of lunar base construction and operations will originate 
at a servicing facility in low Earth orbit. This facility could be 
similar to the currently planned space station, or it could be a 
derivative with very different characteristics. Vehicle elements, 
payloads, propellant, and people will be assembled at the servicing 
facility to begin a flight to the Moon. The vehicle will depart kom 
Earth orbit under the power of an orbital transfer stage. The 
vehicle will enter lunar orbit and a descent craft will separate 
from the transfer stage to land on the lunar surface. Return trips 
will begin with an ascent into lunar orbit where the transfer stage 
is waiting. The transfer stage then carries the payload, and possibly 
the lander craft, back to Earth orbit. It is assumed that insertion 
into Earth orbit will be accomplished with an aerobraking 

maneuver followed by small propulsive maneuvers to circularize 
the orbit and rendezvous with the servicing facility. 

There are many variations of the &ortation scenario that 
must be considered. Orbital transfers and lunar descent and ascent 
can be accomplished with vehicles of one or many stages. A 
libration point could be used as the staging point in the lunar 
vicinity rather than lunar orbit. The lunar landing craft could be 
returned to Earth orbit for servicing, left in lunar orbit for later 
reuse, or expended after each use. These options and others must 
be studied in depth to gain an understanding of their implications 
for system performance and operational efficiency. This paper will 
not resolve those issues, but it will describe some of the factors 
that must be considered in the solution. 

There are a number of lessons that have been learned in the 
initial years of operating the space shuttle that also apply to 
operation of a lunar transportation system. 

Dehe the Operational Sce 
Conceptual Design 

In the conceptual design phase of the space shuttle, initial 
assumptions were made about the operational scenario for the 
vehicle. The crucial element of the scenario was the assumed 
Bight rate of 60 flights per year. As the shuttle design evolved, 
changes were made due to weight restrictions, budget limitations, 
and the risks of new technology. The defhition of the optional 
scenario did not remain in step with the vehicle design, and this 
contributed to underestimation of operations costs by over 400% 
(Petro, 1986). 

In the conceptual design of lunar spacecraft it will be important 
to define the operational scenario for these vehicles. The 
important scenario elements are flight frequency, lifetime of 
vehicles, location of transportation nodes, availability of facilities 
and personnel for servicing, and the t M c  model for cargo and 
people. The relationship between lunar transportation and other 
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space operations must also be determined. Clear definition of both 
vehicle designs and the operational scenario will make possible 
a reliable and realistic estimate of life-cycle cost for the lunar 
transportation system. 

a Staategy Growth hcluding 
icon h m  O p e d o n s  

The space shuttle can be described as a research and 
development vehicle with an operational mission. It is a first- 
generation system, and expectations for using it in a totally routine 
manner were probably never realistic. It might be realistic, 
however, to expect that the shuttle system will evolve into 
second- and thitd-generation systems that will approach and 
eventually attain the level of routine operations performed by 
commercial airlines. This evolution can be accomplished by 
improving vehicle systems, streamlining operations, and m-g 
vehicle configuration on the basis of operational experience. 

One of the fundamental requirements for a lunar base program 
will be the need to periodically transport crews to and from the 
base and to deliver supplies. The scenario being used in the 
Johnson Space Center USC) Lunar Base Systems Study calls for 
5 to 10 missions per year in the initial phase of base development. 
In later phases, the need for supplies from Earth may diminish, 
but scientific and resource objectives imply an ongoing and even 
increasing need for routine transportation between the lunar 
surface and other points in space USC, 1988b). 

Because of the relatively high flight rate, even in the early phase, 
it will be very important that the lunar transportation system be 
operated efficiently; otherwise, transportation costs will absorb 
progarn resources to the extent that expanding the base will 
become difEcult or impossible. Since the only previous experience 
with lunar transportation is from the Apollo Program in the 1960s, 
the lunar spacecraft being considered here are essentially first- 
generation vehicles. It will be a major challenge to design these 
vehicles with the foresight needed to ensure dcient  operations 
in the uncertain environment of the first lunar base development 
program. 

The development program for lunar vehicles should follow a 
carefully planned strategy, leading from spacecraft that will 
support the first landings to routine crew rotation and supply 
flights. As the base grows, the Bight rate and the complexity of 
cargo operations will gradually increase. Most importantly, as the 
base operations mature, there will be increasing pressure to 
reduce the level of resources devoted to transportation activity. 
This means that a plan should be in place to transition smoothly 
from experimental-type vehicle operations to more routine 
operations. 

The transition from transportation system development to 
transportation operations creates several requirements that should 
be addressed in vehicle design. One requirement is that vehicle 
designs be flexible. It should be possible for vehicle configurations 
to evolve over time to accept larger cargo loads, larger numbers 
of passengers, and more demanding performance requirements. 
Consideration should be given to the fact that vehicle servicing 
may originally occur in Earth orbit and later in lunar orbit or on 
the lunar surface. Also, if vehicle servicing is initially performed 
by human crews, those functions may be later taken over by 
robots. Designs should also account for the need to periodically 
upgrade vehicle systems such as avionics, power, or propulsion. 

Another means to effectively transition to operations is to 
specify the long-term requirements for routine operations. 
Operations requirements include, for example, specifications for 

software tools for automated flight planrung and real-time flight 
control. Another requirement is the vehicle performance and 
environmental data needed to validate and implement the 
planning and flight control tools. Specification of operational 
requirements provides the rationale needed to support an 
effective flight test program. A flight test program should not only 
prove that a vehicle hct ions acceptably, but it should define the 
overall performance envelope and provide all the data needed to 
support streamlined operations. This performance definition will 
help to eliminate the need for continuing engineering analysis in 
an era of routine operations (JSC, 1988a). 

hvest in Techno1ogy Development Programs 

Early investment in technology development was very beneficial 
in reducing overall space shuttle development costs (Peho, 
1986). Areas where advanced technology might be beneficial in 
lunar vehicle development are ( I )  thermal protection systems; 
(2) aerodynamic analysis of atmospheric braking; (3) adaptive 
fight software for guidance and control; (4) reusable, low 
maintenance engines; and (4) propellant storage techniques. Any 
technology area that will increase the degree to which lunar 
vehicles can operate autonomously should also be pursued These 
technology needs are common to most advanced space transpor- 
tation systems. 

Balance Maintainability Against Performance 
in Design Decisions 

Maintenance of high-performance systems is the primary 
schedule and cost driver in space shuttle orbiter processing, and 
it is likely to be the same for lunar vehicles (Peho, 1986). Lunar 
vehicles, as currently envisioned, will have high-performance 
engines using liquid oxygen and liquid hygrogen propellants. 
These engines will have to be restartable and in some cases must 
have a wide throttle range. Shuttle experience would indicate that 
the engines would require a great deal of refurbishment between 
uses and have a short operational lifetime. A high-performance 
propulsion system reduces the mass of propellant that must be 
launched into Earth orbit to support a lunar mission. The 
advantages of high performance must be weighed, however, 
against the potential cost of system maintenance. The cost of 
supporting maintenance facilities in space could be enormous, 
especially if human crews are required. Emphasis has to be placed 
on maintainability, even at the expense of performance. 
Maintenance requirements must be minimized and refurbishment, 
when required, should be automated as much as possible. 

Simplicity is always a good design goal. For routine lunar trans- 
portation, it is essential. The interfaces between vehicle elements, 
such as an orbital transfer vehicle and a lunar lander, should be 
standardized The same is true for interfaces between vehicles and 
payloads. Every effort should be made to keep vehicle configu- 
rations simple. Complex shapes for aerobraking vehicles should 
be avoided, as should configurations in which there can be a wide 
variation in the center of gravity location. 

Transportation operations can be divided into five functional 
areas: (1)flight planning; (2) training; (3)vehicle servicing; 
(4) payload integration; and (5) flight control. Considerations 
related specifically to each function in lunar transportation 
operations are described in the paragraphs that follow. 
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There are a number of complicating factors involved in lunar 
flight planning due to the periodic variation of orbital planes and 
the resulting variation in performance requirements. With a 
particular vehicle, payload, and destination, there will be an 
optimum time of departure and flight duration (Woodcock, 
1985). There may be some flexibility in timing, however, if there 
is enough excess vehicle performance to support some amount 
of orbital plane change. Flight planners will have to consider, and 
in some cases specify, the mass of the payload, length of the 
departure window, flight duration, stay-time in lunar orbit, stay- 
time on the lunar surface, and the amount of propellant loaded. 
In addition, mission abort trajectories will have to be planned. 
AU the complicating factors mentioned are interrelated. It will 

require extensive trade studies to fully explore all the lunar 
trajectory options. However, it should be a goal, by the time lunar 
base construction begins, to automate the flight planning process. 
The flight test program must ver@ the automated flight planning 
system for the entire range of possible trajectories and flight 
conditions. Ideally, the flight planning software should be part of 
an onboard adaptive guidance and control system. Onboard flight 
planning would make the transportation system less sensitive to 
uncertainties about the payload and to delays in vehicle servicing 
and departure. If problems develop during a Bight, the onboard 
system could m o w  the flight profile or even plan an abort 
trajectory without assistance from an extensive mission support 
facility. 

Experience from the space shuttle program might lead to the 
conclusion that an attempt should be made to standardize flight 
profiles. Such an approach might apply to flights from Earth to 
a space station, but the same is not true for lunar missions. The 
variables for lunar flight planning are so numerous and subject 
to frequent change that development of an automatic system 
would be a wise investment. 

The concern about rapid-response flight planning applies in 
particular to potential aerobraking maneuvers. There are a number 
of factors that would affect aerobraking flight design that are 
subject to change during the course of a mission. These factors 
include the mass of the returned payload, the amount of 
remaining propellant, and the vehicle center of gravity. One goal 
of the development and test programs for specific aerobraking 
vehicles must be to build a sufficient database to support 
automated flight planning for the entire range of possible 
trajectories. Flight planning could become an operational burden 
if detailed engineering analysis had to be performed each time 
there was a vehicle, payload, or flight schedule change. 

The training of crews for lunar vehicles will present some new 
challenges. The most significant involves the potentially long 
mission durations combined with the need to assign multiple tasks 
to crewmembers. A flight to and from the Moon is not in itself 
a long mission. The round trip can be completed in less than one 
week Training crews to perform their flight functions for early 
lunar missions with short surface stay-times will be similar to 
training space shuttle crews. Later, transportation operations for 
a mature base will probably be performed by specialist pilots or 
be automated 

Between the earliest lunar missions and the mature operations 
era there is likely to be a transition period lasting many years. 
In this transition period, crews who operate the vehicles may also 

have to remain on the lunar surface for extended periods before 
piloting the vehicles back to Earth. These astronauts will require 
extensive training in engineering and scientsc functions related 
to surface base operations, in addition to vehicle operations. 

The response to the training challenge can take at least two 
forms. One approach is to provide facilities for pilot proficiency 
training as part of the lunar base. This could be done by building 
a training simulator capability into operational vehicles. This 
would be an efficient use of existing equipment, and the 
technique might be applied in other space activities, especially 
a Mars mission. 

A different approach is to design vehicles that are essentially 
automatic. If common vehicles are used for both manned and 
unmanned missions, lunar spacecraft that carry people should 
already be capable of operating without human intervention. 
However, it would take a si@cant change in philosophy to no 
longer train crews to manually control spacecraft. The approach 
taken in lunar transportation is likely to be a combination of 
enhanced automatic capabilities along with continuation of fli#lt 
training during stays at a lunar base. 

There are many things that can and will be done to make lunar 
spacecraft operations less demanding than during the Apollo 
program. The most crucial step is to emphasize operational 
simplicity as a vehicle design goal. Advanced computer technology 
should help reduce crew work load with features such as 
automatic failure detection and recovery. Programs to enhance the 
space shuttle and deveIop other space systems should provide an 
experience base to support this area of lunar vehicle design. 

One aspect of lunar transportation that should become less 
demanding is descent and landing on the lunar surface. Since the 
vehicles will be flown repeatedly to the same site, the terrain will 
be well known, radio and visual navigation aids can be provided, 
and landing areas can be prepared. On the other hand, one of 
the consequences of reusable vehicles may be a larger range of 
mission abort options, including the option of aborting an ascent 
from the Moon. More abort options could significantly complicate 
the crew training task 

Vehicle SeNicing 

The vehicle servicing requirements for lunar spacecraft may 
include the following functions: refurbishment of engines, refuel- 
ing or replacement of propellant tanks, resupply of consumables, 
repair or replacement of failed components, inspection of aero- 
brakes, and testing of propellant tanks. Of these activities, engine 
maintenance is likely to be the most time consuming. The most 
&cient method of handling engine maintenance wiU probably be 
to design engines for easy removal and replacement as a single 
unit. Engines can then be serviced in a large pressurized volume 
in space or returned to Earth. 

In general, every effort must be made to design systems for easy 
servicing, either with robots or from within pressurized volumes. 
Maintenance by crews in pressure suits should be a last resort. 

The most important payload for the lunar transportation system 
will be people, but, if space shuttle experience is an indication, 
readiness of human crews will not be the most critical item in 
a lunar transportation system schedule. Readiness of cargo is likely 
to be a major concern at a transportation node because of the 
need to coordinate the delivery and preparation .of a vehicle, its 
propellant, and the payload within very tight launch window 
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constraints. Schedules for delivery of payloads will be subject to 
all the factors that can delay a launch from Earth. 

One way to reduce sensitivity to delivery schedule problems 
is to make the payload integration process as simple as possible. 
That can be done by minimizing the interfaces between the 
payload and vehicle. This will be especially important in later 
phases of lunar operations when payloads may have to be moved 
from an orbital transfer vehicle to a lunar landing craft after arrival 
in the lunar vicinity. Payloads on unmanned missions should 
require only a simple mechanical connection with the vehicle. 
Crew modules will require some data connections and possibly 
electrical connections, but these should be minimized. One 
option for data connections is to use radio frequency or optical 
links to avoid a physical connection. The complicated interface 
engineering and compatibility analysis that is performed in the 
space shuttle payload integration process must be avoided by 
design. 

Unloading cargo and people on the lunar surface is also an 
important part of payload integration. Trade studies must be done 
to determine which unloading daices should be part of the 
landing craft and which should be provided at the surface base. 

The goals for flight control are closely related to those for flight 
planning. Ideally, there should be no ground facilities for real-time 
control of lunar spacecraft. Reliance on ground control creates 
an enormous institutional requirement for development and 
maintenance of facilities for tracking, communication, data 
reduction, computation, training, and management. A better 
allocation of resources would be to develop and verify onboard 
adaptive guidance, navigation, and flight control systems. Along 
with this, automated systems could be developed to monitor 
spacecraft systems with little or no additional workload placed 
on a human crew. In addition to the direct benefits, automated 
systems are going to be mandatory for planetary spaceflight and 
the lunar transportation system would provide a good test bed 
for their development. 

design process. There must be a strategy for evolutionary growth 
of the system, including a plan for the transition from develop- 
ment to operations. An important part of the transition plan is 
the delinition of what is required to operate the system without 
an ongoing vehicle and flight analysis effort. Vehicle maintainability 
has to be weighed against flight performance in design trade 
studies, and early investments should be made in technology 
development. 

There are two major challenges in the development of an oper- 
ational lunar transportation system. One is the development of 
high-performance vehicle systems, such as engines, which do not 
require extensive and frequent maintenance. The other challenge 
is to develop and validate highly adaptive onboard guidance, con- 
trol, and flight planning systems. Onboard autonomy will require 
a large initial investment, but it will he4 to control operational 
costs, and its development will be mandatory for future inter- 
planetary spaceflight. The long-range goal for transportation 
development should be to design systems that operate themselves. 

Transportation system design will continue as part of ongoing 
lunar base studies. The effort to understand the lessons of past 
and current space vehicle programs will also continue with the 
goals of avoiding pitfalls and building on success. 
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Studies of space shuttle development and operations provide 
several major lessons that could benefit the effort to design an 
dcient lunar transportation system. The program goals and the 
transportation scenario must be defined as part of the conceptual 
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To construct a lunar base, large propulsion systems to transport 
personnel and material to the Moon are required. Many missions 
are planned, including prelimrnary exploration of lunar base sites, 
lunar base construction missions, and base maintenance missions. 
The choice of the types of lunar transfer propulsion systems is 

capability. A mixed fleet of systems that can f&X all the lunar 
base transportation system needs is a potential optimum or ''best" 
solution. 

In fincling the best way to develop a lunar transportation system, 
a mix of several propulsion systems to be used for both unmanned 
cargo missions and manned assembly crew missions can be 
considered. Three electric propulsion options are available to 
perform complementary missions with the baseline chemical 
propulsion systems for the lunar base transportation missions. 
Each of these electric propulsion options is capable of delivering 
cargo to low lunar orbit (LLO). Because of the low thrust 
produced by the electric orbital transfer vehicles ( W s ) ,  the 
lunar-transfer trip time is long: 100-300 days. Personnel are not 
transported on these WS; they are delivered with the high-thrust 
chemical propulsion W s .  By offloading the cargo onto the low- 
thrust OTVs, the cost of constructing a lunar base, as measured 
by the initial mass required in LEO, may be significantly reduced. 

A lunar base is being considered as a possible major NASA 
initiative (Ride, 1987). At the base, a large number of scientilic 
experiments will be conducted. Using lunar industrial processes 
to produce oxygen from the lunar soil is also a planned base 
activity (Cawoll, 1983). 

To construct and maintain the lunar base, a large number of 
people and a large mass of material must be delivered to the 
Moon. Table 1 provides the payload rnassses for the base (Eagle 
E n g i m i z g  1984). The construction phase is 19 years. Prior to 
the lunar base delivery to the Moon's surface, a number of 
exploratory missions are needed. Small communication satellites 
and surface rovers will be placed into lunar orbit and on the 
surface respectively. 
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TABLE 1 .  Lunar base payload masses. 

Payload 
hiass (k) Number of 

UP Down Payloads 
GEO-Mapper 
Surface Rover 
Heavy Delivery 
BW Set-Up and Ops 
Ops and supply 
Heavy Delivery 
Ops (+2T) 
Resupply 
Crew Rotation 
L2 Communications 

Satellite 
Resupply 
Crew Rotation 

After the initial surface reconnoitering, a site will be selected 
for the base. A series of unmanned payload delivery missions is 
required for the base construction. Over the 19-year construction 
phase, a total of 1,602,500 kg is delivered to LLO. 

In constructing a lunar base, the ability to continuously deliver 
large masses to lunar orbit will be essential. Using chemical 
propulsion, the cost of placing these masses in Earth orbit and 
fhally in lunar orbit will be high. Figure 1 compares the mass of 
a chemical 02/H2 OTV to OWs using ion and magneto-plasma- 
dynamic (MPD) propulsion This analysis uses a 35,000-kg payload 
delivered to LLO from LEO; the (IlrV with no payload is returned 
to LEO. An 02/H2 (IlrV using a 475-lbfsec/lb, specific impulse 
(b) requires a propellant mass of 77,450kg to perfom this 
mission. With ion or MPD propulsion at a 5000-lbfsec/lbm I,, 
the propellant mass is reduced to 13,300kg and 12,25Okg, 
respectively. These electric propulsion systems can reduce the 
propellant mass needed by 64,150 and 65,200 kg per flight. 

D R Y  MASS 

PROPELLANT 

PAYLOAD 

PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 

Fig. I. Propulsion system mass cornoarison. 

Mission analym for each of the electric propulsion OTVs and 
the chemical propulsion OWs were conducted The AV for the 
various OTV maneuvers and their impact on the lunar transfer 
mission are discussed The effect of nodal regression on the 
launch of the OTV payload delivery missions is described. These 
results are used to compute the trip times and the propellant mass 
for the various orbit-transfer maneuvers. 

Propulsion requirements are driven by the orbit-transfer and the 
orbit nodal-regression AVs. Both low-thrust orbit transfers, high- 
thrust all-impulsive orbit transfers, and aerobraked orbit transfers 
are addressed. Nodal regression of the Moon's orbit consmins the 
servicing interval and the spacecraft departure time selection. 
Parametric analyses describing the minhnimtion of the nodal- 
regression AV for a lunar orbit transfer are presented. 

The primary AV for the lunar missions is the orbit-transfer A! 
In the transfer from LEO to LLO, the OTV departs kom LEO, a 
28.5' inchation, 500-km-altitude orbit; the LLO is a 100-km- 
altitude, 0.0' inchation orbit. Table 2 provides the AVs used for 
the low-thrust and the high-thrust orbit transfers. The one-way 
high-thrust AV for the Earth departure (with no gravity losses) 
is 3.058 km/sec. 

Gravity losses associated with the medium thrust-to-weight 
(T/W) nonimpulsive firings of the chemical propulsion systems 
were estimated using (Robbim, 1986) 

where AVgl = gravity-loss AV penalty (km/sec); p = Earth 
gravitational constant = 398,601.3 km3/sec2; ro = radial orbital dis- 
tance (h); AV, =impulsive AV (km/sec); tb = thruster firing 
time (sec); and Vo = inital elliptical orbit velocity (Wsec). 

For the chemical OTVs, the gravity losses were minimized by 
using a T/W of 0.1. The (TrV thrust level was fixed at 133,340 N 
(30,000 Ibf); by selecting the high thrust level, the LEO-LLO AVgl 
was less than 100 m/sec. 

To reduce the high-thrust LEO-return AV, aerobraking is used. 
A 90-km entry altitude is assumed; the QTV provides the 
c i r e t i o n  AV from the 90-km aerobraking altitude to the 
500-km Earth-return altitude. The OW would then rendezvous 
with the space station During the aerobraking maneuver, no orbit 
plane change occurs; the OTV delivers any required plane change 

TABLE 2. Lunar orbit transfer AV. 

Ol'V Type and Manewer AV ( d s e c )  

High i%wt 
LEO Departure and Trajectory Correction 3153 
LLO Insertion 900 
LC0 Departure 900 
Thjectory Correction and LEO Insertion 250 

Low Thust 
LEO Departure and LLO Insertion 8000 
LLO Departure and LEO Insertion '8000 



prior to the atmospheric entry. For an aerobraked return, 
including the cir-tion burn and the LLO departure, the AV 
is 1.093 Wsec. An added 57 m/sec is provided for gravity losses 
and the trajectory correction manewers between LLO and LEO. 

With the low-thrust case, the AV is 7.80Wsec (-4 
1983). For this study, a 200-m/sec AV was added for nonmini- 
mum energy LEO-LLO transfers; the total one-way AV is therefore 
8.00 Wsec. 

In planning the O N  departures, the nodal regression of the 
LEO and the Moon must be considered Nodal regression is the 
rotation of an orbit's line of nodes. This rotation is caused by the 
Earths oblateness or nonspheriaty. If the O N  departure tirr~e is 
not carefully planned, a large AV penalty may be incurred 

Figure 2 provides the LEO-Moon nodal-regression AV, using the 
method in E d e k m  (1961) and P ~ e w s k i  (1986). The AV 
is plotted against the servicing intenal. A judicious selection of 
the orbit transfer departure time can sigruficantly reduce the 
required (rTV AV: Every 55 days, the nodal regression AV reaches 
a minimum. In this analysis, the Om departures coincide with 
this minimum nodal AV: 

Nuclear-Safe Orbit 

A nuclear OTV may require a minimal deployment altitude 
called a nuclear-safe orbit (NSO). An NSO is an orbit that pre- 
cludes a reactor reentry in less than 300 yr (Buden and Ganison, 
1984). No official NSO altitude has been determined; a 500- to 
1000-km altitude range is possible. If the NSO altitude is higher 
than the space station altitude, an added chemical-propulsion Om, 
a nonnuclear electric propulsion W, or an orbital maneuvering 
vehicle (OW) may be required This OMV or OTV will deliver 
the nuclear Om to its NSO and service it after every mission. 
In this study, a 500-km NSO was assumed. Therefore, no added 
servicing OMV or Om was required. 

FBIght Performance Reserves 

An added AV is provided for reaction control and mght 
performance reserves. During the rendezvous with the space 
station and for rendezvous in lunar orbit, a high-thrust reaction 
control subsystem (RCS) will be required; docking disturbances 
created by the contact of the O N  with the station must be 
negated. For each orbit kuwfer, there is also some variation in 
the main propulsion system performance. This RCS will provide 
the fight performance reserves if it is necessary to augment the 
OTV main propulsion system. In each (rTV design, an 02/H2 RCS 
is provided; it is designed to deliver a 100-m/sec AV to a 45,360- 
kg (100,000-lb,) initial-mass spacecraft. A 45,360-kg mass was 
chosen as a representative Om wet mass. Using a 450-lbrsec/ 
Ib, I,, the RCS propellant mass required is 1016 kg. 

GTV Designs 

Cryogenic 02/H2 ONs are being considered for lunar missions 
(R id ,  1987; GarmII; 1983; Eagle Engineening, 1984; Gknwal 
Dynamics, 1985; Boa'ng 1986; Ma?'han MatSetta, 1985). Electric 
propulsion options considered in this study were the thermal- 
arcjet, the MPD, and ion propulsion. Both expendable and 
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reusable OTVs are being considered for the resupply of a lunar 
base. In this study, only reusable OTVs were analyzed 

Cbemtcllr CBK Figure 3 depicts the chemical OTV design 
(Pad?, 1987). A conical lifting-brake aerobrake is assumed This 
Om design has a low lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio: 0.1-0.2. Each of 
the (rTV main engines retracts behind a thermally protected door 
in the aerobrake. To prevent reentry wake impingement on the 
payload during aerobraking, a 50-ft-diameter aerobrake was 
assumed (General Dynamics, 1985). 

Nuclear-ekdrk Om; A nuclear-electric Om is shown in 
Fig. 4 uones, 1986). In this design, the nuclear reactor is sepa- 
rated from the payload and the propulsion system by a boom. This 
separation of the payload and the reactor is required to minimize 
the radiation effects on the payload The OW will fly in a gravity- 
gradient-stabilized mode; the most massive part of the OTV will 
point toward the Earth with the boom aligned with the Earth 
gravity vector. For this (rTV, inert gas Xe-ion, NH3 MPD, and H2 
arcjet thrusters were considered 
Solar- CVE A solar-electric Om is depicted in Fig. 5 

(Aston, 1986). A 100- and a 300-kW solar array are assumed As 
with the nuclear-electric Om, the ion-electric propulsion system 
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DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION 

Fig. 4. Nuclear-electric OR 

Fig. 5. Solar-elecuic OR 
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uses an inert gas Xe propellant. Similar OTVs were designed for 
the arcjet propulsion system; Hz propellants were assumed for 
these OTVs. No solar-powered MPD systems were considered. 

PRO ION 
mgine and ers 

Table 3 shows the propulsion performance of the OTV designs. 
A 475-lbrsec/lb, 02/H2 I, was assumed (Gkrwal Dynumics, 
1985). Each chemical OTV uses a 133,350-N thrust level. For the 
02/H2 OTV the advanced space engine (ASE) mass and per- 
formance were assumed (GenaalDynamics, 1985). 

For each of the low-power electric propulsion systems, a 50- 
kW power input per thruster was assumed. For a 100-kW pro- 
pulsion system, three thrusters are required; one thruster is 
provided for redundancy. The 300-kW OTV needs six thrusters 
and two redundant thrusters are provided At a 1-MW power level, 
a minimum of 20 50-kW thrusters are needed. The propulsion 
system complexity and mass will be reduced if a higher-power- 
level thruster is available. 

The propulsion system mass reductions for OTVs with higher 
thruster power levels were investigated; a 500-kW ion thruster 
design for the high-power 1-MW Xe-ion OTV was assumed. One 
redundant thruster is provided on the CYIY For the 1-MW Hz- 
arcjet (TrV, a 200-kW thruster power level was assumed. The OTV 
operates with five thrusters; three thrusters are added for 
redundancy. Each MMm) thruster uses a 1-MW power level. For 
a 34 1-day trip time, five thrusters will be £ired in series to deliver 
the total propulsion system firing time; three thrusters are added 
for redundancy. 

m L E  3. Propulsion system performance. 

System 

Oz/H2 
Hz Arcjet 
Hz Arcjet 
Xe Ion 
Xe Ion 
Xe Ion 
NH, MPD 

1, 
( lbf - sec/ 1 b,) 

Input P 
(kW) 

n/a 
50 

200 
50 

500 
500 

loo0 

Efficiency 
(Thruster and PPU) 

The aerobrake mass is 15% of the aeroentry mass (Eagle 
Engineering 1984). Included in the aeroentry mass is the OTV 
dry mass, the payload that is returned to LEO, the propellant that 
is on board the OTV for the circularization firing after aerobraking, 
and the aerobrake itself. For the baseline Oz/Hz system, the 
aerobrake mass is 2973 kg. 

Electric Power System 

For the chemical OTVs, a fuel cell-based power system was 
assumed (Martin Marietta, 1985). This power system provides 
a 0.33-kW power level for a 6- to 10-day mission. Power systems 
for the electric OTVs were solar arrays and nuclear reactors. 
Power levels of 100 kW to 1 MW were considered. An end-of-life 
7-kg/kW solar array specific mass was assumed for the 100- and 
the 300-kW arrays (Aston, 1986), and for the 1-MW reactor, a 
5-kg/kW and a 10-kg/kW reactor specific mass were assumed 

(SerceZ, 1987). The reactor mass includes the CYIV boom mass 
(the boom separates the payload from the reactor and isolates 
it from the reactor's radiation). 

A solar array will experience radiation degradation as it passes 
through the Earth's Van Men radiation belts. New solar-cell 
technologies, such as amorphous silicon, may signiEcantly reduce 
the cell radiation damage (Aston, 1986). In the solar-electric OTV 
analyses, a 1-kg/kW effective mass penalty accounts for the radi- 
ation degradation to the array; an array with no degradation has 
a specific mass of 6 kg/kW. A 14.3% degradation margin is there- 
fore included. After the array has degraded 14.3%, the array 
blanket would be replaced. 

Power Processing Units 

Power processing units (PPUs) for the electric propulsion 
systems used state-of-the-art power electronics and dc/dc- 
converter technologies (Pc?hs.zewsfi, 1986). Hz-arcjet-propulsion 
PPU specific masses of 0.11 kg/kW were assumed (W. Deininger, 
personal communication, 1986). The ion-propulsion PPU specific 
mass was 0.78 kg/kW (G. Aston, personal communication, 1986) 
for the 1-MW ion and MPD OTV and 3.1 kg/kW (G. Aston, per- 
sonal communication, 1985) for the 100-kW and 300-kW OTVs. 

At high power levels, the arcjet, MPD, and ion PPU specific mass 
will be reduced. The PPU is composed of a power-level-dependent 
mass and a fixed mass that is independent of the PPU power level. 
For a low power level, the fixed mass is a large firaction of the 
total PPU specific mass. At higher power levels, the PPU fixed 
mass is unchanged; with a high power level, the sum of the PPU 
fixed mass and the power-level-dependent mass correspond to a 
small total PPU specific mass. 

Feed System Design 

Detailed propulsion feed-system mass-scaling equations for all . 
the OTVs were derived. Each feed system includes a propellant 
tank, pressurization system, and feed components to provide 
propellant to the OTV thrusters. Figure 6 provides an Xe feed 
system schematic. In each feed system, a 10% ullage was assumed. 
Each liquid propellant tank accommodates a propellant residual 
mass of 1.5% of the total of the usable propellant mass and the 
residual propellant mass. For the supercritical propellant, a 100- 
psia final tank pressure was assumed; for a 4500-psia initial tank 
pressure, this translates into a residual mass of 1.6% of the total 
propellant mass. 

For the 02/H2 system, aluminum propellant tanks with a 30- 
psia maximal operating pressure were assumed. The tank factor 
of safety is 2.0; the flange factor is 1.4. Autogenous pressurization 
is assumed. A 20-psia nominal tank ullage pressure is assumed. 
A propellant boiloff rate of 0.27 kg/hr for the Hz and 0.1 1 kg/hr 
for the O2 was assumed. The total boiloff mass for the 10-day 
mission is 91.2 kg; this mass is camed as a fixed mass penalty 
on the GlV dry mass. 

Included in the electric propulsion module designs are detailed 
propellant-feed systems (Pc?hs.zewsi, 1987). Hz propellants for the 
arcjet propulsion systems, Xe propellant for the ion system, and 
NH, for the MPD propulsion system were considered. Storage 
pressures for the propellants are 20 psia for the liquid H,, 150 psia 
for the liquid NHj, and 4500 psia for the supercritical Xe. A 30- 
psia maximum operating pressure was the Hz tank design point. 
For the NH3 systems, a 170-psia maximal operating pressure was 
used and the maximal Xe tank pressure was 4500 psia. 
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A tank-wrapped vaporizer provides propellant to the HN3-MPD 
thrusters. The Hz system uses a thermodynamic vent system/ 
vapor-cooled shield (TVSNCS) system to reduce propellant 
boiloff. For both the MI3-MPD and the Hz-arcjet feed system, the 
vaporizer and TVSn7C.5 are linked to the thruster feed system; the 
vapor or liquid from the thermal control system is conditioned 
and provided to the propulsion system. Because the Xe is stored 
as a supercritical fluid, the propellant temperature is noncryo- 
genic: 298 K. 

Other OTlr susbsystems that are included are the Om structure, 
the propulsion-system thermal control subsystem, the attitude 
control subsystem (ACS), the telecommunication subsystem 
(telecom), and the command and data subsystem (CDS). 

Table 4 provides a comparison of the 14 OTV dry masses. Each 
OTV was sized for the worst-case or largest propellant mass. 
Figure 7 shows the Oz/H2 OTV sizing analysis; the largest OTV 
was chosen from this analysis and was used in estimating the 
mission model propellant mass. Staging of the O2/HZ OTV (a two- 
stage system) is required to reduce the LEO launch mass. The 
largest Oz/Hz OTV is sized by two missions: the 35,000-0 mission 
(35,000-kg payload delivered to LLO and a 0-kg payload returned 

system DT Mass (kg) MD, usable (kg) 

1, = I500 lbf - ~ e ~ / a , ,  
HZ Arcjet ( 100 kW) 
Hz Arcjet (300 kW) 
H2 Arcjet (1 MW) 
Hz Arcjet (1MW) 

I, = 5000 lbf - secAb, 
Xe Ion ( 100 kW) 
Xe Ion (300 kW) 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 

&, = 20,000 lbf - sec/'lbrn 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 

* Power Wtem mass = 10 kg/kW. 
Power system mass = 5 kg/kW 

SIZED FOR 40,000-kg Mp 

10000 . 

Fig. 6. Xe feed system schematic. 

I; n 

to  ION THRUSTERS 3 v, 

Fig. 7. OZ/H2 OTV sizing analysis. 
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to LEO) sizes the 40,000-kg propellant load, and the 22,500- 
10,000 mission sizes the aerobrake. Figure 8 provides the 1-MW 
Xe-ion O m  analysis (& = 5000 Ibrsec/lbm and the power system 
mass is 10 kg/kW). For the arcjet, the MPD, and the Xe-ion Oms, 
the mission that sized the largest CrrV is the 35,000-0 payload 
mission. 

Table 5 presents a mass breakdown for the chemical-propulsion 
Oms; each CrrV has a mass contingency of 10% mass of the bum- 
out mass. All the Oms have the same RCS, CDS, ACS, and telecom 
masses. The chemical OZ/Hz CrrV mass is 9507 kg. Table 6 gives 
the Hz-arcjet Om mass summary; Table 7 provides the Xe-ion O m  
mass summary. The Xe-ion (Yl'V mass is 17,540 kg and the HZ- 
arcjet Om has a 35,082-kg mass. 

In Tables 8 and 9, the total mission model propellant masses 
for each CrrV are shown. With the Oz/Hz system, the total pro- 
pellant mass is 4.7 X 106kg. The maximum propellant mass 
delivery is needed in the eighteenth year of the mission model: 
6.7 X lo5 kg. 

Each of the Xe-ion and the MPD Oms can sigmficantly reduce 
the total propellant mass required for the lunar base mission 
model. If the payloads for the base buildup were transported with 

low-thrust propulsion and the manned cargo crews were de- 
livered separately, a large LEO launch mass savings is possible. 
Table8 shows the mass reduction that this operations scenario 
provided for the total mission model. 

The timing of the payload delivery to lunar orbit is also 
important. With a low-thrust system, the payloads that do not 
require a manned presence can be sent on ahead of the personnel. 

TABLE 6. H2-Arcjet (l-MW) ON mass breakdown 

Hz (M,, usable = 95,592.76 kg) 
Subsystem Mass 

Propellant Storage and Feed 9,465.20 
RCS 1 137.65 
Power System, PPU, and Thrusters 5,618.92 
Structure 4,779.63 
Thermal Control 9,184.39 
ACS, Telecom, CDS 251.00 
Residuals 1,455.72 
Contingency 3,189.25 
Total 35,081.76 

Power system mass = 5 WkW. 

TABLE 7. Xe-ion (l-MW) ON mass breakdown. 
Power System Mass 

20000 
10 kg/kW 

Xe (M,, usable = 13,291.54 kg) 
Subsystem - Mass (Irg) 

0,15000 
5 kg/kW 

x Propulsion Main Engines - 128.10 

vr Propellant Storage and Feed 3,098.89 
vr 
Q 10000 

RCS 1,137.65 
I Power System and PPU 10,164.40 
>- 
n 

Structure 930.42 

5000 
Thermal Control 18.70 

> i- ACS, Telecom, CDS 251.00 
o Residuals 216.42 

o Contingency 1,594.56 
Total 17,540.14 

Power system mass = 10 kg/kW. 

E E 
LL U U 
(L 3 

TABLE 8. ON propeht mass requirements. 

Fig. 8. Xe-ion ON sizing analysis. 

TABLE 5. Chemical ON mass breakdown. 

02/H2 (M,, usable = 40,000 kg) 
Subsystem Mass (kg) 

Aerobrake 
Propulsion Main Engines 
Propellant Storage and Feed 
RCS 
Power 
Structure 
Thermal Control 
ACS, Telecom, CDS 
Residuals 
Contingency 
Total 

M, ~elivered* 
Total Mp in Year 18 

System (kg) (kg) 

1,=5000Ib/-~e~/cb, 
Xe Ion (100 kW) 
Xe Ion (300 kW) 
Xe Ion (1 MW) 
Xe Ion (1 MW) 

I* = 20,000 lb,- secnb.,, 
Xe Ion (1 MW) 
Xe Ion (1 MW) 

I, = 5000 hf- seCAb, 
NH3 MPD (1 MW) 
NH3 MPD (1 MW) 

* Electric CTIV propellant only. 
Power system mass = IO.kg/kW 
: Power system mass = 5 kg/kW 
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TABLE 9. (TTV propellant mass requirements. 

Mp ~elivered' 
Total M, in Year 15 

system (kg) (kg) 

02IHz 4.65 X lo6 6.58 X lo4 
H2 Arcjet (100 kW) 6.16 X lo6 7.32 x lo5  
H2 Arcjet (300 kW) 6.96 x lo6 8.56 X lo5  
H2 Arcjet (1 MW) 10.03 X 10" 1.25 X 
H2 Arcjet ( 1 MW) 7.79 X lo6 9.83 X lo5: 

* Elecuic propellant only. 
Power system mass = 10 kg/kW 
: Power system mass = 5 kg/kW. 

All elecuic propulsion UTV total propellant mass estimates include 1.19 X 10" 
kg of OdH2. 

A smaller high-thrust vehicle can be used to rendezvous with the 
cargo modules once they are in lunar orbit. 

In each of the total propellant masses for the electric Oms 
listed in Tables 8 and 9, a 1.2 X lo6-kg 02/H2 propellant mass is 
included. This mass is the total propellant mass required to fly 
the manned missions in the model; to make the most effective 
use of electric propulsion, the cargo fkom the manned sorties is 
ofloaded onto the low-thrust W s .  In this "remanifestinggg of the 
payloads, the only payloads that tty on the 02/H2 W s  are man- 
ned modules for the crew. The crews aboard the chemical W s  
would rendezvous with the payloads delivered by the low-thrust 
W s  once they had arrived in LLO. 

Each manned mission in the remanifested model is flown with 
an 02/H2 W that is sized for a 6000-kg mass flown on a round- 
trip lunar mission. This mass represents a 5500-kg manned mis- 
sion module that suppports a four-man crew (&g& Engineen'ng, 
1984) and 500kg for added support systems (power, etc.) for 
the module. The W dry mass is 5743 kg and has a usable pro- 
pellant load of 14,200 kg. 

In the remanifested payload delivery scheme, the payload 
delivered to LLO by the electric W s  is the difference between 
the manned sortie missions listed in Table 1 and the 6000-kg mass 
for the manned module. For example, for the 32,000-kg up, 6000- 
kg down mission, the electric W would deliver a 26,000-kg up 
payload and return 0 kg to LEO. An 02/H2 W performs a round 
trip with the 6000-kg manned module. 
AU the missions that are unmanned in the baseline chemical 

propulsion scenario are conducted using electric propulsion; no 
payload mass changes are made with these payloads. 
AU the H2-arcjet W s  were rejected because the total mission- 

model propellant mass for each design exceeds the 02/H2 W 
mission-model propellant mass. The relatively low I, of the arcjet 
system combined with the high AV the system must deliver makes 
the arcjet system noncompetitive with the chemical propulsion 
options. 

Fleet Sizes 

Table 10 compares the fleet sizes for all the W s .  For the 
chemical-propulsion W s ,  the minimal fleet size for all scenarios 
is two W s .  The chemical propulsion trip times are short; a 
chemical W requires four to five days for a LEO-LLO orbit 
transfer. In an actual OTV deployment, four to six W s  would 
be required; because of hardware failures, damaged W s ,  missed 
orbit-transfer opportunities due to nodal regression, or other 

unanticipated problems, a number of added W s  over and above 
the minimal fleet size is desirable. 

The 100-kW Xe-ion W s  require very large fleet sizes. The 
minimum total number of 100-kW electric W s  required is 47. 
Array shadowing (passage of the OTV into the Earth's shadow 
during the orbit transfer) was included Due to the extended trip 
times for the low-thrust W s ,  a large number of them are needed. 
As with the chemical W s ,  additional vehicles will be required 
to replace W s  that are being repaired or have been damaged. 
Because of the large fleet sizes required, these W s  were rejected 
fkom further consideration. 

In this analysis, the effect of solar-array shadowing was included; 
by not including shadowing, the effects of the W power level 
and the shadowing on the W trip time are decoupled. If OTV 
shadowing is included the total fleet size increases by 20%. For 
example, the 100-kW Xe-ion W fleet size if shadowing is 
ignored is 39 W s ;  with shadowing included, the fleet's size is 
47 W s .  

A 1-MW W design can reduce the total fleet size required 
over the low-power OTVs. Figure 9 compares the 1-MW Xe-ion 
and MPD W fleets (I, = 5000 lbrsec/lbm, 10-kg/kW power 
system. A minimum of seven Xe-ion and nine NH3 MPD OTVS 
are needed. As with the chemical W s ,  additional vehicles will 
be required to replace W s  that are being repaired or have been 
damaged. 

In Fig. 9, the W fleet size varies &om year to year. This 
variation is caused by the differing delivery schedules in each 
mission model year. For example, in year 10, there are 6 payloads, 
12 payloads in year 15, and 1 1 payloads in year 18. 

A high-power W can significantly reduce the LEO-LLO trip 
time; this causes the siflcant fleet-size reduction for high-power 
W s .  Figure 10 provides the trip times for the Xe-ion W s .  All 
the trip times are for round trips. For the 300-kW W s ,  the 
maximum trip time (with shadowing) is 769 days. At the 1-MW 
power level, the trip time is significantly reduced: 257 days. 
Figure 11 gives the MPD W trip times. A 341-day maximum trip 
time is required for the 1-MW W (10 kg/kW power system). 

An important result of these fleet size and propellant mass 
analyses was that the fleet size of the 300-kW Xe-ion W s  (5000- 
Ibrsec/lbm I,) and the 1-MW Xe-ion W s  (20,000-lbrsec/lbm 
I,) is comparable. Though the propellant mass required for the 

TABLE 10. OTV minimum fleet size requirements. 

System W u m  Fleet Size Year 

I,= 5000 Ibf - sec/a,, 
Xe Ion (100 kW) 
Xe Ion (300 kW) 
Xe Ion ( 1  MW) 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 

I, = 20,000 Ibf - sec/Ib, 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 
Xe Ion (1  MW) 

I, = 5000 Ibf - secAb, 
MI3 MPD (1 MW) 
NH3 MPD ( 1 MW) 

* Power system mass = 10 kg/kW 
t Power system mass = 5 kg/kW. 
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20,000-lbfsec/lbm I, Oms was significantly lower than the 5000- 
Ibfsec/lbm I, OTVs, the fleet size was similar: 18 for the 300- 
kW system and 17 for the 1-MW system. If the cost of the 300- 
kW solar-powered OTV were sigtllficantly lower than the 1-MW 
nuclear-powered OTV, the solar-electric OTV may have a cost 
advantage over the 20,000-lbf sec/lbm I, OTVs. 

Payload Re g 

To reduce the total mission-model propellant requirements and 
the OTV fleet size, variations of the OTV payload delivery cap- 
ability were investigated. In this sensitivity study, the total payload 
of the mission model is variable. For missions in the model with 
multiple payload deliveries and retrievals per year, the total 
number of LLO missions is variable; for example, if the payload 
delivered to LLO on each Om is doubled, the total number of 
missions flown to LCO is halved With missions that are flown only 
once per year, the total mass flown to orbit it multiplied by @e 
payload factor; no remanifesting of the other LCO payloads is 
addressed 

0 5 10 15 20 

MISSION YEAR 

Fig. 9. Fleet sizes: 1-MW ion, 1-MW MPD, and 02/H2. 

Fig. 10. Xe-ion trip times. 

Fig. 11. MPD trip times. 

This multiplication of the single-flight LLO payloads results in 
a sigtllficant payload mass increase. In the baseline model, five 
22,500-kg up, 1000-kg down, five 22,000-kg up, 20,000-kg down, 
and one 17,000-kg up, 10,000-kg down flights are planned. For 
the Xe-ion 1-MW OTVs in year 18, at a payload factor of 2.89, 
the total delivered payload mass is 3.2 X lo5 kg; the nominal year- 
18 payload mass is 2.4 X lo5 kg. 

By remanifesting the payload mission model, a large savings in 
propellant mass is possible. Remanifesting implies that the payload 
masses of the various missions are not fixed; they can be offloaded 
onto other OTV flights or combined with other OTV delivery 
missions. Currently, the mission model payload masses on each 
flight are not ked.  For example, with the heavy delivery missions, 
the number of cargo elements delivered on each mission is 
variable. 

In this analysis, the mass of the OTV payload is multiplied by 
the OTV payload factor. For each payload factor, the required OTV 
mass was computed using an OTV mass-scaling equation; 
therefore, the OTV mass is not a fixed number for each payload 
factor. At each payload factor, the number of OTVs required was 
computed; an optimum or minimum number of CrCVs for any 
mission model can be estimated. An OTV payload factor ranging 
firom 0.2 to 5.0 was considered. 

Figure 12 presents the &um Xe propellant mass required 
for 1-MW Xe-ion Om (power system mass is lOkg/kW and a 
500-lbrsec/lbm b) vs. the Om payload factor. A 1-MW OTV was 
assumed. At a payload factor of 2.89, a minimum propellant mass 
is obtained. 

In the data from Fig. 12, there are several local minima. The 
minima are the result of two effects. The first effect is the increase 
in the OTV size as the payload factor increases. Because the O m  
size is increasing, the fleet size for each payload factor is dropping. 

As the payload factor increases, the number of Oms to perform 
the mission model decreases. However, as the number of OTVs 
decreases, there is always an integral number of them (there are 
either 1, 2, or n OTVs, not 2.5). The variation of the number of 
OTVs with the payload factor is shown in Fig. 13. The fact that 
the number of OTVs is an integral number and not a smooth 
function of the payload factor is the second effect. 
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Combining the effect of the rn size increase and the fact that TABLE 11. Optimal O N  payload factors. 
the number of Oms is always an integral number causes the local 
minima. As shown in Fig. 12, at a payload factor of 2.89, the total Payload Fleet Total Propellant 

System Factor 
propellant mass is a minimum. Another local minimum occurs at savings savings 0%) 

a payload factor of 2.42. The increase in propellant mass between = 5mbf - secfim 

Xe Ion (1 M W )  the two payload factors is the result of the payload mass increasing 
M13 MPD MW) 

2.89 2 1.3 x 105" 
2.42 3 5.3 x lo4* 

on each of the Oms and the number of Oms remaining constant . 
(see Fig. 13). Power system mass = 10 WkW. 

The minimum 1-MW Xe-ion O m  fleet size is shown in Fig. 13. 
A minimum fleet also occurs at a payload factor of 2.89; for the 
Xe-ion (TCV, the minimum fleet size is 5. This represents a reduc- 
tion of the total number of Oms from seven to five. Table 11 

I-MW Power Level: 

Ion 
MPD 

1 2 3 4 5 

PAYLOAD FACTOR 

Fig. 12. Propellant mass vs. payload factor. The payload factor is a 
multiplier for the baseline payload mass. For example, if the payload factor 
is 2, the total payload mass delivered to LC0 and returned to LEO is 
doubled. 
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Fig. 13. Fleet size vs. payload factor. 

1-MW Power Level: 

MPD 
Ion 

provides the optimum payload factor and the propellant savings 
for the 1-MW MPD OI'V and the 1-MW Xe-ion (rT\! The Xe-ion 
propellant mass is reduced by 1.3 X lo5 kg. In the MFD case, the 
minimum fleet occurs at a 2.42 payload factor; the number of 
Oms is reduced from nine to six and the propellant mass is 
reduced by 5.2 X lo4 kg to 6.8 X lo5 kg. 

In Fig. 13 the fleet size varies from nine to six MPD Oms over 
the payload factor range of 0.8 to 2.4. This variation is caused 
by the change of the number of (TCVs for the Wering multiple 
payload deliveries. In year 15, there are three types of mission: 
five 22,500-1000 heavy delivery missions, three 19,400-7500 
resupply missions, three 14,500-7500 crew rotation missions, and 
one 2000-0-kg L-2 communications satellite mission. If the pay- 
load factor is 1.5, the total number of Oms is 4 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 9; 
similarly, for a payload factor of 2.4, the total number is 3 + 1 + 1 + 
1 =6. 

Large propellant savings are possible with payload remanifest- 
ing. A large added payload-mass delivery capability to LLO also 
results. To achieve this large savings and added mass delivery 
capability, however, each mission model must have a large 
number of multiple-flight-per-year missions; in year 18 there are 
two sets of five heavy delivery and five crew rotation missions. 
If these multiple sets of missions were eliminated from the 
mission model, the payload remanifesting would not be effective 
and the propellant savings would drop significantly. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Both Xe-ion and NH3-MPD propulsion systems can significantly 

reduce the LEO launch mass for lunar base development missions. 
By combining fleets of electric propulsion Oms and a two-stage 
Oz/H2 Ollr system, the total propellant mass required to perform 
a 19-year lunar base transportation model can be reduced by 57- 
72% (2.7 X lo6 kg to 3.3 X lo6 kg mass reduction) over an all- 
chemical propulsion transportation system using aerobraking. 

Both solar-electric and nuclear-electric Xe-ion Oms can enable 
large propellant mass savings in this transportation system, 18 and 
6 W s  are needed, respectively. Arcjet propulsion systems, using 
solar arrays or nuclear reactors, are not mass-competitive with 
chemical propulsion. Nuclear-powered MPD OTVs can also 
perform the mission model with a minimum nine-CXV fleet size. 

The scheduling of the (TCV departures to allow rendezvous of 
the manned chemical Oms and the electric-propulsion cargo 
Oms is required. This scheduling introduces an operational 
complexity that must be analyzed in more detail. 

Payload remanifesting can reduce the total propellant mass 
required to perform the lunar base mission model. By selecting 
a heavier payload per OTV and reapportioning the payloads among 
the resized Oms, the total transportation system is used more 
dciently. This type of optimization is highly dependent upon the 
tratfic model to LLO and LEO. 
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The mass reduction enabled by electric propulsion translates 
directly into a large hunch-cost reduction. Fewer hunch vehicles 
are required to place the total transportation system mass into 
LEO. Using Xe or NH3 propellants in on-orbit storage facilities 
reduces the total volume of the propellant storage facilities over 
a cryogenic 02/H2 propellant stomge depot. 

Acktwwled@m&s. This work was conducted by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Womia  Xnstitute of Technology, for the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. 
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We mpxt on a study to evaluate the benefits of advanced profmkion technobgies fw trarqborting 
materiaCs between low Earth &t and the Moon. A relatively conventional r e f m e  traqort2ztion 
system, and several other systems, each of which includes one advanced technology component, are 
cotllpmed in temzs of how wen they P e r f m  a chosen mission objective. The evaluation method is 
based on aparparnvke lifcyck cost compmkon of each of the advanced systems with the r e f m e  system. 
Somewhat novel and economicaUy itnpomnt features of the procedure are the inclusion not only of 
mass payback ratios based on Earth launch costs, but &o of repatr and cq i td  acquistion costs, and 
of adjustments in the latter to rejkrt the t e c b n o l o ~  maturity of the advanced technologies. i%e 
required input infolmation is developed by panels of eqerls. The overall scope and @bmach of the 
shrdy are presented in the intmduction. The bulk of the paper aeScribes the evaluation method; the 
w f m e  system and an advanced tratqmrtution system, including a @inning tether in an eccentric 
Earth &t, are used to illustrate it. 

In the MI of 1986 we initiated an effort to identify and evaluate 
advanced propulsion concepts for the transportation of materials 
between low Earth orbit (LEO) and the Moon. We were looking 
particularly for concepts that would provide a lower-cost 
alternative to conventional rocketry in supporting scientific work, 
colonization, and commercial utilization of the Moon, Mars, and 
perhaps other planets and the asteroids during the twenty-first 
century. 

We identified six tasks to accomplish the aim of the study. 
1. Choose a standard mission and a reference configuration as 

a basis for comparing the performance of advanced configurations. 
A configuration is here defined as a complete transportation 
system between LEO and the Moon. 

2. Select a small number of the most promising "pure" con- 
figurations incorporating a single advanced component or 
concept. 

3. Deke  criteria by which to evaluate the performance of the 
configurations. 

4. Describe and model each of the configurations to be 
evaluated 

5. Describe and model, quantitatively insofar as possible, the 
evaluation criteria. 

6. Evaluate all the configurations. 
We chose as the objective of the standard mission to carry lunar 

material ("paydirt") from the lunar surface back to LEO at a 
specified parametrized annual rate. This objective, although by 
itself not sacient  to justify the expenditure for a LEO-Moon 
transportation system, was chosen because it permitted ready and 
unambiguous comparison of various configurations. We specified 
that all oxygen for chemical propulsionwas to be of lunar origin, 
and all hydrogen fuel and repair and replacement parts were to 

be of terrestrial origin. Aerobraking on return to LEO was to be 
used whenever advantageous; the aerobrake was assumed to be 
reusable and of terrestrial origin. 

The chosen reference case ("Configuration 0 )  consists of two 
kinds of vehicles and three stations (Hen@, 1988). Both vehicles 
are powered by reaction engines burning terrestrial liquid 
hydrogen and lunar liquid oxygen. The first kind of vehicle is an 
orbital transfer vehicle ( W ) .  Its functions are ( 1 ) to carry liquid 
hydrogen and other terrestrial logistic supplies for lunar activities 
from LEO to low lunar orbit and (2) to bring back to LEO lunar 
oxygen for propulsion and lunar material for storage. The (TCV 

carries a reusable aerobrake for the return trip. 
The second kind of vehicle is a lunar lander. Its functions are 

to carry terrestrial logistic supplies from low lunar orbit (LLO) 
to the lunar surface and to bring excess lunar oxygen and lunar 
material up to LLO for transfer to the W .  This vehicle is fitted 
out with landing gear, and burns a fuel-lean mix to conserve 
terrestrial liquid hydrogen. 

The first station is an "Orbiting Transfer and Staging Facility" 
(OTSF) in a low Earth circular orbit at 28.5'. Its functions are 
to store and transfer fuel, payload, spare parts, and repair tools, 
and to permit docking and berthing of (TCVs for repair, refueling, 
and load transfer. A second, similar facility with comparable 
functions is in near-equatorial low lunar orbit. Its docks accom- 
modate both W s  and lunar landers. The third station is a lunar- 
oxygen production plant, located on the Moon's surface near the 
equator. The time frame is 2005-2010. It is assumed that a 
manned lunar base is in existence by then to establish and support 
this activity, and that a lunar oxygen pilot plant is available for 
the emplacement and startup of the configurations. 

Six configurations, each incorporating one advanced propulsion 
component, along with appropriate "conventional" components 
from the reference configuration as required, have been chosen 
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for detailed evaluation so far. Three of these involve the use of 
tethers. A seventh cofiguration, based on solar sails, was 
eliminated as not suitable for the standard mission in the high- 
gravity fields prevailing over most of the Earth-Moon trajectory. 

Tethers (Arnold and Zbompson, 1988, Colombo et al., 1974; 
Isaacs et al,; 1966; Carroll, 1985; Penzo, 1987) can permit 
momentum exchange between objects at opposite ends, such as 
a load and a platform. They become especially attractive if there 
is two-way trafEc, as between LEO and the Moon. In that case, 
the momentum given up by a platform when loads are picked 
up and released in one direction can be restored by loads moving 
in the opposite direction. The three tether configurations are 

1. A hanging tether in lunar orbit. In this configuration a very 
long tether is anchored from a ballasted platform in rather high 
lunar orbit. It is Erst deployed toward the lunar surface, so that 
its tip can rendezvous with a self-propelled lunar load. The tether 
deployment direction is then changed by 18O0, and the load 
released toward Earth. The procedure is reversed for loads from 
LEO bound for the lunar surface. 

2. A spinning tether in low lunar or Earth orbit. In this concept, 
a self-propelled load is picked up from below at suborbital 
velocity, then swung about 180° by the tether before being 
released. The load thereby gains twice the tangential velocity of 
the spinning tether. As before, the procedure is reversed for 
incoming loads. 

3. A spinning tether anchored from a massive platform in an 
eccentric Earth orbit with perigee near LEO ("Configuration 3"). 
Here an OTV can be picked up in LEO, swung about as above, 
and released toward the Moon with the same velocity gain. Once 
again, the platform's momentum is restored upon capture and 
subsequent release of an (TTV traveling in the opposite direction. 

Three other configurations incorporating advanced concepts 
have been examined: laser propulsion, ion-engine propulsion, and 
mass-driver launch. 

In the laser concept (Kantrowitz, 1972; R Glumb, personal 
communication, 1987) an Om carries both conventional rocketry 
and a laser thermal engine. Initially, upon leaving LEO, it is 
propelled by electromagnetic energy beamed to the vehicle by 
an Earth-based, high-power in6rared laser. The laser beam is 
focused onto a hydrogen plasma, which is exhausted through a 
thruster nozzle. The advantage of this concept over a more 
conventional rocket engine is twofold: The power source (or the 
oxidant for the hydrogen propellant) need not be carried into 
space, and the high specific impulse (I,) derived from this engine 
results in good fuel economy. 

In the ion-engine concept (Stublinger et d., 1961) the (TTV 

carries a nuclear electric power source to provide the high-voltage 
current for ion acceleration. Terrestrial xenon has been assumed 
as the propellant to be ionized; in practice, lunar argon or oxygen 
may be more economical. In this configuration, the propellant, 
as well as the power supply with its massive radiator and radiation 
shield, must be carried on board (unless solar photovoltaic can 
substitute for nuclear power), and the thrust is very low, leading 
to long travel times. Its advantage resides in the very high I,, 
leading to manageable propellant loads. 

The last configuration incorporates a mass driver (CbiZton et 
4, 1977) for launching packets of lunar material off the Moon's 
surface. Each packet carries a conventional small propulsion 
system. Once launched into ballistic orbit, the packets can 
rendezvous autonomously with an (TrSF in low lunar orbit. The 
launch energy is electrical rather than chemical, and can be 
provided on the lunar surface either by means of a nuclear power 

plant or by extensive (but no longer excessively expensive) sheets 
of amorphous solid-state photovoltaic receptors. 

For a more detailed description of these configurations, and of 
the results of their evaluations, the reader is referred to Stern 
( 1989). Some of the results will be stated at the end of this paper. 

The evaluation framework comprises two models, a Transpor- 
tation Model and an Evaluation Model. Two kinds of input are 
required. Engineering information supplied by technical experts 
on each configuration serves as input to the Transportation Model. 
Output of the Transportation Model, along with economic infor- 
mation supplied by evaluation panels, becomes input to the Evalu- 
ation Model. 

The Transportation Model (Henley, 1988) calculates the 
amount of propellant consumed and the amount of lunar mass 
delivered to LEO per round trip. From this, one can derive some 
of the inputs required by the Evaluation Model: the mass payback 
ratio (MPR), the lunar oxygen plant capacity, and the annual 
number of round trips required of the OW and of the lunar lander 
to satisfy the mission objective. (The MPR is defined as the lunar 
payload brought down to LEO per tonne of fuel and other supplies 
that have to be brought up fkom Earth.) The two models operate 
independently, and the output of one is fed to the other manuaUy. 

The Evaluation Model performs a life-cycle cost analysis of the 
input data, assuming a venture life and a discount rate. It develops 
operating costs and capital costs for each advanced configuration, 
compares these with corresponding figures for the reference 
configuration, and derives cost-effectiveness measures relative to 
the reference case fkom this comparison. Figure 1 shows the flow 
of information and the relationship between the Transportation 
Model and the Evaluation Model. 

Input data for each conf~guration come from two sources. Much 
of the quantitative technical information, such as masses of 
vehicles and of orbiting or fixed installations, fuel capacities of 
vehicles, Iq and thrusts of engines, efficiencies and outputs of 
power sources, and AVs supplied by various vehicles or devices, 
is provided by technical experts or specialists, and becomes input 
to the Transportation Model. Most of the economic information, 
whether quantitative or qualitative, is generated by evaluation 
panels, and is incorporated in the Evaluation Model. This includes 
estimates of acquisition costs, of technological maturity with its 
associated development costs and time delays, and of risk of Wure 
and need for repair. 

Fig. 1. Information flow in evaluation procedure. This schematic shows 
the interrelationship between data provided by technical experts and by 
evaluation panels, and the inputs and outputs of the Transportation Model 
and the Evaluation ModeL 
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The following ground rules were adopted: 
1. Transport from the s h c e  of the Earth to LEO is not 

considered, but the cost of transport per unit mass between these 
two nodes is assigned some parametric value $$@ All other costs 
are expressed in terms of this value, insofar as possible. 

2. The basic criterion for judging the performance of a given 
advanced configuration is economic: It is characterized by the 
payback time or the life-cycle return on investment, which results 
when the advanced configuration replaces the reference case. The 
payback time or rate of return is, in most cases, based on a trade- 
off between savings in operating costs and increased capital costs. 
The MPR is not a life-cycle measure. It has been retained because 
it is familiar, and can serve as a coarse sieve to eliminate clearly 
subrnargtnal schemes. 

3. Savings in operating costs are based on improvements in the 
MPR for an advanced configuration relative to the reference case, 
corrected for changes in repair and replacement needs. 

4. Changes in capital costs take into account transportation as 
well as acquisition costs of capital installations such as stations 
and vehicles. Acquisition costs of novel, first-of-their-kind com- 
ponents or subsystems incorporate estimates of their technolog- 
ical maturity. As used in this study, technical maturity is a proxy 
for the costs of research, development, demonstration, testing, and 
space qualification associated with the implementation of new 
technologies. 

5. Estimates dealing with repair needs, risk of failure, and 
technological maturity are quantified with the help of panels of 
experts. Further details on some of these points are provided 
below. 

As in any financial analysis of a venture, there are two main 
cost categories in the Evaluation Model: operating costs and 
capital costs. We shall first deal with these two cost categories 
by assuming that only transportation costs are important. Then 
we shall address the complications brought about by inclusion of 
other cost components, such as repair and maintenance, 
acquisition and development costs, etc. 

To begin with, it may be possible to first weed out totally 
unsuitable configurations based on operating costs alone, for two 
reasons. First, a configuration whose operating costs are greater 
than those of the reference case is almost surely not a viable 
alternative, since it usually also requires additional capital 
investments. Second, comparison on the basis of operating costs 
alone gives an accurate picture of on-going costs, once the start- 
up investment has been made and becomes a sunk cost. It should 
be pointed out, however, that even if an advanced "pure" 
configuration is judged nonviable on this basis, it may still have 
merit if there are net savings in capital costs-a rare situation. 
More commonly, it may have merit if its advanced component can 
be combined symbiotically with other advanced components in 
a "hybrid" configuration. 

The transportation-based operating cost can be derived from 
the MPR obtained from the Transportation Model. This ratio is 
defined as 

payload mass emplaced in LEO 
MPR = 

mass carried up from Earth to LEO 
(1) 

For the reference and advanced configurations chosen in this 
study, which use lunar-produced liquid oxygen (LLOX), the mass 

that has to be carried up from Earth to LEO consists mostly of 
terrestrial hydrogen and of "logistic mass," that is, supplies for 
operation of the LLOX plant. These have been taken into account 
in the computation of the MPR carried out in the Transportation 
Model. Other masses of terrestrial origin for installation of vehicles 
and equipment and for their maintenance and repair have not 
been included in the Transportation Model. They will be taken 
into account in the Evaluation Model, as described below. 

From the dehition of MPR it is easy to show that the yearly 
mass savings realized with an MPR > 1 is given by 

OB = C, (MPR - 1 )/MPR (2) 

where C, is the annual amount of lunar paydirt to be transported 
from the Moon to LEO and OB is a yearly operating benefit 
realized from savings in Earth mass when the paydirt is of lunar 
rather than terrestrial origin. This equation has the right 
dependence on MPR: If MPR < 1, there is no benefit, but rather 
an operating loss associated with using lunar, rather than terres- 
trial, paydirt. Mass payback ratio = 1 is the break-even point. Once 
MPR 9 1, its exact value is of minor importance, since the savings 
in transportation cost (expressed in mass terms) can never be 
greater than C,. 

There is a transportation-based capital cost to consider, as well. 
For equipment to be placed in &xed orbits or space locatiom, 
such as LEO, lunar orbit, or the lunar .surf%ce, this is the cost of 
emplacement, expressible in units of mass. For example, for the 
OTSF in LEO, this cost is just its mass. For the OTSF in low lunar 
orbit, on the other hand, the mass should be multiplied by a factor 
>1 to account for the additional propellant load required to 
accompany the facility. 

Twrtation-related capital expenditures for vehicles must 
include an allowance for redundancy. This comes about because 
of the limited payload capacity and finite turn-around time of each 
vehicle. For example, delivering an annual lunar payload of 2500 T 
to LEO in the reference configuration, at about 15 T per round 
trip, would require approximately 4 vehicles, based on a turn- 
around time of 8 days. This ignores the relatively narrow biweekly 
windows available for economical travel between Earth and Moon, 
which may force a substantial further addition to the fleet. 

Capital costs and operating benefits can be combined into a 
single measure of cost-effectiveness by the well-known device of 
equating the sum of all future operating benefits, discounted to 
the present, to the initial investment or capital cost. Rvo measures 
derived from this equality are particularly useful. In the £&st, one 
assumes a "market" rate of return, r, taken at 8% in this paper, 
and solves for the time, called the payback time, which satisfies 
the equality. This solution can be expressed in closed form. In 
the second, one assumes a venture time, fixed at 20 years in this 
study, and looks for the discount or interest rate, often called the 
internal rate of return (IRR), which satisEes the equaIity. This has 
to be calculated by an iterative procedure, but poses no d@culty 
for a personal computer. (It should be pointed out that there can 
be no finite payback time if the annual benefit is less than r times 
the capital cost. By the same token, there can be no IRR if the 
cumulative benefits over the venture life amount to less than the 
initial capital cost.) 

So far, only transportation costs have been considered. The 
complications due to other important cost components must now 
be addressed. These components include the acquisition cost of 
capital, the R&D costs of developing the technology for an 
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advanced configuration and bringing it to a state of operational 
readiness, and the costs of maintenance, repair, and replacement. 
Their relationship to transportation costs and to the overall 
measures of cost-effectiveness is represented in Fig. 2. 

The acquisition costs of capital for a new cofiguration can be 
estimated by experienced space engineers. This is best done by 
breaking the contiguration or system into subsystems and 
components, many of which are similar to ones already in use 
or being procured for space applications. The acquisition cost of 
each component is then estimated in constant-dollar terms. It can 
be converted to mass units (T) via division by dl$,, before being 
added to the transportation cost for that component; conversely, 
both can be expressed in dollar terms. 

The acquisition of a new or advanced component or subsystem, 
such as the tether-bearing platform and its components in 
eccentric Earth orbit, or a rocket engine operating at higher-than- 
conventional oxidizer-to-fuel ratio, poses an additional problem. 
Clearly, the first embodiment of such a component is much more 
expensive than the more routine procurement of the fourth or 
fifth version or copy would be. We have attempted to capture 
this important cost in a somewhat novel way, summarized here 
and explained in more detail below. 

One can look at this additional cost as a development risk with 
two consequences: it makes development more expensive than 
mere acquisition cost, and it entails protracted reduction to 
practice. The more immature and complex the technology, the 
greater the cost and the longer the time needed for development. 
Both cost and time have considerable uncertainty associated with 
them. In this study, we deal with the cost and time aspects 
separately. We simplify by assigning their effects to the first 
embodiment only, rather than distributing them over the first few 
by means of a "learning curve," as happens in real life. 

COST AGGREGATE PERFORMANCE 
COMPONENTS COSTS lNDlCATORS 

MAINTENANCE 

CAPITAL 
COST 

Fig. 2. Interrelationship of cost components. This schematic indicates 
how the main performance indicators are obtained from various inputs 
through internal processing in the Evaluation Model. 

Briefly, the development cost is estimated by rating the 
technology readiness at the subsystem or component level; i.e., 
we list what steps have to be taken to achieve maturity, and 
evaluate the cost of each step. Development time is arrived at by 
estimating the time taken to accomplish each step. Delay time 
is then translated into additional cost (the time value of money) 
by "discounting" the funds needed for each step forward to the 
time when operation is to start, with further cost penalties 
imposed if maturity cannot be expected by the year of initial 
operation, assumed to be 2005. The effects of technological 
development and learning are treated deterministically, based on 
estimates of expected or most probable costs and time delays. 

Costs of maintenance, repair, and replacement are aspects of 
risk of failure in operation, which can be handled as additions 
to operating costs. After being converted to common (mass or 
dollar) units, they are summed and subtracted &om operating 
benefits. By equation (2) the revised operating benefit will result 
in a (generally lower) "effective mass payback ratio" MPR*. 

Panel Evaluation Procedure 

Three kinds of input were determined by evaluation panels: 
acquisition costs, technology readiness ratings, and operational 
risk estimates. Since these inputs play a crucial role in the 
outcome of the evaluations, they will be described in further detail 
at this point. Almost all the data were generated at a week's 
meeting, held in La Jolla, California, July 5-10, 1987. 

One panel of from three to h e  persons was chosen for each 
cofiguration. Each panel included one or two technical experts 
on the particular configuration. The remaining panel members, 
including the panel chairman, were experts on other facets of 
space travel, or were technical generalists. Care was taken to 
balance areas of expertise to include engineering knowledge and 
some experience with costs, and to preclude advocates from 
dominating the decisions. 

Table 1 lists technology readiness levels that were used as a 
basis for the ratings. The definitions are those used by NASA's 
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration, and Technology (OAET). 

Each panel was asked, at the outset, to undertake the following 
o determine the level of readiness, L, of the advanced tech- 

nology of concern to the panel; 
e judge the time, At, required to advance the level of readiness, 

one step at a time, all the way to full operational capability', and 
e estimate the cost, R, associated with each step, expressed in 

units of the final (routine) acquisition cost. In this fashion, the 
question of complexity was finessed. 

The results of this prehmmy evaluation step are summarized 
in Fig. 3 for the cost, expressed as an acquisition cost multiplier 
R, and in Fig. 4 for the time delay At, in years. Although there 
was the expected scatter of estimates in Fig. 3, some common 
features emerged. None of the technologies was judged to be of 
level lower than 3. In almost all cases, the cost per step tended 

TABLE 1. Technology readiness levels. 

Level 1: 
Level 2: 
Level 3: 
Level 4: 
Level 5: 
Level 6: 
Level 7: 
Level 8: 

Basic principles observed and reported 
Conceptual design formulated 
Conceptual design tested analytically or experimentally 
Critical function/characteristic demonstration 
Component/breadboard tested in relevant environment 
Prototype/engineering model tested in relevant environment 
Engineering model tested in space 
Full operational capability 
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-HANGING TETHER 
-SPINNING TETHER 
-LASER PROPULSION 

A- -ION ENGINE 
9 -MASS DRIVER 

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL L 

Fig. 3. Technology development cost as function of readiness. The points 
were obtained from the evaluation panels dealing with &e separate 
technologies. The smooth curve was used as a resulting mean functional 
relationship. 

to increase with increasing level. This is in agreement with the 
experience that costs escalate as one proceeds from research to 
development, to prototype laboratory testing, to demonstration. 
Since the points tended to cluster markedly (except for those of 
the spinning tether, which were later judged to be too optimis- 
tically low), a smooth "eyeball" curve was used as the multiplier 
for all advanced technologies. The At values in Fig. 4 clustered 
more convincingly about a straight line, which was again used for 
all technologies. The long delay times for levels 5 and below 
indicate a high perceived degree of complexity. 

Finally, acquisition costs and risks of operation were assigned 
to each component. Here the judgment of an experienced space 
engineer on each panel played the key role, since many of the 
parameters had to be estimated by analogy to present systems and 
practice. The acquisition cost was intended to reflect the 
expected "routine" cost of procurement, net of the initial 
research, development, demonstration, and learning expenditures. 
Risk of operation was represented in terms of mean expected 
frequency of replacement or repair, and fraction of total 
component mass (and dollar value) to be replaced during each 
repair. For example, it was assumed that in the reference 

configuration the aerobrake would have to be replaced after 10 
missions, but somewhat less kequently in the spinning tether 
configuration, where it is used to mediate a smaller AV 

The Evaluation Model was developed on a spreadsheet using 
the 20/20 (TMAccess Technology Inc.) sohare available on 
UCSD's VAXNMS operating system. Table 2 displays the input- 
output section of a run, in this instance, the reference case. Five 
parameters are inputs fkom the Transportation Model: MPR, the 
mass payback ratio based on steady-state payload transportation 
cost only, here of value 1.31; C,, the LLQX production required 
per tonne of payload placed in LEO; C,,, the amount of payload 
put into LEO per CM17 round trip; b,F, the mass of a fully loaded 
(Mlr (as on departure from low lunar orbit toward LEO); and 
the number of lunar lander trips per Om trip. 

TECHNOLOGY LEVEL L 

Fig. 4. Technology development time as function of readiness. As in 
Fig. 3, the points were obtained firom the evaluation panels, and the 
smooth curve represents the adopted functional relationship. 
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TABLE 2. Input-output section of an evaluation run for the 
reference configuration. 

Turning fint to a discussion of operating costs, the Transpor- 
tation Model yields an MPR of 1.31. With C, = 500 T/yr, equation 
(2) then leads to an annual transportation operating benefit of 
118 T (of mass that need not be launched from Earth). From this 
operating benefit must be subtracted the three yearly repair cost 
components: the acquisition cost of the repair and replacement 

Reference case 

Date: 03-28-88 
T i e :  11:44:40 par&, the direct tran&ortation cost of lofting their masses to their 

assigned destinations, and the indirect (opportunity) cost of F i  results 
transporting them. 

Table2 shows the effects of these corrections. The net Operating benefit 
Effective mass payback ratio, MPR' 
Incremental capital cost 
Payback time 
Internal rate of return 
Corrected LLOX production per LEO T 
Corrected LPD into LEO per OTV trip 

operating benefit changes precipitously, from +118T/yr to 
4 0 1  T/yr, yielding an MPR* of only 0.454, a negative payback 
time (i.e., longer than KI at an 8% discount rate), and no internal 
rate of return. Less dramatically, LCOX production required per 
tonne of delivered payload increases from 6.13 T (C20) to 6.77 T 
(C14), and load delivered per CrrV round trip decreases from 
16.19 T (C21) to 14.86 T (C15). 

Parameters from Transportation Model 

From the complete spreadsheet (found in Stern, 1989, and not 
reproduced here) one learns that repair of the lunar lander alone 
accounts for over 80% of the total repair cost, based on the repair 

Mass payback ratio, MPR 
LLOX production per LEO T, C,, 
LF'D into LEO per OTV trip, C,, 
Mass of loaded OW, McmF 
LL trips per OW trip estimates provided by the evaluation panel for the reference case. 

These estimates indicate that the five major components of the 
vehicle must be replaced every 20-30 round trips. Since the lunar 
lander contributes only about 2 T to the payload for every sortie, 

Additional parameters 

Annual payload mass to LEO, C, 
Cost of 1 T from Earth to LEO, $S, 
Interest rate, r 
Maximum time delay, At 
F(r) 

250 sorties per year must be carried out, requiring replacement 
of the entire vehicle about 10 times annually! Moreover, it can 
easily be shown that most of this cost (about 90%) is due to 
acquisition rather than transportation. 

Figure 5 examines the repair assumptions. Curve (a) shows 
how MPR* would change if all costs per repair incident were 
multiplied by a uniform factor varying from 0 (no repair cost) This section shows the main inputs, either assumed or obtained 

from the Transportation Model, and the main aggregate outputs 
of the Evaluation Model. Three other input parameters can be 

to 2 (twice as much cost as in the standard case). The economics 
of the reference case are evidently very sensitive to this 
component of the operating cost. For comparison, curve (b) 
shows to what extent the sensitivity of MPR* to repair is reduced 

chosen at will: (1) C,, the annual payload mass to be emplaced 
in LEO; (2) $$,, the cost (in MS) of bringing 1 T of mass from 
Earth to LEO; and (3) r, the interest or discount rate. At, the if lunar lander repair needs are b t  scaled down by a factor of 

10, before the multiplier on the abscissa is applied. 
In sum, much of the operating cost is due to lunar lander repair. 

maximum time required for implementation of any component 
of the configuration, is based on the minimum value of L, as 
supplied by the evaluation panel (see Fig. 4); it is an estimate of 
how long it takes to implement the configuration. F(r) is a 

It will therefore be necessary to take a closer look at the repair 
assumptions. This will reveal ( I )  whether they are realistically 
based on past experience and (2) whether they could be 
substantially reduced by additional research and development, 

calculated result which, when multiplied by the maximum At, 
approximates the effective time at which all the development 
investment can be committed as a lump sum to account for the leading to the utilization of new materials and/or better design. 
time value of money. If neither is feasible, service requirements will severely circum- 

scribe the vehicle's routine operation. This in turn may greatly Seven output results are listed: (1) the operating benefit, 
(2) MPR*, the effective mass payback ratio, corrected to include 
repair costs, (3) the capital cost for the configuration (in T), 

inhibit the establishment and operation of the lunar base i d  the 
ben&cial exploitation of the Moon itself. 

Turning now to a discussion of capital cost, it $odd be pointed 
out that even if the mass payback ratio MPR approached m, 

(4) the payback time, (5) the internal rate of return, (6) the 
LLOX production required per T of payload corrected for repair, 
and (7) the corrected amount of payload put into LEO per OTV 
round trip. 

giving an annual operating ben&t of 500 T for the case of 
C, = 500 T/yr, there would be no net return on investment over 
20 years for Configuration 0, since, from Table 2, the capital cost 
is over 10,000 T (location C11 in the table). That fact, combined 
with the mission objective (chosen to permit ready and mean- 
ingful comparison between configurations rather than to 
represent a realistic national or private-enterprise goal), dictates 
the form taken by the benefit-cost analysis. That is, long-run 

We illustrate the evaluation procedure by presenting results for 
the reference case and for the spinning tether in eccentric Earth 
orbit. The illustrations demonstrate how the calculations are payoffs resulting from establishing a LEO-Moon transportkion 
performed and what kind of flexibility is available for sensitivity 
analysis and trade studies. 

system are taken as a given in this study, and are not quantified 
in the evaluation procedure. 
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even for the relatively "state-of-the-art" reference configuration, 
the development cost dominates the routine acquisition cost by 
a factor of about 6; the sum of these two components constitutes 
90% of the total capital cost, transportation only 10%. 

Outputs from the Evaluation Model for the spinning tether in 
eccentric Earth orbit (Configuration 3) are presented in Table 3. 
In this case, the Tmrtation-Model-derived MPR (C19) is 3.10, 
corresponding to an uncorrected annual operating benefit of 
338.7 T [see equation (2)]. Repair and replacement costs reduce 
the benefit by 393.4 T/yr to a net annual loss of 54.7 T, so that 
the effective mass payback ratio MPR' (C10) becomes 0.90. The 
degradation of benefit due to repair is almost halved compared 
to that in the reference case. As already stated in connection with 
ConfigurationO, the low value for MPR* is not in itself very 
sigmficant in our evaluation. 

What is sigmficant is the economic position of Configuration 3 
relative to ConfigurationO. This is indicated by the operating 
benefit (C9) of 546.7 T/yr and the incremental capital cost (C11) 
of 20541: Both entries are obtained by taking the difference 
between corresponding values for the two configurations to be 
compared. A life-cycle analysis performed by the Evaluation Model 
indicates that a payback time of 4.6 years or an internal rate of 
return of 26% can be realized by replacing the reference case by 
one including a spinning tether in eccentric Earth orbit, even 
though considerably more development is needed to bring the 
latter to maturity. 

TABLE 3. Input-output section of evaluation spreadsheet for the 
.5 1 9.5 2 spinning tether configuration. 

MULTIPLIER FOR WEPAlR COST 

Fig. 5. Impact of repair costs on MPR* for the reference case. Curve 
(a) is obtained by multiplying all repair entries in the spreadsheet by a 
factor that varies from 0 to 2. Curve (b) results when the repair entries 
for the lunar lander are first reduced tenfold before the factor is applied. 

Examination of capital cost components in the complete 
spreadsheet reveal the following: The stations in LEO and LCO 
are the major cost items, while the lunar oxygen plant and the 
two vehicles make only a minor contribution to the total. 
Moreover, an Evaluation Model in which all technology readiness 
factors R were set to 1 and all development delays to 0 gives a 
much-reduced capital cost of -1870 1: This corresponds to about 
$5.6 billion (with $$, = M$3), which seems reasonable for a 
complete LEO-Moon "routine version" transporation system. The 
difference of some $26 billion should be taken as a k t - cu t  
estimate of the cost of bringing the first version of such a system 
to the implementation stage. 

The total capital cost of Configuration 0 is quite insensitive to 
the assumed value of M,,, the dollar cost of tramporting 1 T from 
Earth to LEO, over a range of from $1 million to $10 million. It 
remains at about $32 billion, with only a slight rise near the high 
end of the range. This indicates that capital cost is dominated by 
acquisition cost, not transportation cost. As already mentioned, 

Spinning tether in EEO Confg 3 

Final results 

Operating benefit 546.696 
Effective mass payback ratio, MPR' 0.901 
Incremental capital cost 2054.477 
Payback time 4.646 
Internal rate of return 0.264 
Corrected LCOX production per LEO T 2.891 
Corrected LPD into LEO per OTV trip 29.640 

Parameters from T q r t a t i o n  Model 

Mass payback ratio, MPR 
LLoX production per LEO T, C, 
LPD into LEO per OTV Trip, C,, 
Mass of loaded OTV Trip, Man! 
LL trips per (7I71 trip 

Additional parameters 

Annual payload mass to LEO, C, 
Cost of 1 from Earrh to LEO, $$, 
Interest rate, r 
Maximum time delay, At 
F(r) 
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DUc'l'IoN 1. Material properties. 

This brief work discusses a possible application of a tether as 
a dynamical element in a low Earth orbit (LEO)-Moon transport 
system, and is a part of the Cal Space study of that transport 
system (Stern, 1989). To be specific, that study concentrated on 
the downward transport of O2 from the Moon to LEO, where it 
is stored for use as a rocket propellant, thus reducing Earth liftoff 
mass requirements by a factor of about 8. Moreover, in order to 
display clearly the role of advanced technology, only one novel 
technology was introduced at a single node in the transport 
system, the rest being "conventional" rocket transport. For general 
background in tether applications in space, see Penzo and 
Ammunn ( 1989), ~ I l (  1989)) and Bekey and Penzo ( 1986). 

Tethers were found useful in several Merent roles: hanging 
from platforms in lunar orbits, as supports for elmtors, spinning 
in LEO, or spinning in a tether transport orbit, an elliptical orbit 
with perigee at -600 km. Here we will consider only this last use. 
We will first display the usefulness of the tether, then discuss the 
nature of the tether system, the apparatus needed to support, 
deploy, and control it, and end with a discussion of needed 
developments. Although the authors assume responsibility, this is 
effectively the outcome of a joint study by the tether team, the 
enthusiasts-J. Carroll, H. Mayer, and I? Penzo-and the critics, 
especially B. Waldron, G. Babb, and H. Davis, who have played 
a major role in clarifying our ideas. 

We will characterize tether materials by a simple parameter, the 
specific tensile strength, i.e., the ratio of tensile strength to 
density. This may be represented as a characteristic length, the 
length of itself that a cable could support against the Earth's 
surface gravity. For steel, for example, this characteristic length 
is 46 km. Alternatively, the ratio can be expressed as the square 
of a characteristic velocity, and for steel this chamcteristic velocity 
is 0.6 km/sec. If, however, a material with the tensile strength of 
steel had a density of 1 gm/an3 (instead of 7), the corresponding 
characteristic velocity would be -1.7 Wsec .  There are materials 
available today (trade names kevlar, spectra) that have charac- 
teristic velocities greater than 1 km/sec (Table 1) and our illus- 
trations will be based on this number. Of course, a tether material 
would have to satisfy many more conditions such as flexibility, 
resistance to abrasion, and resistance to the hostile space 
environment; in this study we will ignore such questions 
(JastrzebsM, 1989). 

Density Tensile Stren 
Fiber g/an3 o psi (X 10 P' ) 
Si-Glass 2.54 5.07 
Graphite 1.9 3.6 
Silica 2.19 8.4 
Ararnid Polymer 
( K h )  1.44 4.0 

Polythene (Spectra) 0.97 4.3 

Criticd 
Char. Velocity, 

Length, L V, 
km km/sec 

THE MISSION 
We suppose that an oxygen production facility has been 

established on the lunar surface, and that O2 must be transported 
to LEO using lunar oxygen and hydrogen from the Earth's surface 
as propellant. The success of the scheme is measured by the mass 
payback ratio, the ratio of the net mass of O2 delivered to LEO 
to the mass of Hz that must be delivered from the Earth's surface 
to transport the 02. 

The system includes a lunar lander (LL.) that transports O2 from 
the lunar surface to an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV), which 
receives the O2 and delivers the H2 for the LL. (Table 2). The 
OTV then flies back to LEO, dissipating energy by aerobraking, 
retaining enough O2 for a return trip to LEO, delivering excess 
O2 and picking up H2 for the LC and the next return trip. 

We will add to this reference system a tether platform (TP) 
in an elliptic orbit, which uses a spinning tether to add AV to 
the OTV, by recovering some of the orbital momentum of de- 
scending OnTs, on the "space elevator" principle (Isaacs, 1966). 

TABLE 2. Vehicles for tether-misted transport. 

Gross Dry Fuel I* 
Vehicle Mission (tomes) 0:H sec 

Orbital Transfer 
Vehicle (W) LEO<->LLO 60 14 6:l 470 

Lunar 
Lander (LL) LLO<->Moon 35 5 11:l 430 

Tether 
Platfonn (TP) 'IT0 400 --- 6:l 470 
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The lunar lander has a dry weight of 5 tonnes and delivers a 
payload of 11 tonnes to the OTV. The LL uses an oxygen-rich fuel 
(1:2) with an I, of 430sec. With a required AV of 2 km/sec, 
this uses a total of 16.2 tonnes of propellant/roundtrip, made up 
of 4 tonnes for the downward trip, carrying a payload of 
1.5 tonnes of Hz, and 12.2 tonnes for the upward trip, which 
carries a payload of 15 tomes of O2 and uses 5.6 tonnes of Hz. 
We will use these numbers for the rest of the mission (see 
Table 3). 

TABLE 3. The lunar lander. 

Mission AV Payload Propellant 
kmlsec (tomes) Total 0 H Net 0 

LLO-Moon 2 1.5 4 3.66 0.33 
Moon-LLO 2 15 12.2 11.15 1.05 11 
4 v i ~ s  Total H? 5.5 44 

In this case, the OTV leaves LLO, falls back to Earth, loses energy 
by aerobraking, and is placed in LEO needing a AV of -1 km/ 
sec. The vehicle has a dry weight of 14 tonnes, and uses a hydro- 
gen-rich fuel (0:H = 6:l) with I, = 470 sec. With a payload of 
34 tomes, this requires 12 tonnes of propellant, 10.3 tomes of O2 
and 1.7 tonnes of Hz; thus, 33.7 tonnes ofOz reach LLO. 

On the return (ascending) flight the payload is 6 tonnes of HZ, 
and a AV of 4 km/sec is required. This uses 28 tonnes of 
propellant, 24 tonnes of O2 and 4 tonnes of HZ; thus, the net O2 
delivered to LLO is 9.7 tomes and the total HZ consumed is 
11.3 tonnes. The payback ratio is then only 0.85 and there is a 
net loss (see Table 4). 

TABLE 4. Reference case: OIV done. 

Mission AV Payload Propellant 
km/sec (Tomes) Total 0 H Net 0 

This must be reduced, however, since in the process of 
accelerating the loaded Om, the tether platform has lost 
momentum 30.8 x 2 = 6L6 ton krn/sec. This could be made up 
with a low-thrust, high spedc impulse drive, such as an electric 
propulsion system, but if made up by the fuel that powem the 

needs 13.4 tomes of fuel, including 11.4 tomes of O2 and 
2 tomes of H2, and the payback ratio is reduced to 1.2. 

If the descending OTV of mass 46.7 tonnes is not brought into 
LEO by aerobraking, but is instead put into an elliptic orbit with 
perigee at 700 W s e c  and a velocity of -9 Wsec,  it can be 
caught by the tether, brought into LEO and released, giving a 
change in momentum of the opposite sign to that produced in 
upward-throw, with a magnitude of 93.4 ton Wsec.  To remove 
the net Ap of 31.8 tomes km/sec needs only 7 tomes of fuel, 
including 6 tomes of O2 and 1 tome of Hz. Then 18.3 tonnes of 
0, are available as payload, and the H2 needed is 9 tonnes with 
a payback ratio of 2.1. 

There is yet another possibility. Note that the Ap on throwing 
is about half of that on catching, and opposite in sign, thus if every 
second descending load is caught by the tether, the orbit of the 
TP will return almost to its initial value after every second throw, 
the net Ap being reduced to 1.8 tomes/km/sec. Moreover, the 
AV experienced by the platform on a simple throw is AV 
(TP) = AV (OTV) x (M(OTV)/M(TP)) 0.1 km/sec for the 
masses we have chosen. If the throw and catch occur at perigee, 
this height is unaltered, and if the tether tip speed can be in- 
creased by 0.1 km/sec between throws, the O m  orbits are 
unchanged An even better match is effected if two catches are 
made for every three throws. As displayed in Table 5, this 
increases the payback ratio to 2.7. 

TABLE 5. Tether-assisted tramport (optimal case). 

Tether Assisted 
( 1)  Tip Rendezvous: Throw + Optimal Catch + Aerobmhg (3 Throw, 

2 Catch) 

AV 
Tome Net 

Mission Vehicle km/sec AV Payload Total 0 H O2 

LLO-LEO 1 34 12 10.3 1.7 33.7 

LEO-LLO 4 6 28 24 4 9.7 

Totd Hz 5.7 + 5.6 = 11.3 tomes 

Payback Ratio = 0.85 

LEO-LLO OTV 2 6 11 9.5 1.5 
LLO-LEO OTV 1 34 12 10.3 1.8 
AV TP/throw I - - 0.25 0.2 0.05 
Net 0, 23.4 
Total H 8.7 
Payback 
Ratio 2.7 

Suppose now that the OTV is picked up by a tether of length 
100 km, which is rotating prograde with a tip speed of 1 km/sec 
about a platform in an elliptic orbit with perigee at (j00km 
(100 km above the LEO circular orbit), and a perigee velocity of 
8.3 km/sec (1 km/sec above the LEO velocity), so that the tether 
tip and the OTV have momentarily the same speed. The OTV is 
now swung around the platform, and at its maximum has speed 
of 9.3 km/sec (1 km/sec faster than the platform). Now it needs 
only 2 km/sec to reach LID, and for a total load of 20 tonnes (14- 
tome vehicle and 6-tome payload) needs only 10.8 tomes of 
fuel, including 9.3 tonnes of 02,  instead of the 24 needed in the 
reference case. Thus, the 0, returned as payload to LEO is 
24 tomes, the H2 used has been reduced to -8.6 tonnes, and the 
payback ratio is increased from 0.85 to 2.8. 

Babb (personal communication, 1988) observed that the tether 
tip rendezvous could be particularly diitlcult and suggested that 
instead rendezvous should be at the center of mass. This leaves 
the 'ITO-LLO section of the orbit unchanged, but requires that 
the ascending OTV make the transfer from LEO to the elliptical 
platform orbit, with a AV of I km/sec. This requires an added 
fuel consumption of 6.9 tonnes, including 6 tomes of Oz. If the 
momentum loss of the tether platform is made up by a high 
specific impulse drive, the payback ratio is -2.2. If, on the other 
hand, momentum loss is made by conventional rocketry, and the 
downcorning fuel is brought into LEO by aerobraking, the fuel 
required to make up 29 tome/km/sec is 6 tonnes including 
5.1 tomes of 02. The same amount is required to spin the load 
up to speed after capture; hence, allowing for these requirements, 
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the net O2 available as payload is 10 tonnes and the payback ratio The Tether PktBom 
is reduced to 1. It may be possible to reduce the fuel needed 

Platfom (-10BfL). On capturing and releasing a load, 
to spin up the load by using onboard manipulation of the tether 

the platform experiences a change in velocity tension, but the energy requirements for this might be prohibitive. 

In our analysis so far we have made the conservative assumption 
that tether materials are restricted to the specsc tensile strengths 
available today. However, a LEO lunar transport system is probably 
at least a decade in the future, and materials science is developing 
at a rapid pace. As a speculation, let us consider the use of a tether 
for which v, is 2 km/sec. The tether could then provide a AV 
of 4km/sec and the OT7r would then need only maneuvering 
capability of, perhaps, 0.8 km/sec and 3.7 tonnes of fuel, including 
3.2 tonnes of 02. If, moreover, the momentum loss of the tether 
platform is made up by a high specific impulse drive, the net O2 
payload becomes 33.7 - 3.2 = 30.5 tonnes of 02. The H2 require- 
ment is 8.5 tonnes and the payback ratio is 3.47. If the momentum 
transfer must be made up by rockets, this calls for 20 tonnes of 
fuel including 17.2 tonnes of 02, and the payback ratio is reduced 
to 1.2; however, if the loaded CYI'V is caught on every fourth 
return, the net Ap of the TP is 12 tonnes km/sec, or 3 tonnes 
km/sec per throw. To replace this it needs only 0.65 tonnes of 
propellant including 0.56 tonnes of 0. The net O2 obtained is 
30 tomes, the total H2 used, 8.4 tomes, and the payback ratio is 
3.4. 

THE rnTHER SYSTEM 
The tether itself may be a rather simple structure, but the 

system as a whole, consisting of a ballast platform, the orbital 
makeup drive, the winches for controlling the tether, the onboard 
power system, the guidance and control needed to locate the 
center of mass and keep it in orbit, and the system needed to 
effect rendezvous, is complex, and in this brief description we 
will only sketch out the requirements. 

The Tether 

Tether mass (1.4 Mi). This is determined by the tip speed, 
which depends on v, for the tether material. The mass is 
minimized if the area at any distance from the center of mass is 
selected so that the tension in that section is a fixed fraction of 
the breaking stress. It is readily shown that the cross section 
should have the form 

where 1 is the tether length and v, the tip speed The ratio 
between the load mass and the tether mass for v, = v, is then 
1.41. For our conditions in the throw only mode, this calls for 
a tether mass of 41 tonnes. In the throw and catch mode, the 
larger mass of the downcoming load (48 tomes) increases this 
to 67 tonnes. 

T e t b  lerzgth (100 km). This is determined by a com- 
promise between the acceleration to which the load is subject 
(which decreases with tether length), the time for rendezvous 
(which increases with tether length), and the probability of 
damage or destruction by collision with space debris. At 100 km, 
the expected mean life is -10 years, and the probability of 
destruction during the k s t  year is -10%. 

where MT is the final mass of the total system: tether, platform, 
and load on capture, tether and platform on release. The resulting 
change in the 'IT0 leaves the perigee fixed (if throw and catch 
both occur at that point), but changes both the semimajor and 
semiminor axis. If the ballast mass is 10 times the load mass, the 
change in velocity on catch and throw is 0.2 km/sec, 2.5% of the 
orbital speed, which is acceptable for catch and throw at perigee, 
but would otherwise be marginal. For our case this ballast mass 
is 310 tonnes on throw and 480 tonnes on catch. Note, however, 
that most of this is ballast, and could be made of spent space 
units, such as external tanks. 
M e .  To make up for momentum loss, a drive of some kind 

is needed, and since the changes in velocity required are -0.2 
km/sec, the propellant mass needed is 

which we have included in our transport models, if conventional 
rocketry is used. We have observed that a very high I, drive, 
electrostatic with I, -lo4, would greatly reduce the propellant 
mass (to 2% of the load mass) to -0.6 tonnes for the upgoing 
load-although increasing the onboard power required. 

Winch. The winch is needed to deploy and spin up the 
tether, and to alter tether length when catching a load. When fully 
deployed and spinning at angular velocity fl or velocity V, the 
tether for a 1-T load has an energy E of 0.2 X I / ~ M , V ~  = 1.32 X 

lo8 J/T and an angular momentum of 2E/ = 2Er/V = 2.6 X 101° 
J sec/T. Note that rewing up is a one-time operation, which might 
be provided by an OT7r that draws out the tether and gives it 
the required angular momentum, or it may be carried out as part 
of the operation of placing the platform in orbit, if it is feasible 
to deploy the tether early. Since the orbital makeup thruster is 
not at the center of mass, it will alternately add to and take away 
angular momentum from a rotating tether. If the thrust is 
modulated with respect to the tether phase, the thruster can be 
used to mod@ the rotational angular momentum. 

In low Earth orbit, angular momentum can be provided by the 
gravitational gradient. The available energy then is -0.2 M ~ v ~ ~  
(l/r)2, which for the lowest orbit (-200 km) is -5% of the final 
required energy. To add angular momentum, the tether must be 
extended on the downswing and reeled in on the upswing. 
Initially, there are -23 minutes to do this, and the initial power 
needed to reel the tether in is 4.8 kW/T 

If the winch can reel at a speed of 2.5 km/min at low load 
(800 rpm for a 1-m-diameter reel), then the energy increment is 
of order 2.5% of the final requirement/cycle, the power needed 
reaches 160 kW/T near the end of the build-up, and the full 
angular momentum can be supplied in about lodays from the 
gravitational gradient. About 100 kW/T of winch power is needed 
during capturing maneuvers in which it will be important to 
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change the tether length by amounts of order 1 km in times of 
order 1 min. The winch will also be involved in platform orbital 
correction operations. Since the drive site at the platform is 
21.6 km kom the center of mass, angular momentum is alternately 
added and taken away kom the system while under drive. 
Modulating the tether length gives control of the net angular 
momentum addition. 

Finally, the winch is needed to damp out unwanted vibrations 
of the tether, and to compensate for hysteretic losses in the 
gravitational gradient. This last operation will require continuous 
power of order 1.5 kW/T The winch would have to be rather 
impressive since it must reel in at a few kilometers/minute under 
a tension of -2.4T/T load. 

Power Requirements 

In addition to the drive, onboard power is needed to drive the 
winch, at a peak of 160 kW/T load. For our case, with only the 
upward load using the tether, this requires -4.8 MVC! If the 
downward load is also handled this becomes 9 MW. This power 
is needed only in pulses of a few minutes, and is most important 
during the final stage of spin up or during load capture. 

Energy Storage 

It would be useful to have some means of storing the energy 
and angular momentum of the tether, when modest changes in 
length are made. Since angular momentum is conserved, energy 
will be stored in the rotation of the platform about the center 

grapple. Then the 'ITV vehicle becomes superfluous, although a 
tether and reel will still be needed The use of a tether in this 
mode calls for a "smart" orbiting vehicle, capable of making a 
rendezvous within less than a minute, within 1 m. 

A serious problem faced by the tether is damage by collisions 
with debris in space. CanoU(1989) has analyzed this using data 
firom KeZb (1984) and finds that a major role is played by objects 
a few centimeters in length. If the tether were a single strand, 
or a single woven cable, then it would have approximately a 10% 
probability of having a collision and being destroyed each year. 
One way of compensating for this is to increase the tether mass 
and build in some redundancy. Moreover, instead of using a single 
strand, the tether could be composed of a number of strands 
separated by a few tens of centimeters. Then, although the 
probability of any given strand being broken is unaltered (and the 
probability of some collision is increased) a single collision is not 
fatal. This, by itself, gives no advantage, but if we add some method 
of repairing damage, either by reeling in the tether for repair, or 
by sending out some kind of machine that will repair the damaged 
section without reeling in, then the tether lifetime could be 
increased by a very large factor. Of course, if the amount of space 
debris increases in the future due to human activity, the hazards 
and the need for repair also increase. 

of mass, and in the speedup of the tether tip. If substantial reel- 
This study strongly suggests that even under very restrictive in is required, for example to avoid a collision, a modulated burn 

of the platform propellant could get rid of or replace angular conditions tethers could play a major role in an Earth-Moon 
transport system. If a wider view is taken, and extra new momentum to keep the spin at a tolerable value. 
technologies or multiple tethers are permitted, their role becomes 

Rendezvous Requirements: Tether Tip Vehicle (TFV) 

There may be a need for a vehicle at the tether tip to make 
rendezvous with the incoming loads. We assume that the 
incoming vehicle can get within 1 km of the rendezvous. The l T V  
then has about 1 min to detect the incoming load at 100 km and 
effect a rendezvous. This can be done with an acceleration of 1 m/ 
sec2 and a maximum speed -200m/sec. The vehicle can carry 
a light line of length -2 km and of mass -1 kg, which can be 
used to draw the tether tip to the incoming load. 

The 'ITV needs detectors and control for target acquisition and 
guidance, a drive giving AV -200 m/sec and an acceleration of 
10m/sec2 to make rendezvous with the incoming load, a 
releasable clamp to attach to the target, a reel that can pull the 
tether tip -1 km in about 100 sec, and some scheme for clamping 
it to the load. In addition to a modest drive ( AP= M, x 100 m/ 
sec) requiring -3% of the vehicle mass (M,) in propellant, the 
'ITV needs an onboard power source and a motor yielding 
-0.5 kW, enough to reel in the tether mass -1 kg) in about 1 
rnin. A reel of radius 16 cm, spinning at 1000 rpm under a load 
of 2 kg, would be adequate. A total TIV mass of 100 kg is probably 
generous. It might be preferable to mount the reel and the 
windup motor on the tether tip, thus reducing the 'ITV mass, but 
increasing the mass that must be reeled in. Note that the figures 
given here are per ton of load captured. For our case, the onboard 
power, the mass of the retrieval line, and the TI7r mass must be 
increased by factors of 30 or 56 in the two cases. 

An alternative might be to have the incoming vehicle throw out 
a line at right angles to the tether so that the lines cross and 

even more sigdicant. In a mature transport system, in which mass 
transfer up to the Moon and transfer down to LEO are more 
nearly equal, the momentum make-up problem could be greatly 
reduced, and the advantages of tethers become greater. 

It must also be clear that the use of tethers depends on the 
solution of many novel and formidable problems. Can tether 
materials be developed that will provide not only the required 
specific tensile strength, but also the flexibility and resistance to 
abrasion, solar and particle radiation, and to heating in the upper 
atmosphere? Can reliable technologies for deploying and man- 
ipulating tethers, especially multistranded systems, be developed 
in view of the rates of reeling and the degree of control required? 
Can the winches, controls, and power sources be produced 
capable of these complex manipulations that must be carried out 
without manual intervention? Can the rendezvous problems at the 
tether tip be mastered? On a more basic level, what are the best 
orbits for tether missions? We have considered one, but are others 
more desirable? (Almost certainly, yes!) What are the orbital 
Limitations to tether applications? (In equatorial orbits, a few days/ 
month; in 20' orbits, a few days in every 80 for the orbits we 
have considered.) What are appropriate manipulation strategies? 
How should the equipment be designed? 

The challenges here to invention, to control engineering, to 
robotics, and to understanding fundamental mechanical problems, 
are great enough to call the use of tethers in space an entirely 
new branch of engineering, and possibly one of greatest 
importance. Design and laboratory studies, supplemented by space 
testing, need dedicated resources and an early start, but tethers 
may eventually justify their most enthusiastic supporters. 
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CED PRO ION FOR LEO-MOON 
SPORT: 111. SPO ION MODEL 

A simph@d cotllputational &l of low Ehrth Wt-Moon f m m t i o n  systems has been developed 
to provide insight into the baejits of new tramponation technologies. A r e f m e  tramponWbn 
infrastructure, based qnm uponnearterm tedmology developments, h used as a akparturepoint for as.wwng 
other, mote aakanced alternatiiw. Cowrparison of the benefits of tedmology app[ication, measured m 
terms of a mass p&a& ratio, suggests that s e v d  of the adoanced technology alternatives could 
substantially in?prove the e f f i c h q  of low EmGh ohit-Moon tramponWbn. 

A computer model has been constructed to assess new 
technology alternatives as implemented in a reference Earth- 
Moon transportation inbstructure. This transportation model was 
developed as part of the Advanced Propulsion for Low Earth 
Orbit-Moon Transportation study performed for NASA Johnson 
Space Center by the California Space Institute at the University 
of California, San Diego (Stern, 1989). Input for the transportation 
model has been developed through interaction with participants 
in this study to determine the mass payback ratio of transportation 
system alternatives. This mass payback ratio is only a first measure 
of merit, and has been used in the study as an input to a separate 
economic model (Stan, 1988) that assesses overall efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness of these new technology alternatives. 

The reference transportation infrastructure employs orbit 
transfer vehicles (Oms) for orbit-to-orbit transfer, Om-derived 
lunar landers for transportation between the lunar surface and low 
lunar orbit (LLO), and orbital transfer and staging facilities 
((TrSFs) in low Earth orbit (LEO) and LLO. Technology needed 
for the reference infrastructure is already in the planning and early 
development stages (Bialla and Ketchurn, 1987). 

Several advanced technology alternatives are considered in the 
transportation model. Tether-assisted transportation, wherein a 
long tether exchanges momentum between an orbital facility and 
an O m  or lunar lander, is examined for use kom facilities in LEO, 
eccentric Earth orbit, and LLO. Other advanced technology 
alternatives considered include lunar-derived aerobrakes, laser 
propulsion, and ion engines as modifications of the reference Om, 
and use of a mass driver to eject material kom the Moon's surface 
into lunar orbit. System parameters for configurations using these 
technologies were determined through the interaction of a team 
of academic, government, and industry representatives participat- 
ing in the Advanced Propulsion for LEO-Moon Transportation 
study, resulting in representative alternative configurations anal- 
yzed in the transportation model. 

These alternative systems, which use more advanced technol- 
ogy, are compared with the reference transportation infrastructure 
in terms of mass payback ratio (MPR), the net mass of lunar 
material delivered to LEO per unit mass of terrestrial material used 

in the system (Mbee  and Jones, 1983). An MPR greater than 
one is considered to be necessary for the export of lunar material 
(such as lunar oxygen) down to LEO, which is preferred over 
the transport of similar material up kom Earth. The reference 
transportation system can achieve an  MPR slightly greater than 
one (the system can deliver more lunar mass to LEO than the 
terrestrial mass needed to produce and transport this lunar mass). 
Mass payback ratios for some of the more advanced system 
alternatives considered in the following pages are high enough 
to suggest that these technologies should play a major role in 
future lunar operations. 

REFERENCE TRANSPO ON 
I N F R A ! 3 T R U m  

The reference inti-astructure is based upon recommendations 
of recent studies at General Dynamics Space Systems Division 
(BiaUa, 1986; BiaUa and Henley, 1987), with minor modifications 
to optimize the system for utilization of lunar oxygen. Figure 1 
provides an overview of this reference hfhstmcture, illustrating 

OTV Transparl to L . Logistics & LH2 to 
-Enough H2 for RoundTrip . LOX tor Trip to LLO 

Pig. I. Reference orbital transfer infrastructure. 
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the orbit transfer vehicle (OW), orbital transportation and staging 
facilities (OTSFs) in LEO and LLO, and an OTV-derived lunar 
lander. 

The OTV concept chosen for this reference infixstructure is 
modeled after the modular S4C concept recommended in recent 
OTV studies (Ketchurn et al., 1988). This space-based, reusable, 
aerobraked vehicle is illustrated in Fig. 2. The only si@cant 
modification of the S4C for this lunar application is an increase 
in the aerobrake mass in order to accommodate the large masses 
of lunar material brought to LEO each time the OTV returns. 

The OTV is propelled by two advanced oxygen/hydmgen (0,/ 
H,) engines of 22,000 N (5000 Ibf) thrust each, with an oxidizer- 
to-fuel (O,:H,) ratio of 6:l and a specific impulse of 485. This 
relatively low thrust level minimizes engine mass, but requires a 
multiple perigee burn trajectory to reduce gravity losses upon 
departure from LEO. A modification of this OTV engine for lunar 
lander applications would make use of a si@cantly higher 
mixture ratio (well past the stoichiometric ratio of 7.8: 1). 

The S4C OTV concept allows variation of the number of 
tanksets (sets of individual tanks for O,, H,, presswant, and RCS 
propellants), with combinations of 1,3,4, 5, and 7 tanksets giving 
the vehicle a wide range of propellant capacity. For the reference 
OTV, merent tankset options have been considered in the 
analytical model, and the three-tankset configuration has been 
chosen for the reference On! The less &cient one-tankset con- 
figuration might be reasonable for use in early, low-mass transport 
operations required to set up an initial infixstructure, and the 
most efficient seven-tankset configuration might be preferred for 
eventual, high-mass transport operations. 

The reference OTV uses a fully reusable aerobrake that is sized 
as a function of the mass brought back to LEO. The aerobrake 
is specitled to be 13% of the total mass entering the Earth's 
atmosphere, a factor that is typical of previous CrrV designs for 
return ftom geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO). 

Modular avionics on the OTV allow modification of guidance 
and control systems with advances in the state of the art. The 
modular avionics approach also allows easy modification of 
guidance as required for an OTV-derived lunar lander. 

Orbital Transpoaationd Staging Fadlides 

Two orbital transportation and staging facilities (OTSFs) are 
used in the reference infixstructure, one in LEO and one in LLO. 
The OTSF functions include spare vehicle parts storage, meteoroid 
and debris shelter, and propellant storage. In the transportation 
model, these facilities are repositories for lunar oxygen and ter- 
restrial hydrogen. W1th an OTSF present in UO, the lunar lander 
can deliver lunar oxygen to LLO while the OTV is in transit 
between LLO and LEO. 

A representative LEO OTSF is illustrated in Fig. 3. Its subsystems 
are derived from space station hardware and, in this reference 
case, it co-orbits with the space station at 28.5" inclination and 
400-km altitude. Telerobotic operations are expected to be the 
normal means of maintenance, propellant transfer, and payload 
processing. 

The representative LLO OTSF is similar to the LEO facility in 
most respects. The lunar facility may use a more advanced solar 
power system (if derived from evolving space station hardware), 
and has a larger (TTV hangar for multiple vehicles. This facility 
contains several manned modules, and is expected to evolve with 

a Modular components 
a Grapple points 
* Singular interfaces 

1 \I \ 

Fig. 2. Reference orbital transfer vehicle. 

Solar arrays 

Propellant storage 

Protective structure 

Spare aerobrake 

Extra tank modules 

Fig. 3. Representative orbital transfer and staging facility. 

time and eventually serve as a staging base for Mars missions using 
lunar LOX (Bialh, 1986; CordeU and Wagner, 1986). More 
detailed definition of LLO OTSF systems is needed, including 
design adaptable to later modification by more advanced tech- 
nology. 

OTV-derlved Lwnar Lander 

The reference lunar lander is illustrated in Fig. 4. This config- 
uration is derived from the On7 by substituting landing gear for 
the aerobrake, and thus has common subsystems and interfaces 
for propellant handling. More sophisticated avionics packages are 
substituted for the additional requirements of launch and landing. 
A single-tankset derivative of the OTV is used for the reference 
lunar lander, as the thrust from its two engines would be 
kwftlcient to lift a larger lander (with full 0, tanks) from the 
Moon's surface. The most significant feature of the lander selected 
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for the reference configuration is the modification of the basic 
OTV engine for operation at a higher mixture ratio. The purpose 
of this vehicle is the transport of 0, fkom the Moon's surface to 
LCO, and the return to the surface with logistic supplies and 
enough H, for the next trip up to LCO. 

Engine performance as a function of 02:H2 ratio (the ratio of 
0, used to H, used) follows the trend of the curve in Fig. 5. This 
curve is based upon the output of a General Dynainics computer 
program, for one-dimensional eqdibrium 02/H2 combustion in 
an engine with a 100-bar (1500 psi) chamber pressure and an 
area ratio of 400. Higher chamber pressures and area ratios would 
generally increase the engine's I,. (Optimal area ratios may 
actually be lower due to factors such as increased weight and 
radiative energy losses associated with large engine nozzles.) As 
the mixture ratio increases beyond the region typical of current 
02/H2 engines (around 6:1), the I, (force divided by mass flow 
rate) decreases. Lunar lander applications can achieve higher 
MPRs at higher mixture ratios in spite of this decrease in I,, as 
the 0, used is nearly fkee, while H, must be imported fkom Earth. 
Oxygen/hydrogen ratios selected for the OTV and the lander were 
arrived at by trial of various mixture ratio (and corresponding b) 
parameters in the transportation model. The selected O,:H, ratio 
of 12 for the lunar lander was a compromise; slightly better MPRs 
would result if the lander engine were operated at a higher O,:H, 
ratio (>12) for liftoff and at a lower ratio ( 4 2 )  for landing, but 
this would require variation in the mixture ratio during Bight 
rather than the somewhat simpler alternative of a constant high 
mixture ratio. Engine temperatures predicted for this high 
mixture ratio are actually cooler than those created in conven- 
tional 6: 1 mixture ratio engines. 
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Fig. 5. Engine performance vs. O,:H, mixture ratio. 

advanced avionics, and lightweight structures. Technology for 
space-based CXV senicing at an OTSF includes telerobotic main- 
tenance, zero-g propellant transfer, and automated rendezvous and 
docking. New technology is also needed for lunar materials 
processing to produce liquid oxygen propellant for the CXV and 
lunar lander. In order to use this lunar oxygen most effectively, 
the lunar lander uses an engine with a high O,:H, ratio. 

Modification of a basic CXV engine to operate at a higher 
mixture ratio for lunar lander applications is considered to be a 
reasonable evolutionary step for an engine that is still in the early 
stages of technology development. Engine technology develop- 
ment activities sponsored by Lewis Research Center (such as the 
use of gaseous oxygen to drive oxygen turbopumps), are relevant 
to such an increase in 02:H2 ratio. Similar high O,:H, ratio and 
variable 02:H2 ratio engines are being studied for Earth-to-orbit 
applications, where the increase in O,:H, ratio can reduce launch 
vehicle dry mass (Martin, 1987). Small 02/H2 engines at the 
stoichiometric (7.8:l) ratio have been developed and tested for 
use on satellites (Stechman and ~~I~ 1973) and on the 

Techno10gy Development Requirements 

The .reference transportation inhstructure in this model 
presumes fiuition of certain technology developments for reusable 
OTVs, OTV-derived lunar landers, space-based OTV accommoda- 
tions, and the lunar surface base. Key OIV technology in the ref- 
erence case includes aerobraking, advanced 02/H2 engines, 

space station (Robinson and RosenthaC, 1986; Senneff and 
Ricbta, 1986; Norman et al, 1988). 

\ 
An analytical model has been developed to compare advanced 

technology alternatives against this reference architecture. This 
model uses Excel spreadsheet software to apply an iterative series 
of equations to alternative transportation systems. This relatively 

Fig. 4. Reference lunar lander derived from OTV subsystems. 

simple model can easily be modified to consider variations of 
input parameters, and can be run rapidly on a personal computer. 

The analytical model of the lunar transportation infrastructure, 
which considers separate loops for LEO-UIO and LCO-lunar 
surface transportation, was illustrated in Fig. 1. The lunar lander: 
(1) leaves the surface with a full load of 0, (35,000 lbm) and 
enough H, to reach UO; (2) transfers excess 0, to the lunar 
OTSF (retaining enough to return to the surface) and receives 
H, and logistics mass to make the next round trip and produce 
the next load of 0,; and (3) returns to the swfkce to complete 
this loop. For the reference case, the lander must make 
approximately seven round trips to the lunar OTSF to transport 
the 0, that will be transferred later fkom the OTSF to till the three 
tanksets of the OTV The OTV loop: ( 1) leaves LEO with enough 
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H, to make the round trip, enough 0, to reach LLO, and the 
payload (hydrogen and logistics mass) required to support the 
approximately seven lander loops; (2) delivers the payload to LLO 
and refills oxygen tanks at the lunar 01SF; and (3) returns to 
LEO with excess 0,. The ratio of this excess 0, (beyond that 
required for the next trip up) to H, and logistic mass is termed 
the MPR This ratio (1.32:l for the reference Mastructure) is 
a basis for assessing new technology alternatives to the reference 
system. 

Material on the surface of the Moon is at a higher potential 
energy level than the same mass in LEO, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
If we could construct a "siphon" between the Moon's surface and 
LEO, mass would flow freely, and if we placed a "turbine" in this 
mass flow, a tremendous amount of energy would be released. 
In the reference system, we construct such a "siphon," although 
it is not very efficient in mass transfer (requiring an input of mass 
from Earth) or in energy conversion (dissipating energy by 
aerobraking). Alternative systems that supplement the reference 
configuration by more advanced technology are generally more 
eJ3icient in mass transfer and/or energy conversion. 

Velocity increments used in the transportation model are also 
shown in Fig. 6. For an unmanned OTV, much longer flight times 
might be reasonable, with attendant reduction in its mission AV 
requirements. The altitude and eccentricity of "lod' lunar orbit 
have not been optimized (with corresponding changes in the 
individual velocity increments) for the reference or alternative 
infixstructure, but such an analysis would probably result in 
greater MPRs. Gravity losses for the lander (which transports 
more mass upward than downward) could be higher in ascent 
than in descent, tending to exchange the AVs attributed to these 
mission phases. 

Hydrogen is the major component of the (Tr\rs payload from 
LEO to LLO. For cases in which Hz use exceeds OTV capacity, 
additional tankage, weighmg 10% of the contained propellant, is 
presumed to be carried to LLO (and left there). The (Tr\rs H, 
tankage is actually oversized for most mission p ropeh t  require- 
ments, and thus, if the logistic mass is H,, it might be carried 
directly within OTV tanks. For example, production of 0, by 
reduction of ilmenite and subsequent water electrolysis (Gibson 
and Knudson, 1985) would use H, as a principal reagent 

If all the H, used in this reaction is not recovered, H, might 
comprise a substantial portion of the logistics mass required for 
lunar 0, production. The transportation model assumes that one 
unit of terrestrial mass must be delivered to the Moon's fllrface 
for every 100 units of lunar mass produced on the Moon (0, 
or other useful lunar products). Spare parts for OTV, and 
0, production facility maintenance are not separated from other 
logistics in this transportation model; however, both their unit 
cost and transportation cost are included in an economic model 
(Stan,  1988), which uses the output of this transportation model. 

This LEO-Moon transportation model describes steady-state 
operations, assuming that the lunar base, including an 0, 
production plant, is already established for reasons other than 
transport of lunar material to LEO (e.g., scientiiic exploration). 
The reference infixstructure would initially transport men and 
supplies for a manned lunar base, and thus "bootstrapping" of the 
system (to provide for its own development) is not considered. 
Expansion of the system for higher 0, production and transpor- 
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Fig. 6. Potential energy of lunar material. 

tation rates would require a temporary increase in the flow of 
mass from Earth, with a return to steady-state operation after 
system expansion is complete. 

TRANSPORTATION MODEL RESULTS 
The transportation model has been used both in refining the 

reference transportation Mastructure and in assessing r n a c a -  
tions of this Mastructure with more advanced technology. Re- 
sults of calculations using the transportation model are portrayed 
in the following charts, with MPR indicated on the vertical axis. 
While the scale changes somewhat to accommodate the range of 
results, the reference transportation system's MPR of 1.31 is indi- 
cated on all the charts by a dashed line, and a solid line indicates 
an MPR of one (the limit for practicality of transport of material 
down to LEO from the Moon, rather than up from Earth). 

The signrficance of both the number of OTV tanksets and the 
high mixture ratio for the lunar lander is illustrated in Fig. 7. As 
the number of Om tanksets increases, the system yields greater 
MPRs. A large improvement is realized by increasing from one 
to three tanksets, with far less bendt thereafter. The three-tankset 
OTV configuration is considered to be most desirable, as it 
achieves relatively high MPRs, yet keeps the total oxygen load 
(which the lunar 01SF must store prior to transfer into the OTV) 
at a reasonable level. When the three-tankset OTV is combined 
with a 6:l mixture ratio lunar lander, it obtains an MPR slightly 
greater than one (1.07); however, the use of the 12:l lander 
results in a much greater MPR (1.32). The difference between 
these MPRs becomes sigtllficant when one considers that the net 
gain per unit mass invested in the 6:l lander case is only 7%, as 
compared to a 32% gain in the case of the 12:l lander. The lower- 
mixture ratio lander is, in k t ,  marginal for use with the three- 
tankset OTV, as unforeseen could easily turn this small 
mass profit into a net mass loss. Mass payback ratios for the lower- 
mixture ratio lander c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  improve somewhat as the 
number of OTV tanksets increases. However, the MPRs for the 
12:l-mixture ratio lander also increase by similar increments. The 
selected reference system, with three tanksets on the (TlrV and 
a 12:l-mixture ratio for the lander, is clearly indicated on Fig. 7 
by the bold bar. 
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity to number of tanksets and lander O,:H, ratio. 

Aembrake Weight Sensitivity and Potential Production 
from Lunar Materials 

Aerobraking is essential to the success of the reference system, 
and the mass of the aerobrake is a dominant factor in its MPR 
Figure 8 illustrates the sensitivity of MPR to aerobrake mass for 
the reference OTV, and for alternative confi.gurations that use 
aerobrakes produced from lunar materials. Aerobrake mass is 
varied here as a percent of mass entering the Earth's atmosphere. 
Nominally, 13% of entry weight is used for the reference system's 
aerobrake, resulting in large aerobrake masses, as the returning 
OW'S mass (with nearly full oxygen tanks) is relatively large. 
Multiple aeropass trajectories, with each pass successively 
lowering perigee, might reduce the aerobrake mass required If 
aerobrakes can be produced from lunar materials, substantially 
larger MPRs may result; the OTV would not have to carry the 
aerobrake mass from LEO to LLO, but the lander would instead 
carry the aerobrake mass for the much lower AV fkom the lunar 
surface to LLO (Duke et d, 1985). If lunar aerobrake manufac- 
ture proves to be feasible (for example, using the 1*10, by-product 
of ilmenite reduction as a rehctoxy heat shield material), the 
aerobrake mass could be significantly higher than that of an 
aerobrake manufactured on Earth, and still be competitive. An 
expendable lunar aerobrake (discarded at LEO) weighing 25% of 
the entry mass would still be preferable to the reference system's 
aerobrake. If the used lunar aerobrake had intrinsic value in LEO 
(if the mass of the brake discarded at LEO is considered to be 
part of the payload to LEO), the MPR would continue to increase 
with increasing aerobrake weight. While the possibility of 
manufacturing aerobrakes from lunar materials is clearly attractive 
as a far-term option, the terrestrial aerobrake is retained as a 
baseline for the reference system. 

Tether-assisted Tmportation 

Alternative systems that use tether-assisted OTV transportation 
have been emphasized in this Advanced Propulsion for LEO-Moon 
Transportation study (Arnold and i'hmpson, 1988, Stem, 1988). 
These systems are considered in the model as modifications of 
a reference transportation facility in LEO or W,  or as an 
additional facility in an elliptical Earth orbit (EEO). Tether-assisted 

tmnsportation alternatives are assumed to compensate for any net 
imbalance in momentum exchanged toward and away from the 
Moon through high-I, propulsion (e.g., ion engines) using 
propellant fkom the Moon. 

Tether-assisted transportation systems can reduce the AV re- 
quirements of the vehicles in the reference transportation hlh- 
structure, and thereby increase payload (multiple references). The 
AV supplied by throwing or catching the OTV or lander with a 
tether is subtracted from the velocity increment needed for a 
given mission phase. Velocity increments of 500 m/sec (1640 ft/ 
sec) and 1 km/sec (3280 ft/sec) are considered for each tether 
system alternative. The tether that can throw (release) a vehicle 
with an initial 500-m/sec velocity, but not catch a similar 
incoming vehicle, is the least ambitious of the alternatives selected 
for study, and would be the most reasonable for consideration 
in "near-term" (early twenty-first century) transportation between 
LEO and the Moon. Tether-supplied velocity is limited to the 
maximum velocity increment needed, thus the " 1 -km/sec" system 
in LLO would throw an Om toward Earth at 820 m/sec (2690 ft/ 
sec), the velocity used to escape from LLO. Similarly, 95 m/sec 
(310ft/sec) is the maximum increment achievable by system 
alternatives that catch an OTV for circularization in LEO after 
aerobraking. 

Tether platforms can also provide a means of energy storage 
(Amold and i'hmpson, 1988). Consider a platform in EEO with 
the capability to throw the CYIV outward toward the Moon: The 
CYIV uses chemical propulsion to transfer from LEO to EEO, docks 
with the tether facility, and is thrown by the tether. The 
momentum given to the mass of the CYIV by throwing it at some 
initial velocity must be compensated by an equal and opposite 
change in the momentum of the platform in EEO (its mass 
multiplied by its AV). If the platform is heavy relative to the W, 
its resulting velocity change will be small, with little change in 
its orbital trajectory (a somewhat lower apogee if the OTV is 
thrown at perigee). Upon returning from LLO, the CYIV aero- 
brakes into EEO, docks with the platform, and is then thrown 
downward into LEO, at the required remaining Ab! The momen- 
tum of the EEO platform is now changed in the opposite direction 
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(returning toward a higher apogee if the OTV is thrown at 
perigee). Energy transferred to the platform by the action of 
throwing the OTV toward LLO is thereby returned as the OTV 
is thrown down into LEO. 

Similar momentum transfer could be achieved at a tether 
platform in LEO, which deorbits mass returning to Earth in 
exchange for upward boosting of OTVs toward the Moon, or at 
a platform in LLO, which exchanges momentum gained in the 
downward boost of lunar landers for the outward boost of OTVs 
returning to LEO. If platforms can be made to catch vehicles as 
well as throwing them, further improvements in energy storage 
can be obtained, with additional increases in MPR While such 
transfers of momentum do not fully cancel in practice, the net 
momentum deficit or surplus is substantially reduced. 

In a system with an MPR greater than one, the net momentum 
imbalance wiU tend to make the tether platform move toward the 
Moon as the net lunar mass transported by vehicles moves toward 
Earth. Momentum could be balanced by several methods, includ- 
ing ( I )  sending additional mass from Earth toward the Moon; 
(2) throwing vehicles at a lower velocity toward Earth than the 
velocity at which they are thrown toward the Moon; (3) con- 
version of orbital energy into other forms (e.g., into electrical 
energy) via an electrodynamic, conducting tether cutting through 
geomagnetic field lines; or (4) consumption of propellants at the 
affected platform. 

Platforms equipped for tether-assisted transportation are 
presumed to use the fourth method noted, with low thrust, high 
I, propulsion to cancel any net momentum imbalance. The 
propellant for such momentum makeup is considered to be a 
lunar product and, for the purposes of the transportation model, 
is included as a part of the lunar 0, produced and transported. 
Argon in lunar regolith is easily released by heating (Kimten and 
Horn, 1974), and could be a reasonable propellant choice in 
place of 0,. An I, of 5000sec is presumed for momentum 
makeup, consistant with the value used for ion engine OTV 
propulsion discussed later. As the net momentum deficit or 
surplus is generally small, MPRs are not very sensitive to this 
selection of advanced propulsion for the facilities equipped for 
tether-assisted transportation. 

Figure 9 contrasts the MPR achieved through tether-assisted 
transportation from a single facility in LEO, EEO, or LLO. Each 
case considers two velocity increments supplied in a system that 
( 1 ) only throws vehicles and (2) both throws and catches vehi- 
cles. While any of these alternatives is clearly better than the refer- 

ence case, several interesting observations can be made through 
comparison of the alternatives with each other. The LEO tether 
facility gains little by adding the ability to catch due to the small 
velocity needed for circularization of the OTV in its low perigee 
orbit after aerobraking. (Tether-assisted transportation of mass 
between Earth and LEO has not been considered for the LEO 
OTSF due to the groundrules of the present study, but would tend 
to increase its effective MPRs.) The EEO tether facility, in contrast, 
would benefit considerably h m  the ability to catch vehicles in 
addition to throwing them. m e  increased MPRs for the EEO 
facility, however, must be traded against the increased operational 
complexities of such a system. Tether-assisted transportation from 
the LLO OTSF results in the largest MPRs for any single facility 
location, as the facility is used to reduce propulsive velocity 
requirements for the lunar lander as well as the O R  Here the 
MPRs achieved by throwing alone equal or exceed those that 
would be obtained by combined throwing and catching from LEO 
or EEO facilities. The improvement in MPR that would result from 
an LLO facility that could catch as well as throw is also far more 
significant than that for an LEO or EEO facility. 

At a high enough velocity, catching and throwing the OTV with 
a tether may be preferable to aerobraking (Eder, 1987). Figure 10 
plots the MPR achieved with and without the use of an aerobrake 
vs. velocity supplied by tether for the case of a tether facility in 
EEO that can both throw W s  and catch them. As calculated 
using the transportation model, the aerobrake becomes a 
detriment, rather than an asset, if the tether facility can impart 
a velocity of approximately 1.4 km/sec both in throwing and 
catching. At low tether-supplied velocities (below 0.7km/sec), 
this type of system would be less effective than the reference 
infrastructure. 

Laser Propulsion, Ion Engine, and Mass Driver System 

Other modifications of the reference infrastructure with new 
technology could also increase MPR substantially. Figure 11 
compares laser OTV propulsion, ion engine OTV propulsion, and 
a lunar mass driver as modifications to the reference system. 

The laser propulsion case, as defined by R Glumb of TRW, uses 
a laser to heat H, propellant for departure of the OTV kom LEO. 
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Fig. 11. Laser propulsion, ion engine, and mass driver systems 

The propulsion system of the reference CYIV is retained for use 
in the vicinity of LLO. This alternative results in a relatively high 
MPR if the aerobrake is retained, but a somewhat lower MPR if 
the aerobrake is relinquished in favor of carrying additional H, 
for laser propulsion in return to LEO. 

An OTV equipped with an ion engine, as defined by Ralph 
Lovberg of UCSD's Physics Department, also achieves a very high 
MPR, provided that its propellant is supplied from the Moon. This 
vehicle has a large mass, no aerobrake, and low-thrust ion engines. 
The low thrust of the vehicle substantially increases the effective 
mission A.V, as well as the mission duration. Use of an aerobrake 
in conjunction with ion engine propulsion was not considered, 
due to the presumption that a large power supply would be 
needed. Nuclear power safety implications or large, fragile solar 
cells could prohibit aerobraking. (For the purposes of the 
transportation model, (TrV transportation reached LEO rather 
than being limited to a higher, "nuclear safe" altitude, which 
would have required a separate vehicle for intermediate trans- 
portation to LEO). If aerobraking were feasible, the mission 
duration and AV requirements for ion engine propulsion could 
be reduced substantially, with a corresponding increase in MPR 

A mass driver situated on the Moon would also result in a high 
MPR Two cases are considered here through the transportation 
model, with logistics mass taken down to the Moon by the lander 
equaling nominal ( 1%) and increased (5%) firactions of lunar 0, 
produced. An increase in logistics mass may be warranted, as the 
mass driver (as defined by Hu Davis of Davis Aerospace) launches 
0, payloads with apogee kick motors attached for self-circu- 
larization in LLO, and these motors are presumed to be imported 
from Earth. Propellant required for the collection of 0, payloads 
in LLO would also result in an effective increase in logistic mass 
requirements. 

Combined systems, where hanging or spinning tethers are used 
at two tether facilities in LEO and LLO, have been selected for 
investigation by the working groups involved in the Advanced 
Propulsion for LEO-Moon Transportation study. Hanging and spin- 
ning tether facilities are identical as evaluated in the transportation 
model. Results for this case would apply equally well to the use 
of swinging tethers, which may be another reasonable alternative. 

Figure 12 illustrates the LEO and LLO systems alone (as they 
were shown in Fig. 11) and the combined system of tether- 
assisted transportation from both LEO and LLO. The MPR im- 
proves substantially through the combination of two similar or 

Fig. 12. Combined tether-assisted transportation in Earth and lunar orbits. 

identical systems in LEO and LLO. The development cost of two 
such facilities should be a relatively small increase over that for 
a single facility to be placed in either LEO or LLO. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results produced by this LEO-Moon transportation model 

suggest that advanced technology can significantly improve the 
potential for lunar resource utilization in LEO. The reference LEO- 
Moon transportation infimructure, using aerobraking W s ,  lunar 
oxygen, and high-mixture-ratio lunar lander engines, can deliver 
slightly more lunar mass to LEO than the mass of propellants and 
logistics needed firom Earth for transportation and lunar oxygen 
production. New technologies of tethered momentum transfer, 
lunar material aerobrakes, laser CnrV propulsion, ion engine CXV 
propulsion, and lunar mass driver use all have been seen to 
increase the efficiency of the reference system in bringing lunar 
mass to LEO. 

In order to reap the benefits of such advanced technol&, 
continuing research and development is needed High-mixture- 
ratio lunar lander engines are important for efficient use of lunar 
oxygen, and deserve consideration in ongoing technology 
development activities. Conceptual design studies of LEO-Moon 
transportation systems should consider modifications over time as 
new technologies mature. Further investigation of advanced 
technology is necessary in the near term as an input to preliminary 
design for early LEO-Moon transportation systems. Continued 
consideration of such advanced systems is recommended to 
provide the groundwork for their eventual implementation in 
transportation between the Earth and Moon, as well as in regions 
beyond cislunar space. 
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A@lications are propodd for laser power tra?rsmidon on the Moon. A solarpumped laser in lunar 
h i t  would beam power to the lunar m@ace for convasion into either ekhicity orpropukbn neerls. 
For example, lunar rovers could be much more jlexible and lighter than rovers m'ng otherpr)mmy 
power sources. AAkio, Iaser power could be a b s h e d  by lunar soil to mate a hard glassy surface for 
dus@?e madways and hunch pads. Laser power could also be used to power small lunar rockets 
or &tal transfer vehicles, and finall% photomltaic .laser converters could pourer remote am&n 
vehicles and human habitats. Luser power Cnzmission is shown to be a highly jlexible, enabling 
primary p o w  source for lunar nuksions. 

Lunar bases and major space activities in the next century will 
substantially increase the demand for power. Resent power 
technology such as solar photovoltaics, solar dynamics, and 
nuclear reactors can meet the near-tern power requirements, but 
these technologies all have major disadvantages when scaled to 
high power levels with the additional demand of powering a very 
diverse set of remote lunar missions. One potential power 
scenario, not previously considered for lunar missions, is laser 
power transmission to multiple lunar users firom a lunar orbiting 
solar-pumped laser (De Young et d, 1987). Such a system allows 
a maximum of flexibility, since the primary power source is not 
located on the lunar surface. The laser beam could service a 
variety of users at diverse locations simultaneously as long as each 
user was in line of sight with the orbiting power station. The lunar 
receiver could convert the received laser'power into electricity 
or propulsion with potentially greater than 50% aciency in 
either case (W&a and Heinbockel, 1987a,b; Jones, 1981). This 
power concept would relatively inexpensive and lightweight 
photavoltaics as the laser-to-electricity converter. The goal of laser 
power transmission is to make the receiver primary power system 
a minor component with respect to mass and complexity, and 
thus more emphasis can be placed on the science, materials 
processing, or other mission requirements at the lunar receiver. 

This paper outlines in broad perspective a solar-pumped laser 
power system and several potential missions that such a power 
system would enable. The intent here is to stimulate further 
technical discussion of such a concept and to define both its 
advantages and disadvantages. We believe that this concept has 
potential for radical new missions not thought possible using 
more conventional primary power sources. 

containing t-C4Fd. This molecule photodissociates and creates 
excited I, which lases at 1.315 jm The laser beam is sent to a 
28-m-diameter transmission mirror where the laser energy is 
beamed to the receiver of a lunar mission. 

The power station would orbit the Moon at an altitude of 
approximately three lunar radii (5200 krn). Since the lunar 
synchronous orbit is too high to be useful, multiple laser stations 
are necessary to cover the entire lunar surface. Also, it is not 
possible to avoid going into the Moon's shadow, as is possible 
in sun synchronous Earth orbitu, thus, again, multiple stations are 
necessary. A receiver on the lunar surface could receive 6 hours 
of continuous power transmission before the laser station went 
below the horizon. A single laser station would then return 

m t  supply tanks 

- ._ . ._ . - 
\.,'- - A schematic diagram of a 1-MW solar-pumped laser is shown .. 

. . in Fig. 1. This is one of several potential solar-pumped laser -.. 

concepts that could produce a laser beam of d c i e n t  continuous 
me (CW) power to meet the power needs of future space Fig. 1. An iodine solar pumped laser using t-C4F91 From one to Eve of 
missions. In this spedc design (m Young et d., 1987), a 395- these laser stations would orbit the Moon and transmit power to the 
m-diameter solar collector focuses sunlight onto a laser cavity surface. 
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14 hours later. With multiple stations, this dead time (8 hours) 
could be substantially reduced, and with 5 stations, every lunar 
spot could be continuously covered with laser power. 

The above desuiption of the laser-power station is only an 
example. The exact nature of the power station will depend on 
the number of missions, the power requirement per mission, 
mission location, and mission duty cycle. The major advantages 
to such a system are that the prime power source (laser) is not 
taken to the lunar surface, thus saving mass, and, as a result of 
orbiting the suckace, can supply power to diverse locations. 

LUNAR ONS OF LASER POWER 
Research is continuing to dehe potentially more efEaent solar 

laser systems. High-efficiency solar lasers would convert a 
sigmficant firaction of the absorbed solar spectrum into laser light. 
Iaser wavelengths should be shorter, i.e., nearer the visible 
spectrum, to minimize the size of the laser transmission optics. 
Pointing and tracking, as well as safety issues, also need to be 
addressed in a lunar laser power station. 

A variety of missions are now proposed that give an indication 
of the diversity and flexibility inherent in laser power transmission. 
Eachmission uses a simple photovoltaic laser-to-electric converter 
to power electric motors, storage batteries when necessary, and 
science or industrial mission requirements. Also, laser power 
could be used for direct lunar launch and orbit raising 
requirements. 

Lunar Rover Power 

Figure 2 shows a remote rover involved in lunar regolith 
science missions being powered by a laser beam. The rover uses 
a simple lightweight photovoltaic laser-to-electric converter of 
approximately l-m diameter. Calculations have indicated that the 
laser-to-electric converter would have a mass of 20 kg for a 
74 KW, system. The radiator for this system is the dominant mass 
component at 240kg for the 48% dcient converter. With such 
a system, more emphasis could be placed on mission require- 

ments and less on the primary power system. The rover could 
be lightweight and very maneuverable and could maintain its 
mission for a considerably longer time than if powered by battery 
or fuel cells. It also does not have the radiation hazards associated 
with nuclear reactor power sources. The laser beam power level 
could be varied depending on real time power requirements, 
whereas with totally onboard power systems, the rover primary 
power system must be designed to the maximum power 
requirements, adding unnecessary weight to the rover for some 
missions. 

Rover missions could be designed that demand power 
significantly greater than that available from radioisotope 
thermoelectric generators (RlTGs), fuel cells, or batteries for 
enabling new mission scenarios. 

Lunar Laser Propulsion 

As materials processing, manufacturing, and habitats expand, 
tramportation firom the lunar surface to orbit will become a key 
activity and potentially a constraint on further lunar base 
expansion. Laser power transmission could have a dramatic 
impact on lunar tramportation In Fig. 3, a laser-powered rocket 
or orbital transfer vehicle (OW) is shown. A laser beam is 
intercepted and used to heat hydrogen to approximately 15,000 K, 
producing a specific impulse (I,) of 1500 to 3000 sec Uones and 
Keeker, 1981; K& and Glumb, 1986). Such a rocket would not 
need to cany oxidizer, thus substantdy reducing weight. 

The thrust, FT, of a laser propulsion engine is given by 

where Pkt is the engine dciency times the incident laser power; 
g, the acceleration due to gravity, is 9.8 m/sec2; and I, is typically 
1500 sec. For direct launch firom the lunar surface, the thrust must 
be greater than the vehicle weight times g/6 where g/6 is the 
Earth acceleration of gravity divided by 6 for lunar environment. 
A calculation of the payload, m, that can be delivered to a very 

F3.2. A laser photovoltaic-powered lunar rover. 
Fig. 3. A laser propulsion vehicle lifting high-value cargo J?om the lunar 
mrhce. 
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low lunar orbit (just above the surface, assuming that the engine 
mass in kilograms is equal to the engine thrust in N divided by 
8, gives (Iiisbee, 1984) 

when 50% of the laser power, p, is converted into jet exhaust 
power by an engine with a I, of 1500 sec. If a 10-MW laser is 
available, then 250 kg of payload could be launched to low lunar 
orbit. From there, laser power would be used to change the orbit 
and inclination as required. 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the ratio of payload 
mass to laser power (kg/MW) and laser power (MW) for 
launching payloads from the lunar surface to low lunar orbit. The 
laser propulsion engine is assumed to be 50% acient, that is, 
50% of the incoming laser power is converted into kinetic energy 
of the H2 propellent. Propbkion is shown for engine mass equal 
to (FT)l 15/8, FT/8, and zero ( W e e  et al, 19%). 

Also shown is the time required to go from the lunar surface 
to lunar orbit for the zero engine mass case. Looking at the ideal 
case of engine mass equal to zero, we see the relationship 
between $, launch time to low lunar orbit, and the amount of 
Hz fuel per kilogram of payload expended. Going from an I, of 
2000 sec to an I, of 1000 sec increases the engine thrust but also 
expends more Hz fuel per kilogram of payload Note that the 
launch time to low lunar orbit is nearly the same for all three 
cases. Thus, higher I, laser propulsion engines are desirable, since 
they more aciently use the valuable H2 fuel. 

Lunar S&e Modification 

Another laser application would use the beam directly to 
modify the lunar landscape. In the previous 1984 NASA/NAS Lunar 
Base Symposium, the desirability and potential applications. of 
molten regolith were addressed in several presentations (Rowley 
and Netdecker, 1985; KMili, 1985). Iarge numbers of rocket 
launches from the lunar surface can create dust clouds that can 
travel considerable distances, deposit material on solar panels, 
radiators, and other structures, and degrade their performance. 
Thus, some method for hardening the lunar surface is needed. 
In Fig. 5, a beam from the orbiting lunar power station is absorbed 
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Fig. 4. Surface-to-low lunar orbit laser propulsion. Conversion etficien- 
cy = 50%. 

Fig. 5. A high-intensity laser beam heating the lunar surface to the 
melting point. After cooling, a hard glassy surface is created for roadways 
and launch pads. 

by the lunar surface. The surface is heated to the melting 
temperature and then cooled, resulting in a thin, solid glassy 
surface. Such surfaces are dust free and thus could be used as 
"paved surfaces for launch pads, roadways, and building sites. 
Also, glassmaking for construction and containers could be 
additional benefits. 

A first-order analysis was made of lunar surfaces heated by laser 
beam absorption in order to indicate the thickness of the glass 
surface, assuming a laser input power of 1 MW; To characterize 
the time rate of change of surface temperature (T) as a function 
of depth (z), the following equation was used 

where p is the regolith density (2 g/cm3), C, is the specific heat 
( 1.26 J/g-K), and k is the thermal conductivity (0.02 1 W/sec-an- 
K). Nominal values of the thermal parameters k and C, have been 
chosen based on lunar sample studies (Stimpson and Lucas, 
1972), and for these prelimrnary calculations they are held 
constant. The initial condition is T(z,O) = 350 K, which is 
representative of lunar surface daylight temperatures. The 
boundary conditions are 

aT 
k ( Z) = -q + LU [ T(o,~)]* 

z = o  
(4) 

and 

Tz-, - T(z,O) = 350 K 

where 

It is assumed that 80% of the incident laser power, P (assumed 
to be 1-MW), is absorbed by the lunar soil in a circular area of 
radius R The symbol L is the emissivity (0.8), and a is the Stefan- 
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Boltzmann constant. The maximum surface temperature is defined 
when the absorbed surface energy is equal to the reradiation 
energy or 

Figure 6 shows the results of calculations of surface temper- 
ature as a function of surface depth for absorbed energy of 
800 kW in either a 1- or 0.75-m-diameter spot. Laser irradiation 
times extend &om 10 to 40min. Tmdt is the typical melting 
temperature of the lunar soil (Lin, 1985); thus, temperatures 
above TmeI, result in a hard glassy surface. For a 1-m spot size 
in Fig. 6 and a 10-rnin W a t i o n  time, a glassy surface of 
approximately 2- depth can be achieved. This may be d c i e n t  
depth for roadways and launch pads, depending on vehicle mass. 
By increasing the energy density with a 0.75-m spot diameter, the 
irradiation time can be reduced for a given depth z. For larger 
lunar surface areas and greater depths, much higher laser powers 
are required. 

Sigmficant electrical power will be needed at the lunar base, 
on the order of 1 MW,, to accomplish a variety of missions, 
including an oxygen production plant, mining and refining lunar 
materials, habitat life support systems, and transportation. Nuclear 
reactors with Sterling engines have been proposed to meet the 
power need. Such technology requires a fixed permanent lunar 
location with signrticant radiation protection problems. An 
alternative approach would be to put the solar- or reactor-driven 
laser in lunar orbit and beam the power to a variety of lunar 
locations. 

Laser Dia. = I rn  

Fig. 7. Multiple laser beams powering excavation vehicles at a remote 
lunar site. 

k 'Iim Laser Dia. = 0.75m 

20 min. 

,- 30 min. 
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Fig. 6. Surface temperature as a function of surface depth. 

In Fig. 7 a remote lunar site is being excavated by equipment 
powered by a laser beam. Since the vehicle power system is 
compact and lightweight, the excavation equipment could be 
highly mobile and remotely controlled Temporary human habitats 
could also receive their power through laser transmission. The 
figure also shows a glass-brick-fabrication vehicle producing 
construction materials for future buildmgs. 

A long term presence on the lunar surface will require 
extensive power for human habitats. Figure 8 shows such a major 
habitat, which houses approximately 100 people and is powered 
by a laser photovoltaic converter. The converter is a tlat plate 
design mounted to track the lunar orbiting laser station. ?bvo 
photovoltaic converters are needed to have continuous power as 
one laser station goes below the horizon and another comes 
above the opposite horizon If multiple laser stations are not 
available, then energy storage must be added to the habitat. 

Fig. 8. A lunar human habitat powered by laser photovoltaics. 



Laser power transmission to the lunar surface could power a 
wide variety of missions including prospecting rovers, surface-to- 
orbit propulsion, lunar surface hardening, excavation equipment, 
and human habitats. Using simple high power photovoltaic con- 
verters would permit more emphasis to be placed on the mission 
rather than its primary power requirements. Future studies may 
reveal other missions enabled by laser power transmission. 
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The recent ident@zztion of a substantial l u m  resource of the fusion energy @I 3 ~ e  may provide 
thejErst termhial murket for a lunar commodity a?& thmfm, a major impetus to lunar development. 
The impact of this resource-when burned in @He fusion reactors for @cepower and propulsion- 
may be eva more sigm@zznt as an enabling technology for safe, e f m t  exploration and development 
of space. Om posdble reactor configuration among seueral options, the tundm mtrror, iUustrates the 
potenrial advantages of Jkioraprofndsion. The most itnp-hant advantage is the M t y  to pro&&? either 
fast, piloted vessels or btgYxryloaa-tion uago vessels due to a range of specipc impukes fmm 50 sec 
to 1,000,000sec at tbrust-tawght ratiosj5wn 0.1 to 5 x lP5. Fusion power mean% has made st*, 
i t n p x u ' v e p r o ~ .  It isplaushle, and evapn2xzble, that fusion d e t s  similar to the designspresented 
hew wiU be atmilable in the earlypart of the twenty-first century, enabling a major e n s i o n  of human 
pmence into the solar system. 

~ . N " I ' ~ O D U ~ o N  that needed for a major human expansion into space, and the 
implications of the availabiity of D - ~ H ~  fusion propulsion on space 

Recently, a connection between the Moon and future terrestrial development will be discussed. Fw, conclusions will be drawn. 
energy needs was recognized: the lunar resource of the isotope 
helium3 (3He) can provide a clean and safe source of energy 
on Earth for centuries (Wittenberg et d., 1986). Measurements FUSION FUEL CYCLES FOR 
of lunar regolith samples kom the Apolio and Luna programs 
show significant quantities of 3 ~ e  (Cameron, 1991). The burning 
of 3 ~ e  with deuterium (D) as a fusion fuel has been known for 
many years to be attractive, but no sigmficant terrestrial source 
has been found (MiEey, 1976; Dawson, 1981; McNally, 1982). The 
present paper examines the implications of lunar 3 ~ e  for space 
development in the context of one possible fusion propulsion 
system and the capabilities it would provide. 

The lunar 3 ~ e  resource is estimated to be -lo9 kg ( Wittenberg 
et al., 1986; Kulcinski et al, 199 1 ). The presumed source of this 
3 ~ e  is the solar wind; 3 ~ e  has been deposited on the lunar surface 
over the past 4 b.y. and spread a few meters deep into the regolith 
by meteorite bombardment. To put this resource into perspective, 
lo9 kg of 3 ~ e  burned with D would provide 2000 years of present 
world energy consumption or, using the fusion rocket design dis- 
cussed in this paper, would allow 10,000,000 one-way trips to 
Mars of 90-day travel time with 12,000-Mg (metric tome) pay- 
loads. 

Fusion reactors for space propulsion were first investigated in 
the 1950s, and the first D - ~ H ~  version was published in 1962 
(Englert, 1962). Many of the concepts proposed in the early work 
remain valid. However, since that time, a great deal of progress 
has been made in understanding both the science and the 
technology of fusion energy. In particular, configurations have 
evolved and the sophistication of experimental, theoretical, and 
numerical tools has increased dramatically (Post, 1987). 

After a brief examination of h ion  fuel cycles, concentrating 
on their use in space, one potential fusion propulsion system will 
be described. The capabilities of such systems for increasing 
payload fractions or decreasing flight times will be assessed. The 
timeframe for fusion power development will be compared with 

SPACE APPLIMIONS 
The main consideration in choosing a fusion fuel for space 

applications is the achievable specific power in terms of kilowatts 
of thrust per kilogram of total rocket mass. Therefore, the 
selection criteria are heady weighted toward reactions producing 
a high fraction of power in charged particles-which may be 
converted to electricity at very high net efficiency (Santdus, 
1987; Santdus et al., 1987, 1988) or may be channeled by a 
magnetic field to provide direct thrust. Consequently, less heat 
must be rejected and radiator mass is reduced. A low fraction of 
energy in neutrons also allows substantial reduction in the mass 
of biological and magnet shielding. 

Fusion fuel cycle physics has been extensively studied, and good 
summaries are available (McNally, 1982; Dawson, 1981). The 
most important fusion fuel cycles are based on the primary 
reactions given in Table 1. Of particular interest are the D - ~ H ~  fuel 
cycle, which produces 95% to 99% of its energy (including side 
reactions) in charged particles; the D-T cycle, which burns at the 
lowest temperature; and the D-D cycle, whose fuel is most 
plentiful on Earth. The "catalyzed" D-D cycle, in which the 
D-D fusion products T and 3 ~ e  are both subsequently burned, 
produces about the same energy fraction in neutrons as D-D, but 
achieves a power density comparable to D-3He. Secondary and 
tertiary reactions with fusion products make the analysis of the 
' ~ i  cycles difEcult. However, detailed analyses (McNdy, 1982) 
of the ' ~ i  cycles indicate that their power density is lower than 
the first three fuel cycles and that si@cant quantities of neutrons 
are produced by side reactions. The p - " ~  reaction, although it 
gives no neutrons, is marginal for ignition, and would therefore 
produce almost all its power as thermal (bremsstrahlung) 
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M L E  1. Primary reactions for the most important fusion 
fuel cycles (side reactions aiso occur, as do secondary and 

tertiary reactions with fusion products). 

D + 3He - p (14.68 MeV) + 4 ~ e  (3.67 MeV) 
D + T - n (14.07 MeV) + 4 ~ e  (3.52 MeV) 
D + D - n (2.45 MeV) + *He (0.82 MeV) - p (3.02 MeV) +T (1.01 MeV) 

(50%) 

3 ~ e  + 4 ~ e  - 2p + 4 ~ e  
(50%) 
( 12.86 MeV) 

p +  "B - 3 4 ~ e  (8.7 MeV) 
p + 6Li - 3 ~ e  (2.3 MeV) + * ~ e  (1.7 MeV) 
D + 6Li - five primary reactions, D-D reactions, 'Li-'Li 

reactions, and secondary (fusion-product) 
channels 

radiation. The 3 ~ e - 3 ~ e  reaction, although also neutron-free, has 
a very low cross section. 

Figure 1 shows the approximate distribution of fusion power 
among charged particles, neutrons, and s d c e  heat for the 
eventual energy loss of D-3He, D-T, and catalyzed D-D plasmas, 
which differs from and is more relevant than the initial distri- 
bution of energy among reaction products. The D - ~ H ~  fuei cycle 
shows a clear advantage. This is diminished somewhat by a lower 
plasma power density (see Fig. 2), but the benefits of an efficient 
direct-thrust system over a thermal cycle for conversion of fusion 
energy to electricity and a further cycle to power ion thrusters, 
along with the reduction in shield mass, will be shown to lead 
to better performance from a D - ~ H ~  fusion propulsion system than 
from a D-T system. Fig. 2. Plasma power density for the major fusion fuel cycles. 

ONE FUSION PROPULSION 
SYSTEM DESIGN 

Charged particle power: @ 'Iivo key choices underpin a fusion rocket design: the fuel cycle 
available for direct thrust and the configuration. Some of the earliest work on fusion 

propulsion, at NASA Lewis Research Center (Englert, 1962) and 2' Neutron power at Aerojet-General Nucleonics (HiZton et aC., 1964), applied 
essentially the same reasoning as in the present paper to identify 
linear fusion reactors burning D - 3 ~ e  fuel as attractive options. In 

Thermal radiation the intervening years, not only has the lunar 3 ~ e  resource been 
recognized, but fusion power research has undergone consider- 
able evolution and, in particular, Ijnear systems have progressed 
from the single-cell magnetic mirrors of the early 1960s to tandem 
mirrors (oimov et d, 1976; Fowler and Logan, 1977) and to 
thermal barrier tandem mirrors (Baldwin and Logan, 1979). This 
progression provides better confinement for the magnetic "bottle" 
at the cost of a more complicated containment scheme (see 

D-D Fig. 3). Although a linear device will be used to illustrate D - ~ H ~  
fusion propulsion's attractiveness here, toroidal devices also merit 
attention and some work on their design for space is extant (Rotb 
et al, 1972; BmowsE, 1987). 

A linear D - ~ H ~  fusion rocket has been designed by extrapolating 
from conceptual designs of D - ~ H ~  fusion reactors for power in 
orbit ( S a n t ~ ~ u s  et al, 1988, 1989) and on Earth (Santdus et 
d, 1987). The high dciency of direct thrust and the reduced 
shield mass lead to a specitic power value of -1.2 kW/kg, based 
on the c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  shown in Fig. 3 and the parameters 
summarized in Table 2. Thrust is by driving one end 

Fig. 1. Approximate distribution of energy loss among charged particles cell more vigorously to increase axial confinernent on that end, 
available for direct thrust, neutrons, and thermal radiation that appears thereby unbalancing the end loss of plasma. these coils are 
as surface heat. solenoids, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability is pre- 
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Central Cell Coils million K), so that exhausting the plasma directly would lead to 
extremely high specific impulses (exhaust velocity divided by 
standard Earth surface gravity) of about 106sec. Lower specific 
impulses are also available, ranging continuously from about 
lo5 sec to about 200 sec at thrust-to-weight ratios ranging &om 
about 3 X lo-* to 0.03, as shown in Fig. 5. The midrange is 
reached by adding a low-field magnet onto the end of the device 
and injecting matter, which is ionized by the end-loss plasma 

Electron Heating 

6 Magnetic at Plasma Flux Edge ' I '  Tube 

Fig. 3. Basic con l ip t ion  for a thermal barrier tandem mirror reactor. 

M L E  2. D - ~ H ~  tandem mirror fusion propulsion 
system design parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Thrust power per unit power system mass 1.2 kW/kg 
Fusion power 1959 MW 
Input power 115 h W  
Thrust power 1500 MW 
Thermal power 574 MW 

(brem%trahlung and synchrotron radiation, 
neutrons, plasma not usable for thrust) 

Neutron wall loading 
Total mass 
Total length 
Central cell outer radius 
Central cell on-axis magnetic field 
Electron density 
Helium3 to deuterium density ratio 
Electron temperature 
Ion temperature 
Fuel ion confinement time 
Ion confining electrostatic potential 

0.17 MW/m2 
1250 Mg (tomes) 
113 m 
1.0 m 
6.4 T 
1.0 X lo2' m-3 
1 
87 keV 
105 keV 
6 sec 
270 kV 

surned to be provided by 25 MW of ion cyclotron range of 
frequencies power in the central cell. This is one method of 
several proposed to allow axisymmetric magnetic mirror 
machines to achieve MHD stabiity at high beta (ratio of plasma 
pressure to magnetic field pressure), and it has been demon- 
strated experimentally at low density and temperature ( B m n  et 
al, 1986). The magnet shield material is LiH, and the magnets 
in the central cell are made of NbTi superconductor. Higher-field 
magnets are required for the end cells: on each side are one 12-T 
(on-axis) Nb3Sn magnet and one 24-T magnet whose field is 
generated by 16 T &om Nb3Sn superconductor and 8 T &om a 
normal-conducting Cu insert that requires 8 MW of power. 

An important aspect of fusion propulsion is the flexibility 
inherent in the abilitv to tailor the thrust program to a wide 
variety of missions. lhis flexibility stems from three main 
operating modes: direct exhaust, mass-augmented exhaust, and 
thermal exhaust. These modes are shown schematically in Fig. 4. 
mical  burning plasma temperatures are 40- 100 keV (500- 1200 

Fuel 
Plasma 

Exhaust 

Mass- 
Augmented 

Exhaust 
Thermal 
Exhaust 

Fig. 4. Thrust mode options for a linear fusion propulsion system. 

7 
Fuel 

10 [ Plasma 

10 Mass- 
Augmented 

10 specific " \ Exhaust 

, Thermal 
', Exhaust 

Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 

Fig. 5. Range of specific impulses and thrusts available &om the fusion 
propulsion system discussed in this paper. 
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energy. The new cell would have a higher field on the rocket 
side than on the space side, creating a magnetic mirror in which 
ions reflect a few times off the magnetic field axial gradients 
(mirrom) before they collisionally scatter into the mirror "loss 
cone" and produce thrust. This process, which derives kom the 
well-verified basic principle (adiabatic confinement) of magnetic 
mirrors, lowers the exhaust plasma temperature and increases the 
thrust. Higher thrust can be achieved by heating a gas with 
thermal (bremstrahlung and synchrotron) radiation in a blanket 
surrounding the plasma and then exhausting the gas. Parameters 
typical of chemical systems, limited by materials considerations to 
about 1600 K, are available fkom this mode. 

The bend& of high specific impulse and continuous thrust, 
even at low thrust-to-weight ratios, have been Imown since the 
early 1950s, and detailed discussions of trajectory optimization are 
summarized in the classic references by Ehrkke (1962) and 
StuhIinger (1964). Although more total energy is required 
compared to chemical systems, much less fuel mass is needed and 
trip times can be shortened or payload mass firactions (payload 
mass/initial rocket mass) can be increased The fusion propulsion 
system of the previous section, which produces power at 
-1.2 kW/kg, can thus provide either fast human tmqmrt or large- 
payload-ratio cargo vessels. Using Stuhlingds( 1964) simile, these 
are like sports cars or trucks. 

Fusion propulsion's capabilities are best illustrated by compar- 
ison with the primary chemical propulsion mode: minimum- 
energy, elliptical trajectories (Hohrnann orbits). The calculations 
are based on Stuhlinger (1964) and are optimized assuming an 
acceleration of constant magnitude, but optimized direction. For 
a 1-kW/kg system and a 90day, one-way, Earth-Mars mission, that 
assumption requires tuning the specific impulse over a range of 
10,000 sec to 200,000 sec, which Fig. 5 shows to be attainable 
with the mass-augmented exhaust mode. Figure6 shows the 

0 
Earth-Moon Earth-Mars Earth-Jupiter 
50% payload 33% payload 7% payload 

sports car mode and gives flight time for the same payload 
ftaction, while Fig. 7 gives payload fraction for the same flight 
time-the truck mode. These figures show that fusion propulsion 
performs approximately as well as chemical systems even for low 
Earth orbit (LEO)/Mmn missions, and far surpasses chemical 
propulsion performance for missions to Mars or Jupiter. For Earth- 
Mars missions, the trade-off between payload fixtion and trip 
time is plotted in Fig. 8 (based on StuhIZnger, 1964). 

Deuterium-helium3 fuel possesses an extremely high energy 
density (19 MW-yr/kg), surpassed only by matter/antirmtter, and 
is the highest energy density fuel presentiy known of those that 

fl I3 CHEMICAL I 

-.- 
Earth-Moon Earth-Mars Earth-Jupiter 

5 days 260 days 1000 days 

MISSION 

Fig. 7. woad hction for the same flight time (truck mode). 

0 

Payload 
0 

Fraction 
0 

(ML/M~) 
0 

Round-Trip Time ( Months ) 

Fig. 8. Payload hction vs. round-trip fight time for an Eaah-Mars 
Fig. 6. Flight time for the same payload fracto~~ (sports car mode). mission 
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release more energy than is required to procure them Once a 
fusion rocket is constructed in orbit, much of its mass will be 
reusable. A chemical rocket, with most of its mass in fuel/ 
propellant, will require much more mass to be placed in orbit 
for each mission than will a fusion rocket, which uses negligible 
fuel mass and considerably less propellant mass. Mass require- 
ments for an Earth-Mars round trip are compared in Table3. 
Transporting 12,000 Mg between Earth and Mars would require 
orbiting an extra 47,000 Mg for chemical rockets and 3000 Mg 
for D-3He fusion rockets. 

Few constraints exist on the type of matter used as propellant 
in the mass-augmented mode of a fusion system; local sources 
such as regolith could probably be used because plasmas are hot 
enough to ionize almost a l l  matter. Fusion's advantage would then 
be increased, since propellant for the return trip would not need 
to be carried The high energy density of D - ~ H ~  also enhances 
the flexibility of a fusion propulsion system, since a reserve of fuel 
could easdy be carried without a substantiai rocket mass increase. 

TABLE 3. Masses required for fusion and chemical trampoft between 
Earth and Mars, assuming a nine-month trip time each way. 

- - -  - 

Chemical DjHe Fusion 

Payload (each MY 11,800 Mg 1 1 , 8 0 0  Mg 
Propellant 47,200 Mg 2,000 Mg 
Fusion reactor - 

- 1,000 Mg 
D - ~ H ~  fuel burned 0.08 Mg 
Nonpayload mass orbited 47,200 Mg 3,000 Mg 

FUSION POWER DEVELOPMENT TIMEFRAME 
A key question in discussing space applications of fusion energy 

is whether fusion could be developed on the timescale required 
for a major human thrust into the solar system. Fusion progress 
over the past 30 years is illustrated in Fig. 9, where experimentally 
achieved values of the product of the three most important fusion 
physics parameters (plasma temperature, electron density, and 
energy confinement time) are plotted vs. time. The requirement 
for an ignited plasma, whose energy losses are sustained by the 
fusion power it produces, is also shown. Although the next step 
is by no means a trivial one and other important issues exist 
besides these three parameters, the six orders of magnitude 
already overcome suggest that the remaining hurdles can at least 
plausibly be surpassed on the timescale required by present space 
development plans (National Commission on @ace, 1986). 

The present terrestrial fusion research program, however, is 
focused mady on the D-T fuel cycle because it is easier to ignite 
than is D - ~ H ~ .  This is shown in Fig. 10, where curves are given 
for ignition of D-T and D - ~ H ~  against losses due to the finite 
plasma energy confinement time and bremsstrahlung radiation. 
Experimentally attained values of plasma temperature vs. the con- 
hement parameter n.r~ are also plotted The physics require- 
ments on temperature and energy confinement are each about 
a Eactor of 4 higher for D - ~ H ~  than for D-T Another d#iculty in 
the context of this paper is that budget considemtions have 
focused the present Department of Energy development plan for 
terrestrial fusion reactors on the tokamak-a toroidal system (US. 
Congress OiX, 1987). However, substantial progress on linear 
systems and other toroidal configurations had been made (Callen 
et d., 1986) and a small effort remains, so a strong foundation 
exists. 

Fortunately, the development of D-3~e  fusion power promises 
to be much easier than the previous paragraph suggests. The key 
consideration is that, although the physics development for D - ~ H ~  
fusion will be more Wcult than for D-T, tht: reactor technology 
development will be faster and easier. The demonstration of 
D-3He physics, suggested by Atzeni and Cog@ (1980) and by 
Emmert et d (1989) as possible even in next-generation D-T 
experimental test facilities, could quickly lead to a prototype, 
power-producing, D - ~ H ~  reactor. Saaen t  3 ~ e  exists on Earth for 
this purpose ( RTttenbetg et d, 1986). Spe~ScaUy, materials are 
already known that have been demonstrated to withstand the 
lower neutron fluence of D - ~ H ~  reactors, whereas materials 
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~ig. 9. m e n t d l y  achieved parameter progress in fusion research. 
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Fig. 10. Plasma ignition requirements for D-T and D - ~ H ~  plasmas. 
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suitable for the high neutron fluence of D-T reactors remain to 
be identified and would require an additional test device (or 
separate demonstration program). Also, the breeding of T fuel in 
a "blanket" surrounding the plasma requires considerable 
development and testing. There appear to be only a few areas 
where D - ~ H ~  propulsion systems could not rely on developed 
materials and technology. These include fueling, plasma current 
drive, and high-heat-flux materials. All these issues will be similar 
for D - ~ H ~  and D-T; they will, therefore, be addressed within the 
present D-T fusion program. 

O M  FOR SPAa n> 
The development of terrestrial D - ~ H ~  fusion power will have 

an enormous impact on Earth's energy future and on lunar de- 
velopment. In space, D - ~ H ~  fusion will be an enabling technology 
for a large-scale human presence beyond Earth orbit, and the 
eventual impact may be even greater than on Earth. The high 
performance and flexibility of fusion propulsion will greatly 
expand the options available in building a major space infrastruc- 
ture as the need for such systems begins to gain prominence early 
in the twenty-first century. 

A fleet of fusion rockets could provide much of the "Bridge 
Between Worlds" of the National Commission on @ace (1986). 
Figure 11 illustrates some potential space applications of fusion 
propulsion and power. It also shows the use of important by- 
products of 3 ~ e  mining, the other released gases such as C02 and 
NZ for life support (Buh et al, 1991). These rockets would vary 
only modestly in design, but would operate in the optimal thrust 
mode for a given mission, carrying humans quickly or cargo 
&den@ throughout the solar system. Although D - ~ H ~  fusion 
would provide high performance for large-scale operations beyond 
Earth orbit, present designs are inherently low thrust-to-weight 
systems, and alternatives would be required for surface-to-orbit 
operations except on asteroids and small moons. The specific 
D-3He fusion system discussed in this paper remains attractive 
down to powers of -100 MW, but other fusion configurations or 
nonfusion sources would be needed at low power. 

Noteworthy for operations in the outer solar system is that 
D - ~ H ~  he1 is more abundant than any fuel except the proton- 
proton fuel of stars. Assuming a primordial composition, the gas 
giant planet mass hctions are approximately loa5 3 ~ e  and 3 X 
lo-' D (Wa'nberg, 1972). Unfortunately, it appears that the prob- 
ability of hding fossil fuels in the solar system beyond Earth is 

Fig. 11. The potential impact of D - ~ H ~  fusion on the "bridge between worlds" discussed by the National Commission on @ace (1986). 
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very small, and the processing of fissile fuel, even if it exists in 
relative abundance, will require a massive and complex technol- 
ogy. On the timescale that a small percentage of the lunar surface 
can supply 3~e-a  few hundred years-it is reasonable to antic- 
ipate development of the technology required to access the enor- 
mous quantities of D and 3 ~ e  in the gas giants. 

Fusion propulsion, therefore, will dominate future transporta- 
tion throughout the solar system. For missions beyond the Moon, 
where chemical systems quickly become inefticient in both 
payload fraction and trip time, fusion represents a key enabling 
technology. 

The main conclusions of this analysis of the space applications 
of D - ~ H ~  fusion power are 

1. Deuterium-helium-3 fusion will provide safe, efticient propul- 
sion, offering a wide range of options-ftom fast, pilot missions 
to slower, cargo transport. 

2. Linear systems most obviously provide an efficient means of 
producing direct thrust, but numerous options are likely to de- 
velop, and toroidal contlgurations also appear promising. The 
linear rocket design presented in this paper would provide a 
specsc power of -1.2 kW/kg. 

3. The D - ~ H ~  fusion fuel cycle possesses distinct advantages 
over other candidate fusion fuel cycles, hion,  and chemical 
systems for space applications. 

4. Fusion power using D - ~ H ~  can be developed on a timeframe 
consistent with space development needs. 

5. D - ~ H ~  fusion propulsion will enable a major expansion of 
human presence into the solar system. 
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HICLE S ORT FACE 

TZn3 pqer describes the detaik of an effort to produce conceptual designs for an orbiting p l a t j i i ,  
caUed a trampwturion depot, to handle assembly andproces~l'ng of lunar, martian, and related vehicles. 
HighIeveI re-ts for such a f m t y  were establ&k@ and semral concepts wem developed to meet 
those requimmmts. By showing that the m'M rigidbody momentum charact&rics of each concept 
me simihr to those of the dualkeel gMce station, some itwght was gained about the c o n h o M t y  
and utility of this type of f d t y .  FinaU' sareral general obseruarions were made that highlight the 
aduantages and disadvantages ofparticular design faaturn. 

Events of the last few years, including the Challenger disaster, 
reorganization of the space station program, and the usual funding 
problems for NASA, have shown the need for new goals in the 
national space program. Estab-ent of a permanently manned 
lunar base and a manned mission to Mars are the two goals most 
often cited as ways to reinvigorate this country's space program 
and reestablish our leadership in space-based operations. 

Nearly every scenario that has been proposed for lunar bases 
and missions to Mars make extensive use of low-Earth-orbit (LEO) 

tions would adversely impact both the astronomical viewing and 
the microgravity environment to the point where it would be 
highly desirable to separate those sensitive m s  fkom the vehicle 
support facilities. This paper describes results of attempts to 
develop requirements and preliminary concepts for an LEO 
facility, called a transportation depot, to support assembly and 
maintenance of vehicles for lunar and Mars missions. Future 
studies will reIine the concepts, develop growth scenarios, and 
perhaps consider the implications of the opposite alternative- 
developing a separate science and microgravity research facility. 

. . 
facilities, such as the space station, for assembly and maintenance 
of -vehicles, storing of propellant, and temporary crew billeting. VEHICLE ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS 
For both the Mars and lunar missions, however, the level and 
duration of support that is necessary poses potential problems for 
currently planned space station science and materials processing 
activities. There is, in fact, a fundamental conflict between 
activities that require a quiescent environment, such as 
microgravity research or high-precision astronomical measure- 
ments, and those activities, such as vehicle processing, that 
produce potentially large dynamic disturbances. This is not to say, 
of course, that the two types of activities are hopelessly 
incompatible. It simply means that if the two types of activities 
are present on the same facility, either the science and 
microgravity activities will be forced to deal with a less than ideal 
environment or the vehicle support activities will have to be 
curtailed to avoid disturbing those more sensitive users. The 
obvious solution is to separate as many conflicting activities as 
possible by either moving the sensitive users to a coorbiting 
facility, or developing a facility specitically for the needs of lunar 
and Mars mission support. 

In recent months the space station office at NASA Langley has 
sponsored wide-ranging lunar base and Mars mission system 
analysis studies. These studies have shown, among many other 
things, that the current space station design is capable of 
supporting vehicle processing, but that the necessary modifica- 

'NOW at National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington DC 
20418 

The lunar and Mars missions envisioned for the next century 
are unlike any other planned space activity in that the mass and 
size of the vehicles, propellant, and support facilities are orders 
of magnitude greater than anything previously proposed for 
attachment to the space station. Furthermore, the length of time 
over which space station support is needed will make it 
impossible for other users to avoid dealing with the disturbances 
that are produced. For example, space station support for the 
lunar base described in Weidman et al. (1987) begins in the 
middle of the next decade and continues well into the next 
century, with a typical on-orbit mass of vehicles, propellant, and 
support equipment totaling nearly 300,000 kg (660,000 bm). In 
contrast, the entire dual-keel station mass is only 209,000kg 
(460,000 bm). Similarly, the Mars mission described in CMo et 
al. ( 1988) entails a decade or more of support with, at one point, 
an on-orbit mass of 1,112,000 kg (2,448,000 bm) over and above 
that of the station. As shown in the studies referenced, the 
magnitude and duration of support for lunar and Mars missions 
will make it very Wcult  to produce conditions acceptable for 
the needs of science and materials-processing users. It is clear, 
then, that despite the ability of the current station design to 
accommodate such missions, in the interests of satisljmg the 
needs of as many users as possible, it is necessary to explore other 
options. 

Table 1 shows a matrix of options that have, in some form or 
other, been considered in attempts to determine the most 
appropriate scheme for developing a usable LEO Wtructure.  
They represent various combinations of locations in LEO for 
potentially conflicting activities. The following definitions describe 
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TABLE 1. Low Earth orbit inbstructure options. 

option 

Station based 
Station based w / m  
Mantended tramportation depot 
Mantended dewt w / m  
~anned &rtation depot 
Manned depot w / m  
Science emphasis 

Location in LEO 
Vehicle Support F'qxUant Vehicle Support 

Facilities Storage Crew 

Station Station Station 
Station PTF Station 
Depot Depot Station 
Depot PTF Station 
Depot Depot m Depot 
Depot 
Station Station 

Depot 
Station 

Sensitive 
users 

Station 
Station 
Station 
Station 
Station 
Station 

Sdence Platform 

the nomenclature used for these activities and the various facilities 
on which they might be located 

1. Vehicle support facilities are the hangar, tools, robotics, etc. 
needed to assemble, refurbish, and check out vehicles. 

2. Propellant storage refers to facilities such as tanks, pumps, 
utilities, and robotics support for storing and handling propellant. 

3. The vehicle support crew is the crew needed to assemble, 
refurbish, and check out Mars and lunar vehicles. 

4. Sensitive users are experiments or processes that would be 
greatly affected by field-of-view blockage or by disturbances to the 
microgravity environment. 

5. A propellant tank farm (PTF) is a coorbiting Eacility for 
storage and transfer of propellant. 

6. "Mantended" means that a crew transfers to a facility for a 
given work shift and then returns to permanent quarters on a 
different facility. 

7. A transportation depot is a coorbiting facility designed 
specifically to meet the needs of vehicle preparation and main- 
tenance. 

8. A science platform is a coorbiting facility designed to meet 
the field of view and microgravity requirements that cannot be 
met in the vicinity of vehicle support activities. 

Each option shown in Table 1 has advantages and disadvantages 
associated with how well contrasting requirements are met. The 
first option is, in a sense, the default condition, where all ac t~ t ies  
are kept on the station. A s - w d ,  this scenario is feasible but 
has adverse impacts on sensitive users. The second option has the 
advantage of separating crew and instruments from the potential 
danger and contamination of propellant, but does not alleviate 
blockage of field of view or disturbances to the microgravity 
environment. 

The third option shown in Table 1 features all vehicle and 
propellant operations relocated away from the station onto a 
transportation depot. Options 4 through 6 extend this idea further 
by separating propellant and permanently manning the depot. 
These options have the advantage of maintaining a quiescent 
environment at the station, but disadvantages exist as well. Clearly, 
if the deposit is mantended, a scheme must be developed to 
transfer crew to and from the facility on a routine basis, involving 
added risk and potential loss of usable work time. For the 
permanently manned case, the potential risk to crew from 
propellant mishandling is the sarne as for the first option 
described, but moving propellant off the depot adds the 
complexity and expense of a third facility. 

The last option shown on Table 1 brings the discussion full 
circle to maintaining the station as a base for vehicle operations 
while moving sensitive users to a separate facility. The obvious 

sense to retain the dual-keel station configuration for vehicle 
support? The answer is almost certainly no. Rather, it would make 
sense to redesign the station for the specitic purpose of 
supporting lunar and Mars missions, i.e., develop a transportation 
depot. 

f i e  above discussion is not meant to show that any one of the 
options is the definitive answer to optimizing the LEO infrastruc- 
ture for the next century. It is meant, rather to establish the 
concept of a transportation depot as a viable means of supporting 
lunar and Mars missions, while maintaining a suitable environment 
far users with more stringent requirements. The remainder of this 
paper focuses on the development and analysis of various 
transportation depot designs as represented by the third option 
shown in Table 1. This option, the man-tended transportation 
depot, can be upgraded to a permanently manned co&guration, 
and many of its critical features remain essentially the sarne 
whether or not propellant tanks are attached. Thus, it represents 
a good basis for study. 

APPROACH 
The work described in this paper proceeded along two lines. 

First, a list of high-level design requirements was established, and 
three depot concepts were developed and evaluated against those 
requirements. Second, a quantitative analysis was performed that 
determined mass properties and fight mode attitudes for each 
concept. In this way the feasibility of each concept was evaluated 
and, more importantly, some generalizations were made about 
how to improve future designs. 

HIGH DESIGN REQ 
Design requirements were established from which the three 

depot concepts were developed First, it was found necessary that 
the design provide (1)volume to accommodate vehicles and 
support equipment; (2) docking facilities to accommodate the 
OMV and shuttle; and (3) a pressurized command center for 
controlling/watching EVA and robotic activities. The depot should 
have expansion capability and provide room for propellant tanks 
and support equipment. Also, the robotic and EVA should have 
access to the vehicle and propellant tanks. The facility must 
provide for simple vehicle separation. The vehicle should separate 
from the depot along the velocity vector or negative radius vector, 
and there must be room to avoid any collisions. Orbital decay 
parameters must not interfere with separation. The vehicle, EVA 
crew, and propellant must be protected from micrometeoroid 
impact and as much volume as possible must be enclosed to 

question here is, if science users were relocated, would it make provide for containment of debris. The EVA crew and propellant 
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must have thermal protection, and solar dynamic power, GN&C, 
C&T, and RCS systems must be provided Finally, the design must 
assure controllability of all phases of vehicle assembly while 
minimizing control system size and complexity. 

Three concepts for a man-tended transportation depot were 
developed based on the design features listed above. An attempt 
was made to develop concepts that differed in their averall 
approach, yet still incorporated the desirable features. For 
example, to assure mfllcient access to the vehicle throughout all 
stages of assembly, a good deal of surrounding truss structure was 
included in each concept; the differences lay in how much of the 
vehicle can be enclosed, and how easily robotic arms can get to 
the center of the vehicle while attached to the structure. 

A word should also be said about the rationale behind the total 
size of the depot structures and the sizing of the propellant tanks 
that are attached As will be seen, each concept was made large 
enough to accommodate a fully assembled piloted Mars vehicle 
stack as described in Cirillo et al. (1988). This meant that 
approximately 45,000 an of volume was provided just for the 
vehicle. A typical lunar vehicle stack is somewhat smaller and so 
would be accommodated as  well. The propellant most ofien 
proposed for lunar and Mars vehicles is a mixture of liquid oxygen 
(WX) and liquid hydrogen (LH,). It was decided that the depot 
should accommodate the rnaximum amount of LOX/LH2 needed 
for the Mars Sprint mission described in CiriQb et al. (1988), and 
so nearly 800,000 kg of propellant can be stored on the depot 
concepts developed here. This is, of course, more than adequate 
for lunar mission support, s h e  each lunar sortie requires only 
about 91,000 kg (200,0001bm) of propellant. However, since 
lunar sorties occur six or seven times a year in most scenarios, 
the amount of propellant needed for multiple sorties or possible 
rescue missions would likely be two or three times that needed 
for a single sortie. 

Liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen propellant is generally proposed 
for lunar and Mars vehicles because of its relatively high specitlc 
impulse and because it is hoped that by mining 0 on the lunar 
surface, the overall cost of propulsion can be reduced. The great 
disadvantage is that storing such massive amounts of propellant 
on the depot applies sigmficant demands on its control system. 
For example, every time a lunar or Mars vehicle leaves from the 
depot, a change in the total mass of the system of hundreds of 
thousands of kilograms results. In order to minimize the 
complexity of the control system, then, it is desirable to minimize 
the mass property changes by keeping the propellant distributed 
around the structure and loading it into the vehicle in a way that 
keeps the location of the center of mass (CM) relatively constant. 
Thus, all three depot concepts have three LOX tanks and seven 
LH, tanks distributed in various ways around the truss structure, 
rather than a single large tank for each. Also, one tank was 
included on each concept for the hydrazine propellant used by 
the orbital maneuvering vehicle (OMV). SufEce it to say, then, 
that while LOX/LH2 propellant can be accommodated on the 
depot, development of alternate (i.e., less massive) propellants 
would help reduce the complexity of the control system and 
provide greater flexibility in design. 

The mass balance of the depot is also affected by the 
configuration of the lunar or Mars vehicle. Since nearly all 
scenarios show multistage vehicles that leave LEO together but 
return at different times, the implication is that at different times 

during the mission there may be any number of pieces of the 
complete vehicle stack attached within the depot. This raises the 
question of how best to attach the vehicles within the depot 
structure to maintain a stable connection, provide adequate EVA 
and robotic access, maintain mass balance, and yet not hinder the 
eventual egress of the vehicle. This is particularly important for 
lunar vehicles, because the frequency of their arrival and 
departure makes simplicity and flexibility essential. M schemes 
have been proposed First, a series of deployable/retractable truss 
structures could be developed and distributed along the length 
of the vehicle to provide attachment points, as well as a 
convenient scaffolding for EVA and robotic access. Second, stiff 
cable could extend between the vehicle and the surrounding truss 
to provide stability and still allow simple movement of vehicles 
into, out of, and within the enclosed volume. 

F-, it should be noted that wherever possible, current space 
station hardware designs were used for the depot concepts; the 
truss bays are 5 m square, the solar dynamic power, alpha joints, 
and RCS systems are the same as those found on the station, and 
the command center and docking ports were derived directly 
kom station nodes and modules. This was meant not only to 
explore the flexibility of those designs, but also to point out that 
the experience gained building the station is directly applicable 
to assembly and maintenance of the depot. 

The following sections give brief descriptions of the three depot 
concepts developed in this study. 

The Open-Box Concept 

The open-box concept shown in Fig. 1 is the first of the three 
concepts developed. It features truss sections arranged into a 
rectangular box that completely encloses the vehicle during all 
stages of assembly. The box is open on the front, rear, and top 
faces, but blocked by a cross piece on each side and bottom. 
Robotic access to the vehicle is via the cross pieces, while the 
vehicle and associated hardware enter or leave via the h n t ,  rear, 
or top. It is probable that the entire box would be enclosed with 
impact and thermal protection and debris-containing material that 
would be drawn back to provide space for vehicle egress. The 
command center is placed at the top of the box overlooking the 
vehicle, and the attached docking port and airlock extend out into 
the Bight path. This placement dows adequate viewing of the 
vehicle, with room for docking the shuttle or OMV and, at the 
same time, separates the crew from the propellant. 

The open box is 12 truss bays long, 9 bays high, and 9 bays 
wide. Since each truss bay is 5 m square, the outside dimen- 
sions of the open box are 60 X 45 x 45 m, the inside dimensions 
are 50 x 35 X 35 m and the total inside volume 61,250 cu m 
(2,163,000 cu ft). 

Figure 1 shows a standard right-handed body axis system where 
the positive X axis extends nominally in the direction of the 
velocity vector, and the positive Z axis extends toward Earth. For 
convenience in modeling, the origin was placed at approximately 
the centroid of the starboard face. The concepts described and 
shown in the next sections have different origin locations but, of 
course, maintain the same right-handed orientation. 

The Prism Concept 

Figure 2 shows the prism concept, which, like the open box, 
features truss sections that completely enclose the vehicle and can 
be covered with thermal and impact protection or debris 
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containment material. In this concept, however, the vehicle is 
enclosed by an equilateral triangular prism rather than a 
rectangular box. The advantages of this design are that the 
command center is placed with a slightly better view of the 
vehicle, and the triangular structure allows hardware to enter or 
leave through all five faces. A disadvantage is that the robotic arms 
have farther to reach to the center of the structure than on the 
open-box concept. 

The triangular section of the prism is 11 bays (55 m) on each 
side, and the structure as a whole is 11 bays long. Thus, its inside 
volume is approximately 59,000 cu m (2,080,000 cu ft), slightly 
less than that of the open box Another important feature is that 
the propellant tanks are distributed around the top of the prism 
to keep propellant away from the command center, except that 
to maintain mass balance, one LOX tank was located on the lower 
apex As shown on the figure, the origin of the body fixed- 
coordinate system is in the center of the volume. 

Readers who are W a r  with the history of NASA's space 
station program will immediately recognize the similarity between 

of the truss bays, the overall flexibility could be reduced to the 
point that control of rigid body momentum buildup was the 
dominant issue. This, among other things, eventually led to the 
adoption of the dual keel as the baseline station configuration. 

There are, fortunately, some si@cant differences between the 
prism and the Delta, so it should not be thought chat the same 
configuration is being recycled. Most notably, the Delta was to 
fly "inertially" (always oriented the same with respect to the sun), 
while the prism, like all the concepts desaibed here, flies "Earth 
pointing" (with the same apex always pointing toward the Earth). 
This orientation is possible because the prism uses solar dynamic 
collectors for power generation, while the Delta usrd photo- 
voltaic (W) atrays attached to one side of the structure. Since 
the Delta was thus forced to fly with the W side always facing 
the sun, it was also forced to deal with a constantly changing 
orientation with respect to Earth, and the corresponding changes 
in the aerodynamic and gravity gradient forces made it difEcult 
to control. 

the prism concept and an earlier proposed station configuration 
called the Delta ( WooaCock. ?46). Early in the program it was The Open-Platform Concept 

thought that the control prbolems associated with structural The open-platform concept shown on Fig. 3 was derived 
flexibility were greater than those associated with rigid body somewfiat from the dual-keel space station configuration, though 
dynamics and the Delta was developed to provide a very stiff obviously the inner transverse boom was removed and the keels 
platform to reduce the flexible body demands on the control were rearranged to provide access to the vehicle. In this concept 
system. However, later studies showed that by increasing the size the major advantage is that the command center and docking port 
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Fig. 3. The open-platform concept. 
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are placed such that maximum visual access to the vehicle is 
obtained. Disadvantages are that robotic access is reduced, and 
the vehicle cannot be completely enclosed for thermal and impact 
protection or debris containment. 

The rectangle, or platform, that surrounds the vehicle is 12 bays 
long (60 m) and 9 bays wide (45 m). The lower keels, which 
connect the platform with the lower boom, are 8 bays long 
(40 m). These dimensions provide adequate room for both the 
Mats vehicle shown and the lunar vehicles that are gene* 
proposed The origin of the body fixed-coordinate system is 
shown in the center of the platform. 

The velocity vector of the open platform is such that for the 
shuttle or OMV to dock at the docking port it must travel under 
the lunar or Mars vehicle and the surrounding structure. This is 
ce- possible, but for safety reasons it is not the most 
desirable scheme. Also, for balancing reasons, the open-platform 
concept has one LOX tank on the lower boom near the command 
center. 

Table 2 lists the estimated mass of each component of the three 
depot concepts. The only difference in the total mass of each 
concept lies in their amount of truss structure and utility trays. 
As stated above, all components are copies or derivatives of 
current space station components, except in the case of the 
propellant tanks, where the masses were derived from previous 
studies of cryogenic propellant storage. Table 3 shows mass 
properties derived from the analytical models of the three 
concepts. The total mass of each concept shown in Table2 
corresponds approximately to the second configuration of each 
concept in Table 3, which includes tanks but no propellant. 

The following sections give the details of the analyses that were 
performed on the three transportation depot concepts described 
above. The first section describes a high-level systems analysis that 
evaluated each concept against the requirements that were 
established previously. The second describes the determination of 
the Bight attitude and corresponding momentum buildup for each 
concept. 

Each of the concepts described above was developed based on 
the established design requirements, but as the discussion shows, 
they do not perform equally well in all areas. Table4 and the 
discussion that follows show how each of the concepts has been 
evaluated with respect to those requirements. The list of re- 
quirements that appears above was rearranged to produce nine 
important areas for the evaluation of the overall effectiveness of 
each concept. Each area was weighted according to its impor- 
tance, and numerical rankings were given for each concept. The 
ranking received by each concept in each area was multiplied by 
that area's weighting factor to produce a score. Finally, the scores 
for each concept in each area were totaled to produce a num- 
erical comparison of the effectiveness of each concept. 

Naturally, the determination of the weighting factors and 
rankings was a highly subjective process. However, by outlining 
the rationale behind each, it is hoped that the total scores can 
be accepted as a valid comparison and, more important, provide 
a basis for development d more refined concepts. As more 
knowledge is gained about the characteristics of this type of 

W L E  2. Component mass summary. 

Component Mass (kg) 
Component Name Openbx Prism Open Platform 

Airlock 
Alpha joints 
CMGs 
Cupola 
Docking adapters 
Nodes (2) 
Command center 
MSC/transporter 
RCS clusters 
RCS propellant and tanks 
SD power modules (2) 
TDRSS and antenna 
Tele. s e ~ c e r  (2) 
11 propellant tanks 
Attached hardware 
2 depot radiators 
bgisics 
Truss 
Utility trays 

Total 

structure, more precise evaluation techniques can be applied. In 
that sense, then, Table 4 provides a concise form for expressing 
the advantages and disadvantages of each of the concepts 
developed here. 

The placement of the command center and docking port is vital 
to the overall effectiveness of the depot, but because of the 
potential for telerobotic technology and the general flexibility of 
EVA, a less than optimum location can be tolerated. Thus, this 
area was given a weight of 4. The location of the command center 
on the open box was given a ranking of 2, since it may be blocked 
somewhat by the vehicle aeroshells. The prism and open platform 
command centers are in better locations, but as previously 
mentioned, docking to the open platform may entail some 
~ i c u l t y  from passing below the vehicle. 

Capability for expansion is important for any space-based 
facility, but particularly one that hopes to provide a base for 
expanded human exploration. It is hoped, however, that the initial 
capabilities of the depot design will be sufficient for meeting the 
needs of lunar and Mats mission support. Thus, this area was rated 
an importance of 3. Each of the depot concepts has room for 
expansion, but the open box is capable of expanding in every 
direction. The prism can expand in each direction as well, but 
the added volume may be less useful due to the skewed nature 
of the triangular shape. The open platform could easily be 
modified into a structure resembling a box and then have greater 
capability for expansion. 

Access to we&&. 

Without access to all parts of the vehicle during all phases of 
its construction and refurbishment, the depot would not be 
meeting its most basic goal. This area, then, has the highest 
importance. Access to the vehicle by EVA is essentially the same 
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TABLE 3. Analytical model mass properties. 

Center of Mass Inertia 
(MI (K~-M~ x lo7) 

configuration (total mass) x Y z 1, In I= Iv 1, b 

Phase II dual-keel space station (267,000 kg) -3.5 -0.9 3.2 31.0 9.1 25.6 1.76 -1.54 -1.87 

Openbo~(118,000kg) -3.1 -19.5 -12.2 8.0 8.8 9.7 0.02 -2.9 -0.08 
Open box w/tanks (200,000 kg) -12.0 -19.7 3.2 16.9 19.2 15.6 0.07 -6.7 -0.18 
Open box w/P~o-~ ( 1,030,000 kg) -22.5 -20.0 20.7 46.4 39.5 49.7 0.33 -11.3 -0.32 
Open box w/vehicle ( 1,190,000 kg) -22.7 -20.0 17.9 53.1 49.9 53.9 0.33 -10.9 -0.32 

Prism ( 107,000 kg) -1.0 0.6 -61.1 22.3 18.6 9.1 0.1 0.78 -0.65 
Prism w/tanks ( 190,000 kg) -3.7 1.1 -45.1 37.9 31.3 15.2 0.15 -1.28 -0.57 
Prism w/propellant (1,020,000 kg) -7.0 1.6 -26.4 143.2 102.8 70.1 0.8 -13.2 -2.1 
Prism w/vehicle ( 1,180,000 kg -6.3 1.4 -25.0 145.4 108.9 74.8 0.69 -12.5 -2.4 

Open platform (99,900 kg) 0.5 -1.8 20.8 7.9 3.9 6.5 -0.06 0.38 -2.2 
Open platform w/ta& (183,000 kg) -0.6 -0.9 18.5 13.2 7.5 11.5 -0.24 0.26 -5.5 
Open platform w/propellant (1,010,000 kg) -1.7 -0.26 17.6 65.2 36.6 56.4 -0.37 -0.50 -0.12 
Open platform w/vehicle (1,180,000 kg) -1.1 -0.2 15.1 70.2 45.5 60.9 -0.39 -1.6 -0.25 

TABLE 4. Analysis of concepts. 

Open Box Prism Open Platform 
Weight Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score 

Effectiveness of docking port/command 
center 

Capability for expansion 
Access to Mhicle 
Access to propellant 
Safety of propellant tank location 
Impact proteczion 
Debris containment 
ThermaVradiation protection 
Ease of vehicle separation 
Total Score 

Weight: 5 =very important; 1 = not important. 
Rank: 5 = very good, 1 = poor. 
Score =Weight X Rank 

for all concepts. Robots have considerably farther to reach on the 
prism than on the open box, and they may have difficulty reaching 
around the vehicle on the open platform. 

Access on the prism could be improved considerably by 
building cross pieces between the kont and back faces, similar 
to those on the open box. This would allow robots to travel much 
nearer the vehicle, but would close off two of the faces through 
which hardware can enter or leave the enclosed volume. Also, 
if the vehicles were attached to the structure by deployable/ 
retractable truss sections, as mentioned previously, robotic access 
on both the prism and the open platform could be enhanced. 

Access topau,ipe&92t. 

Since a great deal of the total vehicle support activity consists 
of replacing or r e f i ig  propellant tanks and maintaining storage 
and pumping apparatus, routine access to propellant areas is 
essential. Also, in the case of a spill, access must be simple and 
rapid to allow repairs to begm as quickly as possible. This area 
was weighted a 4 because, like the command center location, a 
less effective propellant handling scheme can be partially over- 
come by automation and expanded EVA. 

All three concepts have adequate robotic access to propellant 
areas, but because the open box and the prism allow EVA access 
h m  inside the enclosed volume, they were ranked slightly higher. 
Clearly, the thermal, radiation, and impact protection provided by 
the enclosed volume should be taken advantage of wherever 
possible. 

To maintain mass balance, the propellant tanks must be 
distributed around the depot structure. However, it is also 
important to have propellant near the vehicle to aid the fueling 
process, and because pumping it over great distances might 
increase the chances of a mishap. Of course, to ensure a safe 
haven in an emergency, as well as an uncontaminated base for 
repair operations, it is desirable to maintain as much distance as 
possible between the tanks and the command center. Since this 
is both an operations and a safety issue, it was weighted as high 
as possible. As stated before, the platform and prism have one 
LOX tank near the command center, and so they were rated 
slightly lower than the open-box concept. 
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The importance of this area was rated at 4 out of 5 because 
the probability of impact damage increases with surface area, 
which Mars and lunar vehicles have in abundance, and with 
mission duration. Thus, over the decades of support for lunar and 
Mars missions, the potential for impact damage to unprotected 
vehicles and crew will be considerable. Clearly, the open box and 
the prism have a great advantage over the open platform in being 
able to cover the entire vehicle with impact protection. 

One of the many things that humans must learn to do in space 
is contain the loose material that results from routine operations, 
such as assembling or repairing spacecraft. This is on the same 
order of importance for the depot as providing impact protection, 
since every piece of orbiting debris is potentially danqpg to the 
vehicle and crew. Again, the open-box and prism concepts have 
the advantage of completely enclosing the entire work and storage 
area, whereas on the open-platform concept the area can be, at 
best, only partially enclosed. 

Both Mars and lunar mission support will require sirificant 
amounts of EVA for assembly and maintenance of vehicles. This 
makes it essential that external thermal and radiation protection 
be provided to augment that afforded by the EVA suit. Further- 
more, due to the long duration of exposure to space that the 
vehicles will undergo, reduction of radiation and thermal cycling 
effects will enhance the reliability of the hardware. As before, the 
open-box and prism concepts have the advantage of enclosing the 
vehicle, work, and storage areas. 

Separating the vehicle from the depot will be a complicated 
process regardless of the configuration of the depot. The 
disentangling of plumbing, utilities, and checkout equipment, the 
retracting of support structure or cables, and the danger of 
collision, make simplicity and reliability essential. Furthermore, 
should a failure happen such that the vehicle and depot were not 
able to be separated for a si@icant length of time, the impact 
on the mission would be severe. Thus, this process has been rated 
of equal importance with propellant safety and vehicle access. 

There is a fundamental conflict between the two concepts that 
enclose the entire vehicle (open box and prism) and the one that 
does not (open platform). Enclosing the vehicle carries the 
advantages of enhanced protection, but at the same time 
complicates the separation process. In this area, then, the open 
platform is superior to the other two concepts due to the 
sparseness of the truss that surrounds the vehicle. It is vital, 
however, to consider the manner in which the vehicle separates 
from the depot. With the open-box and prism concepts, the 
vehicle may exit the enclosed volume through the front, back, 
or top faces, depending on orbital and plume impingement 
requirements. With these concepts, therefore, it is only necessary 
to assure that sutllcient margin for clearance is allowed when 
sizing the vehicle and depot. With the open platform, the vehicle 
must separate vertically away from the depot, but only half the 
vehicle needs to clear the surrounding truss. The operational 
flexibility of the open platform is less than the other two concepts, 
but the danger of collision is reduced as well, and so it was rated 
slightly higher. 

A necessary step toward showing the viability of a large space 
svucture design such as those described in this paper is to 
determine whether its configuration is controllable enough to 
provide a stable environment for on-orbit operations. A complete 
analysis would develop an attitude control/momentum manage- 
ment scheme for each-stage of its assembly, as well as for as many 
operational configumtions as possible, and couple flexible body 
effects with a control system design. Heck et al. (1985), W i  et 
al. ( 1986), Roben3on and Heck (1987), and Sutter et al. (1987) 
describe how this level of analysis is being pedomed for the 
current space station design. For the purpose of this study, 
however, such an in-depth analysis would be premature. Instead, 
it was decided that by determining the key flight attitude 
characteristics for each transportation depot concept and 
comparing them to the corresponding values for the space station, 
the reasonableness of each design could be shown and indications 
could be made for future refinements. The following sections give 
a brief discussion of momentum management schemes, show how 
the depot attitude control requirements differ from those of the 
station, and give results of the analysb. 

Approach and M o d e h g  

An orbiting spacecraft is subject to a variety of environmental 
and operational effects that disturb its flight attitude. Environmen- 
tal disturbances include forces due to aemdynamic drag, the 
difference in gravitational force due to the mass distribution 
(called gravity gradient forces), and forces due to solar radiation 
pressure. NASci (1969, 1971, 1986) details these effects. Oper- 
ations such as relocating payloads, berthing and docking, and 
articulation of solar dynamic collectors, produce disturbances to 
the attitude of the spacecraft, as well as changes to its physical 
configuration and mass properties. Of course, changes in the 
physical characteristics of the spacecraft alter the aerodynamic, 
radiation pressure, and gravity gradient effects as well. The net 
result of these disturbances is a buildup of angular momentum 
that must somehow be dissipated to maintain the desired flight 
attitude. 

If it were possible to instantaneously measure or predict 
environmental effects and calculate operational effects, it would 
be possible to continuously correct the attitude of the spacecraft 
to maintain a net angular momentum of zero. Much like nylng 
a plane or driving a car, whenever a disturbance was sensed, a 
comesponding correction would be made to maintain the desired 
attitude or direction. Unfortunately, due to imprecise knowledge 
of the aerodynamic and solar environment, and the difEculty with 
sensing disturbances, such a complete knowledge of the current 
state of the spacecraft is not achievable. Furthermore, continuous 
correction of attitude would require either constant use of 
expendable fuel or some means to continuously change the 
aerodynarmc and gravity gradient characteristics of the system. 
Such continuous correction would also be likely to disturb normal 
operations. 

A more practical scheme is to allow some moderate amount 
of momentum to build up over a period of time and correct the 
attitude only when operational requirements allow. Unfortunately, 
if angular momentum is simply allowed to build up, the attitude 
of the spacecraft will change si@cantly over a period of time, 
changing viewing angles and seriously complicating C&T and 
protection systems. It is necessary, then, to provide a mechanism 
by which momentum can be stored within the spacecraft without 
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disturbing its attitude or continuously making corrections. Of 
course, all the momentum that is stored must eventually be 
released in some way, and so periodic corrections must be made. 

The scheme for maintainjng momentum buildup in the current 
space station design involves the use of control moment gyros 
(CMGs) as a method of storing momentum. As the station passes 
through each orbit, a certain amount of angular momentum is 
built up and countered with torques produced by the CMGs. 
When the momentum buildup reaches a level near the CMGs 
torque-producing capacity, the station's reaction control system 
(RCS) jets are k e d  in a way that releases the built-up angular 
momentum and allows the CMGs to return to a lower level of 
torque. This process is called "desaturation" of the CMGs. 

The momentum buildup is divided into two distinct compo- 
nents called "cyclic" and "secular." Cyclic momentum results &om 
environmental forces that grow and then dissipate through an 
orbit such that the net buildup is approximately zero. This type 
of momentum buildup is important because, even though the net 
value is negligible, the peak value is generally so large that it 
greatly affects the size of momentum storage devices needed to 
maintain attitude. Secular momentum results &om forces that vary 
in magnitude such that the net resulting momentum is nonzero. 
Values of secular momentum are generally lower than those for 
cyclic, but it is the secular component that must be dissipated 
periodically to avoid exceeding the capacity of the momentum 
storage system. The capacity of the momentum storage device 
needed, then, is determined by the maximum value of momentum 
buildup (the maximum sum of cyclic and secular momentum) 
experienced in an orbit. Robatson and Heck ( 1987) give a good 
discussion, as well as numerous examples, of how the secular and 
cyclic components combhe to produce the total spacecraft 
momentum. 

Along with the use of CMGs to,store momentum, the space 
station makes use of the fact that since environmental forces are 
highly dependent on the Bight attitude, it is generally possible to 
maintain an attitude that reduces their magnitude. Clearly, by 
maintaining an attitude that minimizes the magnitude of the 
environmental forces, the CMGs would need to store less angular 
momentum and be desaturated less ofken. This minimum torque 
attitude is expressed as three ordered Euler angles, called torque 
equilibrium angles (TEAs), which represent successive yaw, pitch, 
and roll rotations about the body axes. Before the rotations are 
executed, the body axes correspond to the local vertical local 
horizontal (LVLH) coordinate axes defined by the positive X axis 
along the veolocity vector, positive Z toward Earth along the nadir 
vector, and positive Y in the orbit plane to form a right-handed 
system. 

A major advantage of the transportation depot concept is that 
by separating the vehicle processing activities firom the sensitive 
users, the depot is released kom requirements for astronomical 
and Earth viewing angles. Thus, while the space station must 
maintain a pitch angle of k5O for viewing reasons, the depot is 
constraibed only by communications requirements and opera- 
tional needs, such as vehicle separation. Also, since the depot need 
be only a moderately quiescent environment, the constraints on 
attitude correction are less stringent as well. On the other hand, 
the mass property changes mentioned several times above make 
it imperative that a flexible momentum management scheme with 
wiEuent CMG capacity be provided. 

The flight attitude analysis consisted of calculating TEAS and 
corresponding momentum buildups for 4 different configurations 
of each depot concept (12 configurations in all), where each 

configuration represents a different operational state. The fitst 
configuration was simply the depot without any propellant, tanks, 
or vehicle on board. Empty tanks were added for the second 
configuration, propellant was loaded into the tanks for the third, 
and finally a complete vehicle was included In this way, it was 
possible to evaluate the effects of increasing and repositioning the 
total mass of the three depot concepts. 

Solid models of each configuration were developed using the 
GEOMOD program developed by Structural Dynamics Research 
Corporation (SDRC), and the geometry and mass properties were 
then passed to the ARCD program described in Heck et al. (1985) 
and Robertson and Heck (1987). The ARCD program computes 
forces and moments needed to maintain a given attitude and 
calculates the momentum buildup about each axis in a single 
orbit. The calculations in ARCD include environmental effects as 
well as the effects due to articulating mechanisms such as solar 
dynamic collectors. The two software packages, GEOMOD and 
ARCD, are integrated under a single operating environment at 
NASA Langley called IDEAS2 (SDRC, 1985), which also includes 
other SDRC- and NASAdeveloped s o h e  for structural, thermal, 
and controls analysis. 

Flight Attitude Analysis Results 

Table 5 contains the basic results of the flight attitude analysis 
of the depot concepts in each of the four configurations described 
above. The first three entries in Table 5 are the attitude angles 
for each configuration that minimize the amount of momentum 
built up in an orbit. These are the TEAS described above, where 
positive values for the angles 4, 8, and I) represent positive 
rotations about the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. Thus, if one 
were looking along the flight path, a positive 4 would be 
characterized by a clockwise roll, 8 by an upward pitch, and $ 
by a left-to-right yaw. 

The fourth entry in Table 5 is the resultant magnitude of the 
X, Y, and Z axis secular momentum buildups that correspond to 
the given ??EAs. The fifth is the value of momentum buildup for 
the given attitude, which represents the greatest resultant of the 
cyclic and secular components in a single orbit. These two values 
are given because it is the secular component that needs to be 
dissipated periodically, while the maximum value provides a good 
measure of the size of momentum storage device needed. In a 
broader sense, then, the maximum value expresses the overall 
diiEculty of maintaining the given attitude and thus is a convenient 
means for comparing concepts. 

Before discussing the results in detail, a few things should be 
mentioned. First, the dominant momentum value generally occurs 
about the pitch axis, but in some cases the value about the roll 
or yaw axis is larger. This is why the resultant magnitude is given, 
with the implication that it is necessary to provide si@cant 
momentum storage and dissipation along all three axes. Second, 
these values are very sensitive to small changes in attitude. For 
example, the maximum momentum buildup for the open box and 
the prism increase by two orders of magnitude with only a 5" 
change in 8. This implies that to provide margin for maneuvering 
and reboosting, a si@cantly larger storage device would be 
needed The open platform is slightly less sensitive than the open 
box and prism, but still would require a greater capacity than 
indicated by the maximum value shown. Also shown in Table 5 
are results for the dual-keel space station design. These values are 
subject to the same argument, but since the station will not 
experience the same degree of mass property changes, it will not 
need to change its attitude as drastically or as often as the depot. 
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TABLE 5. Flight attitude characteristics. 

Configuration 

Torque Equilibrium Angles Momentum Buildup 
(Degrees) (Nt-M-Sec) 

6 (X) 6 (Y) * (2) Seculat M;udmum 

Phase I1 dual-keel space station 0.2 3.0 0.6 1,500 3,050 

Open box 
open box w/tanks 
Open box w/propellant 
Open box w/vehicle 

Prism 
Prism w/tanks 
Prism w/propellant 
Prism w/vehicle 

Open platform 5.0 
Open platform w/tanks 4.9 
Open platform w/propellant 0.3 
Open platform w/vehicle 0.6 

Finally, it is interesting to note what the momentum buildup 
would be if the depot were to fly at a zero attitude (4, 8, and 
11 equal to zero). For the open box without tanks, propellant, or 
vehicle, the maximum value is 588,800 Nt-M-sec. The prism in the 
same configuration would have a maximum value of 313,800 Nt- 
M-sec, while the open platform would build up 128,400 Nt-M-sec. 
Clearly, a great deal is gained by flying at a mimimum torque 
attitude, but the precision required to maintain it, and the penalty 
for straying away from it must also be considered. 

With the above in mind, it is immediately clear from Table 5 
that the prism and the open platform exhibit much more favorable 
TEAs than the open box, while the momentum values are 
comparable. It would be desirable in future studies to investigate 
the performance of the box with impact or thermal material 
covering various faces. Blocking off the top or bottom, for 
instance, would likely alter the aerodynamic drag profiles in such 
a way as to reduce the pitch TEA, 

Another interesting result that does not appear on Table 5 is 
that, because of its symmetry, the box has a minimum torque 
attitude at a high positive pitch angle. For example, the box 
without tanks, propellant, or vehicle can fly at a pitch angle of 
52.3" with a maximum momentum value of 6500 Nt-M-sec. This, 
again, is because by not covering the top or sides, minimum 
frontal area of the configuration exists when a front edge blocks 
one of the rear edges. Thus, the minimum aerodynamic drag pro- 
He exists when the box is tilted so that a front-to-back diagonal 
aligns approximately with the velocity vector. 

The prism and open platform are less symmetrical and so do 
not exhibit an alternate minimum torque attitude. It is important 
to note as well that the prism does not experience the same 
control diEiculties as the Delta space station configuration 
described previously. In Inct, the momentum requirements of the 
prism are not significantly more demanding than those of the 
other depot concepts or the dual-keel station, and it also maintains 
moderate TEAS. 

The above analysis of depot concepts increases the feeling that 
this type of facility is feasible. By showing that the controllability 
requirements of a few very different configurations are compar- 
able to those of the current station design, some confidence is 
gained that Euture designs will avoid sigtllficant dif£iculty. 

RECOMMENDED FURTHER ANA1YSIS 

Throughout the high-level analysis described in this paper, 
several studies were identi€ied by which the transportation depot 
concepts can be refined. The authors hope to continue .the 
development and analysis of concepts to ( 1 ) verify controllability 
of the depot during various stages of vehicle assembly and for 
various amounts of stored propellant; (2) determine reactions to 
dynamic disturbances (modal excitation, structural loads, control 
systems interactions, etc.); (3) develop depot assembly timelines; 
(4) manifest depot hardware on ELV or shuttle; (5) determine 
resource requirements (power, logistics, etc.); and (6) develop 
growth scenarios for depot concepts. It is also hoped that time 
can be found to investigate the characteristics of other large-scale 
coorbiting facilities such as a science platform, a propellant tank 
farm, and an artificial-/variable-gravity facility. 

The following discussion summa&= several of the generaliza- 
tions drawn from the analysis of the transportation depot 
concepts. As mentioned, not all the desirable design features listed 
as high-level requirements are compatible, and so it is important 
to identify conflicts and potential solutions wherever possible. 

Large Enclosed Volumes 

By enclosing the vehicle work areas, it is possible to provide 
better thermal, radiation, and impact protection, better debris 
containment, and generally better robotic and EVA access. 
However, it is important not to block viewing from the command 
center or somehow cut off the ability to enter or leave the volume 
in an emergency. Also, surrounding the vehicle with a great deal 
of truss or equipment makes for more complex separation of the 
vehicle from the depot. 

It is important that the command center be near the middle 
of the vehicle or high ow?. one end to avoid blockage of view 
by the vehicle aeroshells. Also, by locating the command center 
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inside an enclosed volume or very near a partially enclosed 
volume, it is possible to take advantage of extra thermal, radiation, 
and impact protection. In fact, the two concepts with large 
enclosable volumes, the open box and the prism, could both have 
the command center moved inside the volume while still attached 
to the docking port. 

For both lunar base and Mars mission support, the largest mass 
on orbit at any given time is propellant. Because the location of 
the propellant mass greatly affects the depot's flight attitude 
(TEAs) and creates potential problems for the control system, it 
is vital that proper distribution of tanks be maintained Further- 
more, distributing tanks around the structure would reduce the 
effect of a localized spill, since only limited amounts of propellant 
would be released However, this may require that propellant be 
pumped over great distances, thereby increasing the complexity 
of the pumping system and the probability that a spill would 
occur. 

On-orbit Assembw of Depot 

Assembly and integration experience gained on the space 
station is directly applicable to the assembly of the depot. In 
particular, techniques and timelines for the assembly of truss, 
integration of power modules and utilities, GN&C and C&T 
systems, robotic support, EVAIIVA procedures, maintenance and 
fkilure prediction, and the transfer and mating of payloads all will 
have been dealt with in detail during the assembly and test phase 
of the space station. FmaUy, assembty and checkout of the depot 
has a siwcant advantage in that the crew needed for the effort 
can be based on-station and transferred to the assembly area via 
OMVs. 

The transportation depot and other similar coorbiting facilities 
clearly represent the second generation of space stations and, as 
such, assume successful completion of currently planned facilities. 
In particular, the space station, the shuttle, heavy lift launch 
systems, and OMVs all play a part in the overall infi-astructure 
needed to provide proper support for expanded human presence 
in space. The above discussions have established the viability of 
the transportation depot concept, but whether this type of facility 
is ever built is another matter altogether. 

Ultimately, the decision to locate vehicle processing activities 
on a coorbiting facility rather\than on the station requires a 
prioritization of national goals and, most likely, a compromise 
between contlicting requirements for science and exploration. 
The resolution of such conflicts is obviously well beyond the 
scope of this paper. However, it is clear that without a broad- 
based commitment fkom government, industry, and the public, 
ambitious projects such as lunar and planetary bases, and the 
W t i e s  required for their success, can never become a reality. 
It is hoped that as NASA's Wce Station Program and OflGce of 
Exploration proceed, such long-term goals continue to be artic- 
ulated as being vital for the continued growth of the national 
space program. 
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D LOPING A -. . _ 

CRYOGENIC DEP 

New US. space itutU2iatim will re+ innovative technology to realizeplunnedprogratns such as piloted 
lunar and Mars missions. Key to the optimal execution of such missions are high p e @ i n c e  orbit 
tmnsfer vehicles andpropellunt storage fd t i e s .  m e  amounts of liquid bydmgen and oxygen demand 
a unkpely designed o n d t  cryogenicpmpehnt W t .  Because of the inhaatt dangers in propehnt 
stomge and handling a compmbensive system safety program must be estubhbed. Tbk paper shows 
how the myriad and comph hazards demonstrate the need for an inttgrated safety effwt to be applied 
fiom program conception through operational use. Even though the cryogenic depot is still in the 
conceplual stage, many of the kmzmds have been identrM including fatigue due to heavy thermal 
M n g  fiom environmental and operating temperature extremes, mmirrometmid and/or depot 
anctUaty eqzupmnt impact (this is an importantpmblem due to the large surface m a  needed to house 
the large quantities of propehnt), dock.ing and maintenance hazards, and hazards associated with 
extended tzctmm* activity. VVarious safety analysis techniques wen? presented for each program 
phase. S@u@ system safety implementation st@ wen? aLso hted. Enhanced risk: assessment was 
demonstrated through the incoqXmtion of these methods. 

DEWLOPING A SAFE ON-ORBIT 
CRYOGENIC DEP(YI' 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
currently has new U.S. space initiatives to develop piloted lunar 
and Mars missions. Central to these programs are orbital transfer 
vehicles ( W s )  and extensive cryogenic propellant storage 
facilities operating in Earth's orbit. It is known &om Stubbs et al. 
(1987) that large quantities of cryogens, such as liquid hydrogen 
and oxygen (on the order of 200,000 lb for geosynchronous Earth 
t d l c  and 400,000 1b for lunar td lc) ,  require the advancement 
of on-orbit cryogenic propellant storage technology. 

A NASA On-Orbit Cryogenic Depot Technology Task Force is 
presently studying the various concepts. The delinition stage is 
dliciently prefatorial that the exact purpose of the depot has yet 
to be defined. Its primary function is to fuel W s .  However, 
secondary functions and modes of completing the primary 
function have not been determined. Primary functions of the 
depot will include propelht storage, acquisition, expulsion, 
conditioning, refill, measurement and control, thermal control, 
venting, data/communication, inspection and diagnostics, and 
vehicle proximity operations. All these functions will demand 
unique systems creation. Technology development requirements 
for the depot must be idenaed and solved prior to full-scale 
deployment. 

Several options have been proposed for the propellant depot 
and mainfenance facility. These include (1)  a single W main- 
tenance facility with refueling capability attached to the space 
station, (2) a space-station-attached maintenance facility and 
separate co-orbiting cryogenic propellant depot, and (3) a co- 
orbiting OW maintenance and propellant storage platform. The 

'NOW at Hernandez Engineering, Inc., Commerce Center II, Suite 305,7601 Ora 
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task force is currently strongly pursuing the second option, the 
attached servicing facility with co-orbiting propellant depot. 

Now is an opportune time to seriously develop a safe OTV 
cryogenic depot. The inherent hazards of the above-mentioned 
options are considerable. Even though the task force is studying 
the second option more seriousky than the others, a comprehen- 
sive system safety effort must be expanded in tandem with 
technology and trade studies. 

Failures of the cryogenic propellant depot would not only affect 
the facility operators, but may possibly damage the space station. 
Loss of the depot would severely affect the mission and could 
cancel the program. If all the fuel were lost at a critical path point, 
new launch windows (for refueling both the depot and planetary 
spacecraft) would have to be established Questions regarding 
man-tended (or partially man-tended) vs. automated operations 
must be addressed. The proximity of the depot to the space 
station is of critical importance. The magnitude of an explosion 
of 200,000 Ib of liquid hydrogen and oxygen could directly affect 
the space station. 

There are numerous depot con6guration trades that must be 
analyzed. One such issue that has been suggested is the utilization 
of tethers to facilitate and simpllfy propellant transfers. However, 
the safety implications are profound; the less automated the 
system, the greater the human risk Engineering optimization is 
fundamental to realizing an etficient and cost-effective system. 
Another important issue is growth potential, which is key to 
expanding NASA's dynamic mission capabilities. This well 
illustrates the need for continual system safety analysis. Any small 
change in this complex system could negatively affect the system. 

Safety trade-offs for etficacious operations will not enhance the 
overall and continual use of the depot. Because hazards may not 
be readily apparent, an ongoing safety effort is needed to bring 
problem areas to light. The results of a serious risk assessment 
will positively contribute to a viable technology trade-off decision. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how and where system safety 
can be applied to develop a safe cryogenic depot. 
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The essential factor in governing a congruous safety effort is 
to be intimately involved in the entire cryogenic depot program. 
The way for system safety to become an integral member, kom 
conception through deployment, is to partidpate as a working 
member (with equal status and voice) in the following program 
phases: ( I )  concept; (2) definition (flight experiment defbition 
and analytical models development); (3) development (path- 
finder, technology demonstrator design and testing, prototype 
hardware design and testing, and final development); (4)pro- 
duction; (5) deployment (space transport system (STS) use and 
depot amplification) (Fig. 1 ). 

D SYSTEM SAFETY FOR 
CRYOGENIC PROPE DIE 

wogenic Depot Technology Requirements 

Various planned programs impel the cryogenic depot develop- 
ment. The sigmtlcant mission drivers are manned Mars, manned 
lunar, robotics exploration, and planet Earth (Ride, 1987). These 
drivers have various technology requirements. 

Technology requirements are abundant and fall into general 
categories of fluid storage, supply, handling, and transfer; advanced 
instnunentation; and materials and structures. A partial listing of 

technology requirements identified to date includes cryogenic 
fluid resupply; reusable Earth-to-orbit cryogen transport; long-term 
orbital cryogen storage; control, instrumentation, and Wostics', 
fluid thermodynamic analytical models (chilldown, vapor liquefi- 
cation, vent characterization, etc.); pressure control techniques 
for long-term storage; zero-gravity fluid quantity gauging; mass 
measurement accuracy (expulsion and refill); quick disconnect; 
fluid leak operations/detection; fluid venting/dumping; themody- 
namic vent; refiigeration requirements; fluid motion effects on 
controls; pretransfer conditioning of receiver vessel (chilldown, 
ventdown, purge, etc.); nonvented receiver reM; transfer line 
conditioning; storage loss reduction; and material dexlopment 
(Stubbs et d, 1987). 

Many of these technology development requirements are high 
risk, both in terms of technology payoff and system safety signif- 
icance. Many must be demonstrated in orbit since the technol- 
ogies and analytical models cannot be validated in Earth's gravity. 
Each one of the requirements has a potent system safety 
implication. Only through a well-daed and integrated system 
safety effort can the issues be appropriately understood 

Technology Development 

To safely develop the appropriate technology, progtam con- 
siderations should be analyzed. NASA has identified three main 
technology considerations that must be addressed: mission, manu- 
facturing, and performance (Davis et al, 1970). System safety 
studies should be conducted for all of them. System concerns are 
discussed below. 

Production 

---------------- 
OSHA 
-----.---------- 

Update database 

Update risk assessment as new material 
becomes available 

Hardware qualification tests 

Monitor 

Safety Task 

1. Develop system safely plan 

2. Conduct hazard analysis 

3. Define safety design 
requirements 

4. Conduct failure analysis 

5. Conduct risk analysis 

6. Conduct safety test 

7. Conduct safety training 

Deployment 

---------------- 

Update hazard analyses 
---------------- 

Update database 

Update risk assessment as new material 
becomes available 
---------------- 

Monitor 

Fig. I. System safety tasks. Safety tests should be both ground- and on-orbit tests. PHA: Prehmary Hazard Analysis; FIX Fault Tree Analysis; FMEA: Fail- 
ure Mode and Effect Analysis; OSHA: Operating and Support Hazard Analysis. From Roland and Moriarty ( 1983). 

Development 

---------------- 
FMEAIOSHAIFTA 

Final 

Test results 

Update risk assessment as new material 
becomes available 

Pathfinderltechnology demonstrator and 
prototype hardware 

Support 

Concept 

Initial 

PH A 

Initial 

Historical data review 

Preliminary risk 
assessment 
---------------- 

---------------- 

Definition 

Final 

PHAIFTA 

Final 

Historical data review 

Update risk assessment as new 
material becomes available 

Flight definition tests and path finder 
tests 
---------------- 
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OpwatSonaCpremne: Cryogens may be stored as single phase 
(supercritical) or two phase (subscritical). It appears that NASA 
is supporting the subcritical storage system over the supercritical. 

Quuntity ?n&wmt: The accuracy of quantity is paramount 
for operational use and system diagnostics. Quantity measurement 
with a subcritical system is much more dilEcult than with a 
supercritical system; the liquid-vapor mixture involves a more 
complex measurement media. NASA is currently developing 
subcritical cryogen (for anhydrous ammonia) measuring devices 
for the space station. 
Fwssure control: A subcritical system may undergo pressure 

instabilities (including boilom. If the depot is hard-fixed to the 
space station, vapor releases may cause small perturbations, affect- 
ing space station experiments and possibly polluting the outer 
skin of the station. Thermal stratification also may affect pressure 
control. 

Manufacturing c 11s. 

Repro-ility: Manufacturing repeatability and accuracy for 
system operation is critical for mission success. 

Sbelflif: The depot has a designated shelf life of 10 to 20 years. 
Weighfi Launch costs and weight, especlauy for a 200,000-lb to 

400,000-lb fluid, dictate optimal design. 
Mataials: They must be compatible with the environment (of 

both deep space and the fluid media itself) and have high 
strength-to-weight ratios. Some of the major material concerns are 
fracture toughness, fatigue properties, chemical properties, perme- 
ation, creep properties, embrittlement, and joint aciency. 

Envelope constraints: Depot (whether attached, tethered, or 
completely autonomous to the space station) intehcing mech- 
anisms will influence the physical and structural design para- 
meters. 

Standby time: The dormant period between use and nonuse 
is important. Cryogen residue in the line can vaporize and cause 
a pressure barrier when fuel is extracted in the next run. 

Ruid quantity: The quantity cannot be accurately determined 
until the depot purpose has been more clearly delineated. 

Power requ-ts: Power requirements for pumps, fans, and 
diagnostics, are contingent on fluid usage requirements. 

En~~mnmentd conditions: Temperature variations, due to 
thermal cycling, will si@cantly affect thermal and thermody- 
namic design. Micrometeoroid and space debris impact also are 
important for design. 

LMETWODOLOGY FOR SYSTEM 
To fully support each phase of the system life cycle, various 

system safety techniques can be exploited. Most of these methods 
should be used for every serious technology option. The choice 
of system safety analysis depends on the program phase and level 
of developmental detail. Each one of the methods has been 
successfully proven on numerous NASA, Department of Energy, 
Department of Defense, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission pro- 
jects. The most common methods are listed below with a brief 
description of each safety tool and program phase application. It 
is not within the scope of this paper to go into in-depth expla- 
nations of each analysis technique. 

The PHA is me base-line document for the integrated system 
safety effort. The word ''pre- denotes first hazard search 
of the system. The analysis addresses the major hazards of the 
system and allows early tracking of problem areas. The initial PHA 
is not to aEect control of the hazard (this will come later in the 
program life cycle with other techniques), but rather to provide 
management with knowledge of potential risks for feasibility 
studies and program dehition a&ties. Tradeoff studies are 
greatly enhanced with the hazard identification method of the 
PHA, allowing establishment of design and procedural require- 
ments, to eliminate or control hazardous conditions More the 
system becomes so advanced that design changes become 
prohibitive in terms of cost. The PHA is most fkequently used 
during the concept and de6nition program phases. 

The SHA (the format and use are exactly the same for the 
SSHA) is an inductive method of analysis. Interest is focused on 
system-level design features that may affect overall performance 
or safety. Special interest is concentrated on intehce consider- 
ations. System information is then used for the integration of the 
full system hazard analysii. The analysis is usually conducted 
during system dehition and development phases. 

operating and Support Hazard Analysis (OSHA) 

The focus of the OSHA is on system operation. Analysis empha- 
sizes human factors engineering and operating conditions. Areas 
considered are use of safety guards or devices, special procedures 
or training, and identification of timing of operations or functions 
and other ergonomic concerns. The OSHA should be initiated 
early enough in system development for technical input. However, 
the technique is very useful in the development phase as an 
overall safety verification. 

Fault Tree is (m) 
The FlX is a powerful deductive analytical tool. The method 

employs a Boolean logic model that mimics the relationship 
between events in a system. The final outcome is called the top 
event. Even though the method is called fault tree, the top event 
may be either a desired or undesired outcome. This safety and 
reliability tool is very useful in the early design phases and in 
studying operational systems. The output may be of a quantitative 
or qualitative nature, depending on the input information. 

Failure Mode and Eft'ects is( 

The FMEA is sometimes called a failure mode and effects and 
criticality analysis (FMECA). Though this is primatily a reliability 
tool, the analysis does furnish much useful information The 
focuses on single-point and piece-part failures and their prop- 
agation effects through the system. The technique tends to 
concentrate prunanly on component failure instead of human 
error. 

Other tools fkequently used in system safety are change analysis, 
human factors analysis, common cause failure analysis, training, 
audits, and mishap investigations. 

Because the PHA, OSHA, and SHA are al l  very similar, frequently 
they are grouped into a comprehensive hazard analysis. This 
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would require that the hazard analysis be updated at program TABLE 1. Risk assessment code (RAC) matrix 
milestones to incorporate operational (and human factors) and 
system hazards. Probability Estimate 

Severity Class A B C D 

It is of importance to remember that risks always exist. The 
only way to mitigate the hazards is to control them; the use of 
the sequence of hazard control is the optimal method. The fol- 
lowing are important in applying the sequence of hazard control 
activities: design for acceptable hazard, use of safety devices, use 
of warning devices, and finally, the use of procedures and training. 

Design for an acceptable hazard means to minimize through 
design methods the hazardous condition. For example, if heat is 
an added hazard to loss of cryogen control, then one should try 
to design without the need for external heating. Another example 
is the use of separate quick disconnects for oxygen and hydrogen 
cryogens. If incorrect mating is made impossible by separate, 
incompatible disconnects, then the risk of mixing fluids by 
incorrect connection is alleviated. 

Safety devices are additions to the system to control the hazard. 
The best example is a pressure relief valve on a cryogen storage 
vessel. The hazard of tank rupture is always there, but mitigated 
through the relief system. 

Warning devices are used to alert personnel and machinery to 
impending danger or harm. The purpose of the warning device 
is to prepare personnel and machinery for an emergency con- 
tingency. Gas and leak detection devices are good examples of 
this. 

Procedures and training are the least successful of the sequence 
elements. Because people are fallible, it is always best to try to 
control the hazard by hardware design methods. People tend to 
reach a 50% error rate during highly stressful situations. Even 
though the operator may be well trained in transferring cryogens 
to the m, the operator is unlikely to perform as well during 
an emergency situation. The same well-trained operator may also 
fail during normal operations due to unforeseen stresses such as 
personal problems, physical distances between operating devices, 
unusual environmental conditions, tedious tasks, etc. 

Risk analysis and control are the ultimate goals of system safety. 
Various techniques, applied during different phases of the life 
cycle, will achieve that goal. However, to adequately assess and 
manage the risks, hazard severity and probability of occurrence 
must be studied. Each of the analyses allows for hazard severity 
and probability identification. When the hazard is identified, a 
severity and probability is assigned This permits one to classify 
the hazard. A matrix gives an overall risk assessment code. The 
decision maker now has something tangible to review for trade- 
off studies or system changes. 

It is best to try to be quantitative whenever possible. However, 
inaccurate or ambiguous numbers can lead to invalid risk as- 
sessment. Probability numbers are easily attainable for series- 
manufactured items or items with a large historical or scientific 
database. To use quantitative probability analysis for state-of-the- 
art hardware, in outer-envelope design conditions, is both mis- 
leading and dangerous. Therefore, one is forced to assign a 
qualitative designation for probability of occurrence. An example 
of a qualitative risk matrix is shown in Table 1. 

RAC 1: Considered imminent danger; requires immediate attention 
and initiation of abatement procedures. 

RAC 2: Considered serious and requites priority attention. 
RAC 3-6: Considered nonseriow, however, a priority ranking is estab- 

lished for corrective measures. 

Severity CWication 
I. Catastrophic May cause death or major system 

destruction. 
11. Critical May cause severe injury, occupational 

illness, or major property damage. 
IU. Marginal May cause minor injury, minor occupa- 

tional illness, or minor property damage. 
n! Negligible Probably would not affect personnel safety 

or health, but is a violation of specitlc 
criteria 

Qualitative Probability 
A. Likely to occur immediately. 
B. Probably will occur in time. 
C. May occur in time. 
D. Unlikely to occur. 

system Safety hp1ementation 

In order to implement system safety into the program, it is 
necessary to have a safety representative as a permanent member 
of the task force. That person must not only have equal status 
to the other members, but must also be a participant. The 
representative will be charged with ensuring that all viable safety 
concerns are addressed and acted upon An integrated system 
safety program is only useful if the system safety engineers have 
adequate power to confirm that safety issues are not only 
identified and resolved, but, more importantly, that controls are 
put into place. 

A system safety raiew panel, comprising technical experts, 
should be established to review trade-off studies and decisions. 
The knowledge and experience of technical experts at this 
management level would be utilized to the fullest in order to 
appropriately review system safety analyses. System reports will be 
generated by the system safety engineers on each of the various 
design, analysis, and development teams. The system safety 
engineering reports emanating firom this level must be highly 
technical and comprehensive. To ensure adequate decision 
making, the review panel must be equally qualtfued 

The design, analysis, and development teams will have the most 
knowledgeable engineers for a particular component, system, or 
concept. If system safety engineers are not thoroughly integrated 
on these teams, investigation and research decisions will be made 
without adequate system safety engineering input. 

Because an orbiting cryogenic depot is extremely complex, 
safety is critical. Unfortunately, pertinent safety information is 
lacking. The technology is sufficiently new that a system safety 
database has not been established. A special safety test program 
and test bed may be required to validate trade studies and create 
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the database. The primary purpose of this safety test program and 
test bed would be to investigate safety implications of various 
technologies in a highly structured and scientific manner. Num- 
erous safety-related scenarios could be investigated before final 
design acceptance. To provide a cost-effective safety test program, 
the test bed need not be specially built. Many hazard potentials 
could be researched in the same test beds as the actual chosen 
hardware. Only certain destructive tests require remote facility 
testing (i.e., at NASA White Sands Test Facility). Because of the 
unique di!Eculties with zero gravity, some tests will need to be 
conducted in orbit-not only flight definition tests, but also an 
orbital subscale test bed (Schuster et al, 1987). 

Even though the depot is still in the conceptual phase, 
many generic hazards are readily apparent. A private-sector- 
company PHA was conducted on various prephase A conceptual 
alternatives (Aerospace Coporation, 1971). Some of those 
hazards, along with other identified hazards, are fire/explosion, 
environmental and thermal, mechanical (vibration shocklacous- 
tic), pressure, impact, biological (toxicity), electrical, and human 
factors (operations), and are discussed below. The generic 
hazards can be divided into various groups. Please note that this 
list will expand as the system is more clearly defined. 

Fire and explosion are the most serious hazards. Improper 
mating of oxygen and hydrogen systems, thus allowing the 
incompatible fluids to mix, can cause an explosion. Another 
hazard is the rupture, or leakage, of a common bulkhead oxygen 
and hydrogen system. Because this system is being considered by 
NASA, a trade study investigating the safety concerns of common 
bulkhead vs. modular tank design would be interesting. A line or 
disconnect rupture during transfer operations may release suf- 
ficient propellant, causing a £ire or explosion. In designing the 
depot one must assure that ignition is eliminated by preventing 
pneumatic impact on certain soft goods in oxygen lines. 

The most obvious hazards are due to long-term environmental 
effects. The probable life cycle of the depot will be 10 to 20 years. 
During the entire life cycle, extreme thermal conditions will affect 
the depot. This creates heavy thermal loading and fatigue. There 
are not only thermal cycling problems associated with the cryogen 
(and its the& stratification), but also the temperature variances 
of space. It is obviously not convenient to have the depot receive 
direct solar radiation. Space vacuum conditions will require care- 
ful design. Long-term vacuum, thermal, and radiation degradation 
of thermal coatings and mechanical components are significant 
concerns. Material selection and design strategies will be a key 
Ebctor in confronting this problem. One probable temperature 
vatiance concern is the growth and shrinkage of components. 
Currently there are few data on the effects of large cryogenic 
storage systems submitted to long-term space environments. 

Because of the large surface areas required, coupled with the 
vacuum environment, the area surrounding the storage facility 
could be a major heat sink for the cryogen. Adequate insulation 
around the storage tanks would be needed to prevent heat 
transfer in either direction. Another possible problem would be 
how noncondensible gas is purged from the system. The non- 
condensible gas is a potential hazard for pump cavitation. Studies 
should also investigate the effects of inadvertent dumping of large 
quantities of cryogens into Earth's orbit. Not only the combustible 
hazard, but also the pollution hazard is of concern. 

Mechanical-related hazards are a signillcant category. Vibrations 
from pumps or other sources, in tandem with normal duty cycles, 
can cause serious mechanical fatigue problems of components or 
structures. Another important hazard is the lock-up of the de- 
ployment mechanism in either an unlatched, latched, or partially 
latched position. This immediately compromises the mission 
capabiity. Docking integrity will need to be studied thoroughly 
when a docking mechanism is defhed 

Pressure system integrity is critical in the cryogenic system. 
Normal venting (or burping) would be made dilEcult if the depot 
is attached to the space station. Leakage could be catastrophic 
in this system. A transfer line leakage during active pumping could 
cause a high overboard dump rate with propellant possibly 
momentarily residing near the depot, producing a potentially 
combustible situation. Uncontrolled transfer line boiloff during 
transfer may cause pressure surges. A loss of pressure can lead 
to low net pressure suction head to the transfer pumps. Propellant 
leakage is not only a safety hazard but also a mission hazard Small 
leak rates are critical due to the time and expense needed to 
launch and refuel the depot. 

Cryogenic vessel overpresmimtion is a catastrophic hazard. An 
overpressurization may be caused by a water-hammer effect 
during transfer. If a runaway pumping situation exists, then the 
result could be loss of the pressure vessel. Failures in the 
propellant quantity measurement device can cause the system to 
be harclfUed. Ullage problems and thermal stratification may be 
handled by some type of system rotational or linear acceleration 
and fluid mixing. These added features introduce potential 
problems, such as overspeeding of rotational thrusters, thruster 
gas impingement on the depot, overspeeding of mixing fans, etc. 

Approximately 7030 man-made objects are currently in orbit 
around the Earth. The majority of these tracked objects are fkom 
spacecraft breakup or explosion. There was a 10% increase in 
1987 uohnson @ace Centa, 1988). The inherent hazard caused 
by this situation is the problem of ancillary equipment impact. 
Depot and OrIlr dockings are risks themselves. Although NASA has 
a successful history of low-impact docking, study is needed to map 
out techniques for docking and rendezvous for this configuration. 
Gas impingement from the W on the depot would be cata- 
strophic. Other impact sources are extravehicular activity (EVA) 
crewmember, EVA retriever robot, tools, and any other structural 
device that may be placed in this orbit. Micrometeoroids are 
another evident hazard. Pressure vessels holding 200,000 1b of 
oxygen and hydrogen will be very susceptible to this danger. High 
pressures and large surface areas considerably increase the hazard 
and risk 

If a cryogenic spill does occur, care must be taken to ensure 
that crewmembers do not introduce contaminated EVA suits or 
equipment into the space shuttle, space station, or <m! Spilling 
of cryogens on equipment might also damage or affect the reliable 
operation of that hardware. 

Electrical shocks are another hazard group. Improper electrical 
design or subsystem power surges may create problems. The 
danger is not only shock to personnel, but also damage or 
interference to equipment. Arcing at electrical interfaces is a 
potential hazard to crewmembers, and also may cause a £ire or 
explosion. Arcing sources can originate from a variety of foci: EVA, 
W docking (or docking mechanisms), electric pump motors, 
and instrumentation and controls. Other radio signals kom nearby 
orbiting spacecraft may affect delicate electronic signals. 
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Operational hazards (or human factors) add to the list. The use 
of incorrect procedures and ergonomically poorly designed 
machinery may cause problems. Emergency evacuation (kom the 
depot area) options must be studied to verQ that optimal per- 
sonnel protection is always maintained. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The use of system safety techniques, applied in a careidly 

designed, methodical form, is the most effective avenue to 
enhanced system risk assessment and control. However, to 
efficiently engender safety, an integrated system safety approach 
must be used. The cryogenic propellant depot is at an optimal 
point in the program for safety to become involved. 

The comprehensive system safety approach requires that system 
safety engineers become intimately involved in the program at all 
levels. Because the cryogenic depot is now at the kephase A 
conceptual stage, it is an opportune time to apply an active system 
safety participation. The system safety engineer must share in the 
conceptual and definition trade studies. Development of hardware, 
kom pathfinder prototype, and then final flight article, requires 
safety cooperation. 

Various technology requirements have already been identified 
for the cryogenic depot program. Though the conceptual devel- 
opment has not really begun, system safety can help in reviewing 
and investigating each technology. The safety effort is then led 
into the logical progression of technology development partici- 
pation. Enhanced risk assessment requires that system safety 
supports three major areas: mission, manufacturing, and perform- 
ance considerations. Consideration areas must address, and safely 
control such things as operational pressure, quantity measure- 
ments, manufacturing requirements, and environmental condi- 
tions. 

System safety has well-developed and time-proven technologies 
that will further good risk assessment. Different analysis methods 
are applied at all stages of program development. The techniques 
have been used successfully on programs in the nuclear, chemical, 
and aerospace industries. Some of the appropriate methods to be 
used are preliminary hazard analysis, system hazard analysis, 
operating and support hazard analysis, fault tree analysis, and 
failure modes and effects analysis. 

These safety tools will identify hazards and help categorize them 
for applying the sequence of hazard control. Optimum hazard 
control is through design, the least effective control is through 
procedures and training. The hazard criticality, coupled with 
probability of occurrence (though both may be qualitative), 
betters risk assessment and control. 

System safety tools are meaningless if system safety is not an 
integral part of the team. The system safety engineer must be a 
working member (with equal status and voice) on design, 
analysis, test, manufacturing, and deployment teams. An independ- 
ent system safety review panel, comprising technical experts, 
should ensure the objective and autonomous verification needed 
before deployment. 

Although the depot is in a preconceptual phase, various generic 
hazards have been identified. The si@cant hazard categories are 
fire/explosion, environmental/thermaI, mechanical, pressure, im- 
pact, biological, electrical, and operational. 

The above-mentioned safety techniques, applied at the appro- 
priate program phase, will explicate the hazards and verify the 
controls, thereby developing a serious and comprehensive risk 
assessment and control pro&un. The cryogenic depot is replete 
with inherent hazards. A safe on-orbit cryogenic depot can be 
designed if an integrated system safety approach is applied 
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D.n$papr will emmine the lunar lander stages that will be necessaty f w  the futuw e@mation and 
development of the Moon. Lunar lander stage sizing will be &cussed based on the projected lunar 
Paybuds liited in the Cioil N e d  Data Base. Factors that will influence the lander stage M g n  will 
be identi@ed and &cussed, Some of these f d o r s  will be (1) lunar orbiting and lunar surjiace lander 
bases; (2) implkdons of direct landing trajectories and landing@m a parking orbit; (3) impIications 
of landing site andparking W t ;  (4) intplications of landing site andpaMng orbit selection; (5) the 
me of ea@mMle and musable lander stages; and (6) the &cent/ascent trajectories. Data relating 
the lunar lander stage design t v q m ' m t s  to each of the above factors and others will be presented 
in paramettic f m .  W e  data will pro& useful design data that will be qbpkuble to @turn mission 
model modapcdions and design studies. 

As a result of the findings of the National Commission on Space 
and the Space Leadership Report by Dr. Sally Ride, there is a 
renewed interest in lunar exploration. Many current lunar study 
activities indicate the great potential for both scientific and 
technological benefits from a sustained, sequential lunar 
exploration progam that would culminate in the utilization of 
lunar resources. The results of many of the current conceptual 
engineering studies depend greatly on the specific assumptions 
made regarding the lunar exploration program. As part of the 
National Space Transportation and Support Study of 1985, NASA 
created the Civil Needs Data Base (CNDB). Included in the 
database is an outline for a sustained lunar exploration p r o m  
and a detailed listing of payloads that would be transported to 
the Moon within that program. It was NASA's intention that this 
database would provide a set of program assumptions that could 
be used for subsequent engineering studies. 

The lunar lander stages that would transport payloads to the 
surface would be important elements of the lunar program. The 
design requirements for these landers depend on many factors. 
It is important that these requirements be determined with the 
overall lunar program and the entire set of payloads within that 
program taken into account. The CNDB provides the necessary 
p r o p  assumptions and payload characteristics to serve as a basis 
for determining lunar. lander stage requirements. There are many 
requirements that can be determined based on the information 
in the G D B .  Among these are the requirements imposed by the 
payloads, flight rate, propulsive requirements, configuration 
constraints, as well as sweral other mission factors. 

In order to determine requirements for a lunar lander stage, 
it was necessary to consider two important aspects of the missions 
that the stages would perform. The h t  mission aspect that was 
considered was the overall mission scenario within which the 
stage would be operated. This aspect of the mission determines 
the basing options for the stage, overall energy requirements, 
mission duration, and the type of mission operations associated 
with the transportation of payloads to the lunar surface. The 
second mission aspect that was considered was the nature of the 
lunar payloads themselves. Rather than size the stages for a given 

maximum payload weight it was necessary to consider the entire 
range of payload transportation requirements for a sequential 
build-up of a sustained lunar exploration program. Factors that 
were considered were the range of payload weights and sizes as 
well as the distribution of payloads within the year-by-year 
sequence of the lunar exploration program. 

The mission scenario that was chosen in this paper was 
determined by considering several scenario options. These options 
consisted of different mission profiles and stage-base locations. 
There were three mission profiles that were considered, each one 
using a difrent transfer trajectory between the Earth and Moon. 
The first was landing from a direct transfer from low Earth orbit 
to the lunar surface, the second was landing from a lunar orbit, 
and the third was landing from the L1 libration point. These 
mission profiles are shown in Fig. 1 (Mdn Marietta, 1987, 
pp 131, 133, 137). The direct transfer appeared to be the most 
economical in terms of total propellant requirements and may be 
operationally less complex; however, the lander would be 
required to carry more than twice as much propellant than 
needed to land from a lunar orbit (Marlin M a r i e m  1987, p. 47). 
The option of landing from the Earth-Moon L1 libration point 
appears to offer no real advantage as far as propellant require- 
ments for either the lunar transfer stages or the lander itself. It 
required 63% more propellant to land from the L1 point than 
from lunar orbit and 14% more propellant to travel from low 
Earth orbit to the L1 point than to lunar orbit (Martin Marietta, 
1987, p. 47). 

In addition to the obvious trajectory and vehicle performance 
considerations, the available options for establishing a transpor- 
tation node or lander stage base within each mission scenario. 
were evaluated. This assumes that the need for such a node will 
exist and provide operational benefits to the overall lunar 
transportation system. A transportation node can be envisioned 
as either the location of some actual platform that would provide 
services to spacecraft traveling to the node, or as a point in space 
where two spacecraft meet to perform specific mission opera- 
tions. The most likely use of a transportation node would be to 
utilize lunar-produced resources such as liquid oxygen The node 
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DIRECT LUNAR LANDING MISSION PROFILE 

LUNAR ORBIT MISSION PROFILE 

L1-LIBRATION POINT MISSION PROFILE 

Fig. 1. Lunar mission profile options. 

could serve as a base or operating location for reusable lander 
stages. This would reduce the transportation requirements from 
Earth. 

The direct w s f e r  scenario would allow for transportation 
nodes in either low Earth orbit or on the lunar surface. The lunar 
orbit scenario would allow for nodes in low Earth orbit, low lunar 
orbit or on the lunar surface. The L1 libration point mission 
scenario would allow for nodes in low Earth orbit, at the libration 
point or on the lunar surface. Each of these locations has 
advantages and disadvantages as a transportation node. 

If a lunar lander transportation node were located in low Earth 
orbit, then lunar resources would be conveniently located where 
the majority of space activity occurs. However, a low Earth orbit 
transportation node would be a poor location for a lunar 
communications link or a surface sensing platform due to the 
large distance from the Moon and the fact that only one side of 
the Moon would be visible. The greatest disadvantage of basing 
the lunar landers in low Earth orbit would be the performance 
penalty of transporting the stages back and forth between the 
Earth and Moon each mission. 

A transportation node at the L1 libration point would eliminate 
the need to transport landers back and forth from low Earth orbit. 
Unfortunately, any benefit would be more than offset by the 
increase in the total energy required to transport payloads or lunar 
resources between the Earth and Moon within the overall mission 

scenario. A libration point would provide limited capability as a 
location for a communications link or lunar surface sensing 
platform since only one side of the Moon is visible. A libration 
point node would also have some operational disadvantages. The 
L1 point is not a stable libration point. The position of a platform 
at this node would have to be maintained by a propulsion system 
on the platform. This requirement could be diminished somewhat 
by placing the stage base in a "halo orbit" around the libration 
point, but this would add complexities to rendezvous operations 
with other spacecraft. 

A transportation node on the lunar surface would allow 
reusable landers to be based at the same place lunar resources 
are produced. This would eliminate the need for an orbiting 
service station (Eagle Enginming 1984, p. 4). Unfortunately, a 
strictly surface-based lander would have some operating restric- 
tions since it would be somewhat bound to a fixed location on 
the lunar surface. If the lander base is located on the lunar surface, 
propellants brought from Earth would have to be carried all the 
way to the surface (Eagle Engimenhg 1984, p. 26). This would 
reduce the overall payload capacity of the lunar transportation 
system. 

An orbiting lunar station would be the most efficient location 
for a lander base in terms of payload vs. weight in low Earth orbit 
but would require propellant transfer in zero-gravity (Woodcock, 
1985, p. 120). A fuel depot in lunar orbit would eliminate the 
need to transport propellants for the landers to the surface for 
storage. lhere are also some other advantages for a lunar orbit 
transportation node. One advantage would be better access to the 
farside of the Moon. Another advantage is that the lander would 
be less bound to a particular location on the lunar surface. 
Probably, the biggest advantage of using lunar orbit as a 
transportation node is that it provides a convenient location for 
exchanging payloads, crews, and lunar resources between transfer 
stages and lunar landers. Lunar sensing could be conducted from 
an orbiting station; in fact the lunar service station could be a 
derivative of the low Earth orbit space station, with some identical 
elements in addition to propellant storage capability (ISC, 1984, 
P. D-7). 

The mission scenario that was chosen for this paper takes 
advantage of the benefits of transportation nodes on both the 
lunar surface and in lunar orbit. Therefore, the lunar orbit mission 
profle was selected. By using both locations as transportation 
nodes, there would be more flexibility allowed in the operation 
of the lunar landers. They could be maintained at a permanent 
surface base where liquid oxygen is produced, or parked at a lunar 
orbit service station. If sufficient propellant quantities could be 
stored in orbit, the landers would be less dependent on the 
surface base. Even if no lunar orbit senice station were available, 
lunar orbit would be a useful transportation node. Payloads and 
crews could be aciently exchanged in lunar orbit. Liquid oxygen 
from the Moon could be exchanged for liquid hydrogen from 
Earth. The lander could serve as its own storage facility. Its oxygen 
tanks would be filled on the surface and its hydrogen tanks would 
be filled in lunar orbit. 

In order to achieve the greatest efficiency possible from the 
mission scenario, it must be carefully designed to minimize the 
overall energy requirements without restricting lunar exploration 
options. A scenario that would achieve these goals has been 
described by Woodcock (1985). The lunar orbit used in this 
scenario was a 100-km altitude polar orbit, which permits access 
to any point on the lunar surface since the Moon rotates 
underneath this orbit once every 27 days. The Earth orbit from 
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which lunar transfers would originate was assumed to be the 
space station orbit at approximately 500 krn altitude and 28.5" 
inclination. Due to the precession of the space station orbit about 
the Earth's polar axis and its orientation with respect to the plane 
of the Moon's orbit, there is an opportunity for an in-plane transfer 
to the Moon approximately every 9 days (Woodcock, 1985). In 
order to minimize the energy requirements of the transfer 
trajectory, it should be designed so that the approach vector of 
the transfer vehicle when it reaches the Moon is in the plane of 
the lunar polar orbit. Similarly, the approach vector of the transfer 
vehicle when it returns to Earth should be in the plane of the 
space station orbit. A trajectory that would satisfy both these 
conditions is called a synchronized Earth-Moon round trip 
(Woodcock, 1985). Synchronism is possible when the combined 
angular displacements, 0, of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line 
of intersection of the transfer orbit plane and space station orbit 
plane add up to be a complete circle (i.e., 0 = Nrr, N = 2, 4, 
6 .  . .). 

A synchronized round-trip trajectory is shown in Fig. 2. The 
angular displacements of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line of 
intersection of the transfer orbit and space station orbit is shown 
in Fig. 3. The combined angular displacement is shown to be 720' 
or two complete circles. This particular trajectory requires about 
4 days for the transfer between the Earth and Moon and a 15- 
day stay time in lunar orbit. The entire round trip mission takes 
approximately 23 days. The AV requirements for this trajectory 
are listed below (from Woodcock, 1985, p. 1 19) 

Trans-Lunar Injection = 3139 M/S 
Lunar Orbit Insertion = 9 15 M/S 
Trans-Earth Injection = 906 M/S 
Earth Orbit Insertion = 3061 M/S (Al l  Propulsive) 
or = 200 M/S (With Aerobrake) 

It is obvious from the preceding discussion that the mission 
scenario and lander basing strategy would have a large influence 
on the requirements for a lunar lander stage. In addition to the 
mission scenario, it was necessary to examine one other important 
aspect of the mission to determine its influence on lander 
requirements. This second mission aspect was the nature of the 
payloads that would be carried on the lander stages. The most 
important factors in this mission aspect were the payload weights 
and sizes, delivery sequence, the development of the lunar 
infrastructure, and the number of lander Bights. Most of the 
assumptions concerning these factors were taken directly from the 
NASA CNDB. 

LUNAR 
POLAR 
PARKING TRANSLUNIR 

Fig. 2. Synchronized Earth-Moon round trip (Woodcock, 1985, p. 116). 
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Fig. 3. Angular dqlacements of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line of 
intersection of the transfer orbit plane and space station orbit plane. 

The CNDB was developed by NASA in response to the National 
Security Study Directive of May 1985 (McCauley, p. i). Its purpose 
is to identify technology development necessary to meet U.S. space 
objectives for the period 1995 to 2010 and to support studies 
of future space transportation systems. It is a compilation of 
several databases and other independent inputs including the 
following sources: Battelle Outside Users Payload Model - 1985; 
Space Station Mission Data Base; NASA Technology Model; Space 
Station Transportation Requirements - OSS; Other Advanced/ 
Conceptual Mission Studies; NASA Program mces; Other Civil 
Agencies; Dept. of Energy; Dept. of Agriculture; Dept. of Interior, 
etc.; and National Commission on Space (McCauley, 1986, p. 4- 
2). 

The lunar program portion of the CNDB contains a represen- 
tative listing of all the payloads that would be transported to the 
Moon during the period 1995 to 2010. The description of each 
payload includes weight delivered to the lunar surface, payload 
dimensions, and fight schedule as well as other information. 
These payloads are defined within the framework of an assumed 
build-up of a lunar infrastructure that would lead to a continuous 
human presence on the Moon and utilization of lunar resources 
especially liquid oxygen. Both the assumed infrastructure and the 
physical characteristics of the payloads intluence the requirements 
for the lunar landers that would be used 

The CNDB assumes that the lunar infrastructure would be 
created in three phases (McCauley, 1986). The first phase, which 
would last until 1999, would consist of unmanned robotic 
exploration of the Moon. Activities during this phase would 
include searching for frozen water or other raw materials and 
finding suitable locations for a lunar base. The second phase of 
lunar exploration would last from the year 2000 through 2004. 
A temporarily staffed outpost would be established on the Moon. 
A crew of four would visit the outpost for limited stay times of 
14 to 30 days. During this phase, much of a permanent lunar base 
would be constructed, pilot plants for lunar resource production 
would be built, and scientific experiments would be carried out. 
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It was assumed that all landers and ascent vehicles would be 
expendable since no lunar-produced liquid oxygen would be 
available. The third phase of lunar exploration would begin in 
2005. There would be continuous human presence on the Moon. 
Crews would be rotated from Earth to maintain a staff of 8 to 
12 people at the base (Mca*, 1986). It was assumed that 
liquid oxygen would be produced and that a reusable lunar lander 
would be used to transport payloads between the surface and 
lunar orbit. Payloads and crews would be exchanged between 
transfer vehicles and the lander at a lunar orbit senice station. 
The three-phase infrastructure just described clearly influences 
whether the lunar lander should be expendable or reusable. To 
determine additional requirements for the landers, it is necessary 
to examine the lunar payloads and the delivery sequence of those 
payloads. The lunar payloads in the CNDB are listed in Table 1. 
They are grouped by year but there is no particular sequence 
assumed within each year. Most of the payloads listed in the 

CiWB are based on the study performed by Butte& C0hmbu.s 
Division (1987). They represent a wide range of possible lunar 
activities from astronomy to life sciences research. Included in the 
listing of payloads are the lunar base elements, crews, crew 
logistics, and descent and ascent vehicles. Each payload is given 
an identification number in the listing. The information shown for 
each payload consists of (1) weight delivered to the surface, 
(2) weight returned from the surface, (3)payload dimensions, 
and (4) number of units delivered during the year. It should be 
noted that there is more information available on these payloads 
in the CNDB than listed in Table 1. 

One other factor was included in order to deterrmne lander 
requirements imposed by the payloads, namely, the number of 
flights (or landings) that would be used to transport the payloads 
to the lunar surface. The number of flights determines what the 
payload-carrying requirements would be in terms of both payload 
weight and payload volume. Obviously, if fewer fights are used, 

TABLE 1. Civil Needs Data Base lunar  payloads. 

PLID Payload Name 

Lunar Polar Sample Return 

Lunar Polar Sample Return 
Rover (Surf Surv) 

Rover (Surf Surv) 

Lunar Base Crew Rotation 
(04/014) 

Pemnnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Rover (Surf Surv) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04/014) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 

Lunar Base Crew Rotation 
(04/014) 

Lunar Based SET1 
Lunar Far UV Telescope 
Plant (Power)(Initial) 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Rover (Unpressurized) 
Soil Mover/Crane/Constr. pH-2 
Corn  Relay (Surf) pH-2 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04/014) 
Lunar Akent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 

Descent 
Weight 

8,800 

8,800 
2,200 

2,200 

1,800 

13,200 

500 
2,200 

41,660 

300 

16,275 

1,800 

20,000 
10,000 
7,000 

13,200 

500 
4,000 

38,500 
2,500 

41,660 

300 

16,275 

Ascent 
Weight 

Wldth Height Units 
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TABLE 1. (continued). 

PLID Payload Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units 
Weight Weight 

Lunar Base Crew Rotation 
(04/014) 

Plant (Power)(Initial) 
Penomel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Plant (Liquid Oxygen)(Pilot) 
Optical Interferometer Telescope 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunat Base Crew Logisitics 

(04/014) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Module Interface Mode 

Habitat Module PH-2 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04/030) 
Mining Equipment (Oxygen) 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics (04/ 

030) 

Plant (Power)(Advanced) 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Plant (Liquid 

Oxygen)(Production) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04/030) 
Geochemical Materials Iab 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04/030) 
Module Interface Mode 

Lunar Far UV Telescope 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Plant (Liquid Oxygen) 

(Production) 
Rover (Unpressurized) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04/030) 
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TABLE 1. (continued). 

PLID Payload Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units 
Weight Weight 

2004 continued 
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 - 5.0 5.0 2.0 1 
5075 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 900 - 5.0 5.0 6.0 4 

(04/030) 

Life Science Research Facility 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Comm Relay (Surf) pH-2 
Lunar Lander Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Ascent Vehicle 

(Expendable) 
Lunar Base Deep Drilling 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04/180) 
Geochemical Materials Lab 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04/180) 
Life Science Research Facility 

(Node) 
Module Interface Node 

Habitat Module PH-3 
Servicing Facility Shop Module 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(4  Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Low Frequency Radio Array 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04/180) 
Life Science Research Facility 
Geochemical Materials Lab 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04/180) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 

(M2) 
Lunar Lander (Reusable) 
Personnel Transfer Module 

(6 Man) 

Personnel Transfer Module 

(4 Man) 
Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Rover (Pressurized) 
Comm Relay (Surf) pH-3 
Low Frequency Radio Array 
Radio Interferometry 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(04180) 
Life Science Research Facility 
Servicing Facility Shop Module 
Geochemical Materials Lab 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(04180) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 

(M2) 
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TABLE 1. (continued). 

PLID PayloadName Descent Ascent Length 
Weight Weight 

2008 
5010 LunarFarWTelescope 2,000 - 8.0 
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 
5035 Comm Relay (Surf) pH-3 2,500 - 15.9 
5061 Low Frequency Radio Array 1,000 - 4.0 
5063 Radio Interferometry 1,000 - 4.0 
5066 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 2,700 2,700 3.0 

(06/180) 
5070 Life Science Research Facility 500 100 4.0 
5072 Servicing Facility Shop Module 2,000 - 7.0 
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 - 5.0 
5077 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 9,600 - 8.0 

(06/180) 
5080 Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000 - 7.0 

(Mz) 

Lunar Science and Field Geology 
Soil Maver/Crane/Constr. pH-3 
Low Frequency Radio Array 
Radio Interferometry 
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 

(06/180) 
Life Science Research Facility 
Servicing Facility Shop Module 
Geochemical Materials Lab 
Lunar Base Crew Logistics 

(06/180) 
Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 

(J-Hz) 

W~dth Height Units 

201 0 
5022 Plant (Ceramics) 38,500 - 36.0 14.0 0.0 1 
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1 
506 1 Low Frequency Radio Array 1,000 - 4.0 4.0 4.0 1 
5063 Radio Interferometry 1 , m  - 4.0 4.0 4.0 1 
5066 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 2,700 2,700 3.0 18.0 6.0 4 

(06/180) 
5070 Life Science Research Facility 500 100 4.0 4.0 3.0 1 
5072 Servicing Facility Shop Module 2,OOo - 7.0 7.0 6.0 1 
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 - 5.0 5.0 2.0 1 
5077 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 9,600 - 8.0 8.0 10.0 4 

(06/ 180) 
5080 Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000 - 7.0 16.0 6 

(Hz) 

more payload would have to be carried each flight. This factor 
presented several possibilities for transporting the payloads. Three 
options were chosen for this paper. The first was to use the 
number of flights outlined in the CNDB. This would serve as a 
baseline. The second would be to use the minimum number of 
flights. And finally, the third would have no limit on the number 
of flights. 

The number of flights used in the CNDB is implied by the 
number of descent and ascent stages (payload 1.D.s 5050 and 
5053) listed for each year through 2005 and by the number of 

lunar lander logistics (liquid hydrogen) deliveries (payload I.D. 
5080) for each year after that. The CNDB uses the assumption 
that once lunar-produced liquid oxygen is available (by 2006), 
a reusable lunar lander would perform all payload deliveries. The 
number of flights used for the baseline option in this paper uses 
the same vehicle assumptions as the CNDB except for two 
modifications. The first is that rather than use the reusable lander 
for all flights after 2005, an expendable lander would be used 
for the unmanned payload delivery missions. This would reduce 
the payload requirement for the reusable lander by 43%. The 
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Fig. 4. CNDB lunar payloads: option 1. (a) 1996-2000; @) 2001-2003; (c) 2004-2006; and (d) 2007-2010. Special payioad combinations 
are 

PLID Paytoads included Wt. 
A1 5018,5002,5052,5053 31575 
B1 5018,5068,5075,5053 32175 
C1 5018,5067,5076,5053 37675 
Dl 5019,5067,5076 15400 
D2 5019,5066,5077 19500 
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other modification to the CNDB assumptions was to eliminate 
some of the flights between 2007 and 2010. This would result 
in a more &dent use of the reusable lander. 

The Lunar payloads for each year in the CNDB are depicted in 
Fig. 4.  They are drawn to scale, based on the dimensions given 
in Table 1 .  Within each year, the payloads are divided into groups 
representing each flight necessary for option 1 .  The groups were 
arranged in such a way as to keep the payload weight and size 
to a minimum for each flight. The total payload size represents 
the smallest cargo pad area that would be occupied by the 
payloads for that particular flight. The data contained in Fig. 4 
were used to determine several requirements for the lunar lander 
Stages. 

The first requirement for the landers that was found was the 
maximum payload weight for each of the landers. These 
requirements can be seen in Fig. 5, which summarizes the payload 
carrying requirements for option 1. This @re shows that the 
maximum descent payload weight for the expendable lander is 
about 41,000 Ib and for the reusable lander is 23,000 Ib. Figure 4 
was also used to determine several other stage requirements. The 
maximum payload for the expendable ascent vehicle is 15,100 1b 
and the maximum ascent payload for the reusable lander is 
10,000 Ib. In addition to payload weight requirements, payload 
size requirements were found. The maximum payload size for the 
expendable lander was 42 X 20ft, for the expendable ascent 
vehicle it was 12 X 14 f&, and for the reusable lander it was 31 X 

0 EXPENDABLE 

14 ft. The final requirements determined fkom Fig. 4 were the 
number of trips and the number of vehicles required during the 
period 1996 to 2010. There are 63  descents and 41 ascents 
required for option 1. The vehicle requirements for option 1 are 
44 expendable landers, 22 expendable ascent vehicles, and at least 
1 reusable lander for a total of 67 vehicles. 

The second flight option that was considered minimized the 
number of flights. For this option, it was assumed that after initial 
robotic exploration, there would be flights to the Moon only 
when it was necessary to send a crew. For this option, the number 
of flights corresponds to the number of manned missions listed 
in the CNDB. All the payloads would be m r t e d  on these 
flights. Also, aU flights after 2005 would use a reusable lander as 
was originally assumed in the CNDB. Figure 6 shows the CNDB 
lunar payloads grouped by year and flight number for option 2. 
Since there are fewer flights, more payload must be carried on 
each flight. The payload carrying requirements for option 2 are 
summarized in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the maximum descent 
payload for the expendable lander is approximately 78,000 Ib and 
for the reusable lander is 58,000 1b. Figure 6 was also used to 
determine other requirements. The maximum ascent payload for 
the expendable ascent vehicle was found to be 15,000 Ib and for 
the reusable lander, 10,0001b. The payload sizes were found to 
be 42 X 30 ft for the expendable lander, 12 X 14 f& for the expend- 
able ascent vehicle, and 36 X 28 li for the reusable lander. There 
are 41 descents and 41 ascents required for this option. Finally, 

20 25 30 35 

Fig. 5. Number of lunar lander flights required for various payload weights in option 1. 
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F3g. 6. CNDB lunar payloads: option 2. (a) 19%-2000; (b) 2001-2003; (c) 2004-2006; and (d) 2007-2010. Special payload combinations 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Pig. 7. Number of lunar lander flights required for various payload weights in option 2. 

there are 22 expendable landers, 22 expendable ascent vehicles, 
and at least 1 reusable lander requrred The total number of 
vehicles for option 2 is 45. 

The final payload delivery option identified lunar lander 
requirements if there were no limit on the number of trips to 
the lunar swface. The key assumption for this option was that 
every payload weighing more than 500 1b would land on the 
Moon separately. Payloads weighing up to 500Ib would be 
transported on manned missions since they usually represent 
some experiment conducted by the crew. Figure8 shows the 
payloads for each Bight for each year. It is obvious that using one 
type of vehicle to transport both 40,000-lb payloads and 1000- 
Ib payloads would not be efficient. Therefote, multiple vehicles 
were considered, each one designed to carry a specific range of 
payload weights. 

The number of types of vehicles and the payload ranges for each 
of the stages was found by looking at the overall range of payload 
carrying requirements shown in Fig. 9. The conclusions that were 
drawn indicated that two sizes of expendable landers are required 
and that two sizes of reusable landers are required. A total of 39 
expendable landers with a payload capability of 20,000 to 
41,000 Ib with a payload size of 36 x 19 ft are required. Fifteen 

expendable landers for payloads under 16,000 Ib and 30 X 15 ft 
in size are required The first reusable lander would have a 
descent payload requirement of 20,000 Ib and an ascent payload 
of 10,000 Ib. The largest payload size would be 36 X 17 ft. The 
second reusable lander would have a descent payload of just 
3500 b and no ascent payload requirement. The stage size would 
be iduenced more by the size of the propellant tanks than the 
payloads. The expendable ascent vehicle requirements were 
identical to the first two options. For this option, there would 
be 89 descents to the surface and 57 ascents. A total of at least 
78 vehicles would be required 
AU the lander requirements determined up to this point were 

imposed by the payloads. In order to determine other require- 
ments related to the propulsion system or stage weight, it was 
necessary to develop a conceptual design for the lunar lander 
stages. First, the propulsion requirements were determined, then 
the stage weight was evaluated This information led to the 
development of a scaling equation for the lander stages. 

The descent and ascent trajectories were assumed to be very 
similar to those used during the ApoUo Program ( A l p i n  et al. 
1968; BeUcom Inc, 196S; Martin Marietta, 1987). An initial 
thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.6 was asumed for both descent and 
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~ i g .  8. CM)B lunar p#&: option 3. (a) 1336-2000; (b) 2001-2003; (c) 2004-2006; and (d) 2007-2010. +cia1 p#md combinations 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
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rn EXPENDABLE 

PAYLOAD WGT. TO SURFACE (THOUS. LBS.) 

Fig. 9. Number of lunar lander fights required for various payload weights in option 3. 

ascent (LaZaw, 1964, pp. 16- 17). This determines the maximum 
thrust required for the lander. In addition to providing this 
maximum thrust, the lander engines must be throttlable for two 
reasons. The first is due to the assumed con£iguration of the stage. 
In determining the payload sizes for the previous options, it was 
assumed that the payloads would be arranged on a rectangular 
platform. Four engines would be placed at the corners of the 
platform. This configuration would have limited engine-out 
capability if the remaining three engines and the attitude control 
system could maintain proper vehicle balance. Since it would not 
always be possible to balance the payloads around the center of 
the platform, the engine thrusts would have to be b i i  to 
compensate for any center-of-gravity offsets. Figure 10 shows how 
much the engines would have to be throttled to compensate for 
center-of-gravity offsets. In addition to this throttling requirement, 
the stage must have an overall throttle ratio of 21:l during the 
descent trajectory (Martin Mariew 1987, p. 49). 

The AVs chosen for this paper were 2195 M/S for descent 
(Martn Marietta, 1987, p. 133) and 1920 M/S for ascent (Ehgle 
Engineering 1984, p. 24). The initial calculations for stage 
propellant requirements were based on these AVs and the 
following scaling equation (Eagle Engimng, 1984, p. 25) 

where W1 = stage inert weight (Ib) and Wp = propellant weight 
(Ib). This scaling equation was substituted into the rocket 

equation to give the following equation for propellant weight as 
a function of AV and payload weight 

where 
Wp, = payload weight (Ib) 

and 

The initial propellant requirements were used to size the 
propellant tanks for the lander stages. 

The propulsion system requirements for each vehicle and 
option are summarized in .Table 2. The propulsion system was 
based on the use of RLlO zngines. The required average thrust 
per engine to achieve an initial thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.6 is 
shown in this table. The actual thrust per engine would vary 
depending on the requirement to compensate for a center-of- 
gravity offset. The propellant tanks were sized so they would fit 
within the same area as the payloads. The arrangement of the 
engines and tank for the landers and ascent vehicles is shown in 
Figs. lla,b. The middle portion of the payload platform on 
expendable landers was left open to allow room for the ascent 
vehicle as shown in Fig. 1 lc. 
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CENTER OF GRAVITY OFFSET AS PERCENT OF 
DISTANCE TO THRUSTER (% OF I OR % OF d) 

Fig. 10. Throttleability required to balance center-of-pvity offsets. 

TABLE 2. Lunar lander vehicle propulsion system summary. 

option Option 1 option 2 option 3 
1,2,& 3 

Expendable Expendable Reusable Expendable Reusable Expendable Expendable Reusable Reusable 
Ascent Veh. Lander Lander Lander Lander Lander 1 kinder 2 Iander 1 kinder 2 

Engine ljpe RL10-IIB 
Number of Engines 2 
'Thrust per Engine (lb) 9233 
LOX Tank Size (ea) 5.1 X 5.1 
LH2 Tank Size ( a )  9.5 X 6.3 
LOX Tank Weight (lb ea)  79 
LH2 Tank Weight (lb ea) 276 
Total Tank Weight (lb) 710 
Total Engine Weight (Ib) 784 
Propulsion System Weight (lb) 1494 

RLIO-IIB 
4 

10524 
7.9 X 6.7 

13.6 X 8.8 
246 
785 

2062 
1568 
3630 

RLIO-IIB 
4 

23286 
22.3 X 4.6 
29.8 X 7.2 

5% 
1521 
4234 
1568 
5803 

AUstageshavetwopairsoftanks. 
Engines: RLIO-IIB: RLlO-III: 

Isp = 460 (sec) Isp = 462 (sec) 
Thrust = 15,000 (lb) Thrust = 7500 (lb) 
MixtureRatio=6:1 MixtureRatio=6:1 
Weight = 392 (lb) Weight = 376 (lb) 
S i z e = 5 ~ 6 ~ 6 ( f t )  S i z e = 5 ~ 5 ~ 5 ( f t )  
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(b) 
CREW MODULE 

(c) CREW MODULE 
\ 

'LOAD (LAB MODULE) 

DESCENT ENGINES (4) 
(ONE EACH CORNER) 

Fig. 11. Lander stage configuration. (a) descent stage (expendable or reusable); (b) ascent stage (expendable); and (c) descent stage with 
ascent stage plus payload. 
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The payload size requirement for each vehicle determined the 
length and width of the payload platform. The diameter of the 
propellant tanks determined the thickness of the platform. These 
dimensions for each vehicle and option are listed in Table 3. This 
table shows the weight characteristics of all the lunar lander 
stages. The structure weights were calculated using the platform 
dimensions and weights of the payload, propeht, and propulsion 
system. An aluminum truss co+guration was assumed. The 
remaining system weights for environmental control, orientation 
control, avionics, and landing legs were calculated based on 
previous studies of lunar and martian landers. The values for 
propellant weights were calculated using the stage weights listed 
in Table 3 and the AVs selected earlier. 

The weight data listed in Table 3 were used to develop a scaling 
equation for the lunar lander vehicles based on payload weights 
and platform size. The following equation was derived 

(Note: Add 9% for reusable landers) where Wo = vehicle gross 
weight (Ib) (Stage + Propellant + Payload); 

WpI = descent payload (Ib); 
down 

Wp, = ascent payload (Ib); 
UP 

and A = platform area (ft2). 

This equation is applicable for payload weights over 15,000 1b. 
Notice that the propellant weight does not appear explicitly in 
this equation as it usually does in scaling equations. The reason 

W L E  3. Lunar landex 

for this is that this scaling equation was derived for the specific 
descent and ascent trajectories (AVs) described earlier. It is not 
applicable to any other trajectory. The values of vehicle gross 
weight obtained using this scaling equation are within 2% of the 
values obtained using the rocket equation if the stage inert weight 
is known. 

The selection of a lunar lander design depends on the criteria 
used to judge the many design and program options. One criteron 
that would be used to evaluate these options is vehicle cost. 
Representative vehicle costs for each lander stage and option are 
listed in Table 4. These costs include design, development, testing, 
and engineering cost (DDT&E), production costs, and aperations 
costs. The DDT&E values shown were derived using Apollo lunar 
lander, space station, and other cost models. The production costs 
are based on the first unit cost and a 90% learning curve applied 
to the additional vehicles. The operations costs include pro- 
pellants, console time (JSC operations), tracking and communi- 
cation charges, and other operations costs. The total life cycle cost 
is the sum of the DDT&E, production, and operations costs. These 
costs represent only the cost of the lander stages and their 
operation between lunar orbit and the surface. They do not 
include any cost for transportation of either the stages or the 
payloads to low Earth orbit or lunar orbit. Therefore, these costs 
are but a firaction of the overall mission and program costs and 
represent just one of many criteria that would be considered in 
evaluating lunar lander design options. 

A number of important requirements for the lunar lander stages 
have been identified for each vehicle and payload delivery option. 
These requirements indicate how much the design of the lunar 
landers would be intluenced by the mission scenario, payloads, 
and the type of lunar program within which they would operate. 
The design concepts used in determining the lander requirements 
pointed out in this paper are applicable to any other mission or 
program scenario that may be developed in the future. It is hoped 

.vehicle weight summary. 

Option Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 
1,2, & 3 

Expendable Expendable Reusable Expendable Reusable Expendable Expendable Reusable Reusable 
Ascent Veh. Lander Iander Lander Iander Lander 1 Lander 2 Iander 1 Lander 2 

Platform Size (ft) 12X14X10 42X20X7 31X14X9 42X30x8 3 6 ~ 2 8 x 8  3 6 ~ 1 9 x 7  3 0 ~ 1 5 x 6  3 6 ~ 1 7 x 8  2 1 ~ 1 1 x 6  
Payload Weight (lb) 15,100 40,375 Q3,000 77,675 <58,000 41,000 16,000 Q1,000 <3,000 

>10,000 >10,000 >lO,oOO >O 
Structure Weight (lb) 2,027 4,530 3,491 6,894 6,014 4,281 2,578 3,612 1,628 
LOX Tanks (lb) 158 492 492 1,192 1,200 550 232 440 136 
LH2 rinks (lb) 552 1,m 1,570 3,042 3,064 1,610 714 1,598 496 
Engines (lb) 784 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,504 1,568 752 
Environmental Control (lb) 137 137 203 137 203 137 137 203 203 
Orientation Control (lb) 187 187 265 187 265 187 187 265 265 
Avionics (lb) 510 510 754 510 754 510 5 10 754 754 
Landing Legs (Ib) 0 1,040 647 1,910 1,495 1,027 445 608 150 
15% Contingency (lb) 653 1,510 1,348 2,316 2,184 1,480 946 1,357 658 

Total Stage Weight (lb) 5,008 11,574 10,338 17,756 16,747 11,350 7,253 10,405 5,042 
Propellant Weight (lb) 10,668 32,560 37,820 59,811 69,931 32,183 13,947 36,667 9,079 
Vehicle Gross Weight (lb) 30,776 84,508 70,158 155,242 144,679 83,533 36,200 67,071 16,620 

Number of Vehicles 22 44 1 22 1 39 15 1 1 
Number of Flights 22 44 19 22 19 39 15 2 1 14 
Descents/Axents 63/4 1 41/41 89/57 

per Option 
Total Number of Vehicles 67 45 78 
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TABLE 4. Lunar lander vehicle cost summary ( 1988 dollars in millions). 

option option 1 option 2 Option 3 
1. 2. & 3 

Expendable Expendable Reusabie Expendable Reusable Expendable Expendable Reusable Reusable 
Ascent Veh. Lander Lander Lander Lander Lander1 Lander2 Lander 1 Lander2 

DDT&E 

stage 
Engine 
Total 

First Unit Cost 

w e  190 347 3% 486 581 342 236 398 240 

Engine 7 13 16 13 8 13 16 8 
Total 197 360 412 499 589 355 l3 249 414 248 

Total Production Cost 3127 10,374 412 7,921 589 9,224 2837 414 248 
of Vehicles 

Total Operations Cost 220 440 190 220 190 390 150 210 140 
Total Life Cycle Cost 6563 15,498 7228 13,955 9247 14,251 6657 7272 5230 
Total Cost of Option 29,289 29,765 39,973 

Note: These costs do not include uansportation to low-Earth orbit or lunar orbit 

that the process of determining lunar lander requirements 
described in this paper will be useful in the future as program 
scenarios and payload models change. 
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3his pgw is a first look at the problems of b W n g  a lunar [ander to strpport a s W  lunm suq ie  
base. A sseries of hwde studies w a s p e r J i i  to define the [aW. The itutUrial nwdes concerned choosing 
number of stages, puypayload mass, parking &t altitude, and propeUant t@e. Other impo*tant trades 
and issues inclwkdpkane change c@dMily, propeUant M n g  and maintenance locuhbn, and nxw 
biIily cons&n&bns. Given a rough baseune, the systems wen? then reoiaoecl. A conc@tual design was 
then pmduced. The pmcm was carried through only one iteration. Many mom iterations me needsd. 
A trarrcpwlalion system using musable, e e d  orbital transfer vehicles ( W s )  is assumed These 
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This paper summarSzes work carried out under NASA contract 
and documented in more detail in the Lunar Lander Conceptual 
Design (Eagle Engineering, 1988). One lander, which can land 
25,000 kg, one way, or take a 6000-kg crew capsule up and down 
is proposed The initial idea was to build a space-maintainable, 
single-stage, reusable lander suitable for minimizing the 
transportation cost to a permanent base, and use it from the first 
manned mission on. Taking some penalty and perhaps expending 
expensive vehicles early in the program would avoid building 
multiple types of landers. 

A single-stage lander is feasible kom low lunar orbit (LLO) (less 
than 1000 km). The single-stage lander will be heavier (15-30%) 
in LCO than a two-stage vehicle. A lander capable of multiple roles, 
such as landing cargo one way or taking crew modules round- 
trip, is possible with some penalty (5-10%) over dedicated de- 
signs; however, the size of payload delivered to lunar orbit may 
vary by a factor of 2. 

A four-engine design for a multipurpose vehicle, with total 
thrust in the range of 35-40,0001bf (12,000 to 13,0001bf per 
engine) and a throttling ratio in the 13:l to 20:l range is pro- 
posed. Initial work indicates a regeneratively cooled, pump-fed 
engine will be required due to &culties with regenerative 
cooling over wide throttling ranges with pressure-fed systems. The 
engine is the single most important technical development item. 
Reuse and space maintainability requirements make it near or 
beyond the current state of the art. Study and simulation work 
should continue until this engine is dehed well enough for long 
lead development to start. 

The lander must be designed from the start for simplicity and 
ease of maintenance. Design features such as special pressurized 

volumes will be needed to make the vehicle maintainable in space. 
Space maintainability and reusability must be made a priority. 

Liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LOX/LH2) propellants show 
the best performance, but LH2 may be &cult to store for long 
periods in the lander on the surface. Earth-storable and space- 
storable propellants are not ruled out. Liquid hydrogen storage 
over a 180-day period on the lunar surface at the equator needs 
study. A point design of a LOX/LH2 lander needs to be done in 
order to have a good inert mass data point that shows the 
performance gain is real. 

Initial calculations indicate LLO offers the lowest low-Earth- 
orbit (LEO) stack mass. Low-altitude lunar orbits are unstable for 
long periods. The instab'ity limit may set the parking orbit al- 
titude. 

Low-Earth-orbit basing for the lander is possible with some 
penalty in LEO stack mass (10-25%) over a scheme that bases 
the lander in LLO or expends it. The lander will require a special 
orbital transfer vehicle (W) to aerobrake it into LEO, however. 
Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of a LOX/LH2 lander and a 
large OTV that carries it, single stage, from LEO to LLO and back 

It is &cult to accurately estimate the inert mass of the lander, 
which is a key issue in several of the trades. An equation was 
developed to scale the lander so that it matches the Apollo lunar 
module (LM) at one point, and accounts for different payioads 
and propellants. The LM provides the best historical data point 
from which scaling equations can be formulated. 

On a lunar lander some systems, such as overall structure, vary 
with the gross or deorbit mass (Mg). Others, such as tanks, are 
primarrly dependent on propellant mass (M,). Other systems, 
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Fig. I. (JIlr and lander in lunar orbit. 

such as the computers, will change very little or not at all with stage is taken as a model payload. The coefticients of the scaling 
the lander size. The inert mass (Mi), which is the sum of all of equation can be found and equation (2) becomes 
these systems, can therefore be represented using equation ( 1 ) 

Mi = 0.0640 R$ + 0.0506 (1 168/D,,) Mp + 390 <kg> (3) 
Mi=C%+BMp +A (1) 

To compare vehicles using cryogenic propellant systems with 
vehicles using storable propellant systems, the equation needs 
hther modiflcatioa Due to the typically high volume associated 
with cryogenic propellants, it is expected that the tank systems 
and the thermal protection systems will be larger than for storable 
propellants of the same mass. Equation (1) does not take such 
effects into account. 

One solution is to make the second term of the equation a 
function of the propellant bulk density (h). The bulk density is 
the total mass of propellants divided by the total volume of 
propellant. The tank inert mass is inversely related to the bulk 
density, therefore the equation should be rewritten as 

Mi = C% + BMp/4, +A (Linear Law) (2) 

h$/Db is the total volume of propellant. This equation is a linear 
scaling function and assumes that those systems that are depend- 
ent on the propellant, or bulk density, are scaled linearly with 
propellant mass or volume. 

The coefficients of the linear scaling law in equation(2) are 
determined by matching the masses calculated fkom the law with 
those of the Apollo LNI for its various subsystems. The LM ascent 

Propellant BulkDensity Mixture IsP 
Ibm/ft3 kgm/m3 Ratio lbf-sec/lbm 

The LM true payload was calculated to be 2068 kg. A single- 
stage vehicle, scaled using the above equation, transporting 
2068 kg to and ftom the lunar surface to a 93-km circular orbit 
must have a gross mass in orbit, prior to descent, of 21,824 kg. 
When ascent and descent stages are used, applying the derived 
scaling equations, and assuming that the descent payload is equal 
to the ascent gross mass, the total gross mass of the two-stage 
lander prior to descent from orbit is 18,903 kg. The real LM, 
which is not an entirely equivalent case, had a mass of 16,285 kg. 

As expected, singlestage to and from LLO results in some 
penalty. This penalty must be weighed against the benefits of 
single-stage operations, the chief one being easy reusability. Other 
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benefits inciude reduced development cost and greater simplicity. 
Total reusability is not practical without single-stage operation. 
Once lunar s&ce oxygen becomes available, the performance 
losses associated with single-stage operation will go away and 
single-stage operation will be the preferred mode. Single-stage 
operation is therefore chosen as the baseline. 

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the lander performance to and &om 
a 93-km orbit using different propellants. The three propellants/ 
mixture ratios/Isps as shown in the above chart are used The 
Isps are chosen to be average values for a lunar ascent/descent. 

The plots show three cases. In the "Cargo Down" case, the 
lander does not have propellant to ascend to orbit after delivering 
its payload. AU the propellant capacity is used to deliver a large 
paytoad to the surface. The case in which the lander places a 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
(Thousands) 

Payload Mass <kg> 

Fig. 2. Single-stage aew/cargo lander. Orbit = 93 km; MR = 1.6 N/A; 
Isp = 300. 

. . .  
o 4 8 l a  16 20 24 

(Thousands) 
Payload Mass <kg> 

payload on the surface and has enough propellant remaining to 
return its inert mass to orbit is called the "Inert Returned case. 
In the "Crew Module Round Trip" case a crew module is taken 
down to the surface and then back to orbit. 

Tables 1 and 2 show performance vs. Isp as well as other 
variables. The cryogenic vehicle shows better performance, but 
not as much as expected. The low density of hydrogen drives the 
propellant mass multiplier up in the scaling equation (3). The 
equations may be biased against a pump-fed cryogenic system 
because they are scaled &om a pressure-fed storable system. 

PARKING ORBIT ~~E 
Tables 1 and 2 show how lander mass increases steadily as lunar 

orbital altitude goes up. Table 3 shows how LEO stack mass also 
goes up with lunar orbit altitude. The LEO stack mass does not 
rise dramatically until orbits of 1000 km or over are used. From 
a performance standpoint, the lowest orbits are therefore 
preferable. Apollo experience has indicated that very low orbits, 
on the order of 100 km, may be unstable over periods of months. 
The best altitude will therefore be the Lowest altitude that is stable 
for the period required. 

Ascent to a 93-lun lunar orbit is assumed to be 1.85 lun/sec. 
Descent &om a 93-km lunar orbit is assumed to be 2.10 km/sec. 
These values were back-calculated &om the Apollo 17 weight 
statement in order to match design theoretical values. They 
closely match postmission reported Apollo 1 1 AVs of 2.14 and 
1.85 km/sec (Apt% 11 MSion Report, 1969). Ascent/descent to 
or &om higher lunar orbits assumed a Hohmann transfer. 

PLANE CHANGE CAPABILI1P61 
One-time plane changes on the order of 15' in low lunar 

circular orbit can be built in for modest lander mass increases 
on the order of 10% for LOX/LH2 landers. This will also result 
in a LEO stack mass increase of at least 10%. The plane change 
AV and vehicle mass increase does not vary much with lunar orbit 
altitudes below lOOOlun for a given angle of plane change; 

, , 
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Fig. 3. Single-stage crew/cargo lander. Orbit = 93 km; MR = 1.9 N/M; Fig. 4. Smgle-stage crew/catgo lander. Orbit = 93 km; MR = 6.0 O/H; 
Isp = 330. Isp = 450. 
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TABLE 1. Lander mass vs. altitude, 6000-kg crew module round trip. 
- - 

Circ. Orbit Isp = 450 sec Isp = 330 sec 
Altitude (km) Deorbit Inert Propeht Deorbit Inert Propeht 

Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass 

93 32 6 20 43 5 32 
200 34 6 22 46 5 35 
400 37 7 24 50 6 38 

1000 46 9 3 1 66 7 53 
L2 (M-LP-E) 166 13 147 344 38 300 

TABLE 2. Lander mass vs. altitude, 25,000-kg cargo down case. 

Circ. Orbit Isp = 450 sec Isp = 330 sec 
Akitude (b) De0&it Inert Propellant Deorbit Inert m h t  

Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass Mass 

93 57 8 24 66 6 35 
200 58 8 25 68 7 36 
400 60 8 27 70 7 38 

1000 64 9 30 76 7 44 
L2 (M-LP-E) 84 13 46 100 11 64 

TABLE 3. LEO stack mass as a function of lunar orbit altitude 

LLO Altitude Lander Deorbit LEO Stack Mass 
(h) Mass One-stage OTV 'ItKo-stage O N  

Load lander propellants in 
LLO LEO LLO LEO 

6ooo-kg crau capsule round &#I, UOLSLLO, 45osec zsp u n d e r  
93 32 111 136 

200 34 120 142 
400 37 121 150 

1,000 46 142 174 
36,000 (L2) 170 500 535 

25,OOO-kg catgo one way, 450-sec Zq expended lander 
93 57 190 190 

200 58 192 192 
400 60 195 195 

1 ,000 64 202 202 
36,000 (L2) 84 268 268 

6ooo-kg crew capsule round Dl$, UOLSLLO, 330-sec zsp la* 
93 44 148 169 

200 46 155 172 
400 50 162 184 

1,000 66 205 226 
36,000 (L2) 344 963 1,115 

25,0001kg clngo one way, 330-sec Zsp e3qbendd lander 
93 66 217 217 

200 68 221 22 1 
400 70 229 229 

1 ,000 75 238 238 
36,000 (L2) 100 314 314 

AU mwes are metric tons. 
ALI OTlrs are LOX/LH2, 455sec Isp. 
Space station orbit altitude - 450 km. 
Delta Vs as given in Table 4. 
ALI LEO-LU) trajectories are 75-hr transfers. 
No plane changes are accounted for. 
OTlrs are "rubber" and optimized to the given payload 
OTlrs assume: 15% of enuy mass is aerobrake; 5% of propellant is tankage, etc.; 2.3% of propellant is FPR and unusables. 
Other OTlr inert5 = 2.5 m tons for twestage, 4.5 m tons, for one-stage. 
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however, as the orbit altitude increases above 1000km, plane 
change AV goes down drastically, but the lander mass goes up 
drastically due to increased ascent and descent AV (Table 4). 

The ability to change planes widens the launch window the 
vehicle has to reach high-inclination lunar orbit. For a landing site 
such as Lacus Verus at 13's latitude, it might allow a lander to 
ascend to an OTV or LLO space station in lunar equatorial orbit 
at any time. This is a highly desired feature. For a high-latitude 
base and parking orbit, polar for instance, a 15' plane change 
capability would allow launch on roughly 4.5 days out of 27 days 
in a lunar month. 

TABLE 4. Delta Vs. 

Lunar Orbit TLI LOI/EI a Total 

93 3.101 0.846 3.947 
200 3.101 0.832 3.933 
400 3.102 0.809 3.910 

1,000 3.102 0.759 3.861 
35,000 (L2, M-LP-E) 3.084 0.863 3.947 
* 
LO1 and TEI are assumed to be the same. 

PRO UlADING m 
There are several options for lander propellant loading 

locations. In addition to propellant loading, the lander must be 
serviced with other consumables, maintained, and periodically 
tested. Two straightforward options include ( 1 ) returning the 
lander to the space station after each mission to the surface and 
servicing and loading it with propellants at the space station or 
(2) loading the lander with propellants in lunar orbit and 
servicing and maintaining it in lunar orbit. 

The concept of maintenance and propellant transfer in space 
is new. The space station will already have propellant loading, 
maintenance, and refurbishment facilities for the <TrVs. The space 
station will have the largest stock of spares, most personnel, 
shortest logistics tail, etc. Maintenance man-hours in space will 
cost least at the space station. Development cost will be reduced 
in that facilities required for the OTVs can be designed to service 
the landers as well. 

Bringing the lander back requires a larger stack in LEO. Table 3 
illustrates this. Given the OTV transportation system described, 
bringing the lander back can cost as much as 25% more LEO mass 
in one mission than loading propellants in lunar orbit. Loading 
propellants in lunar orbit will also have costs however. The lander 
will be left in a given orbit that the next mission must fly too. 
Some performance loss or loss in mission flexibility will be 
associated with this. If a facility is required in lunar orbit to handle 
propellant transfer, then the kghts heeded to place and support 
this facility represent a performance loss on the system. 

It is diff3cult to integrate the lander with an aerobrake. An (TTV 

specially conEgured to carry the lander will be required, or the 
lander will require its own aerobrake and will be an independent 
vehicle on re& to Earth. 

If it is practical to design a lander that can be loaded with 
propellants and other consumables and be maintained and 
checked out in lunar orbit without a fixed facility (a small lunar 
orbit space station), then this is a more attractive option. There 
is debate about the practicality of basing a reusable vehicle at the 
space station however. The further away from Earth a vehicle is 
based, the more expensive and W c d t  maintenance, repair, and 

testing will become. Other performance losses would be 
associated with operation from a fixed orbit. These losses will go 
up as inclination of the lunar orbit goes up. If the base is 
equatorial, this will not be a problem. 

Table 5 shows various thrusts and throttling ratios estimated 
to be required in different circumstances. The deorbit cases 
assume an acceleration of 9 ft/sec2 or 2.74 m/sec2 is required at 
the start of the burn. The ascent case assumes an acceleration 
of 6 ft/secz or 1.83 m/sec2 is required The hover case assumes 
40% of the lunar weight is the minimum hover thrust. AH these 
assumptions match Apollo numbers. New trajectories need to be 
run with these vehicles to see how these numbem can be varied 

The widest range is between deorbiting a 25,000-kg payload 
from a higher low orbit with a low-performance propellant 
(43,000 Ibf required) and hovering a crew capsule and the vehicle 
inert mass just before running out of propellant as might occur 
in an abort to the surface or a normal landing requiring propellant 
loading on the surface (1760 lbf). The ratio between these two 
cases is roughly 24:l. The Apollo LM engine was designed with 
a 10:l throttling ratio. If the minimum thrust case is taken as a 
normal landing for an Hz/02 lander with a crew capsule 
(29571bf), the throttling ratio becomes 131. Table 5 shows a 
variety of cases and how the throttling ratio might vary. 

TABLE 5. Comparison of throttling ratios. 

Max. Thrust (Ibf) 
Orbit Alt., Isp, Prop. 
Situation 

37,00 
400 M 4 5 0  sec/OZ/H2 
Deorbit with 25,000-kg 
cargo 

35,665 
93 km/450 sec/02/Hz 
Deorbit with 25,000-kg 
cargo 

37,000 
400 km/450 sec/Oz/H2 
Deorbit with 25,000-kg 
cargo 

19,731 
93 h / 4 5 0  sec 
Deorbit with 6000-kg 
crew capsule 

19,73 1 
93 km/450 sec 
Deorbit with 6000-kg 
crew capsule 

35,665 
93 h / 4 5 0  sec/02/H2 
Deorbit with 25,000-kg 
cargo 

43,000 
400 M 3 3 0  sec 
Deorbit with 25,000-kg 
cargo 

Min. Thrust (Ibf) Throttling 
Situation Ratio 

1760 21:l 
40% of hover, near empty 
with crew capsule only, 
abort to surface. 

1760 
40% of hover, near empty 
with crew capsule only, 
abort to surface. 

2957 
93 km, 450-sec Isp 
40% of hover before n o d  
landing, 6000-kg capsule 

2957 
93 h ,  450-sec Isp 
40% of hover before normal 
landing, 6000-kg capsule 

1760 
40% of hover, near empty 
with crew capsule only, 
abort to the surface 

4693 8: 1 
93 km, 450-S~C Isp, Oz/H2 
40% of hover, near empty 
with 25,000-kg cargo 

1 760 24: 1 
40% of hover, near empty 
with crew capsule only, 
abort to the surface 
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Reducing the required throttling ratio may have significant 
advantages. The single, pressure-fed Apollo LM engine was cooled 
by ablation of the nozzle. A reusable engine must be regeneratively 
cooled Pressure-fed regenerative cooling over a wide throttling 
ratio may not be possible due to the flow changing a great deal. 
This leads to a pump-fed engine, a much more complicated 
device, which then leads to two or more engines for redundancy. 
A single-purpose lander, to land only a crew, might function with 
a pressure-fed single engine. Table 5 indicates a throttling ratio 
of 7 or 8 to 1 might be enough if one lander were not required 
to bring down the 25,000-kg cargo and the crew capsule as well. 
The table indicates that a dedicated cargo lander and a dedicated 
crew lander would each require a throttling ratio of 7 or 8 to 
1. The crew lander might use one or two engines and the cargo 
lander four. Other schemes involving shutting off or not using 
engines are also possible, but result in inert mass penalties. 
Another option would be to reduce the lander deorbit acceler- 
ation. The penalties for doing this should be determined 

On the other hand, pump-fed, cryogenic engines may be able 
to function well in the 20:l throttling ratio regime as some 
individuals have claimed. Less work has been done on storable 
engines with wide throttling ratios. The pump-fed engine may be 
required even at low throttling ratios because of cooling 
problems. The relationship between throttling ratio and engine 
cooling needs to be determined. In particular, the highest 
throttling ratio, pressure-fed, regeneratively cooled engine, that 
will work, must be determined. If it is below 7 or 8, pressure- 
fed engines can be eliminated as candidates. 

Another possibility is a partially ablative engine. The combustion 
chamber and throat could be regeneratively cooled and the 
majority of the nozzle could be ablative, designed for easy 
replacement every few missions, which might allow a pressure- 
fed system to be used. 

The Adaptable Space Propulsion System (ASPS) studies and the 
OTV studies have narrowed the propellants to N204/MMH and 
02/H2, respectively, using pump-fed engine cycles. Some of the 
technology efforts for the ASPS and OTV engines are underway 
and more are planned. The lunar lander propulsion system can 
benefit Erom this technology to a great extent. However, a 
propulsion system designed especially for the lunar lander should 
also be studied and compared to determine the technical 
penalties of using the ASPS/OTV technology engines vs. the cost 
and time penalties of developing another engine. Additional 
technology requirements resulting Erom the lunar lander studies 
could be added to the ASPSIOTV engine technology programs. 
This would decrease cost and development time for the lunar 
lander engine program. 

There are many propellant combinations to consider for the 
lunar lander study. For initial vehicle sizing the Earth-storable 
combination N204/MMH and the cryogenic combination 02/H2 
are selected (see Tableb). These propellant combinations are 
being studied for other space propulsion systems and experience 
has been gained by their use on operational spacecraft and 
booster vehicles. AU the previous tables and figures can be used 
to compare the performance of these two propellants. In general, 
the 02/H2 lander and LEO stack is 1040% lighter. The OTVs are 
all assumed to be 02/Hz. More study of the inert mass is needed 
to better qua@ this difference, however. A point design of an 
02/H2 lander is needed to get good inert weights. 

TABLE 6. Engine characteristics to be used for initial vehicle sizing. 

-t (W 
Chamber Pressure (psia) 
Mixture Ratio (O/F) 
Max Isp 
Ave. 14:l Isp (sec) 
Nozzle Area Ratio 
Nozzle Exit Diameter (in) 
Engine Length (in) 
Weight (Ib) 

There are other propellant combinations to be investigated 
such as 02/C3Hs and 02/C2H4, which have higher performance 
than N204/MMH, however, the propellant bulk densities are 
lower. The combinations should be reviewed when the thrust 
chamber cooling requirements and performance are investigated 
for high throttling ratios. These propellants could take advantage 
of surface-produced oxygen at some point in the future without 
the problems of long-term hydrogen storage. 

Pressure-fed propulsion systems with the Earth-storable 
propellant combination N204/Aer50 were used for the Apollo 
spacecraft propulsion systems for simplicity and reliability. The 
Apollo descent-stage thrust chamber (nonreusable) was ablatively 
cooled while the lunar lander thrust chamber (reusable) requires 
regenerative cooling. The estimated throttling for the lunar'lander 
cannot be achieved with a pressure-fed system using a regener- 
atively cooled chamber and reasonable tank and system weights. 
Therefore, the lunar lander will be pump-fed unless some 
innovative method for thrust chamber cooling is discovered that 
would then allow a pressure-fed vs. purnp-fed comparison. 

Achieving the required throttling and cooling with an Earth- 
storable propellant, pump-fed propulsion system will also be 
diflticult and could prove unfeasible. The system would become 
too complex if two engine designs (different maximum thrust 
levels) and shutdown of engines became necessary to attain the 
overall thrust variation. 

The complexity of a pump-fed engine requires at least two 
engines for a manned space vehicle so that one engine Mure will 
not result in loss of crew. Vehicle control system requirements 
and effective Isp must be considered in selecting the number of 
engines, i.e., thrust vector control and loss of Isp due to 
nonparallel engines if an engine fails. 

Four engines have been tentatively selected for the initial study. 
The engine size is smaller than a two- or three-engine configu- 
ration and the throttling ratio is lower. The maximum thrust 
required for the 02/H2 lunar lander configuration is assumed to 
be 37,000 lb (see Table 5). For manned missions, if one engine 
fails during lunar descent the mission will be aborted to lunar 
orbit since redundancy would be lost for lunar launch. Thrust 
would be adequate with two of the four engines operating, but 
thrust vector control would be a problem. For unmanned 
missions, if one engine fails during lunar descent, the mission will 
be continued to lunar landing since there is no problem with loss 
of crew, and at some point in the descent insu€Ecient propellant 
will be available to abort to lunar orbit. W1th these ground rules, 
the selected maximum thrust level for each of the four engines 
is 12,334 1b. This results in a total maximum thrust of 37,000 lb 
in the event one engine fails during the unmanned lunar descent, 
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and the lunar lander still has the capability to land, where a 
normal landing determines minimum thrust on the lunar surface 
as planned. The throttling ratio required per engine is 13.41. An 
ascent/descent simulation with aborts is needed to rehe  these 
numbers. 

Another approach to obtain pump-fed engine redundancy is the 
use of a single thrust chamber with two sets of turbopumps and 
associated controls. This would result in a single thrust chamber 
of 37,000-lb thrust with a slight gain in performance (higher area 
ratio) and a simplification of the thrust vector control. Relying 
on a single, reusable, regeneratively cooled thrust chamber with 
the associated deterioration as missions are added would be one 
reason to reject this approach. An extremely critical inspection 
of this chamber would be required between missions if this 
engine system were selected. 

The performance figures for N204/MMH are satkhctory for 
preliminary vehicle sizing. Further information on engine cooling 
is required before additional engine characteristics can be 
determined. The use of a single, 37,000-lb-thrust, pump-fed engine 
should be investigated since a large engine results in lower thrust 
chamber cooling requirements. This investigation should include 
the use of both propellants for thrust chamber cooling, the 
integration of redundant turbopump operation, and the possible 
requirement of a variable-area injector as used on the Apollo 
descent engine to improve performance throughout the throttling 
range. 

The present technology goal for the OTV engine is an 
operational life of 500 starts/20-hr burn time, and a service-free 
life to 100 starts/4-hr burn time. Based on the Apollo LM burn 
times this would allow approximately 58 operational missions and 
11 senice-free missions. This is a goal. The space shuttle main 
engine (SSME) requires resenicing every mission and is effectively 
replaced, on average, every three missions. 

The RCS propellants for the 02/H2 lunar lander are proposed 
to be also 02/H2 and are loaded into the main propellant tanks. 
Liquid propellants are extracted from the main tanks, pumped to 
a higher pressure, gasified by passing through a heat exchanger, 
and then stored in accumulator tanks as gases to be used in gas/ 
gas RCS thrust chambers. The gas generators to operate the 
turbopumps use gaseous oxygen/gaseous hydrogen and the 
exhaust gases are passed through the heat exchanger to gas@ the 
LOX and LH2 as mentioned previously. Sixteen thrusters are 
located in four clusters 90' apart, four engines per cluster, to 
supply the required control and mlat ion thrust. The thrust of 
each RCS engine is approximately 100 to 150 1b depending upon 
vehicle requirements. The Isp is 370 sec, steady state. 

The RCS propellants for the Earth-storable lunar lander are the 
same as for the main engine, N204/MPAH with separate RCS 
propellant storage tanks and presurization system. The engines 
are pressure fed and the Isp is about 280 sec, st@ state. 

Integrating the N204/ main propulsion system and the 
RCS resulting in smaller RCS tanks and the elimination of the RCS 
presurization system is a possibility and warrants investigation. 

Support of the lander for an extended period of time will 
require a different approach to all the supportability disciplines 
than those that have been used for RIASA manned spaceflight 

programs through the space shuttle era. A new approach to 
reusability, maintenance, and repairability considerations is 
needed. 

Technology available in the early 1990s can, in most cases, 
produce sufficiently reliable hardware and software to support the 
lunar lander scenario if proper management emphasis is given to 
it. The space environment is, in many ways, quite benign and con- 
ducive to long life and high reliability. 
Fast NASA manned space programs, most notably Apollo and 

space shuttle, have been initiated with the intent of providing in- 
flight maintenance capabili~, however, these requirements were 
either deleted from the program or not pursued with sufficient 
rigor and dedication to provide meaningful results. It will be 
necessary for the supportability requirements to be given 
continuous high priority throughout the life cycle of the lander 
if it is to achieve the current goals of space basing and long useful 
life. 

If true reusability with acceptable reliability is to be achieved, 
these considerations must be given high priority from program 
initiation onward. The current manned s p a c e d  redundancy 
requirements will, in general, provide sufficient reliability for the 
lander. To achieve high reliability it will be desirable to use proven 
technology in as many of the vehicle systems as possible and still 
meet the performance requirements. If the lunar lander is 
adequately maintained and repaired then the reusability goal can 
be met. The major exception may well occur in the main 
propulsion system inasmuch as high-performance rocket engines 
with life expectancies of the order needed to satisfy the lander 
design requirements are not available. 

Designing to achieve &cient space-based maintenance will give 
rise to new problems and require unique approaches to keep 
maintenance activity to an acceptable portion of the overall 
manpower available. Teleoperated robotic technology is one 
possibility. Another approach, shown in the conceptual design, is 
a large pressurized volume on the lander that can be docked to 
the space station and can be designed to hold most equipment 
requiring maintenance, servicing, or replacement. 

The multipurpose lander must land with cargo unmanned as 
well as manned. Sophisticated automatic fault detection, 
identification, and reconfiguration (FDIR) will be required. 

The vehicle must be designed from the onset to be entirely 
self-checking and rely on onboard calibration. Most of the 
maintainability functions specified for the space station are also 
applicable to the lunar lander. 

In addition, the lunar lander design must be capable of 
autonomous launch. The Apollo program demonstrated many 
aspects of the capabilities needed to launch and operate a vehicle 
without the beqefit of a costly launch check-out facility. With the 
advances in expert system design and the increases in onboard 
computer power the autonomous checkout goals should be 
readily achievable but require that these functions are recognized 
as primary requirements. 

The data management system (DMS) is defined as the 
redundant central processing system, multipurpose displays, data 
bus network, and general purpose multiplexor-demultiplexers. 
The software system is also included. Although the DPS processors 
accomplish the principal function processing, processors are 
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implemented at the subsystem or black box level to perform data 
compression, FDIR functions, and other functions amenable to 
local processing. These local processors would be procured to 
be card compatible with the main processor. All items required 
to interface with the standard data bus are procured with a built- 
in data bus interface. 

The DMS processor recommended is a 32-bit machine derived 
from a commercial chip to capitaiize on the advantages of off- 
the-shelf software, support tools, and the many other advantages 
that accrue from having a readily available ground version of the 
onboard machine. For the purpose of this conceptual design a 
version of the Intel 80386 microprocessor was assumed. 

Tfvo multipurpose displays are proposed using flat screen 
piasma technology. The operations management software supports 
the monitoring of onboard consumables, system configurations, 
and failure status, and displays this information for the benefit of 
space station checkout crews or, when applicable, to the lunar 
lander crew members. The display system also supports the flight 
*lays for mission phases when manual control is available. 

The IMU proposed is a strapped down system based on ring- 
laser gyro technology. This approach is chosen because of advan- 
tages in cost, ruggedness, stability, and ease of integration with 
optical alignment devices. Projected advances over the next few 
years also show a clear advantage in weight and power over other 
types of inertial systems. The ring-laser gyro is readily adaptable 
to a "Hexad" configuration that provides the maximum redundan- 
cy for the least weight and power. The "Hexad" configuration 
contains a built-in triple redundant inertial sensor assembly ( I S )  
processor that does the strapdown computations, sensor 
calibration, redundancy management, checkout, and other local 
processing assignments. The I S  processor also calculates the 
vehicle attitude and vehicle bocly rates required for control system 
stabilization. 

Alignment of the IMU will be required prior to descent and 
ascent to minimize errors and AV expenditure. This is accom- 
plished by an automatic star scanner attached to the case of the 
IMU to minimize boresight errors. 

Guidance functions, control equations, jet select logic, and 
similar processes are mechanized in the DMS processor. To the 
maximum extent possible, these and other critical functions will 
be implemented in read-only memory (ROM) to provide the 
maximum reliability and lowest power and weight penalties. 
Commands to the main engines and RCS engines are transmitted 
via the triple-redundant data bus to the control electronics 
sections where electrical voting takes place before transmittal of 
the command to the actual effectors. 

Automatic docking of the lunar lander with the OTV is a 
requirement; however, the OTV is assumed to be equipped with 
the sensors and intelligence to accomplish this operation, and no 
provision is made on the lunar lander to duplicate this capability. 
Wherever the capability resides, it must be developed. The sensors 
and software to do automatic docking do not exist at this time 
in the free world 

A variety of systems are possible for updating the onboard 
inertial system and performing landing navigation. The preferred 
system is the cruise missile-type terrain-following radar with 
surface-based transponders. The basic elements of this system will 
all be part of the landers anyway, and depending on the surface 
features and the knowledge of their positions, no surface elements 
at all may be required A small surface-based radar would be a 
low-cost addition to the onboard terrain-following system. 

The first requirement for terrain-following-type navigation is 
knowledge of a terrain feature's location to within a certain range 
of error. If the first landings on the site are manned, they must 
occur during lighting conditions allowing good visual landing 
navigation The first landers can cxry a transponder and, if 
required, place another on the surface at a known location. 
Subsequent landings will then get positions relative to these 
transponder(s). Table7 estimates the mass, power, and volume 
required for each component. 

Comparison of open and closed systems were made to 
determine the crossover point where it pays to go from open loop 
to a partdy closed loop. The crossover point is dependent on 
several factors: mass, volume, energy, and operational considera- 
tions. From the mass standpoint, the crossover point was 
approximately 6Odays for the atmosphere revitalization system, 
and 35 days for the water management system. Neither of these 
two comparisons took into account the impact on other 
subsystems such as power and thermal control. W1th the identilled 
power requirements, these impacts should be added to the ECLSS 
mass impacts to arrive at a reasonable mass break-even point. As 
a point of reference, a partialty closed loop system is estimated 
to require on the order of 4 kW of power and have hardware 
masses of around 3000 kg. Open-loop systems are predicted to 
require 1 kW of power and have a hardware mass of 1300 kg for 
15-day missions. The break-even point will be at an even longer 
stay time when the additional power system mass required is 
considered. Three- to 15-day missions are under consideration for 
the lander. For these reasons, the system design selected was the 
open-loop configuration (see Table 8). 

The choice of power generation method can also bias the 
choice of ECLSS design selection. If fuel cells are used to generate 
electricity, then the process byproduct, water, can be used in the 
open-loop concept. 

The atmosphere supply and pressurization system source 
consists of tanks of gaseous high-pressure nitrogen and oxygen. 
If fuel cells are used for electrical power, then the system would 
get oxygen from a common cryogenic supply tank These sources 
are fed through regulators to support the cabin, crew suits, 
airlock, and EMU station. Provisions are available for cabin and 
airlock depresurimtion and repressurization. EquaLization valves 
are available at each pressure volume interface. Partial pressure 
sensors will be connected to the regulators to maintain the proper 
atmosphere composition mix 

Atmosphere revitalization is supported by LiOH canisters for 
CO, removal. Odors and particulates will be removed by activated 
charcoal and Bters. Cabin Edns provide the necessary circulation 
of the atmosphere through the system and habitable volume. 
Humidity and temperature control will be handled by heat 
exchangers and water separators. Thermal control for other 
equipment in the crew compartment will be handled by cold 
plates and a water loop connected to the thermal control system. 
Included in this subsystem will be the fire detection and 
suppression system. 

Shuttle power requirements, itemized by systems that might be 
comparable to lunar lander systems, were added up. The average 
power required based on this calculation was 1.81 kW. The shuttle 
is designed for a nominal crew of 7 with a contingency of 10. 
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TABLE 7. DMS/GN&C mass and power. 

Unit (Vehicle) Unit (Vehicle) Unit cubic ft 
Component weight (kg) Power (W) Volume (Conlig) Number/Vehicle 

DMS Processor 10 (30) 75 (225) 0.27 (0.81) 3 
MDM 7.7 (46.4) 60 (360) 0.25 (1.5) 6 
W ~ S P W *  8.6 (17.3) 40 (80) 0.35 (0.7) 2 
Hexad IMU 16 (16) 75 (75) 0.3 (0.3) 1 
Star Track 2 (6.1) 10 (30) 0.1 (0.3) 3 
Nav. Sensors 
Ianding 13.2 (13.2) 100 (100) 0.4 (0.4) 1 
Rendezvous 20.5 (20.5) 200 (200) 0.6 (0.6) 1 

ANK = alpha-numeric keyboard 

Total Weight = 149.3 kg (325.5 Ib). 
Total Power = 1070 W. 
Total Volume = 0.13 cu m (4.61 cu ft). 

TABLE 8. Open-loop ECLSS mass required. 
- - 

No. of Support Consumables Hardware Fluids Crew Rrov. Total 
Crew T i e  (days) (3 airlock (kg) (kg) (+crewmass) (k) 

cyd. kg) (kg) 

The lander crew module holds four with a contingency of six. 
The power requirement is assumed to be roughly linear with crew 
downsized by 4/7, resulting in a requirement for 1.0 kW average 
power. Increased &ciency in motor design and advanced cooling 
techniques occurring over the 20-30-year interval between the 
two vehicles is expected to result in some savings as well. 

'Ibo scenarios have been discussed with respect to the crew 
module. In one scenario the crew only enters the module to 
descend to the surface and lives in another module in-orbit. In 
the second scenario, the crew lives in the lander module for the 
complete trip, estimated to be 15 days minimum. For this reason 
the lunar lander mission is broken down into two scenarios for 
the electrical energy storage provisions: (1) Power up in lunar 
orbit; descent, three days on surface; ascent to lunar orbit - 
144 kwhr at 2 kW average. (2) Power up in LEO one day, three 
days to lunar orbit; one day in lunar orbit; descent, three days 
on surface; ascent, one day in lunar orbit; three days to LEO; three 
days in LEO - 720 kwhr at 2 kW average ( 15 days). 

The lander may stay much longer than three days on the 
surface, but it is assumed that external power will be provided. 
In either case it is assumed that the power system would be 
serviced at the space station in LEO. 

The 2-kW average power requirement is an estimate based on 
the Apollo LM (peak power 2.3 kW) and calculations indicating 
DMS/GN&C and ECLSS will each require about a kilowatt. This 
may be reduced, but there will be other power requirements. A 
more conservative estimate might be an average power require- 
ment of 3 kW. 

Fuel cells and a number of ambient temperature batteries were 
compared The shuttlederived fuel cell yields the system of lowest 
weight and greatest flexibility. For large energy (>SO kwhr) 
requirements the fuel cell becomes the candidate of choice 
prunarily due to the large energy content of the reactants, Hz and 
02, supplying approximately 2200Whr/kg (tankage not in- 
cluded). The reactant can be stored as a high-pressure gas, a liquid 
in dedicated tanks, or the main propellant tanks can be used. 

There is no impact from adding the fuel cell reactants to the 
propellant tanks; 31 kg Hz adds 26 mm to the diameter of each 
Hz tank, an increase of 0.7% for each parameter, and 244 kg O2 
adds 6 mm to the diameter of each O2 tank, an increase of 0.9% 
and 0.3% respectively for each parameter. This provides energy 
storage of 200% of that required for the 15-day mission. Getting 
the reactants out of the large tanks when only small quantities 
are left may be a problem, however. 

The fuel cell operating temperature range is between 80' and 
95OC. It is provided with a fluid loop heat exchanger that is 
integrated with the ECLSS thermal control loop, just as in the 
shuttle orbiter. Heat rejection will be approximately 4400 btu/hr 
at the 2-kW power level. 

Fuel cell product water is portable and useful for crew 
consumption and evaporative cooling. It is produced at the rate 
of about 3/4 I/hr at the 2-kW power level for a total of 260 kg 
for the 15day mission. It is delivered to the fuel cell interface 
in liquid form for transfer to the ECLSS system. Therefore, storage 
and plumbing are not included in the power system design. 
However, for single tank storage, a tank of 0.8 m in diameter is 
required. 

The baseline system used in the weight statements is a dual 
redundant fuel cell system using dedicated tanks for cryogen 
storage. Table 9 estimates the total mass of the system that 
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W L E  9. Fuel cell options. 

H 2 / 0 2  Fuel Cells (100% redundancy, 15-day mission, 720 kWhr) 

Energy Density (Whr/kg) System Weight (kg) 

Dedicated Cryo Tanks 
Integrated with Propellant ~anks' 

Added weight of propellant tanks for slight increase in diameter not included Reactants are included 

Fuel Cell System Analysis (no redundancy)* 

Tank Tank EC. weight System weight Energy Density 
Reactants (kg) Diameter (m) Weight (kg) (kg) Fc,Rx,Tank (-/kg) 

Gaseous 
720kWhr(l5days) 

Hz  30.9 1.57 442 68 lo00 720 
O2 243.7 1.46 215 

144 kWhr ( 3  days) 
Hz 6.2 0.92 88 68 254 567 
O2 48.8 0.73 43 

cw  
720 kWhr (15 days) 

HZ 30.9 0.94 224 68 92 1 782 
O2 243.7 0.74 354 

144 kWhr ( 3  days) 
Hz 6.2 0.55 45 68 239 603 
0 2  48.8 0.43 71 

1 fuel cell, 1 set of tanks. 

Included in weight% 10% fuel cell weight for mounting 10% tank weight for plumb'imounting 5% reactant weight for ullage. 

provides 2 kW for 3 days as 478 kg. An equivalent system that uses 
the main propellant tanks for reactants might weigh 274 kg (dual 
redundant, not counting tank mass increase). 

Table 10 shows a multipurpose lander weight statement. The 
cargo landing task results in the largest deorbit mass that scales 
the structures, engines, RCS dry mass, and landing systems. The 
round trip with a crew module results in the largest propellant 
mass that scales the tanks and thermal protection. The electrical 
power system uses four dedicated tanks for redundant reactant 
storage. The AV includes an additional 0.43 km/sec for a 15' 
plane change. 

The multipurpose lander pays a penalty of 2300kg (lunar 
deorbit mass) in the crew module case for being able to do all 
three tasks, as compared to a lander designed to do only a round 
trip with a crew module. The scaling equation described previ- 
ously was used to determine these masses. 

The plots shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 and tabulated in Tables 1, 
2, and 3 are for similar landers, except the 0.43 W s e c  AV for 
plane change is not included and no mass for the airlock/tunnel 
is included. They are therefore smaller landers. Table 11 shows 
the same lander sized for N204/ 

Figures 5 and 6 show a conceptual design of an LH2/LOX 
multipurpose lander. The tanks are sized to hold roughly 30,000 
kg total of propellant. The Hz tanks are 3.9 m in diameter, and 
the O2 tanks are 2.76 m in diameter. The weight statement for 
this lander is given in Table 10. 

Important features of this lander include (1) airIock/servicing 
tunnel down the center of the lander to allow dasy access on the 
surface, and pressurized volume for LRUs, inside which many 
engine connections can be made and broken; (2) flyable without 
the crew module, which is removable; (3)fits in 30' heavy-lift 
vehicle shroud with landing gear stowed; (4) electromechanical 
shock abso&rs on landing gear; and, (5) emergency ascent with 
one or two crew possible without crew module (crew would ride 
in suits in airIock/servicing tunnel). Figure 7 shows this lander 
being serviced on the lunar surface and illustrates how the 
airIock/se~cing tunnel allows pressurized access to a surface 
vehicle. An engine is being removed in the figure. 

Figure 1 shows this lander in lunar orbit, about to dock with 
a large (single-stage) OFV. The Om is designed to return the 
lander to the space station for servicing. The OTV delivers the 
lander to LLQ, single stage, and waits in orbit for it to return. 
The Om tanks are sized to hold 118,000 kg of IX)WLH2 pro- 
pellants. 
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TABLE 10. L02/LH2 multipurpose lander weight statement. TABLE 11. N204/= multipurpose landers. 

Delta V, Ascent 0 2.28' 2 . 2 ~ ~  
Payload, Ascent o 6,000 0, Inert mass 

returned to LLO 
Delta V, Descent 2.10 2.10 2.10 
Payload, Descent 25,000 6,000 14,000 

Delta V, Ascent 
Payload, Ascent 

2.28 * 2.28' 
6,000 0,InertMass 

returned to LLO 
2.10 2.10 

6,000 14,000 
Delta V, Descent 2.10 
Payload, Descent 25,000 

Total Inert Mass 
Structure 
Engines 
RCS Dry 
Landing System 
Thermal Protection 
Tanks 
DMS (GN&C) 
Electrical Power + 
Airlock/Tunnel 

Total Inert Mass 
Structure 
Engines 
RCS Dry 
Landing System 
Thermal Protection 
Tanks 
DMS/GN&C 
Electrical Power t 
AirlocWTunnel 

Total Propellant Mass 
Ascent Propellant 
Descent Propellant 
Unusable Propellant 
FPR Propellant (4%) 
Usable RCS 
Unusable RCS 
FPR RCS (20%) 

Total Propellant Mass 25,251 
Ascent Propellant 0 
Descent Propellant 22,597 
Unusable Propellant (3%) 678 
FPR Propellant (4%) 904 
Usable RCS 858 
Unusable RCS (5%) 43 
FPR (20%) 172 

Deorbit or Gross 35,074 
Mass (less payload) 
Deorbit or Gross 60,074 

Deorbit or Gross 
Mass (less payload) 44,297 58,666 53,328 
Deorbit or Gross 69,297 64,666 67,328 

* Delta V = 1.85 + 0.43 Wsec  for a 15' plane change in a 93-km circular orbit. 
Electrical power provided for three days only (2 kW). 100% redundant fuel cells 

have dedicated redundant tankage. 

Delta V = 1.85 + 0.43 km/sec for a 15' plane change in a 93-km circular orbit. 
Electrical power provided for three days only (2 kW). 100% redundant fuel cells/ 

tank sets. 

AU masses are kg, all AVs, Wsec,  Isp = 450 (Ibf - sec/Ibm). AU masses are kg, all A Vs, km/sec, Isp = 330 (Ibf - sec/lbm). 

TUNNEL 
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FOR W 
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MICROMETEROID 
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FILLNEM 
CONNECTIONS 

T 
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SCALE: 112" = 1 METER 

Fig,. 6. LOX/LH2 reusable lunar lander, top view. 

ENGINES 

F2g. 4. LOX/LH2 reusable lunar lander, side vim 
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Fig. 7. Lander on &e. FIg. 8. Lander on surface at pole. 

I @  (Xi+ \ZEN MODULE 

Fig. 9. Advanced storable reusable lunar lander, side view. Pig. 10. Advanced storable reusable lunar lander, top view. 

Figure 8 shows the lander on the surface at the poles. The 
lander may also serve as a suborbital "hopper" if propellant 
loading on the lunar surface is provided. The figure illustrates 
normal egress, without a pressurized vehicle. 

SE 

Figures 9 and 10 show a lander with equivalent capability to 
the LQX/LH2 lander, except using N 2 0  JMMW propellants. This 
lander, though considerably heavier than the LH2/LOX lander, is 
much smaller, due to bigher propellant density. Its features are 
essentdy the same as the previously described lander. 

The propellant capacity of this lander is 3 5 , W  kg divided into 
four m k s  of 16 cu m each. Tank diameter is 2.5 m for all tanks. 

Lander production costs were determined using a cost 
estimating relationship (CER) model. With this method, design 
and fabrication cost curves are developed for each vehicle 
component, relating the component's historical costs to its 
weight. Components lkom the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and shuttle 
programs were considered when developing the CERs. Where 
several sigmficantly distinct classes of a given component existed, 
a sepmte CER was created for each class. The cost curves 
generated using this method usually had a correlation coefEcient 
of 0.9 or better. AU costs have been adjusted for idation, and 
are expressed in 1988 dollars. Program management wrap factors 
are included in the CEWs. 



Total design and development cost is estimated to be $1539 
million, and total fabrication cost is estimated to be $759 million 
per vehicle. Total program cost for ten vehicles is $9129 million 

To verify the reasonableness of these estimates, they were 
compared to actual Apollo LM engineering and fabrication costs. 
Estimated design and development costs were within 7% of actual 
LM costs (when adjusted for inflation), and estimated fabrication 
costs were within 2% of actual LM costs. 

Desigrp/Developinent 
Apollo LM (1967 $M)* 378 
Apollo LM (adj. to 1988 $M) 1672 
New lunar lander ( 1988 SM) 1539 

Fabrication Costs 
Apollo LM (8 units, 1967 $M) 1354 
Apollo LM (1 unit, 1967 $M) 169 
Apollo LM ( 1 unit, adj. to 1988 $M) 745 
New lunar lander (1 unit, 1988 OM) 759 
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Apollo 11 Mission Repor, MSC-00171. Manned Spacecraft Center, 
HOWOII, p ~ .  7- 1 1. 

Eagle Engineering (1988) Lunm Lander Concqtuul Design, Report No. 
88-181, NASA Contract No. NAS9-17878. 

Grumman Corp. (1967) Lunm ModuJe Plo$mm Cost Summrcly - Zbtd 
Aogram. 

*These numbers come fi-om a 1967 document ( Grumman Cotp, 
1967). Other si@cant development costs were incurred after 
1967 that are not shown here. 
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A pretiminury defimIUtion of a lunar landing and launch facility has been formulated A permanent& 
manned lunar base and a basetine lunar module are assumed. Zbe major features of the f d t y  are 
-j%d and majw design areas are descnBed 

INTRODUCTION 

We have formulated a preliminary deljnition of a lunar landing 
and launch facility (Complex 39L). A Phase 111 lunar base is 
considered (Roberts, 1987; Ride, 1987). Without speclfylng lunar 
base scenarios, three W c  levels are envisioned: 6, 12, and 24 
landings/launches per year. We have assumed a single multipur- 
pose vehicle for the lunar module, whose characteristics will be 
described below. The design and specifications of the vehicle and 
of the lunar base are outside the scope of this study; however, 
these two items will have an impact upon those items considered 
within the scope of this study because of the interaction at the 
boundaries of our system. The scope of this study is graphically 
illustrated by the systems diagram of Fig. 1. Here, major functions 
or facilities are represented in a block diagram. The dashed line 
represents the boundary of Complex 39L This is a simplified 
version of this diagram. Other items could be included, e.g., lunar 
surface transportation and electromagnetic launchers. As pre- 
viously mentioned, those items either on or outside the dashed 
lines that will have a signrficant impact upon the design of those 
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Fig. 1. Lunar landing and launch facility (Complex 39L) systems 
diagram. 

items within the boundary will be discussed Based upon this 
diagram, nine major design items are considered: ( I )  landing/ 
launch site considerations; (2) structure, shelter, safety, and 
environmental needs; (3) landing/launch guidance, communica- 
tion, and computing needs; (4) lunar module surface transport 
system, (5) heavy cargo unloading/loading systems; (6) personnel 
unloading/loading systems; (7) propellant unloading/loading 
systems; (8) vehicle storage; and (9) maintenance, repair, test, and 
check-out requirements. 

We provide a general, conceptual description of each of these 
items. We have obtained preliminary sizes, capacities, and/or other 
relaant design data for some of these items. 

DESIGN SCOPE 
The Transportation System and Lunar Module 

We assume a baseline transportation system (Ashonautics, 
1987). The transportation inhmucture (Fig. 2) consists of a low 
Earth orbit (LEO) space station, a low lunar orbit (LLO) space 
station, orbit transfer vehicles (OTVs), lunar modules (landers), 
and a lunar landing and launch facility (Complex 39L). Both the 
OTVs and the lunar modules will be reusable with no expendable 
vehicles considered. For the baseline transportation system all 
vehicle propulsion systems use hydrogen/oxygen (H/O). 

The basing scenario includes the space station in LEO to 
provide servicing, payload accommodation, and propellant supply. 
Propellant refem to liquid oxygen as well as liquid hydrogen. A 
similar basing node located at LLO will be needed as a propellant 
storage depot, and for the senicing of either W s  or lunar 
module systems. The final basing node will be at the lunar surface 
and will have propellant storage, payload transfer, and lunar 
module servicing capabilities. 

For the fight from LEO to LLO the W will carry a manned 
capsule, payload, and propellant for the lunar module and for its 
return to LEO. For the fight from LLO to Complex 39L the lunar 
module will carry a manned capsule, payload, and propellant for 
its return to LLO. Unmanned W s  and lunar modules in which 
the manned capsule is replaced with an increased payload can 
also be used. For this design we assume a preliminary baseline 
lunar module design. 
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OTU The Base 

The lunar base is assumed to be a permanently occupied facility 
L O 

in the timefhne of 2005-2009 (Phase III). The human pop*- - tion will range fkom approximately 10 to 30 during this time 
period. The base will emphasize both scientific research and in 
& resource utilization.-1t will be desirable to make use of 

LLO 
resources available on the Moon in an attempt to minimize the 
required Earth launch mass (ELM). For this study we take a 
conservative stance and assume minimal use of lunar resources. 

The lunar base can be broken down into several subfacilties. 
These will include habitat modules, various lunar production 
facilities, nuclear power facility, and lunar landing and launch 
facility. A prelimhay plot plan for Complext 39L is given in Fig. 3. 
We now discuss the interaction between Complex 39L and the 
other subfacilities, i.e., the boundaries of our systems diagram. 

It is assumed that habitat and laboratory modules similar to 
those used in the LEO space station will be used on the Moon. 
The modules will be covered with lunar regolith for radiation 
protection (Guerra, 1988). The increase in the number of 
inhabitants must be accompanied by an increase in the number 

/ of habitat modules. The landing, unloading, transportation, and 

Fig. 2. Earth-Moon transportation hhstmcture. 

assembly of habitat modules will be an ongoing activity at the 
lunar base. An increase in the number of inhabitants will also call 
for an increase in consumables (water, food, oxygen, etc.) 

The baseline lunar module is a reusable, two-engined vehicle 
capable of delivering 15,900 kg (manned capsule plus payload) 
to the lunar surface fkom LLO and reaming to LLO with an equiv- 
alent payload (Astmnaueic, 1987). Specific engine features are 
I, = 470 sec, thrust per engine = 33.4 kN, mass per engine = 
95 kg, and mass ratio of O2 to H2 = 5.5. The manned capsule will 
have the capability of transporting six people (two pilots and four 
passengers). The lunar module has a propellant capacity of 2 1,000 
and 4000 kg for oxygen and hydrogen respectively. The vehicle 
lifetime with minimum maintenance is estimated to be 40 flights. 
Dimensions for the lunar module are estimated fkom the weight 
and engine size, and by making comparisons with the lunar 
excursion module (LEM) used in the Apollo missions. The height 
(10 m) is the vertical distance fkom the footpads to the top of 
the vehicle. The diameter ( 13 m) is the distance fkom footpad ., ,,,,, ,,, , ,, 
to diagonal footpad. The lunar module has four footpads. This ~,~~~~~,,,,, 
vehicle is consistent with studies by Johnson Space Center (Aired, 
1987). 

It is desirable that the vehicle have a "modular" design, i.e., 
main subsystems (propellant tanks, engines, cargo modules, 
manned capsules, etc.) should be easily removable and replace- 
able. Due to the expense and hazards of extravehicular activity 
(EVA) it will be advantageous to make maximum use of robotics 

,,,**,,,,,,,,,,,,, ................. to perform the required lunar surface tasks (Eagle Engineering, ,,,.,,,,,,,,a,,,,, 

1987). However, we believe that at this stage in lunar base 
development many of the tasks will be diverse and complex 10 

enough that most repairs will need to be made by personnel LunRR BASE 

wearing spacesuits. This requires special design consideration in 
an attempt to accommodate the person making the repairs. Fig. 3. complex 3 9 ~  plot plan 
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required. We assume a baseline crew rotation of six months. With 
a population of 30 this will require 15 lunar module flights per 
year. 

The construction and operation of a lunar liquid oxygen 
(LLOX) production facility will occur during Phase 111 of lunar 
base development (Roberts, 1987; Ride, 1987). As the amount of 
LCOX exported increases, so must the capacity of the LLOX plant. 
When the capacity must be increased, another LLOX production 
module must be landed, unloaded, transported, assembled, and 
put on line. Each LLOX production module is assumed to have 
a standard production capacity, and the LLOX plant will be made 
up of these modules operating in parallel. 

The power requirements of the lunar base will increase as the 
production capacity and number of inhabitants increase. The 
power available is estimated to range from 1 to 10 mW over the 
given time period (Roberts, 1987). To meet the increasing 
demand, nuclear reactors and supporting elements must be 
landed, unloaded, transported, and assembled. Other supplemental 
energy sources such as solar energy may also be used with similar 
installation requirements. 

The lunar base subfacilities will be separated from Complex 39L 
by a speded distance. This distance will depend on safety 
considerations and the site of the base. The potential of an 
explosion, large navigation errors in landing, and rocket engine 
blast will warrant separating Complex 39L some distance from 
other facilities. An appropriate distance needs to be determined. 

Other m i d e r a t i o m  

In this section we discuss a number of items that are considered 
outside the scope of the design, i.e., outside the dashed boundary 
of Complex 39L as indicated in Fig. 1. Consideration of items 
being either inside or outside the scope of design follows good 
design practice (Limley, 1988). 

For purposes of our design, we consider only manned lunar 
modules. We realize that design requirements for manned as 
opposed to unmanned vehicles are considerably more stringent 
and that there will be an effort to use unmanned vehicles to the 
greatest extent possible. Manned vehicles will also impose more 
stringent constraints on the design of Complex 39L. The only area 
where unmanned vehicles will impose more requirements is in 
the guidance and communications area. These increased 
requirements can be considered within the margin of error in this 
preliminary analysis. 

It is generally accepted that a high degree of utilization of 
automation and robotics technology will be used in lunar base 
activities. While recognizing this, we take many of our design 
concepts from current technology that has not yet experienced 
automation or robotics technology advances. Again, this is done 
partially in the interest of obtaining a conservative design. We also 
consider that the highly automated and roboticized facilities will 
be heavily interspersed with rather low-technology devices. 
Designers of lunar base equipment should look to the seven basic 
machines of elementary physics for initial design concepts. 

A number of advanced concepts have been omitted from this 
study. We mention two of these. Electromagnetic launchers, 
which are a popular concept in discussions of lunar base design, 
are not considered in this Phase III design. Another, less popular, 
concept that we have considered but omitted is the design of a 
landing and launch pad from which the recovery of water vapor 
from the exhaust plume is attempted. We consider these 
interesting concepts to be beyond Phase III. 

hdiad&apm& Site 

The lunar module will touch down vertically on a specified 
zone (landing/launch pad). For lunar module transportation 
requirements and dangers from engine blast effects, it is desirable 
to have a prepared surface. Loose particles on the pad can become 
dangerous projectiles in the presence of engine blast from the 
lunar module. With a prepared surface this problem can be greatly 
diminished. In this study, we assume that the same pad will be 
used for both landing and launch. 

The landing pad will be circular with a diameter of 50 m 
(approximately four times the diameter of the lunar module). 
This figure was arrived at by making comparisons with terrestrial 
vertically landing vehicles. A circular area with a radius of 
approximately 250 m kom the center of the landing pad will be 
cleared of large rocks and equipment (Eagle Eng imng  1988). 
The landing area will be marked with lights similar to a terrestrial 
airport. Also, television cameras will be present to aid the 
controllers in the communication and control facility. This 
equipment will be within the 250-m circle, and must be designed 
to handle any engine blast effects that may occur, e.g., replaceable 
lens covers on camers. The number of pads will depend on the 
Bight schedule and the time required for maintenance. Figure 3 
shows one pad, though more may be required. 

Shelter, S t r u m ,  Safety, and Envlromental Needs 

It is assumed that the lunar module will spend a sigtllticant 
amount of time on the lunar surface. This could be from two 
weeks to two months. It will be desirable to control the 
temperature of the vehicle by removing it from direct sunlight. 
This will decrease the boil-off of cryogens and also provide a more 
constant thermal environment. 

We propose the use of a quonset hut tent-like structure (Fig. 4). 
This structure will be referred to as the vehicle assembly tent 
(VAT). The facility will be large enough to contain four lunar 
modules. The dimensions are 50 m long, 36 m wide, and 18 m 
high at the center line. Entrances, 15 m high and 16 m wide, will 
be located at each end of the structure. A framework will be 

Fig. 4. Complex 39L vehicle assembly tent (VAT). 
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constructed of a material such as 2014-T6 aluminum (Aluminum 
Association, 1975). Highly reflective panels made of a mylar/ 
evaporated aluminum laminate will shield equipment inside the 
VAT from incoming thermal radiation. These panels are expected 
to reflect approximately 90% of the thermal solar spectrum 
(Incropera and DeWitt, 1985). Other panel materials and 
laminates are being investigated Initial calculations, with one layer 
of panels, give a surface-level temperature inside the VAT of 
approximately O°C during the lunar day. It was found that using 
two layers of panels separated by 0.1 m gave a decrease in surface 
temperature of only 8OC. Movable flaps will be used to cover the 
entrances at each end of the structure. They will serve to block 
glare and possible particles from engine blast. These will be made 
of the same material as the panels. They will cover an area of 
240 sq m at each end. A total mass of approximately 10,000 kg 
has been derived for the proposed structure. 

Most servicing and unloading/loading operations will be 
performed in the VAT M c i a l  lighting must be provided where 
men or video cameras are working. This is not a pressurized 
facility and personnel must wear spacesuits. This facility will not 
block radiation that is potentially dangerous to humans. The 
amount of time humans can work in this environment will be 
Wted (Adams and Sbap'm, 1985). It may be determined that 
all surface operations will be best performed during the 14-day 
lunar night. Electronic devices will also be affected by high doses 
of radiation in the form of both hardware and software upsets, 
and should be specially designed for lunar application. 

Landing/Launch Guidance, Communications, and 
Computing Needs 

The lunar module will be manually controlled by two pilots. 
Assistance will be provided by a surface communications and 
control facility similar to that of a terrestrial airport. It has been 
determined that currently available terrestrial navigation systems 
can be applied to achieve high degrees of landing and positioning 
accuracies, and these systems will be fully operational by Phase III 
of the lunar base development (Eagle Engin-ng 1988). A 
communications and control facility will be located at Com- 
plex 39L Habitat modules will be used to house the operators 
and equipment. Approximately two people will be required to 
operate the facility. 

Lunaur Module SurEace a System 

The lunar module will be transported from the landing/launch 
pad to the VAT We envision the use of self-powered dollies. A 
dolly will be placed under each footpad and the lunar module 
will be guided to the VAT. It is assumed that the positioning of 
dollies and guidance of the lunar module will be performed by 
a person in a spacesuit, though this is an area with potential 
robotic application that should be investigated. This same system 
will be used for transporting lunar modules to vehicle storage. 

Heavy Gargo Udoadlng/&oading Systems 

Heavy cargo items such as habitat modules, construction 
equipment, nuclear reactors, and LLOX production modules will 
be landed at the lunar base on a regular basis. These items will 
be attached to the lunar module and may or may not be stored 
in containers. The lunar module will be transported into the VAT 
fully loaded with payload. Once in the facility the module will 
be unloaded. We envision the use of a bridge crane. The crane 

will encompass an area of 15 m by 30 m at a height of 15 m. For 
a preluninary design we assume a maximum load of 45,000 kg. 
We design the center beam to have a deflection less than 0.05 m 
with the maximum load applied at the center point. It was found 
that a standard 24 X 62 wide flange beam constructed of 4340 
low-carbon steel will meet these design requirements. This is a 
baseline design and other construction materials are being 
investigated. We assume that the entire structure will be 
constructed of the same members. This gives a total crane mass 
of approximately 20,000 kg. 

Operations will begm by detaching (unstrapping) a payload 
from the lunar module. The crane will then be positioned and 
attached to the payload. The payload will be lifted, transported 
away from the lunar module, and lowered onto one or more 
dollies. If the cargo is not to be delivered directly to its h d  
destination, it will be transported to cargo storage to await further 
processing. Complex 39L cargo storage will be a separate tent 
structure similar to the VAT and located nearby (Fig. 3). The lunar 
module will be loaded in a reverse manner. 

Personnel Udoading/Loading Systems 

We envision three modes of personnel unloading/loading. The 
first requires EVA and is similar to that used in the Apollo 
missions. The personnel will don spacesuits and exit the lunar 
module by climbing down a ladder that is attached to one of the 
module legs. This can be done either on the landing/launch pad 
or in the VAT If the personnel exit or enter the vehicle on the 
pad they must either walk or be transported to or from the pad. 

The second mode of unloading/loading is for the personnel to 
remain in the module until it has been transported into the VAT 
They will then disembark into the pressurized compartment of 
a lunar surface transport vehicle. This is a "shirt-sleeve" transport 
operation where spacesuits are not required This mode will 
require a pressurized transport vehicle and an airlock mechanism 
to connect the two vehicles. 

The third mode of unloading/loading is again for the personnel 
to remain in the lunar module until it has been transported into 
the VAT Here, the manned capsule of the lunar module will be 
detached, lifted by the bridge crane, and placed on one or more 
dollies. The entire manned capsule will then be transported to 
the habitat modules where the personnel can disembark through 
an airlock. This is also a "shirt-sleeve" operation where EVA is not 
required A separate pressurized transport will not be required 
as in the second mode. This example ill-tes the integration 
(modularity) that we believe is necessary for a successful lunar 
base. 

Pmpellant UdoadinrJLoading Systems 

The lunar module will land at Complex 39L with some 
propellant remaining in its fuel tanks. Assuming no LLOX is 
available this will be all the hydrogen and oxygen required for 
the return flight to LLO. The propellant can either be left in the 
fuel tanks or transferred into propellant storage tanks. If boil-off 
from the fuel tanks is large, then it would be preferable to store 
the cryogens in larger tanks with active cooling systems. 
Hydgrogen and oxygen storage tanks will be located at 
Complex 39L. We assume that active cooling systems will be used. 
The cooling systems will be designed to achieve a specified 
maximum boil-OK 

As a design criterion we require that enough propellant be 
stored to evacuate the entire lunar base population. For a 
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population of 30 this would require storage of approximately 
150,000 kg of oxygen and 30,000 kg of hydrogen If one spherical 
tank is used to store each cryogen, this would require tank 
diameters of roughly 6 m  and 9 m  for oxygen and hydrogen 
respectively. Multiple tanks of differing geometries may be used. 

The storage tanks and pumps will be located in a separate tent 
near the VAT This tent is referred to as the fuel inventory tent 
(FIT) (Fig. 3). One method for defueling/fueling the lunar 
module is to remove the propellant tanks from the module with 
the bridge crane, place them on dollies, and transport them to 
the FIT in the same manner that cargo is transported. 

Vehicle Storage 

A long-term vehicle storage area will be provided at Com- 
plex 39L (Fig. 3). This will be an area near the VAT that has been 
cleared of large objects. At this stage in the lunar base 
development, we envision an area large enough to contain six 
lunar modules (approximately 1000 m2). With an increase in the 
lunar module fleet and landing/launch rate, this area will need 
to be enlarged. 

The lunar module will be transported to vehicle storage if it 
has been damaged beyond repair, exceeded its operational life, 
or will not be used for a long period of time. The lunar modules 
will have been defueled prior to storage. The module will be 
transported to a storage location as previously discussed. A dome 
tent will then be pitched over it. This will be a tent made of the 
same material used in the VAT attached to a support fixme. Lunar 
modules in vehicle storage will be used for cannibalizations. We 
assume that lunar module components will have varying 
operational lives. Some components will still be operational when 
the vehicle as a whole is not. Working components fkom vehicles 
in storage will be used to repair operations vehicles in the VAT 

Maintenance, Repair, Test, and Check-Qut Requirements 

The lunar module is a reusable vehicle and will require regular 
maintenance with each flight. Unlike presently operated reusable 
terrestrial space vehicles, the lunar module should have minimal 
maintenance requirements. For our highest frequency flight 
schedule (24 flights/year), the lunar module turnaround time will 
be two weeks (14 days). For a baseline case we assume that 
routine maintenance will be performed by two personnel. 
However, more manpower will be required if a significant 
problem develops or if major systems alterations are required. We 
identify four main procedures: initial sating, posttlight servicing, 
lunar module modification, and preflight servicing. The following 
is a preliminary description of some of the operations that will 
be performed during each of our identified main procedures. 

Initial sating will include transportation of the lunar module to 
the VAT, defueling propellant tanks, attachment of ground power 
and purge lines to the lunar module, purging main engines and 
fuel lines to remove possible moisture resulting fkom hydrogen/ 
oxygen combustion, and unloading payloads. Also, the lunar 
module crew will disembark sometime during the initial sating 
procedure. This is a preliminary list of required operations that 
can easily be expanded upon. 

After initial safing is complete, posttlight troubleshooting begins 
to determine anomalies that may have occurred during launch, 
spaceflight, or landing. An umbilical cord containing electrical, 
communication, instrumentation, and control lines is connected 
to the vehicle. Visual and electronic inspections are performed 
on the lunar module. Along with posttlight inspection, routine 

servicing will include lubrication, recharging of environmental 
systems, recharging/regenerating batteries and fuel cells, and 
others. 

Lunar module modifications will then be made if necessary. 
Modifications will include replacing damaged components, adding 
or removing equipment to meet future mission requirements, and 
replacement of outdated hardware/sohe. Lander modification, 
if extensive, can be performed over a long period of time while 
the craft is in vehicle storage. However, many modifications will 
be performed in parallel with routine servicing. 

The lunar module will &dy be prepared for launch. Preflight 
servicing will include installation of flight supplies and payload, 
fueling of propellant tanks, loading of personnel, &MI visual and 
electronic check-out, and transportation fkom the VAT to the pad. 

We have presented short descriptions or speciJkations of our 
nine designated design items. The next stage in our design 
process is to determine preliminary estimates for the major 
resource requirements of our system. We identify three major 
resources to be mass, power, and manpower. The cost of the lunar 
base will be directly related to the resource requirements. While 
mass and power requirements can generally be determined by 
standard engineering methods, assessments of manpower 
requirements can be difticult. One assumption that is made is that 
all operations will be undertaken by a minimum of two personnel. 
This is a safety consideration that mimics the "buddy system" that 
is used in SCUBA diving. 

In addition to our three major resource requirements, we 
recognize three main resource requirement areas: construction, 
operation, and maintenance. The construction area represents the 
resources that will be required during the construction phase of 
Complex 3%. This will include, but is not limited to, clearing a 
site, landing/launch pad preparation, pitching of various tents, and 
assembly of cranes and other structures. The operation area 
represents the resource requirements for the "steady-state" 
operation of the facility. The maintenance area represents the 
facility mainterance requirements, e.g., refurbishment of landing/ 
launch pads, tent structures, and other hardware. More resources 
and resource areas can be incorporated into this design 
methodology as the need for greater and greater design detail is 
required. 
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The purpose of this stua'y was to pe@m a m t  look at the n?quareqwmnents for launch and landing 
f d l i e s  for early lunar bases and to preplae comcptual desgns for some of these fd t i e s .  lBe emphasis 
of the stucEy k on the facilities &from t h e m t  manned landing untilpermunent occupancy, the 
Phase II hnar base. Factors including su4ace cbuz1u:t&tics, nanaoigation system, engrgrm blast effects, 
and e3cpected surjiace operations are used to develop landing pad desgm and definitions of various 
other elements of the launch and lunding facilities. H d '  the dependence of the use of these elements 
and the evolution of the f&lies are estabkhed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The likelihood of the establishment of a permanent lunar base 
has become sdiciently real that serious efforts are underway to 
mold plans and scenarios for its development. Issues surrounding 
the facilities needed to support safe and consistent landings must 
now be addressed to ensure they do not represent primary drivers 
of the early lunar base. This study was performed to examine the 
requirements for launch and landing operations and to prepare 
design definitions for the elements of these facilities. The focus 
of the study is on the lunar base, beginning at the first manned 
landing until permanent occupancy. This period of base 
development has generally been called Phase 11, since it is the 
second in a three-stage process. This paper documents a study 
of launch and landing facilities done as a part of the Lunar Base 
Systems Study being performed by the Johnson Space Center 
Advanced Programs Office. 

Requirements and design considerations must be defined 
generally before concepts for facilities can be developed. The 
surface characteristics of the Moon will cover site preparation 
issues, some landing capability requirements, and the degree of 
autonomy the vehicle must possess. The navigation systems on the 
fight vehicle will dictate what sort of navigation support must 
be provided by lunar base facilities. Another type of interaction 
with the fight vehicle, the effects of blast from the rocket engine, 
defines requirements for many aspects of facilities designs. Finally, 

'NOW at Science Applications International Corporation, 17049 El Camino 
Real, '202, Houston TX 77058 
'NOW at Lockheed Life Support Development Laboratory, Mail Code A23, 
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the expected general operations of the base and its landing 
facilities must be described to provide a framework for selection 
of what elements must be designed. 

Once the elements of the launch and landing facilities have 
been defined, they can be fitted into more specific plans for the 
lunar base. The growth and evolution of launch and landing 
facilities will naturally be coupled with the growth and evolution 
of the lunar base itself. To complete the conceptual design, the 
dependencies between these base and launch and landing facilities 
must be defined. These dependencies can be used in the future 
in planning the lunar base. 

The first task in the deJkition of landing facilities is the 
characterization of possible base locations. These site character- 
istics have general effects on the design requirements and setup 
operations of landing facilities. The characteristics of interest are 
surface roughness, soil mechanics data, lighting, and Earth 
visibility. Given its age, the lunar surface is fairly homogeneous 
in many respects. Landing pads can be designed without regard 
to base site. 

Roughness 

In general, landing sites with relatively low slopes of 4 O  to 6" 
for 25-m ranges can be found over the entire lunar surface. Some 
locations, such as the sides of large craters and mountainsides, 
may have unacceptable slope characteristics. Mountainside slopes 
of around 30" are not uncommon. Data on the roughness of the 
surface comes from several different sources: 

1. Photogeologic terrain assessment is the first and most 
straightforward. This simply involves assuring that candidate 
landing sites do not lie on the sides of mountains. 
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2. Photogeologic measurements of slopes based on high- 
resolution vertical photography taken kom lunar orbit provide 
surface slope distributions. Published data is available for all the 
candidate Apollo landing sites, as well as other areas of the Moon. 
Figure 1 shows some of these data 

3. Counts of the number of impact craters in a series of size 
classes based on high-resolution vertical photograpy taken from 
lunar orbit provide general roughness data. Figure 2 presents a 
summary of crater counting data before the Apollo 17 mission 
(Minutes of Apolo Site Selechbn Boar4 1972). 

Bearing strength, slip resistance, and grain size are important 
characteristics when landing surfaces are considered with respect 
to landers. Strong variations are generally not found over the lunar 
surface, indicating that landing pad preparation and lander foot 
pads and legs may be designed without regard to specific base 
sites. Considering Apollo experience, landers can be designed for 
an unfinished surface. 

The lunar surface consists of a fine-grained soil with over half 
the material finer than 0.075 mrn (Mitchell et al., 1973). Table 1 
summarizes other soil physical properties for the Apollo 14 
through 17 landing sites. For reference, the Apollo lunar module 
placed a stress on the surfice of about 0.69 ~/cm'. Such stresses 
resulted in penetrations of the lunar surface of less than a 
centimeter in firm soil to a few centimeters in soft soil. The angle 
of internal friction of lunar soil is equivalent to the angle of repose 
for loose soil such as on the side of a mountain. The tangent of 
the angle is equal to the c&cient of internal friction, 0.73 to 
0.90. 

The visibility of Earth from the selected base site will affect the 
degree of autonomy of the lander and its interaction with the 
landing site. The ability of vehicles to receive Earth-generated 
navigation updates will influence the need for lunar-based 
navigation systems. Continuous, real-time communication with 
Earth is highly desired. Earth support of most operations will be 
required to make the best use of crew time on the lunar surface. 
The effects must be described for each specific landing site. 

Sites on the limb of the farside will not present good 
opportunities for updates without prior placement of either 
surface or space-based relays. The western limb does allow 

Slope length, m 

Fig. 1. Lunar slope-frequency distribution (Moore and @let., 1973). 

Fig. 2. Size distribution of lunar craters. 

considerable Earth tracking of landers in the initial parts of the 
descent, but k a l  descent will generally be invisible to Earth 
systems. 

Lighting mainly affects the time crew-controlled landings may 
occur for most sites. Polar sites, however, have continuously low 
solar angles and landing systems, especially during early missions, 
and must be able to handle hidden features and long shadows. 
Again, these effects must be analyzed with respect to each 
particular site. 

Flight operations are intended to result in landings with meter 
accuracy. One of the primary purposes of the landing fdcilities and 
the equipment they encompass is to ease flight vehicle operations 
from orbit-to-surface and surface-to-orbit descent and ascent. 

During descent, flight vehicle navigation and guidance systems 
must be provided position updates, and during fkal stages of 
landings must be able to find relative positions and velocities to 
within accuracies of meters. In particular, unpiloted cargo landers 
will require this level of accuracy to land on a specific site. The 
vehicle inertial platforms should be updated on the orbit before 
descent and then continuously from the time of descent to 
landing. 

The navigation systems provided as part of the lunar base 
landing facility may be relatively simple systems of radar 
transponders with known locations. Onboard systems will use 
terrain- and feature-matching systems, similar to those used by 
current cruise missiles, during periods when the base is out of 
view. In short, the navigation systems can use currently available 
terrestrial systems applied to the lunar surface to achieve high 
degrees of landing and positioning accuracies. 
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TABLE 1.  Soil properties. 

Mechanical Data 
Soil Consistency G ~ / c m ~  Porosity Void ratio, e D, am @PL 

Soft 0.15 47% 0.89 30% 38' 36' 
Firm 0.76 to 1.35 39% to 43% 0.64 to 0.75 48% to 63% 39.5' to 42' 37' to 38.5' 

G =penetration resistance gradient; D, = relative density = (em-e)/e,e&), based on standard ASTM methcds; = angle 
of internal friction, based on triaxial compression tests; and Qn = angle of internal friction, based on in-place plate shear tests 
From MitcbeU et al. (1973). 

TABLE 2. Navigation system advantages and disadvantages. 

Lunar Orbit Global Postitioning Terminal, perhaps landing accuracy Many satellites required Expensive 
Satellite (GPS) type system. navigation over entire surface. to place. Accuracy limited Not 

adequate for touchdown navigation 

Earth-orbit GPS system or Earth- Nothing to place or power on lunar GPS accuracy unknown. May 
based radar. surface. Good for orbit require large antenna Earth side 

det-tion on the nearside. only. 
\ 

Long and Medium Range Lunar Several low-frequency trakmitters Heavy ground stations. Large 
Surface Transmitters T A W ,  may provide low-accuracy &ob antennae. Accurate over a limited 
LORAN, low frequency. coverage. Can be placed and range only. Low frequency does not 

powered at base for local fm&tion provide high accuracy for any 
and orbit updates. Terminal location. Low-frequency global 
accuracy. coverage requires several 

transmitters at different places. 

Instrument Landing System or Can be placed and powered at base. Terminal and landing navigation 
Miaowave Landing System at base. Landing accuracy. only for area close to transmitter. 

Lunar Surface-Based Radar (located Enables range safety thrust Local area navigation only. 
at base). termination. Can provide updates to 

vehicles in orbit. Low mass system. 

Cruise missile type onboard terrain Transponders only on surface in Landing accuracy depends on 
matching radar on lander with landing area. Very low mass. accuracy of surface feature maps. 
transponders on surface. Landing accuracy navigation 

probable over entire surface. 

The Apollo landers used a combination of Earth-based radar, 
crew recognition of local features, space sextant work, and inertial 
navigation to achieve an impressive accuracy. In addition, the 
vehicles had radar altimeters, and radars measured relative 
velocity. The radar altimeter was used to determine certain 
checkpoints later in the program. The crew always did the landing 
navigation Misually. 

Table 2 shows a variety of possible systems for updating the 
onboard inertial system and accomplishing landing navigation, 
including the terrain matching and transponder system. The 
advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed. AU these 
systems can be related to similar Earth-based systems. 

The e c t s  of engine exhaust blasting the lunar soil are far 
reaching. Blast Erom the lander engine will affect virtually every 
aspect of lunar base design. While the effects will not present 
insurmountable problems, serious consideration must be paid to 

them in the design of nearby facilities. The distance between the 
landing pads and surface facilities and equipment, especially the 
base itself, will depend on how far away blast damage can occur. 
The design and protection of equipment that must remain in the 
vicinity of the landing pad will be governed by how serious the 
damage Erom blast will be. When permanent reusabie landing pads 
are needed, the stabilization of those pads will depend on the 
expected impingement of engine blast. 

In addition to being far reaching, blast effects are probably the 
single most complex to analyze of any affecting pad designs. The 
analysis prepared for this \iudy was a rough order of magnitude 
calculation. Many assumptions and simplifications were made. 
Where needed, they were made as conservatively as possible. 
Comparison to known data and effects were made where 
information is available. The nature of the rocket plume was 
quantified using data provided by Alred (J. W. Alred, personal 
communication, 1982). These data characterize the exhaust 
plume of a small engine that is scaled up to an engine the size 
of the 50,000-N lunar module (LM) engine. The effects of 
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backpressure were not included. Calculations are broken into four 
sections: (1) lofted particle sizes; (2) lofted particle trajectories; 
(3) particle flux at a distance; and (4) particle damage. 

Lofting of surface particles is assumed to occur by stagnation 
of plume flow directly under the particle. The vertically upward 
force resulting from this pressure is balanced against the vertically 
downward gravity force and the angled drag force caused by 
direct impingement of the plume. Maximum particle size for the 
landed configuration is 5 mm. Particles in the 75 pm or less 
category, which make up 50% of the soil, can be lofted from a 
lander altitude of 15 m to 20 m. This is generally consistent with 
Apollo data, which show that dust usually first appeared at 15 m. 
Variation of the maximum sizes with respect to thrust variations 
is nearly linear. A fivefold increase in thrust to 250,000 N shows 
that rocks of up to 25 mm may be lofted, although they do not 
go far. 

Lofted e Trajectories 

Particle trajectories were found by assuming that ejection of 
particles occurs by direct drag acceleration of particles in the 
plume. The ejecta trajectory calculations from the baseline engine 
show the maximum distances and velocities shown in Table 3. 

Figure 3 shows graphically the ballistic trajectories of the 
particles after they leave the plume. The trajectory data are 
generally consistent with the findings of Cour-P& et aZ. (1972), 
which, based on Apollo 12 and Surveyor interaction, indicate that 
particles with velocities in the neighborhood of 100 m/sec were 
ejected from the engine blast. Increases in thrust result in roughly 
linear increases in distance and velocity increases that are 
proportional to the square root of thrust increase. 

TABLE 3. Landing blast ejecta. 

Particle Diameter (mm) Impact Distance (m) Impact Velocity (mlsec) 

Particle flux will obviously vary with the inverse square of the 
distance from the lander. The original flux was calculated 
assuming a percent surface obscuration due to particles and 
converting this to a number of some sized particles. The 
calculations were made using 50-pm particles and 50% obscura- 
tion. This provides conservative estimates of the number of surface 
impacts due to ejecta flux. In general, at 50m over 30,000 
particles per cm2/sec can be expected. If larger particles are 
included, fewer impacts can be expected. At 200 m the flux drops 
to around 2000; at 2 km the flux is below 50. The flux will vary 
with the square root of power increase, so a fivefold increase in 
power will only roughly double the flux at a Eured distance. 

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.8 2 

Distance from Lander (Kilometers) 

Fig. 3. Lofted particle trajectories. 

Finally, particle damage to surface facilities and equipment can 
be assessed using the calculated flux, velocity, and size data. 
Cratering by the low velocity impacts can be studied with known 
relationships such as those presented in WIbeck et aZ. (1985). 
For the purposes of this study, cratering by ejecta on aluminum 
and glass surfaces was considered. To evaluate net effects of 
impacts on surfaces, the flux of 50 pm particles calculated above 
was used. A typical final 10-m descent should last approximately 
5 sec. Combining this with flux data, the number of impacts per 
landing can be found. From crater diameters, surface areas of each 
crater may be established; thus, the percent of the surface area 
pitted by craters for each landing can be established. Figure 4 
presents the effects for both surfaces with respect to distance 
from the landing event. 

At 50 m an aluminum surface can be expected to have about 
5% of its area covered by pits after one landing. This generally 
will not affect surface properties unless high reflectivity is needed. 
Glass at this same distance can be expected to have all of its 
surface pitted. Generally speaking, this will ruin optical-quality 
glass surfaces. Some pits resulting from bigger ejecta could achieve 
depths as high as 0.1 rnrn, easily visible to the naked eye. 

At 200 m, about 0.5% of an aluminum surface will be pitted. 
This is only minor damage. If degradation of the surface radiative 
properties is not at issue, aluminum surfaces should not present 
problems even after numerous landings. Glass, however, can have 
as much as 10% of its surface pitted after a single landing event. 
For optical instruments, this will be unacceptable. Pit depths of 
0.03 pm are possible. This would not ruin vision glazing until 
several landing events had taken place. 

At 2 km, the aluminum surface will sustain virtually unnotice- 
able damage. Reflective surfaces will degrade after numerous 
landings and should be protected. Glass surfaces will sustain about 
0.1% surface pitting. This will be unnoticeable in vision glasses 
after a single event but may show up as haze after several landings. 
Optical-quality glasses should certainly be protected. 

During early operations, landing facility activity will be coupled 
closely with overall base operations. Lunar surface operations will 
use the lander/ascent vehicle as a hub, and crews will live in the 
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Fig. 4. Single-event surface damage. 

vehicle. Because of this, the landing pads will tend to be as close 
to the base as possible. The first crews will arrive on the lunar 
surface and select or verify a base site with an area suitable for 
landings nearby. They will place remote navigational aids and lay 
out the additional pads needed The number of pads will actually 
depend on the scenario, but it should be sflcient to handle all 
landings up to and including the next piloted mission. Subsequent 
crews will do the same, except they will not need to place the 
remote navigation aids. Vehicle off-loading will take place when 
appropriate according to mission plans. When each crew leaves, 
sensitive surfaces and equipment installed at the base will be 
protected from the blast of the next landings as appropriate for 
each case. 

The general area of the temporary pads will be selected by 
crews near the end of the early landing site development stage. 
They will move the remote markers at the same time to 
accommodate the new landing location. Each crew will lay out 
at least a sufticient number of landing pads to accommodate all 
the missions up to and including the next piloted mission. To 
minimize the effects of blast and to eliminate danger to base 
facilities from landing errors, the pads will be located away from 
the base. Mission planning may indicate that all temporary pads 
may need to be marked during one mission. Crews will move to 
the base after arrival on the surface. Until pressurized transfer 
from vehicle to base is available, EVA will be needed to get crews 
into the base. This will necessitate careful mission planning to 
ensure that every EVA hour is used appropriately. Since the stay 
times for a temporarily occupied lunar base may be significant, 
the vehicles must be provided with survival support including 
power to operate systems, supplemental cooling to accommodate 
the extra loads from the lunar surface, and meteoroid protection. 
Crews will unload cargo vehicles as indicated by the mission 
plans. When each crew leaves, they will protect the equipment 
left behind near the pads, such as surface transportation vehicles, 
from the blast of the next landers. In addition, some of the 
equipment, instruments, and facilities left at the base may need 
protection. 

At the end of the temporary stage, the best site will be picked 
by the crews, and the pads will be leveled and stabilized. These 
pads will be marked using the standard markers. Since the 
temporary and permanent pads will be close together, the remote 

markers may be left where they are. Depending on the availability 
of pressurized transfer, the crew may or may not need EVA to 
get into the base itself. In addition to offloading vehicles, the 
reusable pads will need to be cleared of empty cargo vehicles 
and expendable lander platforms. Piloted vehicles will be provided 
with survival support for the long stay on the surface. Some 
vehicles may require loading and senicing. The activity of the 
crew as they leave the lunar surface will depend on whether the 
base is permanently occupied or not. Temporary occupation will 
indicate the same preparation as needed for the temporary stage. 
Permanent occupation indicates the same sort of preparation but 
may also require suspension of some ongoing activity suck1 as EVA 
operations. 

From examination of the surface operations, the elements 
needed for the launch and landing facilities may be ascertained. 
Many of the elements used as part of the launch and landing 
facilities will be used to support other lunar base operations. In 
general, these relate to transportation of crew and cargo and to 
construction-related activity such as surface grading and equip- 
ment handling. Some elements are truly unique to the launch and 
landing facilities. The elements of the launch and landing facilities 
described in the following section are generally unique to the 
facilities. 

Landiag Pad 

The most obvious and indeed most important of the site 
facilities is the landing pad itself. Two basic types of pads must 
be designed: permanent reusable pads for later base development 
stages and nonreusable, unprepared pads for early use. Several 
issues combine to define the degree of surface preparation and 
refurbishment needed, the size and configuration of the landing 
pad, and the distances at which other base elements must be kept. 

The stage of lunar base development affects two aspects of 
landing pad design: pad preparation and pad location. Unprepared 
nonreusable pads are appropriate during early stages of base 
development when surface crew time is at a premium. The 
maximum distance between the base and landing pad is 250 m 
to 400 m before base habitation is possible, since crews must be 
able to easily .walk between the vehicle and base site. After base 
habitation and until highly reliable surface transportation is 
available, the base and landing area must be within maximum 
crew walking range, so 3 km to 5 km is the maximum separation 
distance. 

Surface slope and obstacle characteristics affect the degree of 
landing pad preparation required. Landing area selection efforts, 
the degree of pad preparation, and lander capabilities can all be 
traded against each other. As a first-order discussion of these 
trades, the Apollo lander capabilities will be assumed. Lunar base 
site selection must be done for an area at least large enough to 
handle all planned landings as well as gross navigation errors. This 
area may be as large as an ellipse 14 km by 6 km or greater, typical 
of Apollo missions. Unprepared landing pads can be located 
within this area with only modest amounts of in situ inspection 
by crewmembers. Adequate sites were found by Apollo astronauts 
within several minutes from some 10 km away while the LM was 
in flight. When precise alignment of surface systems with vehicle 
systems is required, level landing pads are needed. For example, 
placing a large cargo in a set of trunnion attachments will require 
significant alignments. If the series of fittings is not near 
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horizontal, proper attachments to all fittings at one time will be 
dilBcult, time consuming, and dangerous due to the possibility of 
cargos coming loose. Sigtllticantly off-horizontal landing conf3gu- 
rations may present unacceptable requirements for cargo loading 
and vehicle servicing equipment. 

Landing errors affect the size of the landing pad and the 
distance between the pads and base. Landing pad size should be 
about 100 m across. The Apollo nominal 30 landing areas were 
about 2000 m across, assuming good navigation system updates 
from landmark recognition and Earth-based tracking. The 
additional aid of site-originated, precise, and continuous navigation 
system updates will be available for lunar base landings. This 
precise position data coupled with the maneuvering capability 
experienced in Apollo 17 should easily allow the 30 landing area 
to be reduced by an order of magnitude to 100m. There is a 
risk of the vehicle landing in an area 100 m from the target 
landing spot. Consequently, equipment and facilities located 
within 150m to 200 m of the target are at risk of the same 
damage they would experience if they were located on the pad 
itself. Because of this risk, the base and related equipment should 
be at least 200 m to 250 m from the landing pad. During later 
stages the landing pads should be at least 3 km away from the 
base to remain outside the landing ellipses. 

Lander and pilot visual and radar resolution will mainly aftect 
the distribution of pad markings. Markings may be placed at the 
apexes of a triangle inscribed within a circle 100 m in diameter. 
The placement of three pad markings on this circle in a triangular 
pattern will result in separations of about 90 m. This presents a 
lo  separation at 5 km and should provide adequate resolution for 
final approach and landing sequences. Apollo landing operations 
only allowed direct line-of-site viewing at 8 km. This should be 
Wcient for piloted landings and present little or no problems 
for radar guidance, assuming transponders are provided. 

C] Gravel 
stabilized surface 

Fig. 5. Permanent landing pad. 

Blast effects will dictate the distance between the landing pads 
and surface facilities and equipment, especially the base. The 
interaction of the blast with the lunar soil was described 
previously. From 0 m to 50 m, metal objects will experience 
significant surface damage, and glass surfaces will experience 
severe damage. From 50 m through 200 m to 400 m, metal objects 
will experience only minor pitting after one landing, while glass 
surfaces will experience sigtllticant damage. From 400m past 
2 km, metal objects will sustain only very minor and probably 
unnoticeable pitting damage after numerous landings. Glass 
surfaces will sustain minor damage after numerous landings. The 
damage will eventually be unacceptable for optical-quality glasses. 
Optical instruments should face away from landings. 

The conceptual designs of the landing pads resulting from 
accommodation of these issues are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. A 
reusable pad will have a flat, leveled and stabilized surface inside 
a 100-m diameter. Surface stabilization techniques will be 
described later in this report. The pad will be marked by three 
markers on the circle. The slopes within this area should be as 
dose to 0° as is practical and certainly not over lo. These slopes 
will allow easy alignment between surface and flight vehicle 
systems so complex surface support activities can take place. An 
area 200 m in diameter should have slopes not greater than 4' 
so that small dispersions can be accommodated with little off- 
nominal surface support efforts. Usable items should be outside 
a 250-m radius to prevent damage from stray ejecta that may break 
away from the pad. The pad should be located 3 km from the 
base to accommodate 30 landing dispersions determined for gross 
navigation update failures, for crew safety during permanently 
occupied operations, and to minimize blast effects on the base. 

An unprepared pad will be of the same dimensions and 
markings as the reusable pad Slopes of 6O over 20-m distances, 
and 1-m humps and depressions are acceptable. Boulders over 

Less than 1 meter 

Clear of uryxotected 
fadlilies 8 Equipment 

Uncr prokion needed I 

Fig. 6. Unprepared landing pad. 
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about 0.5 m should be eliminated or avoided to provide footpad 
stability and clearance for descent engines. The 200-m area should 
have no slopes over 12' and no humps or depressions over 2 m 
in relief. Slope restrictions are based primarily on landing stability 
limits in this case instead of surface support interface require- 
ments. Pads may be located as close as 250 m to 400 m from the 
base and each other. However, at these distances precautions 
must be taken to protect reflective and optical surfaces on base 
equipment. When the base can support habitation, the pads 
should be located 3 km from the base. In addition to accommo- 
dating safety and navigation errors, this distance relieves some of 
the facility and equipment surface protection precautions. 

Surface stablization will be required once the conditions for the 
establishment of reusable landing pads occur and area grading has 
been accomplished. This stabilization reduces the amount of pad 
refurbishment required between landings, reduces or eliminates 
ejecta, and provides easier surface transportation and more 
consistent roadway surfaces. There are several methods for 
stabilizing the lunar surface. Paving tiles, gravel, and simple 
compaction represent three methods of various degrees of 
complexity of the setup equipment and operations, and the extent 
of maintenance operations. The results of these trade-offs seem 
to indicate that deposition of either natural gravel or man-made 
gravel is the best surface stabilization method. 

Paving tiles, depending on the tile design, offer the best overall 
surface. Maintenance of the surface is virtually nonexistent, but 
paving tiles are very difficult to set up. Simple compaction, at the 
other end of the spectrum, offers the lowest quality surface. Even 
though soil cohesion is high, fine particles are still exposed to 
lander blast and to wheeled and foot traffic. This will eventually 
result in blast ejecta and dust problems. 

In addition, maintenance of surfaces will be the same as initial 
setup operations, since the surface will require releveling and 
recompaction after exposure to traEic. FmaUy, gravel provides a 
good, although not superior, surface. The surface is not as stable 
or easy to travel on as paving tiles, but fine soil particles are not 
exposed to lander blast or surface traffic. Proper selection of 
gravel sizes should provide roads and pads that are well within 
acceptable specifications. Gravel is readily available from natural 
screening or as a by-product of the resource utilization processes, 
which will just precede the need for stabilized surfaces. Leveling 
and spreading of gravel surfaces can be accomplished easily by 
the same operations used for levelinling the surfaces below them. 
Maintenance may involve periodic leveling of gravel wrfkces, but 
these operations should be minimal if gravel sizes are selected 
appropriately. In short, gravel deposition surface stabilization 
provides adequate surface characteristics without the need of any 
signticant unique equipment and without the need for exotic 
operational activity. Figure 7 shows the three types of stabilization. 

Blast barriers are used to protect equipment from the effects 
of the ejecta from the landing events. There are two primary 
philosophies for the design of these barriers. First, blast barriers 
can be erected as permanent structures close to the landing pads. 
Second, smaller temporary or permanent structures can be 
erected at individual equipment locations to shield small areas 
from the effects of the ejecta Examination of the nature of the 
blast and the effects of small off-nominal landing conditions 
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Fig. 7. Surface stabilization 

indicate that the second philosophy of protecting equipment and 
facilities is the most desirable. Figure8 shows some of the 
methods of local blast protection. 

Close barriers must be tall enough to block the bulk of the 
particles and yet must be Ear enough away so as not to represent 
hazards for off-nominal landings. Blast calculations above indicate 
that at 50 m, maximum particle altitude is 7 m, and at 100 m 
particle altitude is 12 m. Barriers 7 m to 12 m high are major 
items. With these heights, it is safe to assume that the barriers 
must be made from local resources such as piles of soil or gravel. 
A soil barrier 12 m high, beginning at 50 m and peaking at 100 m, 
will have a slope of 13' (only marginally acceptable) and will 
be a considerable construction project. 

Local equipment and facility barriers appear to provide easy 
forms of surface protection for modest efforts and minimal weight 
penalties. Several methods are available depending on the 
particular application. First and most simple is careful orientation 
of equipment so that sensitive surfaces face away from the landing. 
If this proves unfeasible because equipment cannot be moved, 
installation of a barrier will be needed. 

For glass surfaces, two methods may be considered If the 
surface must be used to -%ew the landing event, double g h g  
should be used such that the outer layer is easily replaced once 
surface erosion has progressed too much. If the viewing is not 
needed during the event, a movable opaque shield can be 
installed. This could consist of thin plastic or aluminum sheets. 

For equipment with complicated geometries and extensive 
sensitive surfaces, covering by a blanket or erection of a vertical 
barrier may be used. Blankets of mylar or lightweight fabrics 
provide the simplest method of protecting sensitive equipment 
that is not used without crewmembers. A shield such as metal 
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Erectable Barrier 

Fig. 8. Blast barriers. 
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Fig. 9. Landing pad marker. 

will need eight markers. The two long-range transponders will be 
set once and left in place. The three pad markers will be set each 
time a pad is selected, whether for unprepared pads or reusable 
pads. 

Crew Access 

Methods for transferring crewmembers to and from vehicles 
can be extremely simple. The initial method will be via 
extravehicular mobility units (EMUS) already carried by crews for 
other purposes. This method will be considered the trivial case, 
since only a ladder will be needed Of primary interest & transfer 
between two pressurized spaces. The employment of IVA transfen 
will relieve operational issues such as mission planning for EVA 
on the first and last days of the surface stay. 

Several concepts are available for accomplishing pressurized 
transfers including rigid and flexible tunnels, systems fixed to 

plate or fabric stretched on a frame of suitable size can be easily either the lander or the pressurized surface vehicle, and 
independent systems. One concept involves a dedicated ramp leaned against or propped next to equipment that must remain 

active during the absence of crew. vehicle similar to the mobile stairways used for airline passengers. 
The difference is that the lunar version would be pressurized. 

Pad rs and Navigation A .  

Pad markings and navigation aids are present to assist flight 
crews and automated landers in locating the landing pads and in 
adjusting trajectories to ensure precision landings. V i  marking 
is intended to provide identification of the pad to the crew for 
piloted missions. Navigation aids are intended to provide visibility 
to automated guidance systems. 

Figure 9 shows one possible device to serve as a pad marker 
with a radar transponder. The marker should have stowed 
dimensions of 50 cm X 50 cm X 10 cm and a mass no greater than 
10 kg. The device contains a transponder, a visual marker, and a 
laser range finder. These markers are placed at three positions 
on the 100-m diameter of the landing pad as discussed for the 
landing pad design. In addition, two of these markers are placed 
at about 1.5 km downrange and 1.5 krn crossrange from the 
landing site. The two will be visible above the horizon, both from 
each other and from the landing pad. These long-range 
transponders provide detailed navigation data to the lander 
guidance system. They will show lo separation at 90 km at which 
point the base will be visible to the lander and the lander will 
have plenty of time to make needed course corrections. Three 
markers are needed for each pad along with the two downrange 
and crossrange. Each crew will generally set at least two pads for 
a subsequent cargo and piloted landing. As a result, the first crew 

After the landing, the ramp approaches and connects to the 
landed vehicle. Soon afterwards the rover vehicle attaches to the 
other end of the ramp. Crewmembers then pass from the lander 
to the rover, reseal the ramp, and depart for the base. 

Figure 10 shows one concept for a ramp-type transfer tunnel. 
The tunnel ramp is basically a trailer with a special pressurized 
tunnel and universal docking adapterdhatches at both ends of the 
tunnel. The tunnel ramp is estimated to have a mass of about 3 t. 
The wheels will be powered so that the ramp may be operated 
independently. It can either be controlled by connection to the 
pressurized rover itself, or it may be teleoperated. The ends of 
the tunnel are flexible so that it can mate with the unlevel 
docking adapters of the lander and rover. It is anticipated that 
the height difference between the rover and the lander hatches 
will be approximately 2 m from center to center. 

Cryogenic storage equipment is needed for resource utilization 
activities in which liquid oxygen or hydrogen is produced in 
quantity on the lunar surface and is used in off-surface operations. 
Options for transfer could involve either permanently installed 
lines from storage equipment to pad locations or transfer vehicles 
with tankage for transfer. Since the vehicle needed for transfer 
can also be used for W g  the storage facilities from plant 
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supplies, vehicles can easily be designed to have the same 
connections. hstallation of permanent lines to each pad will be 
major operations and beyond a Phase I1 l w  base. 

Figure 11 illustrates a propellant r d  vehicle (PRV) that 
represents one concept for performing fuel transfer. The PRV 
consists of a storage tank for either liquid hydrogen or liquid 
oxygen, the necessary support equipment to transfer the fluid to 
a flight vehicle, and the required hardware to run the vehicle. The 

PRV is used for filling and draining dedicated tanker vehicles with 
fixed tanks, filling propellant tanks of a reusable vehicle, and 
scavenging unspent fuel from landers. 

The propellant tank for the PRV is 3 m in diameter and has 
a 3-m long cylinder with spherical ends. This allows it to carry 
35 cu m of propellants, which is e q d e n t  to about 2500 kg of 
liquid hydrogen and about 40,000 kg of liquid oxygen. A boom 
with flexible propellant lines is included with the PRV to 

Fig. 10. Crew transfer tunnel. 
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Fig. 11. Propellant retU vehicle. 
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accomplish fluid connections. The base of the fluid transfer boom 
is anchored to the front deck of the vehicle. The crewmember 
is situated at the base of the boom from where he controls boom 
positioning during propellant transfer manuevers or controls the 
vehicle while traversing to the landing site. The fluid transfer 
nozzle is positioned by rotating the boom base and extending the 
telescoping boom elements. For accurate positioning, fine 
adjustments are made at flexible joints near the nozzle before 
mating to the lander. While the PRV is in motion, the boom is 
stored in the collapsed position. 

No serious attempt has been made to h d  the mass of the PRY 
but estimates are that it will mass 14,000 kg empty. This includes 
an estimated 10,000 kg for the tank, 2000 kg for the structure, 
power, locomotion, and other subsystems, and about 2000 kg for 
the refrigeration and radiator system. 

Power Supply 

Electrical power is a vital utility for piloted vehicles on the 
landing pads. The vehicle systems must be kept in working order, 
and appropriate overall vehicle thermal conditions must be 
maintained. Although these vehicles will have their own onboard 
power systems, the lunar environment is significantly Berent 
kom that of space, and mass considerations may limit electrical 
energy storage capabilities. Without performing detailed study, it 
is evident that some sort of supplemental power supply for long 
surface stay times will be justified. 

There are two basic ways to provide the needed supplemental 
power to the landing pad. One involves the use of an electric 
cord extended from a central base power system and the other 
a self-contained portable power supply. Some baseline require- 
ments must be established to allow comparison of these two types 
of systems. To that end, it is assumed that the lander will require 
2 kW of power for a period of 28days. For the application 
described, the possibility of an inaccurate landing some kilometers 
away from the planned site, along with other versatility needs, will 
weigh heavily toward the self-contained power supply. If vehicle 
surface stay times increase, the balance may be shifted towards 
the cord system. This will occur for alternate ascent stage 
concepts in which the crew leaves the Moon in the vehicle used 
by the last crew providing complete ascent stage redundancy. 
Figures 12 and 13 show drawings of both type of systems. 

The cord system consists of a I-km long cord on a spool that 
is mounted on a four-wheeled cart. A power conditioning system 
consisting mainly of a transformer and rectifier is available on the 
cart to provide a variety of voltages including the standard 28V 
DC spacecraft electrical power. The overall mass of the system 
is estimated at 910 kg. Table 4 provides a mass breakdown and 
dimensional data. When needed, the cord is plugged into the base 
power system and unreeled to the site needed Another cord can 
be connected between the vehicle and the power supply, and the 
lander will have the needed power. If additional distance is 
needed, another extension cord can be connected to the first, 
bypassing the transformer system. 

There are several options available for the portable self- 
contained system. Among them, fuel cells and nuclear isotope 
generators appear to provide the best possibilities. Batteries will 
not be examined for this system, since the storage requirement 
of nearly 1500 kWhr will result in a massive system. Masses as 
low as the 5 kg per kWhr of zinc-silver batteries would result in 
a 7.54 system. In addition, solar cells will not be considered as 
a primary power supply. Since the system must be operated during 
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Fig. 12. Electric cord system. 

Fig. 13. Fuel cell power cart. 

the lunar night, solar cells cannot be used for continuous power. 
These solar cells can be used as a source supplemental to the 
primary power generation system. Nuclear systems use technology 
that is not well known, and they involve some Wcult political 
and safety issues. As a result they will not be considered here. 
Fuel cell technology is well developed, and application to the 
space shuttle and previous programs has proven it to be an 
operational technology. As a result, a fuel cell system is proposed 
for the self-contained power supply or "power cart." 

The power cart consists primarily of cryogenic hydrogen and 
oxygen tanks, liquid water tanks, and a fuel cell system mounted 
on a four-wheeled cart. A solar cell can be mounted on the cart 
to provide extra power during sunlight periods. The estimated 
mass of the fuel cell power cart is 1290 kg. Table 4 provides a 
mass breakdown and dimensional data for this system. When a 
lander needs power, the cart is taken to the landing pad. The 
power cart is connected to the vehicle in the same way as the 
electric cord system. The fuel cell is then activated, and the 
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TABLE 4. Vehicle power supplies. 

Electric Cord System ( 1 Ian) 
Conductor 490 kg 
Insulation 250 kg 
Power Conditioner 20 kg 
Cart Wkg 
Total 820 kg 

Dimensions: 2.0 m long; 1.4 m wide; 1.1 m high. 

Fuel Cell Power Cart (2 kW, 28 days) 
Tanks 

Hydtogen 
oxygen 
Water 

Fuel Cell 
Solar Panel ( 1 kW) 
Cart 
Dry Mass 
Reactants 
Total 

Dimensions: 4.3 m long; 1.3 m wide; 1.3 m high. 

Tanks 
Hydrogen 
oxygen 
Water 

1.3 m diameter 
1.1 m diameter 
1.1 m diameter 

vehicle has the appropriate power. After use, the cart can be taken 
back to a central regeneration station where it is charged for its 
next use. 

Both the cord and cart systems have compelling and comple- 
mentary advantages. Both systems can be used for many tasks 
other than simply supplying power to a lander. There will be need 
for power away from the base for a variety of transportation, 
construction, and other tasks, as well as for vehicle maintenance. 
Because of these needs, both types of systems are recommended. 
In fact, more than one of each may be required depending on 
how many simultaneous tasks are undertaken. 

Supplemental Gookg Cart 

For reasons analogous to the need for electrical power, a 
supplemental cooling system will be needed for piloted vehicles 
on the landing pads. The vehicles and their systems must be kept 
cool during the lunar day when reflection and reradiation from 
the lunar surface will add to the direct sunlight experienced in 
space. These vehicles will have their own onboard cooling power 
systems sized only for direct solar heat loads. A supplemental 
cooling system (SCS) will add radiator surface for the lander 
cooling system to d o w  it to handle the additional cooling loads 
of the lunar day. 

The SCS will consist primarily of a radiator sized at a minimum 
to reject the added cooling load from the lunar surface and at 
a maximum to reject the entire vehicle cooling load. Since these 
loads are mamilable at this time, a load of 2 kW is assumed. The 
radiator can be sized at 2 kW for an average radiator surface 
operating temperature of 15°C. At this temperature, estimates of 
heat rejection are about 100 W per sqm for simple radiators 
(Lunar Bases Synthesis Stud$, 1971). At this rate, the radiator 
willbe20sqmorabout4mx5m. 

The SCS shown in Fig. 14 has a deployable radiator system in 
three sections. The system mass is about 1170 kg. Table 5 provides 
a mass breakdown and some dimensional data. The system is 
mounted on a cart similar to the one used for the fuel cell power 
cart described above. This is a simplistic radiator system. Other 
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Fig. 14. Supplemental cooling out. 

W L E  5. Supplemental cooling system. 
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more sophisticated radiator designs have been proposed for 
applications such as this. The design presented here is intended 
to provide a conservative, rough order of magnitude size and 
weight. Further detailed design must be performed once better 
data on the expected heat load are known. Coolant choice must 
also be considered to ensure proper operation over the entire 
range of surface conditions. 

Micrometeor Protection 

It is probable that some vehicles that will remain on the surface 
for long pedods will need to be protected from exposure to 
micrometeors. One concept for providing this protection is the 
use of a vehicle cover or blanket that can be draped over the 
entire vehicle or over selected systems sensitive to the expected 
micrometeor bombardment. These blankets would serve as 
bumpers supplemental to those already provided on the vehicle 
itself. Blankets such as this will be needed for blast protection. 
The same sort of material can be used. Multilayer mylar sheets 
or kevlar i%rics may provide appropriate protection. 

SITE D Pmm 
The evolution of lunar base landing facilities can be summarized 

in what will be known as a Site Development Plan. This plan must 
be meshed with other plans for lunar base development to ensure 
that appropriate facilities and equipment are available when they 
are needed. The Site Development Plan will indicate how and 
when the facility elements defined above will be used at the 
launch and landing facilities. The needs and evolution are 
translated into particular schemes. Generally known as "scena- 
rios," these objectives, goals, and schemes are dynamic. Many 
scenarios for lunar development have been proposed and 
continue to be proposed. Scenario development and evaluation 
is a current and continuing process; thus, it is obvious that no 
one Site Development Plan may be proposed with hopes of it 
being valid for long. Each lunar base scenario must have its own 
Site Development Plan. 
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The primary interest in this planning'is to affect the evolution 
of the lunar base in only modest ways if at all possible. This 
approach allows delivery schedules and crew activities to relate 
to the objectives of the base itseIf and not to a sideline effort such 
as development of landing facilities. The development of lunar 
landing facilities for a Phase I1 lunar base follows one general path. 
There are three stages along this path: early landing facilities, 
temporary landing facilities, and permanent landing facilities. 
Depending on the nature of the individual scenario, the length 
of any of these stages may vary. However, the activities within each 
stage are the same no matter which scenario is chosen. Figure 15 
illustrates layouts of landing pads with respect to the base for the 
three development stages. 

The objective of the base will &ect primarily the transition 
kom temporary to permanent facilities, although the early stage 
can be affected indirectly. The main dependence is derived from 
cargo operations and the need for cargo loading and alignment 
operations. Support for a scientific base can generally be 
characterized by the need for instrument and construction 
equipment, logistic resupply deliveries, and sample returns. All 
other things aside, if the sample return requirements are low, 
permanent, reusable landing pads may never be needed. A 
resource-oriented base will have an obvious export. While the 
specific operation is not of importance here, when the export 
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activity begins in earnest, permanent pads will be needed and the 
transition from temporary to permanent stages will occur. A 
habitation base alone will, in general, not require a permanent 
landing facility. Since no product is shipped from the surface, no 
major cargo loading takes place. 

The rate of growth of habitation facilities and the growth of 
surface stay times afect landing facilities in different ways and at 
different periods. Habitation growth relates directly to the early 
temporary stage transition. If habitation is important, the base will 
be rapidly developed to allow dwelling in the base. At this point, 
as long as some sort of vehicular surface transportation is available, 
the pads may be moved away to the remote sites and the 
temporary stage can begin. If the base is developed slowly, the 
early stage will be protracted, and the vicinity of the base may 
actually become littered with spent stages and used landing pads. 

Stay-time growth will affect the transition from temporary or 
early stages to permanent stages. When surface stay times increase 
to the extent that reusable pad setup and maintenance becomes 
a fairly small percentage of available time, the permanent stage 
can be justified. Although not necessarily, this is usually associated 
with permanently occupied operations and would be very near 
the end of Phase I1 operations. 

Flight Vehicle Dependence 

The specific design of the lunar lander will afect pad location, 
equipment protection, and servicing requirements. These effects 
are related to the size and thus the thrust levels and the 
expendable vs. reusable nature of the vehicle. 

If growth of flight vehicles increases or decreases the size of 
the engines, some change to site development may be indicated. 
Generally, ejecta from larger engines will be larger and travel 
farther and faster than for smaller engines, and facilities will need 
to be spread out. 

The use of a reusable lander will affect the transition to 
permanent stages and the nature of facilities located at the pad. 
When a reusable vehicle begins to need servicing on the lunar 
surface, facilities for this servicing will be required. If the nature 
of the servicing is such that simple EYA is unacceptable, whether 
because of crew time or servicing complexity, the transition to 
the permanent stage must be made. This will occur regardless 
of the current stage. If the early stage is the current one, the 
temporary stage may be skipped altogether. If the facilities needed 
to handle the permanent operations are not available, they must 
be provided. 

Launch and landing facilities and their growth rate depend on 
the base development scenario. The major emphasis of the base, 
the rate of emplacement of facilities, and the design of the flight 
vehicle will all play major roles in the requirements for facilities. 
Resource utilization bases will require more and Werent landing 
facilities than will science or habitation bases. The more rapidly 
some base capabilities are achieved, the more rapidly landing 
facility capabilities are required. Vehicles that require extensive 

surface-based servicing will require leveled permanent landing 
areas. These permanent reusable landing pads are not needed or 
desired before major resource export or vehicle servicing 
activities take place. For some lunar base scenarios, permanent 
landing pads may never be needed. 

With few exceptions, lunar landing facilities and equipment are 
present on the lunar surface for other reasons before they are 
needed for landing operations. Landing equipment and facilities 
will probably not be major drivers of delivery schedules and 
mission plans. 

Based on the calculations done during this study, the effects 
of engine blast are si@cant. While they are not critical or life 
threatening, they must be considered. Equipment within 50 m of 
a landing may experience severe damage due to the impact of 
fairly large grains of lunar soil. Equipment over 400 m away will 
require only minimal protection. At 1 km to 2 km blast effects are 
very small. 

Landing pads can be designed without general regard to the 
specific landing site because overall surface conditions are fairly 
uniform across the entire lunar surface. Landing pads, whether 
prepared or not, should be about 100 m across. The area just 
outside this circle to 200 m across should not include any major 
obstructions such as boulders or expended landers. Lunar-derived 
gravel may be used to stabilize prepared landing pads. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
More work is needed concerning blast effects, vehicle servicing 

on the surface, site planning and development, and safety and 
rescue operations. More design definition is needed for surface 
stabilization methods, cryogen storage and transfer facilities, 
servicing and maintenance equipment, and other items. 

The launch and landing facilities of a permanently occupied 
base need to be defined. This study was limited to the initial lunar 
base, and the facilities needed for extensive permanently occupied 
or Phase III bases have only been reviewed in a cursory fashion. 
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3he deueelopment of modern metbods of remote sensing of the lunar sut$ace and clata from lunar 
srulries by @ce vehicles tnuke it p&le to assess scienh@z&y the epdimq of the Iocation of the 
lunar base in a &pt.u'te region on the Moon. 3hepn?lim'nary choice of the site is important for tackling 
a range of problems associated with ensuring the activity of a manned lunur base and with j?@iWng 
the mean% pmgmm. Based on ashvnornical htu, we suggest the Moon's western lwm&hm?, 
~~y the western part of Omanus ProceUancm, where natural; sdenh@z&y intemting objects 
have been idenam as have surjiace rr>cks with enhanced contents of ilmenite, a p&le source of 
w e n .  A A- aFaluulion of the region shows W, as far as natural featurn are 
it is a key one for solving the main problems of the M00n's ongin and evolulion. 

INTRODUCTION 

The main criteria for choosing a site for the first section of a 
manned lunar base are ( 1 ) the most favorable conditions for 
transport operations, (2) the presence of natural objects of 
different types in a relatively limited region (the study of these 
objects may provide answers to the principal problems of the 
Moon's origin and evolution), and (3) the presence of natural 
resources, primarily oxygen-bearing minerals in surface rocks, 
needed for ensuring the base's functioning even at the first stage. 

No doubt the h a l  selection of the base's site, as well as the 
fud decision concerning its establishment, will call for new space 
flights for collecting appropriate information. However, the 
current level of remote sensing of the Moon and already available 
data of direct studies by space technology enable one to make 
preliminary estimates and forecasts of the most reasonable 
location of a manned lunar base in keeping with the above 
criteria. 

When the lunar base project was first discussed over 20 years 
ago, the Moon's mare regions were considered the most suitable 
location for a lunar base (Sbevcbenko, 1968). At present we 
possess data that make it possible to substantiate this viewpoint 
in more detail and to determine which of the Moon's mare 
formations best meets the requirements. 

MOONS RIG n"K 
Upon completing the global survey of the lunar surface the 

asymmetry of the lunar sphere became obvious from the different 
structure of the near- and farside of the Moon. This asymmetry 
is determined by the location of lunar maria concentrated mainly 
within the limits of the nearside. 

Analysis of the structural features and distribution of the sucface 
rocks of the eastern and western hemispheres also showed a 
sharply pronounced western-eastern asymmetry. The asymmetry 
of the near- and farside in the complete form appeared about 
3000 m.y. ago, when basaltic lams of most of the modem maria 
erupted to the surface from the Moon's interior. This structure 
of the Moon's surface can now be explained qualitatively. h the 

final period of shaping the lunar crust's upper horizons (this 
period coincided with the fud ecphation of the Moon's periods 
of orbital revolution and axial rotation), the impact of terrestrial 
gravitation on the internal structure of the Moon increased. 
Between 4 and 3 b.y. ago the thickness of the solid crust within 
the nearside became 1.5-2 times lower than the thickness of the 
crust in the farside. This led to outcropping of lunar rocks 
predominantly within the limits of the nearside. As mentioned 
above, the distribution of maria constitutes the directly observed 
indication of hemispheric asymmetry of the near- and farsides of 
the Moon. 

Asymmetry of the Western and Eastern Hemispheres 

Over the past few years the work on the morphological catalog 
of lunar craters has come to an end. The catalog includes data 
on all craters more than 10 km in diameter (Rodtonova et d, 
1985). This information characterizes the Moon's large-scale 
cratering, which relates mainly to the premare period of the 
Moon's history. Statistical analysis shows the Herences in the 
density distribution of the craters in the highJands of the western 
and eastern hemispheres. Figure 1 is a generalizing map of the 
density distribution of about 15,000 lunar craters more than 
10 km across (Rodionova et al, 1988) and shows that the highest 
density distribution ( 120- 150 craters per 1 o5 km2) occurs in the 
region in the northeastern part of the Moon's farside. The 
meridian with longitude 180' is central on the map. The western 
(during observations from the Earth) hemisphere takes up the 
map's right-hand side of the .nap. If one excludes the regions of 
maria and young ring structures similar to Mare Orientale, it turns 
out that the density distribution of craters is systematically higher 
in the western hemisphere. Hence, in the premare epoch the 
asymmetry of the western and eastern hemispheres with respect 
to the density of large craters was the decisive external sign of 
the structure of the Moon's surface. Most of the multiring basins 
and the most ancient of them-Oceanus Procellarum (tK?&&w, 
1981)-are concentrated in the western (during observations 
from the Earth) hemisphere. 
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100% - 151 CRATER AT 1 O5 km2 

Fig. 1. The density distribution of lunar craters on the entire surface of the Moon. 

On the basis of data on the Moon's reflectivity obtained by 
space vehicles and ground-based telescope, the albedo of 80% of 
the lunar surface, including the farside, was measured. When the 
character of the albedo distribution and the data fkom the orbital 
X-ray photography from Apollo 15 and 16 were compared, it was 
established that the distributions of the albedo correspond to the 
different chemical composition of the basic types of lunar rocks. 
The distribution of lunar rocks, based on available data, is given 
in Fig. 2 (Schevcbenko, 1980). Excluding the relatively small 
regions of mare basalts, we again detect the asymmetry of the 
western (left) and eastern (right) hemispehres. It is worth noting 
that maria are within the regions of prolific lunar norites, i.e., the 
supposed product of premare volcanism. Hence, in the premare 
period the asymmetry of the western and eastern hemispheres 
manifested itself in the abundance of brighter (anorthositic) and 
darker (noritic) rocks on the surface of the Moon's single 
continental shield. 

Gamma-ray spectrometry from lunar orbit by Apollo 15 and 16, 
revealed iron concentrations in the surface layer along mission 
routes (Metzger et d., 1974). Analysis of these data also leads 
to the conclusion on the existence of western-eastern asymmetry. 
Highland rocks of the eastern hemisphere predominantly contain 
6.5 to 9.5 wt% of iron, while the surface layer of the highlands 
of the western hemisphere contains less than 6.5% of iron. Since 
the rocks of these regions formed more than 4 b.y. ago this 
asymmetry characterizes the structure of the Moon in the premare 
period of lunar history. 

Thus, the western-eastern asymmetry of the Moon relates to the 
earliest and the least understood period of the Moon's history and 
the evolution of terrestrial-type solar system bodies. The study of 
this period is of prime importance for understanding the origin 
and evolution of the solar system in p a r t i d  and for lunar 
sciences in general. That is why the choice of the site for the 
lunar base requires that the western-eastern aspmetry of the 
hemispheres be taken into account. The enhanced concentration 
(density) of craters and multiring basins in the western hemi- 
sphere presupposes a vast and sample-rich field of ejecta from 
different depths. The task of selecting such samples in their 
natural bedding cannot be solved by automatic devices due to its 
complexity', a specialist's direct participation is needed to conduct 
such studies. Hence, taking into consideration the features 
mentioned above, it can be concluded that on a global scale the 
western hemisphere should be preferred for implementing 
scientific programs at the first stage of the functioning of a lunar 
base. 

IF 

Although the Moon's farside is very interesting, it seems that 
at the first stage of establishing a lunar base we should limit 
ourselves to the nearside due to simpler conditions of transport 
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r j  Anorthmitic Gabbro 1-1 Gabbrois Anorthosites 

Fig. 2. A map of the distribution of lunar rocks according to photometric data 

and radio-television communications. From this point of view, let 
us consider primarily Oceanus Procellarum and highland regions 
closest to it ( S k w c M o ,  1986). 

Large impact structures in this part of the Moon are of great 
interest. The study of samples from the lower part of the crust 
and ancient intrusions will help identlfy the age of the Moon's 
old rocks and determine the change in the rock composition with 
the bedding depth. Such samples can certainly be found in 
material ejected by an explosion from a depth of up to 20km 
during the formation of the Moon's giant multiring basins. 
Apparently these basins were formed in the early stage of lunar 
history, 4.25-3.85 b.y. ago. If samples from the deepest layers of 
the crust affected by an impact explosion are identified amidst 
ejecta material, it will be possible to judge the time and 
composition of the formation of the Moon's primordial crust, the 
processes that took place in the era of giant impacts, and their 
effect on the subsequent volcanic activity during the formation 
of lunar maria It is obvious that such a unique search can be 
carried out by a researcher in the course of long on-the-spot 
studies of objects and samples on the basis of preset parameters. 

Of special interest in the region under consideration is the large 
crater Grimaldi situated within the highland near the western 
boundary of Oceanus Procellarurn. The floor of the crater is 
flooded by lava rocks with a very low albedo. The outer rim is 
237 km in diameter; the flooded part of the crater is about 170 km 
across. According to morphological classification by the degree 
of preservation of the crater's rim (Ro&nova et d., 1987), 

Grimaldi belongs to the pre-Imbrium period of formation. Later, 
approximately 3.85 b.y. ago, the crater was lavishly overlapped by 
ejecta from the multiring depression of Mare Orientale and 
apparently was destroyed to a great extent. Still later, in the 
Imbrian period, the dark covering of the Grimaldi floor appeared. 
It is also worth noting that the flooding of the crater's floor by 
dark lavas was multiphase, which can be traced in the photomet- 
ric picture of the region obtained by processing a photograph 
brought back to Earth by Zond6 space probe (.%exh&o, 
1980). The regions of equal brightness in this picture have a 
sharply pronounced asymmetric structure. The center of the 
darkest area of the lava inside the crater is observed to the south. 

The change in the reflective capacity of covering material is 
unambiguously correlated with the geometry of the rim's 
topography and the adjacent crater floor. To the north, where the 
rim is partly destroyed and the topography is gently sloping, the 
gradual brightening of the s=&ce takes place along several dozens 
of kilometers making up the width of the transitional zone. In 
the crater's southern part the rim is fully preserved with the 
considerable and rather sharp change of height between the rim's 
crest and the floor. The sharp boundary between the darkest 
region of the surface of the intercrater filling and the bright 
highland surroundings of Grimaldi correspond to this. In all 
likelihood, the general form of identified regions of different 
brightness is the result of the dynamics of lava flows occurring 
at different times during the filling of the crater by mare-type 
material. Despite the proximity of this formation to the western 
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boundary of Oceanus Procellarum, photometric analysis of the 
structure of the crater and its surroundings belies the surface 
flooding of Grimaldi by lava from neighboring mare regions. The 
source of dark material lies inside the crater, presumably in its 
southem part. This conclusion is supported by the anomaly of 
gravity inside the crater (Phill$s and Dvorak, 1981). The 
photometric structure of Grimaldi Crater is shown in Fig. 3. 
Albedo percentage is indicated for equal reflectivity lines 
(SbexMo,  1986). Thus, Grimaldi Crater contains traces of 
different epochs of lunar history from the most ancient period 
to the final stage of global volcanism that resulted in the formation 
of lunar maria. 

Some 500 km away from Grimaldi Crater is another structure 
that deserves close attention and detailed study. This is an albedo 
anomaly coinciding with the Moon's largest magnetic anomaly, 
Reiner Gamma (Shevchmko, 1980). Studying the photometric 
properties of this formation shows that the brightening of the 
surface belongs to a very thin layer, in all probability modified 
by mechanical processes. The polarization properties and the 
presence of reilection indicate an enhanced density that is not 
inherent in the typical lunar surface. The sites of the artificial 
compaction in the uppermost layer of the lunar regolith possess 
similar properties. 

The map of the albedo of the Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly 
is given in Fig. 4. The albedo of the main part of the brightness 
structure is 1.86 times higher than that of the surrounding surface. 

A similar result was obtained by photometry of the trace of 
Lunokhod 2's light-track-measuring wheel (ShevcMo, 1982). 
The rover's wheel compacted, without mixing, the uppermost 
surface layer by its pressure on the Moon's soil. This light 
compaction increased the brightness of the trace of the ninth 
wheel by 1.82 times when compared with the surrounding back- 
ground At the same time, reflection appeared on this trace, the 
increase in brightness at large phase angles being typical of the 
Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly. A similar phenomenon can be 
seen, for instance, in the pictures of the light tracks of the rover 
used for manual cargo carriage in the Apollo 14 expedition 
(Aplb 15 PreCimnury Science Report, 1972). A similar effect has 
been recorded when soil is subject to the impact of gas jets of 
sutficient density. The pictures of the Apollo 15 landing site taken 
before and after the spaceship's landing on the Moon show that 
in the latter case a bright halo around the landing site appears 
on the surface (Apllo 15 Preliminury Science Report, 1972). 

The described properties of the formation of the Reiner Gamma 
magnetic anomaly enable us to speculate that this anomaly origi- 
nated from the gas ejections of a dense coma surrounding a 
comet's active nucleus, which formed the albedo structure by 
compacting the Moon's uppermost soil layer. In this case it is 
possible to assess the anomaly's absolute age. The photometric 
properties of surface material are determined by a very thin 
porous soil layer. This layer is 1-2 an thick with a density of 0.2- 
0.3 ~/cm'. Calculations have shown that due to the pressure of 
the gas jet of descent engines the value reached is about 0.689 H/ 
cm2 (ApoUo 15 Preliminury Science Repor 1972), which is quite 
enough for destroying the high porosity of the surface layer 
through the compaction of soil. The natural level of porosity and, 
hence, the typical photometric properties can be restored as a 
result of the long effect of micrometeoritic erosion, the rate of 
which is 0.5 mm/lo6yr. Hence, the recovery of the 2-an thick 
porous layer will take not more than 40 m.y. This time is the 
absolute age of the Reiner Gamma formation, a very young large 
structure on the Moon linked perhaps with the era of global 
catastrophes in the internal part of the solar system. 

Fig. 3. A map of the albedo of Grimaldi Crater. Fig. 4. A map of the albedo of the Reiner Gamma magnetic anomaly. 
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The presence of ilmenites-oxygen-bearing minerals-is 
essential for the choice of promising areas on the Moon for 
detailed studies and landing (ShevcMo, 1986). Ilmenite is an 
ore mineral and its greatest abundance (up to 20%) is recorded 
in highly titaniferous mare basalts. Ilmenitic basalts abound in 
some lunar areas whose genesis is imufliciently studied. Predicting 
ilmenitic basalt regions is feasible with the use of planetary 
astrophysics and remote sensing. According to most predictions 
ilmenitic basalts seem to be spread in the central and western 
parts of Oceanus Procellarum, in addition to the Apollo 11 and 
Apollo 17 landing sites, where they were detected in the samples 
taken back to Earth. There are relatively small areas in the 
northwestern part of Oceanus Procellarum that, according to the 
data of photography fkom the Earth and measurements &om the 
Zond 6 spacecraft, have the lowest albedo on the lunar surface- 
less than 6%. In albedo and spectral zone characteristics, these 
regions have greater titanium content in the surface rocks 
( ~ c M o ,  1986). Methods of remote identitkation of lunar 
rocks with enhanced titanium oxide content continue to be 
improved. 

In accordance with the calculated values of the energy of metal- 
metal electron transitions in ilmenite, a spectral range of the 
characteristic 0.5- to 0.6-mcm absorption band has been isolated, 
where it is superimposed on individual absorption bands of 
transitions in the crystalline field in ~ e ~ +  and I'i3+ ions. This 
conclusion is most clearly confirmed by the results of the 
laboratory measurements of cleansed samples of terrestrial 
ilmenite. Figure 5 presents rdection spectra of four ilmenite 

FHg. 5. Reflection specva of the sampIes of cleansed ilmenite. 

samples (Nos. 1 to 4) extracted fkom a depth of 100 to 1250 m 
in the northwestern Ukraine (U.S.S.R). The chemical composition 
of the samples is similar, and the titanium oxide content varies 
within 49.28 to 49.40 wt%. Sample No. 2 contains slightly more 
iron oxide, which explains the specific features of its spectrum. 
AU spectra contain a characteristic absorption band that indicates 
the presence of titanium in rocks in all other cases (Busara, and 
ShevcMo, 1988). 

For the region northwest of the crater Lichtenberg in Oceanus 
Procellarum, spectra in the 0.336 to 0.758mcm interval with 
resolution 0.0048 man were obtained. Spatial resolution corre- 
sponds to 25 km on the Moon's surface. Observations were 
conducted in the Crimea on the Zeiss-600 telescope in May 1987. 
Figure 6 presents spectra for section 1 with coordinates 72.g0W, 
35.0°N, for section 2 with coordinates 75.1°W, 32.7ON, and the 
spectrum of the Apollo 17 landing site obtained during those 
observations. The comparison of the spectra shows that the 
characteristic absorption band in the 0.5-0.6-mcm region mani- 
fests clearly enough. Individual features of the spectra also 
coincide well enough to indicate the enhanced ilmenite content 
in the surface rocks of the region northwest of the crater 
Lichtenberg. The quantitative estimate based on the empirical 
dependence of the slope of the spectrum in the 0.400-0.565-mcm 
interval on the percentage of titanium oxide gives the value 5.3% 
for section No. 1 and 6.8% for section No. 2 (ScheucMo and 
Bzlsarev, 1988). 

The area northwest of Lichtenberg Crater is a region of pre- 
sumed presence of ilmenitic basalts. (This region was pre- 
lirmnanly singled out in albedo and spectral zonal characteristics.) 
Since all these sections have similar optical properties, including 
the maximum degree of polarization (Dzkpiushuili and K m l ,  
1982), the estimates based on spectrophotometric data can be 
extended to them too as regards the enhanced ilmenite content 
in surface rocks. 

MOONS I%]EG.ION 
It can be concluded that the western part of Oceanus Procel- 

larum is a key region of the lunar surface whose detailed and 
comprehensive study is of great importance for the exploration 
of the Moon and for the understanding of the early history of the 
solar system. 

Fig. 6. Spectra of the sections of the lunar surface in the Lichtenberg 
Crater region ( 1, 2)  and the Apollo 17 landing site (3). 
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Figure 7 presents the map-diagram of the western part of 
Oceanus Procellarum. The areas identified according to ground- 
based remote sensing data are assumed to have an enhanced 
titanium oxide content in mface rocks. This conclusion is drawn 
from the low albedo (less than 6%), increased reflectivity ("blue" 
rays revealed in the course of spectrozonal photography on 
wavelengths 0.37 and 0.61 man), a higher maximum degree of 
polarization, and lastly, spectral characteristics. Sections in the 
region northwest of Lichtenberg Crater for which spectra are 
obtained (see Fig. 6) are denoted by asterisks. Similarly, the sur- 
Eace rocks on the floor of the darkest southern part of Grimaldi 
Crater can be assumed to be ilmenitic basalts. 

According to the stratigraphic dtagram of Oceanus Procellarum 
( Whitfo~dStmk and H e d ,  1980) the regions in the western part 
of Oceanus Procellarum coincide with the sites of regional lava 
flows originated in small craters and with a system of rilles 
indicating the direction of the movement of these flows. It seems 
that the lava flows and their sources identified by the above 
authors were the entrymays of ilmenitic basalts to the surface. On 
the other hand, these features are indicative of the traces of lunar 
volcanism that deserve special close study. 

Maria hills situated on the temtory beween the Reiner Gamma 
structure and Marius Crater are also such objects. As volcanic 
structures, these objects relate apparently to the epoch of late 
postmare volcanism on the Moon, the traces of which, due to the 
limited spread of this process, are very rare. 

Mention should also be made of the hct that in the region 
under review there are objects near which nonstationary 
processes have been recorded many times. They are linked with 

the manifestations of modern lunar volcanism (Sbeuchenk!~, 
1986). These sites, denoted on the diagram by the sign V, are 
hypothetical sources of volatiles of endogenic origin. Nonstation- 
ary phenomena on the Moon have not been studied enough 
because of specific features of their manifestations. Hence, a 
detailed study of the places where nonstationary phenomena have 
repeatedly been observed on the surface is important for 
understanding the evolution of the Moon and other minor bodies 
of the solar system and the nature of modern volcanism on planets 
and satellites. It is probable that the detection of the sources of 
the intensive outgassing from the Moon's interior will be of great 
importance for the functioning of a lunar base. 

Thus, in the given region, according to preliminary data, we 
have natural resources in the form of ilmenitic basalts suitable for 
obtaining oxygen and in the form of volatiles-products of the 
eruption h m  the Moon's interior. The same sites of nonstationary 
phenomena and the traces of the late volcanism of the postmare 
period are the major aim of studies. Grimaldi Crater, lying near 
this region, contains numerous traces of the multistage process 
of the formation and evolution of lunar highlands and maria, 
including intercrater volcanism. Finally, this region has the 
youngest large formation on the Moon-the anomalous Reiner 
Gamma structure, the study of which opens up an opportunity 
to detect the traces of cometary impacts against the lunar surface 
that perhaps belong to one of the latest epochs of catastrophic 
events in the solar system. 

The highland adjacent (from the west) to Oceanus Procellarum 
undoubtedly contains ejecta relating to different periods of impact 
phenomena, from the earliest, when the region of the highest 

Fig. 7. A map diagram of the western part of Oceanus Procellarum. 
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density distribution of craters situated northwest of the region 
under consideration was shaped, to the latest, when the multiring 
basin of Mare Orientale came into existence. No doubt as a result 
of later impact events, these ejecta were partly t d e r r e d  and 
scattered on the mare surface of Oceanus Procellarum. A more 
careful search for such fragments is needed in the overall regolith 
mass covering the western part of Oceanus Procellarum. 

The plain-type terrain in this region provides favorable 
conditions for takeoff-landing transport operations of unmanned, 
remotely controlled, and manned spacefcraft. The typical texture 
of the surface is known from the pictures of the surrounding 
terrain taken at the landing sites of unmanned space probes- 
Luna 9 (Planitia Descensus), Luna 13, and Sweyor 1 (denoted on 
the diagram by big asterisks). 

It can be concluded that expoloration by remote (ground- 
based) and direct (space vehicles) method should be focused on 
this key region on the Moon as the most suitable (as preliminary 
data show) for the establishment and functioning of a lunar base. 
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Mare Smythii, located on the equator and east limb of the Moon, has a great variety of scienIrp and 
economic uses as the site for apermurzmat lunar base. Hen? a complex could be established that unould 
combine the advantages of a nearside base (for m e  of communications witb Eurth and normal 
operations) with those of a farside base (for shielding a radio ashonomical obsemtory from the 
electmmagnetic noise of Eurth). The Mare Smythii region &phys Mvirtually the entire known range 
of gwlogidpmcesses and materiaLF found on the Moon; f i m  this site, a series of JeId tmmes and 
investigations could be conducted that zoouldptvvide clata on and annuers to findamental questions 
in lunar geosahce. i%k embendowment of gwlogical materiaLF also makes the Smythii region athwctive 
for the mining of wsources for use both on the Moon and in EarthMoon space, We suggest that the 
main base con?ple3c be bcuted at 0,3004 wi'thin the mare basaits of the Smythii basin; two aMtionul 
outposts would be wquire4 one at 0, 81°E to maintain constant communicutions with Eurth, and 
the other, at 0, IOlOE on the lunar f d ,  to serve as a r& ashonomical obseruatory. i%e bulk 
of lunar suface activities could be conducted by robotic teleoperations under the direct conhol of the 
human inhabitants of the base. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several advanced planning studies are currently underway to 
identify strategies for the establishment of a permanent base on 
the Moon (Mendell, 1985). Depending upon the ultimate 
emphasis placed on lunar base operations, several considerations 
enter into the planning process, one of which includes the 
selection of the base site. Any lunar base site will offer something 
for various users. Duke et al. (1985) identified three separate 
scenarios for development of a lunar base, each having a different 
emphasis for ultimate base use: lunar science, resource utilization, 
and lunar settlement. These different thrusts are not mutually 
exclusive, but each could have slightly different criteria for base 
site selection. In fact, it is highly probable that a lunar base 
program will have elements of each emphasis; indeed, one of the 
attractions of a lunar base program is that it has so much to offer 
to many different users. 

Although it may be premature at this stage to design detailed, 
site-dependent operational strategies, it is not too soon to begm 
considering what types of base sites offer the most benefits 
to the most potential users. In this spirit, we here present a study 
of the Mare Smythii region, on the east limb of the Moon, and 
suggest that this location presents many advantages to all the 
currently identified potential base users. 

'NOW at Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Boulevard, Houston 
TX 77058. 

ADVANTAGES OF A BASE SITE 
ON THE LUNAR LIMB 

A consequence of the Moon's synchronous periods of rotation 
and revolution is that the Earth is always visible at the same 
location in the sky on the nearside and always invisible from the 
farside. This presents both opportunities and problems. For 
normal lunar base operations, it may be desirable to maintain 
constant communication with the Earth, a condition satsed by 
any nearside site. However, one of the prime advantages of the 
Moon as an astronomical observing platform is that the lunar 
farside is the only known place in the solar system that is 
permanently shielded from the extensive radio noise produced by 
our home planet. These two requirements are mutually incom- 
patible, short of designing and operating two separate lunar base 
sites. 

Because the Moon orbits the Earth in an elliptical path and the 
plane of the lunar orbit is not quite perpendicular to its rotation 
axis, the Moon wobbles slightly, or librates, in both latitude and 
longitude. Thus, the lunar limb (the great circle defined by the 
poles and the 90' meridians) is the only place on the Moon 
where the Earth is sometimes visible and sometimes occulted. It 
is in this region that a base could be established that may 
potentially satisfy both paradoxical requirements: that of radio 
access to the Earth and shielding from the Earth's radio noise. 
We emphasize at the outset that no single site accomplishes these 
goals at all times, but rather, several outposts or "sub-bases" in 
close proximity are required to make use of the lunar libration 
effect. 
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Several studies have advocated base sites at the lunar poles (e.g., 
Bu&e, 1985), either because of the availability of continuous solar 
power or because the continuous darkness of crater floors may 
have trapped volatiles (including water) over geologic time (e.g., 
Amold, 1979). However, from an astronomical viewpoint, a major 
drawback to a polar site is that only half of the sky is ever visible. 
Moreover, the unique lighting conditions of the poles, where the 
sun is constantly near the horizon and the surface is either jet 
black or blazing white, would make both surface operations and 
geological exploration diiTicult. 

For these reasons, we believe that a limb site located on the 
equator has many advantages over a polar site. First, the entire 
sky is visible from the lunar equator over the course of a month. 
Second, equatorial sites on the Moon are easily and constantly 
accessible in minimum energy trajectories from the LEO space 
station, the probable staging location for base establishment. The 
Mare Smythu site that we endorse as a lunar base site is not only 
on the limb, at the equator, but it is in a region containing 
evidence of a great diversity of geological processes as well as 
a variety of materials that occur in reasonably close proximity. 
This region can satisfy al l  potential lunar base users-geoscientists, 
astronomers, miners, and colonists. 

Mare Smythii is a dark lowland on the east limb of the Moon 
(Fig. 1 ). The region is well covered by orbital remote-sensing data; 
analysis of these data suggests that the region is probably one of 
the most diverse on the Moon (Figs. 2 and 3; Table 1). (For a Fig. 1. Global view of the eastern limb of the Moon showing Mare 

concise summary of our current understanding of lunar gee- Smythii and its relation to the longitudes of hnar libration Some regional 

science, see Lunar wwng G . ~ ,  1986.) ln the features and two Apollo landing sites are also shown. AS12-55-8226. 

following paragraphs, we brieily discuss the advantages of the 
Mare Smythii region from the perspectives of several potential 
lunar base users. 

The Mare Smythii region displays the two principal geological 
units found on the Moon: maria (the dark, smooth plains) and 
terrae (the rugged, heavily cratered highlands). Mare Smythu 
consists of dark lava flows that partly l2l a much older, multiringed 
impact basin. The Smythii basin is one of the oldest lunar basins 
that retain recognizable ring structure; it is composed of three 
rings 370, 540, and 740 km in diameter. Basins were formed by 
the impact of asteroid-sized bodies on the Moon before about 
4 b.y. ago; the study of the mechanics of their formation and their 
geological effects on crustal materials is one of the primary tasks 
of lunar geoscience. 

The dark, smooth maria are known from Apollo results to 
consist of basaltic lava flows; the ages of mare basalt samples 
returned by Apollo range from 3.9 to about 3.1 b.y. The ages of 
mare lava flows not visited by Apollo may be estimated by 
examining the density of superposed impact craters. Results of this 
exercise for Mare Smythii are shown in Fig. 4; the astonishing 
result is that the lava flows of the Smythii basin are among the 
youngest on the Moon. The position of the crater frequency curve 
of Mare Smythii relative to that of dated Apollo site lava flows 
indicates that the Smythii basalts are probably 1 to 2 b.y. old. (A 
more precise estimate is impossible because the cratering history 
of the Moon over the last 3 b.y. is only approximately known.) 

Fig. 2. Geological features of and near the Smyth~l basin. (a) Regional view of the Smythii basin. Dark smooth area (M) is Mare Smythh, consisting 
of high-Ti mare basalts. Smythd basin rim (B) is 370 km in diameter and is composed of anorthositic rocks. Dark mantle (arrows) is pyroclastic 
ash produced by Ere fountain eruptions of basaltic magmas. Many floor-fractured craters (F) are visible on the basin floor. Large, mare-Med crater 
at upper left is Neper (N), 137 km in diameter. AS15-95-12991. (b) Western part of the Smythu basin floor. The prominent floor-firactwed crater 
(F) is Wubert C (31-km diameter). Mare basalt flows (M) M the highlands terrain (H) of the basin. Dark mantle deposits are associated with 
irregular volcanic vents (arrows) in this area LO 1-5 M. (c) Eastern part of the Smythu basin floor, showing lava flows (M) of Mare Smythii, highlands 
basin rim (H), and floor-fractured crater Purkyne U (F; 5 1-km diameter). Young rayed crater (arrow) overlies lava till of Purkyne U. LO I-19M. (d) Regional 
view of terrain northeast of Mare Smythh (S). Basalts of Mare Marginis (M) are relatively young (about 2-3 b.y. old) and rich in KREEP. Swirls 
within Marginis (big arrow) are associated with large surface magnetic anomalies. Dark-halo impact craters (small arrows) are associated with buried 
ancient mare basalts, common in this area Iarge rayed crater at top (G) is Giordano Bruno (22-km diameter), possibly the youngest large crater 
on the Moon. Portion of AS16-3021. (e) Regional view of terrain southwest of Mare Smythd (S). The mottled light plains (P) of the Balmer basin 
display dark-halo craters (arrow) and are KREEP-rich. Large crater near bottom center is Humboldt (207-km diameter). Portion of AS17-152-23293. 
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Fig. 3. Maps of geologic, topographic, and chemical remote-sensing data for the Smythii region. AU geochemical data were obtained from the orbiting 
Apollo 15 and 16 s p a c e d  and, except for the thorium data, are from La JoUa Consorh'um (1977); chemical composition of major geologic units 
is summarhed in Table 1. AU maps are Mercator projection (a) Geology, modified from Wrlhelms and EL& (1977). Relative ages indicated by 
capital letters: E-Eratosthenian, I-Imbrian, N-Nectarian, pN-pre-Nectarian. Units: Em-basalts of Mare Smythii; Im-other mare basalts; EId-pyroclastic 
dark mantle deposits; Ip-smooth plains, some displaying dark-halo craters; Icf-floor-fractured craters; pNbr-Smythii basin rim material; pNbf-Smythii 
basin floor material; Ic, Nc, pNc-impact crater materials; NpNt and pNt-undivided tern (highlands) material. Dashed lines indicate basin rings. 
Smaller circular features are impact craters; lines with ticks indicate crater rims. (b) Regional topography h m  Apollo metric photographs by U.S. 
Geological Survey (unpublished, 1982). Elevations based on global datum of a spherical Moon 1738 km in radius. (c) Aluminum concentration (in 
weight percent). (d) Magnesium concentration (in weight percent). (e) Thorium concentration (in parts per million; from Haines et al, 1978). 
Q Iron concentration (in weight percent). 
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Fig. 3. (continued) (g) Titanium concentration (in weight percent). 

Although very old by terrestrial standards, these are among the 
youngest lunar volcanic products; their study will greatly aid the 
reconstruction of the volcanic and thermal history of the Moon. 

In addition to the lava flows within the basin, several localities 
exhibit dark mantling deposits (Fig. 2a-c). We know from the 
Apollo results that lunar dark mantles are composed of volcanic, 
pyroclastic deposits, such as the Apollo 17 orange glasses and 
black beads. Lunar pyroclastic glasses form in Hawaiian-type "ke  
fountaining" eruptions; moreover, the composition of these glasses 
indicates that they undergo little chemical modification during 
their ascent kom their source regions in the lunar mantle. Thus, 
study of pyroclastics is important to understand lunar volcanism 
and the composition of the lunar mantle. 

In addition to lava flows and pyroclastics, several craters inside 
the Smythii basin appear to be modified by internal processes 
(Figs. 2a-c, 3a). These features, floor-fractured craters, are not 
uncommon on the Moon and many are associated with the 
margins of the maria and other sites of volcanic activity. One 
hypothesis for their origin is that the subfloor zones of impact 
craters become sites of magmatic intrusions; the continuing 
injection of magma has uplifted the crater floor in a doming action 
that fractured them (Schdtz, 1976). The Smythii basin, containing 
at least eight of these features in different states of development, 
is an ideal area in which to study the process of internal 
modification of impact craters. 

The lunar terrae or highlands make up the vast bulk of the lunar 
crust. The crust appears to be composed largely of rocks rich in 
plagioclase (a silicate mineral rich in aluminum and calcium); 
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Fig. 4. Crater-frequency distribution for the mare basalt flows of Mare 
Smythii (squares), shown in comparison to those of the Apollo 11 and 
12 landing sites and the crater Copernicus (from BVSt: 1981). Position 
of the Smythh curve indicates that these lava flows are si@cantly 
younger than those of the Apollo 12 site (the youngest sampled lunar 
lams); the age of the Smythii flows is probably about 1 to 2 b.y. 

such rocks are called anorthosites. One of the early ideas 
concerning the origin of the lunar crust was that the amount of 
plagioclase in the crust far exceeds what could be reasonably 
expected to be produced by partial melting and that a former 
"ocean" of magma existed on the Moon. The terrae surrounding 
the Smythii basin contain aluminum-rich terrains that are probably 
largely composed of anorthosites, heavily brecciated (shattered 
and reassembled) by impact cratering. These highlands offer an 
opportunity to study the rock types that make up the lunar crust 
as well as the effects of impact bombardment on the highlands. 

One interesting and important lunar rock type contains high 
concentrations of potassium, rare earths, and other incompatible 
elements (those that do not fit well into the crystal structure of 

W L E  1. Compositional properties of selected geological units in the Mare Smythh region 

Material ~ ~ e '  

Mare Smythh E/1-2 
Dark mantle EU3.5-1 
Basin rim pN/-4.0 
Balmer plains w3 .9  
Terra, west of basin NpN/--4 
Terra, east of basin DN/% 

Mgwt% nwt% Fewt% Thppm Comments 

5->7.4 2.5-3.5 5.6-7.4 2.4 High-Ti mare basalts, thin with admixed highlands debris 
5.8->7.4 2.5-3.5 4.4-5.6 1.2-2.4 M&c, pyrodastic glasses, probably high-Ti 
<5-5.8 0.6- 1.9 4 . 5  -4.4 0.5-0.7 Anorthositic debris, breccias 
6.2-7.4 1.4- 1.9 7.4-9.6 4.0 Thin mantle of terra debris overlying KREEP basalts 
<5-5.8 1 - 1.9 5-7.4 0.7 Anorthositic norite breccias 

<5 <0.3-1.4 <1.5-3 0.5 Anorthositic to pure anorthosite breccias 

'~elative ages: E-Eratosthenian, I-Imbrian, N-Nectarian, pN-pre-Nectarian Absolute ages (in billion years) are rough estimates. 
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common rock-forming minerals). This rock type, called KREEP, 
may represent the final stages of the crptallimtion of the original 
global magma system. KREEP is not uniformly distributed around 
the Moon, but in the Mare Smythii region, both Balmer and Mare 
Marginis contain KREEP-rich rocks (Figs. 2e, 3e; Table 1). At 
Balmer, KREEP basalts apparently underlie a thin covering of 
highlands debris, whereas at Marginis, the high KREEP a p p e a ~ ~  to 
be associated with the mare lava flows. Thus, the Mare Smythii 
region offers the opportunity to study the occurrence and nature 
of KREEP-rich rocks in two entirely different geologic settings. 

In short, the Smythu basin offers a wide variety of geologic units 
and processes for detailed investigation from a lunar base. From 
a centrally located base site, a series of traverses can be designed 
to explore this diverse terrain, as will be discussed below. 

Structurally, the Smythii basin is of geophysical interest because 
( 1) it is similar in size and depth to the younger Orientale basin 
(Wrzlelms, 1987) and (2) it formed on a crust thought to be 
thicker (about 60 to 80 km thick) than that beneath the Apollo 12 
and 14 landing sites (45-60km thick). This thicker crust is 
inferred from the relative absence of strain-induced grabens in the 
Smythii region, which implies that subsidence was minimized by 
a thicker ancient lithosphere (Solomon and Head, 1980). 
Because the lithosphere and the more plastic asthenosphere were 
probably identical with the differentiated crust and mantle at the 
time of basin formation, a thicker crust is expected. A regional 
seismic network near a base in Mare Smythh would test this 
expectation directly and provide a determination of subsurface 
wave-velocity structure in a thick crustal zone to complement the 
Apollo results. 

The Smythii and Orientale basins are also structucally similar 
in that they contain relatively thin mare basalt flows and strong 
gravity anomalies that imply the existence of subsurface mass 
concentrations or "mascons." The mascons are caused partly by 
the sdc ia l  mare basalt flows and partly by impact excavation of 
less dense crustal material, followed by rising of the denser mantle 
to compensate isostatically for the excavated crustal material. The 
existence of a relatively thick ancient lithosphere beneath Smythii 
is believed to have assisted in the preservation of a mascon 
beneath this basin despite its relatively thin mare fU. Geophysical 
characterization of the subsurface density structure under the 
Smythii basin (inferred from seismic and gravity surveys) will 
therefore provide a general test of models for the structure of 
mascon basins. 

Mare Smythh is adjacent to a large group of swirl-like albedo 
markings north and east of Mare Marginis (Fig. 2d). Although the 
origin of these swirls is poorly understood, they are similar to 
markings found elsewhere on the Moon and are closely associated 
with strong magnetic anomalies detected from lunar orbit 
(Fig. 5). A base in Mare Smythii would therefore afford an 
opportunity to investigate the magnetic anomaly sources. In 
addition to establishing the nature of the swirls, such an 
investigation would further constrain the origin of lunar 
palmmagnetism, an enigma raised by the Apollo data (see Lunar 
Geoscience Working Group, 1986). The swirls have been 
suggested to be either surface residues of relatively recent 
cometary impacts or zones of the lunar surface that have been 
shielded from the ion bombardment of the solar wind by the 
associated strong magnetic fields. In the latter model, solar-wind 
hydrogen is considered a necessary part of the process that results 

Fig. 5. Amplitude of n e a r - h c e  magnetic fields in the region of Maria 
Smythii and Marginis as deduced from the reflection of low-energy 
electrons (from Hood and WrUiams, 1988). 

in darkening with time (or "optical maturation") of lunar surface 
materials (Hood and WfUiams, 1988). To complicate matters 
further, it is likely that transient plasmas produced during 
hypervelocity impact are responsible for generating short-lived 
magnetic fields that magnetized some lunar surface materials. 
Geologic and magnetic investigations at a lunar base may verrfy 
this process in detail for the benefit of future paleomagnetic 
investigations of the Moon and similar bodies in the solar system. 

At a lunar base, it will be important to obtain new heat flow 
measurements in situ to supplement the two Apollo measure- 
ments. A determination of the global mean heat flow is important 
for constraining not only the thermal state of the interior but also 
the bulk lunar composition (through the inferred abundance of 
heat-generating radioactive elements such as uranium and 
thorium). A major deficiency of the Apollo 15 and 17 heat flow 
determinations is that both were obtained near mare-terra 
boundaries, transitions between a surface with a thick, insulating 
megaregolith layer (the highlands) and a surface with a very thin 
insulating layer (the maria). Because heat flow at such boundaries 
is expected to be anomalously large, the Appllo measurements 
may not be representative of the Moon as a whole (Warren and 
Rasmmen, 1987). Although indirect orbital measurements of 
lateral variations in heat flow may be made prior to the 
establishment of a lunar base, direct Apollo-type heat flow 
determinations at additional sites around the Moon will be 
required to establish the absolute magnitude of global lunar heat 
flow. Measurements at sites in and around Mare Smythii (or any 
other circular mare) would allow an evaluation of heat flow as 
a function of megaregolith thickness. Mare Smythii is also known 
to be higher in radioactivity than the surrounding highlands 
(Fig. 3e); heat flow measurements in the Mare Smythii region, 
combined with orbital measurements of lateral heat flow and of 
surface abundance of radioactive elements, would therefore 
contribute ground truth for a more accurate evaluation of mean 
global heat flow. 
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The uses of a permanent lunar base for astronomical observa- 
tions have been described in detail (Bum a n d  MendelI, 1988, 
Smith, 1988). Here we will note the advantages offered by the 
Mare Smythh site for an astronomical observatory. 

As discussed above, it is highly desirable to establish a radio 
astronomical observatory somewhere on the lunar farside, out of 
view of our electromagnetically noisy home planet. Perhaps the 
greatest advantage of the Smythii site is that the radio observatory 
could be near the main base, but out of Earth radio range. 
Moreover, the equatorial location of a Smythli site would ensure 
that the entire sky would be visible over the course of each lunar 
day (about 28 terrestrial days). The potential for astronomy at 
wavelengths other than radio is as exciting in this region as at 
any site on the Moon. 

From a geocentric viewpoint, the Moon experiences about 8' 
of longitudinal libration: any point beyond 98' longitude is never 
in radio sight of the Earth. However, diflti;lction effects for very- 
low-kequency radio waves ( Taylm, 1988) require that the radio 
observatory be located an additional 75 km east of this longitude 
(a degree of lunar longitude at the equator is about 30 km). Thus, 
the prime location for a lunar radio observatory is on the equator 
at any longitude greater than 100.5' east or west; at these 
locations, Earth radio noise does not exist. We suggest that the 
radio observatory for the Smythh base be an outpost, largely 
automated, located at 0, 10IOE (Fig. 6). For routine maintenance 
of the observatory, a road could be bulldozed and the observatory 
seniced by tracked or wheeled vehicles. The observatory would 
be about 330 km &om the main base; on a prepared road, routine 
speeds of at least 30 krn/hr could be achieved, making the transit 
time to the observatory about 11 hours. Transport and senicing 

Fig. 6. Relief map of the Smythii region of the Moon, showing location of the main lunar base, the farside radio astronomical observatory, and 
permanent communications outpost. Circles indicate a 100-km and 500-km radius of action from the main base. Three model geological traverses 
(I, 11, and III) are described in the text. Base is portion of LOC-2, original scale 1:2,750,000. 
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could be largely automated or teleoperated, thus greatly mini- 
mizing surface exposure risks to the human inhabitants of the 
lunar base. 

The Mare Smythii site offers al l  the advantages of lunar-based 
astronomical observation. Its equatorial location would make the 
whole sky visible and the lunar farside is in close proximity. Other 
properties intrinsic to the Moon (e.g., hard vacuum, stable 
platform; see Smith, 1988) are as applicable here as at any lunar 
base site. In conjunction with its numerous other virtues, the 
Smythii site easily satisfies the criteria of lunar base astronomical 
users. 

A wide variety of potential uses for the indigenous resources 
of the Moon has been identified (see sections6, 7, and 8 in 
MendelI, 1985). Although these proposed uses differ widely by 
process and required feedstock materials, several lunar resources 
appear to be common to many different schemes. In general order 
of decreasing usefulness, these resources are bulk regolith, 
ilmenite (a Ti-rich mineral), volatites, Al-rich highlands soils, and 
KREEP-rich material. Each of these materials is abundant at the 
Mare Smythi site. 

The entire surface of the Moon is covered by a mass of 
fragmental material, ground up by impact bombardment, called 
regolith. The most important identified use of bulk regolith will 
be to shield surface habitats from the harsh radiation environment 
on the Moon (e.g., Haskin, 1985). This is the easiest recognized 
use of lunar materials; loose soil can be bulldozed to cover 
prefabricated living modules. Moreover, expanding human 
presence in Earth-Moon space will require shielding at space 
outposts where humans will live (e.g., in geosynchronous orbit 
or at the Iagrangian points). Thus, bulk lunar regolith may be- 
come one of the first economical lunar exports. Both mare and 
highlands surrounding the Smythii site are suitable for mining bulk 
regolith; the old age of the highlands suggests that the regolith 
is extremely thick in these areas, possibly as thick as 30 m. 

The mineral ilmenite is of particular importance in schemes for 
utilizing lunar resources. Not only would ilmenite be useful in 
the production of oxygen on the Moon by a reduction process 
(e.g., G&son and Knudsen, 1985), but ilmenite-rich soils contain 
high concentrations of 3He, implanted on the grains by the solar 
wind over geologic time. This 3He, used in terrestrial nuclear 
fusion reactors, could become the most profitable lunar export 
resource (Wttenbq et d, 1986). Jhnenite is abundant in the 
mare basalts from the Apollo 11 and 17 landing sites; remote- 
sensing data show that these high-Ti basalts are widespread within 
the maria, including Mare Smythii (Fig. 3g; Table 1 )  Photogeolog- 
ical evidence suggests that the mare basalts here are relatively 
thin, but a s i e c a n t  amount of the observed soil chemistry of 
Mare Smythii is contributed by underlying highlands debris, added 
to the soils by vertical impact mixing (e.g., Rhodes, 1977). This 
observation and the observed relatively high Th content of Smythu 
soils (Table 1) suggest that the basalts of Smythii are similar in 
composition to the Apollo 11 high-K subgroup of high-Ti basalts. 
These basalts contain about 20% by volume ilmenite and about 
7 wt% Ti (BVSI: 1981). Thus, the Mare Smythii basalts are prime 
candidates for any mining process that requires large amounts of 
ilmenite. 

Volatile elements appear to be rare on the Moon. However, 
notable concentrations, including zinc, sulfur, and lead, are found 
on the surfaces of lunar pyroclastic glasses. Not only are these 
materials important for what they tell us about the indigenous 

lunar volatile content, but they also constitute a potential 
resource. As noted above, dark mantle pyroclastics are abundant 
in the Mare Smythii region (Figs. 2 and 3a) and are present in 
minable quantities on the basin floor. Because they are of small 
extent, we cannot be certain of their composition; however, 
pyroclastics found at the Apollo sites appear to be broadly similar 
in composition to their associated mare basalts. Thus, the Smythii 
pyroclastics are probably also of the high-Ti variety. 

The highlands surrounding Mare Smythh @lay some of the 
highest Al concentrations seen in the Apollo orbital data (Fig. 3c). 
This suggests the presence of nearly pure anorthositic soils, an 
Al-rich material that is readily usable for construction aa the lunar 
surface and in Earth-Moon space. One proposed process, which 
requires such soils, involves fiuorination of anorthite (the major 
mineral in anorthosites) to produce both oxygen and aluminum 
(Burt, 1988). 

KREEe a material rich in trace-elements, is also available at the 
Smythii site, and it may ultimately be needed for phosphorus to 
support lunar agriculture. Although its extraction is probably an 
element of the advanced lunar base, it is fortunate that significant 
KREEP deposits are near the proposed base site. 

V i i y  every use of lunar resources that has been thus far 
proposed can be accomplished at a base site within Mare Smythu. 
Thus, the geological diversity that makes the Srnythu site such an 
attractive candidate for geoscience exploration also makes it a 
prime candidate for lunar resource exploration and u e t i o n .  

The Mare Smythii region has several attractive attributes for the 
siting of a permanent lunar base. Its location on the equator and 
limb combines the best of the nearside and farside base 
advantages and permits easy access to the lunar surface from the 
supporting LEO spaceport. The geological diversity of the region, 
which contains mare basalts, pyroclastics, KREEP-rich rocks, and 
aluminous highland soils, permits a wide variety of surface 
scientific exploration and resource utilization. The regional 
context of the Smythii site is sigtllficantly different Jkom the Apollo 
sites, thus enabling detailed comparative geophysical studies. A 
base established in Mare Smythu has the potential to service the 
various scientific and engineering users of such a base from one 
central location. 

Having detailed the numerous merits of the Smythi region for 
a lunar base, we now briefly discuss some model studies that 
could be carried out from such a base. For the purposes of this 
discussion, we will tentatively place the main base site at exactly 
0, 90°E (Fig. 6); this site is on the high-Ti basale of Mare Smythii 
and is a good location to utilize the ilmenite resources of the 
mare floor for both oxygen production and possible mining of 
3 ~ e .  Moreover, the smooth, flat surface of Mare Smythu will also 
be conducive to the ultimate construction of a mass driver, thus 
making the export of lunar material cheap and reliable. Because 
the Earth will be out of radio view from this site on some 
occasions during the libration cycle, we show a communications 
outpost on the west rim of the Smythii basin at about 0, 81°E 
(Fig. 6). Here, a radio installation will have a permanent view of 
the Earth for base communications purposes; communication 
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from this outpost to the main base ultimately will be established 
by direct optical link For base start-up operations, either a surface 
relay network or a temporary cornsat will provide a continuous 
radio link with the Earth. 

We describe below three separate strategies for geological 
exploration based on the distance from the main base to features 
of interest at ranges of <lo0 km, 100-500 km, and >500 km from 
the base (Fig. 6). For extensive traverses beyond IOOkm, we 
envision that most geological exploration will be by teleoperated 
robots (Spudis and Taylor, 1991) that would be directly 
controlled by geologists who remain at the main base site or, 
possibly, from the Earth. These robots have many advantages over 
human field workers and could effectively conduct most of the 
exploration advocated here. Follow-up visits by human geologists 
are assumed; these visits would largely consist of quick sorties to 
minimize extensive and complex life support systems and risks 
from radiation. Although planning for detailed traverses and field 
work cannot be done until a base site is selected, the following 
exploration plans are offered as examples that could be 
undertaken from a base in Mare Smythii. 

Near-Base Activities (<1W-km &dim) 

In the early stages of base establishment, most geological work 
will probably be done near the base site; also, several scientific 
problems lend themselves well to near-base work even after the 
longer traverses begin. Thus, fieldwork near the base will start 
at the time of base emplacement and continue into the indefinite 
future. 

The base's location on the basalt flows of Mare Smythii will 
provide the opportunity to study both regolith formation and lava 
stratigraphy. To determine the complete history of regolith 
formation and evolution, it will be most useful to bulldoze a pit 
down to bedrock (at this site, probably no more than a couple 
of meters, because of the young age of the Smythii lavas). The 
early stages of regolith growth are still almost completely 
unknown; within this pit, we can study the bedrock interface and 
address questions of grain-size evolution and soil maturity as study 
proceeds upsection. The sequence of lava flows and possible 
changes in magma composition with time can also be studied at 
the base site; this study of the regional bedrock unit can be done 
either directly (by shallow drilling and coring of the basalt flows) 
or indirectly (through the sampling of the ejecta from small 
craters in the mare to reconstruct possible subsurface layering). 

Small particles of highlands rocks are found in the soils of all 
Apollo mare landing sites, and the aluminous composition of Mare 
Smythii (Table 1) suggests that this site is no exception. Most of 
these particles are derived from directly beneath the surface flows 
by vertical impact mixing of sublava highlands terrain. Thus, even 
though the base will be located on the mare flows, samples of 
the terra basin-floor materials will be available within the mare 
soils. Determining the composition and history of the highlands 
surrounding the Smythn base site wiU be one of the prime long- 
range tasks for the base geologists. 

Farther deld, both the extensive dark-mantle pyroclastics and 
the internally modified floor-fractured craters are within 100 km 
of the main base site [Figs. 2a-c, 3% 6 (I)]. The pyroclastics 
should be sampled to determine their place in the general 
volcanic history of the Smythii region, their possible compositional 
m t i e s  to the mare basalt flows, the nature of their mantle 
source regions beneath the crust in this area, and their potential 
as minable resources. The floor-hctured crater Purkyne U 

(Fig. 2c) lies about GO Ian east-southeast of the base site; this 
crater has an uplifted, fractured floor, partial fill by mare basalt 
(erupted from within the crater interior, as demonstrated by its 
unbreached rim), and a partial covering of dark pyroclastic 
material. Detailed field study of this crater could elucidate the 
processes of internal moditlation of lunar craters and contribute 
to our understanding of the volcanic history of the basin. 

In addition to these primary studies, several smaUa-scale ones 
will be conducted in the near-base area. These tasks will include 
study of a large population of small (<l-km diameter) craters to 
understand their formational mechanics and the regional cratering 
history, the study of lateral variations in both the lava flows and 
the subfloor basement, and investigations of the nature of crater 
rays. (This area is covered by rays from distant craters and it is 
important to establish the exact amounts of crater primary ejecta 
contained in ray material). These studies alone are of si@cant 
importance and complexity to provide the base geologists with 
challenging exploration opportunities. 

§host-Wange Traverse Activities (100- 50@km Ra&m) 

The middle range of exploration traverses is illustrated by the 
500-km circle of Fig. 6. In this range, almost all the diverse 
geological features of the Smythli region are available for study. 
Model traverse route II (Fig. 6) could be followed by a tele- 
operated robot investigating the materials and processes described 
below. Undoubtedly, si@cant discoveries made along the way 
will perturb the actual route, but route I1 as shown encompasses 
most of the currently identified field geology goals. 

In the first leg of the traverse, the lateral heterogeneity of the 
young Smythii lava flows north of the base will be investigated 
(Fig. 6). The north rim of the basin will be sampled to determine 
its relation to materials of the basin floor, collected near the base 
site (see above). Next, the traverse will continue north into the 
lava flows of the Mare Marginis basin (Fig. 2d). These lams also 
appear to be relatively young (about 2 b.y. old); moreover, they 
are enriched in Th (up to 3.4 ppm, Fig. 3e). This suggests that 
they are a variety of KREEP-rich mare basalt, rare in the Apollo 
collections, and their study could shed light on the process of 
igneous assimilation of KREEP into mare basalt magmas. 

The traverse will continue north to sample and investigate the 
mysterious swirl materials of northern Marginis (Fig. 2d). As 
described above, these swirls are associated with large surface 
magnetic anomalies (Fig. 5) and field studies of their composition 
and local environment are required to fully understand their 
origin. It would also be of interest to visit the crater 6oddard A, 
as it has been proposed that this crater may be related to the 
Marginis swirls. 

The traverse will now turn south, across Mare Marginis to 
determine its lateral variations, cross the mare-filled crater Neper, 
and return to the Smythii basin. One goal of this leg is to examine 
the lateral variations of the highland deposits making up the 
Smythu basin rim. The trip will continue south into the basin to 
examine and explore the floor-fractured craters SchubertC 
(Fig. 2b), Haldane, and Kiess. These craters display a range of 
modification states, and comparative studies between them and 
the previously studied PurkyneU (see above) will enable a 
resolution of the problem of their origin. In addition, this leg of 
the traverse covers the most abundant dark mantle deposits and 
local volcanic vents of the region (Figs. 2b and 3a). Field study 
of these features will aid in a detailed reconstruction of the 
volcanic history of the Smythii basin. 
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In the final leg of this traverse, we will study the highlands of 
the Smythli basin's south and west rims (Fig. 6). When this leg 
is completed, we will have a fairly complete knowledge of the 
lateral variations in basin rim deposits. We may even find evidence 
for large-scale compositional zoning within the basin ejecta 
deposits, a feature long postulated for basin geology based on 
incomplete and inadequate remote-sensing data, but as yet 
unproven on the Moon. This geological traverse provides a variety 
of features and processes for direct study, all within a fairly short 
m r s e  radius. 

Long-Range Traverse Activities (>500-h Radius) 

Beyond the 500-km limit, virtually the entire Moon beckons for 
detailed exploration. Indeed, one of the advantages of the 
teleoperated robot system is that it turns a single-site base into 
a "global base" by providing access to any point on the Moon 
($mi% and Tayllor, 1991). For the purpose of brevity, we here 
restrict our attention to a long-range traverse likely to be 
undertaken early in operations from the base, a mission to explore 
and sample the intriguing Balmer basin (Fig. 6,111). 

As noted previously, Balmer is an old multiring basin apparently 
filled with light plains materials of Imbrian age (Figs. 2e and 3a). 
This otherwise unremarkable basin is worth investigating for two 
reasons: ( 1 ) the light plains that fill Balmer display dark-halo 
craters (Fig. 2e), indicating the presence of a subsurface basalt 
unit at least 3.9 b.y. old; and (2) orbital gamma-ray data suggest 
that this area is rich in KREEP (Fig. 3e), having a local Th 
concentration of 4ppm. Moreover, this Th enrichment is coin- 
cident with the plains displaying dark-halo craters, suggesting that 
the KREEP component is associated with the underlying, ancient 
lava flows. In combination, these observations suggest the 
presence of ancient KREEP-rich basalt flows; flows of this 
composition have long been postulated in the lunar literature, but 
thus far we have identified only one example, the planar Apennine 
Bench formation near the Apollo 15 landing site. Because the 
concept of KREEP volcanism is so important to models of lunar 
evolution and because of the controversy over its existence, we 
have specifically planned this traverse to examine and characterize 
the volcanic fill of the Balmer basin. 

The traverse begins by exploring the southwestern floor and 
rim of the Smythii basin, previously unvisited, to determine more 
completely the nature of the highlands around Mare Smythii and 
to provide comparative data for the previous traverses. This route 
includes a complete traverse of the crater Ansgarius; not only can 
we investigate the geology of this large, complex crater of Imbrian 
age, but this location also demarcates the crest of the outermost 
ring of the Smythii impact basin. The internal structure of this 
basin ring may be exposed within the walls of Ansgarius, thus 
making the detailed geologic structure of the ring available for 
study. 

The traverse next proceeds to the plains of the Balmer basin. 
The goals in this area include characterization of the Imbrian-age 
light plains to determine their provenance and study of the dark- 
halo craters to understand their internal structure and ejecta. It 
is within the ejecta of these craters that we hope to lbd the long- 
sought KREEP basalts; through study of the ejecta volumes and 
their distribution around the craters, we can estimate the 
thickness of the overlying highlands debris mantle and, possibly, 
the thickness of the buried ancient basalts. Another important goal 
at this stop is study of regolith developed on the ejecta blankets 
of the dark-halo craters to understand how they form the strong 
photometric contrast seen in orbital photographs. These tasks 

involve intensive fieldwork; an advantage of using robots here 
rather than human field geologists is that as much time as is 
required can be spent in the field area to completely understand 
and solve these problems. 

On the return trip to base, we will investigate the west basin 
rim and the light plains fill of the craters and Kastner G 
(Fig. 6). At these two craters, an important question is the 
possible relation of their plains fill to that in the Balmer basin. 
If these light plains are related to the Crisium basin to the north 
(Fig. I), these stops will test the concept of lateral variation in 
basin debris blankets and could a h  address the vexing question 
of primary basin ejecta vs. locally reworked material in highland 
plains materials. On the final leg, we will continue previously 
started field studies of the Smythu basin floor material, dark-mantle 
deposits and vents, and a previously unvisited floor-hctured 
crater, Runge (Figs. 3a and 6). 

These three strategies of geological exploration demonstrate 
the amazing variety of geological units and processes that are 
available for direct exploration at the Smythii base site. The units 
represent the range of lunar geologic processes and absolute ages, 
from the ancient brecciated highIands crust to the youngest, rayed 
craters. Many additional traverses could be described; moreover, 
after a short time of base operations, many significant new 
discoveries will undoubtedly be made, thus alterhg the order of 
exploration priorities and planning of the actual routes. The total 
potential of a lunar base for geologic study is of such magnitude 
that it is impossible to predict the exact schedule and order of 
surface operations. 

Following the order outlined above for geological exploration, 
we divide the discussion of geophysical exploration into 
categories depending upon the maximum radial traverse distance 
from the base. 

Near-Base AaMties  (<100-kin Radius) 

After base establishment, the first priority for geophysical 
studies should be the deployment of an Apollo-type geophysical 
station containing such instruments as a seismometer, heat flow 
probe, magnetometer, and solar-wind spectrometer. These 
instruments should be emplaced near enough to the base to allow 
easy access for maintenance and recalibration but far enough away 
so that base activities do not add an undue amount of artificial 
noise to the measurements. The structure of near-surface seismic 
wave velocities can be determined using active sources, perhaps 
in conjunction with construction or mining activities. To deduce 
the structure at greater depths, using a single-station seismometer, 
will require active energy sources of increasing magnitude, 
comparable to those produced by the planned crashes of LM 
ascent modules and SIVB stages during the Apollo program. 
Measurements from a single heat flow probe should be monitored 
for at least a year to establish the thermal properties of the 
surrounding regolith, which are needed for heat flow determina- 
tion. The h a l  value, if obtained away from the periphery of the 
mare, will provide a valuable benchmark for comparison with the 
Apollo values. A single magnetometer and solar-wind spectrome- 
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ter will d&e the local crustal magnetic strength at the base site 
and determine the extent of deflection by this magnetic field of 
ions in the solar wind 

The next order of priority after establishing the base geo- 
physical station is to conduct field geophysical measurements 
during the surface geological traverses. A local area network of 
seismic stations should be emplaced to allow passive seismic 
studies using meteoroid impacts and shallow moonquake sources. 
Active seismic sounding using artificial sources will also be very 
effective using this local array. Heat flow probes can be deployed 
at a series of sites on different megaregolith thicknesses to obtain 
a first determination of the dependence of lunar heat flow on this 
quantity. During exploratory traverses, it will be desirable to 
obtain direct surface gravity and elevation measurements at 
speci6c points along the route to constrain later modeling studies 
of subsurface density structure. These measurements will provide 
a ground-truth supplement to Apollo and LO orbital gravity and 
topography data. Also, magnetic field and solar-wind flux 
measurements along the traverse will provide the first direct 
measurements of solar-wind deflection as a function of surface 
magnetic field intensity and direction. The surface magnetic field 
measurements, combined with orbital magnetic data, will also 
facilitate modeling of the bulk magnetization properties of large- 
scale geologic units (e.g., mare basalt flows) in order to constrain 
the nature and origin of lunar paleomagnetism. 

Short-Range Traverse Activities (100-500-km Radius) 

Several important geophysical investigations can be made 
during the medium-range traverse discussed above (11 in Fig. 6). 
This traverse will enable the deployment of one or more 
geophysical stations that will become part of a regional network 
designed to determine the subsurface structure and thermal state 
of the Smythii region. The primary instruments to be deployed 
at these stations will be seismometers and heat flow probes. In 
order to resolve basin structure, individual seismic stations should 
be no more than about 150 km (5') apart, requiring at least 8 
regional stations in addition to the base station. Active seismic 
sounding near at least one ~f the highland stations will allow the 
first direct crustal thickness determination at a highland site on 
the Moon. As noted previously, the crust is expected to be 
substantially thicker in this region than at the Apollo sites. Crustal 
thickness peripheral to the basin will be larger still because of 
the expected isostatic raising of the crust-mantle boundary 
beneath the basin center. Following establishment of both mare 
and terra seismic velocity and thickness benchmarks using active 
methods, the passive network will be capable of a kt-order 
determination of the velocity structure beneath the entire basin. 
In combination with gravity and topography surveys, the two- 
dimensional velocity model will provide strong constraints on the 
subsurface composition and density structure of this rnascon 
basin. Heat flow measurements will likewise establish the lateral 
variation of surface heat flow and probable subsurface thermal 
state as a function of radial distance firom the basin center. 

A traverse to the Mare Marginis swirl belt will make possible 
direct surface magnetometer and solar-wind spectrometer 
measurements at the site of one of the largest magnetic anomalies 
on the Moon (Fig. 5). As stated above, simultaneous geologic 
investigation and sampling of the swirls should establish their 
origin. As a by-product of these investigations, solar-wind 
spectrometer measurements will determine the lateral variation 
of the implantation rate of solar-wind gases (mostly hydrogen and 

helium) into the uppermost regolith. For example, the strongest 
lunar magnetic anomalies are probably capable of completely 
deflecting bombardment by ions of the solar wind (Hood and 
Wdiam, 1988). This process will lead to zones of relatively low 
implantation rates near the centers of large surface anomalies and 
zones of high implantation rates in complex, curdhear areas 
peripheral to the same anomalies. Measurement of these fluxes 
will be helpful for evaluating the volatile resource potential (i.e., 
the extraction efficiency of trapped solar wind gases; Haskin, 
1985) of different source regions. Furthermore, the strongest 
magnetic anomalies are characterized by surface field amplitudes 
that probably exceed several hundredths of a Gauss (for 
comparison, the Earth's field near the equator at the surface is 
about 0.3 G). Depending upon their horizontal scale, these 
relatively strong crustal fields may be capable of siwcantly 
deflecting a part of the solar cosmic ray flux during flare events. 
If such deflection is benefiaal in reducing the hard radiation 
environment for human activities, then it may even be desirable 
to locate outposts or bases within the shelter of strong magnetic 
anomalies. 

Long-Range Traverse Activities (>500-km Radius) 

When the robotic field explorations are extended to greater 
distances, identifled geologic targets can be characterized using 
geophysical methods. For example, along the suggested route III 
of Fig. 6, small-scale seismic sounding and surface gravity 
measurements may be useful in delineating the thickness of 
subsurface basalt units in the Balmer basin and in identifying the 
crest of the outermost ring of the Smythii basin. More generally, 
remote geophysical stations may be deployed to allow seismic and 
electromagnetic sounding of the deeper lunar interior. These 
stations would be part of a global-scale network that should be 
established in the course of continuing field investigations. Among 
the major objectives of large-scale seismic and electromagnetic 
sounding network studies-are determinations of the s e k c -  
velocity prolile of the lunar mantle and of the existence and size 
of a possible metallic core. Although core detection may be 
achieved earlier through alternative approaches, a detailed 
characterization of the size, mass, and physical properties of the 
core will probably require long-term seismic measurements using 
a large number of stations. Similarly, a more accurate appraisal 
of mantle structure and thermal state will need both long-term 
and large-scale seismic, electromagnetic, and heat flow measure- 
ments. Thus, the geophysical stations deployed in the course of 
lunar base activities and traverses will contribute siwcantly to 
an eventual accurate determination of the structure, composition, 
and thermal state of the deep lunar interior. Because the bulk 
composition of the Moon (including core size and mass) is a basic 
constraint of lunar origin models, such a determination will lead 
to a much improved understanding of the origin of the Moon. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that the Mare Smythu region holds great 

promise as a lunar base site firom a scientific, operational, and 
resource utilization viewpoint. This site enables enough flexibility 
to satisfy any potential lunar base user. Among its attributes are 
the following: 

1. Its location on the lunar limb permits the establishment of 
a base complex that combines the bendts of a nearside base (for 
ease of initial and routine base operations) and a farside base (to 
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shield the radio astronomical observatory from the electromag- 
netic interference produced by the Earth). 

2. Its equatorial location allows for easy base access from the 
LEO space station and also permits a clear view of the entire sky 
for astronomical observations. 

3. The Smythii region abounds in a diversity of both geologic 
features and natural resources. This diversity pennits a wide range 
of geological and geophysical investi&ons to be performed and 
it also provides almost the entire known range of potential lunar 
resources to be mined, processed, and used on the Moon and 
in Earth-Moon space. 

Nearly all the identified lunar geoscience problems can be 
addressed at a base located in Mare S W .  Some of these 
problems are the origin and evolution of the lunar crust and 
mantle, the cratering history of the Moon, the formational 
mechanics of large craters and basins, the nature and evolution 
of the lunar regolith, the origins of lunar paleornagnetism, and 
lunar volcanic history. Geologic and geophysical field studies 
conducted from the Smythii base will provide data applicable to 
all these problems. 

Based on 6ur study of the Smythii region, we have tentatively 
identified the following operational requirements for base estab- 
lishment and initial operations: 

1. We propose that the main lunar base be located at 0, 90°E, 
in Mare Smythii. This location will provide high-Ti mare regolith 
as a feedstock for oxygen production and possibly 3 ~ e  mining, 
and it allows easy access to a variety of important geological and 
geophysical exploration targets. 

2. At least two installations will be required in addition to the 
main base. The first is a communications outpost on the west rim 
of the basin at about 0, 81°E. This site is in constant radio view 
of the Earth; the outpost will be needed as a relay station when 
the main base is out of contact with Earth during mjnimum 
libration cycles. The outpost will be connected to the main base 
by an optical link cable emplaced during base start-up; interim 
Earth-Moon communications can be provided by a temporary 
lunar comsat. 

3. The second outpost could be a lunar very low frequency 
radio astronomy observatory. It should be located on the equator 
east of 100.5OE; we suggest an intercrater area at 0, 10lOE, where 
the observatory will be permanently shielded from radio noise 
from the Earth. The suggested site is about 330 km from the main 
base; a road can be constructed to allow easy rover access to 
service the outpost. 

4. As we envision base operations, most geological field work 
and emplacement of geophysical instruments can be done by 
teleoperated robots. Some visits by humans to sites distant from 
the base will be required. 
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Advanced eqloratian and development in harsh environments requin? mastery of basic human sumtVIval 
Eqditions into the lethal climates of W h ' s  polar regions offer mew lessons for tomonow's 

lunarpioneers. In Amtk and Antarctic aplomtion, "wintering over" was a m&.d milestone. Ihe M t y  
to establish a supply base and survive months of polar cold and M n e s s  m& extensive travel and 
exploration possible. Because of the possibility of nearconstant solar illumination, the lunar polar 
regions, unlike Earth's, may offw the most how'table site for habimtion. IBe Wor[d Space Foundation 
is e3catnaflUning a scenario for estabWng a fiueprson apditionury team on the lunar north pole for 
one year. i%kpaper is a status on a point aesign a&msing site selection, tra-tion, power, 
and &ye wpprt re-ts. 

In March 1899, almost one hundred years ago, the explorer 
Carsten E. B o r c h g r d  established the first winter camp on the 
' W t e  continent," Antarctica Unlike the north polar regions, 
Antarctica had never been inhabited by man. Though marine birds 
and animals visit the coastal regions, only primitive moss and 
lichen can survive the polar deserts of ice and snow. In the winter, 
no creature lives on the ice cap. Louis Bernacchi, a young 
Australian physicist who had joined the expedition, called it ". . . a 
land of unsurpassed desolation." 

The International Geographical Congress, meeting in London 
during July, 1895, determined to make Antarctica the target of 
new exploration, launching an era of government-sponsored 
national expeditions. The British, especially, were planning a large- 
scale scientific expedition under the aegis of the Royal Geographic 
Society. But the Norwegian-born Australian, Borchgrevnik, was 
determined to get to the Antarctic and spend a winter there 
before anyone else. He sought private funding and found it in the 
fourth estate, a wealthy British publisher, Sir George Newnes. 

Landing operations from their ship, Southern Cross, took 10 
days to complete, including assembly of 2 prefabricated huts 
joined by a center section for ease of movement. During their 
10-month winter camp, and before their relief on 28 January, 
1900, expedition members collected specimens, made meteoro- 
logical observations, and determined that the south magnetic pole 
was much farther north and east than previously supposed. 
Perhaps more importantly, they produced the first reliable charts 
of the Great Ice Barrier and conducted the first explorations by 
dog sled on the Ross Ice Shelf (Kidn ,  1960; Huntforcl, 1984; 
Allen et d, 1985 ). 

The expedition, despite its limited resources, achieved a lot. 
The scientific observations and collections, though not extensive, 
comprised a useful addition to detailed knowledge of Antarctica. 
But the expedition's true role was that of a reconnaissance team 
for the large, well-equipped expeditions then being planned. It 
proved that a party could winter ashore with comparative safety 
and carry out routine scientific work. Borchgrevnik's winter camp 
laid the groundwork and tested the techniques for a "golden age" 
of polar exploration in the following decades. These explorations 
would culminate in Admiral Robert Peary's attainment of the 

North Pole on 6 April, 1909, and Roald Amundson's magnificently 
planned expedition reaching the South Pole on 14 December, 
191 1. Today there are permanent residents in both the Arctic and 
Antarctic pursuing commercial and scientific activities. Indeed, the 
International Antarctic Treaty may prove a useful example for 
those trying to determine who "owns" the Moon. 

Unlike Earth's polar regions, the lunar poles may be the most 
hospitable locations for early long-term human habitats, so we do 
not wish to press the polar exploration analogy too far. However, 
the critical importance of wintering over does apply to lunar 
exploration. The demonstrated ability to survive on the Moon for 
long periods is essential for advanced exploration, development, 
and settlement. The balance of this paper will address the 
requirements and advantages of an early long-duration mission to 
the lunar north pole. 

DESIGN PHIUlSOPHY 
We propose a one-year stay on the lunar surface by five people 

as a thorough demonstration of our ability to live and work on 
the Moon. While a number of approaches to establishing a lunar 
base have been proposed, it is our intent to show that very little 
in the way of new technology or overly complex systems are 
required to demonstrate our capability to live and work on the 
Moon for extended periods. Specific transportation systems, base 
structures, life support, communications, and other techniques 
described may be very different firom those employed for the first 
lunar base. However, a plausible approach is described here that 
would permit the next major step in lunar development within 
a decade for a reasonable expenditure (compared to Apollo or 
the space station), given our understanding of space systems to 
be developed for other purposes. 

Several assumptions were made to guide this approach: ( 1 ) the 
poles afTord the most hospitable environment; (2) no artificial 
gravity is required; (3) maximal use is made of flight-proven 
systems to minimize development risk and cost (sometimes with 
greater operations cost); (4) an abort or rescue option (except 
during lunar ascent) always exists; (5) an Earth-based rescue 
vehicle is available with a few weeks' notice; (6) the first base 
is a nucleus for subsequent operations; and (7) it must be kept 
simple. 
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These somewhat arbitrary constraints are reasonable in terms solar arrays. Illumination will certainly be interrupted for a few 
of the engineering required. Air, food, and water requirements hours during eclipse cycles, and this eventuality is anticipated in 
would be the same anywhere on the Moon. Near-constant the reserve power subsystem design. 
illumination at a polar site may provide a decisive advantage in 
terms of power subsystem mass by eliminating the 14-day storage 
requirement and corresponding need for extra power generation &%3E C 
during the day, or for nuclear power. While not necessarily Features of this lunar base unique to its polar location have 
indicative of future experience on the Moon, attempts to use been considered in some detail, while more generic features such 
nuclear power in Antarctica have been less than satisfactory. In as habitat design, architectutal layout, and equipment design have 
1962, a 1500-kW nuclear power plant was installed at McMurdo been better described by other investigators. Masses have been 
Base. It was decommissioned 10 years later after a history of fbe, estimated for generic and site-specific equipment, to arrive at a 
radiation leakage, and shutdown. The site was quarantined for six total of 30,000 kg of cargo brought by four autolanders to support 
years and 1 1,000 cu m of contaminated rock had to be shipped the crew of five for one year (Table 1 ). 
back to the U.S. ( A l h  et al, 1985). 

Other advantages of a polar site include the ease of heat TABLE 1. Polar base mass summary. 

rejection, unobstructed astronomy, volatile resources evaluation 
and prospecting, and possible phenomena related to the unique 
thermal regime. 

Our knowledge of the Moon's polar regions is derived from 
lunar orbiter photography. Five spacecraft were launched at three- 
month intervals between August 10, 1966, and August 1, 1967. 
The primary mission of the lunar orbiters was to iden* safe 
landing sites on the Moon's nearside for the Apollo program. 
Target areas were photographed on film, which was then 
processed on board the spacecraft. These 6ilm frames were 

Mass 
( - ? + F J r y  (Itg) 
Habitat 

Safe Haven 
Power 
ConSumaJJles 
General Equipment 
Rovers 
EVA Suits 
P m n a l  Etfects 
Reserve (10%) 
Total 

40 m3/pemn, 2 modules (approx size of 
Spacelab double segment) 

4 m3/person, isolated 
3 k W e / p n ,  includes heat rejection 
only water recycled 
science, technology, loader, miscellaneous 
two units, two-person each 
3 per pemn. not including flight 
85 Irg Per person 

Includes all catgo carried aboard autolanders Does not indude crew and their Eight 
spacesuit/backpa& that are brought aboard the crew lander. 

scanned for transmission to Earth where video signals were 
reconverted into photographic images. 

Orbiters 1-111 successfully met all mission objectives, and con- Power 

sequently Orbiters IV and V were retargeted to provide photog- The crew's first order of business after landing will be to venfy 
raphy of general scientific interest. They &ere placed in near-polar that the autolander payload integrity is sufficient to permit an 
orbits from which mtually any part of the Moon could be pho- extended stay on the surface. (Initial verification will have been 
tographed Lunar Orbiter N returned 13 high-resolution kmes of provided via telemetry long before the crew leaves Earth.) Within 
the north polar region during its 70-day mission. Polar viewing a few hours of landing, the rovers will be deployed and loaded 
was generalty from an altitude of 2500-3500 km and resolution with solar panel packages and the packaged erectable power 
was approximately 100 m (Hamen, 1970). Maps prepared from tower. A check of stellar, solar, and topographic positions will 
this data in 1981 (U.S.G.S. 1:5,000,000 map I-1326-A) are based verify that the location chosen before launch for the power tower 
on the Apollo control system of 1973 and may contain positional is adequate. Three crewmembers will erect the Astromast-type 
discrepancies at the poles of several kilometers (Kosof* and tower, attaching solar panels and guy wires as the tower is motor- 
EL-, 1970; Ku@er et d, 1967; Hd ,  1981 ). or hand-driven to its approximately 100-m height. The other two 

The Moon's axis of rotation is inclined 1.5' off the normal to crewmembers, in one of the rovers, will lay up to 2 km of cable 
the ecliptic. Using the standard lunar reference datum radius of between the tower and base equipment. 
1738 km, were the Moon a perfect sphere, an object 595 m in The site tentatively chosen based on adable lunar orbiter 
elevation at the pole would be in sunlight even during extremes imagery lies at the intersection of the rim of Peary Crater and 
of libration. This is a modest elevation for crater features the smaller crater containing the north pole. (We refer to this 
comparable to Peary Crater, but the elevation of the surrounding as Polaris Crater. In fact, this crater may or may not contain the 
terrain is unknown. If it is typical of other highland regions, pole. It is about 8km in diameter, which is about the same as 
elevations 2-3 km higher than the datum are not unusual. the geodetic uncertainty in the polar region.) This intersection 
Nonetheless, the area is illuminated in the photographs we have is toward the west limb (as viewed from Earth) at about the eight 
now. The radar altimeter planned for the Lunar Geoscience o'clock position on Polaris' rim (Figs. 1 and 2). Three ridges 
Orbiter (LGO) will provide useful new topographic data and formed by the rims of Peary and Polaris afford steep slopes facing 
improved geodesy wiJl rehe  positional errors. In the meantime, in three Werent directions down which the solar blankets may 
stereometric information is available in the overlapping Lunar be rolled in the event no suitable location for the tower is found 
Orbiter N kmes and investigations are underway to estimate the immediately. At any one time, it appem that one of these slopes 
heights of local features relative to the floor of Peary Crater. will be illuminated, at least during the landing period of "high 

It is possible that solar illumination may be periodically inter- sun elevation when the sun is 1.5' above the ideal horizon. 
rupted by shadows cast from nearby features. If these can be Batteries pennit up to 15 hr of energy storage for discharge at 
identified, the diJEculty may be surmounted by careful choice of a standby level of 500 W per person. Additional power may be 
position or by increasing the height of the support tower for the possible by dwgmg the autolander batteries, which are not a part 
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Fig. 1. Enlarged segment of U.S.G.S. Map 1-1326 showing north polar 
region. The polar position shown here appears inside Polaris Crater on 
the rim of Peaty. Actual position of the pole is uncertain. 

Fig. 2. Lunar Orbiter IV image showing nearside north polar region. 
Peary is the Iarge crater containing the center of the f b e ,  while Polaris 
is near the center of the top edge. Photo: NASA and U.S.G.S. 
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of the base mass budget. This energy reserve is sufficient to handle 
eclipses and solar obstruction by terrain features up to 8' in 
angular width as seen from the power tower (Table 2). 

TABLE 2. Power subsystem mass summary. 

Component i%fass (k) Remarks 

Solar Panels/Blankets 

Cable and Connectors 
Power Tower 
Secondary Batteries 

Conditioning and 
Controls 
Total 

1500 Si, 25% illumination &or 
(250 W/kg) 

1500 Lkpends on voltage, AC/DC? 
250 Up to 100 m 
375 Eclipse, shadow power 

(37 k r n )  
175 External to habitat 

Not including equipment integtal to habitats, or batteries abogKi rovers, loader, or 
autolanders. 

No specific habitat design was considered because many 
different contigurations and construction techniques have been 
proposed. The mass was estimated by comparison of published 
sources. One possible approach will be to have two cylindrical 
modules with airlocks carried by two of the autolanders in 
condition ready for occupation. Another autolander will carry a 
half-ton loader/crane that can be loaded with rock and soil for 
ballast. l'he crew-operated loader will dig trenches in an 
appropriate location large enough to contain the two modules. 
In one scenario, the modules are equipped with a wheeled cradle 
on which they are lowered to the ground and towed into the 
trench. First one module is moved, buried, and all operations 
verified, while the crew lives in the other module. Then the crew 
moves to the newly buried module. The second module is 
positioned and connected with the first. 

Systems utilizing inflatable living quarters or other techniques 
may be superior. Whatever technique is employed, the living 
quarters are likely to be buried under 2 m of soil for protection 
from powerful solar flares and cosmic rays. The safe haven may 
then be maintained in an isolated location in case of catastrophic 
destruction of the two connected living modules. 

Advanced lunar operations will become dependent on highly 
regenerative life support systems, especially for carbon, hydrogen, 
and nitrogen (oxygen will be available from processing rock). To 
keep operation simple and development risk as low as possible 
for this first base, however, only water is recycled, and no "living 
OR the land" is assumed, even in the event that ices are discovered 
in nearby permanen* shadowed craters (Watson et al, 1961; 
Staehle, 1983). Water iecycling has been demonstrated in 
numerous live-in ground tests, while carbon dioxide and trace 
odor removal may be performed as aboard Skylab. A portion of 
the water allocation may be brought in food to permit a more 
palatable menu. Lunar gravity will permit more conventional food 
preparation and presentation than on past space missions. Pilot 
production of resources may be attempted in the course of 
technology experiments carried out by the crew. Operationally 
useful gases or liquids could be stored in empty autolander tanks 
for later use (Table 3). 
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TABLE 3. Consumable mass allocations. 

category Mas (kg) Remarks 

Oxygen 2975 7.0 X body mass/year 
Food 1910 4.5 X body masslyear 
Water 955 9.0 X body masslyear (75% recycling) 
Airlock and leakage 2360 includes 2 airlock cycles/day 

Total 8200 

Assumes 85 kg body mass and safety factor of 0.2. These figures could be substantially 
improved by recycling of oxygen and pumping out an airlock during eges  for EVA 

A small variety of equipment is possible within the autolander 
mass allocation. If available, an additional autolander could be 
devoted entirely to added equipment, permitting much more in 
the way of scientific investigations and pilot production (Table 4). 

Rovers andl Space Suits 

Rvo-person rovers are allocated in the mass budget at 300 kg 
each, compared with 210 kg for the Boeing/Apollo lunar roving 
vehicle (LRV). The LRV had a total of 1 hp with a top speed of 
14 km/hr. A similar configuration is anticipated, somewhat 
ruggedized for longer use and with rechargeable batteries. A range 
of about 120 km would be desirable, but may be impractical from 
a mass, speed, and portable life support system (PIS) endurance 
standpoiit. If achievable, a 120-km range would allow reconnais- 
sance of the entire floor of Peary Crater, and possible emplace- 
ment of a communications relay on the far rim of Peary. Suit/ 
PLSS combinations are allocated 85 kg each, about the same as 
Apollo. However, the Apollo suits would be quite inadequate for 
the heavy usage expected at the lunar polar base. Three complete 
suits with P I S  are allocated per crewmember. In addition, each 
crewmember lands in a flight suit capable of surface EVA. Rvo 
surface suits would presumably be alternated for each crew- 
member, with the third held in reserve. Considerable develop- 
ment and heavy testing on the ground will be required to qualify 
suits for the base. Current work on zero prebreathe hardsuits 
suggests likely configurations (AWGST 1988). 

At least one year before the crew is to arrive, two or three 
automated precursor missions are launched to survey the base 
site. If the LGO (Phill@s et d., 1986) has already flown, its 
imaging data will have allowed selection of a site having close 

to continuous illumination to within about 100-200 m. If the LGO 
carries an infrared thermal radiometer, a polar-temperature map 
with illumination from different longitudes will be available, but 
is not essential. If necessary, a Ranger-style imaging impact probe 
(IIP) will be targeted to the center of the selected base area to 
return imagery with resolution substantially better than 1 m. To 
obtain a 500 x 500-m image with 1-m resolution and 256 grey 
levels requires 2.25 million bits. Assuming a 2-km/sec impact 
velocity, if the last image is taken at a 4-km altitude and trans- 
mitted while the spacecraft is at least 2 km above the surface, a 
data rate of 1.1 Mbps is required, which is supportable over the 
Deep Space Net at lunar distance. 

If the LGO has not flown, a somewhat simpler lunar imaging 
polar orbiter (LIPO) may be required to perform a one-month- 
long polar lighting survey over one full lunar day when the sun 
is at its minimum elevation angle of about 1.5' below the ideal 
horizon as seen from the north pole. If flown, LIPO would follow 
the original LGO mission profile carrying only the 1 1-kg Geodesic 
Imager or a similar instrument and associated support subsystems. 
We do not think that existing lunar orbiter imagery is adequate 
to select a north polar base site. Existing data could be adequate 
only if these images prove sutlicient to target the IIP and to assure 
that a properly located solar panel tower of a given height will 
be in shadow for no more than about ten hours per lunar day. 

The IIP carries with it four hard-landing navigation beacons 
carrying plastic sheet impact markers and strobe lights synchron- 
ized to the IIP cameras. These heavily cushioned navigational 
impactors (Ms) are patterned after similar devices on the first 
Rangers, which carried a seismometer in a balsa wood sphere 
designed (and successfully tested on Earth) to survive impact and 
transmit results for an extended period after impact. (The Rangers 
carrying these instrumented impactors failed for reasons unrelated 
to the instrument packages.) About 20 rnin before impact, Ms are 
ejected ahead of the IIP with about 10-m/sec along-track and 
0.25-m/sec crosstrack velocity radially away from the IIP path. 
This assures their impact points will be visible within several 
images of the IIl? Upon impact they begin transmitting navigation 
test signals that are measured during the last seconds of the IIP 
flight. The results are relayed to Earth. The NIs then shift to a 
low-power standby mode, to be activated by an incoming 
autolander. 'Ifvo or three operating beacons are required to guide 
the autolanders. 

A rudimentary rover having a range of perhaps lOkm could 
supplement or replace the Ms. The rover would be landed within 
the target area to perform a detailed imaging survey and place 
several navigation beacons at locations correlated with the IIP 
imagery. While it would be helpful, such a rover is not essential. 
Rvo redundant IIP/NI missions are the recommended alternative, 
being much less costly than a rover. 

TABLE 4. Equipment mass allocations. 

catGWr~ M a s  (h) Remarks 

Science Experiments 
TechnoIogy Experiments 
Loader 
Miscellaneous Tools 
Film 
Communication Repeaters 

800 Selection to be made 
800 Oriented towards expanded base, self-sutficiency 
500 Excavation and towing 
400 Repairs, manual excavation 
100 
100 Ridgetop relay to Earth 

Total 
- -- - - - - 

Not including items integral to habitation modules. 
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Within a year after the IIP precursor, a communications relay 
orbiter (RO) is placed in polar orbit to verify the navigation bea- 
cons and monitor the autolander landings and the integrity of 
their cargo. Shortly afterward the first of four cargo missions is 
launched on a heavy lift vehicle (HLV), with subsequent loads 
landed at three-month intervals. Approximately 30,000 kg of base 
equipment, shelters, consumables, etc. are landed in four auto- 
landers prior to the crew's arrival. Each autolander is guided to 
within 50-100m of its chosen landing site using its onboard 
control system and the navigation beacons. In this manner they 
may be dispersed in the base area to eliminate interference, es- 
pecially in the event of a Mure. 

When all four cargo loads are down and their integrity verified 
using onboard sensors, the base crew of h e  is launched aboard 
the shuttle or other crew transport into a low Earth parking orbit. 
Then an automated HLV launches the crew's Earth departure stage 
(EDS) with its payload of the command service module (CSM) 
and crew lander (CL) into a nearby orbit. The shuttle executes 
a final rendezvous and docking. The crew transfers to the com- 
mand module and is ready to deport. No other mission-specific 
equipment need be carried by the shuttle. The crew's EDS su- 
pe&cially resembles the iarger Apollo Saturn V SIVB stage with 
the CL carried in a shroud beneath the CSM. Translunar injection 
(TLI) begins when the EDS cryogenic engines are ignited. After 
shutdown, the CSM turns around and docks with the CL. Finally, 
the docked CSM/CL is separated from the EDS to begm four days' 
transit to the Moon. 

Targeted for 185-km altitude, the CSM executes its lunar orbit 
insertion (LOI) maneuver, placing it in polar orbit with a 2-hr 
period. Final observations verify the landing site, after which the 
CSM is put into a semidormant mode under ground control. The 
entire crew boards the CI, separates from the CSM, and fires the 
descent stage (CL-DS) engine to enter a 185 X 15-km orbit, with 
pericynthion about 500 km up-range from the landing site. From 
here, the landing essentially follows the Apollo profle (MET 1971; 
Staehle, 1980), but with the navigation beacons assisting the pilots 
to a precision landmg. With its landing close to Surveyor 3, Apollo 12 
demonstrated adequate landing accuracy without navigation 
beacons but with ground tracking. 

Following landing and a brief system check with the opportun- 
ity to abort to orbit, the crew immediately transfers to one of 
the autolanders with the storm shelter, habitation module, and 
solar panel packages on board. Power collectors are set up as the 
next order of business, followed by other base activities described 

later. The relay orbiter can provide a periodic communications 
link with Earth when Earth is below the horizon and with rovers 
or crewmembers some distance kom the base site. 

For the return trip, the crew reboards the CL and Bies to orbit 
in the ascent stage (CL-AS), executes a rendezvous and docks with 
the CSM, transfers to the CM, and discards the CL The CSM fires 
its propulsion system in the trans-Earth injection (TEI) maneuver, 
and carries the crew back to Earth. A few hours before entering 
the atmosphere the CM separates from the SM and orients for 
entry, and then enters, splashes down, and waits for the recovery 
ship just as with Apollo. Aerobraking and rendezvous with a 
shuttle can be used as well. All the base equipment and remaining 
consumables are left intact on the Moon, perhaps already in use 
by relief crews following the first to live and work over a year 
on the Moon. 

Figure 3 shows the lunar mission prose and maneuver velocity 
roadmap. A summary of the spacecraft and vehicles to be used 
in the lunar mission is given in Table 5. 

n 
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Fig. 3. Lunar mission prome and maneuver velocity roadmap. 

TABLE 5. Spacecraft and vehicle summary. 

# Initial F i  Mass Prop. IT 
Req. Vehicle or Spacecraft M = ( k )  Payload(kg) Mass(k) (=> 

1 Lunar Geoscience Orbiter TBD 100-130 "BD TBD 
1 Lunar hnagmg Polar Orbiter TBD 10-20 TBD TBD 
2 Imaging Impactor Probe TBD 100-150 TBD TBD 
1 Relay Orbiter TBD TBD TBD 50-200 
5 Heavy Lift Vehicle TBD 78,000 TBD TBD 
5 Earth Departure Stage 74,000 29,000 40,000 444 
1 Command Service Module 18,000 7,000 9,000 342 
1 Crew Lander Descent Stage 9,900 3,300 5,200 304 
1 Crew Lander Ascent Stage 3,100 1,500 1,400 342 
4 Autolander 28,000 7,500 18,000 322 

'Ibe number of each type of vehicle is shown for the mission description, followed by initial mass and full propellant loading. F i  
mass is shown excluding tankage, plumbing, and engines. Propellant mass and spedc impulse are shown in the last two columns. 
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All mission vehicles and base equipment are launched from 
Earth by an HLS! The reference mission described above uses five 
HLVs: four to launch the autolanders and their cargo, and one 
to launch the CSM/CL combination. All HLV launches are without 
a crew; the crew is brought up by a shuttle. The HLV payload 
requirement is dependent on the specific impulse of the EDS as 
follows (assumes HLV/EDS 5% adapter mass): 

EDS 
1, 

- - 

HLV 
Cmability to LEO 

"Design point. 

Each of the five lunar base flights constitutes a single launch 
package integrated and tested on the ground. Payload capabilities 
are within those contemplated for different versions of the USAF/ 
NASA Advanced Launch System, NASA Shuttle C, BoeingIHughes 
Janis, and of course the SaturnV and Energia While the lunar 
base could be established using smaller expendables and the 
shuttle, this would result in a very different mission plan entailing 
more complex ground integration and testing and probably orbital 
assembly. In this case, the space station might be the logical 
assembly site, but the required assembly operations could 
interfere with laboratory md observational science contemplated 
for the station. 

Eaah Dep- Stage (ED§) 

better performance (the latter is assumed). About nine days of 
consurnables (plus reserves) are required to support the five- 
member crew during the time they are aboard the CSM. A smaller 
SM than used for Apollo is contemplated, with a dry mass of 
2700 kg carrying 9400 kg of propellant. Provisions are made for 
storing the CSM in lunar orbit under ground control. Occasional 
maneuvers are required to maintain the orbit and be ready for 
an early return of the crew. 

Unlike the Apollo LM, the CL is not required to support the 
crew on the lunar surface or to carry supplies. Before undocking 
from the CSM, the surface navigation beacons will have been 
activated and tested, and the integrity of the autolander payloads 
(including all base equipment and provisions) will have been 
verified. The CL can be set down within easy walking distance 
of the autolanders. Consequently, the CL will be almost an "open 
cockpit" vehicle, which the crew will board wearing their 
spacesuits and PLSS. The unpressurized CL will dord  thermal and 
sunlight protection, and possibly an oxygen and coolant supply. 
It is used only to carry the crew between the orbiting CSM and 
the lunar base. (Note that the Apollo astronauts were fully suited 
during landing, and that the LM could complete a landing in the 
event of a pressure failure.) 

A single-stage CL would weigh 19,000 kg to be able to land, 
relaunch immediately in the event of an emergency, and return 
to the orbiting CSM carrying its 6ve crewmembers with a mass 
of 200kg each (including suits, PLSS, and other crew-specific 
equipment). Instead, the CL consists of the ascent and descent 
stages (AS and DS), which permits an abort at any point in the 
descent in the event of a descent propulsion failure. There is also 
a savings of 9000 kg from the single-stage version. The dry AS is 
1700 kg with crew and bums 1400 kg of nitrogen tetraoxide and 
monomethyi hydrazine in its single XLR-132 engine. The fully 
loaded AS, of course, forms the payload of the DS, which is pow- 

As with the Saturn SlVB stage and the Centaur, cryogenic liquid ered by a single lunar module descent engine (LMDE) burning 
hydrogen and oxygen are the propellants of choice because of nitrogen tetraoxide and Aerozine 50 (50% N2H4 and 50% 
the substantial mass saving compared with storable propellants. unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine). All CSM and CL engines are 
The EDS was sized by the requirement to perform the 3200-m/ hypergolic. The XWR-132 is pump fed, W e  the LMDE is pressure- 
sec TLI with the 27,900-kg CSM/CL combination as payload. The fed (Rockwell, 1984; Elverurn et d, 1967). The dry DS is 1500 kg, 
same EDS con6guration also performs TLI for the autolanders. with 5200 kg of propellant. 
Adapter masses of 5% of dry weight between stages are used 
throughout. Autolander (BE) 

Co d Service Module (GSM) 

Several configurations of vehicles for carrying the crew to and 
from the Moon were considered. The lunar orbit rendezvous tech- 
nique that drove the Apollo configuration still appears the best 
within the guidelines of simplicity. Though a little cramped, the 
Apollo CM was capable of carrying five people and was configured 
for the eventuality of a Skylab rescue in 1974. Electrical and elec- 
tronic subsystems would be totally redone today with a substantial 
mass saving, but the configuration, mechanical construction, at- 
titude control, and recovery subsystems could remain essentially 
unchanged with a mass of 5400 kg or less upon entry. For all 
except the last few hours of its mission, the CM depends on the 
SM for utilities, consumables, and stabilization. 

Fuel cells would be replaced by solar panels and nickel- 
hydrogen batteries for electrical power. The service propulsion 
system engine could be retained or replaced by a cluster of four 
Rocketdyne XLR-132 engines for redundancy and somewhat 

All cargo is carried to the base site by the 28,000-kg AL, which 
is sized for the EDS's translunar injection capability. Total landed 
dry mass is 10,100 kg, of which 7500 kg is base payload Clever 
use can presumably be made of much of the nonpayload mass, 
such as propellant tankage, batteries, and other equipment, but 
this is not yet factored into base design. There will be at least 
500 kg of unburned propellant that could be scavenged from each 
AL. The tanks should be vented some time after landing to prevent 
corrosion and possible rupture or explosion as has happened on 
discarded A stages left in Earth orbit. 

To attain the required thrust:weight ratio, throaleability, and 
improved performance, each AL employs two XLR-132 engines for 
midcourse, lunar-orbit insertion, and descent orbit insertion 
maneuvers. For powered descent, these engines are accompanied 
by a single lunar module descent engine (LMDE). Slightly under 
half of total maneuver velocity is executed with the higher specific 
impulse XLR-l32s, with the rest by the LMDE. Putting the LMDE 
back in production may or may not be practical, but the tooling 
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is said to be stored by TRW; the engine manufacturer (D. Lee 
and W. Reynolds, personal communication, 1988). There could 
be considerable dEculty obtaining critical valves from subcon- 
tractors, some of whom may not be in business. Nearly all the 
original engineering and shop talent is dispersed, so either 
redevelopment or a derivative from nonthrottleable engines now 
in production might be more practical. Similar uncertainty 
surrounds possible production of other Apollo-derived equipment 
described here, such as the CM. 

In keeping with the design philosophy, storable propellants and 
Apollo inheritance were chosen for the ALs. If a modest departure 
were taken from this philosophy, a substantial performance im- 
provement could be realized, reducing the number of A h  from 
four to three, and the number of EDSs and HLVs from five to four. 
One uprated Pratt 8i Whitney RL-10 engine has the thrust re- 
quired for the AL. Using LOX/LH,, its performance is significantly 
higher than that of storable propellants. The engine can be op- 
erated up to 89 kN (20,000 Ib) thrust, and has been throttled over 
a 10:l range (J. Brown, personal communication, 1988). With a 
better insulated hydrogen tank, the fuel could be kept cold for 
the four days required from launch through landing, giving the 
AL a 10,000-kg payload, or one-third greater than the selected AL 
concept with storable propellants. 

A more ambitious concept proposed in the 1984 Johnson Space 
Center Lunar Surface Return Study calls for expendable landers 
capable of placing 38,600 Ib of useful payload on the lunar surface. 
Only two such landings would be sufticient to deliver all polar 
base elements discussed, including the crew and AS (Roberts et 
d, 1984). 

CRFW SELECIION AND BASE ACIlVITIES 
The single overriding objective of the proposed polar base is 

to successfully live on the Moon for a year. ProductMty is of 
secondary importance, because it is felt that the harsh environ- 
ment will tax the crew and system resources. During their stay, 
the crew can extensively explore the local area and perform 
limited scientific and technological experiments. Given approp- 
riate training and interests, the crew can remain "productively 
entertained" for a year near the pole. By analogy, an accountant 
might become seriously depressed if confined to a desolate region 
of mountainous terrain on Earth for a year, while a geologist might 
go to great lengths to secure the opportunity to explore and map 
virgin territory. Much of the crew's waking time will be spent 
in subsistence activities such as maintaining equipment, preparing 
meals, housekeeping, exercising, etc. More interesting activities 
such as base construction and training for the return flight will 
occupy more time. What time remains will be available for ex- 
ploration, setting up and performing experiments, and "just taking 
it all in." 

For such a long stay, the crew must have the sort of autonomy 
enjoyed by terrestrial explorers. Priorities set on Earth with 
endless timelines and requests for "one more sample" will not 
succeed. Crewmembers will have their own desires, objectives, 
and pet projects, and must also function as a cohesive team for 
each other's survival. Mission control in the traditional space 
mission sense will not work Instead, a very few engineers, tech- 
nicians, and personal assistants on the ground will need to func- 
tion at the service of the crew. 

The most successful terrestrial expeditions have had a single 
leader respected by a crew of his or her own choosing. Morale 
is exceedingly important and has been a critical factor on both 

polar and space missions of long duration. In this regard many 
polar expedition leaders feel a good cook is the most important 
crewmember! l k o  pilots thoroughly familiar with the vehicles 
will be required to fly the CSM and CL. A physician/dentist is 
almost a necessity, while the other two crewmembers might be 
accomplished in the science and technology related to the base. 
All crewmembers should probably have specific system respon- 
sibilities, though this is a matter of organization best left to the 
leader. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, the described lunar polar expedition ranks among 

the more modest lunar base missions currently being discussed 
in terms of transportation requirements, life support, and power 
system design. Yet it yields major advances in our knowledge of 
how to live and work on the Moon. Whether this is a first mission 
or an adjunct to a major national or international program, it offers 
a threshold achievement by visiting a uniquely interesting region 
of the Moon and testing long-term habitation techniques. It can 
create a nucleus of expanding human presence beyond Earth. 

A successfully established polar camp can be augmented dra- 
matically with each additional landing, exploring new capabilities 
in selenogical research, astronomy, industry, biomedicine, and life 
support. Once operational, a solar power system can be enlarged 
and extended to serve other nearby regions. It could serve as the 
starting point for a comprehensive power distribution grid reach- 
ing southward toward the equator. Indeed, initial base expansion 
can contribute to virtually every aspect of lunar development: 
surface transport systems; closed-loop life support systems and 
food production; production of oxygen, ceramics, and metals; 
bioscience; astronomy; and architectural systems. 

Earth's Moon has been called a "seventh continent," a sister 
planet, a "stepping stone to the stars." It is all of these. Learning 
to live and work productively on the Moon, our nearest celestial 
neighbor, will provide invaluable knowledge, resources, and 
experience for bolder missions into deep space. 
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The Moon is an excellent site for ashonomical obsemtions. lh3  p@er descibes two geologicul apc t s  
rehted to astronomy from the Moon. Flrst it evaluates the sources of gases near a lunar base as input 
to calcuLations w e d  in a separate paper on the growth of an arhw lunar ahno.sphm. The malts 
suggest that mining for 3 ~ e  could produce the most gas (I  kdsec), but rocket exhaust (0.1 kg/sec) 
and habitat venting (0.5 kg/sec) are also ingnnfunt. SecoM the paper discusses dteria that need to 
be cot?sidered when detminng the site of a lunar astronomical f d t y .  Z&se are longitude and 
latitude (equatW sites an? f a m d ) ,  topography (important to be relatively flat for ease of 
instauation), distance from a lunar base (to be free of seismic noise, dust, and gases), the site's value 
to lunar geosabce (other f m t m  being equal, a geologiady ddiverse site is better), and its value as 
a mat& resource (mining and obseroato?i& are incompai&le). 

INTRODUCTION 

The Moon may be the best place in the inner solar system from 
which to make astronomical observations (Bums, 1988). As part 
of our University of New Mexico and BDM Corporation study of 
concepts for astronomical observatories on the Moon, we have 
investigated several geological aspects of the problem. This paper 
describes our initial results, in two broad categories. First, it eval- 
uates quantitatively the sources of gases near a lunar base, which 
provides essential information for our calculations concerning the 
evolution of an artificial lunar atmosphere (Bums et &, 1991; 
F i ' n i  et al, 1990). Second, the paper develops criteria for the 
selection of sites for lunar astronomical facilities. 

SOURCES OF AXMOSPERIC GASES 
There will be both natural and artificial sources of gases on 

the Moon. Although the present tenuous nature of the lunar at- 
mosphere indicates that natural sources are too low to allow a 
signi£icant atmosphere to develop, I list them here both for com- 
pleteness and for comparison with artificial sources. As a rule of 
thumb, if an artificial source is of the same order as a natural 
one, it will not lead to a simcantly enhanced lunar atmosphere. 
Results of the evaluations appear in Table 1 and are discussed 
below. 

The solar wind is a major source of gas to the lunar atmosphere. 
Most of the gases trapped in the regolith are derived from solar 
wind implantation. Using fluxes given by Vondrak, (1974), the 
total amount of solar wind input to the lunar atmosphere is 
5 X lo-' kg/sec, almost all of which is H (40 g/sec) and He (8 g/ 
sec). These gases are delivered unifo"mly to the sunlit part of the 
Moon. 

TABLE 1. Sources of gas near a lunar base 

Source Rate (kg/sec) 

Solar yind 5 X 
Meteoritic volatilization 2 x lo-9 
Internal degassing <3 x lo-* 
Rocket exhaust lo-' 
Habitat venting 0.5 
Mining and Manuhcturing 1 

3 ~ e  mining 1 
oxygen production lo*3 
Glass production 

Meteorite and Cornet Volatilization 

Many of the micrometeoroids that hit the Moon are rich in 
volatile substances. Because meteoroids are vaporized when they 
impact the lunar surface, their volatiles are released to the atmo- 
sphere. Gault et al. (1972) estimate a flux of 2 X g/cm2/ 
lo6 yr for masses smaller than 1 g. If these contain on average 
10% H20 (appropriate for CI carbonaceous chondrites, though 
possibly low for comets), then meteoroids contribute 2 X low3 kg/ 
sec to the atmosphere. Using a flux estimated by Hamnunn 
(1980) reduces this estimate by a factor of 2. Lie the solar wind, 
this is distributed globally. Of course, a single, large impact of a 
comet or hydrated meteorite could inject a considerable amount 
of volatiles near the point of impact. For example, impact of a 
body 20 m across con@%ing 10% H20 would release lo6 kg of 
water vapor instantaneously. Fortunately, such events are rare, 
happening once'every lo4 yr. 

The Moon continuously outgasses, as shown by the release of 
radon (e.g., Cormstein et d, 1973). Reports of lunar transient 
phenomena (e.g., Middlhunt, 1967) suggest occasional large 
releases. However, Vondrak, (1977) argues that such releases 
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would need to be >lo4 kg to be detected by the SIDE (Super- because it is not released as readily as are the other gases, though 
thermal Ion Detector Exp&ment) carried by ApoUo 12, 14, and the precise kinetics of sulfur release ought to be worked out. 
15. Since no such release was observed during its eight years of HeUum mining. Mining for 3 ~ e  is by far the worst case 
operation, we can place an upper limit of lo4 kg/yr, or <3 X because the low abundance of 3 ~ e  necessitates mining and 
lo-4 kg/sec. processing huge quantities of regolith. In calculating the amount 

of gases that will be released, I assume that regolith containing 
the maximum amount of gas will be mined and that we will need 
to produce 20 metric tons (20,000 kg) of 3 ~ e  per year, which 

Vondrak: (1974) sounded the first alarm about the possibility would supply U.S. energy needs for one year (Wttenhg et al, 
that the Moon's hgde atmosphere could be modified significantly 1986). This requires mining 8.3 X 10s metric tons of regolith per 
by rocket exhaust, habitat venting, and mining, pointing out that year. I assume mining takes place continuously and that 10% of 
each ApoUo mission t e m p o d y  doubled the lunar atmosphere. the gas is lost to the atmosphere; losses might be less than lo%, 
The amount of gas released by rocket exhaust is &tEcult to but Carrier et d. (1973) report that several percent of trapped 
estimate, as one must assume spacecraft capabilities d d  frequency gases are lost merely by moving regolith, so to calculate the 
of Bights. If we assume each landing or ascent uses 20 times the maximum gas released, I use 10%. Consider two cases: 
ApoUo lunar module capacity (3000 kg, Johnson, 1971 ) and that ( 1 ) heating the regolith to 70O0C, which will release >90% of 
there are 18 trips per year, then on average only 0.1 kg/sec will the He (R@n et d., 1970) and (2) heating to 120O0C, which 
be released into the lunar environment. 

Habitat Venting 

This is also a c u l t  to guess, principally because we must 
assume some critical size for the lunar base. Structural leakage 
accounts for 0.2 mg/m2-sec (Vondrak:, 1991), about the same as 
expected for habitats on Mars ( m e  and Keaton, 1986). 
Assuming each habitat has an area of 239 m2 (cylinders 14.3 m 
long x 4.6 m diameter; i.e., the nominal size of space station 
modules), then each would release 4.8 X Irg/sec. If there are 
10 such habitats, then they would release 4.8 X lo-' kg/sec. Air 
lock venting would also allow gases to escape. Assuming 0.6 kg/ 
use ( M e  and Keaton, 1986) and 10 uses per day, on average 
7 x kg/sec would escape to the lunar atmosphere, insignif- 
icant compared to leakage. 

might enhance extraction of other species. The second case also 
allows us to place a better defined upper limit of gas release. 
Results are shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. Gas loss (kg/sec) during 'He mining. 

H2 
H2O 
He 
Ne 
coz 
CO 
N2 

Total 

lMining 
For case 1, all the H is released, 10% of it as H20, all the He, 

60% of the Ne, 50% of the total C02, and about 5% of the total 
Several lunar resources have been identified as promising. I con- CO and N2. This results in a total of about 0.5 kg/sec of gases 

sider three of them here: 3 ~ e  for use in nuclear fusion reactors released. For case 2, all the H (10% of it as H20), He, and Ne, 
(Wtttenbetg et al., 1986), oxygen production from ilmenite 90% of the C02, and 80% of the CO and N2 are released This 
(FeTi03) for use a propellant (e.g., Gibson and Knuuken, 1985), causes the emission of 1.3 kg/sec. It appears that He mining would 
and glass production from lunar regolith (Blacic, 1985). release about 1 kg/sec into the lunar atmosphere, much greater 
Extraction of each of these releases gases bound in the regolith than the other sources listed in Table 1. 
and thus poses a threat to the lunar atmosphere. on. To produce 1000 metric tons per year 
Maximum concentrations of gases in the regolith are given in 

Table 2. Concentrations of CH4, CO, and C02 were calculated 
from gas-release curves measured by Gibson and Johnson (1971) 
and from data reported by DesMarak et al. (1973). Although 
sulfur is an important constituent of the lunar regolith (about 
0.2 wt%; Gibson and Moore, 1974), 1 have not included it 

TABLE 2. Maximum concentrations (ppm) of gases in lunar regolith. 

Molecule Concentration Reference 

References: (1) DesMards et al. (1974); ( 2 )  Gibson et al. ( 1987); 
(3) Walton et al. (1973); (4) M o m  (1974); (5) Pillinger (1979); 
(6) Gibson (1974); (7) Muck (1979). 

from regolith containing 5% ilmenite at 5% efficiency, 2 X 

106metric tons of regolith must be mined. Although oxygen 
extraction will take place at 1000°C (e.g., Gibson and Knudsen, 
1985), I use the gas release values for 1200OC to place a h n e r  
upper limit on the amount of gas released. The amount of gas 
wiU be proportional to the amount of regolith mined, and since 
oxygen requires mining about as much regolith, only about 
10-~kg/sec will be released, much less than for 3 ~ e  mining. If 
an enormous commercial market develops for lunar oxygen and 
requires lo3 times more, then the amount of gas released would 
equal that from 3He. 

n. If a lunar base could use 1000 metric tons 
per year of glass of feldspar composition, and the mined soil is 
in the highlands (average 70% plagioclase feldspar), then only 
1.4 x lo3 metric tons of regolith need be processed. In this case 
the regolith would be melted, releasing all the gas in it. As above, 
I assume 10% of that gas will escape. Using the gas contents in 
Table 2, this results in release of kg/sec, clearly not a threat 
to the integrity of the lunar atmosphere. Even if a million tons 
of glass were needed, only about kg/sec would be released. 
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In summary, it appears that rocket exhaust, habitat venting, and 
3 ~ e  mining have the most potential for disturbing the tenuous 
lunar atmosphere (Table 1). These calculations will need to be 
improved as plans for lunar base development become clearer and 
as mining and processing equipment is designed. 

We have identified several criteria that must be considered 
when determining where to locate an astronomical observatory 
on the Moon: longitude and latitude, topography, distance from 
a lunar base, value of the site to lunar geoscience, and value as 
a materials resource. 

Longitude and Iatitude 

The high background of very low frequency (VLF; <30 MHz) 
radio waves emanating from Earth requires that a VLF array be 
located on the lunar farside. Because of librations of the Moon, 
only sites with longitudes >98O (east and west) are permanently 
shielded from Earth. However, because of growing radio- 
frequency interference on Earth, it is in general desirable to place 
all radio telescopes on the farside. An exception is the Moon-Earth 
radio interferometer (MERI), which employs one or more radio 
antennas on Earth, hence must tolerate radio interference. On the 
other hand, wen this would benelit by location on the farside 
because it might afford a way to distinguish interference from the 
signals of interest. 

To view the entire sky, telescopes must be deployed over a 
wide range of latitudes. However, a complex VLF (or optical) 
array is almost certain to be a unique facility, so an optimum 
latitude must be chosen. Because objects of interest occur in both 
northern and southern skies, it seems sensible to locate a VLF 
array within 20' of the lunar equator. Also, polar sites are weak 
for viewing the planets in our solar system as all the objects of 
interest would be at the horizon. 

The Moon's surface is divided into two distinct terrains, the 
highlands and the maria. The highlands compose the oldest lunar 
crust and are densely cratered Relief differences are large over 
relatively short distances. For example, central peaks and walls of 
large craters can rise 3-4 km above their floors. Some large basins 
(craters >I00 km across) have floors that are relatively smooth 
and light colored; the floor materials represent either volcanic 
flows different in composition from darker mare Bows or are 
impact-generated, fluidized materials (which is the case of the 
smooth plain on which Apollo 16 landed). Because of the 
highlands' great age, they are covered with a thick regolith of 
impact-generated debris, hence tend to contain fewer large blocks 
of rocks. The maria are younger than the highlands and formed 
when lavas erupted onto the lunar surface and filled low-lying 
regions. Mare surfaces tend to be much smoother than highland 
surfaces and are much less cratered. However, they also have 
thinner regoliths, so crater ejecta blankets tend to contain 
numerous blocks of rocks. 

Topography enters into the selection of a site for an observatory 
more for ease of deployment and operation of the facility than 
for scientific reasons. The rugged terrain in the highlands makes 
it dilEcult for elements of an array to communicate by line-of- 
sight with a single central processing station. Also, deployment 
vehicles would need to maneuver around many hills and valleys 

created by old, degraded craters. On the other hand, blocks of 
rocks would be less of a hazard than in the maria Overall, the 
optimum site would be a relatively old (>3.5 b.y.) mare surface. 
The old age would permit a relatively thick, unblocky regolith and 
the presence of mare basalt flows would create relatively low 
relief across a large region. 

An observatory needs to be isolated from an active lunar base, 
especially if the base is the site of extensive mining operations. 
Several factors must be taken into account when estimating how 
far an observatory needs to be located from a lunar base. These 
are the distance from a lunar base located on a limb (90° 
longitude), seismic noise, atmospheric contamination, and dust. 
Distance from a ltmb sf&. It might be desirable to locate 

a lunar base close to a nearside limb. For example, the Mare 
Smythii region holds great promise for lunar geoscience 
investigations and for lunar resource extraction (Spuds and 
Hood, 1991). To keep Earth in view continuously (for both 
psychological and operational reasons), the base could be no 
farther than about 90°E. Howwer, lunar librations cause sites up 
to 98' to sometimes have Earth in view. Consequently, a radio 
array would need to be at least 240 km east of a lunar base located 
at 90°E longitude (lo equals 30 km at the lunar equator). 
Furthermore, radio waves from Earth would be diffracted. 
Assuming a perfectly spherical Moon, the difbaction region for 
very low frequency radio waves (300-m wavelength) is 75 km 
(see, e.g., Jackson, 1975, p.447). Thus, this distance must be 
added to that caused by librations: a radio telescope must be 
located at least 31 5 km from 90' longitude. 

Seismic noise. Lunar base activities will increase the general 
seismic background on the Moon. This might &ect radio 
telescope antennas, especially dishes, and would almost certainly 
affect an array of optical telescopes. Using data from the signal 
strengths generated by charges placed on the lunar surface by 
astronauts and from impacts of the Apollo 17 lunar module, 
Cooper and Kovach (1975) dweloped an empirical relation 
between ground motion and seismic energy, A =  Eo5/r, where 
A is the amplitude (nm), E is the energy (ergs), and r is the 
distance (km). K is an empirical constant, 2 X To estimate 
the effect of lunar base activity, let us assume that surface mining 
takes place continuously, and calculate the ground motion 
(amplitude) generated by dropping 1 m3 of soil from a height of 
2 m. This generates about 6 x 101° ergs, assuming soil density of 
2 X lo3 kg/m3. This produces the following ground motions: 

Distance (km) Ground Motion (nm) 

The lunar seismic background produces ground motions on the 
order of 1 nm, so it is clear from the above that even an optical- 
telescope array will not be affected if it is located more than 
10 km from a mining operation This analysis does include the 
additive effects of each mining scoop. This would seem to be 
important because seismic waves are not attenuated rapidly on 
the Moon; for example, a signal damped out in minutes on Earth 
lasts hours on the Moon (Lammlein et al, 1974). The above 
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analysis also does not consider more potent sources of energy 
such as blasting operations. A detailed analysis of artiklcial lunar 
seismicity needs to be done. Nevertheless, it seems safe to 
conclude that artificial seismic disturbances will not affect radio 
observations on the Moon. 

A r M f W l  amospbeve. The Moon's tenuous atmosphere 
makes it ideal for astronomical observation. However, lunar base 
operations could lead to a significant incxease in atmospheric 
density, as was first pointed out by Vonah.uk ( 1974). This problem 
has been addressed recently by Burns et al. ( 1991). Even con- 
sidering the worst case, mining for 3 ~ e  (which might contribute 
as much as 1 kg/sec into the lunar atmosphere; Table I), Burns 
et al. (1991) concluded that no significant growth of the atmo- 
sphere occurs beyond 10-100 km from a lunar base, roughly the 
range at which seismic pollution becomes negligible. However, 
if lunar base activities contributed SlO kg/sec, sigtllficant damage 
to the environment might occur. 

contamination In principle, this could be a serious 
problem within 1-lOkm of a lunar base because of dust 
accelerated by rocket landings and lift-0%. However, this could 
be mitigated by construction of landing pads, so we do not 
consider it to be a serious problem, but a quantitative analysis 
needs to be made. It is almost certainly of little concern for radio 
telescopes. 

The site for any astronomical observatory on the Moon ought 
to be chosen for its suitabiity for that purpose. Nevertheless, 
other factors, including operational considerations such as com- 
munications, being equal, it seems reasonable to propose choosing 
the site that has the greatest interest to lunar geoscientists. If this 

is done, any visit by a crew to repair or expand the facility could 
include geologic sampling as well. Even during deployment by 
automated vehicles, geophysical instruments could be deployed 
as well, although this might add to the cost and complexity of 
the deployment. 

Mining and astronomy are probably incompatible, so sites that 
hold obvious resource potential ought to be avoided An alter- 
native would be to designate areas for astronomy (and other 
sciences) within regions possessing resources, keeping In mind 
the criteria for distance fbm a lunar base. 

Candidate Site for a W Army: TsioIkowky 

The large crater Tsiokovsky (Fig. 1) is an excellent candidate 
for the site of a VLF radio array. The crater is 180 km across, rim 
to rim, and its floor is 113 km across, providing ample space for 
even an advanced array. It is located on the lunar farside at 20°S 
latitude and 130°E longitude. Thus, Tsiolkovsky is in the 
equatorial zone and far from any base established on the nearside: 
Even a base on the eastern limb at 90°E would be 1200 km away. 

The crater's floor is covered by high-?f mare basalt (W&ur, 
1978) with an age similar to that of the Apollo 11 landing site, 
-3.6 b.y. The floor is smooth, except where punctuated by 
craters. Based on its age, a thick regolith ought to be present, 
thereby lessening hazards from boulder fields near small craters. 
The central peak rises 3 km above the smooth plains. A central 
station located on the highest point could receive signals from 

Pi& 31. The crater Tsiokavsky, located at 20s 130E on the lunar farside, would be an excellent site for a very low kquency army. 'Ihe crater 
is 180 km across and is floored by dark, smooth mare basalt flows. 
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anywhere on the floor; on a sphere with the Moon's radius, the 
horizon would be 102 1rm away when viewed from a mountain- 
top 3 km high. 

Tsiolkovsky is also interesting geologically (Guest and Muny, 
1969; Guest, 1971; WzRiur, 1978). It represents an opportunity 
to study a relatively well-preserved large crater. The central peak 
probably represents uplifted, deep-seated materials, an ideal place 
to study the field relations of highland crustal rocks. It also 
provides an opportunity to study eruption mechanisms and post- 
volcanic tectonic processes. 

There are two drawbacks to Tsiolkovsky as the site for the VLF 
array, although neither is a fatal Baw. One is that the walls rise 
4 km above the floor, thus limiting the view of the horizon to 
>bO above the horizontal (if the array is centered 40 km from 
the crater wall). The second problem is that the mare basalts that 
help make the floor smooth are of the high-Ti variety. This makes 
the regolith in the crater a potential source of 3 ~ e ,  which is found 
in greater abundance in high-'I"1 materials. However, development 
of 3~e-based fusion reactors for commercial power production is 
far in the future and Tsiolkovsky represents only a few percent 
of the total amount of high-% basalt on the Moon, so it would 
not need to be exploited. Furthermore, although high-m basalts 
are the richest source of He, all lunar soils, mare and highland, 
contain He in extractable quantities. If Tsiolkovsky turns out to 
be the best site for the VLF array, it ought to be declared a 
scientific preserve, closed to resource exploitation. 
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ZBe f e i y  of recovering helium (He) from the Moon as a source of fusion e n w  on Ehrth is 
cumt ly  being studied at the Untntm'ty of Wsconsin. Part of this study is selection and & W n  
of potential sites for lunar He mining. Selection and e v a l W n  of potential mining sites are based 
on four Salient findings by b y u s  investigators of lunur samples: ( I )  Regoliths from a m  underlain 
by highland mate&% contain less than 20zuppm He; (2) Certain maria regoliths confain Iess than 
20 wppm He, but others contain 25 to 49 uppm; (3) ?Be He content of a mme m i t h  i s  a function 
of its composition; regoliths rkh in TZ are relatively rich in He; and (4) He is concentrated in the <loo- 
pm size fiwctions of regoliths. ?Be first three findings suggest that maria are the most promising mining 
sites, s p e a ~ y ,  those that have highll regoliths. Infonnathn on the regional atribution and extent 
of highll regoliths comes rrrmrrrmnly from turn sources: direct sampling by uarious 4poUo and Luna 
missions, and remote sensing by gammaray spectroscopy and Earthbased measurements of lunar 
specEral reflectance. Sampling provides essential control on cdWation and interpretation of aata from 
remote sensing. 7 h e  data i&te that Mare I)'anqtMiitatis is the p n p n ~  mea of highll regolith 
of the eastern nearside, but large areas of highTZ regolith are indicated in the Imbrium and Rvcellanrm 
regions. Recovery of sigtu@unt amounts of He-3 will requiw mining biUions of tonnes of regolith. Lmge 
indiukiml areas suitable for mining must therefwe be delineated. ?Be concentration of He in the finer 
sizejizxtions and considerations of ease of mining mean that mining areas must he as free as possible 
of &able craters and bZocks of rock. Pending additional lunar missions, infmztion regdng these 
featurn must be obtar'ned from lunarphotogr@s, photogeologic maps, and radar sunxys. ZBepment 
stucEy is decldedlypn?limtlUnaty; avaa'luble information is much too limited topmm't even a close appmach 
to final evaluation. As apn?fude to recovey of He from the Moon, systematic ejq,loration and sampling 
of highll maria regoliths should therefwe have a highpnknity in future lunur missions. 

Part of the University of Wisconsin study of the feasibility of 
recovering He-3 from the Moon is the selection and evaluation 
of potential mining sites. First it is necessary to identify areas in 
which the regolith is enriched in He, preferably those containing 
30wppm or more. The occurrence of He in the regolith must 
then be examined, and consideration given to physical character- 
istics of terrain and regolith that could affect the feasibility of 
mining in the areas selected. 

This paper summarizes the information pertinent to site 
selection and evaluation that is currently available from Apollo and 
Luna lunar samples and from remote sensing of the lunar surface. 
The use of this information in locating minable He-rich areas of 
the Moon is discussed, and preluninary conclusions as to favorable 
sites for mining are presented. Further work needed for site 
selection and evaluation is outlined. 

Of prime importance to site selection and evaluation are the 
following salient findings by the various investigators of lunar 
samples: 

1. Regoliths from areas underlain by highland materials contain 
less than 20 wppm He, and many contain less than 10 wppm. 

2. Regoliths of some maria or parts of maria contain less than 
20wppm He, but others have He contents ranging from 25 to 
nearly 50 wppm. 

3. The He content of a mare regolith is a function of its 
composition. In particular, the He content appears to be a 
function of the Ti content of the regolith. 

4. Helium is concentrated in the <loo-pm size fractions of 
regoliths. 

These findings are used directly in site selection. Moreover, they 
serve for calibration of data from remote sensing and as controls 
on interpretation of such data. 

The relationship between the He contents of regoliths and their 
Ti contents is shown in Fig. 1, in which He content is plotted 
against Ti02 content for samples of highland and mare regoliths. 
Highland regoliths are all low in both He and Ti. Mare regoliths 
fall into two groups, one with high He and Ti contents, the other 
with low contents of the two elements. It is generally accepted 
that the compositions of mare regoliths are controlled by the 
nature of underlying basaltic rocks. More than a dozen different 
types of basalts have been described from various maria, being 
distinguished on the basis of mineral and chemical composition 
(Badtic Volcanism Study ProjecG 1981a; W&lm, 1987). In 
terms of Ti content, however, these basalts are assigned to three 
principal groups: ( I )  very-high-Ti basalts (WT) sampled by 
Apollo 11 and Apollo 17; Ti02 content 8 to 14 wt%; (2) low-Ti 

' ~ i  basalts (LT) sampled by Apollo 12, Apollo 15, Apollo 17, Luna 
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0 Sample of highland regolith 
e Sample of mare regolith 

Av Average of reported values 

Fig. 1. Relation between He contents and IiO2 contents of lunar regolith 
samples. Data from Bogmd and Him& (1978a), Bogard and Nyquist 
(1972), CnkmU and W m n  (1982), Cutlitta et al. (1971, 1973), 
Eberhardt et al. ( 1972), Eugster et al. ( 1985), Fun&hauser et al. ( 1970), 
Haskin et al. (1973), Heymann et d (1970, 1972a,b, 1973, 1978), 
Hintenbetger et al. ( 1970, 1971, 1974, 1975), Hintenberger and W&er 
(1973), Hiibner et al. (1973, 1975), Kirsten et al. (1972), Luul et al. 
(1974), Luul and P e e  (198Oa,b), Laul and Scbmitt (1973), Ma et al. 
(1978), M d  et al. (1970), N m  (1974), Pqdn et al. (1970), Pieters 
et al. (1980), Pieters and McCord (1976), Rose et al. (1974), W&& 
and Schmitt ( 1971 ), Wiinke et al. ( 1971), Wllhelms ( 1987), and W* 
et al. ( 1972). 

16, and Luna 24; TiOZ content 1.5 to 5 wt%; and (3) very-low- 
Ti basalts (VLT) sampled by Apollo 17 and Luna 24; TiO, content 
less than 1.5 wt%. 

In Fig. 1, the mare regolith samples fall into three distinct 
clusters corresponding rather closely to the above groupings of 
basalts on the basis of Ti content. The gap between VHT regoliths 
and LT regoliths is conspicuous. The diagram shows a broad 
correlation of He content with Ti content, but there is a 
considerable scatter, especially at the high TiOz end of the range. 
The samples highest in TiOz content are not all correspondingly 
high in He content. This is not unexpected. In lunar basalts, much 
of the Ti is in the form of ilmenite, and ilmenite fractions from 
Apollo 11 and Apollo 17 mare regoliths have been found to be 
enriched in He (Berhardt et al, 1970, 1972; Hintenbqer et al., 
1974). However, ilmenite grains in high-Ti basalts range from a 
millimeter to less than a micrometer in size (see, for example, 
C u m n ,  1970, Figs. 1 and 2), and variations in grain size are 
bound to affect the degree of exposure of ilmenite to the solar 
wind even in particks of the h e r  size fractions of regoliths. 
Moreover, TiOz can be dissolved in part in agglutinate glass or 

in volcanic, pyrotlastic Ti-rich glass particles. The latter particles 
in Apollo 11 regolith have been shown by Kinten et al. ( 1970) 
to carry higher concentrations of He than associated particles of 
olivine, pyroxene, and plagiochse, but are less enriched than 
ilmenite grains. Finally, the He content of regolith is a function 
of the length of time of exposure to the solar wind, the ultimate 
source of lunar He. 

Considering all the factors that have affected the absorption of 
He by regolith, a linm relation between TiOz content and He 
content is not to be expected However, it seems clear that the 
Ti content of regolith can be used as a general guide in selection 
of areas where the regolith contains at least 20wppm He and 
hopefully areas where the regolith contains at least 30 wppm. This 
is of critical importance in site selection. Only minute fractions 
of a few maria have yet been sampled. For information on the 
extent and distribution of the more He-rich maria and portions 
of maria, we must presently rely on information from remote 
sensing of the Ti contents of mare regoliths. 

I N I ; O m O N  FROM R E M m  SENSING 
Broad reviews of both methods and results of remote sensing 

have been given by Moore et al. (1980) and the Basaltic 
VoIcanism Study Project (1981b). ltvo general types of remote 
sensing have furnished information on the Ti contents of lunar 
regoliths, namely, gamma-ray spectroscopy performed by Apollo 
15 and Apollo 16 orbiters, and Earth-based telescopic measure- 
ment of lunar reflectance. The results of both types of 
measurements have been calibrated, as far as possible, against 
returned lunar samples of known Ti content, but Fig. 1 indicates 
that there can be no calibration for the intermediate range, i.e., 
for the gap between VHT and LT basalts. Whether this gap is real 
or is due to incomplete sampling of the maria is discussed in a 
subsequent section of this paper. 

Gamma-ray spectroscopy makes use of radiation produced 
mainly by cosmic-ray bombardment of the lunar regolith. Its 
advantage is that it measures a property that is uniquely related 
to Ti content. However, there are serious deficiencies in gamma- 
ray data presently available. Resolution is very low, about 
100 X 1bQ krn. Coverage by the Apollo orbiters is limited to two 
bands wg between 30°N and 15's. There are problems in 
interpreting the data, in part due to interference with Ti lines by 
Fe and 0 in the gamma-ray spectra. Nonetheless, the gamma-ray 
surveys are valuable because they indicate broad variations in Ti 
content of regolith over the equatorial region of the lunar 
nearside. 

Figure 2 shows variations in the Ti content of lunar regolith 
as interpreted by Metzger and Parker (1980) from gamma-ray 
spectroscopy. ltvo principal areas of high-Ti regolith are indicated, 
one the area of Mare Tranquillitatis, with its extension northward 
into Mare Serenitatis (sampled at the Taurus-Littrow region of 
Apollo 17), the other a part of Oceanus Procellarum. ltvo smaller 
areas are also shown. Certain areas are shown as having 
intermediate Ti content (2.0-2.5% Ti), but none of these has been 
sampled by lunar missions, except possibly the one in Mare 
Fecunditatis. A soil sample recovered by Luna 16 contains 3.53% 
TiOz (Criswell and Walatron, 1982), but the He content of the 
bulk sample can only be approximated from data of WmgraaOv 
and .Zmbmzbny ( 1972) for the 43-pm fraction, and it may be 
as high as 30 wppm. In view of this uncertainty, the sample is 
not plotted in Fig. 1. Dab (1980) has used the orbital gamma- 
ray data to produce a map on which variations in Ti content are 
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shown in image format. There are differences between his map 
and that of Fig. 2, but the broad picture of Ti variation is much 
the same. 

There is a considerable variety of measurements of lunar 
reflectance. Figure 3 is a map of the entire lunar nearside prepared 
from superposed ultraviolet negatives and near-inbred positives. 
It shows the color groups of basaltic regoliths, with TiOz values 
thought to be indicated by the colors. Again, the only sizable area 
of high-Ti regolith shown in the eastern hemisphere is that of 
Mare Tranquillitatis, with its extension northward into the Apollo 
17 area, but the map shows large areas of high-Ti regolith in the 
western hemisphere. Like Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows large areas thought 
to be of intermediate Ti content. 

Figure 3 is actually based on one form of spectral ratio mapping. 
Quantitative spectral ratio mapping is based on use of the 
0.38 pm0.56 pm ratio, the 0.38 pm:0.58 pm ratio, or the 0.38 
pm0.62 pm ratio, al l  of them UV:VIS ratios, or on the 0.38 
pm0.95 pm ratio (UV:IR). Compared to gamma-ray spectroscopy, 
spectral ratio mapping has the advantage of higher resolution (1 
to 3 km) and broader coverage of the lunar surface. Johnson et 
al. (1977) prepared a map of a large part of the lunar nearside 
using the 0.38 pm0.56 pm ratio. On it, Mare Tranquillitatis 
appears once again as a high-Ti area, but the higher resolution 
of this method shows that the mare is not uniform in Ti content. 
Spectral ratio mapping appears to be a good indicator in the high- 

and low-Ti ranges, but it is ambiguous in the intermediate-Ti 
range, as indicated in Fig. 4. This is unfortunate, because it is in 
this range that sampling of the lunar m&ce is lacking. 

Figure 3 is actually a version of a remarkable color difference 
photograph (Fig. 5) prepared by Whituker (1965). High-Ti 
regoliths appear dark in this photograph, and it shows that high- 
Ti regolith in Mare Tranquillitatis is mainly in an irregular belt 
extending northward along the west side of the mare and thence 
eastward across it as shown in Fig. 6. The area south of the belt 
is a complex of high-Ti and lower-Ti regoliths, whereas the area 
north of the belt is apparently one of low-Ti regolith. Comparable 
variations in Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum are also 
suggested by the photograph. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of a number of petrographic 
types of basaltic regoliths as recognized by Pieten (1978) on the 
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Fig. 2. Map of the Ti content of the lunar regolith covering nearside 
regions o d o w n  by Apollo 15 and 16. From Metzger and Parker (1980), 
by permission of the authors and Elsevier Publishing Company. 
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Fig. 3. Color groups of mare regoliths and Ti02 values tho1 _ t to be 
represented by the groups. From Badtic Volcanism Study Pmject 
(1981a), by permission of the Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston. 
Modified to show blue areas in solid black 
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Fig. 4. Relationship between percent TiOz in lunar mare regoliths and 
the 0.40:0.56-pm reflectance ratio for telescopic spectra relative to MS2 
(after Chmtte et al, 1974, and Pieters and McCor4 1976). The stippled 
area is the estimated range of TiOZ that can be derived from a 0.40:0.56 
pm ratio measurement of mature mare regions. Shown above the plot are 
the ranges of 0.46:0.56 pm ratio observed for each of the basalt types 
discussed by Pieten (1978). The heavy lines indicate unsampled basalt 
types. From L?cmdfic Volcanism SfucEy Ploject (1981a), by permission of 
the Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston. 
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Fig. 5. Color difference photograph (from Whimer; 1966), made by subtracting a photograph taken at 0.31 pm from one taken at 0.61 pm. Courtesy 
of E. A. Whitaker. 
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M A E  TRANQUILLITATIS = Hgh-Ti regolith a Lower-f i regolith 

Fig. 6. Broad variations in content of regolith in Mare Tranquil- 
litatis. Based on Wrlhelms ( 1987, plate 4). 

UNIT YYPE 
DESlQNATlON AREA 

basis of albedo, W:VIS ratio, strength of the 1-pm band, and 
strength of the 2-pm band. Only Tranquillitatis and the Flamsteed 
area are regarded as occupied by high-Ti regolith. 

There is considerable agreement among various maps that are 
based on reflectance measurements. There is agreement on 
certain high-Ti areas. There is also agreement that regoliths of 
intermediate or low-Ti content occupy considerably more area 
than those identified as high-Ti regoliths. However, there is 
disagreement on the location and extent of low-Ti and 
intermediate-Ti areas. Metzga et al. (1979) compared the results 
of gamma-ray spectroscopy with the work of Pieters expressed 
in Fig. 7. They found agreement for 10 of 14 map regions. 
However, this required a rather liberal intepretation of the data 
In addition, they assume a uniformity of maria that probably does 
not exist and is, in fact, contradicted by the spectral ratio map 
of J o h o n  et al. (1977) and the photograph of Fig. 5. As noted 
above, there is a lack of intermediate-Ti samples that have been 
analyzed for both He and Ti. Given the poor resolution of most 
reflectance measurements, intermediate-Ti areas shown on maps 
may therefore be due to averaging high-Ti and low-Ti regoliths. 
The gap between the two suggested by Fig. 1 may therefore be 
a real one, not an apparent one that is due to incomplete sampling 
of the maria Lack of samples from areas that are indicated as 
intermediate in Ti content is particularly unfortunate inasmuch as 
those areas occupy a substantial firaction of the total area of the 
maria 

It is important that there is substantial agreement among the 
maps on the locations of certain areas of high-Ti regolith, Mare 
Tranquillitatis in particular. Tranquillitatis has an area of at least 
190,000 sq krn and seems likely to contain substantial amounts of 

Fig. 7. Major basalt types for the ffont side of the Moon as derived from the current spectral reflectance data. The unit designations represent 
values for four measurable parameters (UV:VIS ratio, albedo, strength of the 1-pm band, and strength of the 2-pm band). By permission of 
the Lunar and Planetary Institute and Basaltic Volcanism Study Project. 
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regolith with 30 wppm or more He. If only 30% of the total area 
is minable at 30 wppm We, if mining is carried to an average depth 
of 3 m, and if recovery from mining and processing is 6096, 
roughly 1700 tonnes of We-3 could be recovered from this mare. 

In summary, remote sensing has yielded a substantial amount 
of information on the location and broad distribution of high-Ti 
regoliths. The information serves as a general guide to the 
selection of potential mining areas. Beyond this, however, the use 
of remote sensing is limited by the low resolution of the methods. 

The mining scenario envisioned by the University of Wisconsin 
group calls for the schedule of production shown in Table 1. In 
Fig. 8, line A shows the area in square kilometers having the 
amount of He-3 necessary to match the requirements for 
successive periods between 2015 and 2050, assuming a mining 
depth of 3 m, an average He content of 30wppm, and 100% 
recovery of He. Line B shows square kilometers that must be 
mined to a depth of 3 m to meet the schedule if recovery fkom 
mining and processing is 80%. Line C shows square kilometers 
that must be mined to a depth of 3 m if recovery is GO%, probably 
a more realistic figure. At 10% recovery, the mined area would 
be 123 sq km by the year 2030, and 8110 sq km by the year 2050, 
when the full production rate of 20,000 kg He3/yr would be 
achieved. Thenceforth, the mining area required per year would 
be 665 sq km. Thus, large mining areas must be delineated if the 
mining scenario is to be fulJilled. 

The He content of regolith, recovery percentage, and depth of 
mining are not the only factors determining the areas over which 
mining operaoions will have to be extended Knowledge of the 
maria, including Mare Tranquillitatis, is far from complete, but it 
is enough to indicate that there will be areas that cannot be 
mined, at acceptable costs, owing to the presence of large craters 
or abundant large blocks of rock It is therefore to be expected 
that mining will have to extend over larger areas than indicated 
by Fig. 8, and that the pattern of mining will be complicated by 
the necessity of avoiding unminable areas. 

Regolith high in Ti was found in the mare-filled valley of the 
Apollo 17 landing site. However, the site is one of complex 
geology and marked heterogeneity. It does not appear attractive 
as a potential mining site, but photogeologic maps (Scott et d, 
1972) suggest that there may be minable areas in the Taurus- 
Littrow region west of the landing site. 

is proportional to particle surface area per unit of mass. The 
distribution of He in Apollo 11 regolith is indicated in Fig. 9, 
which is based on weight percentages of various size fractions 
given by CrkwU and W m n  (1982) for sample 10084,853, and 
on He contents of a series of size fractions given by Hintenbetger 
et al. (1970) for sample 10084,lS. The latter authors did not give 
the weight percentages of the bulk soil represented by the various 
fractions, and the percentages had to be estimated from a size 
distribution curve plotted from the data of -ell and Waldron. 
Calculations show that not a l l  the He content of the bulk soil 
is accounted for in the size fractions, hence Fig. 9 should be taken 
as indicating only the pattern of He distribution in Apollo 11 
regolith in relation to particle size. 

REQUIRED MINING AREA IN SQUARE KILOMETERS 

Fig. 8. Relation between required mining areas and cumulative require- 
ments for He-3 for a mining depth of 3 m. See text for explanation. 

As indicated earlier, investigations of lunar samples have shown $ 
that He is concentrated in the <loo-pm size fractions of regoliths. $M 
This stems from the fact that absorption of He from the solar wind 2 

C 

TAEILE 1. Schedule of He-3 production. 
4 

Average annual Cumulative 
Period production (mt) production (mt) 

3 
3 
0 

2015-2020 0.014 0.070 

GRAIN SIZE IN MICROMETERS 

2035-2040 9.312 73.100 Fig. 9. Percentage of total He in Apollo 11 regolith in relation to grain 
2040-2045 14.880 147.500 
2045-2050 19.300 244.000 

size. Based on data of Crkwell and WaMron (1982) and Hintenbetger 
et a1. ( 1970). 
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The signilicance of the above relations for site selection is that 
coarse material in the regolith is not important as a source of 
He. This and considerations of ease of mining and processing 
mean that mining areas should be as free as possible of blocks 
of rock and sizable craters. Information on these and other 
physical features of the regolith must be obtained from lunar 
photographs and photogeologic maps, and from radar surveys that 
indicate surFace roughness at various scales (~~ VoIcardrm 
Study Project, 1981 b; M m  et d, 1980; Zkk et al., 1974, 1987). 
Photogeologic maps should also aid in studying variations in the 
composition of lunar regoliths and in delineating suitable mining 
areas. 

Dark-mantle materials, distinguished on the basis of their radar 
and spectral reflectances, occupy certain areas of the lunar 
nearside. The largest such areas are along the southwest and south 
sides of Mare Serenitatis, including the Sulpicius Gallus and 
Taurus-Littrow regions, ankl in the Rima Bode region (Lucchittu, 
1974; Head, 1974; Lucchittu and Sdmitt ,  1974; WzCheh, 1987). 
Dark-mantle materials typically occur along the margins of maria, 
extending over parts of adjacent highlands. The deposits range up 
to tens of meters in thickness. Consisting of glass droplets with 
a mean size in the neighborhood of 40 pm, dark-mantle materials 
could be mined and processed for He much more easrly that 
normat mare regolith. 

From studies of qxctral reflectance, Adams et al. (1974) 
concluded that dropl~ts of black glass are the essential ingredient 
of dark-mantle material associated with Mare Serenitatis. The black 
glass has formed by devitrification of droplets of orange glass, now 
considered to be of pyroclastic origin. Hagg* (1974) and 
H&en and McKay (1978) have shown that black ash droplets 
consist of ilrnenite and olivine with varying amounts of residual 
glass. 

Orange glass was sampled at the Apollo 17 site in the trench 
at Shorty Crater and in drive tubes put down beside the trench. 
Orange ash is reported to contain 8.09% to 8.9% Ti02 ( W W e  
et al., 1971; Nava, 1974). Its He content is reported as 2.6 wppm 
(Hintenberger et d., 1974). The drive tubes show a progression 
downward from nearly pure orange glass at the top to material 
with 73.4% black glass at the bottom (H&m and McKay, 1974). 

In view of the ilrnenite content of the black glass, it might be 
expected to show a higher He content than the orange glass, but 
Bogard and Himcb (1978b) found He contents of 0.9 wppm or 
less in the black glass. However, petrographic studies of the drive 
tube section show that only the top 5.5 cm of the section has 
been gardened, and it has been exposed to the solar wind for 
only the past 10 to 30 m.y. We still do not know, therefore, the 
He potential of black glass in areas where it has been gardened 
and exposed to the solar wind over long periods of time. Such 
areas might prove to be important sources of helium. Sampling 
them should be a part of future missions to the Moon. 

Information on thickness of regolith and on variation of He 
content with depth is Limited. Remote-sensing maps, both those 
based on gamma-ray spectroscopy and on reflectance measure- 
ments, have inmEcient resolution for purposes of site selection. 
AU remote-sensing maps show large ar& of intermediate-Ti 
regolith, but no such regolith has yet been sampled. The He 
potential of dark-mantle materials cannot currently be appraised. 
These sigdicant defiaencies in present information must be 
remedied by systematic exploration and sampling of regolith, 
definition of minable portions of regolith, and estimation of 
tonnage and He content. Given the enormous potential of lunar 
He as a source of energy, such work should have a high priority 
in future lunar missions. 

A I am greatly indebted to I? D. Spudis and J. L. 
Whitford-Stark for their helpful comments and criticisms based on 
thorough review of the manuscript. Dr. Spudis also contributed 
information and comments beating on the problem of the dark-mantle 
materials. 
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The establishment of lunar bases will not end the need for remote sensing of the lunar SMface by 
orbitingplatfm. Humn and robotic suvace mpkndon will necessarily be lim'ted to some proximate 
distance fmm the support base. Near real-time, bighresolution, global chmacte&ation of the lunar 
surjiace by orbiting sensing systems will continue to be essenessetlfial to the umbstatzding of the Moon's 
gmpbysicd shucture and the location of aploituble mtllimm& and &posits of raw rnatenhh. The Lunar 
Orbital Rospcxtor (LOP) is an orbiting sensing p h t f m  ugwble of sqportz'ng a uunkty of modular 
sensing packages. Servicd by a lunarhed shuttle, the LOP will permi2 the exchange of instrument 
packages to meet mlving mission needs. i'.he M t y  to m o w ,  &@J, and mtate sensing packages 
aUows their m e  in wrying combinations. Combining this flmibdiv with robust orbit m o r k ~ t i o n  
qtmbdities and near realtime telemetry linksprovides condakrable system n ? s p o n s i ~ .  Ma'ntenunce 
and ~~n of the LOP orbit are accomphhed through use of an onboard propulsion system 
that burns lunar-supplied oxygen and aluminum. The r e m I y  low pe@mance of such a system is 
more than compensated for by the elimination of the need for khrthsupplied propelhnts. The LOP 
conctpt envisions a continuous e.qm&n of #ty through the incorporation of new instrument 
technologies and the addition o f p h t f m .  

INTRODUCTION 

Human and robotic exploration of the Moon during the last 
two decades has greatly increased our knowledge of the Moon's 
geophysical and geochemical nature. The Ranger, Surveyor, Lunar 
Orbiter, Luna, and Apollo missions returned vast amounts of data 
by means of orbit-based photography, remote sensing, and lunar 
surface samples. Notwithstanding these efforts, coverage of the 
Moon by remote sensing remains woefully inadequate. Data from 
the Ranger and Surveyor missions were limited to a few isolated 
sites, and the Lunar Orbiter missions provided only photographic 
information. Although the Apollo command modules carried 
remote-sensing instruments, their data were obtained only at low 
latitudes. 

One of the primary reasons for establishing a manned lunar 
presence is the possibiity of exploiting the Moon's resources. In 
addition to a known abundance of lunar oxygen and various 
metals, undiscovered resources, possibly large deposits of lunar 
ores, probably exist in permanently shadowed polar craters 
(Watson et al, 1961), and early lunar volcanic activity may have 
provided a mechanism for forming large ore and mineral deposits 
near the surface (Vaniman and Hden, 1985). Given the 
known resource potential of only a few explored lunar sites (high 
concentrations of oxygen, titanium, and aluminum were found in 
many Apollo surface samples), the existence of large deposits of 
these and other yet undiscovered lunar ores seems highly likely. 

Although a manned presence is required for the recovery of 
lunar resources, a global search for these resources requires highly 
advanced remote-sensing satellites. 

A remote-sensing orbital mission, such as the planned Lunar 
Geoscience Observer (LGO), is a necessary precursor to the 
development of a manned lunar base. The need for a mission of 
this nature, however, does not end with the establishment of the 
base. Several of the most fundamental geophysical and geochem- 
ical questions, such as the composition, structure, and thermal 
state of the interior, can be adequately addressed only by long- 

surface (Hood et al, 1985). A long-term remote-sensing mission, 
in conjunction with a manned lunar base, can expand the LGO's 
geophysical and geochemical database and serve as the "eyes and 
ears" of the manned base by searching for lunar transient events 
and by monitoring humans' impact on the lunar environment. The 
LGO provides a great start, but its limited lifetime and its inability 
to evoke to meet changing mission requirements prevent its 
meeting long-term needs. 

THE LUNAR ORBITAL PROSPECTOR 
The Lunar Orbital Prospector (LOP) is a lunar-based, orbiting 

platform whose primary mission is to prospect the Moon in 
support of early lunar colonization and exploitation. Using the 
LGO mission as a baseline, the LOP mission is designed to support 
the next generation of lunar exploration in conjunction with a 
manned base. 

The primary purposes of the LOP are to map the Moon's chem- 
ical and mineralogical composition and to conduct lunar science 
studies from orbit. Data returned from onboard passive and active 
sensors will identify mineral and chemical species and allow ex- 
amination of surface and subsurface geological structures. 
Through careful processing and examination of sensed informa- 
tion, lunar resource distribution on a global scale can be deter- 
mined 

Perhaps the LOP'S most important characteristic, and its primary 
improvement over the LGO, is its highly modular design. Remote- 
sensing instrument packages can be exchanged or upgraded to 
fuIfill many different mission requirements. Subsystems that 
support the science instrummts, e.g., power and communications, 
can also be upgraded as needs dictate. This moduhity also 
permits the refurbishing and reuse of sensing packages. 

MISSION DESC ON 
The LOP mission is divided into three primary phases: transport 

from Earth to low lunar orbit (LLO), operation in lunar orbit, and 
term observation and electromagnetic sounding of the lunar platform servicing in lunar orbit. Transport of the LOP from Earth 
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can be accomplished by a vehicle with a 1000-kg translunar pay- 
load capabilty. This is within the range of the Titan 34D with an 
upper stage or a space shuttle/upper stage combination. The 
upper stage provides the initial translunar insertion burn, and the 
platform's onboard propulsion system provides midcourse cor- 
rections and lunar orbit insertion burns. 

After delivery to LLO, normal orbital operation commences. The 
initial orbit is baselined to be a 1W-km, near-polar orbit to permit 
global viewing of the lunar surf-dce. The initial remote-sensing 
package is projected to be an updated version of the LGO 
instrument suite. The basic objectives of the initial mission are 
to conduct a global survey of the Moon, calibrate instruments, and 
gain experience with the spacecraft. 

Since the platform can mount various remote-sensing instru- 
ments, many types of follow-on missions can be contemplated. 
Conceivably, these will be more ambitious and complicated. 
When such missions are desired, a lunar-based servicing vehicle 
provides a means for changing insuument systems and spacecraft 
subsystems. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The LOP pro- 
pulsion module can also be repiaced by a refueled version, thus 
renewing the platform's ability to change orbits. This ability to 
service the platform in lunar orbit allows a great deal of mission 

flexibility in support of new exploration and science needs, and 
is vital to the utility and usability of the LQP. 

The general configuration of the LOP is driven by three major 
requirements overall system modMty and expandability, on- 
board propulsion, and a preferential nadir-pointing instrument 
platform. The system configuration is shown in Fig. 2. 

The overall configuration objective is to allow the system to 
grow and adapt to new and different science and exploration 
needs. The base structure provides 24 mounting ports on the 
sides of the s p a c e d  to support power, communications, atti- 
tude control, and minor instrument subsystems. The ports provide 
the necessary power and communications utilities to support 
these subsystems. The propulsion module is located on the anti- 
nadir end of the LOP; the primary remote-sensing instruments are 
mounted opposite the propulsion module in the preferential 
nadir-pointing direction. This latter position gives the instruments 
required nadir viewing while providing unrestricted expansion 
away from undesired spacecraft thermal and magnetic 
interference. 

Communications are provided by four phased-array, medium- 
gain antennae mounted on the sides of the spacecraft. These 
antennae are electronicaUy steered to track relay satellites located 

]Fig. A. To accomplish on-orbit servicing, the LOP relies on the use of a lunar based servicing vehicle. This illustration shows the servicing vehicle dock- 
ing on the LOPS antinadir end. Any vehicle capable of on-orbit satellite servicing can perform this function; this eliminates the need for a specialized vehi- 
cle to perform this function. 
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Fig. 2. The LOP consists of three major systems: the primary structure, the propulsion module, and the remote-sensing instrument package. The 
primary structure houses the propulsion module on its antinadir end. The remote-sensing instruments are mounted on the lower portion of the 
satellite in the nadir direction. 

at LaGrange points L1 and L2. The relay satellites and their 
locations allow constant data transmission to either the lunar base 
or Earth. Present estimates indicate that a data rate of lo9 bps 
will be attainable. If this rate is achieved, real-time transmission 
of a 1024 x 1024 X 8-pixel image can be performed without data 
compression or storage. 

The spacecraft is expected to pitch continuously to maintain 
nadir pointing, and yaw as required to position solar panels 
normal to incident sunlight. Attitude control is maintained by a 
bias momentum system consisting of four bias momentum wheels, 
hydrazine control thrusters, and pitch and roll attitude sensors. 
Analysis estimates that the average pitch pointing accuracy will 
be approximately *2 rnrad. In the event of attitude control failure, 
the satellite is gravity-gradient stabilized. 

The following sections will further amplify the unique charac- 
teristics of LOP remote-sensing packages, subystems, orbital 
strategies, and mission considerations. The remote-sensing discus- 
sion will focus upon instrument systems that are not included 
within the capabilities of the currently envisioned LGO. Readers 
interested in the LGO instrument suite are referred to "Contri- 
butions of a Lunar Geoscience Observer" (LGO Science Work!shop, 
1986). The use of a propulsion system designed to use lunar- 
derived propellants is also emphasized. 

'Ltvo sensor systems are discussed: the Remote Raman Specuo- 
meter (RRS) and the Radar Subsurface Mapper (RSM). Neither 
of these instruments can be flown on the LGO due to size and 
mass constraints and the priority of other sensor payloads. 
Hcwever, both the RRS and the RSM can greatly enhance our 
understanding of the Moon. 

The RRS is an active remote-sensing instrument; it uses a laser 
to stimulate raman emissions at the lunar surface, which are 
received by an onboard detector system. This instrument is more 
sensitive than the LGO's present instruments and it yields much 
higher spatial resolution. It is expected to detect more mineral 
and chemical species. 

The primary advantages of using raman spectroscopy in lunar 
remote sensing over traditional methods such as reflectance and 
gamma-ray spectroscopy are ( I )  the raman spectra of most sub- 
stances are less ambiguous than corresponding reflectance 
spectra; (2)  the obtainable spatial resolution is better; (3) smaller 
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concentrations of mineral and chemical species can be detecteck 
( 4 )  an estimate of concentrations is obtainable; and (5) raman 
spectroscopy can be used to study additional features of the mole- 
cule beyond composition and volumetric concenttaton. 

Raman scattering has been used extensively in laboratory appli- 
cations to study molecular and crystal structures of substances. 
Raman spectroscopy has also been applied to the analysis of 
extraterrestrial materials such as the Apollo Moon rocks (Km, 
1975). The application of raman spectroscopy to remote sensing 
has been very limited, however. This is due mostly to the very 
weak nature of raman scattering; the raman spectra intensity is 
approximately six orders of magnitude smaller than the incident 
light intensity. The return of raman scattering is also further 
weakened by the presence of an atmosphere that scatters the 
returning signal. Despite this, some atmospheric pollution studies 
have been performed using remote raman spectroscopy and have 
met with limited success (Freeman, 1974). 

Recent advances in laser, detector, &d filter technology will 
allow the raman scattering principle to be more successfully 
applied to remote-sensing applications. This is particularly true on 
the Moon, where the lack of an atmosphere and its cold surface 
temperatures are favorable environmental conditions. 

Incident light can interact with a substance by either absorption 
or scattering. This interaction can be thought of as photons 
colliding with molecules. Absorption occurs when a molecule 
completely absorbs the photon's energy and no photons are re- 
emitted. Scattering occurs when a module absorbs a photon's 
energy and re-emits photons at the same or different energy. 
When there is no change in photon energy, this is known as 
rayleigh scattering. When photons are re-emitted at a different 
energy, this is known as raman scattering. The change in the 
photon's energy gives rise to a change in its wavelength and 
frequency. 

The distinguishing characteristic of the raman effect is the shift 
in frequency that occurs between the exciting light energy and 
the re-emitted light energy. This frequency difference, called the 
raman shift, is directly characteristic of the molecule and is 
independent of the incident light frequency. Figure 3 illustrates 
laboratory raman spectra of two lunar materials. The high intensity 
spikes represent raman lines characteristic of the lunar materials. 
These lines are shifted from the incident laser frequency, and they 
correspond to photons that are retlected back at energies different 
than the laser light. 

Raman scattering can be further understood by examining the 
energy changes that take place in the molecule. When raman 
scattering occurs, some of the molecules in the substance return 
to a different energy level than they had before the collision with 
the photons. Since the molecules have either gained or lost net 
energy during the collison, the photons will be emitted with a 
corresponding loss or gain in energy. The molecular energy transi- 
tion E,-E, can be related to the photon's energy change by 

where h is Planck's constant, and 6v is the photon's shift in 
frequency. Molecules that pass to a lower energy state scatter 
photons at a higher frequency; this gives rise to what is known 
as antistokes lines. Molecules that change to a higher energy state 
give rise to a decreased photon frewency called a stokes line. 

CORUNDUn 

ILMENITE 

(GEIKIELITE) 

Pig. 3. The raman spectra of two lunar materials, corundum and 
ilrnenite, are shown. The high-intensity spikes represent characteristic 
raman lines. The exact location of these lines is determined by the 
individual substances. The data are h m  Karr (1975). 

The stokes and antistokes lines are, in most cases, mirror images 
of each other and contain the same information. For substances 
at cold temperatures, however, the stokes lines are more intense 
than the antistokes lines. It is for this reason that stokes lines are 
most often studied. 

The net change in molecular energy is a quantum effect and 
is a function of the polarizability of the molecule. The molecular 
energy transitions that occur in raman scattering are discrete; the 
photon frequency shifts are accordingly a e t e .  Stokes and 
antistokes lines are thus directly characteristic of the molecule re- 
sponsible for the scattering and can be used to identify the sub- 
stance. 

Since the raman effect is, in principle, an emission phenom- 
enon, raman line intensities are proportional to elemental 
concentrations. This is a valuable attribute that will enable the 
determination of concentrations of mineral and chemical species. 

The RRS configuration is shown in Fig. 4. A laser is used to 
stimulate raman emissions at the lunar surface, and the returning 
energy is focused on a spectrally sensitive detector array. A filter 
is required to remove the laser frequency from the returning 
signal to avoid overwhelming the low intensity raman spectra. 
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The primary acuity with using raman scattering as a remote- 
sensing method is the low intensity of the returned signal. Roughly 
lo4 of the incident laser energy is returned as raman scattering; 
this is due to a very small hction of the substance's molecular 
population that will alter energy states. 

The ability of the detector system to read weak raman signals 
is an important consideration. Figure 5 plots the returned signal 
intensity at the spacecraft for differing altitudes and laser outputs. 
Raman emissions are considered to be ditfUse at the lunar surface, 
and the returning signal is diminished by l/altitude2. Present esti- 
mates indicate that a combination of a 10-W laser, an imaging 
spectrometer similar to that being developed for HIRIS, and a 
157-mrn telescope objective will permit the detection of raman 
spectra at altitudes up to 50 km. 

The wavelength of the laser is an important quality. If one 
chooses the proper excitation frequency, many instrument 
problems can be avoided. The intensity of the raman effect is 

- proportional to the fourth power of the exciting frequency, thus 
lasers of a higher frequency will improve the detectability of 
returning raman spectra. The frequency of the laser, however, is 
limited by problems with mineral fluorescence. Lasers of higher 
frequencies, such as ultraviolet, are likely to cause fluorescence 
at the sample and this will interfere with detecting the raman 
spectra. A krypton laser, whose Grequency is in the visible 
wavelength region, is an appropriate compromise. This laser uses 
available technology and is of a high enough Grequency to 
maximize the raman intensity but low enough to avoid problems 
with mineral fluorescence. 

Using a visible wavelength laser requires the use of a visible 
wavelength imaging spectrometer. The use of visible wavelengths 
has two important benefits: ( I )  cryogenic instrument cooling is 
not required and (2) highly sensitive detectors are being devel- 
oped for this wavelength region. The use of visible wavelengths, 
however, imposes constraints on the times when remote sensing 
can be performed. The RRS is limited to sensing on the dark side 
of the Moon where visible light pollution is not wtlicient to 
interfere with the raman spectra. 

r DETECTOR RRRRY D I V E R T I N G  N I R R O R S  

LASER S I G N R L  F I L T E R  
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I?&. 4. The Remote Raman Spectrometer configuration. A laser is direct- 
ed at the lunar &ce and returning raman spectra are focused on an 
imaging array. The laser signal is removed by a mask filter. 

RAMAN SIGNAL INTENSITY 
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Fig. 4. Raman signal intensity at the spacecraft vs. altitude and laser 
power. 

S p d  R e s o ~ ~ o n  

The spatial resolution of the RRS is determined primarily by 
the size of the laser footprint on the lunar surface. The laser 
footprint at a 50-km orbital altitude is estimated to be 30 m in 
diameter; this corresponds to the surface resolution if the 
instrument is slewed to compensate for orbital velocity. If less 
resolution is desired, the slewing can be impeded. The laser pulse 
time and the orbital velocity will then combine to form an 
elongated footprint that will decrease the net surface resolution. 
The ability to alter spatial resolution enables either high-resolution 
site-specific coverage or lower-resolution coverage of larger re- 
gions. 

In order to fully understand the subsurface attributes of the 
Moon, an orbital-based instrument capable of examining this 
region is needed. With such an instrument, subsurface layers can 
be traced and mapped; this will enable a better understanding 
of the local geology and will help locate lunar ores that might 
exist under the surface of the Moon. 

The absence of moisture in the Moon's outer layers indicates 
that radio kequency electromagnetic energy will penetrate much 
deeper than is possible on the Earth. The use of radar signals 
pulsed at the lunar surface can explore the subsuhce at depths 
of at least tens of meters (Eunington, 1986). Radar sounders 
carried by Apollo 17 penetiated as much as 1.5 km below the 
lunar surface and mapped subsurface layering in the Mare 
Serenitatis region (Peeples et al, 1978). 

This simple technique pulses radar energy at the lunar surface 
and detects the returned signals. A short pulse of electromagnetic 
energy is propagated into the lunar subsurface and is reflected 
by geologic interfaces. The ability of the radar signal to propagate 
is dependent on the electrical properties of the subsurface; in 
order for radar reflection to occur, an electrical property dis- 
continuity must exist across the geologic interface. 
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Radar sounding can be used for both surface imaging and 
subsurface profiling. Prof ig  is accomplished by maintaining a 
time reference between the radar tmnsmission and the returned 
signals; a longer time between the radar pulse and its return is 
associated with greater depths. A composite firom different depths 
constitutes a full subsurface profile. Imaging is accomplished by 
recording the diffuse radar backscattering at the surface. The 
combination of imaging and depth profLng will be highly useful 
for the interpretation of surface geology. 

The RSM consists of three primary elements: a Coherent 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (CSAR) that contains the transmitting 
and receiving elements, and two separate antennae for imaging 
and profiling. For imaging and shallow profiling, an operating 
kequency of 150 Mhz is used; for deep profiling (10 m-1 kin), 
an operating kequency of 15 MHz is used. 

The Moon's low mass (about one eightieth that of the Earth) 
and lack of an atmosphere make it a very attractive body for 
remote-sensing orbiters. Low-energy orbits associated with the 
low lunar mass require substantialty less propellant for orbit 
maintenance and alteration than comparable Earth orbits. The lack 
of atmospheric drag permits orbital altitudes that are limited only 
by topography and lunar gravitational perturbations. 

The platform's ability to change orbital parameters is important 
to achieving desired mission versatility. Optimization of the rela- 
tionship between surface coverage and instrument resolution 
requires a variety of orbits. Variation of orbital altitude, eccen- 
tricity, and inclination will permit tailoring to meet specsc 
mission needs and instrument requirements. Several classes of 
orbital coverage are considered: global surface coverage at 
moderate to high resolution, and site-specific coverage at very 
high resolution. The parameters of the lunar orbit (inclination, 
eccentricity, and altitude) will dictate the type of surface coverage 
and resolution that can be realized. 

Orbital inclination strongly iduences the quality of regional 
surface coverage. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of various orbital 
inclinations on local coverage. In general, viewing is most 
complete at the lunar latitudes equal to and less than the orbit 
inclination angle. Viewing of the entire lunar surface is offered 
only by polar orbits, but this advantage is offset by sparse coverage 
at low-latitude regions where successive orbital tracks are far 
apart. Reducing orbital inclination from 90' improves the 
coverage at low latitudes and equatorial regions, but this 
completely eliminates polar coverage. Low-inclination orbits are 
consequently best suited to high-resoIution, site-specific coverage 
of low-latitude regions; polar orbits are best suited to lower- 
resolution global coverage, and high-resolution coverage of the 
polar regions. 

Orbital altitude strongly influences instrument resolution. In 

lunar orbits exhibit relatively small changes in orbital velocity with 
changes in orbital altitude. Thus, orbit altitude selection is 
prirnanly a function of required instrument resolution, viewing 
needs, and concerns for orbital stability. 

Mission objectives require orbits stable enough to permit orbital 
maintenance with a reasonable amount of maneuvering but low 
enough for good instrument resolution. The Moon's gravity field 
directly affects the stability of lunar orbits, depending on their 
altitude and inclination. Experience fkom earlier lunar flights and 
known lunar gravitational harmonics indicates that polar orbital 
inclinations and low-altitude orbits are unstable. Precise polar 
orbits exhibit a rise in eccentricity leading to periapsis (closest 
approach to the surface) lowering and eventual collision with the 
lunar surface. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 7 (Chesley et al, 
1988). The inability to precisely assess the effects of known large 
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Fig. 6. Orbit inclination vs. optimum regional coverage. 
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general, high altitudes decrease optical resolution and increase 
Fig. 7. Results from a numerical simulation of the effects of lunar 

instrument dwell time, while low altitudes increase resolution and pertubations on stability, Data are CheSleU et d, 
decrease dwell time. The higher orbital velocities associated with (1988), The upper curve represents the altitude of apoapsis and 
low-altitude orbits decrease the amount of time available for th, lower curve represent the orbital periapsis altitude, m e  
instruments to sense the surface; however, for reasonably small indicate that a polar orbit will experience a rapid rise in eccentricity, and 
altitude differences, dwell time is not a sigruficant factor since the result will be the spacecraft impacting the lunar surface after 266 days. 
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lunar gravitational anomalies on the stability of low-altitude orbits 
leaves a degree of uncertainty in prediction models. Numerical 
simulations of lunar orbits, based on low-order spherical harmon- 
ics, suggest a pattern of rising eccentricity on polar orbits (Cbesley 
et d, 1988) and on oscillating eccentricity on equatorial orbits 
(Bond and M u l q ,  1988). Present estimates of orbit lifetime 
(before surface collision) for a 100-km polar orbit are approx- 
imately 9 months. 

The net effect of orbital instabilities is to increase propellant 
usage for orbital maintenance. General avoidance of very low 
altitudes and certain inclinations can partially negate stability 
problems. Estimates of lunar gravity harmonics indicate that stable 
near-polar orbits may be available. These slightly eccentric, so- 
d e d  "fkozen" orbits (Bun@ 1976) have their periapses fixed 
near the Moon's south pole and may remain stable for up to two 
y- (Who! 1976). 

Orbital Strategies 

Several surface-coverage strategies are made possible through 
variation of the orbital altitude (e.g., large regions at low 
resolution, small regions at high resolution, and global coverage 
at moderate to high resolution). Global coverage at moderate 
resolution can be achieved through the use of a 100-km near- 
polar orbit such as that planned with the LGO rnission. Higher 
altitudes reduce the resolution obtained but increase the 
instruments' field of view, thus allowing the equatorial regions to 
be more adequately viewed. Complete surface coverage fbm a 
polar orbit can be obtained in 27 days. 

A highly elliptical orbit with a low periapsis over the region 
of interest gives a high-resolution sensing opportunity without the 
stability problems associated with low circular orbits. Since a 
small Eraction of the orbit is spent at low altitudes, the net effect 
is to provide a low-altitude sensing opportunity while maintaining 
a higher average orbital altitude. The drawback to this method 
is the small region of coverage that accumulates under the 
periapsis. The highly eccentric orbit is also capable of giving low- 
resolution, large regional coverage on the apoapsis (maximum 
distance fjrom the surface) side with a smaller required velocity 
change than is associated with an equivalent transfer to a high 
circular orbit. The elliptical orbit offers a variety of surface- 
coverage opportunities through the proper choices of periapsis 
latitude and orbit eccentricity. 

A possibility exists for high-resolution global coverage by using 
a highly eccentric orbit and periodically shifting the latitude of 
periapsis. Figure8 illustrates this concept. Since the orbital 
precession is small, the orbit can be considered to be fixed in 
space while the Moon rotates under it. By rotating the orbit's line 
of apsides (the line connecting the orbit's periapsis and its 
apoapsis) at appropriate intervals, the entire lunar surface can be 
viewed from a low altitude without severe orbital stability prob- 
lems. 

Orbital plane changes are most efficiently accomplished at the 
apoapsis where the orbital velocity and, thus, the required velocity 
change are lowest. Figure 9 displays the velocity changes required 
to achieve inclination changes for orbits of varying apoapses. 
Figure 10, in turn, displays the propellant mass required to achieve 
a given velocity change. The designed platform propellant capacity 
will enable a maximum velocity increment of 1.5 km/sec. From 
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Fg. 9. Delta V requirements for orbit inclination changes. 

Fig. 9 it is seen that this capacity allows orbital changes exceeding 
50' for most orbits with changes of 90" possible for highly el- 
liptical or high-altitude orbits. 

Velocity changes required for coplanar orbit changes are shown 
in Fig. 11. The calculations assume an initial 25-lun circular orbit 
with minimum energy transfer to the ikd  circular or elliptical 
configuration. As shown, transter &om a 25-km circular orbit to 
a 1000-km circular orbit requires a relatively small 320-m/sec 
velocity increment, and transfer to an eccentric orbit with a 
100-km apoapsis requires a velocity increment of only 180 m/sec. 
From Fig. 10 it is seen that these velocity changes translate into 
propellant burns of approximately 100 kg and 55 kg, 100 kg and 
40kg, respectively. With such small maneuvering requirements, 
many platform orbital chwges and adjustments are possible in one 
mission. 
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Fig. 10. Propellant mass requirements vs. AV. 
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Fig. 11. Delta V requirements for coplanar orbit manueven. 

Rotation of the line of apsides can be accomplished in two 
ways. The first method involves a three-step maneuver that first 
circularizes the eccentric orbit at the apoapsis, then proceeds to 
the new line of apsides, and £inally reduces the velocity to acquire 
the new periapsis. The second method causes periapses rotation 
by rotating the velocity vector at apoapsis, then correcting the 
eccentricity. The comparative efliciency of the two methods 
depends upon the magnitude of the desired rotation. In general, 
the h t  method would seem most efficient since it requires the 
same propellant expenditure regardless of the rotation magnitude. 

The versatility allowed by the LOP orbit-changing capability 
requires considerable propellant usage. This usage represents one 
of the principle expenses associated with platform operation. Pro- 

pellant costs can be substantially reduced by using lunar-derived 
fuels that do not require costly transport out of the Earth's gravity 
well. Use of lunarderived fuels also helps to minimize Earth 
support requirements. 

Lunar minerals that show the most promise for lunar propellant 
production are olivine [(Mg,Fe)2Si04], pyroxene (a hmdy of 
silicates rich in Ca, Fe, and Mg), and ilmenite (FeX03). Olivine 
and pyroxene occur in concentrations up to 60% and ilmenite 
in concentrations up to 20% (WlUiam and Jadwick, 1980). 
These minerals are particularly promising for oxygen production. 
Selected elemental concentrations from Apollo samples are shown 
in Table 1. 

Inasmuch as oxygen is abundant on the Moon, this element is 
an obvious choice for a bipropellant oxidizer. Extraction ftom 
lunar minerals by chemical and thermal processes is already 
planned for lunar colonization activities. The critical constituent 
of a lunarderived propellent, then, is the fuel. Hydrogen is an 
excellent fuel when used with oxygen, but its lunar concentra- 
tions are extremely small. Other lunarderived fuel possibilities 
include, but are not limited to, silane (Sw), AlCa, Al, AICaMg, 
Ca, and lunar soil. 

Silane has been theorized to perform well but has never been 
used (Rosenberg, 1986). Its primary advantages are its lunar- 
derived silicon, its high specific impulse (360 /sec), its thermal 
stability for regenerative cooling, and its high boiling temperature. 
Silane production ftom lunar materials, however, would be quite 
slow due to its reliance on MgO in the production process 
(Rosenberg, 1985). 

A comparison of lunar-derived propellants normalized to the 
aluminum/liquid oxygen (LOX) combination is shown in Table 2. 
The high performance offered by liquid Hz/02 is really unavailable 
due to its extremely low availability on the Moon. Silane performs 
well, but its long production time plus its reliance upon terres- 
trially supplied hydrochloric acid in the production process 

TABLE 1. Elemental concentrations of Apollo samples. 

Element 
Concentration (wt%) 

Mare Highlands 

ww' 41.7 44.6 
Silicon 21.2 21.0 
Aluminum 6.9 13.3 
Calcium 7.8 10.7 
Magnesium 5.8 4.5 
H ~ d W e n  54 ppm 56 ppm 

Data are h m  WWms andJadwkk (1980). 

TABLE 2. A comparison of lunar-derived propellants with quantities 
normalized to 1 for Ai/LOX 

Oxidizer Mass I 0.70 0.77 
Oxidizer Volume 1 0.70 0.78 

Fuel Mass 1 0.78 1.12 
Fuel Volume 1 29.84 4.47 

Production Time 1 10.86 9.57 
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negate its performance advantage. Aluminum and oxygen thus 
show the most promise for lunar-derived propehts (Utah State 
Univem'ity, 1988). Powdered aluminum, when used in combina- 
tion with an Earth-based binder and lunar-derived oxygen, can 
provide up to 300 sec of specific impulse (Streetman, 1978). 

The thruster is a hybrid design using solid Al and LOX. A 
refillable oxygen tank is mounted in the center of the spacecraft 
where it is insulated and shaded to minimize boil-off. The solid 
fuel portion of the thruster mounts on the antinadir end of the 
LOP. The solid fuel, casing, injector, and nozzle are replaced with 
a refueled version on orbit. The nozzle and combustion chamber 
are regeneratively cooled for reusability. 

Man's return to the Moon will be characterized by a cornrnit- 
ment to a permanent presence designed to exploit a body rich 
in natural resources, to find answers to a host of intriguing sci- 
enac  questions, and to establish a base for furth exploration 
of the solar system. The early orbital exploration k on of the 
LGO will most certainly be followed by longer-term, more 
versatile orbiting systems that operate in a synergistic manner with 
human exploration efforts. The LOP provides a preliminary 
example of such a system. Designed-in modularity and orbital 
mobility allow flexible operation adaptable to many instrument/ 
mission combinations. Provision for the replacement of instru- 
ment clusters and subsystem modules permits expansion to 
incorporate new technologies and evolution to extend mission 
capabilities. The LOP thus projects a broad range of long-term 
operational possibilities for continued lunar exploration well into 
the twenty-first century. 
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One of the critical datasets for optimal selection of fuhrre lunar landing sites is local- to qional-scale 
topomby. Lunar base site selection wiU -'re such data for both engineering and scienb@ operations 
puIposes. Z k  Lunar Geoscknce W t e r  or Lunar Observer is the idealprenrtsoty science mission from 
which to obtain this requa'wd information. We suggest that a simp& laser altimeter instrument cot& 
be employ& to measure l u s c a l e  slopes, Mghts, and depths of lunar surface ffeatures important to 
lunar base planning and desgn. For this reason, we have desgned and are currently constructing a 
bmidboard of a Lunar Obs- Laser Altimeter (LOLA) instrument ca@ble of acquiring contiguous- 
footprint topogr@hicpro@es with both 30-m and 300-m along-track resolution. llhis instrument meets 
all the seven? wezght, p o w  size, and data rate lim'tutions imposed by Obsermrclass spacecrafr. In 
addtion, LOLA would be ca@ble of measuring the zuIZUIthin-foop'nt verlical roughness of the lunar 
suqace, and the 1.OGpm relative suqace ?r$kctivig at normal incidence. We have used airborne laser 
altimeter data for a fau npsentutive lunar analog l a n d f m  to simulate and analye LOLA 
perjormance in a 100-km lunar orbit. We demonstrate that this system in its figbest resolution mode 
(30-m diameter foopn'nts) would quanbD the topogr@by of all but the very smaUest lunar l a n d f m .  
At its global q n g  resolution (300-rn diameter footprints), LOLA would establish the topogmphic 
context for lunar landing site selection by providing the basis for constructing a 1-2km spatial 
molution gZobal, geode& topogrzphk gnit that would contain a high densty of obserYations (eg., 
-1000 observations per each lo by I0 cell at the lunar equator). The high spatial and oertical resolution 
measuremats made with a LOLAclass instrument on a prenrtsoty Lunar Observer would be high@ 
syne@tic with highresolution imaging datasets, and wiU &w for direct quanbwtion of critical 
slope, heights, and akpths of features visible in images ofpotenthl lunar base sites. 

Many of the scientific and engineering issues associated with 
the selection of potential lunar base sites or any future lunar 
landing sites require a detailed knowledge of local and regional- 
scale topography (Wzlhelms, 1985). Prior to the human Apollo 
missions to the Moon, extremely high resolution Lunar Orbiter 
photographs were acquired in stereo in order to assess the local 
topography and geology of candidate human landing sites. Such 
data were especially critical for those missions involving the Lunar 
Rover vehicle (i.e., Apollo 15-17), as the rover could only 
negotiate terrain with slopes less than several degrees. In an 
important study of local-scale lunar roughness and slopes, H. J. 
Moore et al. (unpublished data, 1969) outlined the kinds of local 
terrain data necessary for a realistic and accurate assessment of 
potential implications of lunar topography for human operations. 
Moore et al. (1980) used a combination of orbital stereo photo- 
graphy, bistatic radar, and Earth-based radar to assess lunar RMS 
roughnesses indirectly, and then compared the independent 
results with reasonable agreement. However, a direct means of 
globally measuring local lunar surface roughness and slopes was 
technologically not feasible in the early 1970s. 

The Apollo Laser Altimeter (flown on Apollo 15- 17) obtained 
surface elevation data for 3-m footprints at 1-2 m vertical 
accuracy; however, the limited lifetime and low pulse repetition 
frequency (PRF) of the ruby laser allowed only one range 
measurement for every 30 km along the suborbital track of the 
Command Service Module (Kaula et al., 1974). Thus, the 

circumlunar topographic profiles that were acquired have a very 
low spatial resolution and can only be used to measure slopes 
on baselines of 60 km and longer. 

Lunar Topographic Orthophotomaps (LTOs) have been con- 
structed for many areas on the Moon, and these high-quality 
s t e r e o p h o t ~ e t r i c  topographic data have effective spatial 
resolutions as good as a few hundred meters with -10-m relief 
contours (Ravine and Grieue, 1986). However, the LTO data do 
not form a global, high-integrity, topographic model for the entire 
lunar surface, or even for a large fraction thereof. 

Orbital radar techniques during the Apollo era (i.e., the ALSE 
experiment flown on Apollo 17) obtained kilometer-resolution 
profiles of lunar topography (Moore et al, 1980; Sbarpton and 
Head, 1982), as have Earth-based radar techniques. A global lunar 
topographic model with 2-5-km grid cells (spatial resolution) 
could be obtained using existing narrow-beam radar altimeter 
techniques (PMl@s, 1986) from a lunar polar orbiter. Such a 
dataset would be invaluable for establishing an accurate control 
net relevant to lunar landinvs and lunar base site selection, as well 
as for long-wavelength geophysical studies and for determining 
regional-scale topographic characteristics of all major terrain types 
on the Moon. Without resorting to very large antennae, high- 
fkequency radar altimeter designs such as those currently under 
development for the Earth Observing System, local-scale high- 
resolution (<0.5 km) topography of the Moon can only be 
directly assessed from high-repetition-rate orbital laser altimetry. 
Technological breakthroughs in laser lifetime now permit pulsed 
laser altimeter instruments to operate continuously for a complete 
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Lunar Geoscience orbiter mission lifetime. On the basis of the 
inherent simplicity of the basic design of laser altimeter 
instruments (Fig. 1 ), their reliability in a 100-km lunar orbit poses 
no major technological challenges at this time, although long- 
lifetime lasers must still be space qumed  The recent tentative 
approval of an orbital laser altimeter experiment for the Mars 
Observer spacecraft and the experience being gained in construct- 
ing this instrument for long-lived operations under the more 
severe martian conditions (e.g., 360-km orbital altitude, dusty 
atmosphere with clouds, global dust storms, a 687-day operation 
lifetime requirement, and a dynamic range of topography of 
-36 km) gives us further conlidence that orbital laser altimetery 
is technically feasible for a lunar scenario (Smith et al, 1989). 
The remainder of this report outlines the design and performance 
capabilities of a simple Lunar Observer Laser Altimeter (LOLA) 
instrument, and discusses perfomce simulations using airborne 
laser altimeter datasets for lunar analog surface features. 

ORBITAL LASER ALTIMETRY 
Altimeters are basic instruments that measure the time of flight 

of some type of electromagnetic signal from a platform 
(spacecraft, aircraft) to a target (lunar surface) in order to 
determine range, from which surface topography can be derived. 
Traditional orbital altimeters employ microwave signals (e.g., 
Seasat, Pioneer, Venus) in part because of their ability to 

Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the major components in the design 
of LOU The heart of the instrument is the diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser 
transmitter (at left) and the 25-an-diameter telescope that serves as the 
receiver antenna See text for details. 

effectively propagate through an atmosphere containing dust and 
clouds (e.g., Earth and Venus). The technology associated with 
radar altimetry is mature (Philf@, 1986), and such instruments 
are certainly suitable for global characterization of lunar 
topography at spatial scales of several kilometers. In order to 
achieve the kinds of height accuracies required for geophysical 
studies (i.e., better than 10-20 m), radar devices typically transmit 
a burst of 100 to 1000 pulses per second and then statistically 
determine the mean topography from each burst. The main reason 
for the statistical approach is to reduce individual pulse noise 
caused by the "coherent fading" due to the similarity between 
the scales of surface roughness elements, the radar wavelength 
(i.e., 8-30 cm), and the size of the radar transmitter antenna (i.e., 
0.4- 1.0 m in diameter). This statistical approach has proven to be 
very reliable (e.g., Seasat for Earth, Pioneer-Venus for Venus). 

Unlike radar altimeters, laser ranging systems do not require 
extensive pulse averaging to achieve high vertical precision. This 
is because laser radiation at wavelengths near 1 pm does not 
produce coherent fading (ie., speckle modulation) when received 
by means of a 25-50-cm-diameter telescope. In simple pulsed 
laser altimeter systems, a single laser pulse results in a unique 
range and hence topographic observation. By pulsing the laser as 
frequently as is needed to synthesize a contiguous-footprint profile 
on the surface (i.e., a profile in which the measurement footprints 
touch or overlap one another along track), a high-resolution cross 
section of surface topography along the nadir track of the 
spacecraft is generated. Therefore, laser altimeter systems are 
inherently simpler than radar devices on the basis of their 
nonstatistical approach to measuring topography. 

Because of the small footprints required by laser altimeters in 
order for them to minimize signal loss due to extreme pulse 
spreading by a rough surface, spacecraft pointing knowledge is 
very important if meter-level-height accuracies are to be main- 
tained. The heart of a simple orbital laser altimeter instrument 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The laser transmitter emits pulses of laser 
radiation whose round-trip propagation time from the spacecraft 
to the surface and back is measured with a fast clock, which is 
known as a time interval counter, &er having been received by 
a telescope and detected with an avaIanche photodiode (APD); 
the shape of the backscattered laser pulse is measured with a 
waveform digitizer (in terms of power vs. time). Waveform 
digitization permits the complete interaction history of a single 
laser pulse with any surface to be quantified, and this information 
can be directly related to the vertical topographic variance within 
the footprint, and hence to roughness at 0.5- 10-m spatial scales. 
Because of the intrinsic narrow beam width of optical laser 
radiation, laser altimeters naturally synthesize small footprints 
from orbital altitudues (e.g., 30- 100 m fjrom a 100-km orbit), and 
hence generate very narrow profiles of topography, in contrast 
with broader-beam radar systems that synthesize swaths several 
kilometers in width (Bufton, 1989). 

In order to directly measure the topographic and slope 
characteristics of most lunar surface features of relevance in lunar 
base site selection and operations, an orbital laser altimeter must 
have a spatial resolution commensurate with high-resolution orbit- 
al imaging datasets (e.g., Lunar Orbiter, Apollo metric camera, 
etc. ). For this reason, an along-track sampling interval of 30 m has 
been chosen for the LOLA system, although simple optics could 
be incorporated to decrease this value. For the 30-m-diameter 
footprints to provide contiguous sampling along track, the all- 
solid-state laser transmitter must operate with a pulse repetition 
fjrequency of 50 Hz, which is over 2 orders of magnitude more 



rapid than the Apollo Laser Altimeter. Assuming a nominal 100- 
km orbital altitude, the 30-m-diameter footprint profiles will be 
separated across track by -2 km at the lunar equator, but will 
rapidly converge at increasing latitudes. These high-resolution 
profiles would be circumlunar in their coverage. In order to 
adequately sample the regional topography of the Moon, a second 
spatial resolution mode is recommended for a LOLA instrument. 
Orbital simulations suggest that 300-m-diameter footprints could 
easily be achieved; this spatial resolution would diminish the effect 
of coverage gaps at the lunar equator by an order of magnitude 
and permit rapid acquisition of a dataset suitable for gridding at 
a 1-2-km level. The 300-m-diameter footprints could be 
contiguous or, if desirable, they could be overlapped by up to 
50% to reduce sampling biases. If the LOLA instrument could 
continuously measure the lunar topography in this lower 
resolution mode for a period of -1 year, nearly 60% of the lunar 
surface would be sampled, and a subkilomqter topographic grid 
could be constructed. 

Vertical resolution for either the 30-m or 300-m modes on 
LOLA is dictated by laser pulsewidth (i.e., the duration in time 
of the central part of the transmitted laser pulse), time-interval 
counter (TIC) resolution, and pointing control and knowledge. 
Table 1 summarizes the baseline design parameters that have been 
chosen for LOU The 3-nsec laser pulsewidth (full width at half 
maximum) coupled with a l-nsec TIC resolution provides 15-cm 
vertical resolution under ideal conditions. This is because there 
ate -6.67 nsec per meter of relief (due to the speed of light), 
and the narrower in time a laser pulse can be made, the easier 
it is to track after it interacts with a random surface (and is 
naturally spread in time). The TIC is a very fast counter that is 
activated when each laser pulse is transmitted, and stopped once 
some critical threshold level on the backscattered laser pulse is 
detected A l-nsec TIC resolution ensures timing precision to 
15 cm. However, final vertical accuracies will depend on local 
surface slopes, within footprint roughness, pointing knowledge, 
and orbit determination. Aircraft laser altimeter systems capable 
of this level of performance are now operating out of NASA's 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 

Tables 1-4 summarize those design and performance parame- 
ters for LOLA that we feel should provide maximum information 
with respect to lunar geoscience objectives and lunar base site 
selection. Figure 1 illustrates the inherent simpliaty of the LOLA 
design in a functional block diagram. It should be emphasized that 
LOLA requires no onboard signal analysis or complex pulse 
averaging to make a range measurement. In k t ,  every single 
transmitted laser pulse would result in a unique, independent 
range, and relative reflectivity measurement. The LOLA design 
under development as part of NASA's Planetary Instrument 
Dehition and Development Program (PIDDP) provides three 
types of data relevant to lunar surface properties for each and 
every footprint: range (elevation), 1.06-pm relative reflectivity at 
normal incidence, and vertical RMS roughness (i.e., a measure of 
the total dynmc range of relief within each 30-m or 300-m 
footprint). The 1.06-pm reflectivity within 300-m-diameter 
footprints would be synergistic with V i  Mixed Mapping 
Spectrometer (VLMS) observations of lunar surface mineralogy 
(PhYZps, 1986). The 30-m and 300-m LOLA footprint RMS vertical 
roughness would allow for after-the-fact retracking of LOLA 
topographic observations (in rougher terrains), and would be 
complementary to active or passive microwave observations of 
lunar roughness (e.g., Erom a multichannel microwave radiometer 
on LGO, or from Earth-based radar observations). Local 
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TABLE 1. LOLA laser altimeter instrument parameters. 

Luser Pam'tter 

Wavelength 
Pulse Energy 
Pukewidth 
Repetition rate 
Divergence 
Lifetime 

Altimeter Receiver 
Telescope 7jpe 

Telescope Diameter 
Optical Filter 
Detector 'Ijpe 
Quantum Efficiency 
Sensitivity 
Tie-Interval Counter 
Waveform Digitizer 

Diode-pumped, Q-switched Nd:%G 
1.06 pm 
2 mjoule 
3nsecFWI-m 
lOHzor50Hz 
0.3 or 3.0 mrad 
1 0 9 s h ~ t s m i m ~ ( 3 ~ @  lorn) 

f/ 1 diamond-turned aluminum 
p a l a  

25 cm 
2 nm bandpass 
Silicon Avalanche Protodiode 
40% 
1 nwatt 
l-nsec resolution 
Pulse width, power, and energy 

TABLE 2. LOLA payload parameters. 

Size 
Weight 
Operating Modes 
Power 
Data Rate 
Duty Cycle 
Thermal 
Mounting 

25 cm X 25 cm X 35 cm (0.022 m3) 
15 kg (33 Ib) 
Standard-rate ( lOHz) Burst (50Hz) 
1OW 15 W 
1 kbps 3.5 kbps 
Continuous 
Passim control with insulation and radiators 
Spacecmft bus 

TABLE 3. LOLA performance in 100-km lunar orbit. 

Sensor Footprint 30 or 300 m 
Along-Track Data Interval Contiguous coverage 
Vertical Resolution 15 
Vertical Accuracy Submeter 
Surface Roughness Resolution Submeter 
Surface Albedo Resolution 1% for 1.06 pm backscatter 

TABLE 4. mical  standard deviations (SD) of topography within 
30-m-diameter footprints (LOLA scale) for analog landforms 

relevant to plaaetary suhxs .  
-- 

Target Landform 7jpe (and subtype) SD Topography (m) 

Meteor Crater Impact crater 1-26 
Steepest inner wall 12-26 
Near-rim ejecta 2-6 
Rim 2-7.5 
Distal ejecta 0.2-2 
Floor 1-2 
Edge of ejecta 4-6 

Grand Canyon Erosional canyon 1-72 
(flwial/tectonic) 

Walls of deepest canyon 60-72 
'Ifpical canyon walls 35-60 
Canyon floors 3-8 

Iceland laMs Lava channel (pahoehoe) 0.2-2.0 
Flow margins 0.9-2.0 
'Ifpical flow interior surface 0.2-0.3 
Roughest flow h c e  0.3-0.5 

water' Atlantic Ocean (Iceland bay) 0.15-0.3 

" Control surface for reference with respect to 30-m baseline roughness. 
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t c gradients on baselines as short as 6Om could be 
computed directly &om LOLA profiles. 

In order to obtain these complementary global datasets using 
a LOLA instrument in a 100-km lunar orbit, the fundamental 
engineering challenges are primarily related to the laser trans- 
mitter and receiver. There must be adequate "link margin" for 
the LOLA laser to obtain range observations during both lunar 
night and day, and for surhces with a diverse range of infirared 
albedos and local height variations. "Link margin" is analogous to 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is simply a measure of the degree 
of confidence that an adequate number of photons above 
background level will be received and detected by the instrument 
in order for a useful range measurement to be achieved The laser 
transmitter pulse energy and detector sensitivity must be 
adequately flexible to respond to a range of operational extremes. 
Our computations suggest that the instrument parameters listed 
in Table 1 are sufficient to meet the anticipated range of surface 
albedos and background 1.06-pm illumination conditions (e.g., 
solar). The experience with the Apollo Lunar Laser Altimeter 

adquaie data to make this a&essment (Kaula et al., 1974; 
M o m  et &, 1980). Less is known about what to expect with 
respect to the spectrum of 30-300-m scale height variations and 
local slopes (Moore et al., unpublished data, 1969). 

The primary engineering challenge associated with Lunar orbital 
laser altimetry concerns development of a space-qWed laser 
using modem, all-solid-state technology. In addition, a compact, 
low-power laser backscatter waveform digitizer must be validated 
for operations in lunar orbit. waveform digitizers record the 
shapes of input signals in terms of amplitude as a function of time 
and are electronically complex, but they have been space w e d  
for use in microwave instruments. Recent breakthroughs in all- 
solid-state laser oscillators (Byer, 1988) now permit high pulse- 
repetition-rate laser operations for at least 1 billion pulses, and 
perhaps up to 3 billion. This is because the traditional Bashlamp 
method of pumping the Nd:WG (a material that has replaced 
ruby) laser rod has been replaced with a highly acient  array 
of laser diodes. Flashlamps have traditionally been required to 
inject enough optical energy into the laser material for it to lase. 
Longer-lived arrays of laser diodes can now serve this purpose. 
The so-called diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser oscillator offers the 
required performance characteristics (e.g., 50-Hz repetition rate, 
short pulse, low power and mass) for spaceborne operation. 
Etficient, low-power diode-pumped Nd:WG lasers have recently 
been space qualified by McDonnell Douglas for laser tracking 
purposes (Long et al., 1989). The lunar environment with its total 
absence of an atmosphere is ideal for orbital laser altimeter 
operations. Figure 2 is a photograph of the LOLA breadboard that 
illustrates its compact form. Refer to Table 2 for specific payload 
parameters. 

Airborne simulations of the LOLA breadboard are expected to 
occur during the 1990-1991 timefiame in order to Eacilitate 
development of a full-instrument prototype. Simulations of LOLA 
performance using degraded airborne laser altimeter profiles for 
lunar analog terrains are currently underway to explore potential 
requirements for lunar base site selection and activities. Examples 
from these datasets will be discussed in the next section. 

A high-altitude airborne laser altimeter instrument is curently 
in operation at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (Bufton and 
GarYn, 1987). This instrument is configured in a NASA Wallops 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the LOLA breadboard with bar for scale. The 
instrument is similar in size to the Thennal Emission Spectrometer that 
is to be flm to Mars on the Mars Observer in 1992. The laser transmitter 
and receiver electronics are located in the rectangular box that is affixed 
atop the telescope. The laser beam is guided by the small tube parallel 
to the telescope. 

Flight Facility T-39 Sabreliner jet aircraft, and is capable of 
obtaining laser profiles &om altitudes as high as 11 km, or as low 
as 1-2 km above terrain. This airborne laser altimeter instrument 
has been used to acquire 3-10-m spatial resolution topogmphic 
profiles with submeter vertical precision for a variety of volcanic, 
erosional, and impact targets in the western and southwestern 
United States. Another currently operational instrument (at NASA's 
Wallops Flight Facility) is the Airbome Oceanographic Lidar 
(AOL), which has a low-altitude laser altimeter mode with 25- 
30-cm-diameter footprints and -30-cm vertical resolution (Hoge 
et aL, 19%). We present and discuss the implications of profiles 
obtained &om these airborne systems that have been degraded 
to LOLA spatid and vertical resolution using straightforward o&t- 
averaging techniques. Specitically, for each n-point window 
(where "window" refers to the width in meters of a profile 
subsection), the mean and standard deviation of the topography 
is computed (i.e., n = 10 to 100). The window is then tmmlated 
n points, and the process is repeated. The standard deviation is 
a good estimate of the LOLA vertical roughness parameter, while 
the n-point mean is a reasonable indicator of the 30-m footprint 
topogqhic measurement. Table4 summarizes the range of 30- 
m-diameter footprint topographic standard deviations observed for 
a diverse set of lunar analog surfaces. 

While most lunar landforms within the younger maria are 
relatively pristine, micrometeorite bombardment over the past 2- 
3 b.y. (AE) has resulted in the generation of a regolith layer that 
mantles the original topography, especially the lunar lava flows. 
The thickness of this regolith mantle varies &om meters to 
hundreds of meters (Whims, 1987). In spite of this lunar 
erosion effect, aspects of the morphology of such basic lunar 
landforms as craters, rilles, lava Bow fionts, and hummocky ejecta 
have been preserved (Whelms, 1987); thus the LOLA simulations 
for the lunar analog landforms are relevant, even if they represent 
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endm- scenarios. Lunar base site selection is likely to be a 
very complex process involving many tradeoffs, and base location 
in proximity to youthful lunar volcanic or impact deposits is 
certainly worth consideration What follows is a brief description 
of a set of LOLA simulation profiles for representative lunar analog 
landforms, with comments relevant to lunar base site selection 
and eventual operations. 

One of the most youthful impact craters on Earth is Meteor 
(Barringer) Crater, located in north-central Arizona (Fig. 3a). This 
well-studied impact crater is -1.2 km in average diameter, and 
formed as a result of a -20-megaton hypervelocity impact of an 
iron meteorite about 49,000 years ago (Shmmka, 1987). 
Figure 4 is a LOLA resolution laser altimeter profile across the 
center of the crater from northwest to southeast, with the 
standard deviation of the 30-m-scale topography shown as 
individual dots. A full-resolution (3-m-diameter footprints) profile 
is illustmted in Fig. 3b for comparison Figure 5 is a Lunar Orbiter 
III photograph of a simple impact crater 520 m in diameter in 
Oceanus Proc- which is located about l6km b m  the 
Apollo 12 landing site (Cintala et d., 1982) and is similar to 
Meteor Crater, in part due to its freshness. One can observe the 
2-30-m-diameter impact-generated blocks within the ejecta 
blanket of this crater. As part of a study of excavation elEaency 
of the cratering process on the Moon, Cinkrla et d. (1982) 

measured the size distribution of all the blocks larger than 1.5 m 
in diameter around this crater as a function of distance &om the 
crater center. Figure6 displays the size distribution of ejecta 
blocks for the entire continuous ejecta blanket and indicates the 
signiEcance of meter-scale roughness elements such as blocks at 
local scales, even on the relatively smooth lunar maria The simu- 
lated LOLA topographic profle in Fig4 illustrates the 2-6-m 
vertical roughness (standard deviation of topography) that occurs 
in the Meteor Crater near-rim ejecta blanket. It is also possible 
to observe the large range of topographic variance aswciated with 
the inner crater walls, which are known to have local slopes as 
high as 41° (computed firom Fig. 3b; see also Table 4). The inner 
wall slopes of the lunar crater shown in Fig. 5 are approximately 
as steep as those in Meteor Crater on the basis of shadow 
measurements. Such inner crater .walls have over 25 m of vertical 
roughness in several instances (see Fig. 4). Although terrestrial 
erosion processes have flied in the floor of Meteor Crater beyond 
the extent typical of cmerhgrelated slumping eikcts, most of 
the critical morphologic elements are preserved, including the 
discontinuous ejecta blanket. Thus it is possible to learn. about 
the types of local topography and roughness that are likely to be 
common in association with the ubiquitous simple impact craters 
that kquently occur even on the smooth mare. If lunar base site 
selection is to follow the safety criteria imposed during the h t  
few Apollo landings, then &es like those illustrated in Fig. 5 
are likely to be commonplace, and the scales of roughness 
observed at Meteor Crater (Fig. 3a) will be relevant for base 
construction and local operations. 

500 1000 1500 
HORIZ. DISTANCE (m) 

Fig. 3. (a) Vertical airphoto of Meteor Crater acquired in 1967 with a large format metric camera Resolution is -1 m. The hame shows the Crater 
Museum at the top (north), as well as the iidl extent of the preserved ejecta blanket (out to about 2 crater radii). The rim crest diameter of Meteor 
Crater averages 1.2 km, and the average depth is 165 m. (b) Airborne laser altimeter profile of Meteor Crater kom northwest to southeast Horizontal 
sampling internal is -3 m, and vertical precision is submeter. This profile crosses the impact crater center and illustrates the asymmetry of the ejecta 
blanket (profile acquired in October 1986). 
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HORIZ. DISTANCE (m) 

Fig. 4. Spatially degraded version of the profile shown in Fig. 3b using 
the sliding window o&t technique described in the text. The horizontal 
sampling interval is 30 m. The superimposed dots are a measure of the 
standard deviation of topography within each 30-m footprint (see right 
axis). Note the edge effects displayed by this parameter, espeady for the 
l a d y  steep inner walls of the crater (see Table 4). The standard deviation 
parameter is a good estimate of the LOLA vertical roughness parameter 
to be derived h m  the shape of the backscattered laser waveform. 

Fig. 5. Lunar Orbiter 111 image of a 520-m-diameter crater near the 
Apollo 12 site (Oceanus Procellam) in a region of the maria with thin 
regolith (-7 m). Observe the 2-30-m-diameter ejecta blocks scattered 
around the rim of this simple, kesh impact crater. 

As an example of the extremes of lunar topography, LOLA 
resolution topographic profiles of the interior of the Grand 
Canyon (including the Colorado River, Fig. 7a) have been 
examined. While erosional topography associated with fluvial 
processes acting on a variety of sedimentary, igneous, and 
metamorphic lithologies is not likely to exist on the Moon, the 
deepest lunar rilles and most youthful complex impact craters are 

FRAGMENT DIAMETER d (meters) 

Fig. 6. Size fkquency distribution for ejecta blocks within continuous 
ejecta deposit for the crater shown in Fig. 5 (Cintala et al., 1982). In 
combination with orbital imagery, LOLA profile data would permit 
assessment of local hazards (such as 20-30-m-diameter blocks) associated 
with commonplace fresh impact craters. Note that only blocks 1.5 m and 
I;uger were included in the study due to orbital image resolution 
constraints (Lunar Orbiter IU). 

known to have steep topography (Whims, 1987). Thus we use 
the severe local slopes associated with the southern Grand 
Canyon as a means of demonstsrating a worst-case scenario for 
the Moon. Figure 7b is a 3-m spatial resolution profile from south 
to north across the southern rim of the Grand Canyon; the 
deepest point is the Colorado River (at right). Figure 8 is a LOLA 
resolution profile with superimposed vertical roughness shown by 
individual dots, as with Meteor Crater above. Up to 75 m of 
vertical relief is observed within the 30-m-diameter simulated 
LOLA footprints (Table 4). Deep lunar sinuous rilles, which may 
have formed by thermal erosion from turbulent, low-viscosity 
lavas, could have over 50 m of relief within each 30-m LOLA 
footprint. It is clear from the LOLA simulation that high spatial 
and vertical resolution orbital laser altimetry will permit adequate 
sampling of the local topography, slopes, and roughnesses of many 
types of lunar surfaces, however extreme or subtle. With respect 
to lunar base site selection, the location of a base in close 
proximity to deep rilles may offer advantages with respect to 
possible resource development, as the walls of such landforms 
often display exposed volcanic units (e.g., as at Apollo 15 near 
Hadley Me), which could provide accessible materials for various 
purposes. Knowledge of the extremity of local topography and 
slopes is certainly a requirement to ensure that the potential base 
site is not within possible slump-failure zones, which might be 
associated with the areas adjacent to the walls of such rilles. 

While meter-resolution stereophotogrammetric techniques 
have been successfully employed for measuring local slopes (e.g., 
H. J. Moore et al., unpublished data, 1969; lunar topographic 
photomaps), it is virtually impossible to establish geodetic control 
with such methods beyond the field of view of individual stereo 
pairs; orbital altirnetry is usually necessary to provide the required 
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Fig. 7. (a) landsat MSS orbital image of the Grand Canyon region of northern Arizona acquired in autumn of 1980 at a resolution of 80 m. The 
profile shown in (b)extends from south to north and traverses the section of the canyon illustrated in the middle left of this image (from the 
south rim to the Colorado River). This image shows the east-west and other branches of the Grand Canyon, as well as the heavily forested area 
south of the canyon (dark region in lower part of image). @)Airborne laser altimeter profile of the southern part of the Grand Canyon (from 
south to north in Arhna). The deepest point (at right) is the Colorado River. As in Fig. 3b, the horizontal sampling inter4 is -3 m (profile acquired 
in October 1986). 

oo 2 longer-wavelength control. In addition, stereophotogammetric 
5 methods are somewhat operator dependent (subjective), and time 

c o n . .  Our approach has been to design an orbital altimeter % 
o system capable of both tasks, and the LOLA simulations of the 

75 5 $ Grand Canyon and Meteor Crater discussed above provide some 
15 - justification of this claim. 
25 

:g 
50 :q  

0 4  el, Southwest Iceland 
32 
2 X As a W example, an -1-km-wide lava channel in southern 

25 3 Iceland (part of the ijgmundarhraun lava flow sequence on the 
m-0 
I R-es Peninsula, Fig. 9a) is illustrated by means of a 30-cm < - horizontal resolution topographic profle in Fig. 9b (these data 
3 
2 were collected by the AOL laser altimeter in a NASA P-3 air&). 

o 5000 ~ O O O O  15000 This channelized basaltic lava flow is extremely smooth at a variety 
HORIZ. DISTANCE (m) of length scales (i.e., only 25-30 cm of topographic variance over 

baselines of hundreds of meters as indicated in Table 4) and 

Fig. 8. As in Fig. 4, simulated LOLA profile for the Grand Canyon derived 'Tresents a classic of a low-viscosity Icelandic lava 
from the shown in Fig. 7b, with w-m 30-m scale twhiC surface. The lava channel stands only about 6 m above an older 
variance parameter (see righthand side vertical axis for scale) shown as flow surface. Figure 10 is a LOLA resolution prome of the perched 
dots. lava channel that illustrates the 20-40-cm vertical roughness that 
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HORIZ. DISTANCE (m) 

Fig. 9. (a)Airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image of the 
6gmundarhraun lava field in the Reykjanes region of southwestern Iceland 
The radar look direction is from the south to the north at an average 
inadence angle of 15' fkom the horizon, and at X-band wavelength (data 
collected for NASA by INTERA Technologies using the SI19R-2 system with 
6-m resolution). This lava field consists of low-viscosity basaltic flows, 
m y  of which formed channels. The main lava channel in the center of 
the image displays well-d&ed levees, and an east-to-west cross-flow 
profle of this channel is shown below in (b). The 6gmundarhraun lava 
field was apparently emplaced about 700 years ago in a high volume 
eruption rate event (Garvin et al, 1989). @)Airborne laser topographic 
profile of a lava channel in the southern Reykjanes region 
(6gmundarhraun) of Iceland acquired with a horizontal sampling intervaI 
of -30 cm by the AOL instrument in May 1987 (Hoge et d, 1984). This 
smooth basaltic lava flow represents an analog to the qoothest lunar 
maria lavas and has an effective yield strength similar to that for Imbrium 
flaws (Garvin et al, 1989). 

is characteristic of the flow interior, and the 2 m of topographic 
variance associated with the flow margins (levees). This profile 
extends from east to west across the long-axis of the flow 
direction (tmnsverse profile). Low-viscosity lunar lava flows are 
inferred to behave much like this Icelandic basalt example on the 
basis of rheologic parameters estimated by Hulme (1975), Moore 
et al. (1978), and Hulme and WeIda (1977). Using the Moore 
et al. (1978) method as applied to profile in Fig. 10, we estimate 
the yield strength of the Icelandic flow to be on the order of 
1300 Pascals (Gunin et al, 1989). If lunar baws or science 
outposts were to be located in proximity to the most youthful 
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Fig. 10. The LOLA pro6le (as in Fig. 4) of the lava channel shown in 
Fig. 9b at 30-m horizontal sampling interval, with superimposed topo- 
graphic variance parameter (dots). Observe the submeter scale roughness 
of this low-viscosity lava flow. Such &es could be common on the 
youngest lunar maria (H. J. Moore et aL, unpublished data, 1%9). 

low-viscosity lunar flows, perhaps to investigate their accessory 
mineral abundances (i.e., to measure Cr, Ni, Ti contents etc.), 
then examination of high-resolution topographic profiles may be 
useful in t e r n  of identifying those flows with the least regolith 
development and hence the most pristine and accessible surfaces. 
Extremely smooth h surfaces like that illustrated kom southern 
Iceland are inferred to exist on the Moon, possibly associated with 
the Ereshest mare surfaces, but direct observation of their 
occurrence has not been possible. Lunar Observer Laser Altimeter 
topographic data could assist in the identification of the smoothest 
lunar surfaces in association with known volcanic features. 
Perhaps channelized lunar lava flows with submeter surface 
textures could be identified within Copernican-age surface units 
of suggested volcanic origin and evaluated as a possible lunar base 
site on the basis of synergistic laser altimeter data and high- 
resolution images. 

Table 4 mmmarizes the anticipated range of within-footprint 
(on a 30-m baseline) vertical roughness as computed Erom the 
LOLA simulation profiles (and displayed as 'scaled standard 
deviation of topography on the figures). The most severe case 
would result in -50 m of dynamic range, with 20-30 m expected 
for the inner walls of kesh, simple impact craters. Smooth maria 
are likely to have anywhere kom <1 m to a few meters of vertical 
roughness, and for such surfaces, vertical precision of the LOLA 
measurements could approach the 15-cm lower Limit. The 
potential ability of LOLA to detect locally rugged (as well as 
extremely smooth) topography will provide an important 
constraint in choosing lunar base location, especially for target 
areas not within the zone that was intensively surveyed for the 
Apollo site selection process (largely kom stereo orbital high- 
resolution photography). 

Analysis of laser altimeter profiles for representative lunar 
analog surfaces demonstrates that high spatial resolution topo- 
graphy of the lunar surface is a very desirable if not necessary 
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dataset for lunar base site selection and subsequent operations. 
A simple Observer-class instrument such as the Lunar Observer 
Laser Altimeter (LOLA) now under development as part of NASA's 
planetary program would be well suited for characterizing lunar 
topography and surface roughness at a variety of length scales 
appropriate for both addressing fundamental geoscience problems 
and local site selection and evaluation. A LOLA-class instrument 
would be ideally suited for operation in a low-altitude orbit 
around any body devoid of an atmosphere including the Moon, 
Mercury, or an asteroid. 

Lunar base site selection will clearly involve complex decisions 
and tradeofi on the basis of science potential, operational and 
safety factors, objectives, and types of precursory data that will 
be available. We suggest that laser topographic profiles and global 
topographic maps, together with orbital imaging (stereo, high- 
resolution, and multispectral) and Earth-based radar mapping will 
provide a necessary and sufEcient framework fkom which to select 
optimal future lunar landing sites (e.g., for robotic rovers and 
astronauts) and eventually lunar base localities. 
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v e  'e havesurveyed lunar sinuous riUes and other 2x)Icanic featurn in an effwt to locate intact lava 
tubes that could be used to house an advanced lunar base. Cntaia were estabhkd for ident2Png 
intact tube segments. Svty-seven eube uandkkates within 20 riUes were idenhpd on the lunar rumside. 
B e  riues, Iocated in four mare @om, varied in size and sinuosity. We i c k m t i ~  four n'Ues that 
exhibited pmcicularly strong atidence for the &tence of intact law tube segments. These are Iocated 
in the foUowing m: (1)  south of Wthuisen (2) in the Marius Hius region, (3) in the southeastern 
M m  Setmitatis, and (4) in eastern Mare Setmitatis. We mted each of the G7pmbable tube segments 
for lunar base  SUE^^^^ based on its d i d n s ,  stability, brution, and access to lunar resounes. 
Nine tube segments associated with three sqWrate riUes are considered prime candkAztes for use as 
part of an aduanced lunar base. 

Early observations indentitied many meandrous channels, or 
sinuous rilles, on the lunar surface (ScMter, 1788). Since then, 
numerous studies have shown that these features formed as a 
result of the extrusion of hot, fluid, low-viscosity basaltic magma 
(e.g., Hulme, 1973; Whon and He& 1981; Coombs et al, 
1987), some of which may have evolved into lava tubes when 
segments of the channels roofed over (e.g., O b d e c k  et d., 1969; 
Greeley, 1971; Cruiksbank and Wood; 1972; Hulme, 1973; 
Coombs et al, 1987). The prospect of using the natural cavity 
formed by a drained intact lunar tube for housing a manned lunar 
base has long been the subject of speculation (e.g., Brown and 
Finn, 1962; Henderson, 1962). 

In his discussion of lava tubes as potential shelters for lunar 
habitats, HOrz (1985) noted that the lunar lava tubes would be 
ideal for locating the lunar base because they ( I )  require little 
construction and enable a habitat to be placed inside with a 
minimal amount of building or burrowing; (2)provide natural 
environmental control; (3) provide protection from natural 
hazards (i.e., cosmic rays, meteorites and micrometeorite impacts, 
impact crater ejecta); and (4) provide an ideal natural storage 
facility for vehicles and machinery. 

A lava tube may form when an active basaltic lava stream or 
leveed flow develops a continuous crust. More specifically, 
depending on the rate of flow and the rheology of the lava, a lava 
tube may form by one of several methods (e.g., Cruiksbank and 
Wood; 1972; Creeley, 1987): ( 1) An open channel may form a 
crust that extends fiom the sides to meet in the middle and may 
eventually thicken and form a roof; (2) in more vigorous flows, 
the crustal slabs may break apart and raft down the channel; as 
pieces are transported down the channel they may retit them- 
selves together to form a cohesive roof; (3) periods of spattering, 
sloshing, and overflow may form levees that may eventually build 
upward and inward and merge into a roof; or (4) lava tubes may 

'NOW at POD Associates, 2309 Renard Place SE, Suite 201, Albuquerque 
NM 87106 

also form by the advancement of pahoehoe lava toes (see 
Wentwmtb and M c D o W  1953). Under the conditions of lunar 
basaltic eruptions (lower gravity field, no atmosphere), such 
processes would have produced lunar lava channels and 
associated tubes at least an order of magnitude greater in size than 
those found on Earth ( Wzlson and Heact, 1981). Such lunar lava 
tubes could be tens to hundreds of meters wide by hundreds of 
meters deep and tens of kilometers long. These dimensions make 
lunar lava tubes ideal sites in which to house a lunar base habitat. 

Swann (personal communication, 1988) has raised the question 
of the existence of open, evacuated lunar lava tubes. He contends 
that the lunar lava tubes may have been filled in upon cessation 
of the eruption that formed them. Here, we present evidence to 
the contrary and show that it is entirely possible that open lava 
tubes were left on the Moon and that it is very likely that they 
still exist. Work done by Hulme (1973, 1982), Whon and Head 
( 1980, 1981), and others has shown that lunar sinuous rilles are 
products of low-viscosity, high-temperature basaltic lava flows, and 
that these features are very similar to terrestrial basaltic lava 
channels and tubes. With the lack of extensive field evidence from 
the Moon, terrestrial lava tubes have often been studied as 
examples of what the formation process would have been like 
for the lunar features (e.g., Creeley, 1971; Cruikshank and Wood; 
1972). Although there is an order of magnitude size difference 
between lunar and terrestrial tubes, the formational processes 
appear very similar. 

Terrestrial evidence indicates that a tube may or may not 
become plugged with lava depending on the viscosity, temper- 
ature, supply rate, and velocity of the lava flowing through it. 
Numerous terrestrial lava tubes have been observed during their 
formation (e.g., Greeley, 1971; Cruiksbank and Wood, 1972; 
Peterson and Swanson, 1974). Of the tubes observed during the 
process of formation, most did not become congealed and solidify 
into hard tubular masses of rock at the time of their origin (e.g., 
Creeley, 1971; Cruiksbunk and Wood; 1972). It has been noted 
that as the supply rate of lava diminished during an eruption, the 
level of liquid in the tube dropped, leaving a void space between 
the top of the lava flow and the roof of the tube (Peterson and 
Swansoq 1974). At the end of an eruption most of the lava was 
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observed to drain out of the main tube to leave an open tunnel 
of varying dimensions (e.g., Machnuld  et d, 1983). However, 
the tubes may later act as conduits for younger lava flows erupting 
from the common source vent. These later flows may partly or 
completely fill the older lava tube depending on their supply rate 
and amount of material flowing through. While we cannot 
discount that similar occurrences may have happened during the 
formation of the lunar lava tubes,, it s unlikely that it happened 
to a high percentage of them. Field observations of several 
volcanic terrains in Hawaii indicate that the majority of lava tubes 
formed remain partially void, that is, less that 30% of the tube 
has been (partially) infilled by later flows. Fewer than 1% of the 
lava tubes observed in the field by Coombs et al. (1989) are 
completely filled in by later flows (e.g., Makapu'u Tube, Oahu, 
Hawaii). Of the several hundred lava tubes known to exist on and 
around Kilauea, more than 90% are open or void; less than 30% 
of the tube has been filled in by later flows. In those tubes that 
have been partially infilled, the lava toes extend inward from the 
tube walls. Very few lava tubes are completely filled and, in fact, 
only one, Makapu'u Tube, on Oahu, Hawaii, was observed by the 
authors to have been completely filled in by later flows (Coombs 
et al., 1989). 

Other evidence, derived from the study of lunar volcanic 
features, suggests that not all lunar tubes are plugged with 
congealed lava and that void lava tubes exist on the Moon. Many 
lava channels have been identified on the lunar surface (e.g., 
Ob&eck et d, 1969; C&shank and Wm4 1972; Masumky 
et al, 1978; Schaber et al., 1976; Greeley and King, 1977). These 
channels do not appear to be filled with solidified lava along most 
of their lengths. The same is true for most lunar sinuous rilles. 
Greeley and King ( 1977) demonstrated that thin lunar flow units 
typically were emplaced by lava tubes. It appears that the low- 
viscosity lunar lavas drained from large segments of the identified 
channel-tube systems and sinuous rilles. Finally, it should be noted 
that there are numerous instances where several tube candidates 
are located along sinuous rilles and where these tube segments 
are bounded at each end by open, deep rille segments. Since these 
open, deep rille segments are not filled with congealed lava, we 
suggest that the roofed portions of the rille (i.e., the tubes) are 
not litled and are likely to be void or partly void tubes. 

A great deal of discussion has centered around the strength and 
durability of existing lunar lava tubes (Obdeck et al., 1972). 
Whether or not the tube roofs are structurally stable enough to 
withstand prolonged meteoroid impact and sutFciently thick 
enough to provide protection from cosmic radiation have been 
pressing questions (HOrz, 1985). The results of calculations by 
Oberbeck et al. (1969), as well as terrestrial field evidence, 
support the concept that many of these features are evacuated 
and have remained intact during the billions of years of meteoritic 
bombardment and seismic shaking to which they have been 
subjected since their formation. Oberst and Nu&amura (1988) 
have examined the seismic risk for a lunar base but have not dealt 
specifically with the effects of moonquakes on lunar lava tubes. 

Many intact lava tubes exist along the east and southwest rift 
zones of Kilauea Volcano on the Big Island of Hawaii. Rvo of the 
largest of these tubes are Thurston Lava Tube (Keanakahina), 
which was formed 350-500 years b.p., and an unnamed tube on 
the floor of Kilauea Caldera that was formed during the 1919 
eruption of Halemaumau. The respective average dimensions of 
these two lava tubes are 4.90 m wide X 2.20 m high and 8.60 m 
wide X 3.73 m high. Both of these lava tubes have maintained their 
structural integrity while constantly being shaken by local seismic 

tremors. On any given day the summit area of Kilauea may 
experience as many as 300 or more earthquakes of magnitude 
4 or less (Klen et al, 1987). The frequency and magnitude of 
these earthquakes intensifies immediately prior to the onset of an 
eruption. Much greater magnitude earthquakes are also common 
to the area as evidenced by two fairly major earthquakes that 
occurred in the recent past. The 1975 Kalapana and 1983 Kaoki 
earthquakes, with magnitudes of 7.5 and 6.6 respectively, appear 
to have had no effect on these two lava tubes. In summary, a long 
and varied seismic history has had minimal effect on the lava tubes 
in the Kilauea area and elsewhere on the island of Hawaii. It is 
possible then, that many of the lunar lava tubes have remained 
intact over the billions of years of the seismic shaking generated 
by meteorite impacts and tectonically originated moonquakes. 

@deck  et al. (1969) determined that the ratio of roof 
thickness to interior tube width in terrestrial lava tubes ranges 
from 0.25-0.125. When applied to lunar conditions, they 
calculated that a 385-m-wide tube roof would remain stable 
providing the roof was 65 m thick. They further noted that the 
effect of roof arching, common in terrestrial lava tubes, would 
allow even thinner 385-m-wide roofs to remain intact and, if the 
lunar rock is assumed to be more vesicular than that on Earth, 
the maximum stable width could reach 500 or more meters. 
Thus, stable tube roofs could exist on the Moon provided that 
they span a width of no more than a few hundred meters and 
that the larger tubes have roofs that are at least 40-60 m thick 

As HOrz (1985) pointed out, these estimates are also in 
agreement with other important observations. He noted, for 
example, that itnpact craters a few tens of meters to 100 m across 
are supported by uncollapsed roofs of identified lava tubes. Wrth 
depth/diarneter ratios of small lunar craters -1/4-1/5 ( m e ,  
1976), the excavation depths of these craters superposed on the 
lava tubes could reach 25 m. Hon estimated further that the roof 
thickness must be at least twice any crater depth, otherwise a 
complete penetration of the tube roof would have occurred. 

In this paper we propose a set of criteria for the identification 
of intact lunar lava tubes. A survey of all known sinuous rilles and 
channels, as well as other selected volcanic features, was 
conducted in an effort to locate lava tube segments on the lunar 
surface. In addition, we have attempted to assess the potential of 
the identified lava tubes as candidates for lunar base sites. This 
paper presents the results of our survey. 

We conducted a survey of all available Lunar Orbiter and Apollo 
photographs in order to locate possible intact lava tubes. The 
criteria used to iden* tube candidates were (1) the presence 
of an uncollapsed, or roofed, segment or, preferably, a series of 
segments along a sinuous rille; (2) the presence of uncollapsed 
segments between two or more elongate depressions that lie 
along the trend of the rille; and (3) the presence of an uncol- 
lapsed section between an irregular-shaped depression, or source 
vent, and the rest of the channel. 

The above criteria were applied to all previously identified lunar 
sinuous rilles (e.g., Oberbeck et al, 1969; Scbultz, 1976) and 
others identified from the survey of all available Lunar Orbiter and 
Apollo photographs. Other volcanic features such as endogenic 
depressions, crater chains, and other types of rilles were also 
examined as some may be associated with a lava tube. Exogenic 
crater chains were distinguished from the partially collapsed tube 
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segments by the lack of crater rays and herringbone patterns in 
the vicinity of the latter. Also, exogenic crater chains are 
commonly composed of closely spaced or overlapping round to 
oval craters, while the craters in endogenic chains are elongate 
or irregular in form. Further, secondary craters within a chain are 
often deeper at one end than the other and downrange craters 
are commonly superposed on uprange craters. Endogenic craters 
are more -MI in depth and generally do not exhibit systematic 
overlap relationships. 

The locations of the identiIied iava tube segments and various 
measurements that were made for each tube are given in Table 1. 
Maximum tube widths were estimated by projecting the walls of 
adjacent d ie  segments along the roofed-over segments. Tube 

lengths were measured kom the Lunar Orbiter and Apollo 
photographs. An estimate of the depth to each tube, or roof 
thickness, was made, when possible, following the crater-geometry 
merit presented by HOrr (1985) whereby the largest impact 
crater superposed on an uncollapsed roof may yield a minimum 
measure of roof thickness. To calculate this minimum roof 
thickness the following equation was used 

where d is the maximum crater diameter superposed on the tube 
segment and t is the estimated minimum thickness of the tube 
segment. This equation provides a conservative estimate of the 

TABLE 1. Iava tube candidates. 

ID No. Iatitude Longitude Orbiter 
Frame 

No. 

Tube 
Length 
(km) 

Tude 
Width 
(km) 

Crate: 
W~dth 
(km) 

Roof 
Thickness+ 
(4 

Rank: 
(A = Prime, 
B = Good, 

C = Possible) 
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TABLE 1. (continued). 
-- - 

ID Latitude Longitude Orbiter 
No. Frame 

No. 

Tude Crater Roof ~ank: 
Width Width' Thicknesst (A = b e ,  
(km) (km) (m) B = Good, 

C = Possible) 

0.55 0.33 165 C 
1.03 1.10 525 C 
0.88 0.66 330 C 
0.66 0.11 55 B 
0.33 - - B 
0.55 0.22 110 C 

'Crater width = maximum crater diameter measured on top of tube segment. 
+Roof thickness = minimum tube roof thickness kom depth of largest superposed crater (after Hb'rz, 1985) 
:Refers to the suitabiity of a particular tube segment for locating the a h c e d  manned lunar base. 

roof thickness, whereby the maximum crater depth is approxi- 
mately one-quarter the crater diameter (0.25d) and the roof 
thickness (t) is at least twice that depth (after HOn, 1985). 

As part of the assessment of the suitability of the identified tube 
segments for housing an advanced lunar base, several factors were 
considered. The usefulness (presence of scientific targets near the 
base site, geologic diversity) of the locality, whether or not the 
site would be readily available (minor excavation and construc- 
tion) for habitation, and its location were considered. The 
presence of potential lunar resources (e.g., high-?i mare basalt or 
pyroclastics) in the region and ease of access to these deposits 
were important considerations, as were the proximity and ease 
of access to all features of interest in a region Localities were 
sought in which little or no degradation appears to have occurred 
along and adjacent to the tube segments. The preferred sites 
exhibited few impact craters and/or young ridges that may 
indicate the presence of a fault system. It has been demonstrated 
that a more central location (near the equator) on the lunar 
nearside would provide a better site for the mass driver to launch 
various payloads to L2 (HeppnMrner, 1985). Finally, base sites 
were sought where the rille/tube was located in a very flat region 
for greater ease of mobility and where tube widths and roof 
thicknesses were thought to be within the constraints determined 
by Ob&eck et al. ( 1969). 

More than 90 lava tube candidates were identified along 20 
lunar rilles on the lunar nearside, 67 of which were measured. 
These occur in four mare regions: Oceanus Procellarum, Northern 
Imbrium, Mare Serenitatis, and Mare T m w t a t i s  (Fig. 1). Each 
of these rilles appears to be discontinuous, alternating between 
open lava channel segments and roofed-over segments. Those 
segments appearing structurally sound, according to the criteria 
discussed above, were measured and identified as tube candidates. 
Each of these tubes has met our tube identification criteria, is 
relatively close to the size constraints established by Obeheck et 
d. (1969), and is situated in a relatively flat location. Table 1 lists 
each of these tube segments with its respective dimensions, 
location, and photographic reference frame. Of the 20 rilles 
examined, 4 exhibit very strong evidence for having intact, open 
tube segments, 2 in Oceanus Procellarum (C and J in Fig. 1; Figs. 2 
and 3; Table 1) and 2 in Mare Serenitatis ( 0  and R in Fig. 1; Figs. 4 
and 5; Table 1). Each tube segment was evaluated for use as part 
of the structure of an advanced lunar base according to the 
criteria discussed above. The results of this evaluation are given 
in Table 1. Nine tube segments associated with three separate 
rilles (A, C, and R) are considered prime candidates for an 
advanced lunar base. 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the location of the 20 lunar rilles on the lunar nearside where potential lava tube candidates have been identified. Additional 
information concerning the location of these lava tubes is given in Table 1. 

Eleven rilles where probable intact lava tubes exist are found 
in the Oceanus Procellarum region; of these, two may be 
considered prime localities at which to find an intact lava tube 
or series of tubes (C and J in Fig. 1;  Figs. 2 and 3; Table 1 ) .  Rille 
C is the classic example of a lunar lava tube and was h t  identified 
as such by Ob&eck et al: (1969). This rille is 60 k long and 
is broken into more than 15 segments, each of a c h  may be 
a potential intact tube. Only seven of these were measured, 
however. These seven segments are longer than the others and 
have smaller craters superposed on their roofs. Lengths of these 
segments range kom 5 10 to 1 120 m, with widths ranging firom 
450 to 970 m. The 970-m-wide segment (as well as the other 
segments listed in Table 1 as > 500 m wide) was included because 

it appeared structurally stable in the photographs and was 
considered worthy of closer inspection. A variety of factors may 
allow tubes with apparent widths greater than 500 m to exist on 
the lunar surface. The largest crater on any of the segments is 
270 m in diameter. The roof of the segment appears to be intact, 
with no sign of faults or slumping. A minimum roof thickness for 
this tube is 135 m. 

Rille C, unnamed by previous mappers, begins at Gruithuisen K, 
a kidney-shaped depression at the top of the photograph (Fig. 2). 
This rille trends north-northwest, parallel to the major ridges in 
Procellarum, and is slightly sinuous. It is interpreted to be 
Eratosthenian in age (Scott and Eggleton, 1973). The highlands 
terrain just north of GruisthuisenK is composed of primary and 
secondary impact material of the Iridum Crater and possible 
volcanic domes (Scott and Eggleton, 1973). Any or all of these 
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rime Fig. 
cand 

2. 
lid: 

This partially collapsed tube is located just west of the crater Gruithuisen. This is rille C as identified in Table 1 and is considered 
hte for finding an intact, vacant lunar lava tube. (LO-V-182-M) 
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3. Lava tube candidates in the Marius Hills region (J of Table 1 and Fig. 1). Bvo segments (J, and Jb) meet at right angles at what may have 
I the source vent for them both. (LO-V-2 13-M) 

tube segments would provide easy access to mare materials and 
the volcanic dome material just north of the rille. 

Rille J, located in the Marius Hills region of Oceanus Procel- 
lanun (Figs. 1 and 3 Table 1), also exhibits extremely strong 
evidence for the existence of an intact lava tube. Rille J is actually 
a combination of two rilles that meet at right angles at an 
irregularly shaped depression that may have served as a common 
source vent (Fig. 3). Rille J, trends north to south, is 15.5 krn long, 
and is divided into seven segments, four of which were measured. 
The tube lengths range between 130 and 250 m, and the widths 
between 250 and 340 m. The maximum crater depth along rille J, 
is 20 m, suggesting a minimum roof thickness in this area of 40 m. 

RilleJ, is 42 km long, trends southwest, and is broken into 
more than 15 segments. Eleven of the best defiied segments were 
measured. Here the lengths of the tube segments range between 
250 and 1630 m and the widths vary between 270 and 480 m. 
One other tube segment along this rille varies radically from the 

others 09, Table 1). This segment is 7370 m long, 270 m wide, 
and has a maximum superposed crater diameter of 250 m, or a 
minimum roof thickness of 125 m. The existence of a tube 
segment here is considered a strong possibility as the tube does 
appear to continue to the southwest. Whether or not an open 
tube is continuous along the entire length is difllcult to determine. 
Closer inspection of this segment will be necessary in order to 
accurately determine its potential for human habitation. 

The Marius Hills region is the product of a complex volcanic 
history. Northeast- and northwest-trending wrinkle ridges 
represent the intersection of two major structural trends (Schultz, 
1976), while thick layers of lava flows and extrusive domes mark 
the sites of previous major volcanic activity. The Hills themselves 
are interpreted to be composed of pyroclastic and volcanic flow 
material that erupted and flowed over older mare material 
(McGzuley, 1967). Both the pyroclastic debris and mare basalts 
in this region could be used as sources of lunar resources. 
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. 4. Rille 0, a prime candidate for having an intact lunar lava tube is located southwest of the Apollo 17 landing site in southern Mare Serenitatis. 
(AS17-2317) 
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, 5. Rille R, located in eastern Mare Serenitatis. This sinuous rille has retained its original levee walls and is roofed over at 
distal ends. The source crater is located at the right end of the rille, with the flow direction from right to left. (AS15-9309) 

both its pro* 

One strong tube candidate was found in a complex of rilles 
north of Mare Humorum (Q in Fig. 1; Table 1). A number of very 
sinuous rilles that trend north-northeast are located near the 
boundary between Mare Humorum and Oceanus Procellarurn. A 
tube segment was identified along one of these rilles. The tube 
segment is 1650m long and 440m wide. No measurable 
superposed craters were identified on the photographs available 
for this tube segment. The isolated, noncenval location, and 
presence of just one tube segment at this locality all argue against 
recommending this site to house the lunar base. 

Three tube segments were found along one sinuous rille in the 
northern portion of Mare Imbriurn. This rille trends northeast and 
is located near the mouth of Alpine Valley (P in Fig. 1; Table 1) 
and, like the others, is surrounded by mare material. The three 
tube segments range in length from 840 to 1680 m and in width 
from 210 to 290 m. The maximum crater diameter supported by 
one of the segments is 170 m, with a potential roof thickness of 
85 m. While this area may offer a variety of resources, and parts 
of it are flat, we do not feel that it would make an ideal locality 
to house the lunar base because of its noncentral location. 

Five rilles with probable intact lava tubes were identilied in the 
Serenitatis/Tranquillitatis region. ltvo other rilles in this region 
were also noted as potential candidates; however, the poor quality 

of the available photographs prohibited us from accurately 
measuring them and assessing their true potential. These two rilles 
should be inspected, however, when better data are available. 

Of the five d e s  identified, two exhibit extremely strong 
evidence for having intact tube segments (0 in Figs. 1 and 4; R 
in Figs. 1 and 5; Table 1). Rille O is >30 km long, is located 
southwest of the Apollo 17 landing site, and is divided into more 
than 13 segments, 5 of which were measured. This rille trends 
east-northeast, parallel to the structural trend in this portion of 
southern Mare Serenitatis. The segments measured vary between 
320 and 880m long, are 460 to 510m wide, and support a 
maximum crater 80 m in diameter. The minimum roof thickness 
for the longer tube segment is 40 m. 

This locality offers major advantages for siting the lunar base. 
Not only is the region relatively flat, offering easy access to many 
areas, it is reasonably close to the Apollo 17 landing site (high- 
Ti mare basalt regolith), as well as a major regional dark mantle 
deposit of pyroclastic origin. This site may provide a good source 
for building materials as well as lunar resources such as Fe, Ti, 
Al, and K 

Rille R, located on the eastern edge of Mare Serenitatis, is 15 km 
long and 1.0 km wide. The rille originates at an acircular crater 
approximately 1.3 km in diameter and follows a general south- 
southwest trend. Channel levees mark the edge of the channel 
along a 6-km stretch between the two segments. The shorter of 
the two tube segments is 1.32 km long, and the other is 6.5 km 
long. The largest crater superposed on this rille was 0.66 km along 
the longest segment. The minimum roof thickness for this tube 
segment is 330 m. 
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Many other lunar rilles were examined but were considered 
less viable candidates for several reasons. The rejected rilles 
exhibited no uncollapsed sections and/or the adjacent and 
superposed craters were too large. The possibility that structurally 
sound lava tubes exist at these and other locations on the nearside 
of the Moon cannot be ruled out completely, however, until much 
more detailed analyses are completed. 

I.3 FOR AN mVANCED 
D Lmm B M E  

There are many advantages to using intact lunar lava tubes as 
the site for a manned lunar base. The natural tube roof provides 
protection fkom cosmic radiation. The protected area offered by 
the intact tubes would provide storage facilities, living quarters, 
and space for industrial production. The constant temperature of 
around 20°C (HOn,  1985; W. Mendell, personal communication, 
1987) is conducive to many projects and experiments, and could 
be altered to maintain a controlled environment for a variety of 
experiments as well as comfortable living conditions. 

Unused or uninhabitable portions of lava tubes would also 
provide an additional disposal facility for solid waste products 
generated fkom the manned lunar base. Biological and industrial 
(i.e., mining, construction) waste may be safely discarded within 
these structures without diminishing the vista of the lunar surface. 
This method of waste disposal may provide an alternative to the 
crater filling, burial, or hiding-in-the-shade methods proposed by 
Ciesh ( 1988). 

Many potential resources may be located in the vicinity of lava 
tubes or complexes. For example, lunar pyroclastic deposits are 
known to be associated with some source vents for the lunar 
sinuous rilles and lava tubes (Coombs et al., 1987). The black 
spheres that dominate some regional pyroclastic deposits are 
known to be rich in ilmenite (H&m et al., 1974; Pieters et al, 
1973, 1974; Adams et al., 1974). These ilmenite-rich pyroclastics 
may in turn be a source of Ti, Fe, and 0 .  Also, pyro&tics and 
regolith found in the vicinity of some of our tube candidates may 
be a good source for S as well as other volatile elements. Sulfur 
could be used as a propellant, as a fertilizer, and in industrial 

of there being an intact open tube system on the lunar surface 
that could be incorporated into future plans for an advanced, 
manned lunar base. 

CONCLUSION 
We conclude that lava tubes were formed on the Moon and 

that the probability of finding an intact, open tube segment that 
would be suitable for housing a permanent lunar base is quite 
high. Criteria were established for identifying intact lava tube 
.segments. A survey of all known sinuous rilles and channels and 
other selected volcanic features was conducted in an effort to 
locate lava tube segments on the lunar surface. AU available Lunar 
Orbiter and Apollo orbital photography of these features was 
utilized. We measured 67 tube segments associated with 20 rilles 
in 4 mare regions on the lunar nearside. It was determined that 
these tube segments are likely to be intact and open. Each tube 
segment was evaluated for suitability for use as part of an advanced 
lunar base. The results of this evaluation are given in Table 1. Nine 
tube segments associated with three separate rilles were given the 
highest ranking. We consider these nine segments to be prime 
candidates for use as part of an advanced lunar base. Finally, it 
should be pointed out that the emphasis in this paper was placed 
on relatively large lava tubes because evidence could be obtained 
fkom existing lunar photography. Numerous much smaller tubes 
may be present on the lunar surface, however, and some of these 
may also be useful in the lunar base initiative. 

More analysis of the tubes discussed here is needed before an 
adequate selection can be made of a specific lunar lava tube to 
house a manned lunar base. One thing that may be done to help 
identify an intact lava tube or series of tubes would be construc- 
tion of detailed geologic maps, topographic maps, and ortho- 
topophotographic maps for areas showing potential for intact, 
vacant lava tubes. Also, further data are needed to adequately 
confirm the presence of open channels and tubes. These data 
might include radar, gravity, active and passive seismic experi- 
ments, rover and "lunarnaut" reconnaissance, and drilling. Once 
the proper tube is located, the possibilities for its use are 
numerous. 

chemistry as suggested by Vaniman et al. (1988). The volcanic 
material may also be used as construction materials. Big pieces A c w l e d g m s .  The authors wish to thank P. Spudis and G. Swarm 
of rock may be utilized as bricks while small pyroclastic debris for their very helpful discussions and review of this paper. Insightful 
may be incorporated in cement compounds or broken down into discussions with G. P. L. Walker and J. Lockwood are also greatly 
individual elements. appreciated. This research was carried out under NASA grant numbers 
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of a lava tube to house the first manned lunar base. That is the Contribution #2165. 

ditZiculty in confirming, absolutely, that a tube does in fact exist 
in a particular spot and determining what its exact proportions 
are. Efforts are currently underway to determine a method for 
identlflmg evacuated, intact, lava tubes on the Moon. Such 
methods might include initial gravity and seismic surveys with 
later drilling and/or "lunarnaut" and rover reconnaissance, or a 
portable radar system. Several such methods are being tested now 
in Hawaii to identify lava tubes on Oahu and the Big Island. The 
construction of highly detailed geologic and topographic maps for 
the lunar areas also would greatly enhance the efforts to 
accurately determine the locations, dimensions, and existence of 
the lunar lava tubes. Thus, until a tube or tube system is positively 
identified on the lunar surface, mission planners should not rely 
on the presence of a lava tube when designing the first manned 
lunar habitat. This paper, rather, points out the strong possibility 
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ShaUow moonquakes, wbich were discovered during observations fohwing the Apollo lunar hnding 
rmhions, m y  pose a threat to lunar su@ace operations. Z k  nuturn of these moonquukes is similm 
to that of intraplate earthquakes, which include in@quent but deshuctive events. M f o r e ,  there is 
la need for d e W d  study to assess thepossible seismic n3k before estublkhng a lunar base. 

Contrary to the common belief of the pre-Apollo era, a belief 
that unfortunately is still found in today's popular literature, the 
Moon is by no means a seismically "dead" planet. It is an observed 
fact that quakes occur on the Moon. Such moonquakes, if sufE- 
ciently large, may damage man-made structures on the lunar 
surface, may disrupt the activities of the lunar inhabitants, and may 
cause iniury or even loss of life. 

From examination of the currently available observational data 
on lunar seismic activity, we believe that there is d c i e n t  reason 
to be concerned about a possible seismic risk on the Moon. In 
this paper, therefore, we will present some basic lunar seismic 
data relevant to the question of a seismic risk and point out 
deficiencies in our knowledge on lunar seismicity that need to 
be resolved before we establish a base on the Moon. 

LUNAR SEISlMICITU 
The data relevant to the seismic environment of the Moon were 

acquired from 1969 to 1977 during the operational period of the 
seismic station network established during the Apollo lunar 
landing missions. Of the two types of seismographs used at each 
station for covering two different spectral ranges of seismic waves, 
the long-period seismographs recorded most of the seismic signals 
relevant to the global seismicity. More than 12,000 seismic events 
were detected by these instruments (Latbam et al., 1970; 
Nakamura et al., 1982). The majority of these events were tidally 
induced moonquakes of body-wave magnitude mb less than 3 
(energy release E < lo6 J) deep in the lunar interior. These deep 
moonquakes are not likely to pose any threat to lunar surface 
operations. Next in abundance were the seismic events originating 
from impacts of meteoroids on the lunar surface. The hazard of 
these impacts and their effects on the lunar base activities require 
separate consideration and will not be evaluated in this paper. 

The most important in terms of seismic hazard is a class of 
moonquakes that occurs at shallow depths. They are believed to 
be of tectonic origin and are likely to represent recurrent release 
of thennoelastic stresses that have accumulated in the outer zone 
by global cooling and contraction of the Moon (Nakamura et al., 
1979; Binder and Lunge, 1980). Although less frequent than other 
types of seismic sources, they constitute the most intense seismic 
events on the Moon. The largest of them detected during the eight 
years of observation had an estimated body-wave magnitude mb 
greater than 5 (E > 6 X 10" J) (Nakamura et al., 1974, 1979; 
Nakamura, 1977; Obwst, 1987). 

We assign body-wave magnitudes to moonquakes by equating 
the estimated total amount of energy released at the source in 
the same way as for earthquakes: mb = (log E + 1.2)/2.4 (Ricbta, 
1958, p. 365). The effect of a moonquake on the lunar base, 
however, may be quite different from what would be expected 
for an earthquake of equal magnitude, as will be discussed later. 

OCCURRENCE 
SIUILOW MOONQ 

Twenty-eight shallow moonquake events were identified during 
the eight years of seismic observations. Based on the size 
distribution of these 28 events and assuming that the shallow 
moonquakes occur randomly distributed both in time and space 
over the entire lunar surface, we estimate their occurrence rate 
to be 

where N is the cumulative number of shallow moonquakes having 
body-wave magnitudes greater than mb occurring within an area 
of 106km2 per year (Fig. 1). From this relationship we estimate 
that the chances for a lunar base at a randomly chosen site to 
experience a shallow moonquake of, for example, mb greater than 
4.5 (E > 4 X lo9 J) within a range of 100 km are approximately 
one in 400 years. 

The average seismic energy release for the whole Moon from 
the shallow events is estimated to be about lo1* J per year 
(Nizkamura, 1980). This is seveeral orders of magnitude lower 
than the rate of seismic energy released for the entire Earth, 
estimated to be about 10''~ per year (Kanamori, 1977). How- 
ever, this is not surprising, because the overwhelming majority of 
earthquakes are concentrated along active plate margins, which 
do not exist on the Moon. In fact, lunar seismicity is very similar 
to the terrestrial seismicity if the seismically active regions along 
the plate margins are excluded (Nakamura, 1980). The estimated 
occurrence rate for shallow moonquakes [equation ( 1 )] is indeed 
very similar to the approximate terrestrial intraplate seismicity for 
the central U.S. (Fig. 1; Nuttli, 1979). 

Much about a possible seismic risk on the Moon can be learned 
from studies of these intraplate earthquakes. Intraplate earth- 
quakes occur preferentially in regions of preexisting weakness in 
the lithosphere (Sykes, 1978). However, because of their long 
recurrence intervals, they often occur in places where such 
weakness is unrecognized, and thus large earthquakes are 
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Fig. 1. Magnitude-frequency relationships of shallow moonquakes (open 
circles) and intraplate earthquakes (line). The moonquake body-wave 
magnitudes are computed from the estimated energy release of the 28 
events observed during the 8 years of operation of the lunar seismic 
network The number of observed events has been converted to the rate 
of occurrence within a unit area and time. Sampling is incomplete at small 
magnitudes, because amplitudes of small-magnitude events occurring at 
far distances fall below the detection threshold of the seismometers. The 
earthquake data are from Nuttli (1979). 

unexpected. Three of the strongest earthquakes ever reported 
within the contiguous U.S. did not occur near the margin of the 
Pacific plate but occurred instead in the Mississippi valley near 
New Madrid, Missouri, in 181 1 and 181 2. These unexpected and 
most devastating intraplate events had estimated body-wave 
magnitudes of 7.1, 7.2, and 7.4 (Nuttli, 1973a). Another large 
intraplate event occurred in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1886, 
and had a body-wave magnitude of 6.7 (Bollinga, 1983). We 
cannot rule out the possibility that similar very large seismic 
events also occur on the Moon but were not detected during the 
short duration of our observations. 

There are several properties of shallow moonquakes other than 
the rate of occurrence that have direct bearing on the seismic 
risk For some of these, direct observational data are still lacking. 
Moreover, the unique lunar environment that affects the propa- 
gation of seismic waves through the Moon also requires special 
consideration. 

We presume that certain regions of the lunar surface are more 
prone to shallow moonquake activities than others. Such regions 
may be recognized by statistically sigtllficant spatial concentration 
of observed shallow moonquakes. It is important to identify such 
regions before we set up a lunar base because the intensity of 
seismic risk is directly related to the proximity of the base to such 
concentrations of events. 

Ndzamura et al. ( 1979) note that moonquakes appear to occur 
preferentially near the margins of large mare basins, which may 
represent zones of weakness in the lunar lithosphere. In contrast, 
Binder and Gunga (1985) and Binder and Oberst (1985) 
suggest that shallow moonquakes are associated with young thrust 
fault scarps in the lunar highlands. Unfortunately, the number of 
detected shallow moonquakes to date is not large enough to make 
a statistically meaningful correlation with any topographic or 
selenologic feature. 

Focal Depths 

The severity of ground motion and, consequently, the potential 
danger to a lunar base of a shallow moonquake depend directly 
on focal depth. Unfortunately, the observational data do not 
provide accurate focal depths of any of the detected shallow 
moonquakes. This is because all shallow moonquakes detected to 
date occurred far outside the seismic network, while accurate 
determination of focal depth requires observations at near ranges. 
Once we identify any region of high seismic activity on the Moon, 
we need to set up local seismic stations in order to determine 
precisely the focal depths of individual shallow mooncluakes there. 

Character of Ground Motion 

Even on Earth it is -cult to predict the level of ground 
motion for an earthquake of given magnitude occurring at a given 
range (see Heaton and Hartzeell, 1988, for a review). The 
dilliculty is further compounded for the Moon because of the 
vastly different environment. The observed lunar seismic data 
clearly show that the character of ground motion caused by a 
shallow moonquake is sigtllficantly different from that of an 
earthquake of equal magnitude at equal range for several reasons. 

The source spectra of shallow moonquakes generally contain 
much more energy at high frequencies than those of earthquakes 
of comparable total energy release (Oberst, 1987). Since the 
response of some man-made structures to the ground motion near 
the epicenter is highly dependent on frequency, a s imcant  
difference in potential damage to the structures is expected 
between earthquakes and moonquakes. 

Seismic waves are much less attenuated in the Moon than in 
the Earth (N&amura and Koyama, 1982). As a result, seismic 
energy from a moonquake is likely to spread much farther from 
the epicenter, thus affecting a wider area of the Moon than would 
be expected for an earthquake of comparable magnitude. Such 
a difference is observed between earthquakes occurring in the 
eastern and western parts of the U.S. ~t a given d t u d e ,  
earthquakes near the east coast are often felt over an area up to 
100 times larger than those in the western U.S., since in the east 
the more stable tectonic setting allows more efficient transmission 
of seismic waves (Nuttli, 197313). 

Another distinct difference between the lunar and the terrestrial 
seismic environment is the more intense scattering of seismic 
waves in the highly hctured near-surface zone of the Moon than 
on Earth. Seisinic signals on E2.rth are relatively short and 
impulsive. In contrast, seismic signals from moonquakes show a 
very gradual increase of intensity within the first several minutes 
followed by an extremely slow decay, often lasting for several 
hours. The dispersion of seismic energy over a very long time span 
may reduce potential structural damage to the lunar base. 

The intense seismic scattering in the near-surface zone and the 
consequent destruction of coherent surface reflections prevent 
efficient long-range propagation of s d c e  waves on the Moon. 
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Since surface waves, which decay more slowly with distance than Binder k B. and Oberst J. (1985) High stress shallow moonquakes: 
body waves, are often primarily responsible for earthquake Evidence for an initially totally molten moon. Eurtb Planet. Sd. Lett., 

damage, the absence of surface waves by be of benefit to the 74,149-154. 

lunar base. Bollinger G. k (1983) Speculations on the nature of seismicity at 
Charleston, South Carolina. In Seuciies Related to the Cbarlestotl, South 

CONCLUSIONS 
In spite of considerable scientific literature on lunar seismicity, 

the general public is not fully aware that the Moon is tectonically 
quite active. The seismic data now available suggest that shallow 
moonquakes may pose a significant risk to the operation of the 
lunar base. Studies of the seismic environment are common 
practice before starting important construction projects such as 
bridges, dams, and power plants on Earth. Such a study may also 
be indispensable for the Moon before establishing a base there. 

The currently available data are not sufficient to firrnty establish 
the seismic risk for the lunar base. In particular, further studies 
are needed in two general areas: ( 1 ) a better characterization of 
the shallow moonquake sources, including their focal depths and 
spatial distribution; and (2) the effect of the moonquake ground 
motion, which is si@cantky different kom earthquake ground 
motion, to structures and inhabitants. For the former, establish- 
ment of a global network of seismic stations deployed by, for 
example, penetrators or soft landers may be required. Seismic 
observations during the initial phase of the lunar base operations 
will be beneficial for furthering our knowledge on the seismicity 
and seismic risk 
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Human civihkztion and architectuw have defined each other for o w  5000 years on Earth. Even in 
the novel e n v i r o n ~ t  of Jgace, pedtent isnres of human urbanism wiU eclw, within a histwk@y 
short time, the teem challegges of space setclement that dominate our c u m t  view. By adding 
modern topics in space engtgtmer+ng, plamtology, &life m, human factors, material invention, and 
comeroation to their alwady renaissance array of qDe&e, uhan dRFigners can mpoWly W l y  
ancient, proven standmh to the exciting new opportunities afforded by w e .  Inescupable facts about 
the Moon set real boundaries within which tenable lunar uhanism and its component architecture 
must evenWy akwbp. 

Many decades still insulate us temporally from true lunar 
urbanism. Indeed, many years will pass before even inchoate lunar 
architecture is realized Why, then, examine a field so embryonic 
that its real features cannot yet be known? Three reasons motivate 
this essay. 

First, given the proof of Project Apollo, no one could defensibly 
pretend that human expansion to other planets is impossible. Even 
many nonspecialists are already thinking and anxious about 
prospects for lunar civilization; their inevitable projections will be 
most productive if grounded realistically in a few inescapable facts 
that will constrain life on the Moon. 

Second, those hoping professionally to design the built lunar 
environment tend to be either space engineers who know little 
about urban history, or architects who know little about space. 
Responsible lunar planners, however, must be versed in both 
worlds. Preparing rigorously for that joint future will take much 
time, and appreciating the depth and range of both fields is a first 
step. 

Third, and most central, refining the direction of the path that 
will bridge present thinking to future history depends on setting 
goals from the beginning. W~thout some tangible idea of what the 
far future must, should, and might be, we have no sound basis 
for making the many immediate decisions along our way toward 
it. Now is the time to begm earnest discussion of how people 
will use Earth's moon. Acknowledgmg eventual facts of offworld 
urbanism can save resources and, finally, remorse. 

To begin, we draw distinctions among three human activities, 
each of which has a special role to play in the growth of space 
civilization: traveling, staying, and living. Space architecture so far 
has been entirely vehicular, based on components launched from 
Earth. Atmospheric flight governs their form from the outside in. 
Like trucks and vans, they only grudgingly permit concerted 
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activity, being cramped, noisy, smelly, and too inertkdly jittery to 
permit precision work The interior human environment of such 
capsules, shuttles, and modules is purloined from the available 
methods and familiar hardware of earlier atmospheric flight 
vehicles. 

Because travel vehicles are inappropriate for lengthy stays, 
servicing longer missions with vehicular architecture requires 
either excrescent or modular approaches. The space shuttle uses 
the former, accommodating up to seven workers for roughly a 
week with ab-ware (Spacelab, Spacehab) installed in its capacious 
cargo bay. This allows but also enforces extensive ground support 
for every mission and is ultimately volume-limited Mir, on the 
other hand, occupies the present stage in a modular space station 
lineage that began with Skylab. Distilling, as this approach does, 
the activities of traveling and staying allows much more growth, 
but is finally activity-limited by the dimensions of its units and 
connections. 

A space architecture of linked, pressurized cylinders, even one 
that sprouts appendages and enormous exterior structures, is still 
vehicular in spirit. Such manned components on orbit are really 
like trains parked on sidmgs. Romanenko's recent 326-day record 
proves that, when specialiied, such architecture can support 
individuals working and staying in space. While it is natural and 
common to emision even future space architecture based on this 
familiar vehicular vocabulary, however, only the very first stages 
of permanent construction in orbit or on planetary surfaces could 
in hct be sensibly vehicular. 

Submarine and antarctic environments are frequently proffered 
as paradigms for space. Remote and hostile, all three are, after 
A, intrinsically deadly to people and thus require aaifice to 
sustain life, promote aciency, encourage conciliation, m i d  
conflict, and prevent disaster. From these urgent needs emerged 
human "factors" engineering, an attempt to quantify as completely 
as possible human behavior with the goal of designing more 
suitable environments. Such work holds great promise for en- 
hancing our ability to stay in hostile places and will prove critical 
for long interplanetary manned missions and planetary outposts, 
which blur the boundary between traveling and staying. But 
Earth's oceans and poles, from which people eventually return, 
can only model space to a certain point. 

Space cannot become the autonomous human economic arena 
widely regarded as inevitable until people establish their lives 
there. Travel time, expense, and risk will conspire to ensure that 
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they eventually transform staying in space to living in space. 
Human living is an exceedingly complex activity, requiring much 
more than passably engineered accommodation because it in- 
cludes all we do: working, resting, playing, and growing. Designing 
for living is a vastly messy problem, one not deeply solvable by 
Crays. People and their behavior cannot be reduced to factors in 
a numerical model of living. Instead, the sum of physical and 
abstract richness developed over all !unan history occupies the 
core and determines the aspects of human living. 

The requirements and effects of environments that support 
human living are subtle and continue to be honed over millennia 
as society evolves. Manipulating those environments with skill and 
grace demands a fine multivariate balance that, as far into the 
future as we can defensibly see, only human experience and 
wisdom can feasibly provide, in space as on Earth. They demand 
in fact the practice of architecture. 

We may define architecture succinctly as the professional 
activity of coordinating a set of specialty industries and services 
to make facilities that foster and enhance human living. To dissect 
the profession, we Eust need ways to evaluate its product. Then 
we can more critically review the specialties it coordinates. 

'Itvo millennia ago, the Roman Vitruvius proffered a clear, 
concise, and complete statement of the @ties defining good 
architecture: £inmess, commodity, and delight. This tripolar 
standard covers anythmg that architecture can do or be. Firmness 
refers to structural integrity, appropriate material qualities, proper 
Wrication, and safety. Firmness addresses the question: Is it 
usable? Commodity subsumes all the ways a work of architecture 
serves the programmatic purpose for which it is built, accommo- 
dating the physical and abstract needs of its occupants and 
environment. Commodity addresses the question: Is it useful? 
Delight is often the diacritical signature of great architecture, 
frequently omitted in modern Western culture as a separable 
luxury. Delight addresses the subtle but penetrating question: 
Would people rather use this than other solutions? These three 
ancient principles apply to all ages and modes and styles of 
architecture, encapsulating distinct and complementary properties 
without any one of which architecture cannot be simultaneously 
structure, solution, and art. 

At its best, architecture projects human values and aspirations; 
at the very least, it embodies human needs and behaviors. Because 
it depends on manipulating materials for human use, architecture 
has been called cynically the "second oldest" profession. The 
purview of architecture, even neglecting (as here) traveling and 
staying, is extensive and inclusive. We take all designed interfaces 
between human beings and their environment, from spoons to 
highways, gardens to sewers, and buildings, too, as architecture. 
Civil architecture, servicing and embodying human community, is 
convolved inextricably with civilization. 

Archeologists generally define civilization as having begun about 
5000 years ago in Mesopotamia, following two key inventions: 
writing and urbanism. The earliest applications of writing and 
urbanism must be considered artifacts of commerce, having used 
abstract yet practical formal design to facilitate efficient and dense 
intercourse. Subsequently, these permanently expressive media, 
both written and built, became intrinsically useful for encapsu- 
lating and stimulating human sensibilities. By thus transcending 
mere functionality, the recording arts of literature and architec- 
ture were born. Over the ages since then, civilization and its 

cultural expressions have continued to define each other 
iteratively. We cannot imagine " m t i o n "  (kom the Latin root 
for citizen) divorced from its creative artifacts. 

The city is architecture's gtandest product, a built armature 
within which throngs of people can arrange discrete but linked 
lives. As a tool permitting societal evolution, the city must first 
provide enduring organization and sustain the individual and 
collective needs of the people living in it. By accommodating 
simultaneously most of the conflicting, singular s e ~ c e s  its citizens 
desire, the city can enable a population density possible no other 
way. The synergy of that populace animates in turn a social 
organism much larger, more resourceful, and more consequential 
than any individual could be. It is this strength, this capacity, this 
influence available to a civic culture, that drives humans together 
to make cities wherever they live. 

A civilhation sustained enduringly and efficiently by its culture 
can upon that foundation achieve great things, advancing the 
reach of the human spirit. As we know, however, the extreme 
density encouraged by cities cannot alone guarantee greatness; 
urbanism often falls far short of both commodity and delight. 
Disease, violence, exploitation, emironmental devastation, and 
spiritual impoverishment have historically accompanied unbridled 
concentrations of people. As contemporary physical limitations are 
approached, atavistic biological controls resurface in human 
populations. Certainly there is a vast gap between what is 
biologically tolerable for the human species and what is spiritually 
desirable for human civilization. Urban design tries to mitigate the 
negative aspects of dense populations while still fostering their 
priceless benefits. 

Architecture necessarily occupies a central role in building 
ddization, by linking and reconciling otherwise isolated fields 
that can only make a firm, commodious, and delightful environ- 
ment if combined coherently. Traditional specialties contributing 
to modern terrestrial architecture include subjects as sundry as 
human programming, historical study, abstract and representa- 
tional modeling, psychology, structural engineering, law, materials 
testing and development, environmental control engineering, 
negotiation, construction management, engineering geology, 
economics, environmental study, and of course art. 

Designers of cities must in addition address mass transportation, 
civic logistics, waste management and pollution avoidance, 
industrial production, crime, commerce, power sources and dis- 
tribution, spectator events, communication networks and media, 
public recreation, resource comervation, death, park management, 
health maintenance, and defense. 

Architects and urban planners try to saw simultaneously the 
needs of all these diverse subjects by manipulating the propor- 
tions, character, symbolism, and scale of material assemblages. In 
so doing they add incidentally to the long history of built human 
environments. Their central, coordinating effort remains invariant 
despite material and social features unique to time and place. 

The time is the next century, and the place is cislunar space, 
particularly on and under the surface of Earth's moon. Until then 
and there, the vehicular nature of all space vessels ensures that 
their design can be influenced by only a skeleton (the human 
"factors") of the tremendous array of architectural issues. Poised 
still at the threshold of inhabiting the first truly new environment 
since the dawn of man, and having only essayed tentatively into 
it, we are now understandably preoccupied with technical 
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challenges. Keeping people alive and physically healthy still 
dominates all other problems of manned space activity. 

Orbiting a few people has consumed the best engineering effort 
the twentieth century could muster. Enabling several people to 
stay in orbit simultaneously for many months, served by a 
complete Space Transportation System (STS) permitting travel 
throughout cislunar space, will be much more challenging and 
expensive. Leaving behind the sustenance and protection of Earth 
opens a level of interleaved technical problems quite beyond 
anything we have tackled so far. Lq@ticaUy, sustaining large 
groups for long times inevitably demands some form of Controlled 
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS). Long duogravity stays 
might require prophylaxis, whether biochemical or inertial, 
against bone demineralization; and protracted travel at and beyond 
geosynchronous orbit (GEO) demands careful shielding against 
both constant and acute radiation fluence. Sohing just these 
problems reliably and elegantly will keep us busy well into the 
next century. 

Yet, once those problems are solved, even primitively, they will 
cease to pose the dominant obstacle to space civilization. We can 
safely assert that before multitudes of people begm living in space, 
more ancient architectural issues will have superseded the 
technical dilemmas of putting and keeping them there. Establish- 
ing an offworld urbanism that can provide the spectrum of 
amenities, stimulation, and cultural support that people require 
of cities anywhere presents a really tough problem, beside which 
our incipient engineering challenges pale. The social complexities 
introduced by hundreds, thousands, or even millions of people 
living in space must come to dominate everything else. Technically 
on the verge of being able to keep communities alive on the 
Moon, we have barely begun to prepare for sohing the total 
architectural problem engaged by doing so. 

Extant but unconcerted preparation takes three forms. First, and 
least useful, are utopian images arising from contemporary 
"colonization" studies, which attempt to paint a picture of space 
civilization by projecting inconsistent and peculiar details. In 
presenting rather h e d  images, they reveal more about their 
creators than about life in space. Second are the uncounted ideas 
explored in vignetted detail by science fiction. Albeit often 
technically bankrupt, these bring to the study of human futures 
beyond Earth the important advantage of having been conceived 
by writers generally driven to explore implications and meaning, 
rather than ways and means. Finally, but unwittingly, the 
profession of terrestrial architecture is better prepared for sohing 
the eventually important problems of living in space than is space 
engineering. Only dedicated human planners supported by 
millennia of professional experience can hope to avoid the 
mannerist traps of simple visions, while still tapping the vibrant - 
storehouse of potential futures, to realize viable and inspiting 
cities in space. 

We must exorcise the common presumption that architecture 
has a "humanizing" role to play in engineering that urban 
landscape. We accomplish more by reversing the notion: Space 
engineering will in fact be but a new tool in the ancient panoply 
of architectural practice. Lunar urbanism must after all follow the 
human needs of its citizens, according to principles that no new 
technology, no new environment, no new gimmicks are liable to 
change deeply. Engineering realities of building on the Moon will 
provide the vocabulary but neither the diction nor syntax of lunar 
urbanism. Recognizing that human space engineering must 
eventually be absorbed by the inclusive profession of architecture 
allows us to see just how it will expand that profession. 

Any offworld urban design will require attention to all the 
"conventional" architectutal and planning subjects listed earlier, 
plus advanced CELSS, radiation management, gravitational biology, 
interorbital elemental mining, biomass production, material 
recycling, and of course the full complement of traditional 
disciplines peculiar to spacecraft engineering, including astronau- 
tics, propulsion, vacuum thermal management, attitude control, 
teleoperation, vibration and noise suppression, &cial intelli- 
gence, and redundant safety. Finaliy, actual planetary architecture 
must address further the dominant issues of launch and landing, 
alien planetology including local geology, weather, diurnal cycle 
and gravity level, and wilderness preservation Clear9 anyone 
intending to become conversant enough in the components of 
lunar architecture to perform it rigorously, responsibly, and well 
has an awful lot to learn. As a professional culture, we are far 
fkom ready to take on the task we so ably imagine. Just putting 
people on the Moon is indeed child's play compared to estab- 
lishing a mature and noble lunar urbanism. 

The sudden technical and environmental enrichment with 
which space will infuse the second oldest profession heralds a 
great leap forward in human culture. For the five millennia of its 
civilized history, architecture has worked within a mly parochial 
range of conditions. Space bursts those archaic boundaries, 
substituting an unprecedented set of fkeedoms and restrictions. 
Old planetary constants become parameters. Gone will be the easy 
dialogue between indoors and outdoors that humans have always 
enjoyed. Interior "exteriors" must arise, since the true exterior 
is lethal. The harsh rules of space and its startling allowances will 
change altogether the relationship between people and their 
environment. 

By being forced unequivocally to rethink human living, we can 
remake urbanism beyond Earth if we proceed carefully, starting 
&esh with the 5000-year history of civilization as practice. Antici- 
pating the most emphatic environmental transformation our 
species will undergo fuels our incessant designer's hope of im- 
proving the human condition. The promise of a pristine, indeed 
unsuspecting, realm affording utterly new opportunity lures us to 
try, yet again, generating a new standard of firm, commodious, 
and delightful urbanism. The Moon provides our h t  and most 
priceless chance to prove to ourselves that we can be wiser than 
the historical evidence shows. Most critically, the clarity with 
which we can treat human living on an alien world may, at long 
last, teach us how to protect Earth as the uniquely precious planet 
it is. 

Given time and trial, of course, even the fuzzy problems of lunar 
human living would approximately sort themselves out, as they 
have done on Earth. We would hope, however, that foresight 
could limit error through planning, even though space is an utterly 
novel arena; not only should we aim to design there an urbanism 
better than any found on Earth, we must aim to do it hundreds 
of times quicker than the luxurious five millennia we had here. 
Otherwise the extmvagant cost in human sufTering, material 
depletion, and environmental destruction will be unconscionably 
high. 

Having defined the scope of architecture and urbanism, and 
established why access to space must affect their evolution, we 
can look more closely at their necessary expression on the Moon. 
Outright lunar prophecy is a specious goal, and certainly pre- 
mature. So rather than portraying arbitrary details that might 
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characterize one possible future, we limn instead some factual 
boundaries that contain all the possibilities. The abundance of 
misleading images of lunar civilization means that certain basic 
principles remain unobvious, so we outline the most probable 
rules that will constrain what lunar architecture must be. Not all 
these facts will dominate lunar life until real urban growth sup- 
plants the first vehicular and outpost phases. Nor will they neces- 
sarily remain dominant for more than a few centuries, as they 
neglect unpredictable material progress. 

Lunar urbanism will be denselypopulated at virmalty all stages 
of its evolution. The modern "cottage" culture allowed by Earth's 
environmental largess cannot be afforded in a place where every 
cubic meter of vital volume must be hewn (or poured, or sealed, 
or assembled) and sustained. Nor can suburban "homestaking" 
rally make extensive logistical sense on the Moon. Resources for 
construction and life support will generally not be dissipated on 
anything except the densest of cities; lunar society will be almost 
fuUy urban. 

The overwhelming majority of lunar civilization will depend on 
indigenous manufacturing techniques. Offworld imports must 
inevitably be rate-limited. Thus common objects will be made 
locally, not because supplying them from space is impossible, but 
because it is impractical. A specialized computer might come 
from space, but the chair in which the programmer sits, the snack 
she munches, the scrap paper on which she jots notes, and the 
light by which she sees must all somehow be produced on the 
Moon. 

This pervasively local origin of lunar culture, with its corollary 
need to fashion a human environment from the bottom up, will 
excite and occupy designers for generations and prevents us 
incidentally from divining a complete image of it now. Some 
conclusions are unavoidable, though. Simplicity will favor urban 
transportation machines like bicycles over powered vehicles-if 
a few kilograms of composite can provide mobility and exercise 
unobtrusively, eelaborate centralized transit systems are likely to 
be justified only for interurban tratfic. 

We can expect most surface buildings to be made primarily of 
lunar concrete reinforced with local metal, serving both structural 
and shielding needs with minimal industry. We can expect alloys 
of titanium and aluminum to be used as commonly as are steel 
and plastic on Earth, and we can expect glass to be everywhere. 
Among the easiest materials to Eabricate fkom lunar sources, 
glasses of varying purities will make up evexything from tunneled 
cavern linings and architectural elements, to structural and optical 
fibers. We must expect that ubiquitous products will be made as 
quickly, cheaply, and simply as possible kom available resources. 
This might well mean a built landscape dominated by poured, 
masonry, fired, and vitreous materials. Again, these are not all the 
Moon makes possible, but they will be the most expedient. 

Lunar architecture must be an interior architecture. Heavlly 
shielded havens are required during anomalously large solar 
proton events (ALSPEs, or flares), and cosmic rays (which Earth's 
atmosphere attenuates) irradiate the lunar surface semi- 
isotropically and continuousb the best long-term countermeas- 
ures are not yet known. It may well be that, when not actually 
working, people living in space will quite voluntarily limit their 
unshielded exposure. No modem myth seems more immortal, yet 
more hollow, than the persistent image of miraculous crystdine 
pressure domes scattered about planetary surfaces, affording their 
suburban populace with magnificent views of raw space (and 
incidentally baking them in strong sunlight). 

However, the natural landscapes of the Moon's surface and the 
antisolar sky will be especially attractive to human sensibility. A 
lunar lifestyle may evolve that restricts recreational viewing to very 
special times, spurring ritual, behavioral, and special s d c e  
architectures for that purpose. Primarily subterranean, then, lunar 
cities would be heavily top-shielded by concrete supe~~tructures, 
by regolith overburden, and perhaps even by areas of untouched 
wilderness overlying tunneled city caverns. The planetary surface, 
both natural and engineered, will be the single most important 
architectural boundary on the Moon. 

That boundary must in general also contain atmospha'c 
pressure. While the enclosures inside lunar cities can be 
structurally rather conventional, every square meter of the 
hermetic city wall surface itself must withstand over 100,000 
newtons of force exerted by the air within it. In fact, a regolith 
overburden with wflicient weight to counteract this pressure 
would exceed by many times the thickness required for safe 
shielding alone. Pressurized, lunar cities will in effect be 
spaceships; no other single feature argues more strongly for an 
economical, underground urbanism there. 

Lunar life need not be troglodytic, though. Many ages of 
architecture, three of which provide contrasting progammatic 
examples, have been conceptually or explicitly interior. The 
urbanistic Roman Empire was conceived and executed as a 
sequence of controlled volumes and views that regarded all the 
natural landscapes it conquered and absorbed, from the Middle 
East to the British Isles, as alien. Imposing the same planning 
schemes everywhere, Romans created their own universe around 
themselves, civilizing it with gods of their convenience and 
arranging in it the ordered landscape of their choosing. V i i  
all outdoor spaces in Roman cities functioned as urban "rooms" 
within which the public rituals of Roman society could be played 
out. The Roman invention of concrete allowed enclosed volumes 
of a truly public scale never before seen, and the legacy both of 
those volumes and of the street facades that surfaced and 
announced them remains alive today. 

In the western medieval millennium following the Roman 
Empire, northern cold and frequent warfare conspired to produce 
a genuinely interior environment. Often little more from the 
outside than a densely shielded pile, medieval architecture peered 
out of halls and chambers through tiny slits recessed in thick 
masonry walls. The intellectualism of Christianity encouraged 
introspection, and even ornament shrank largely off the stone 
architecture to cloak the people instead To the east, the old 
Roman extravagance became Byzantine piety, still with enormous 
and lavlsNy ornamented interior spaces but now in the service 
of religious mystery rather than a secular civic public. Eventually, 
belief inspired the West to r ehe  its masonry construction 
technology to recover volume, stretching the old Roman basilica 
upward and flooding it with light fkom above. Gothic religion 
came to sustain an interior architecture as potent, grand, and 
iduential as anything Roman. 

Most hmiliarly, twentieth century North America has evolved 
the inclusive interior mall to compensate the automotive con- 
sumption of its natural landscape. Reverting indoors, public 
attention is occupied and stimulated by the mall's manuEactured 
landscape. The consistency of its style is place-independent, mak- 
ing Toronto and Los Angeles essentially the same. Driven by cap- 
italism instead of religion or conquest, this enclosed, pedestrian- 
scaled, and transient strip architecture will also h d  expression 
in lunar interiors. 
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The civic pride, inspiration, and commercialism whose built 
expressions we have just reviewed briefly will be among the old 
and new motives guiding lunar civic building. Referring 
eclectically to the rich human past, a pluralistic twenty-first 
century lunar culture will embody its own aspirations in the 
public interiors it builds. All types of lunar interiors will share 
two distinctive differences from Earth's, however. Fht, they must 
accommodate a larger scale of human movement. Although details 
await experience, a natural gait in lunar gravity will stride longer 
and hops will rise higher. Human "factors" will have a new 
problem to solve. Interior supporting structures, governed by 
economy, will be much more slender than Earth allows. Lunar 
architecture will therefore be lighter and seem more expansive 
than Earth architecture, despite its pressurized closure, its exterior 
shielding, and its urban crowdedness. 

Lunar life will be nonste~le. Human beings are elaborate 
ecological hosts, having evolved in the septic biosphere of Earth 
a web of commensal and truly symbiotic interactions with other 
organisms. Our understanding of these relationships is too shal- 
low, and utter sterilization too impractical anyway, to plan 
seriously a sterile offworld ecology. Pathogen management will be 
a ditljcult but real problem. Lunar cities themselves will host life 
as well. Some bacteria that metabolize by corroding metal and 
can live in environments extreme in temperature, pressure, 
radiation, and toxics will exploit niches in space. Feral pet and 
research animals will eventually coinhabit lunar cities, and it is 
inconceivable that urbanism could grow off Earth without 
bringing along the venerable cockroach (pigeons should be 
avoidable). Expansion will be too East and quarantine too porous 
to prevent eggs and spores from colonizing the Moon with us. 

Finally, the Moon must be a place of unprecedented demar- 
cation between wildaness and human use. The ancient fixme 
of a town wall to distill urbanism h m  the countryside will recur 
there, not so much to protect inhabitants from the space 
environment, but rather to protect the natural lunar environment 
fkom human destruction. Fragile though the biosphere of Earth 
may be in the face of "development," we are nonetheless deeply 
spoiled by its resilience. The encroa-ent of living things, 
relentless weather, and hally even the inexorable tectonics of 

Earth's geology condemn most signs of human action here to 
transience. Left alone, denuded forests and ravaged desert eco- 
structures can eventually recover despite appalling erosion and 
even toxic pollution. 

The lunar wilderness, however, is truly ftagile and ectively 
irrecoverable, despite its inanimate nature. Micrometeorite 
"gardeningg' takes millions of years to remake just centimeters of 
regolith. 'I'he forces that allow reclaiming strip mines and ruins 
on Earth simpiy do not exist on the Moon; the first trek through 
a pristine region of the Moon's unique "magnificent desolation" 
ruins its i n a l e  wilderness value practically forever. S d c e  
exploration, strip mining, and construction will be facts of human 
activity on the Moon. So, sooner or later, will be human demands 
for utter preservation of untouched wild regions. The small 
planetary size of the Moon, which makes preventing its total use 
more urgent, also will aid that effort since its close horizon 
isolates areas visually. Wilderness appreciation cannot be 
paaicipatory on the Moon the same way it is on Earth. The solace 
and renewal aEorded by contemplating wilderness will induce 
radically new forms of urban design and specialized architectures 
to accommodate that human need on the Moon. 

The few fundamental properties of lunar architecture and 
urbanism reviewed here grow directly out of facts as intrinsic to 
the Moon as weather is to the Earth. By accepting them as 
boundary conditions, our projections of the incipient, built human 
lunar environment can be more apt and more useful for planning 
our future. No rule, after all, prevents rigorous designs from being 
as exciting, as romantic, and as inspirational as specious ones. 
Many people, whether professional designers, authors, illustrators, 
engineers, explorers, leaders, or planners, are thrilled by thinking 
about living in space and on the Moon. Now is the time to inject 
realism into those thoughts. By starting from a few accurate 
principles-that lunar urbanism will be primarily densely 
populaed interior, and nomtaile; that it and the civihation it 
reciprocally defines will be pervasively indigemus in its materials 
and themes; and that lunar urildemess is irreplaceably precious- 
those who do plan can contribute meaningfully to realizing re- 
sponsibly one of the grandest projects ever imagined in human 
history. 
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Antarclica contm'ns an?as where the environment and t m i n  are more si- to regions on the Moon 
and Mars than any otherplace on Eurth. These features offer o m n i t i e s  for simulations to detemdne 
pehjimmance mpbhYries of people and machines in harsh, kolated locale. 3he Susakawa International 
G?nter for @ace Architecture (SICS) phns to mate a facility on Antarctica for mean%, planning, 
and demonsh.ations in support of planetary eapbration. i%e Ankmtic PIanetaty Testbed (APT) will 
be j?nunced and u&ed by public and private olgamkztions throughout the umki ~~ on a 
continent owned by no country, it can serve as a model for coopemtion between spacefananng nations. 
APTscience and techobgypro$rams ui eapand kwledge about the nature and o@n of our solar 
system, and ui supportp@uzzrions for human settlenwaa beyond Ehth that may occur within the 
first quurter of the next century. 3he iniilial APT f d t y ,  conceived to be operalional by the year 1992, 
ui be constructed during the summer months by a rn of qpvximately 12. Skc to eight of these 
people wiU m e n  through the winter. As in space, structures and equ@mnt systems will be modular 
to f d t u t e  e f w t  tramport to the site, assembly, and arolutiofiaty eapansion. Stute-of-theart waste 
recovety/recycling systems are also emphasized due to their ih@or&?zce in w e .  

BACKGROUND 
The Presidential Directive on National Space Policy released 

on February 11, 1988, has established, as one goal, "to expand 
human presence and activity beyond Earth orbit into the solar 
system." Earlier, the National Commission on Space appointed by 
President Reagan recommended that a permanent lunar outpost 
and human visitation of Mars be realized early in the next 
century. 

Enormous program costs required to establish a lunar base or 
to undertake manned missions to Mars will probably be too 
expensive for even the wealthiest individual nations to justify. 
International cost-sharing will enhance economic feasibility and 
also help to ensure that mission purposes will ben&t the world 
community. Antarctica, an international territory, is an ideal place 
to demonstrate that such cooperative programs can work 

Exploration of the solar system includes research to yield an 
improved understanding of planet Earth. The Antarctic Planetary 
Testbed (APT) facility will support scientific investigations of 
causes and effects of weather patterns and atmospheric changes 
that influence our human destiny; forces and evolutionary 
processes that shape the composition and distribution of planetary 
resources; and ways to accomplish social progress and prosperity 
while also protecting fragile ecosystems (Table 1). Such issues are 
of vital importance to all world populations. Accordingly, APT 
research should involve scientists firom many nations. Living and 
working together under remote, rugged conditions, the culturally 
mixed crews can demonstrate that cooperation under &cult 
circumstances is both possible and essential. 

The Sasakawa International Center for Space Architecture 
(SICSA) is contacting science and technology leaders firom many 
countries to invite their participation. These experts represent 
government, university, and private organizations spanning a broad 
range of disciplines and resources. 

TABLE 1. Key APT purposes. 

Social and Life .Ychces 
o Psychological and social dynamics experiments involving mixed/ 

international crews under severe, isolated conditions. 
e Adaptation and performance assessments under harsh environmental 

conditions. 
o Simulations of food production for self-sdiciency under isolated 

conditions. 

Eurth andpkznetary .Ychces 
o Atmospheric, weather, and meteorological studies applicable to Earth/ 

planets. 
o Geological, geophysical, and physical chemistry research experiments. 

Technology Demottshations 
e Partially closed-loop life support systems. 
o Waste reclamation, treatment, and recycling systems. 
o Advanced power generation and distribution systems. 
e Excavation, mining, and material processing systems/pmedures under 

harsh conditions. 
e Construction/assembly systems and procedures under harsh conditions. 
e Automation/robotic system versatility and reliability under harsh 

conditions. 

7MyuYUng Cround for Planetary M M n s  
e Crew observation for candidate selection and team assignments. 

Crew preparation for longduration planetary missions under simulated 
conditions. 

International Model 
o Create and demonstrate participatory agreements that prepare the 

goundwork for future international initiatives. 
Encourage participation of international government and private sector 
organizations in advanced mission planning. 

a Demonstrate economic and mission benefits to be gained through 
international investment and participation. 

e Serve as tangible expression of commitment to future planetary 
initiatives. 
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An important APT function will be to serve as a psychological 
and social research laboratory. In addition, realistic space mission 
simulations will afford opportunities for crew training and 
selection. 

Extended lunar surface missions and long manned voyages to 
Mars and other planets will pose great psychological and 
physiological demands on crews. Abilities of the crew to work 
well as individuals and as members of a team under these 
prolonged, dBcult circumstances is an urgent concern. 

U.S. and Soviet space missions to date demonstrate that social 
interactions are often complex and problematic. Successful team 
efforts require that individuals like, respect, and adjust to one 
another on a very personal basis. Learning to depend upon each 
other's judgement and technical knowledge is also essential. Such 
vital group "chemistry" is dBcult to predict based exclusively 
upon psychological protiles of crew candidates. 

Most available data pertaining to group dynamics under 
extended, harsh, isolated conditions is anecdotal and unreliable. 
While many Soviet space station crew experiences have been of 
relatively long duration, very little information revealing scientific 
details about crew interaction, adaptation, and performance has 
been released. Submarine isolation data is not directly applicable 
since neither the characteristics or size of the crew populations 
are comparable. Lessons derived from conventional Arctic and 
Antarctic experiences have similar limitations due to differences 
in population groups and the nature of their activities. 

APT research and demonstration programs will select crew 
populations and activities to match real mission conditions and 
objectives as closely as possible. The participants will be 
international in composition to reveal insights about the ways 
cultural differences and preferences can be successfully accom- 
modated. 

SPEGW SCIENCE BlENE 
Use of the AFT facility for r e a c h  that is not exclusively space- 

related can help to cover costs for program implementation and 
operations. While several nations currently maintain research 
stations in Antarctica, the AFT will be unique as an international 
base, affording living and work accommodations for a wide variety 
of cooperative ventures. 

A representative APT use is to provide a laboratory for field 
measurements of seasonal changes in the Earth's upper atmos- 
phere, the stratosphere in particular. Purposes will be to advance 
our understanding of physical, chemical, and meteorological 
processes that influence perturbations in ozone above Antarctica 
that were first observed by the British above their Halley Bay 
Station during the mid 1970s. Since that time, the October mean 
ozone level measured at Halley Bay has dropped between 40% 
and 50%. Potential enlargement of the 12-million-km2 "hole" is 
viewed with alarm because atmospheric ozone is responsible for 
screening out more than 99% of the solar ultraviolet radiation that 
reaches the Earth's atmosphere. APT research can focus 
international attention on natural and man-made ozone influences 
and countermeasures. 

APT research can also direct international resources and 
concerns to other issues of global importance. The Antarctic 
continent is a major forcing system driving the Earth's weather 
systems. Accordingly, research can investigate and monitor 

air and ocean transport of radioactive particulates and toxic 
chemicals, magnetospheric phenomena and their relationship to 
the solar wind magnetosphere system, and influences of ice and 
other surface features upon past, present, and future climatic 
conditions. 

APT studies of the Antarctic plate can expand knowledge about 
the evolution of the Earth's crustal and upper mantle structures. 
This can lead to a better understanding of the way mineral 
resources are distributed throughout our planet, whether or not 
they are to be exploited. 

Severe environmental conditions on the Moon and Mars will 
pose hardships for people and machines. Failure to validate 
procedures and systems under realistic conditions is likely to be 
costly in terms of human life and/or failed missions. The AFT 
facility will offer a valuable environment for realistic simulations 
and assessments (see Table 2). 

M L E  2. Antarctic-planetary analogs. 
- - 

Envimnmenkd CWracterisfics 
0 Antarctica, which averages approximately 8000 ft above sea level, is the 

Earth's highest and driest continent with atmospheric pressure most 
like Mars. 

0 Antarctica receives relatively high levels of solar radiation similar to 
conditions on the Moon and Mars. 

* Antarctica, having temperatures as low as -100OF and even colder at 
the South Pole, has similarities to the Moon and Mars. 
Coastal Antarctic winds range from a 15 mph average to 200 mph and 
more. Snow storms in these locations hive similarities to dust storms 
on Mars. 

e Antarctica and the Moon have locations with long days/nights that affect 
surface operations; as many as 3 months of darIrness/extreme cold on 
Antarctica and 14 days on the Moon. 

GeologkalFeaCures 
6 Antarctica is a large, mostly virgin land mass, about the size of the U.S. 

and Mexico combined It has a variety of l a n w  features from whicch 
to select sites for planetary mission simulations. 

* Antarctica's rock bed terrain includes areas with sterile soils devoid of 
any life forms, similar to conditions on the Moon and Mars. 

* Polar ice caps on Antarctica and Mars are rare in our solar system. Eaah 
and Mars are the only planets possessing these features. 

Program M t i e s  
* Antarctica, like the planets, belongs to no nation. Current and future 

treaties governing its use can provide a model for cooperative 
international space initiatives. 

e The Antarctic ecosystems must be respected and protected Similar 
consemtion priorities apply in planning orbiting and planetary hab'ltats. 

0 Antarctica's remoteness imposes space-like living, work, and resupply 
constraints. Facilities should be easy to construct, and self-dciency 
should be optimized. 

The APT initiative will also provide incentives to advance 
valuable technologies for terrestrial uses. For example, critical AFT 
performance and reliability requirements under extreme climatic 
and working conditions will offer demanding tests and testimon- 
ials for companies developing commercial products. The APTs 
remote location and extendedduration crew duty cycles will 
encourage innovations to achieve high-yield, efficient food and 
energy production. APT'S space-applicable methods to treat and 
recycle wastes will demonstrate that human settlements can be 
nonpolluting and environmentally responsible. 
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A key technology development and demonstration objective will 
be to realize a high level of self-sutEciency through local growth 
and processing of food sources. Severe limitations upon environ- 
mentally conditioned volume and manpower will demand careful 
selection of nutritious, rapid-growth plants and animals that are 
easy and ac ien t  to attend. Hydroponic agriculture and controlled 
pond fish and shrimp farming are candidate approaches. Organic 
wastes will be recycled for reuse to the extent possible. 

Another will be to implement and A u a t e  autonomous 
power generation and storage systems. Candidate technologies 
include biomass systems that produce gas from organic wastes, 
fuel cells that produce electricity through a reverse osmosis 
process, wind turbines, and small nuclear generators. 

APT operations will provide challenging applications for robotic 
and other automated systems. Experiments will include excavation 
to obtain and process mineral resource samples, in sihc material 
processing, and construction techniques. 

An important APT planning and implementation priority is to 
minimize man-made disturbances to Antarctica's environment and 
ecosystems. This will be accomplished through careful site 
selection, avoidance of large transportation and construction 
equipment requiring extensive roadbeds, limitations on crew 
population size, and emphasis upon reprocessing, reuse, and 
control of waste materials. Similar considerations apply in 
planning orbiting and planetary habitats. 

The site selection process will correlate key lunar and martian 
mission simulation objectives with emironmental, geological, and 
programmatic features of various candidate locations. Final 
selection will be made following studies to determine prudent 
restrictions on placement, development, and operations to protect 
wilderness areas. These investigations will be conducted by an 
international body of scientists and planners committed to 
ensuring that terrestrial as well as planetary objectives are 
recognized. 

The APT site development plan will adhere to comparable 
guidelines for hardware and practices appropriate to transporta- 
tion, construction, and operational procedures on a planetary 
surface. For example, construction equipment and elements will 
be sized to be transported to and within the site using relatively 
small vehicles. Building components and interior systems will be 
modular, designed for simple and rapid assembly by small crews. 
This modular approach facilitates evolutionary expansion of site 
structures: additions, upgrades, recontlgurations of equipment, and 
changeouts of components for periodic and emergency servicing. 

APT will demonstrate state-of-the-art technology to collect, 
treat, and recycle waste materials to the maximum extent 
possible. This will help to reduce storage and resupply 
requirements and prevent the creation of undesirable contami- 
nants. These priorities are also of importance in planning long- 
term manned space missions. 

The initial APT development will be constructed by a crew of 
approximately 12 people during the Antarctic summer. Six to 
eight members of this international group will winter-over to 

establish permanent base-camp operations. Later expansion stages 
may ultimately produce a small settlement of about 50 people. 
Tables 3 and 4 present key facility construction guidelines and 
elements. 

There are presently more than 40 manned scientific stations 
in Antarctica The largest is the U.S. McMurdo Station, a scientific 
base and transit center that can accommodate more than 200 
people during the.winter and more than loo0 during the summer. 
The Antarctic stations vary in size, facilities provided, and 
construction. 

During the International Geophysical Year, 50 Antarctic stations 
were operating, including 47 year-round facilities. The cost of 
establishing and maintaining these stations ran as high as 
$1 million/person for the Amundsen-Scott base in 1957. Construc- 
tion approaches differed with national preferences: British and 
Norwegian expeditions favored conventional f h n e  buildings, the 
French used prefabricated pressed steel huts, while American, 
AusMan, and Soviet huts were typically built on rock sites using 
prefabricated aluminum or plywood panels clamped together to 
form flat-roofed box-like buildings. 

wica l  heating systems apply ducted hot air, sometimes using 
waste heat produced by diesel power generators. Trash rnanage- 
ment often involves sealing garbage in empty oil drums that are 
left on sea ice. Some larger stations have heated and insulated 
sewage pipes. 

The largest interior base in Antarctica, the Byrd Station, 
provides power with a nuclear reactor. The base has 15 buildings 
(including a hospital) with winter accommodations for 40 people. 

TABLE 3. Design and construction guidelines. 

Wtv 
e Design and select materials to reduce fire hazards in the dry Antarctic 

climate. 
e Securely anchor building to withstand high wind speeds. 
e If located in a locale with snow, provide means to raise the structure 

or another device to prevent blockage of entries. 
0 Design for snow loads (if appropriate). 
o Provide emergency health care equipment and supplies. 
e Provide a safe haven with emergency rations separate from the main 

crew living facilities. 
e Provide backup power and communication systems. 
e Design for easy maintenance and repair of all life/safety-critical systems. 

Provide means for emergency crew evacuation by air and/or land 

Economy 
e Emphasize modular and easy to assemble construction systems. 
e Size modules and other constructiodequipment elements for transport 

by most economical means. 
e Provide economical, local energy source heating and power systems. 
e Provide means to treat and recycle waste materials to the extent 

possible. 

Mission Simuhtian Appicability 
o Size and configure facility modules to conform with shuttle payload 

limitations. 
e Provide means to reconfigure interior spaces and equipment for 

changing demonstration requirements. 
e Simulate and provide facilities for simulating constructiodassembly 

procedures to the extent possible. 
@ Duplicate space habitat environment and functions to the extent 

practical. 
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TABLE 4. Initial hcility elements. 

BuiMing Systems and l%p@mnt 
o Modular enclosure(s) of design and size to afford simple and rapid 

consuuction. 
e Modular interior equipment systems enabling easy change-outs and 

expansion. 
m All elements designed for transport by relatively small air and surbce 

vehicles. 
o State-of-the-art systems to collect and recycle waste hterials. 

Living Accommodations 
e Crew quarters for 12 people (summer) and 6-8 people (winter). 
e Means to reconfigure living spaces for planetary simulation experiments. 
0 Galley and wardroom comparable to size and menu provisions of space 

station. 
e Basic exercise, toilet, shower, and laundry equipment. 
e Small health maintenance Edcility for routine and emergency medical 

care. 

Resemch Accomtmdations 
e Facilities for human, animal, and plant life science research. 
e Utility interfaces to accept standardized space station-like experiment 

racks. 
e Data buses and computing systems to control and monitor experiments. 
o Laboratory space with work benches, information resources, and 

storage. 
0 Maintenance and parts room with basic tools and calibration equipment. 

Grounds and Ancillary Structures 
e Greenhouse/biosphere for plant growth. 
0 Staging area and equipment for Earth and planetary science 

ex~eriments. 
e hIiAing and material processing/sample returrn simulation area 
o Space construction and assembly simulation area 
e vehicle repair and storage facilities. 

Helipad and fuel storage depot. 

Important power system selection objectives are to minimize 
dependence upon imported fuel sources, environmental pollution, 
and maintenance. Systems with potential value for planetary 
applications will be tested on a continuing basis and used when 
feasible. 

Biomass systems can process organic wastes through anaerobic 
biochemical fermentation to produce gas for combustion 
generators. Basic equipment includes a digestor tank and pipeline. 
An attractive feature of this process is its ability to beneficially 
use by-products of daily activity that normally present a disposal 
problem. Since a minimum 95OC temperature must be present 
for anaerobic processing to occur, the digestor must be well 
insulated and may require special heating. 

Fuel cells convert water into constituent hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms through reverse osmosis for storage, then back again 
producing electricity as needed through a chemical reaction. Fuel 
cells, unlike dry cells, do not require recharging. They will 
continue to operate as long as hydrogen and oxygen are supplied, 
producing low-voltage, high-amperage direct current (DC). 
Practical voltages require stacks of these cells. Alternating current 
(AC) is obtained by adding a power converter (inverter). Normal 
conversion efficiencies range kom 40-60%. Air pollution is 1000 
to 10,000 times less than produced by traditional combustion 
systems. 

Wind turbines represent a potential power option in Antarctica 
since winds are usually present. While oscillation between 
maximum and minimum wind speeds is typically high, the 

frequency between them is short. Electricity can be stored in 
batteries during calm periods. Wind turbines are easy to transport 
and require little maintenance. Rotor icing can occur when 
exposed to blizzards unless electrical resistance heaters are 
provided The "fuel source" is locally abundant and kee. 

Nuclear power generation is clean and reliable but may be most 
applicable for use in facility operations that exceed the APT in 
size (e.g., the Byrd Station). Current systems generally require 
replacement after about two years of use. 

As in space, high transportation costs, restrictions on cargo 
payload volumes, and limitations on periods of site accessibility 
pose serious logistic constraints. These constraints impact the 
design of facilities and major equipment elements, resupply of 
consumables, and crew rotation cycles. Stringent conservation 
measures are necessary to conserve fuel for power and heating 
(a dominant logistic burden) and to protect the environment. 

The AFT can serve as an operational testbed for new or 
improved waste management recovery technologies that can be 
beneficial in space and remote terrestrial setting. Representative 
types of systems that are being given consideration include: 
( 1) vapor compression distiktion to recover potable water kom 
urine and other sources; (2) thermoelectric integrated membrane 
evaporation to distill and recover water under a partial vacuum; 
(3) vapor phase catalytic ammonia removal to recover water fkom 
urine using high temperatures; (4) reverse osmosis to remove 
suspended macromolecules, ionized salts, and certain low- 
molecular-weight species; and (5) multi6ltration, which flows 
waste water through a series of particulate filters, adsorption beds, 
and ion exchange resin beds to recover potable water. 

The APT will apply advanced power technologies developed by 
different nations when and where possible. New NASA programs 
such as the Civilian Space Technology Initiative (CSTI) and 
Pathfinder program are supporting aggressive efforts to develop 
advanced power systems for the future. Improved systems created 
through these enterprises may offer clean and acient  options 
to replace the fossil-fuel-driven systems used throughout Antarc- 
tica today. 

Current research involving photovoltaic (W) systems is aimed 
at improving solar conversion efficiency above 20% and increasing 
capacities of electrochemical storage systems. Major studies 
imhre refinements of indium phosphide, amorphous silicon, and 
galhum arsenide solar cells. (Gallium arsenide arrays have attained 
&ciencies of 23.5% with projected specific powers of 88 W/kg.) 
Special emphasis is also being directed to improving battery and 
fuel cell technologies. The "next generation" battery appears to 
be the Na/S battery that is being developed by the Air Force's 
Wright Patterson Aero Propulsion Laboratory (PAPL). Fuel cell 
improvements are aimed at developing single unit regenerative 
H202 cells. 

Advanced solar dynamic (ASD) systems can be competitive 
with W technologies in very small sizes, but are even more 
attractive for higher power applications (50 to 100 kWe) where 
increased efficiency is important. NASA's aggressive ASD 
technology development program for space station Ereedom is 
aimed at providing a factor of 5 or 6 increase in the specific 
power that will be afforded by the initial W system. (The 773-m2 
ASD system on space station Freedom will be about one-fourth 
of the array area size of the W system.) 
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NASA's advanced nuclear system developments are based upon 
use of the SP-100 reactor. Special research and development 
emphases are advanced Stirling and thermoelectric energy 
conversion systems and space environmental effects safeguards. 
Radiation protection possibilities for future space applications 
include shields manufactured from lunar soil. An objective is to 
enable 80 W/kg space power systems in 500 to 800 kWe modular 
units. 

The APTs remoteness will create access problems that are 
similar in principal to circumstances encountered in planning 
future planetary b k s .  This isolation and the requirements it im- 
poses upon the APTs development and operations are intentional, 
bringing levels of realism to the program that will maximize its 
value. 

Important factors influencing transportation alternatives are 
( 1 ) the spediic APT site location, (2) minimum payload size 
requirements for initial base establishments and resupply, ( 3 )  sea- 
sonal weather and ice conditions restricting schedules, (4) emer- 
gency rescue accommodations, and (5) emironmental safeguards 
governing acceptable modes for personnel and cargo delivery to 
the base. Minimization of damage to the natural setting is 
highlighted as a priority concern. 

The maximum size for a cargo item is assumed to correspond 
with capacities aforded by the shuttle orbiter's 60-ft-long, 14-ft- 
diameter payload bay. This resttiction is imposed to support 
compliance with existing standards applied to space systems. 

AFT transportation scheduling will be strongly influenced by 
severe weather conditions. Short summer "access windows" are 
analogous to space mission constmints. Large freight ships with 
ice-strengthened hulls can travel to Antarctica from about mid- 
December to early March. Other marine freighters, under escort 
by Coast Guard icebreakers have access to some Antarctic ports 
from late November to April. Air travel is less dependent upon 
seasonal weather conditions but is more expensive. Popular 
Antarctic air& are the Lockheed C-130 Hercuies, Lockheed C- 
14 1 Starlifter, and Antonov An-22 Cock. 

Access to the APT site from the nearest ship port and/or S e l d  
constitutes the most challenging problems. Helicopters offer 
versatility and require minimum site accommodations but are 
hampered by extreme weather conditions. Accordingly, supply 
and crew rotation events are planned to be limited primarily to 
warm summer months. 

The AFT program is conceived as an initiative that involves 
international organizations in its management and/or use. The 
specific management structure and operating rules remain to be 
determined based upon future sponsor interests in compliance 
with appropriate government laws and policies. 

Bvo general sponsorship and organization approaches are being 
explored: an internationally financed initiative governed by a 
Board of Owners; and U.S. Government-sponsored and -owned 
operation that invites international use. 

The multinational Board of Owners approach has a precedent 
in other international space organizations such as Intelsat and 
Inmarsat. These organizations provide at least one body that 
decides issues on a one-nation, one-vote basis (traditional 
international law) and a second body that apportions power and 
profits based on share ownership (a flexible, more capitalistic and 
less statist approach). Intelsat, created in 1965 largely as a U.S. 
initiative, serves as a successful and continuing model for 
organizations that desire to develop and share resources and other 
benefits in a multinational extratemtorial format. 

The U.S. Government-sponsored approach envisions a U.S. 
facility that would invite international use in exchange for financial 
and in-kind service support. Key organizing sponsors might be 
NASA and the National Science Foundation (NSF). This approach, 
provided that such sponsors are interested, will probably be the 
L i e r  of the two to-implement and manage, but is limited as a 
model for future international partnerships in space. 

Program financing for both organizational approaches can be 
provided through a combination of government grants and user 
fees. Properly located, outfitted, and operated, APT will represent 
a valuable real estate investment as well as an important asset to 
advance world progress and benefits in space (Table 5). 

TABLE 5. Benetits for AFT partidpants. 

Gomwlent $lonsm 
a Retlects a national/agency commitment to advance progress towards 

solar system exploration. 
e Facilitates and demonstrates development of advanced systems for space 

and terrestrial uses. 
9 Encourages and directs private sector participation and investment in 

space initiatives. 
e Brings nonaerospace organizations and technologies to light that 

represent new capabilities. 
8 Produces new knowledge and experience to reduce risks and costs for 

future space initiatives. 
e Fosters and symbolizes a commitment to international cooperation 
e Offers potential model for future international space initiatives. 

Commercial Organizations 
o Provides opportunities to demonstrate and publicize current technol- 

ogies and capabiities. 
e Provides means for organization to better understand and prepare for 

future government and commercial space business opportunities. 
e Creates a service market for AFT construction and operations support. 

Research OrganizaEions 
0 Affords extended access to Antarctica for space and other mearch. 

Provides opportunities and means to conduct unique research. 
e Provides opportunities for networking and participation with other 

government and private research organizations and sponsors to advance 
science objectives. 

s Presents occasions to share experiences and knowledge with people 
from other nations/cultures. 
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Inflatable shuctum have a number of advantages over ri@ modules in providing habitation at a 
lznur base. Some of these advantuges are packaging e-, convenience of apansion, Jkmblity, 
,and psychologid b@t to the inhabitants. ?Be relative& small, ri@ cyZindms fitted to the p4yIoaa 
compartment of a launch vehicle are not as efficient volumetnixlly as a colhps&le structure that fits 
into the same space whenpackagM but when deployed is much kqer. Pressurized volume is a valuable 
mource. By providing that resource efficiently, in large units, kdnw intensive external apansion (such 
as aading &tiod modules to the existing base) can be minimized ?Be t qmnsh  interior in an 
inflatable muM facilitate remrangement of the interior to suit the ewlving nee& of the base. mis 
large, continuous volume muld also relieve claustmphobia, enhancing habitability and improving 
morale. Zhpu?pose of this paper is to eaplore some of the aspects of inflatable habitat design, including 
structural, architectural, and environmental co7lsiaeations. As a case, the conceptual design 
of an inflatable lunar habitat, developed for the Lunar Base Systems StulEy at the Johnson Space Center, 
will be d e s m d .  

INTRODUCTION 

As NASA plans future missions involving long-term human 
presence on the Moon, we must strive to provide a safe, produc- 
tive working environment, while at the same time minimizing the 
cost of transporting the lunar base elements. Inflatable structures, 
also known as expandable or pneumatic structures, have great 
potential for achieving both of these goals. 

An inflatable is a flexible pressure vessel that may be folded 
compactly for transport and then deployed to its full size on 
delivery. It offers the twin advantages of a large operational 
volume and a small transportation volume. 

The use of inflatable structures in space goes back to the 
beginning of the space program itself. In the early sixties, the Echo 
satellite program sent enormous mylar balloons into orbit for 
communications experiments. Packaged, the Echos fit into a 
1-m-diameter sphere, but when deployed they were 30 m in 
diameter and were easily visible in the night sky. 

During the Apollo program, work was done on a number of 
inflatable manned space systems by the Goodyear Aerospace 
Corporation through NASA's Langley Research Center. The studies 
included materials testing and selection and the construction of 
inflatable prototypes. The contigurations studied included a 
collapsible lunar shelter to be carried on the Apollo LEM to 
extend mission durations; a space station module, of which a full- 
scale prototype was built and pressurized to Spsig; and a 
collapsible airlock ( @nun et al, 1971 ). Though all these projects 
showed promise, insufficient funding was available to pursue the 
concepts beyond the prototype stage. 

Meanwhile, fabric structures were finding new applications on 
Earth as well. In 1962, a West German architect, Frei Otto, 
published T d e  Structures, a landmark text describing the 
attributes and design considerations of pneumatic and air- 

supported structures (Otto, 1962). Interest in these structures 
grew due to their light weight and low cost, and the availability 
of increasingly stronger, more durable materials. Very large spaces 
could now be spanned at a fraction of the cost of rigid structure. 
The World Exposition of 1970, in Osaka, Japan, marked a water- 
shed in the history of tensile structures. Many of the pavilions 
were pneumatic or air supported. The U.S. pavilion was covered 
with an enormous fabric roof made from a material derived from 
the Apollo spacesuits. This pavilion was the model for many 
domed stadiums and arenas erected throughout the country 
during the seventies and eighties. 

Inflatable habitation for use in space merges the civil technology 
of large tensile structures with the aerospace technology of 
pressurized vessels. There is a sound experience base from which 
to launch an aggressive infiatable structures program. 

Space habitation design is severely constrained by the dimen- 
sions of the launch vehicle payload bay. The high cost of space 
transportation drives the subsystem designer to utilize every cubic 
centimeter available. The result of this process is often a highly 
efficient, e x t r a o r e  expensive, unique piece of hardware. If 
this volume constraint could be relaxed, allowing greater use of 
off-the-shelf technology, the result might very well be cheaper 
manned space systems. 

Cost savings could be realized in launch operations as well by 
allowing a more flexible manifest with fewer vehicle-dependent 
payloads. The largest single element of a space station or lunar 
base is the habitation. If this element could be separated into its 
basic components, the options for launching it would expand 
considerably. It might be launched on a large vehicle, if one were 
available, or on a series of smaller vehicles. This flexibiity in 
launch operations can be attained by launching the pressure vessel 
separately kom the habitat components, and integrating them in 
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place. This approach requires that the pressure vessel be 
collapsible, so that it may be packaged dciently (a rigid vessel 
occupies the same space whether it is empty or full). A fabric 
structure is the simplest way to make a collapsible pressure vessel. 

Some advantage may be claimed for the rigid module because 
it carries its air with it. The air required to pressurize the inflatable 
habitat must be supplied separately, requiring space on a launch 
vehicle. However, tmmport of air will be part of the routine 
logistics system for a lunar base. It will be supplied to the base 
continuously to make up for losses (chiefly through the airlocks, 
which lose 10% of their air by volume each time they are used). 
There must also be an emergency repressurization supply on hand 
at all times. An efficient system for the transport of volatiles to 
the lunar base will be required, perhaps employing cryogenic 
technology to tramport them as liquids. (The development of 
such a system is particularly likely if the transportation system uses 
cryogenic fuels.) The advantage to the program of getting the first 
load of air "free" inside a habitation module will therefore be 
minimal. 

Operations and Growth 

The large space available in an inflatable would facilitate 
rearrangement of the interior to suit the needs of the moment 
and would allow space for working with bulky equipment. For 
example, a structure to be erected outside could be put together 
and tested in a shirtsleeve environment before actual deployment. 
In this way, latent defects in the equipment could be identified 
before costly EVA time was wasted. 

Using the same transportation, an inflatable habitation system 
can provide habitable volume in larger units than can a rigid 
system, thereby reducing the number of EVA-intensive surface 
construction operations as the lunar base grows. The high-volume 
Wtable can be "expanded by adding more equipment and 
furnishings inside, as they are needed. 

Habitability 

The greatest advantage of large inflatable habitats may be the 
most dillicult to quantify habitability. Habitability is the sum total 
of those qualities that make an environment a pleasant place to 
live and a productive place to work Studies have shown that 
personal space, for work and for leisure, is an important factor 
in the pyschological wellbeing of isolated groups (Stuster, 1986). 
The inflatable would not o m  provide a large volume, it would 
provide perceptible volume. A base built up out of rigid modules 
might be expanded indefinitely by adding more modules, but no 
single element could ever be larger than the payload bay of the 
launch vehicle that lifted it from earth. At no point in the lunar 
complex could a person perceive (or utilize) a volume larger than 
that of a single module. The space inside the inflatable, on the 
other hand, may be divided up in any way desired or left open 
to create large chambers. 

The design of an inflatable habitat for the Moon is influenced 
by a number of fdctors. It is influenced architecturally by the 
activities carried on within it, it is influenced structurally by the 
forces acting on it, and it is influenced by the environment in 
which it operates. 

Design Bssues 

As used here, the term architectural refers to those factors that 
influence the volume and form of the habitat. The physical and 
psychological needs of humans in a confined environment must 
be balanced against the physical limitations of a pneumatic 
structure. 
Volume. Habitable volume means a space to work that is 

pressurized, climate controlled, and protected from radiation. The 
amount of habitable volume needed depends on many factors: the 
number of crew members, *at they will be doing, and how 
much discomfort and inconvenience they can be expected to 
endure. A tour at the lunar base would be the dream of a lifetime 
for scientists and researchers, no matter how poor the living 
conditions might be expected to be; but once they have been 
at the base for a few days, minor inconveniences may become 
major irritations, to the point of affecting performance. Providing 
flexibility in the design, so that the crew can implement their own 
solutions to any problems of space or interior arrangement that 
arise, is a primary goal in engineering the lunar habitat. 

The concept of open volume is a key element in this philosophy 
of flexible design. There should be enough space to rearrange the 
interior and to expand the capabilities of the base without major 
exterior construction. As discussed earlier, inflatable structures 
are a way to provide large amounts of volume without a great 
impact on the transportation system. 
Form. Idlatables can be made in virtually any shape, but for 

this study it was decided to limit consideration to those shapes 
not requiring zeinforcing structural elements such a s  hoops or 
cables. The objective was to establish a simple baseline for 
comparison with more complex designs. Given this restriction, 
the three simplest shapes for an inflatable are the sphere, the 
cyiinder, and the torus (Fig. 1). 

Sphere 

Cylinder 

Torus 

Fig. 1. Pneumatic geometries and associated stresses. 
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The spherical shape is the most volumetrically efficient, with 
the least surface area and mass for a given volume (Fig. 2). Stress 
is uniform throughout the membrane. The chief drawback is the 
architectural ineciency of the doubly curved walls. 

The cylmder is somewhat more convenient architecturally than 
the sphere, because the walls are curved in only one direction. 
With a vertical orientation, one could have vertical walls rather 
than the arched walls in the sphere. However, for a cylinder of 
similar dimensions to the sphere, mass and membrane stress are 
higher. (The circumferential stress in the barrel of a cylinder is 
twice that for a sphere of the same diameter.) To reduce this, 
one might make the cylinder more slender and lay it on its side, 
but this would largely eliminate its architectural advantage over 
both the spherical inflatable and the rigid space station-type 
module. 

The torus is basically a cylinder wrapped into itself, thus saving 
the mass penalty of endcaps. It provides a "race-track" configu- 
ration that may have safety advantages if the idatable is 
compartmentalized, but it suffers from the same compound wall 
curvature as the sphere. If a large minor diameter is chosen (to 
gain the open volume that is a presumed advantage of inflatable 
structures), the result is similar to a sphere with a "pucker" in 
the middle. From the inside, there will be a column in the middle 
of the structure that serves no purpose. This effect could be 
minimized by reducing the minor diameter and making the torus 
more ring-like, at the expense of open volume. 

Structural Design Issues 

Structural design issues arise from the nature of the structure 
itself, relatively independent of the environment. A pneumatic 
structure required to be pressurized to 101 kPa imposes certain 
constraints on its designers, regardless of its secondary functions 
or its environment. Chief among these considerations are the 
membrane stress, the leakage rate, and the puncture resistance. 

Membrane stress. A pneumatic structure is stressed 
primarity by its internal pressure, overshadowing external forces 
such as gravity. The internal pressure creates stress in the wall 

Mass (kg) 
3000 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

Volume (thousands of cubic meters) 

No safety factor, Kevlar construction, 
Cylinder and torus minor diameter of 6 m. 

Fig. 2. Mass vs. volume for sphere, cylinder, and torus. 

of the intlatable called the membrane stress, measured in N/m. 
It depends on both the internal pressure and the local radius of 
curvature. In a sphere, the membrane stress is given by 

stress = (pressure X radius)/2 

There are similar equations for the stress in a cylinder or torus. 
The wall material must be strong enough to resist this stress, yet 
flexible enough to fold and package efticiently. 

In general, the larger the inflatable, the larger the radius of 
curvature, and the higher the membrane stress. To reduce the 
membrane stress in a very large inflatable, structural reinforce- 
ments such as cables or hoops may be added These take up some 
of the stress and reduce the local radius of cmture .  As noted 
earlier, these elements complicate the design. 

Leakuge. Aside from resisting the membrane stress due to the 
internal pressure, the structure must also be sealed against 
leakage. The wall material must be impermeable to air, and care 
must be taken in the design of hardware interfaces (such as 
hatches or windows) to limit potential leak paths. 

Puncture reststance. An inflatable structure is no more 
inherently vulnerable to puncture than a rigid pressure vessel. The 
difference is that an inflatable, if unsupported, will collapse of its 
own weight when all the air is removed. The internal framework 
needed to support the floors, walls, and equipment inside the 
habitat will also support the relatively lightweight pressure 
envelope. (In the Johnson Space Center concept, the structure 
must also support the regolith shielding in the event of a loss 
of pressure; in fact, this potential load condition drives the design, 
dwarfing the n o d  load imposed by the interior habitation 
elements.) 

Environmental Design Issues 

When designing a lunar habitat, the effects of the lunar 
environment over a long period of time must be considered. 
Radiation, temperature extremes, vacuum, and meteoroids all act 
to erode the integrity of the structure over time. 

Radiation. The surface of the Moon, not protected by a thick 
atmosphere and strong magnetic field as is Earth, is exposed to 
higher levels of radiation from space. The radiation hazard comes 
from two sources of different character: galactic cosmic radiation 
("background" radiation that permeates space at roughly constant 
levels) and solar energetic particle events that produce extremely 
high levels of radiation for short periods of time. 

Many of the materials considered for use in inflatable space 
structures show sensitivity to radiation exposure. If a material 
cannot be found that has a c i e n t  resistance to longduration 
radiation exposure, then the radiation protection provided at the 
base should include the entire inflatable habitat. To deal with the 
radiation problem, it has been suggested that the habitat be 
covered with lunar soil or buried. This concept is as valid for 
idatable structures as it is for rigid ones. The 101.4-kPa internal 
pressure is capable of supporting 40m of soil on the Moon, 
assuming a soil density of 1.6 g per cubic centimeter. Obviously, 
though, some form of reinforcement should be provided in case 
pressure is lost and the inflatable is no longer able to support 
the soil load. Some precaution should also be taken against 
abrasion of the habitat material by the lunar soil, as vibrations from 
activities inside are transmitted through the envelope. A protective 
layer of abrasion-resistant fabric, or coating, could be employed. 
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P'mmahms~e a& vacurum. The habitat material must be 
insensitive to temperature swings from 100 to 400 K (darkness 
to full sunlight) in vacuum. While the material will stay at room 
temperature and pressure during normal base operation, it may 
be exposed to more extreme conditions during transport and 
deployment, or in the event of a major malfunction in which the 
base is completely shut down for some period of time. In addition, 
the low thermal conductivity of polyma in general means that 
the wall material may be subjected to large thermal gradients, with 
room temperature (293 K) inside and 100 or 400 K outside. 

Metem*.  If the base is properly shielded from radiation, 
it is more than adequately shielded against micrometeoroids. Only 
a few centimeters of soil are required for this purpo.se. (Impacts 
large enough to penetrate several meters of soil are extremely 
rare.) In any case, the problem is the same for both inflatable 
and rigid structures. 

The inflatable habitat, as currently envisioned, consists of a 
spherical pneumatic envelope with an interior structural cage to 
support the floors, walls, and equipment, and to hold up the 
envelope if pressure is lost (Fig. 3). 

The sphere, when inflated, will be 16 m in diameter, containing 
2145 cum of open volume. The internal pressure is assumed to 
be 101.4 kF% (standard sea-level atmospheric pressure on Earth). 
This pressure was chosen, not because it was deemed best for 
the lunar base (there may be advantages to operating at a lower 
pressure), but because it represented a maximum. The spherical 
shape was chosen for its simplicity and aciency and will be 
compared with other shapes in trade studies to come. The 
contained volume was arrived at by taking the total volume of 
the space station, dividing by the crew of 8, then multiplying this 
volume/crew member by the 12 crew members anticipated for 
the lunar base. There are four floors in the current design, with 
a total of 594 sq m of floor space. (The bottom floor will be 
curved like a bowl and is expected to be used as a maintenance 
bay or storage space.) An open shaft 2 m in diameter runs from 
the top to the bottom for transfer of personnel and equipment 
from floor to floor. 

The inflatable envelope will consist of a high-strength multi-ply 
fabric, with an impermeable inner layer and a thermal coating on 
the outside. The analysis done so far has concentrated on sizing 
the structural layer alone, assuming it to be the primary 
contributor to the mass per unit area of the wall material. The 
material selected for use in making mass projections for the 
envelope is Keviar-29, a high-strength aramid fiber made by the 
DuPont Chemical Company. DuPont literature indicates that a 
broadweave fabric of Kevlar-29, with a thickness of 0.114 rnm, has 
a breaking strength of 525 N/cm (Dupont Co., 1976). Based on 
this material, the envelope is anticipated to mass 2200 kg, with 
a structural safety factor of 5. (Keeping all other parameters the 
same, the mass is directly proportional to the safety factor.) The 
thickness of the structural layer is estimated at 5 rnm, giving a 
material volume of 4 cum. Assuming a 10:l ratio of packaged 
volume to material volume (meaning that for every cubic 
centimeter of material there are 9 cu cm of empty space in the 
package), the packaged volume of the inflatable will be 40 cu m. 

In the JSC concept, the habitat is covered with 3 m of lunar 
regolith in the form of "sandbags" (Fig. 4). This is sutlicient to 
attenuate even the largest recorded flare to safe levels. The 
regolith imposes a maximum load of 7.8kPa on the surface of 

FABRIC HARDCOVER 
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SHAFT LADDER 
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1 COMPRESSION RING AND 
ANCHORING SYSTEM 

Fig. 3. Cross section of the idatable lunar habitat. 

Fig. 4. The inflatable habitat "sandbagged for radiation protection. 

the habitat, easily supported by the internal pressure of 101 kPa. 
However, placing the regolith is very labor intensive, taking up 
much of the crew's time during the early missions. An alternative 
might be to provide a few inches of shielding to protect the 
habitat from galactic cosmic radiation, with a separate, smaller, 
"storm shelter" to protect the crew in the event of a serious solar 
flare. In this case, it was felt that the operational simplicity of a 
completely shielded base, where no special operations would be 
required in the event of a flare, would just@ the diJZcult 
construction task Also, the long-term effects of exposure to 
cosmic rays are not well understood, and it is better to err on 
the side of caution in safety issues. 

The interior structure of the habitat will consist of curved 
beams running along the inside of the envelope, like lines of 
latitude and longitude on a globe. A combination of radial and 
concentric beams will support the flooring. This interior 
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framework will support all the equipment and furnishings of the 
base. It will also support the regolith shielding in the event of 
a loss of pressure, and this load actually sizes the structure. (The 
interior equipment and fixnishings are expected to weigh about 
GOW, the regolith weighs 1500 kN.) A rough estimate of the 
mass of this framework puts it at 16,300 kg, including primary 
structure (9000 kg), flooring (6000 kg), and walls (1300 kg). 

There is a spectrum of assembly options for the internal 
structure, ranging from hand assembly at one end to fully 
automatic deployment at the other. A detailed design effort must 
be initiated t i  determine where in this spectrum the optimized 
configuration falls. 

Inflatable habitation holds great promise for human presence 
on the Moon and in space. By making it possible to use smaller 
launch vehicles to lift lunar base infmtructure (the largest single 
element of which is currently projected to be the habitation), 
inflatables will allow greater flexibility in launch operations, while 
improving habitability. 

The feasibility of large inflatable structures for space habitation 
has been demonstrated, but much work must be done to bring 
the concept to Eruition. Materials have been developed that are 
strong enough for these applications (Kevlar, for example), but 
numerous other factors, such as temperature sensitivity and 
radiation resistance, must be examined. Fabrication techniques 
must also be refined This can only be done through extensive 
laboratory testing and use of prototypes on Earth and in space. 

In conclusion, a direct quote from the Langley engineers' 1971 
paper, "Expandable Structures Technology for Manned Space 
Applications" ( Zjmn et d., 1971 ), is appropriate: 

Tests on full-scale models of representative concepts 
show that they are sound struchdly, have satisfac- 
tory deployment characteristics, and in most instan- 
ces possess remarkable packagmg ratios. . . 

With proper attention to the selection of materials, 
effects of the vacuum environment, electromagnetic 
radiation, and temperature extremes can be 
minimized.. . 

The most @cult problem faced by the expandable 
structures proponent, however, is getting the "break- 
through" acceptance of such a structure for a manned 
application to an operational flight program. Under- 
standable prejudices against expandables for manned 
occupancy can only be overcome by actual use of the 
concept, at least on an experimental basis, in the 
space environment. 
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L DESIGN OF 
HOUSING CO IONS 

Apwlimt'naty design study assesses wanbus configurations for habitation of the lunar sudace. 7Be study 
assumes an initial hman habitation module a@zndable to a 48man concept. Through the numerous 
coupling combinations of identical modules, five basic configuration &Des are idenfpd A design model 
presents each configuration in light of cer&un issues. i%e hues include circulation, intend and extend 
h t ia l  characteristics, @functional organizations, and future growth potential. 7Be study &cusses the 
att&utes, potenthh, and unique reqzct'mts of each configuration. 

Numerous studies on lunar bases have concluded with a 
configuration depicting the necessary scientific parameters for 
operation and human habitation. 

Mathematical laws actually permute an overwhelming number 
of configuration combinations. The near-infinite choices coupled 
with human habitation requirements present a dilemma that can 
best be resolved through architecture. 

Architecture enables the selection of potential options that 
satisfy human needs: a sense of place, a sense of privacy, a fit into 
the environment, and a sense of well-being. 

The preliminary design study concentrates on codigurations 
and assumes the scientific parameters developed: module size 
determined by transport system, materials selections, radiation 
shielding, temperature control systems, and a closed ecological 
life-support system. For the purpose of demonstration, the 
configurations are composed of physically identical and intercon- 
nected modules. They establish a complex that can house a 
population expandable from 4 to 48 people. 

The study allows the modules to be configured vertically as well 
as horizontally. Vertical arrangements present spatial qualities such 
as privacy. They introduce the potential for connections to 
experimental below-grade chambers and additional circulation 
loops. 

modules are related horizontally and vertically, the variations in 
combinations are innumerable. Basic configuration types need to 
become apparent. Only after identifying the attributes of the basic 
codiguration types can the variations of other techniques be 
architecturally appreciated (Figs. 2 and 3). A balance between 
mathematical possibilities, scientific demands, and architectural 
needs can be attained. 

BASIC C O W  ONS 
The study's design model categorizes the conligurations into 

five basic groups: linear, courtyard, radial, branching, and cluster. 
Each configuration responds differently to the circulation and the 
internal/external spatial characteristics for a lunar base. 

A configuration can provide a unique quality of space: open 
space, inner circulation loops, and privacy. The organization and 
selection of such qualities is based on the functional and 
operational procedures of the lunar base. A lunar base may require 
two or three shifts working and sleeping different hours. A 

MOD 
Each module shell is identical in composition. The basic shape 

is cylindrical, with a length twice the width. The interior 
orientates in any direction. In the horizontal position the plan 
form is rectilinear, and in the vertical it is circular. 

The module is constructed with three openings, one on each 
end and the third on the side. The side connector demonstrates 
a greater number of combinations through reflection, translation, 
and rotation (Fig. 1). Such possibilities become extremely Fig. Some possible of two modules, each with three 

in determining pedormance> placement, and siting of coupling options. Left is horizontal plane (plan view); right is vertical 
a lunar base. The module's sides can be orientated in any direction plane (section liew through regolith). Note that varying the relation of 
in the horizontal plane. The introduction of the vertical plane co&guration to lunar grade increases number of arrangements, especially 
increases the number of possibilities; for example, when eight egress routes. 
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Fig. 2. Two close-packing options for circular modules. 

Fig. 3. Plan view of multiple coupling techniques. 

configuration that provides three private crew areas, separately 
located, would permit a congenial working atmosphere, as 
opposed to the configuration with only one major crew area off 
a main corridor. 

Each configuration provides reliability and safety through 
redundancy. Dual egress is necessary from any portion of the 
configuration. Airlocks must be located for easy access by the 
crew with emergency airlock systems as needed. In some 
configurations, a secondary safety circulation configuration loop 
is necessary. 

Each of the five configuration types with their distinctive 
characteristics is presented in Table 1 and discussed in detail 
below. 

Linear 

The linear configuration is the simplest of all configurations. It 
is the repetition of modules with one primary circulation path. 
It can be stepped, undulating, or spiraling (Fig. 4). The internal 
distances from one end to the other are maximized. The spatial 
characteristics are primarily public-type spaces that are noisy and 
conducive to space-sharing with the circulation path (Fig. 5). 
Externally the configuration covers minimal area, yet requires 
maximum enclosure. Expansion possibilities are limitless with the 
configuration being altered to another form (Fig. 6). One of the 
main problems with the linear system is safety, a secondary 
circulation system that requires complicated looping techniques 
is necessary. 

When a linear configuration closes on itself, its basic charac- 
teristics change: the area coverage becomes greater and the 
enclosure minimizes. The courtyard is a unique idensable space. 
There still exists one primary circulation path; however, it now 
forms a closed loop, an internal dual egress system distinguishable 
from the other basic configurations (Fig. 7). Varying functional 
organizations are possible including a two-directional comer or 
nodal point condition (Fig. 8). An additional attribute is the 
courtyard area itself. It allows complete access to all modules for 
repair and maintenance and in the future can be altered to usable 
space (Fig. 9). 

Radial 

The radial configuration is centralized space with linear 
extensions in more than two directions (Fig. 3). The central area 
provides a major functional space with secondary areas radiating. 
These secondary spaces can be private, quiet areas or main 
circulation routes to additional functional zones (Fig. 10). The 
major concern with this configuration is that access to each arm 
is through a central zone. In terms of safety, this presents a 
concern with egress technique. A secondary emergency circula- 
tion system may be necessary to loop the radiating arms together. 
One advantage of the radial configuration is the provision of an 
easily accessible central functional zone. When the radial 
configuration is combined with another configuration type (i.e., 
courtyard or branching), it allows for distinct zoning possibilities. 

Branching 

A linear growth system that expands with secondary circulation 
paths from a main circulation path characterizes a branching 
configuration. These branching areas provide transition areas: 
public from private, noisy from quiet, and primary from secondary 
(Fig. 11). Functional zoning is diverse, providing multiple options. 
Also there are numerous expansion options, including in-HI 
between the secondary systems (Fig. 12). 

Cluster configurations have no dominant circulation patterns. 
They have the most open sense of circulation allowing for flexible, 
close proximity of functions and close packing of modules 
(Fig. 13). Generally a large central area is created, and a closed 
circulation loop is obtained. Private and/or quiet areas can be 
separated from public and/or noisy activity areas. With modules 
abutting one another, any necessary repairs or maintenance can 
cause a potential problem. 

So far the configurations discussed are with the circulation 
movement in the horizontal plane. With the introduction of a 
module in the vertical plane, different criteria are established: the 
relation of the configuration to grade and to itself. The circulation 
movement may be one configuration in the horizontal and another 
in the vertical. For example, a branching cofiguration may branch 
horizontally, yet with the introduction of vertical modules and a 
second plane of horizontal modules, a courtyard configuration 
could also appear. 
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of Eve basic configurations. 

Linear Courtyard Branching Radial Cluster 

Basic ChmcteMcs 
Length/width ratio 
Area coverage 
Enclosure 

maximum maximum average minimum 
minimum maximum maximum average 
maximum minimum maximum maximum minimum 

Circulation 
Type of circulation route 
Circulation intersections 
T m 1  distances 
Closed vs. open loop 
Dual egress 
Safety egress possible? 

primary 
none 
maximum 
'=pen 
no 
complex 

P-w prim.+second. 
none multi 
maximum average 
closed open 
yes no 
exists possible 

multi 
one primary 
minimum 
open 
no 
possible 

multi 
multi 
minimum 
open 
no 
possible 

Spatial Characteristics 
Primary space 
Secondary spaces 
Quality of space 
Public vs. private 
Space shared with circulation 
Tjpe of space (interior) 

open or enclosed 
vary size/shapes/locations 
vary circulation path type 

Yes 
no 
noisy 
public 
Yes 

Yes 
no 
noisy 
public 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
noisy/quiet 
public/private 
not necessary 

Yes 
Yes 
noisy/quiet 
public/private 
not necessary 

Yes 
Yes 
noisy/quiet 
public/private 
not necessary 

enclosed 
minimal 
minimal 

mainly enclosed opedenclosed 
minimal max at nodes 
minimal maximum 

open/enclosed 
central max. 
average 

open/enclosed 
maximum 
maximum 

Functional Orgadzation 
By delinition of configuration 
Adjacency or interconnect 
One-sided organization 
Multisided organization 
Nodal organization 

decentral 
Yes 
Yes 
no 
no 

decentral central 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
yes yes 
minimal Yes 

accessible accessible ditficulty dilEcult at central inaccessible 
node 

secondary system dual egress 
necessary 

part operable operable 
maximum minimum 
maximum minimum 
avera%e maximum 
average minimum 

Emergency egress safety complex dual egress secondary system 
necessary 

inoperable operable part operable 
maximum minimum maximum 
maximum maximum maximum 
average minimum average 
maximum minimum average 

Single module disfunction 
Direct exposure sol-radiation 
shade formed by configuration 
Sol-radiation/shade ratio 
Regolith coverage required 

Expansion/Future Growth 
Limitless growth horizontal unidirectional no multidirectional unidirectional no 
Future in-6J.l no Yes partial partial partial 
Vertical expansion Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fig. 4. Linear circulation paths. Fig. 5. Schematic plan of linear configuration's spatial characteristics. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic plan of expansion potential of linear configuration 

Fig. 7. Courtyard configuration is formed when linear path closes on 
itself. 

Fig. 8. Plan of courtyard functional organization options. 

Fig. 9. Schematic plan of courtyard in-l3J zone. 

Fig. 10. Schematic plan of radial configuration. 

Fig. 11. Schematic plan depicting portion of a branching configuration 
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Fig. 12. Schematic plan of functional options for branching. 

Once a vertical module is introduced, it allows the configura- 
tion to expand in a different dimension. The expansion may be 
to connect the horizontal portion with a below-grade chamber, 
extend the base into a hill to a simiIar shelter deep in the regolith, 
or it may step the horizontal configuration to adjust to the lunar 
site. 

SION OF THE BASE 
In time it may be necessary to expand the initial configuration. 

The expansion can follow its natural progression of growth, or 
it may deviate. The deviation is dependent on the purpose of 
expansion, the construction materials, and the site conditions. 

The expansion can take the form of an addition to the existing 
module, in-fill or underground expansion, or a separate facility. 
An addition to the existing module can be the coupling of new 
modules or an experimental space to the facility. Expansion by 
in-fill requires minimal additional material (Figs. 9 and 12). The 
adjacent modules become the exterior walls of the new area 
Underground expansion, after initial testing, requires less 
additional material, only a circulation connection and interior 
finish. A separate facility connected through a circulation corridor 
to the existing requires a separate life-support system. 

Each of these expansion types can be composed of similar 
modules or by an experimentally accepted construction method. 
Examples are actual on-site construction, transported fabric 
systems, and lightweight composites. 

CONCLUSION 
Independent of the lunar base's construction technique is the 

configuration's composition. Five basic configurations have been 
identified. From these basics innumerable arrangements can be 
derived. Each has advanatages and disadvantages. The optimum 
habitation will be a combination of the five basics, and its 
functional and operational requirements will be dependent on 
population sizes and activities. 

Scientific parameters, typology, and combinatorics all play a key 
role in the selection of one design over another, but there still 
exists a human need that must be satisfied. This can only be 
accomplished by an architecture that combines science and art. 

Fig. 13. Schematic plan of a cluster configuration. 
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In spite of the advanced building technologies available today, 
concepts for mobile architecture are still limited to certain styles 
and applications. Prefabrication of buildings as complete units to 
be produced in a factory assembly line is only possible for certain 
types of stationary and mobile structures. However, the concept 
of a multistory, prefabricated, foldable, modular, structural unit has 
paved the way for almost unlimited sizes of building complexes 
to be prefabricated, preassembled, and shipped to a site for fast 
erection. 

A s  a new approach, the prefabricated, modular, multistory, 
structural system was introduced for the first time for the purpose 
of pilgrim accommodation in the holy city of Makkah, Saudi 
Arabia. Characterized by its own unique patented construction 
and adaptable to special purposes, this concept is thought of as 
a new trend of mobile architecture. Several applications, such as 
residential apartments, offices, schools, and hospital systems, were 
proposed in multistory, foldable structures with the proper 
modifications to fit each purpose. 

The overall size of each of these complexes depends upon 
required functions. Transportation of the individual prefabricated 
modules can be via trucks, trailers, or they can wen be self-driven. 
It is also possible to launch these foldable units in special space 
vehicles, opening the door for a new era of human settlements 
on other planets. The units would be equipped with adequate 
facilities for initial settlements. 

Prior to the establishment of lunar scientific and industrial 
projects, an innovative architectural approach for a self-contained 
lunar base is very much needed. The aim is to provide essential 
protection fi-om solar flare radiation and to house preliminary 
facilities and personnel for the very initial stage when manual 
construction operations may be difficult. 

In view of the various problems connected with the initial lunar 
settlement, the basic characteristics of such an approach were 
anlayzed as follows: 

1. Independence fi-om the expensive transportation of large 
and heavy building materials, site preparation machinery, and 
construction equipment and mechanisms. 

2. Providing self-opening and site self-adjustment means to 
avoid using heavy and complex lifting mechanisms and site pre- 
paration machinery. 

3. Self-erection of the entire base to minimize manual construc- 
tion operations that require sizeable labor forces. 

4. Utilization of local resources for galactic radiation flux pro- 
tection, rather than terrestrial means, which must be imported, 
or the use of elaborate operations for tunnel digging or regolith 
massshielding. 

5. A self-su8ticient and self-contained lunar base of initial set- 
tlement, which is the precursor for additional research and de- 
velopment leading to a lunar city. 

6. Providing conventional, habitable, and usable architectural 
spaces suitable to the P/6-g environment. 

7. Providing a modular, flexible, and expandable intercon- 
nected network for different future activities of a lunar base. 

Evolving from the same philosophical approach of space 
settlements (i.e., space stations), it is believed that a prefabricated, 
self-contained system, providing all necessary life-support, is most 
appropriate for the initial stage of lunar colonization and manned 
settlement. 

LUNAR BASE, CONCEIYFS 
The first habitat and work station on the lunar surface undoubt- 

edly has to be prefabricated, self-erecting, and self-contained. The 
building structure should be folded and compacted to the min- 
imum size and made of materials of minimum weight. It must 
also be designed to provide maximum possible habitable and 
usable space on the Moon. For this purpose the concept of multi- 
story, foldable structures was further developed. 

The idea is to contain foldable structural units in a cylinder 
or in a capsule adapted for launching. Upon landing on the lunar 
surface, the cylinder of the first proposal in this paper will open 
in two hinge-connected halves (Fig. 1.1), while the capsule of the 
second proposal will expand horizontally and vertically in all 
directions (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). In both proposals, the foldable 
structural units will self-erect providing a multistory building with 
several room enclosurec. The solar radiation protection is main- 
tained through two regolith-filled pneumatic structures as in the 
first proposal (Fig. 1.4), or two regolith-filled expandable capsule 
shells as in the second one, which provide the shielding while 
being supported by the erected internal skeletal structure. 

ILW- BME MOD 3' PROmSP$]L 
The typical lunar base module proposed here is a cylinder 11 m 

in diameter and 40 m in length connected to a lunar shuttle 
vehicle. 
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The cylinder will longitudinally open to form two hinge- 
connected halves (Fig. 1.1). The self-opening mechanism will 
initially depend on lunar gravity for the two halves to open, and 
then the book-like opening will be completed by means of a built- 
in tension cable system. Horizontal stability is maintained by the 
same cable mechanism, assisted by a hydraulic footing system. 

Each half of the cylindrical module contains four foldable 
structural units. ltvo units will form a pair that lean against each 
other when unfolded (Fig. 1.2). The typical structural unit is 9 m 
long and 3 m wide and consists of one rigid and four collapsible 
floors (Fig. 1.5). The typical floor-to-floor height is 2.5 m. The 
lower rigid floor of each structure provides two room enclosures, 

Fig. 1.1. Hinge-connected cylinder halves. Cross section showing folded 
structures. (Legend: 1. Ground regolith pumped between two layers of 
pneumatic structures and flowing to shield module sides. 2. Infrastructure 
and utility space. 3. Rigid floor and fixed installations. 4. Foldable 
structural units and room enclosures. 5. Pneumatic structures or capsule 
shells.) 

Fig. 1.3. Lunar base module interior elevation: (Legend: 1. Ground 
regolith pumped between two layers of pneumatic structures and flowing 
to shield module sides. 2. Infrastructure and utility space. 3. Rigid floor 
and fixed installations. 4. Foldable structural units and room enclosures. 
5. Central hall. 6. Usable space. 7. Pneumatic structures or capsule shells. 
8. Side shields to allow regolith to flow down. 9. Staircases to be assem- 
bled.) 

Fig. 1.2. Cylinder cross section. View during foldable structure self- Fig. 1.4. View of cyhder after pneumatic structure Wtion:  (a) side 
erection. elevation; (b) long side elevation. 



while two additional rooms will be provided in each of the upper 
collapsible floors. Lightweight wall panels will unfold tkom the 
ceilings to form enclosed rooms (Fig. 1.3). Following the self- 
erection of the structural units (Figs. 1.2 and 1.5c), prefabricated 
stairwell components are assembled inside the base for vertical 
access (Fig. 1.6). To facilitate the unfolding process of the 
structural units without any additional external lifting facilities, the 
self-erection mechanism is built in. 

The size of the lunar base module can be varied depending 
upon the launching capacity. Similarly, the size of the foldable 
structures can be varied to accommodate the internal carrying 
capacity of the lunar base module. 

The aluminum structural units consist of several collapsible 
floor slabs 3.2 m wide, 6.5 m to 12.5 m long, and 15 cm thick 
The preferred arrangement would have four collapsible floors plus 
a base platform. 

Fig. 1.5. Cylinder longitudinal section: (a) view before foldable structure 
self-erection; (b) view during foldable structure self-erection; (c) view 
after foldable structure self-erection. 
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Fig. 1.6. Lunar base longitudinal section. 

The floor slab consists of two main parallel longitudinal beams 
of 6.5 m to 12.5 m in length and 15 cm in height connected by 
secondary beams 3 m in length. The decking of these slabs could 
be achieved through suitable lightweight, rigid material, such as 
fiberglass, with proper final finishing. 

Adjacent floor slabs are connected to each other with suppor- 
tive columns connected to the longitudinal beams by pivgtal 
hinged joints. The hinge connection allows for scissor-like 
rotations (Fig. 1.5b). Whenever the unit is folded inside the 
cylinder halves, the aluminum slabs stack neatly above each other 
in a horizontal position (Fig. 1.5a). 

In the unfolded position, a supportive column is connected to 
the floor slab every 2.5 m. In the same way, every column is con- 
nected with a main longitudinal floor beam every 2.5 m in height. 
This scissor-like grid of vertical columns intersecting with 
horizontal floor slabs (as seen tkom the side elevation of the unit; 
Fig.l.5~) allows for the rotation of columns and maintains the 
horizontal stability of the floor slabs, thus achieving the system's 
foldable and collapsible nature. 

A self-winching mechanism is attached to the top floor slabs 
of each pair of foldable units. A cable connects the pair of winches 
to form one lifting mechanism. When the cable is wound around 
the winch, the folded structures will automatically be raised to 
their upright positions. Other self-uprighting mechanisms could 
also supply the required forces to raise the structures. 

The rigid floor upon which each foldable unit is erected is 
integrated structurally with the cylinder half where it is contained 
to form a base platform (Figs. 1.1 and 1.5a). This base platform 
will permanently accommodate laboratories, work stations, k e d  
utility machinery, and infrastructures in eight 3 X 5-m rooms. For 
the purpose of seating astronauts and crew members during the 
trip, some of these rooms will be used as seating compartments. 
Some spaces between the rigid floor and the cylinder half will 
temporarily be used as storage areas for the furniture and equip- 
ment of the upper collapsible floors. The rigid floor is reached 
through a permanent staircase leading up to the main central 
space of the lunar base (Figs. 1.3 and 1.6). 

Corridors formed between the rooms of the base platform are 
2.5 m wide and 2.3 m high. Through the use of square telescope 
sliding corridors, adjacent lunar base modules can be intercon- 
nected. This width and height will allow for a future motorized 
circulation network when many more modules are intercon- 
nected within the future lunar city layout. 

An erection sequence for a module, culminating in the instal- 
lation of regolith shielding, is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. Models on 
a simulated lunar surface are shown in Fig. 1.8. 
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Fig. 1.7. Prefabricated lunar base modular systems (habitats, offices, and laboratories). 

Fig. 1.8. Models of modules on a simulated lunar surface. 

-SECQrn PROmSM 
The typical lunar base module in this proposal is a capsule 12 m 

in diameter (Fig. 2.1) and 30 m in length with two half-sphere 
ends. The exterior cylindrical and spherical envelopes consist of 
two expandable shells. The idea is to have this capsule expanded 
and amplified to provide larger habitable and usable space on the 
Moon. The outer shell will expand to make a 42-m-long capsule 
with a diameter of 24 m (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). The inner shell will 
provide an internal sealed capsule 18 m in diameter and 36 m in 
length. The 2-m to 3-m cavity between the two expanded shells 
will be filled with either ground regolith or bags that contain the 
lunar soil. Fag. 2.1. Section of folded capsule (a) before landins; (89)  after landing. 
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The ori@ capsule is longitudinally split into four quarters and 
recombined through an internal skeletal structure and a set of 
horizontal and vertical hydraulic pistons. In its folded position, it 
contains two rigid floors with three folded collapsible floors in 
between (Fig. 2.1 ). 

Prior to landing, the lower parts of the external capsule shell 
will slide and open to allow for proper landing with the assistance 
of the lunar shuttle vehicle jets (Fig. 2.2a). Immediately after 

Fig. 2.2. (a) Longitudinal section before horizontal expansion. (b) Sec- 
tion showing capsule during horizontal expansion. (c )  Longitudinal 
section after horizontal expansion. 

landing on the lunar surface, the capsule will expand in two 
opposite horizontal directions (Fig. 2.2b). The two halves, 6 m 
apart, will maintain their structud connection and stability. The- 
two half-sphere ends will then expand horizontally in the other 
directions (Fig. 2.2~). 

The self-erection of the folded structure will make it rise and 
complete the vertical expansion of the capsule, providing a multi- 
story building structure (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). 

Fig. 2.3. Cross section. (Legend: 1. Ground regolith pumped between 
two layers of pneumatic structures and flowing to shield module sides. 
2. Infirastructure and utility space. 3. Rigid floor and fixed installations. 
4. Foldable structural units and room enclosures. 5. Central hall. 6. Usable 
space. 7. Pneumatic structures or capsule shells. 8. Staircases to be assem- 
bled 9. Hydraulic piston.) 

Fig. 2.4. Longitudinal section showing foldable structures after self- 
erection (vertical expansion). (Legend: 1. Ground regolith pumped 
between two layers of pneumatic structures and flowing to shield module 
sides. 2. In£castructure and utility space. 3. Rigid floor and fixed instal- 
lations. 4. Foldable structural units and room enclosures. 5. Fie space.) 
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The aluminum structural units of this proposal are integrated 
with the internal shell of the capsule. They consist of two rigid 
floors 6 m  to 10m wide (Fig.2.la) and 24m to 28m long 
(Fig. 2.2b) in the folded position. After the expansion of the 
system, these floors will become 13 m to 14 m wide (Fig. 2.3) 
and 31 m to 34 m long (Fig. 2.4). There are three collapsible 
floors folded between the two upper and lower rigid floors 
(Figs. 2.1 and 2.2b). The vertical unfolding of the structure will 
generate the space of these three collapsible floors of 16m to 
17 m in width (Fig. 2.3) and 30 m to 34 m in length (Fig. 2.4). 

The rigid floor slabs consist of 15-cm-thick main and secondary 
beams. The collapsible floor slabs consist of two main parallel 
longitudinal beams 24 m in length and 15 cm in height connected 
by .secondary beams 3 m in length. The decking of these rigid and 
collapsible slabs could be achieved through suitable lightweight, 
rigid materials such as fiberglass, with proper final £inishing. 

Rigid Boor slabs are connected by rigid, supportive columns 
connected to the longitudinal beams. In the case of the collapsible 
floors, the supportive co~umns are connected to the beams by 
pivotal hinged joints. Each column will bend in two halves with 
the help of a middle pivotal hinged joint. This bending ability of 
the column will give the structure the chance to collapse and 
fold. The self-erection mechanism of the system is achieved 
through a set of hydraulic pistons that fulfill the vertical expansion 
providing the total of five typical floors 2.5 m in height. 

CO IBLE FLOOR ROOM ENCLOSURES 
Single-room enclosures are created in each of the collapsible 

floors of the foldable structures in both proposals. This could be 
achieved through the use of wall panels stored in compartments 
in the floor/ceiling slabs. One example is to have the panels 
unfold from a ceiling slab to be fixed to a floor slab providing 
a typical 3 X 4-m or 3 X 5-m room. These rooms could be easily 
elongated, combined, or even redesigned to fit required functions. 
They will be furnished as habitats, offices, work stations, or 
medical facilities. 

The wall panels are prefabricated out of lightweight solid or 
transparent synthetic materials, as desired. Foldable furniture 
could also be built in for greater packing density and added 
compatibility of the entire structure. The floor will be finished 
with suitable material for each purpose. Ceilings will accommo- 
date the lighting system, air conditioning, and any other utility 
idrastmcture. A total of 60 single-room enclosures could be 
available in the 6rst proposal, occupying 860 sq m. There are an 
additional 255 sq m of usable terrace space, which is the space 
between the upper floor roof slab and the curved pneumatic 
canopy. Adding the corridors and the open space results in a total 
usable area of 1520 sqm. In the second proposal, a total of 
twenty-four 3 X 34-11 and 3 X 4-m single-room enclosures in the 
rigid floors is possible and 36 single-room enclosures of the same 
area in the collapsible floors. There are an additional 1880 sq m 
of usable open space in merent floors. The total area provided 
in this proposal is 2640 sq m. 

pairs of the structural units. Due to the lightness and design 
simplicity of the stair components, manual assembly could be 
performed by the crew members inside the lunar base modules. 

The galactic radiation flux self-protection concept requires 
ground regolith to be pumped in and to fill a space created 
between the two outer layers of the pneumatic structure in the 
cylinder proposal or the cavity between the internal and external 
shells in the capsule proposal. This concept utilizes the lunar soil 
as a shield; thus, expensive and heavy shielding does not have to 
be transported from Earth. While being e e d  to the exterior 
edges of the longitudinal halves of the cylinder, the two layers 
of the pneumatic structure are inflated prior to the self-erection 
of the structural units. Ground regolith is then pumped into the 
cavity between the two layers until it is completely filled. The 
load created from the regolith shielding canopy is transferred by 
the erected skeletal structure down through the vertical supports 
to the lunar surface. The cylinder halves are designed to accept 
a flow of ground regolith to fill their sides insuring complete 
shielding. Ground regolith could be provided by a special vehicle 
designed to drive on the lunar surface and collect, grind, and 
pump regolith through special pipes in order to fill the cavity in 
the inflated pneumatic structures. The outer layer of the 
pneumatic structure could be designed so that it is expandable 
in order to increase the size and thickness of the cavity if 
additional shielding is required. Another way to achieve the same 
goal is to collect regolith in bags and stack them in the cavity 
between the pneumatic structures. The same approach could be 
followed in the second proposal, utilizing the cavity between the 
two capsule shells for galactic radiation flux self-protection. 

Additional future modules of both proposals could be entirely 
devoted to specialized functions such as hospitals, medical 
faciliities, specialized laboratories, and prefabricated plants and 
factories. By eliminating some floor slabs and keeping only the 
skeletal structure, agricultural fields could be created in larger 
span enclosures. In the same way, aquariums and zoologicd 
gardens could be established. 

The initial lunar settlement of prefabricated foldable modules 
as proposed in this paper is thought of as providing a pioneer 
settlement that will pave the way for later phases of lunar-based 
construction capabilities. The proposed designs will accelerate the 
planning process for early manned presence on the Moon; 
therefore, it is worth further investigation to test various aspects 
and concepts outlined above. A full-scale prototype could be built 
for testing the self-opening, the site self-adjustment, and the self- 
erection mechanisms with respect to the 1/6-g lunar environ- 
ment. In addition, various materials can be experimented with to 
provide a structure that uses lightweight materials to provide 
suJEcient structural strength. 

Stairs are necessary for personnel movement between floors. 
Following the self-erection of the foldable structures in both 
proposals, staircases will be positioned between the two inner 
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for construction of large lunar bases on the Moon. 

Scientific and industrial operations on the Moon require suitably 
shielded structures. Small structures for limited scientific activities 
may be constructed from structural elements prefabricated on 
Earth and transported to the Moon. However, large industrial 
structures on the Moon must be constructed using in sihc lunar 
materials. A potential material for such construction would be 
concrete. 

Feasibility studies on lunar cement production (Lin, 1987) and 
experimental studies on lunar concrete (Lin et d, 1987) provide 
scientific evidence that quality concrete can be produced from 
lunar materials. Concrete, a thermally and chemically stable con- 
struction material, can withstand the harsh lunar environment. 

One of the innovatively designed elements that contributes to 
the feasibility of constructing a large concrete lunar base is curved 
panels. A curved panel, with its concave side facing outward and 
supported by columns along its straight edges, will develop 
compressive stresses when subjected to internal air pressure. 
Concrete performs very well under compressive force. This design 
will make better use of concrete than a hoop prestressed concrete 
tank does. Other innovative concepts such as tension-compression 
columns and a floating foundation contribute greatly to the 
successful design of the proposed concrete lunar base. Engineer- 
ing data on lunar concrete needed in structural analyses were 
taken Erom test results obtained in Lin et al. (1987). 

The objectives of the study are to perform structural analyses 
and to evaluate the economic and technological feasibility of a 
prehmary design for lunar concrete structures. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed three-story concrete structure 
with a 24-ft story height and a 120-ft diameter. The reason for 
choosing this partidat height is to provide work space suitable 
for industrial operations and flexibility of converting it into two 
12-ft stories if more living quarters are needed. The core structure 
located at the center of the system is a self-contained cylindrical 
unit wlth an inside diameter of 20 f t .  This unit provides astronauts 
with safety shelters in case air leaks occur in the base. 

Figure 2 shows major structural elements of the proposed lunar 
base. These elements, based on structural performance, can be 
classified into four types: compression, flexural, tension-fled, 
and tension-compression. According to types, the structural 
elements include curved panels, floor/ceiling slabs, roof/ground 
floor slabs and exterior columns, core cylinder, and tension- 
compression columns respectively. 

Fig. 1. Proposed three-level concrete lunar base. 
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Fig. 2. Major structural elements. 

The determination of element sizes considers the workable 
space in the future concrete plant and the lifting capacity of future 
lunar robots (assumed 20,000 lb). The space shuttle's external 
fuel tank measures 27 ft  in diameter and 154 ft  in length. Rvo 
fuel tanks will make an ideal concrete plant. With a presumption 
of an external tank utilization, a maximum width of 24 ft  for the 
proposed structural elements is recommended. 

LOADS 
Because there is no atmosphere on the Moon, wind loads can 

be neglected in the design. Although thousands of moonquakes 
occur each year, their energy is generally less than a Richter 
magnitude of 2. Consequently, the effect of seismic loads of this 
scale is considered insigmlicant. However, the largest moonquake 
recorded is approximately a magnitude of 4 (Wlliums and 
Jadwick, 1980). The occurrence frequency and locations are not 
reported. All design loads, except internal air pressure, were 
multiplied by a factor of g, to account for the weak lunar gravity. 

For industrial operations, a live load of 600 psf ( 100 psf on the 
Moon), the heaviest live load recommended by the Uniform 
Building Codes (me  National Building Code, 1985), was used. 
The air volume in the proposed lunar base, weighmg 10 kips on 
the Moon, was also included in design computations. 

The dead loads include a suggested 18 ft  of lunar soil (300 psf) 
on the roof for radiation shieldings, and 25 Ib/cu ft  of concrete. 

Load factors of 1.7 for live loads and 1.4 for dead loads 
recommended by ACI 3 18 building codes (Building Code Require- 
ments for Reinforced Concrete, 1983) were applied in the design 
to increase the safety factor. To be conservative, the internal air 
pressure was treated as live load. 

One of the major concerns in designing lunar structures would 
be the internal air pressure due to the vacuum condition on the 
Moon. One-atmosphere pressure, equivalent to a 2100-lb force 
acting on a square foot area, exceeds by 20 times the live load 
required by the Uniform Building Codes for an auditorium 
structure on Earth. Subsequently, a factored air pressure of 
3600 psfwas used in structural analyses. 

The proposed lunar base is of a precast, prestressed concrete 
structure. Prestressing will be applied to the structural elements 
by means of a post-tensioning procedure. 

Three loading conditions were analyzed to ensure structural 
safety. The conditions and their design loads are ( I )  during 
construction: factored dead loads only; (2) in service: factored 
dead and live loads, air pressure, and prestressing; and (3) in the 
event of air leaks: factored dead and live loads and prestressing. 

CONCRETE DAXA AND DESIGN GUIDES 
Concrete data needed in the design computations were taken 

from test results obtained by Lin et d. (1987). They include the 
compressive strength of 10,970 psi, flexural strength of 1206 psi, 
modulus of elasticity of 3.1 X 1 0 ~ ~ s i ,  and thermal expansion 
coefficient of 2.9 X in/in/E 

Lunar ilmenite is a candidate material for manufacturing steel. 
However, no data on lunar reinforcing steel and strands are 
presently available. For convenience, the existing steel data 
commonly used in design were assumed in the computations. 

The design procedures basically followed the ACI 318-83 
building codes (Building Code Requirements for Reinforced 
Concrete, 1983) for reinforced and prestressed concrete ele- 
ments. The PC1 Design Handbook was used as a guide in 
determining prestressing and selection of tendons. 

ANALYSES AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
Connections between precast concrete members are often the 

most important factor influencing the structural analysis of the 
proposed lunar structure. Careful considerations for connections 
were exercised to avoid stress concentrations and air leaks. 
Suitable elastomeric pads have been considered to cushion 
members at joints. An epoxy coating or sealant that hardens 
without oxidation can be applied on the interior surfaces of 
concrete elements to prevent air permeation. The use of 
elastomeric pads and sealants requires an in-depth study and is 
beyond the content of this program. 

The use of pads at joints will undoubtedly allow connected 
elements to rotate. A member that rotates at supports may be 
treated as a statically determined structure. The computations for 
moments and shears for a simply supported member yield 
conservative results. 

Most structural elements for the proposed infrastructure are 
prestressed concrete members. For a prestressed member, the 
moments induced by the post-tensioning are directly proportional 
to the eccentricity of the centroid of tendons with respect to the 
neutral axis of the members. When members are joined together 
by post-tensioned tendons, some degree of joint rigidity will 
develop. The moments on members in the vicinity of the joint 
due to post-tensioning may no longer be directly proportional to 
the tendon eccentricity (Post-Tensioning Manual, 1982). 
Moments that are induced by the primary moments are called 
secondary moments. A secondary moment may affect the 
computational procedures for deflections. This study does not 
take into account the secondary moments and deflections. 
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The design of prestressed concrete members was carried out 
based on the concept that if there are no tensile stresses in the 
concrete, there can be no cracks. To achieve zero tensile stresses 
in concrete members, high-strength steel can be used to carry 
tension while concrete carries compression to form a resisting 
couple against the bending moments. A familiar equation (Lin, 
1967) that satisfies these assumptions is presented as the 
following 

where f = stress, F = prestress force, e = eccentricity between cgs 
of prestress and neutral axis, M = moment due to loads, 
y = distance from neutral axis to the point where stresses are to 
be calculated, and I = moment inertia of the cross section. 

The load balancing method (Lin, 1967) was also used in 
determining prestresses to balance the applied loads. The 
balancing load, v, produced by a parabolic tendon can be 
expressed 

where h is the sag of tendon profile and L is the span length. 
Designing prestress to counteract loads or bending moments 

for structures on Earth is straightforward. However, designing 
lunar structures that may experience air leaks in which the air 
pressure diminishes and the prestress in concrete remains could 
be complicated. The retained prestress may violently break the 
members if concrete is not properly reinforced. The following 
briefly describe the designs of structural elements (details of 
designed elements are included in Lin et d, 1988). 

Panels 

Figure 3 shows a plan view of a reinforced concrete panel 
simply supported by columns at both ends. A curved panel 
subjected to a factored atmospheric pressure (3600psf) on its 

outer surface will develop compressive stresses. The reaction at 
supports can be expressed as R = 3600 'T, where 'T is the radius 
of the panel. With this equation and section 14.5.2 of ACI 318- 
83, a 6-in-thick panel with a 20-ft radius was selected. The 
minimum reinforcement provision (section 7.12 of AC1318) 
yields the required reinforcing steel. 

Roof Slabs 

The roof system of the proposed infrastructure consists of 33 
identical fan-shaped slabs. Each slab is composed of three 12 X 
16-in radial joists and a 10-in-thick deck with variable widths. 

Dead loads include the 18-ft-thick lunar soil and concrete 
weights, while live loads include envisioned solar energy 
collectors on the roof and the 1-atm internal air pressure applied 
to the bottom s h c e  of the slab. Figure4 provides the loading 
information. The linear variation of loads is attributed to the 

F.A.P. = 1.7  x 2117 lb / f t2  

lb - 
re 

Ra = 376.1 kips 
Rb = 601.1 kips 

lb - 
€ t 

Fig. 3. A plan view of a curved panel. Fig. 4. Loads on roof slabs. 
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variable width of the slab. Because the air pressure is much 
greater than the sum of dead and live loads, the bending moments 
due to the combined loads are dominated by air pressure and 
are too big for a practically sized slab to resist. To resolve this 
problem, possibilities of using in-span restraints to confine upward 
deflections of the slab were investigated in hopes of reducing the 
bending moments. It was found that a downward force of 407 kips 
at the maximum bending moment location, 27.2 ft  from the 
interior support, will decrease the maximum bending by 63%. The 
407-kip force will be supplied by the so-called tension- 
compression column, which will be discussed in a later section. 
Figure 5 shows the computed moment d i m  of the slab 
without and with a tension-compression column (see the para- 
bolic curve and triangular curve respectively). 

It is tedious to determine the critical section of a roof slab with 
variable widths subjected to discontinuous nonlinear moments. To 
simphfy the computations, ratios of the bending moment to the 
moment inertia at selected sections were computed. By com- 
paring the calculated ratios, the section at 16 ft  from the interior 
support was found to be the most critical and was used in the 
design. The designed roof slab is shown in Fig. 6. 

Grouad-Floor Slabs 

The behavior of the ground-floor slabs during service is similar 
to that of the roof slabs. However, the bending moments 
developed in the ground-floor slabs are greater than those of roof 
slabs. The increase in bending moments results from there being 
no 18-ft-thick lunar soil placed on the ground-floor slab to coun- 
teract the air pressure, and the live and dead loads act in the same 
direction as the air pressure. Accordingly, deeper joists and more 
prestressing strands were required for the ground-floor slabs. 
Figure 7 shows a designed ground-floor slab. 

Like the roof system, the ceiling and floor systems each consist 
of 33 one-way slabs. However, their loading conditions are quite 
different. Because they are completely enclosed by the infbtruc- 
m e ,  the air pressurization in the lunar base has no cffect on them. 
The equilibrium condition of air pressure on these slabs accounts 
for much smaller loads and simplifies the design procedures. 

Nevertheless, ceiling slabs were designed to carry horizontal 
steel tendons (25 psf) during construction, while floor slabs were 
designed to carry heavy industrial equipment (100psf). With 
these assumed live and dead loads, the maximum bending 
moments and shears for both types of slabs were calculated. 

The strength design method recommended by ACI building 
codes was followed to calculate nominal moment and shear 
strengths, and to determine the principal reinforcement and 
stirrup details. 

In the case of air leaks, the air pressure in the structure 
diminishes, but the 407-kip concentric prestressing force remains 
on the roof and ground floor slabs. This force is sufficient to cause 
either slab to collapse if no other schemes were designed to 
counteract the force. To solve this engineering problem, a 
concrete column with unbonded tendons was designed to restrict 
slab ddections. This design enables the column to perform dual 
functions. The column acts as a tension member in a pressurized 
condition and as a compression member in the event of air leaks. 
Since there are no documented references on such columns 
available in concrete structural textbooks, they are referred to as 
"tension-compression columns." 

As discussed, the tension-compression columns were designed 
to decrease the bending moments and to minimize the thick- 
nesses of the roof and ground floor slabs. Conceivably, the use 
of tension-compression members offers economic benefits to the 
proposed lunar base construction. 

If a tension-compression column were used for each roof slab, 
the spacing between successive columns would be about 5.5 ft, 
which is too small for industrial operations. For this reason, 
curved beams about 22 ft  in length, extending across three slabs, 
will be installed along the circular path at a distance of 27.2 ft 
from the outer face of the core structure, on the roof slabs and 
under the ground floor slabs, to provide a force transfer 
mechanism to the tension-compression columns. This design will 
increase the spacing between columns to about 25 ft. 

The design of the proposed tension-compression columns to 
resist tension is straightforward. The required tensile force of 
1220 kips (= 407 X 3) in each column determines the needed 
number of strands (30 strands of 0.6-in diameter). In an air-leak 
scenario, the restraining force immediately transfers to the 
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Fig. 6. A designed roof slab. 
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Section A-A 

Fig. 7. A typical ground-floor slab. 
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column. The column must be capable of resisting the sum of the 
1220-kip force and the projected live and dead loads that it may 
have to support. A 24-in circular column was selected ftom tables 
on pages4-40 of the CR$I Handbook (1984). The designed 
tension-compression column is shown in Fig. 8. 

There are 33 exterior columns on each floor of the three-story 
structure to laterally support the curved panels. In the vertical 
direction, three columns are aligned to foxm a 724 support for 
the roof slab and ground floor slab. These three columns are 
secured in position by prestressing vertical tendons that run 
through the columns and horizontal tendons that run in between 
the floor and c e h g  slabs (see Fig. 9). 

Columns for an ordinary structure on Earth act as compression 
members. For a pressurized structure on the Moon, the columns 
behave like a tension member or a beam. The design of the 
exterior columns followed the beam design procedures. 

How columns are tied together in a multistory structure 
influences the serviceability of the lunar base. A connection 
mechanism, in which the lower end of an upper column in a 
semispheric shape sits on the dish surface of the top end of the 
lower column to form a roller-bearing joint, allows the jointed 
columns to rotate against each other and nuWies the bending 
moments at joints. 

The prestressing tendons designed to balance air pressure in 
each column extend about 1 ft  beyond the joint and are anchored 
to the adjacent columns. This arrangement will add safety to the 
column connections either in normal service or in an air-leak 
condition. The exterior columns are reinforced with rebars to 
prevent concrete from cracking due to stress reversals in an air- 
leak scenario. Section A-A of Fig. 9 gives details on reinforcing bars. 

The inner core structure is a self-contained unit capable of 
withstanding 1-atm pressure. Structurally speaking, the core 
structure serves as an interior support to slabs so as to reduce 

1 2  #lo bars spacing @ d  = 3 6  

I R  = 9 - 1 / 2 "  

.18 pcs of 
strands* 
@ s =  20, 

12 pcs of 
strands* 
@ 1 =  30, 

6 "  
spacing 

R = 8 "  

6 "  
spacing 

R = 5 "  

FJg. 8. Cross section of a tension-compression column. 

slab span. The core structure will be fabricated using ring and 
plate elements with a weight limit of 10 t. 

Based on the structural function, two types of rings were 
designed: the shear transfer rings and the compression rings. The 
shear transfer rings are elements that have corbels to support the 
slabs. AU rings have a 204 inside diameter and thicknesses of 2 ft  
and 1 ft  for shear transfer and compression rings respectively. AU 
rings except the shear transfer ring at the top are 4 ft  in height. 
Again, elastomeric pads will be used to ensure airtightness at all 
joints when the core structure is prestressed. 

Both pressurized and depressurized conditions were considered 
in the design. Under the pressurized condition the circumferential 
stresses in the wall become the dominant design factor. The hoop 
force per foot of the ring subjected to 3600psf internal air 
pressure is 36 kips. To balance this hoop force only one 0.6-in- 
diameter seven-wire strand is needed. Figure 10 shows the 
suggested hoop tendons. A complete circular tendon will be made 
from three segmental tendons, each having a subtended angle of 
120'. Tendons that overlap in brackets ensure the continuity of 
hoop forces. 

vertical tel~d 

26.W feet 

for rebar det 

Flmr Slab 
i..... a .  .. ' ... , 4  - ' 4 .,. 

,,.. ,,, horizontai 

Gelling .".. L Slab ... ., . q .  

+ 

Interior 9 
Exterior 
face 

Section A-A 

Fig. 9. Exterior columns and connections. Note: (- ) - 24" space between 
the floor and ceiling slabs is to provide room for horizontal tendons. 
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Fig. 10. Hoop tendons. 

The vertical strands in the rings that hold the core elements 
together were determined from factored loads including air 
pressure, live loads, and dead loads acting on the cover plates. 
The calculated results show that 38 strands of 0.6411 diameter are 
needed to hold the cover plates and rings in position to contain 
the anticipated l-atm air pressure. 

Circular cover plates were designed as a two-way slab simply 
supported along its perimeter. The plate theory ( E m o s M o  and 
Woinowslt?y-Kriega, 1959) was used in calculating the maximum 
bending moment at the plate center. The two-dimensional 
balancing method was used to determine the needed strands. It 
was found that a 12-in-thick circular concrete plate with six 0.6- 
in-diameter strands for every 11.5-in strip will saw the design 
The circular plates will be reinforced with conventional rebars 
to resist bending moments during construction. 

In brief, the designed infixstructure weighs approximately 
8500 t on Earth (1400 t on the Moon), of wbich concrete is about 
8000 t, strands 110 t, and reinforcing bars 250 t. To make 8000 t 
of concrete needs approximately 1000 t of cement and 330 t of 
water, assuming free moisture in concrete will be captured for 
reuse. All these materials except hydrogen can be obtained from 
the Moon. The amount of hydrogen to be transported from Earth 
is 36 t. 

As reported, the depth of the lunar regolith varies from 0.5 m 
to 40 m in the mare and highland regions of the Moon. Laboratory 
studies ( Wdiams and Jadwick, 1980) on returned samples show 
an average bull< density of about 1.66 g/cm3, porosity of around 
45%, cohesion strength of 0.1 to 1.0 KN/m2, and absolute dryness. 

Based on astronaut's footprints, applying a pressure of 10 K5V/mZ 
would normally settle the soil approximately 1 cm. These 
mechanical properties of the soil make conventional compaction, 
piling, and mat footing impractical for construction on the Moon. 

One of the important requirements for the lunar base 
construction is to provide airtightness and structural integrity. 
Therefore, the tolerance for differential settlements of the 
foundation must be extremely small. To achieve this objective, an 
innovatwe concept of a floating foundation for lunar construction 
was developed to minimize possible relative movements between 
struchml members of the superstructure due to foundation 
settlements. The proposed foundation structure will be made with 
precast concrete members. A rigidly assembled substructure that 
could have rigid body rotations and translations as the lunar soil 
beneath it yields can support the superstructure like a ship 
carrying stacks of cargo on the high sea This design could 
practically eliminate differential movements among elements of 
the superstructure. 

A truss structure made with precast concrete members is not 
common. The main reason is that when a truss is subjected to 
loads, some of its members may develop tensile stresses that could 
cause cracks and damage to concrete. However, if one can 
develop a truss, subjected to loads at the top and soil reactions 
at the bottom, to produce compressive stresses throughout its 
members, the feasibility of using concrete for truss construction 
can be realized. Through many trial analyses, one such truss was 
found and is shown in Fig. 11. 

The dish-shaped foundation will be fabricated from four or six 
trusses. The assemblage of trusses and methods for connection 
require careful studies. The design of the proposed foundation is 
left for future study. 

CONCLUSION 
Precast, prestressed concrete has many material and structural 

merits for the proposed lunar base construction. The attractive- 
ness of concrete structures lies in the fact that most materials 
except hydrogen for making concrete, steel, and water are 
available on the Moon. To build the proposed infixstructure 120 ft  
in diameter and 72 ft  in height requires about 8000 t of concrete, 
110 t of prestressing steel, and 250 t of rebars. To make the 8000 t 
of concrete requires about 36 t of hydrogen. Hydrogen, the 
lightest element known to man, is the only material that needs 
to be transported from Earth. 

979  ,kips 608 kips 608 kips 979 kips 

soil r e a c  

I 

'TO b e  d e s i g n e d  

S e c t i o n  A-A 

Fig. 11. A proposed floating foundation. 
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The designed prestressed concrete structure provides 
33,000 sq ft of work area, large enough for industrial productions 
including the assemblage of rockets in a horizontal position. The 
designed infrastructure is capable of supporting a dish-shaped 
solar energy collector with a diameter of 120 ft on its rooftop. 
Photovoltaic solar panels as high as the lunar base structure can 
be erected along the perimeter of the base. These solar energy 
installations serve as radiation shields as well as energy supply 
sources. 

It is concluded that to build concrete structures to safely 
contain 1-atm air pressure on the Moon is technically feasible. 
This investigation is only a preluninary design; more research and 
design studies are needed to complete a W design. 
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Lunar bases located on the lunar sur&ce will mquh permanent protection from radiation and launch 
gecta. M pgxr outlines a method of providing phy& protection using lunar regolith that is 
constructed in situ as a moabkzr vertical waU using q%&&y &ed methods of containment and 
construction. Deployable cottlpmhnents, reinfmed with comer struts, are elmted and fiUed by a 
moving gantry. 2%e con@rtments interlock to form a stable waU. Dzyfmt uwU heights, thicknesses, 
andpIan conjigurations am acbiemd by mrytitg the geometry of the indiuiduuI mttlpmhnents, which 
m made from woven &n j%em. Conventional termtnhl structural engaengrneenneenng techniques can be 
m o d r w  and used to establish the structuml integrity andpmjbmance of the wall me?&&. 

PURPOSE 

An established lunar base located on the lunar surface will 
require permanent protection lkom ionizing radiation sources and 
lkom engine blast debris or ejecta Radiation, which includes 
galactic cosmic radiation and solar cosmic radiation (NASA, 
1989), is particularly lethal in the form of solar flare radiation 
produced during periods of intense cyclic a w t y .  The generation 
of debris and ejecta trajectories caused by vehicle engine blast 
during launch and landing operations is signilkant and accommo- 
dation and facilities must be shielded accordingly (PM!@s et d, 
1988). Though debris and ejecta are to some extent directional, 
radiation is isotropic, indicating that full enclosure of lunar base 
accommodation and facilities will be necessary for a permanently 
manned lunar base. The most economical and effective method 
will be based on mass-shielding using local lunar regolith as the 
shielding material. 

This paper describes continuing studies of autonomous 
superstructure systems designed to provide the required complete 
proximity shielding of accommodation facilities located on the 
surface. A method of providing horizontal shielding above a lunar 
base complex has previously been described (Kuplicky and 
Niron, 1985), and this paper outlines an approach toward the 
configuration of shielding as a vertical wall. It is anticipated that 
both systems can be integrated and reconfigured as a complete 
enclosure, given the availability of programmatic data on the 
architectureof the lunar base. 

deposited into individually deployed columns of compartments 
that are interconnected and reinforced by lightweight vertical 
struts. The wall is constructed in a progressive linear sequence 
from the ground up using a construction method that employs 
an independent mobile gantry using interlocking struts as rein- 
forcement elements. The wall geometry is tailored to the required 
shape and size for protection (nominally 2 m thick by 7 m high 
for the purposes of preliminary studies). Key objectives for the 
concept include ( I )  maximum simplification and standardization 
of required fabricated structural elements, (2) maximum control 
and verification of construction integrity during assembly tasks 
and sequence, (3) minimum volume and weight of structural 
elements/components to be transported lkom Earth, and (4) mini- 
mum crew extravehicular activity (EVA) task complexity, physical 
effort, and construction time on the lunar surface. 

Compartment stacks are tramported to the lunar surface in a 
compact and stowed condition in which the stacks are sand- 
wiched between lightweight pallets. A possible construction for 
the pallets is a 2cm-thick alloy w&e panel. Each pallet sub- 
sequently acts to help spread the load of the regolith evenly over 
the prepared regolith ground surface. 

In Fig. 1, the stowed stack pallets are retrieved after landing and 
transported to the construction location using lunar surface 
vehicles. Field assembly of the shield wall uses a mobile gantry. 
In Fig. 2, a deployable and independently mobile gantry Erame is 

CONCIErn assembled. Gantry frame design and construction is based on 
technology derived from the space station beam structure 

Free lunar regolith can be aggregated and constructed in situ development and already successfully tested in orbit (STS 61B). 
as a modular vertical wall to surround the lunar base, based on In Fig. 3, shield wall stacks are elevated in a bay-by-bay 
knowledge of the availability of loosely compacted regolith in the sequence. The folded stack pallets are first placed in the required 
vicinity of the lunar surface (Taylor, 1982). Loose regolith is positions at ground level. The operator moves .the gantry over 
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Fig. 1. Retrieval of ( I )  stowed wall stacks and (2) pallets after landing Fig. 2. A deployable and independently mobile gantry frame is assem- 
and transportation to the construction location using (3) lunar surface bled: ( 1 ) gantry undercarriage, (2) extending framework, (3) crossbar, 
vehicles. and (4) lifting mechanism. 

Fig. 3. Shield-wall stacks are elevated in a bay-by-bay sequence: (1 )  gantry towers, (2) gantry crossbar, (3) gantry undercarriage, (4) gantry drive 
mechanism, (5) mobile regolith conveyor, (6) completed wall section, (7) completed compartment stack, (8) stack deployment in progress, 
(9) assembly EVA operator, (10) hook attachment, and (1 1) hoisting cable. 
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each stack in turn and attaches a lifting cable and hook to loops veyor and closed and secured with an integral flap. The vertical 
attached to the top compartment of each stack. An electric motor struts are interlocked with matching struts in the adjacent stack, 
at the gantry base winds in the cable to raise the folded compart- which is already in place. The compartment is then hoisted up. 
ments vertically. The act of raising the compartments causes them As each filled compartment is hoisted, vertical struts attached to 
to unfold fkom the pallet in a controlled deployment by means the comers interlock with similar struts attached to the preceding 
of integral cables, as shown in Fig. 4. As each compartment un- compartment suspended above. This procedure is repeated until 
folds, it is filled with regolith &om an independent mobile con- all compartments in a single stack are filled, locked tugether, and 

suspended h m  the gantry. 
The entire stack is then lowered to the surEdce where the filled 

compartments settle into compression. The hook and lifting cable 
are released h m  the completed stack and the gantry moves on 
to the next stack Regolith loads transfer vertically downward h m  
compartment to compartment and onto the pallet at ground level 
where they are distributed onto the lunar surface. The overall 
form of each stack will experience controlled deformation and 
settlement but will remain contained and stabilized by the 
interlocking reinforcement struts. Finally, compartment faces are 
strapped together to provide longitudinal stability using spring- 
activated microfastener (hook-and-eye) pads. 

Once complete, the shield-wall system is essentially inert and 
will require no maintenance. Periodic inspedons of compartment 
membrane integrity will be required to check for damage due to 
meteor or other debris impact. A method of field repair of 
damaged compartments will be required to rectify such damage. 

STRUCTURE 
The aim is to design a wall that is stable during and after con- 

struction and that can resist nominal horizontal loads such as the 
accidental impact of a crewmember on EVA. It is assumed, for 
example, that a substantial meteor hit will involve corresponding 
repair or rebuildmg of the wall. 

It is assumed that the loose regolith is of the order of 20 cm 
thick This will k t  be cleared h m  the area where the wall is 
to stand so that it will be founded on the more dense rock below. 
If the surface of the rock is not level, it will be built up with 
a thin layer of regolith to provide a tlat base. It is proposed that 
the structural elements are designed in accordance with the 
Uniform Building Code (International Conference of B W n g  
Of-, 1985) as far as allowable stresses, factors of safety, and 
resistance against buckling are concerned. 

Prehmry studies are exploring the feasibility of using carbon 
fiber cloth bags that are stiffened with alloy struts to form cubic 
compartments for the regolith, as shown in Fig. 5. The compart- 
ments are assembled into vertical stacks that form the wall. 
Mechanical connection between the compartments is provided at 
the corners where the struts, which run vertically along two 
corners of one compartment, interlock with similar struts above. 
Battens are also used to stiffen the compartments. Four integral 
battens are incorporated along the edges of the top face of each 
compartment to keep the cubic geometry in shape while it is 
filled with regolith. Battens are also incorporated down 
compartment corners. Lkiltweight pallets keep the bottom of the 
compartment stacks flat. Flaps at the top face of each compart- 
ment are folded down once 6lling with regolith is complete and 
are held in place with microfastener pads. The compartment 
stacks behave primady in compression. Some shear s-ess is 

Fig. 4. Raising the compartments causes them to unfold from the pallet provided by thi conne&ions bekeen the struts and also by the 

in a controlled deployment by m- of integral cables, as &own here: in-plane shear s a e s s  of the fabric, which can be improved by 
( I )  stack pallet, (2)compartments stowed, (3)compartments unfolded, adopting a triaxial fabric weave and by introducing a regular 
(4) compartments deployed, (5) compartments secured, (6) fold lines, pattern of microfastener pads on the d outer ekvations to 
(7) flaps, and (8) cable lines. "stitch" the compartment stacks together after deployment. These 
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measures are required to improve the stability of the wall. Scaled 
testing is required to establish an eqwalent Young's Modulus for 
the assembly, so that a factor of safety against instability can be 
established 

As well as compression, the vertical alloy struts and their 
connectors are required to be designed to carry the weight of 
six compartments in tension. This loadcase occurs during con- 
struction when six filled compartments are suspended by the 
gantry during the filling of the seventh, lowest compartment. The 
carbon fiber fabric will be tested to take the pressure kom 7 m 
of regolith. 

The studies demonstrate that ( 1 ) vertical shield-walls construct- 
ed primarily of raw regolith contained by minimal "delivered 
structural elements are a feasible proposition, (2) autonomous 
"stand-off' shielding eliminates the need for excavation and does 
not impact systems configurations and operations, and (3) ter- 
restrial civil/structural engineering methodology and analysis 
procedures adjusted for lunar conditions are appropriate for selec- 
tive lunar engineering applications. 
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Studies are needed in the following areas to further evaluate 
the feasibility of the concept: ( 1 ) testing of full-scale model with 
densities scaled down for feasibility of construction, (2) strength 
and serviceability testing of carbon fiber fabric options, (3) pre- 
liminary detail design of gantry and strut system, (4) assessment 
of safe bearing pressures on the lunar surface, and (5) assessment 
of the bulk compaction and cohesion of the regolith. 
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In view of the supoior environmental and op t iona l  conck'tions that are thought to &t in luva 
tubes, popular W n s  of permanent settlements built upon the lunar surjace may prove to be entirely 
romantic. %factors that wiU ultimately come together to detm'ne the design of a lunar base are 
con?pk and intemluteci, and they call for a mdi& d t e c u m l  solution. Whether lunar surface- 
akphyed superstnrctures can ansurer these issues is called into question. Onepzdmknfy mublesome 
concern in any lunar base design is the need for vast amounts of lipace, and the abUi@ of man-made 
stnrctum to provide such durnes in a reIiable pressu&ed habitat is doubtful. An e3camrmrnation of 
s& key envilonmental design issues suggests that the alternative mode of subselene development 
may offer the best o m n i f y  for an enduring and humane settlement. 

It has been a very long time since the art and science of 
architecture has been called upon to contribute fundamentally to 
the transformation of human civilization. Nevertheless, we can see 
that humankind's ability to expand civilization to another planet 
will certainly depend upon our success in contriving a very 
sophisticated built environment-an architecture that is truly 
appropriate for the Moon. In seeking this goal, it is conceivable 
that we may be required to dispense with our terrestrial tradition 
of "erecting" buildings. Ironically, it may turn out that the 
profession that contributed to the advancement of civilization by 
giving humankind an alternative to the cave may call us back to 
that environment. 

The definition of architecture here must be stretched a bit 
beyond the Vitruvian conception of rigid structure, utility, and 
aesthetics, for these elements hardly begin to address the 
complexity of creating a fully integrated biospheric medium. 
When we consider the subject of building a place for man on 
the Moon, we must take a radical approach, for there are no 
applicable earthly precedents to guide us. We must think 
holistically, in terms of integrated systems, for the problems of 
lunar habitation are interconnected, and they cannot be 
considered in isolation. Certainly, we cannot think of architecture 
merely in terms of structure and function. Given the nature of 
this extraordinary endeavor, it can be posited that the architect, 
in the truest definition of his profession, will play a central and 
critical role in determining the real potential of lunar settlement. 

A review of the numerous proposals for lunar base construction 
and habitation reveals a variety of themes. Looking critically at 
these, we find many innovative proposals that tend to suffer &om 

their concentration on a very limited set of considerations. There 
has also been a tendency to rely on preconception, a tendency 
to extrapolate methodologies developed in previous space 
missions to the realm of the lunar base. Too often, highly logical 
designs are nevertheless weakened by a reluctance to consider 
the more intuitive notions of a designer's mind-a shame at this 
stage of the discussion. There has been a noticeable deficiency 
in designs that look beyond the early outpost phases of basing, 
at the question of how a lunar base may evolve-and at how 
anticipation of this evolution may guide early base planning. A 
continuous thread linking most of these proposals is that they have 
been proposed in the absence of a clearly defined program; 
however ingenious, they are solutions in w c h  of a problem. To 
solve the problem of radiation shielding, or of thermal stress, or 
of atmosphere containment-to solve one problem, or another- 
is not enough. There has been a lack of comprehensiveness in 
the consideration of architectural issues, and this is because no 
one has yet been able to propose a workable architectural 
program that relates all the various factors that must form the 
basis of any lunar base design. Until this is accomplished, it will 
not be possible to evaluate fairly any specific proposal. 

This paper is aimed at contributing to the discussion of lunar 
development by offering to the reader some insight into the range 
of architectural considerations that must shape this program, and 
to suggest how differing modes of architectural development are 
able to respond to a spectrum of factors. In so doing we will 
attempt to define and formally distinguish between two very 
different modes of lunar basing, these being the categories of 
surface-deployed superstructures and subselene adaptational 
environments. We believe that the alternative mode of subselene 
development, i.e., the exploitation of natural lunar caverns, may 
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very well yield novel conceptions of the manner in which a lunar 
base may evolve, and offer a reasonable means of producing a 
humane lunar settlement. 

' 

The list of factors that will influence lunar base design is 
prodigious and spans virtually all fields of human interest. The 
architecture that we ultimately build, viewed at any stage of 
evolution, will certainly result as a compromise product reflecting 
collaboration between many centers of expertise. Matters that 
seem to go well beyond the purview of architectonic practice will 
become critical in lunar base design. For many of us, the ability 
to resist the convention of pulcsuing narrowly defined technolog- 
ical questions will be an important first compromise. 

Another crucial first step will occur when we come to see the 
architecture of lunar settlement, not in terms of a translation of 
terratectonic principles, nor in terms of modified off-the-shelf 
technologies, but rather as a highly specific product of invention. 
A fitting lunar architecture will require a radical approach, a 
necessity forced upon us by the distinction of this new planet. 
We will need to purposefully reconsider the ways we have been 
conditioned to build on the Earth, and we must be prepared to 
dispel all preconceptions; we must become preoccupied with 
novelty. The great promise of this, of course, is not merely implied 
for architecture on the Moon, but for the quantum improvement 
of architecture in general. 

It should be noted that the most perplexing concerns of lunar 
base design may relate less to the more widely discussed problems 
of hctional gravity, radiation flux, and vacuum, and more on the 
fathomless issues of human behavior and interaction 

With these qualifications in mind, a brief review of several of 
the more critical architectural considerations is offered. 

Of course, one of the most prominent and alien features of the 
Moon is its hctional gravity, and this will affect the architecture 
in various ways. 

Clearly, structural design will rdect effectively increased load- 
bearing capacities; however, this must be taken in the context of 
several interacting factors. For instance, if regolith-mass shielding 
is to be employed, any inherent load-bearing advantages may be 
canceled. Although gravitational force will always be a si@cant 
factor, even in l/6g, other factors may govern structural design 
determinations. Principally, we are thinking about pneumatic 
forces due to atmosphere containment. Internal air pressure is a 
variable, and has to be considered a dynamic force. Extreme 
thermal cycling may force further complication of the structure, 
thereby reducing the efficiency of spanning systems. The 
performance of indigenously manufactured structural materials 
may be compromised by extraordinary design safety factors. 
Function and safety factors may work to counter any opportunity 
for material efficiency in spanning members when system 
redundancy and compartmentalization strategies overrule. 

Another effect of reduced gravity concerns anthropometry, 
space planning, and the dimension of space within a base. The 
dynamic human dimensional relationship with the built environ- 
ment is gravity dependent. Intuitive expectations of lunar base 
spatial requirements can only be modeled hypothetically, and 
cannot be easily translated from the terrestrial condition. The 
effect of this problem will contribute to form determination. Also, 

it seems likely that continued research into this question will 
result in a modification of present estimations of spatial economy 
and &cacy. 

A third important effect of this issue concerns the health of 
humans and other animals and plants, and this relates to the 
largely unknown and potentially deleterious effects of living in a 
substantially reduced gravitational environment. Lhizmandis 
(1988) addresses this and points out reasons to doubt that lunar 
gravity will provide sufkient physiologic stresses over the long 
term to prevent the same deconditioning that is sem in zero 
gravity. (Extended stays in zero gravity have led to immunosup- 
pression, muscular atrophy, osteoporosis, cardiovascular decondi- 
tioning, and body fluid/metabolite shifts; there is also the strong 
suggestion that embryogenesis and early development will be 
adversely affected.) Potentially, these physiologic reactions 
threaten our ability to adapt permanently to the Moon, and 
jeopardize as well the option of revisiting Earth. The built 
environment must be able to accommodate these concerns in 
several ways. F i t ,  a primary method of mitigating physiologic 
stress will almost certainly depend upon physical exercise, and 
so the architecture might be designed so as to require the 
inhabitants to walk long distances between elements of the base. 
Another means toward the prevention of these physiologic 
disorders involves the inclusion of some mechanism for providing 
artificial gravity, as suggested by Diamandis. In both cases, the 
architecture would need to be capable of providing the requisite 
spatial volume and three-dimensional sophistication implied by 
these devices. 

Radiation Shielding 

It is a well understood fact that the enclosing envelope of any 
lunar base must be capable of shielding the inhabitants from the 
intense ionizing radiation that strikes the lunar surface. In the case 
of surface constructions and modular habitats, it is generally 
estimated that between 2 and 3.5 m of loosely piled regolith will 
be required to provide &cient protection (Silberbetg et al., 
1985). Considerations of habitat form and exposure are aspects 
of design that are directly affected by this problem (see Lana, 
1985). Other matters that are called into question include 
structural complications due to the radiation-shield load; 
preferences for certain shielding materials (considering the 
generation of secondary neutrons within the shielding material by 
cosmic rays, as well as the variable absorptive &ciencies of 
candidate shield materials); the practicality of fenestration; access 
to the exterior hull for inspection and repair (see K@licky and 
Nhon, 1985); paradoxical limitations on solar access; and the 
practical considerations of maintenance. The designers of a lunar 
base are therefore obligated to consider very carefully the ways 
in which this necessary element will work to shape base 
architecture. 

The form of a lunar base will be determined by a wide range 
of factors, but a common denominator in any formula for resolving 
base morphology will be the restrictions imposed by the physics 
of atmosphere containment. Without the perfect and reliable 
confinement of an atmosphere, no lunar base is possible. Having 
said this, it must also be noted that atmosphere containment 
cannot be held in isolation as the exclusive determinant of form 
(as has been a theme in many lunar base proposals). If pressure- 
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vessel physics were to dominate our thinking, we would be 
limited to the utilization of spheroids and cylinders, and with 
respect to the many other requirements that must contribute to 
the definition of base architecture, these forms are fundamentally 
problematic. 

We should realize that the very knowledge of environmental 
integrity and dependability on the part of the inhabitants will 
likely become a key to our adaptive ability, and so there is a 
behavioral component to atmosphere containment. Therefore, 
while the structure of a lunar base must be designed for fail-safe 
reliability, there should also be a sufficient level of architectural 
sophistication to express this strength to the inhabitants. 

The enclosure system should be able to withstand accidental 
and intentional decompression of the structure, and it may be 
unwise to rely on structural systems that depend upon internal 
air pressure for support (since their integrity depends upon the 
integrity of the atmosphere). It is important that any hull-type 
structure remain accessible for inspection and repair. Also, once 
established, a lunar base will likely be in a virtually continuous 
growth mode, so it is important that the structural system be 
devised so as not to interfere with base expansion and revision. 

Very importantly, as a breathable atmosphere represents an 
absolutely vital resource that, in theory, could become the subject 
of political influence or the target of sabotage, appropriate 
safeguards must be considered and eventually integrated into the 
architecture. (Similar vulnerabilities will exist for water, food, 
energy, and other vital resources as well.) 

Extreme T h e d  Stress 

Surface temperatures over the lunar d i d  cycle vary over a 
range of 500°F (260°C). Structural elements that are subject to 
exposure to this extreme thermal variation, particularly exposed 
or uninsulated atmosphere-containing superstructures, must be 
highly elastic in their design. Material fatigue due to thermal 
cycling may be a problem and could limit the effectiveness of 
certain materials. Fully sheltered superstructures, with thermal dif- 
ferentials of perhaps 300°F (149OC) will be subject to lesser but 
still sigdicant extremes. This will constrain the scale of exposed 
superstructures, as well as the range of geometries that might be 
available. It will require the use of proven, high-strength materials, 
whJch further implies a very high level of architectonic sophis- 
tication, construction difliculty, reliance on high-precision com- 
ponents, and the need for redundancy in atmosphere containment 
systems. If material fatigue is a sigdicant problem, structure 
lifetime will be adversely affected. 

Many recent proposals suggest derivative space-station technol- 
ogy (habitat modules) for use as lunar habitats, others suggest 
pneumatically supported Edbric structures, and still others feature 
large thin-walled aluminum domes. Considering the nature of 
activities that are postulated for the Moon (mining, industrial 
manufacturing, chemical production, transportation node, etc.), 
and considering that this expansion-oriented permanent settle- 
ment will be inhabited, not by a highly trained crew, but by a 
very mixed population of individuals, these proposals seem 
inadequately rugged. Accidents, abuse, and misuse are certainties 
within any human-inhabited environment and must be considered 
in the formulation of any architectural system. The important and 
early need for a rugged, abusable, "kickable" environment should 
not remain understated. 

Recent theses on lunar base design have usually considered the 
effects of micrometeoroidal impacts on structures and equipment 
Vohnson and Leonar4 1985, and others). Certainly, the issue of 
micrometeoroidal impacts is important in the design of virtually 
all types of space structures, and it will be a very important 
concern in lunar base design. The fact that lunar base design must 
reilect many of the same problems that have typically concerned 
spacecraft designers is underscored by recent studies that have 
shown that the lunar-environment dust flux is substantially denser 
(as much as lo2) than interplanetary models ( W n  et al., 1984). 
In particular, we must be concerned with the long-term perform- 
ance of exposed materials, as well as the potential for puncture 
impacts. 

Lunar planners must have special concern, however, for the far 
more insidious larger meteoritic bodies, for they pose a potentially 
catastrophic threat to permanent lunar habitats. Macrometeorite 
impacts do indeed occur on the Moon with sulEcient kequency 
that they pose a real threat to long-term lunar habitation and they 
must be considered in the planning of any lunar base (Zook, 
personal communication, 1988). We are concerned here, not 
with dust, but with multicentimeter metallic projectiles moving 
at extremely high velocities. We suggest that it is overly simplistic 
to dismiss this matter on the basis of a statistical supposition. More 
realistic would be the adoption of a conservative engineering 
philosophy, where an evaluation of worst-case scenarios would 
demand that structural designs be devised on the basis of the 
assumed certainty of various types of collisions and near-collisions. 
Considering the indeterminate lifetime of lunar base structures, 
and given the need for the assurance that the inhabitants will 
demand, this seems a most reasonable approach. 

Political Considerations 

The political issues that will have an impact on lunar settlement 
design are perhaps the most difticult to assess and may be the 
most critical concerns for lunar base planners. 

The scope of concerns here is very broad, spanning the 
intricacies of international relations, nation building, national 
security, economics, monetary standards, political theory, law, 
common heritage, and the definition of property on national and 
individual scales. AU these considerations will interactively affect 
the architecture of lunar settlement. For a broader discussion of 
the nature of these matters in the context of space and lunar 
development, the reader is referred to a number of articles, 
including Joyner and ScMtt (1985), Finney (1985), Dula 
( 1988), Ghynowicz ( 1991 ), and Robinson and White (1986). 

There are a number of political variables that stand out as being 
determinative of lunar base architecture. Fist, there is the 
realization that current international treaty casts doubt on national 
prerogatives with regard to the construction and property 
definition of a lunar base. Then there is the question of the 
predominating politico-economic system philosophy of the nation 
or nations involved. Tile governing system, planning philosophy, 
functional characteristics, and the rate and direction of future 
growth for the base will all be guided by this issue. Another 
pivotal planning consideration here is the question of property 
definition and individual liberty-by which political model will 
lunar settlement be guided? A related question concerns vital 
resource authority and distribution, and the problem of delegating 
authority for the maintenance of essential life-supporting systems 
(including the architecture itself). Ultimately, redundancy (or 
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decentralization) in vital resource storage and distribution systems 
may come to parallel the importance of structural system 
redundancy, but for the purpose of making political control more 
ditficult. 

Another concern that should not be overlooked is the ability 
of architectural systems to respond over time to changing needs 
and functional requirements, especially as they may be directed 
by political considerations. Vicissitudes in national and intern- 
tio& policy may require unforeseeable changes and constant 
modilication of base facilities. Evolution toward settlement autarky 
will certainly require a transformable architectural system. 
Basically, the architecture can either contribute to successful 
polity, or hinder it, depending on the degree of responsiveness 
to these changing needs. 

There is a potential in the holistic view of architectural planning 
for providing mechanisms that work to protect pluralistic systems 
and the rights of the individual. Conversely, a faulty design can 
be an instrument of control. While these concerns may not be 
obvious in the early outpost phases of lunar basing, they will surely 
become mandatory for greater settlements. What must be 
remembered is that the Moon forces a duty on the architecture 
for which there is no corresponding terrestrial analog, and that 
is the obligation of providing essential life-support. In such a role, 
we can be sure that the architecture will be the subject of political 
influence. 

Behavioral Issues 

The interior environment of a lunar base presents myriad 
psychological and sociological design questions and complica- 
tions, far too many to list here. It should be noted that although 
space-environment behavioral problems have been studied at great 
length at NASA and other agencies, much of this work has focused 
on considerations that relate to space vehicles, zero-gravity 
environments, and the social interrelationships of highly trained 
crew personnel. Much of this work has little or no meaning in 
a lunar setting, and new research efforts will be needed to 
properly equip base architects with meaningful insight. Let it 
suffice to say that the development of any baseline lunar base 
architectural program will remain incomplete without significant 
novel research in this area, and that many of the architectural 
proposals produced to date have originated in the absence of this 
critical information. 

We would like to suggest several areas of behavioral research 
that will directly affect the architecture of a lunar base, and that 
require detailed investigation. They include the following: 

S p a W  volume requi-. To determine the human 
need for space in the totally confined environment of a lunar base. 
It is possible that this requirement will be highly determinative 
of planning strategies, and the need for copious internal volumes 
may force a reevaluation of current postulations of lunar base size. 

Environmentally imposed psychological stress. To 
anticipate any deleterious psychological reactions or stresses that 
may result from living with the constant potential for environmen- 
tal failure; to suggest architectural devices that may ameliorate 
these apprehensive stresses. 

Environmental stimulation and dfvmsity. To further 
assess the human need for environmental diversification; to 
suggest sources of environmental stimulation that might supplant 
missing terrestrial stimuli. 

mdividual spatial requiremmts, retreat space, and 
prbvlacy. To evaluate the essential environmental requirements 

of the individual within the specific context of lunar settlement; 
and to do so in the context of such crossover concerns as 
property dehition, political philosophy, and fhctional gravity 
anthropometrics. 

Earth-diud cycle emulalrion &do*. To study 
methods of recreating various psychological and biological 
environmental cues based on terrestrial conditioning; to evaluate 
their effectiveness in the lunar setting; and to suggest possible 
architectural contributions. Key concerns here are environmental 
lighting and lighting controls. 

Architectural semioeics. To consider evolving concepts of 
lunar base design that depend upon subliminal suggestion or 
semiotic message in order to bring about some desired effect. 
Such devices may be useful in the prevention or moderation of 
environmentally imposed stress, for example. 

A misconception, we think, concerning the design of lunar 
bases, relates to the assumption that spatial volume within a lunar 
base will be a premium and highly economized amenity. This idea, 
expressed in so many proposals, seems to be an extension of 
precedent and practice, and may be due to the fact that, with 
all previous space missions, large spatial volumes have been 
achievable only rarely, and then only at great expense. This 
thinking may also be the product of presumptions about the 
economic and practical limits of large structures. Of course, a 
lunar base is essentially a static structure and, as such, it represents 
a novel mode of space development. While the economics of lunar 
development will be the subject of continuing study, we should 
probably take care to avoid any premature conclusions about the 
cost of large-scale development. In any case, the absolute need 
for copious internal volumes in a lunar base will inevitably present 
itself, regardless of economic expectations. It will simply be 
unfortunate if our lunar ambitions are needlessly restrained. 

Simply put, we should expect the architecture of a continuously 
expanding lunar base to be able to accommodate the spatial 
needs, whatever they are, of the inhabitants. It should be 
anticipated that the open volumes of these spaces will be quite 
large. The need for spatial volume over the long term may be 
equal to the need for other vital elements of life support, and 
must be considered a design-driving issue. The need for transition 
from small-volume early outpost spaces, to large-volume greater 
settlements may present itself very early in base evolution, and 
this should be considered in any program evaluation. This is a 
matter that cannot be overlooked or subordinated. 

As part of this report, we would like to formally distinguish 
bef6een two fundamentally different ways of approaching the 
construction of a lunar base. The responsiveness of each type to 
critical design issues varies, so the distinction is important. 

The category of lunar surface superstructures includes the great 
majority of lunar base proposals to date. Basically, any erect 
construction, whether assembled, inflated, or landed, situated on 
or near the lunar surface, fits this classification. Typically, 
superstructures rest on a prepared foundation (ideally one 
anchored to bedrock). Habitable superstructures must provide a 
structural envelope capable of the reliable containment of an 
atmosphere. In all cases, it is the structural system that must carry 
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the full range of loads, allowing multiple levels of redundancy and 
various factors of safety in their design. 

Contrasted with this type is the category of subselene 
development, which involves the environmental adaptation of the 
lunar subsurface. Within this classitication, structural and 
atmospheric loads may be carried directly by the surrounding 
rock mantle, with the greatly minimized need for a substantial and 
sophisticated superstructural enclosure. The direct exploitation of 
lunar lava tubes (natural caverns) may be considered a particular 
subtype of subselene development. The use of lava tubes as 
shelters for superstructural elements (but without closure and 
pressurization of the tube) can be considered as a hybrid mode 
of subselene development. A second subclassification might 
include excavated developments, where self-supporting voids 
(artificial caverns) are purposefully created. With subselene 
basing, we distingwh the lunar subsurface as being far more 
environmentally hospitable to development than is the surface 
and, therefore, inherently advantageous as a place to put a lunar 
base. 

It may be said that architecture, being a very old profession, 
tends to enjoy its history and traditions. Certainly, architects enjoy 
building, and it is  understandable that our Eust visions of lunar 
basing might demonstrate continuity with the heritage of 
terrestrial construction. Unfortunately, as we begm to come to 
grips with the complexities of lunar settlement, predictions of 
substantial construction and habitation on the lunar surface seem 
increasingly romantic. 

Although detailed evaluations of candidate architectural 
schemes must await the framework of formal programming, 
meaningful comparisons of generalized surrface and subsurface 
basing concepts are possible. The results of our initial studies, 
which attempt to compare the various attributes of these two 
modes of development and identify inherent advantages and 
disadvantages, are shown in Table 1. This study is certainly not 
conclusive, but it does begin to suggest the applicability of several 
systems. Even at this stage, however, it seems clear to us that there 
are deficiencies inherent to all surface habitation schemes, and 
that the potential of lava-tube-based developments should be 
investigated further. 

Looking at the disadvantages of lunar surface superstructures, 
it is apparent that there are sigtzlficant technological issues that 
will always impose limits on the extent of construction and on 
other related aspects of architectural design. Even for the smallest 
surface habitats, the interwoven factors of pressure-vessel physics, 
thermal stressing of the enclosing skin, radiation shielding, and 
construction difticulty in a lethal environment present extremely 
perplexing problems. 

The ability to create structures of highly variable morphology 
is not one of the strengths of this mode of development. The need 
for morphological complexity, flexibility, and revisability is 
dictated by functional, behavioral, political, and other consider- 
ations, and should not be undermined by inherent structural 
limitations. Resolving this contradiction will complicate any 
surface-based design. Further, in order to achieve sate and reliable 
structures on the surface, additional complication of the structure 
will be required. Inspection and maintenance needs will add still 
more complication. The alternative of subselene basing raises the 
matter of thermodynamic performance, for we must realize that, 
by comparison, surface structures are inherently poor performers. 

As a rule, in order to construct similarly sized environments, 
with similar safety and performance expectations, we should 
expect surface-constructed bases to require more sophistication 

and greater quantities of construction materials. There may also 
be a need for greater degrees of precision in the manufkcture of 
these materials. Overall surface settlement growth may therefore 
be inhibited by increased competition for base resources. 
Considering these limitations, it seems too great a stretch of the 
imagination to expect a construction sophistication capable of 
providing the very large internal volumes that are comparable 
even to small-scale lava tubes. Even if all other problems were 
to be resolved, failure to accommodate the spatial requirements 
of the inhabitants would invalidate any exclusive reliance on 
surface structures. 

Finally, with surface-based systems we see many contradictions. 
For instance, the need for complex architectural form is in 
opposition to the principles of pressure vessel design, which calls 
for simplicity, the need for large volumes implies greater hull 
surface areas, which runs contrary to the issues of radiation 
shielding, thermal stress, and thermodynamic performance; and 
the material economy of thin-walled pressure hulls cannot be 
reconciled with the need for environmental ruggedness and 
macrometeorite protection. 

As we review these issues and contradictions, two strategies of 
surface construction seem practicable. First, we would expect 
surface structures to permit an initial and early operational 
capability on the lunar surface. Early subselene deployment, in the 
fom of lava tubes used as shelter for habitats, may provide an 
alternative to extensive surface development, and this prospect 
should be studied actively. However, initial operations from a 
surface base camp would seem mandatory in light of the need 
for precursor investigations of lava tubes. In this role for 
superstructural systems, many of the confounding issues that 
relate to permanent habitation would not be pertinent, thereby 
allowing the use of relatively simple structures. 

Second, in combination with subselene adaptation, surface 
constructions will certainly fill many important roles; however, we 
do not believe these include long-term habitation. Many lunar 
operations will occur at the surface, requiring both pressurized 
and nonpressurized facilities. Vestibular surface constructions 
would be needed for surface access to subselene facilities. 
Eventually, it may even be desirable for an established subselene 
base to expand elements of its facilities upward by penetrating 
the cavern roof. 

If surface-constricted superstructures are utilized for long- 
duration habitation, we may estimate some aspects of their 
architectural form. In this capacity, those proposals for lunar 
basing that have indicated a highly compartmentalized bomb- 
shelter-like environment seem most reasonable. Such an envi- 
ronment would necessarily have few access points, few windows, 
and be buried under some 7 to 12 fi of regolith. If constructed 
as a mass structure, possibly in concrete, its walls would probably 
be quite thick, its spaces forming a chambered matrix. Spatial 
hierarchy would be based, for a long time, on the distinction 
between the interior of the base and the inaccessible lunar 
exterior-there would be no "outside." For all intents and pur- 
poses, it would be a man-made cave. 

The existence, operational advantages, and favorable environ- 
mental conditions of lunar lava tubes were discussed by H O n  
(1985). Speaking from the perspective of planetary geology, he 
discussed the theorized origin and formation of lunar lava tubes, 
and stressed the certainty of their existence. He went on to 
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suggest how these natural lunar caverns may have superior 
potential as habitat shelters. In summary, Horz provided us with 
the following overview. 

First, we know that lunar lava tubes exist. They are observable 
as being related to the numerous sinuous rilles, or lava flow 
channels, that are found abundantly on lunar basalt surfaces. These 
flow channels are believed to be collapsed sections of lava tubes 
and, in a number of instances, remaining sections of intact tube 
become apparent with the observation of uncollapsed roof 
segments. It is noteworthy that while the frequency and global 
distribution of lava tubes are not well understood, they are 
subsurface features, and fully intact tubes will not normally be 
recognizable fkom surface imagery. 

We can also observe that lunar tubes are si@cantly larger and 
more sinuous than terrestrial analogs. By scaling various rilles and 
uncollapsed roof segments, typical widths and depths of tubes can 
be estimated in the hundreds of meters, with overall lengths com- 
monly measuring a few kilometers. Restrictions and enlargements 
within the interior of lava tubes may occur (as they do in ter- 
restrial lava tubes), but it is suggested that the relief scale of these 
features is typically small when compared to cross-sectional 
dimensions. Figure 1 indicates a number of lava flow features, 
including one known lava tube (scalloped linear feature at the 
lower center of the photograph); these observable features may 
be suggestive of lava tube morphology. 

Fig. 1. The morphology of lunar lava tubes is suggested by these lava 
flow features, some of which may be depressions caused by the collapse 
of lava tubes. Note the variabiity of scale and the proximity of craters 
and mountains. Segments of uncollaped tube segments can be seen at the 
bottom center. (Lunar Orbiter V, frame M-19.) 

Lava tube roof thicknesses seem to be more than su86cient to 
provide superior radiation shielding and protection from 
meteorite impacts. Deducing from beam-modeling techniques, 
basalt "bridges" (lava tube roofs) of at least 40 to 6Om in 
thickness would be required to span the observed widths of a 
few hundred meters. If the proportional relationship of roof 
thickness to cross-sectional dimension in terrestrial lava tubes is 
any indication, we should expect to see typical roof thicknesses 
ranging from 0.25 to 0.125 of cross section. Crater impact studies 
further support these estimates. 

Uncollapsed lava tubes are further observed to have sustained 
substantial and repeated meteorite impacts. It is noted that the 
expended energy from some of the larger impacts would equate 
to several tons of TNT (Horz, personal communication, 1988), 
and wbile lava tubes seem well capable of withstanding such a 
direct shock, similar performance by surface-situated superstruc- 
tures is difficult to envisage. 

W~thin the large and well-protected interiors of lava tubes, the 
concerns of material degradation, thermal fatigue, and related 
exposure problems are moderated or negated, and it becomes 
possible to utilize a fkr wider range of materials and electronic 
devices. The interiors of lava tubes also give direct access to lunar 
bedrock (a rare condition), and this could be a substantial asset 
to the operation of heavy equipment, the stabilization of vibrating 
machinery and scientific equipment, and the founding of struc- 
tural partitions and building components. It is estimated that the 
interior temperature of lava tubes remains unaffected by diurnal 
surface temperature variations, and remains a constant -20°C. 

Horz also mentions a number of possible disadvantages of lava 
tube basing, most notably the difficulties associated with accessing 
the tubes, as well as the question of lunar resource distribution 
and lava tube site selection. 

From an architectural standpoint, the most profound advantage 
to be attributed to subselene development concerns the practi- 
cality of achieving very large internal environments. It is difficult 
to conceive any form of human habitation on the Moon-beyond 
only the earliest outpost bases-that do not provide for very large 
and even vast volumes of internal space. The permanent transition 
from terrestrially scaled open spaces to the enclosure of a spatially 
limited lunar base is simply too much to demand from any human 
being. 

How much space is enough space? In lieu of empirical data 
on the human need for space in autonomous lunar environments, 
perhaps the most effective way to appreciate this issue may be 
by imagining oneself inside a permanent lunar station, confined, 
where there is no "outside" to escape to. Ultimately, if we cannot 
answer the need for copious space, it may not be possible for 
us to adapt to the Moon. 

Is confinement to small and unyielding rooms and corridors an 
acceptable condition in a lunar base? In the context of life on 
Earth, these conditions would be considered punishing. Even for 
lunar base volunteers engaged in the most interesting work, 
dedication and eager expectations may give way to the reality of 
a very dull and encumbering place. It becomes easy to see how 
a badly designed and unsympathetic environment can, at the very 
least, severely weigh on the minds of men and women. The 
argument for returning humans to the Moon (in lieu of robots) 
is based on our intrinsic ability to think, to learn, to react, and 
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to be creative-all aspects of humanity that prisons are designed 
to defeat. Living permanently on the Moon will not be purposeful 
if we create places that effectively emulate penal institutions. 

In time, research may yield some insight into this question of 
how much space is enough, and we should not be surprised if 
current expectations prove inadequate. It can be predicted, 
however, that if provided with essentially inadequate space, long- 
term lunar inhabitants will-in short order-seek more realistic 
designs that are not tied to a misconstrued or Earth-biased 
economy. Looking forward to the real needs of long-term basing, 
we should seek only those modes of architectural development 
that are capable of answering this essential need for space. The 
practical capacity to provide near-term expansive interior volumes 
seems to exist presently in lava tubes. Considering the limitations 
of wen the largest plausible surface-deployed structures, it is 
stimulating to consider the architectural potential of a secure 
natural cavern with the multi-hundred-meter cross sections and 
multikilometer lengths that Horz speaks of. 

Indeed, if lava tubes are pursued as habitats, an early 
developmental problem will exist in that many tubes may be too 
large for practical purposes. Unfortunately, we are troubled 
because too little is known about the nature of these caverns, and 
we are forced to speculate about the dimensions of tubes that 
have defied detection It does seem reasonable to expect, how- 
ever, that a wide range of usable tubes will be found, and that 
modestly sized tubes could be made available for early stages of 
development. Eventually, larger tubes could be accessed and 
adapted. Conceivably, the progress of this adaptation could be 
staged, beginning with a small tube and advancing therefrom. 

Most importan*, it should be understood that the need for 
copious interior volumes can be accommodated by exploitation 
of a natural lunar feature. 

Another beneficial aspect of lava tube exploitation involves the 
degree of internal complexity and variation that is typical of these 
features. leonicaUy, some have suggested that this very issue-the 
relief scale of restrictions and enlargements-is a negative aspect 
of lava tube deployments since it may inhibit the hstaflation of 
various technologies, hinder tratficability, etc. From an architec- 
tural standpoint, however, this variability can only be viewed as 
an asset. Related in a sense to the need for copious space is the 
need for environmental stimulation, and here spatial variation and 
greater scales of surfacial relief may be seen as features that work 
to define the environment as an interesting place. 

Issues that relate to base morphology and, in particular, the 
need to vary and revise the form of the base over time, are aiso 
well received in lava tubes. With reliance on the surrounding 
monolith for structure, enclosure, and radiation protection, the 
number of confounding form-determining factors can be reduced, 
and the design can be better aimed at the critical functional, 
behavioral, and political considerations. 

We note that the environment within subselene voids is Ear less 
threatening than the surface environment and, in a sense, the lunar 
subsurface is more Earth-like than any other place on the Moon. 
Furthermore, the basalt mantle surrounding the tube is, in 
essence, a carvable matrix that can be cut and sculpted into the 
widest range of architectural forms, such as those suggested in 
Fig. 2. It is not difEcult to imagine the manner in which tube 
development could proceed: Lava tubes could be enlarged and 

Lava Tube Roof 

Basalt Mantle (Primary ~ t r u c t u r e ) ~  
LExcavated Architectural System 

Pressurized Lam Tube 
(Dutdoor' Space) 

Fig. 2. While lava tubes may be exploited in the initial establishment of a lunar base simply as shelter for other structures, it is also conceivable 
that, eventually, entire tube segments could be sealed off and pressurized In this role, the m u n d i n g  basalt mantle would provide the primary 
lunar base envelope. The architecture of the base could be created not only by placing structures within the tube, but also by excavating the tube 
walls, cutting away stone and creating usable spaces as required. The vast interior of the tube, measuring perhaps several hundred meters in cross 
section, could provide the spatial volumes and hierarchy necessary for permanent habitation. 
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reconfigured by the simple removal of material; new cavities could 
be created and appended to the tube by excavating through tube 
walls and floor; two or more proximally situated tubes could be 
connected by tunneling; penetrations through lava tube roofs 
could also be made, providing direct communication with surface 
constructions. Si@cantly, the option to revise, reconfigure, even 
to abandon particular spaces, would always remain available. It 
is conceivable that, from a primary lava tube, a virtual labyrinth 
of spatial successions and hierarchies could eventually be carved 
out, creating a very interesting place indeed. Traditional appre- 
hensions concerning the high cost of mining and earth-moving 
put aside, the subselene milieu may well prove far preferable than 
any open field on the surface. 

Lava tube interiors are far more conducive to a far wider range 
of construction operations and materials than the surface. We have 
already alluded to the fact that there are considerable advantages 
that relate to the performance and range of available construction 
materials. These advantages relate to the superior thermal and 
electromagnetic protection provided by the profound situation of 
tube environment. We can expand on these advantages by con- 
sidering the possibilities for construction within tube environ- 
ments, particularly in the case where entire tube segments are 
pressurized and transformed. 

Construction Conditions 

Within such a setting, the first great advantage for construction 
would be the substantially reduced danger to construction 
workers. Traditional notions of extravehicular activity (EVA) 
practice and precaution could, with care, give way to far more 
productive operations, quite possibly even within shirtsleeve 
conditions. With less need to rely on robots and teleopemtion, 
more time devoted to actual construction, and fears allayed, we 
could expect dramatic improvements in construction capabilities, 
as well as related base activities such as mining and manufacturing. 
In the case of lava tubes used as shelters for habitat modules, EVA 
construction operations could be practiced with a greater level 
of safety than could be achieved at the surface. 

Masonry Construction 

Fully exploited tube segments allow architectural constructions 
within the enclosure that are adjunctive, and which are not 
necessarily prescribed by the need to contain atmospheric 
pressure. Various scales of habitational adaptation and spatial 
dehition within pressurized tubes could indeed be achieved with 
forms and materials that would otherwise be inappropriate to 
pressure-differentiated structural skins. Within a pressurized lava 
tube, it is quite possible that simple masonry construction 
methods could find wide application. Here is a potential use of 
largely unprocessed indigenous material (stone) that could go a 
long way toward the goal of creating a very large and sophisticated 
environment without competing with other base operations and 
resources. The use of stone, the Moon's most abundant natural 
resource, seems to us a rather elegant proposition 

Concrete 

The intriguing potential of lunar-sourced calcium cements for 
base construction has been pointed out by several authors. Young 
(1985), Cullingfid and Keller (1991), Lin (1985), Lin et al. 

( 1988), Nanba et af. ( 1988), and Zsbikaw et af. ( 1988) are all 
notable in their discussion of lunar concrete from both experi- 
mental and practical views. If cementitious products prove to be 
viable on the Moon, we feel that there will be no better site for 
their application than within lava tubes, where environmental 
moderation during processing, application, and curing is a clear 
advantage. 

Cementitious products may h d  a very wide range of applica- 
tions within subselene environments, most notably in the form 
of concrete. Cementitious pargings may be a practical means of 
sealing lava tube interior surfaces and cracks. Simply poured 
concrete mass structures and floor slabs may provide a means of 
defining areas and reshaping spaces. Reinforced concrete may find 
great application as a highly adaptable structural system, for use 
in spanning large areas, and also as a means of partitioning lava 
tube segments. Given the unpredictable and highly irregular 
interior of a lava tube, the highly plastic and conforming nature 
of concrete will undoubtedly prove to be a great advantage. 

Fused Structures and Surfaces 

Khalili (1985, 1988) discusses the adaptability of masonry-type 
structures to the lunar scene as he asks us to recall the ways in 
which vernacular builders have come to rely on these methods 
throughout history. He also recalls for us a similar methodology 
whereby stone-masonry constructions can be thermally fused in 
situ, creating mass constructions and even spanning structures of 
exceptional strength. Such thermally fused mass constructions 
may find their best application where there is no need for 
atmosphere containment, and where the availability of cement 
constituents, principally water, is hutlicient. This thermal-fusing 
technology may also be quite useful as a means of sealing the 
interior surfaces of lava tubes and excavated spaces, and of giving 
strength to any masonry construction used within the tube. 

Inflatable Structures 

Matable structures have been proposed for use as lunar 
habitats by many authors. While this class of structure may offer 
some advantages as a means of establishing a surface base 
(particularly in the early phases of development), we would like 
to mention their possible application in lava tubes. Because access 
to a lava tube is likely to be dillicult, inflatable structures would 
seem to offer the advantage of improved mobility. If an early 
capability for subsurface lunar basing is sought, the use of 
packaged idatable habitats within lava tubes would seem almost 
mandatory. The advantages of placing inflatable or nonrigid 
structures within the protection afforded by a lava tube are 
substantial, and the combination of these two elements may 
indeed evolve into a plausible outpost-phase strategy for lunar 
basing. Figure 3 illustrates the placement of an idatable structure 
(as well as space-station-derived habitat modules) within a small 
lava tube. 

Modular three-dimensional trusses, or spaceframes, are another 
form of construction that we feel would be particularly well-suited 
for subselene situations. Spaceframe systems are in widespread 
terrestrial use, and they are finding growing application in space, 
where their performance is being studied. (The space station will 
eventually be structured around a spaceframe truss system.) It is 
conceivable that lessons learned with spaceframes in low Earth 
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Llnf latable Structure 
L a b i a t  M u l e  

Fig. 3. The placement of habitat modules and inflatable structures within a lava tube may offer significant advantages as a means of base expansion 
following an initial suface deployment. Structures placed within the tube would not require any radiation shielding, and would not be subject to 
the thermal extremes normal at the surface. EVA operations and other activities could proceed with considerably less risk The placement of "packaged 
inflatable structures within an open tube may provide the best means of establishing an advanced lunar habitat. 

orbit (LEO) may favor their application on the Moon. We are 
intrigued by this technology for several reasons. 

Principally, spaceframes offer an extremely versatile technology 
for spanning large and irregularly shaped areas. While not 
moldable in the sense of concrete, spaceframes readily conform 
to a limitless range of two- and three-dimensional geometries, 
thereby allowing them to easily adapt to the variable shape of any 
lava tube or excavation. Spaceframes are versatile enough to be 
used for both surface and subsurface modes of development, and 
they represent one of the few practical modes of development 
that are well-suited to operate in both environments. 

The two primary elements that combine to create the three- 
dimensional truss, the hubs and struts, are easily produced, and 
may be manufactured from a variety of materials. The source of 
these materials may be simply transitioned from the Earth to the 
Moon, without great disruption of construction practice. 
Spacefkmes may be assembled and disassembled repeatedly, and 
while teleoperated and robot assembly are possible, construction 
by humans has been simplitied to the point where assembly 
without tools is practical. 

CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this paper has been to present the authors' 

belief that subselene lunar basing may provide the most 
satisfactory and comprehensive solution to the extreme problems 
posed by lunar architecture. We have elucidated a number of key 
issues in an attempt to underscore the &culty that we foresee, 
and to persuade the reader that a radical architectural solution 
is essential. 

We believe that the development of a time-scaled architectural 
program is required for any serious fume study of lunar base 

habitation. Using this as the basis for continuing study, various 
disciplines may begin to compare notes and work toward the 
eventual resolution of the architecture. Progress toward the 
definition of the architecture may in turn lead to revised expec- 
tations of lunar base potential. 

What becomes clear as one begins to view even the most 
rudimentary version of this program is that the time-honored 
methods that have yielded our heritage of building structures on 
Earth (or, for that matter, in LEO) should not be allowed to 
prejudice our approach to building on the Moon. Certainly the 
materials and technologies in use in modem construction practice 
on Earth cannot be easily transferred to the Moon. But more 
profoundly, the very notion of constructing a '%uildingW on the 
Moon must be questioned. Subselene development offers the real 
prospect that our most tenuous early foothold on the Moon may 
be allowed to evolve into an enduring settlement. 
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This study does not propose the viability of a completely self- 
Mcient lunar habitat any time in the near future, but it does 
recommend that the initial design stages take artificial biosphere 
concepts into consideration. The implementation of these regen- 
erative technologies into the proposed subselene habitat scheme 
may be more costly initially, but the costs of long-term operation 
will be reduced as the area of the facility expands to accommo- 
date the regenerative artificial biosphere systems (Hypes, 1988). 

BIOSPHERICS, THE BIOSPHERE, 
AND ARTIFICIAL BIOSPHERES 

Biospherics has been dehed as an "integrative science of the 
life sciences just as astronautics is an integrative science of the 
physical sciences. Together with astronautics, biospherics opens 
up the ecotechnical possibilities to expand life on Earth into other 
parts of our solar system" (AUen and Nekon, 1986). 

Earth's biosphere, which is the layer of life on the surface of 
the planet inclusive of the atmosphere, is the only presently 
known biosphere. This planetary-wide system has been continually 
present on Earth for over 3.5 b.y. and is the primary geologic force 
maintaining the transitory balance between the gaseous, solid, and 
liquid matter of the planet. The biosphere supplies most of the 
free energy that fuels humans (with the air they breathe and the 
food they eat) and their machinery. Whenever humans venture 
beyond Earth's biosphere into space, they must always take some 
form of the biosphere with them in order to survive, be it con- 
tainerized food, oxygen, or fuel. There is an intrinsic connection 
between humans and the Earth's biosphere that becomes more 
and more apparent the further "disconnected or away from Earth 
we get. Space travelers need food, water, an adequate atmosphere, 
and a protective, psychologically suitable shelter. Limited by such 
things as rocket payload lift capability, economics, and an incom- 
plete understanding of the biosphere's mechanisms, the challenge 
is to design an evolving habitable environment that will provide 

these necessities for continually longer periods of time with fewer 
and fewer resupply missions. 

Useful human habitation of the Moon will require environmen- 
tal conditions similar to those on Earth where humans evolved 
Like the biosphere of planet Earth, lunar habitats as artificial 
biospheres should strive to be stable, complex, evohing systems 
containing life, composed of various "scaled-down" ecosystems 
operating in synergetic equilibrium, essentially closed to material 
input or output, and open to energy and informational exchanges. 
As we have yet to create a livable artificial biosphere, achieving 
this goal will not come in the first phase of lunar base 
development, or perhaps not even in the second or third phase. 
However, applying what we know in the initial stages will only 
expedite the growth of our k t  lunar "hut" into a life-promoting 
&cal biosphere habitat just as the Earth's biosphere evolved 
fkom a once barren planet. 

A TUNNELING SCHEME FOR A LUNm BASE 
A kt-stage lunar base can be created using a tunneling device 

that produces an underground network of habitats, work spaces, 
and passageways. The resulting interior walls of the tunneled 
chambers are hardened silica to which intlatable membranes can 
be attached and deployed creating the desired environment. 
These habitats will be essentially isolated from the lunar surface 
environment by a closed structure composed of components 
derived from the lunar surface itself and an idatable interior 
bladder. The scheme also provides a practical way to create the 
large amounts of pressuri2-d volume needs for the regenerative 
life support of a large lunar habitat. The basis for building 
subselene hdities are ( 1)  protection from radiation and meteor- 
ites, and (2) a relatively constant temperature of a -20°C, which 
exists at depths of 3 m below the lunar surface. 

Current thinking on the initial lunar base configuration is 
exemplified by Kuplicky and Nixon (1985) in which a pre- 
Eabricated module is built on Earth, launched into low Earth orbit, 
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then transported to the lunar surface. At this mint the module 
will be soft landed on the surface and then covered with regolith 
to protect the inhabitants from harmful solar and cosmic radiation. 
The modules could be existing space station designs and outkltted 
with much the same hardware. 

The application of this logical scenario for an initial lunar base 
configuration would advance the knowledge of human produc- 
tivity and technology interfaces in a foreign environment. In the 
meantime, testbed habitats conducted in Antarctica, underwater, 
and in other harsh and isolated environments are furthering this 
understanding. Based upon this current thinking, we can examine 
an alternative scenario facilitating mankind's expansion to the 
Moon. 

A proposed cost-effective method for an alternative next phase 
lunar base using indigenous materials could be achieved by using 
a thermal tunneling device (Rowley and N e e r ,  1985) and 
an inflatable membrane configured for specific uses. As seen in 
previous studies of lunar habitats, most involve heavy manufactur- Fig. 1. The melt-tunneler separates &om the systems tractor. 
ing of components and modules. These systems need to be 
launched from Earth, placed in lunar orbit, and then deployed on 
the surface. It would seem reasonable to use existing lunar 
materials to create the shell of these habitats, thus reducing the 
cost of the heaviest component by using material that is indige- 
nous to the lunar environment. This system also holds potential 
as a way to enclose the large amounts of pressurized volume 
required for Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)/ 
biosphere applications. 

As we have seen throughout architectural/construction history, 
humans have always used materials and processes that were 
indigenous to the local region. From the use of ice for igloos in 
Alaska, bamboo and grass for habitats in jungles, and sod and 
adobe during the expansion into the American West, people have 
adapted their resources, knowledge, economics, and creativity to 
serve their needs. Practical designs for space facilities are derived 
from that same context of creativity and resourcefulness. The use 
of indigenous lunar materials could eliminate a major cost while 
providing a shielded habitat. 

A device called a subselene nuclear powered melt tunneler was 
presented in 1985 by J. W. Neudecker and J. C. Rowley (Rowley 
and Neudecker, 1985). This concept used heat from a nuclear 
reactor to melt rock and form a self-supporting, glass-lined tunnel. 
They favored subselene tunneling for the following reasons: 
( 1 ) the process uses highly energy efficient nuclear power supply, 
(2) it does not require water or other rare volatiles for open 
system residue handling or cooling, (3) the mechanism can pene- 
trate through a varied sequence of rock types without compli- 
cated configurational changes, (4) the process forms its own 
support structure as it goes along, and (5) the system is highly 
adaptable to automated operation. 

This type of mechanism can be launched into orbit with an 
expendable rocket system. The unit would proceed to a low lunar 
orbit, deploy the protective transportation shields, and begin its 
descent to a predesignated site on the Moon's surface. After soft 

landing, the tunneling device detaches from the support tractor 
containing the main guidance computer, Earth communication 
system, and regolith extraction pumps (Fig. 1). Then the tunnel- 
ing device manuevers into position, attains the required angle, and 
ignites (Fig. 2). Once there is a cavity, the device attaches its 

Fig. 2. The device is activated and begins to core. 

gripping pads to the sides of the newly formed tunnel and 
continues digging in a preprogrammed con!?guration, be it linear, 
circular, or octagonal (Figs. 3 and 4). 

After the inner walls of the tunnel have cooled down sdE- 
ciently, astronaut construction crews would arrive and install the 
inflatable interior membranes, which are transportable in a 
compacted form (Figs. 5 and 6). These membranes would provide 
a secondary pressure skin should the fused glass walls of the 
tunnel crack or lose pressure integrity. Membranes previously 
researched by Goodyear Amspace CCotporation (1982) were ex- 
pandable, flexible structures with enough rigidity to W the 
interiors of the tunneled sections. They could be easily attached 
to the hard silica walls and expanded. 

These inflatable units would be predesigned and outkltted 
according to their desired uses. Each module could be 40ft in 
length and 12ft high at the center point of the barrel vault 
featuring ready-made interior partitions and circulation corridors. 
Ducts and tubes would already be in place within the framework 
composition of the inflatable material. 
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Fig. 3. Subselene chambers are created. Fig. 5. Astronauts land with interiors. 

Fig. 6. Install inflatable interiors safe kom surface radiation. 

Each module can be connected to another module with 12- 
ft-diameter interlink node providing an entry/exit airlock to the 
exterior environment. The interlink nodes are also suitable as 
emergency rescue pods when providing access to the surface. 
Sirniliar nodes are being considered for use in the space station. 
Modules and nodes could also be pressurized for use as artificial 
biosphere chambers (Fig. 7). 

Large volumes designated for artifical biosphere applications, 
perhaps on the order of thousands of square feet, may not require 
the extra security the inflatable interior offers if the volrnes were 
not inhabitated on a day-to-day basis. The glass-walled tunnels 
themselves could be sealed off into large pressurized growing 
chambers. Interiors could then be attached to the mechanical 

Fig. 4. Preprogrammed configurations of tunneler paths. equipment or the life support system. 
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large-scale operation, a contingency factor for the minimum 
volume of support systems required to produce a certain amount 
of biomass comes into play in this calculation. Since the melt 
tunneling technology can evacuate subterranean sections up to 
15 ft  wide, an intensive hydroponic facility only 12 ft long would 
provide the necessary volume needed for supplymg food. 

(IN OF 
BIOSPHERE CONCEPTS 

Fig. 7. Modules can be previously outfitted for labs, growing areas, or 
habitats. 

This subselene scenario presents alternative architectural and 
construction processes that are compatible with plans to integrate 
CELSS or artificial biosphere technology into lunar habitats. The 
proposed scenario features the following: 

Minimum surface time. The hazardous radiation astronauts 
are exposed to during extravehicular activity (EVA) construction 
can be reduced 

A balance of manned and automated technology. SSurface 
construction tasks that subject humans to hazardous solar radi- 
ation could be accomplished by the use of automated subselene 
systems. 

The following construction and opemtional tasks requiring the 
presence of humans can be conducted for the most part in the 
resulting, protected subselene conditions. 

Expendable launching system. Expendable launching 
systems are viable options for deployment of the tunneling device. 
Transportation and delivery of lunar excavating equipment and 
other automated systems can economically occur before manned 
flights are launched. 

Eartb-based analogs. Tunneling and construction in harsh 
and isolated environments such as Antarctica and underwater con- 
tinue to provide valuable information relevant to this subselene 
scenario. 

Ecommical creaam ofpressudzed volumes. Elimination 
of heavy material support from Earth could allow a mature lunar 
settlement to achieve self-dciency by the creation of adequate 
habitation area and the required large volume necessary to 
implement a biospheric life support system. 

A minimum facility volume required to merely feed a hypo- 
thetical crew of six lunar astronauts can be calculated. Data from 
Martin Marietta indicate that one hypothetical lunar base crew 
member requires 1.36 Ib of food per day (Hype 1988). A Phyto- 
farm hydroponic facility in Illinois is currently producing 1 Ib of 
food per day for every 25 sq ft of the facility (He& 1988). Calcu- 
lations from this data indicate that every crew member requires 
34 sqft of growing space to meet the 1.36 1b of food per day. 
A six-member crew would therefore require approximately a one- 
story, 204-sq-ft hydroponic facility. As the Phytofarm facility is a 

The Earth's biosphere did not happen overnight but grew from 
a sterile world to an evolving, complex living entity. Over its 
approximately 3.5-b.y. lifetime, the Earth's biosphere seems to 
have maintained an optimal, evolving state of health. Health could 
be dehed as the state of dynamic equilibrium between the 
organism and its environment, which is a dehition that could 
be appropriately applied to a successful biosphere-oriented lunar 
habitat and its inhabitants. Designing, constructing, and maintain- 
ing a healthy habitat that can supply itself with life essentials such 
as food, water, and air is a challenging task akin to raising a child 
that will someday walk out the door and live its own life. The 
process must grow and evolve just as the young child or the young 
lunar base. The habitat should be designed to accommodate 
growth from the very beginning. 

There are many artificial biosphere concepts that could be 
integrated in even the earliest stages of a lunar base. These include 
everything from applicable wilderness survival techniques (Dow- 
ling et al., 1988) to the current space station reference configur- 
ation Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) 
featuring water reclamation and oxygen recovery subsystems 
(Hypes, 1988). For example, the Phytofarm hydroponic process 
makes efiicient use of water by recirculating the nutrient solu- 
tion-nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium-and using just enough for 
the plants to absorb their fill (&?Id, 1988). By controlling the 
environmental conditions of temperature, humidity, and light by 
computer as well as the input of carbon dioxide stored in tanks, 
an optimum rate of photosynthesis could be achieved in a similar 
hydroponic system on the Moon. 

The Role of Proper Plant Combinations 

Simple algae md bacterial colonies could be included for 
immediate operation in a first-stage lunar base to supply certain 
functions such as waste-recycling, gas exchange, food production, 
and eventually fertilizer. These algae and bacterial elements could 
be employed in the agricultural system and their by-products 
stored for later use. Empty descent propellant tanks are suitable 
for storage or cultivation tanks providing they can be completely 
cleaned of harmful residue. Small greenhouses and water tanks 
could also be made from simple, low-pressure inflatable structures 
of plastics or thin foil material. 

One resourceful aspect of maximizing biospheric processes in 
space development concerns the notion of transportability. Lifting 
heavy materials into orbit is a costly and energy intensive process. 
However, many useful materials and functions can be generated 
by carrying just a mere seed or a single cell into orbit. One 
example is bamboo, which has been used for centuries as a 
fundamental building component on Earth for both housing and 
furniture. Bamboo could also be grown and used on the Moon, 
eliminating the high cost of transporting certain basic building 
materials. One can cheaply transport bamboo seeds to the Moon, 
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cultivate them in lunar soil, and then use the mature plants to 
construct eveqxhmg from furniture to equipment racks. 

Other key ingredients to this synergetic combination of plant 
materials beside algae and bamboo would be the foodstuff plants 
such as spinach, lettuce, corn, and beans. Under art8cial 
conditions, spinach, for example, can be germinated in just one 
day as compared to the standard eight days. Under the same 
conditions, lettuce can grow from seed to full head in 26 days 
(the best lettuce can do outdoors in soil is 42 to &days). At 
normal atmospheric C02 levels (340 mg Ll) ,  plants like corn 
most aciently fix C02, while at elevated COz levels (1200 mg 
L-I), plants like beans would have the advantage in C02 fixation 
due to reduced carbon loss via photorespiration (Bew, 1986). 
Soybeans also offer an optimal protein source since the biomass 
and volume required to raise beef or foul is unquestionable in 
the near-term lunar base. 

Just as a plant is a system that processes earth and atmosphere, 
so can plants under the right arti6cal conditions process properly 
conditioned lunar regolith or nutrient-enhanced water, generating 
many useful products and by-products with a high degree of 
recyclability. It is foreseeable that the obvious improvements in 
technology and cultivation techniques can make the use of 
bioregenerative systems competitive with other life support 
systems, especially with increased numbers of crew and durations 
of stay at a lunar base. 

As the design for the proposed subselene facility matures, so 
do certain concepts currently in development. The Biosphere I1 
Project in Arizona is a private project under development by Space 
Biospheres Ventures exploring the issues of artificial biospheres. 
This 98,000-sq-ft structure is designed to be a materially closed 
and energetically and informationally open system capable of 
supporting six to eight people (Hawes et al., 1988). The research 
being done at Biosphere I1 includes many applications to lunar 
base design and to the proposed subselene scenario. 

One of these applications is the "lung" or pressure/volume 
compensating chamber. Since the subsurface lunar facility will be 
completely sealed, an expandable lung device accommodates 
changes in the facility's internal air volume and eliminates 

fluctuations that could break the seals and leak the 
valuable atmospheric elements. The variable volume chamber 
expands and contracts with shifts in the internal atmospheric 
volume-caused changes in temperature and pressure. 

Achieving a total seal between the subselene structure's internal 
bladder and the access nodes is critical. The sealing techniques 
currently being researched must withstand temperature variations, 
and terrestrial ones are not as extreme as the temperature 
variations structures on the lunar surface will be subject to. 

Advanced sensor technology and artificial intelligence systems 
will control such environmental parameters as light intensity, tem- 
perature, soil moisture, relative humidity, C02 and O2 concentra- 
tions. Certain indicator plants can also assist in monitoring such 
key health vectors as pH and trace contaminants. 

The use of a tiered facility structure could also assist natural 
convection currents to move moisture and temperature to and 
from designated interior spaces. A multimodule facility can be 
designed with each module at a different level so that warm, moist 
air flows toward the agricultural module and cool, dry air flows 
toward the module containing heat-producing equipment. The 

chambers could optionally be sealed off from each other and 
operate as temporary independent systems in emergencies. 

The beneficial use of solar radiation is very important from the 
standpoint of artscial biosphere technology and subselene 
architecture. If the lunar facility is located near the lunar pole, 
solar radiation may prove to be near constant and harnessable 
with one or two strategically placed collector towers (DowCing 
et d., 1988). If not, the 14 day/l4 night cycles on the Moon make 
solar radiation impractical as an energy source unless an alter- 
native system such as double lunetta system is used ( M e ,  
1980). These large, orbiting reflectors may be positioned in orbit 
so that sunlight is continuously rdected onto the area mound-  
ing the lunar base (Fig. 8). The sunlight can then be harnessed 
in a variety of means, including solar collectors, and brought down 
inside the subselene facility with fiber optics. 

Fiber optics reduce the need for transporting lamp systems and 
decrease the power requirement. Proper adjustment of a fresnel 
lens onto a solar optic collector can filter out harmful ultraviolet 
and photosynthetically ineffective infixed rays. Such solar optic 
systems with a lunetta tracking system could provide the lunar 
habitat with the life-giving properties of light minus the harmful 
ultraviolet elements. The sunlight could be brought from above 
ground and down into the subsurface facility. The application of 
solar optics to CELSS and subsurface lunar habitats are many. They 
include (1) cultivating algae-like chlorella in sealed tanks as a 
promising source of food and gas exchange, (2) intensive horti- 
culture and aquaculture processes, (3)putrfying and recycling 
human waste, and (4) satisfjmg the need humans have for 
sunlight both physically and psychologically (MoTi, 1988). 

If humans are to someday become self-sutEcient on the lunar 
surface, the planning, design, and implementation of the life- 
supporting habitat must begm in the first stages. As the viability 
of a completely regenerative system has yet to be proven, the 
design should implement the currently practical aspects of 
artificial biospheres with a plan for expansion. 

The proposed subselene tunneling system is able to create areas 
safe from solar radiation and extreme temperature variations. 

Fig. 8. Lunetta reflecting sunlight into subselene fiber optics system 
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Fig. 9. A subselene growing chamber of an advanced lunar facility. 

Augmented with artificial biosphere concepts, these subselene 
modules can become more habitable, productive, and continually 
less dependent on resupply as progress is made. Many of these 
subselene module cavities can work together to create large 
pressurized volumes, which are ultimately necessary for a more 
self-sdcient, artificial biosphere (Fig. 9). The objective should be 
to design a system that will be functional in the short term while 
maintaining the flexibility to evolve into a mature, independent 
lunar facility. 
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Solar optics is a termstrid technology that has potential extratermsM applications. Active solar optics 
(ASO) and passive solar optics (PSO) are huo appmaches to the trammksion of sunlight to remote 
interior W e s .  Active solar optics is most appropriate for task? illumination, while PSO is most 
appmpriute for g e n d  illumination. Reseurch into solar optics, motivated by energy consentation, has 
produced ligbhua&ht and lowcost mate&&%, products that have applications to NAScl's Controlled 
Ecological Life Suppwt System (CELS)program and its lunar base studies. ~ a w l y ,  p&m light guides 
have p a t  potential in these contexts. SewrSeveral applications of solar optics to lunar base concepts are 
illustrated. 

INTRODUCTION PASSIVE SOLAR OPTIC§ 

The purpose of solar optic (SO) system design is to enable use The PSO system is a form of fenestration control that reduces 
of the visible portion of the solar spectrum as a source of general the ratio of aperture size to lighted area in comparison to con- 
or task illumination and thereby reduce dependence on ventional natural lighting strategies ( E i j d ,  1983). The system 
electrically powered illumination. Passive solar optics (PSO) enables sizing and designing an aperture based on the desired 
systems require less precision to design and build and will quantity and directionality of the available sunlight. There are two 
effectively deliver diffused light as well as beamed light. Active basic types of PSO systems: refractive systems (Fig. 1) and 
solar optics (ASO) systems effectively deliver beamed light only 
and need smaller collecting areas but require control systems and \ 
a power source. 

A sustained effort to develop beamed sunlighting technologies LEN 

began in 1978 during the "energy crisis." Solar optic technologies EXTERIOR LENS 

were initially developed for concentrating beamed sunlight into 
remote interiors of Earth-sheltered buildings. The impetus for this 
research and development, the need for energy conservation, and INTERIOR LENS 

the applied criteria (lightweight and low-cost materials that 
minimize volumeric requirements) parallel those of NASA's 
Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) program and 
lunar base applications. 

Critical design considerations throughout the development of 
PSO and AS0 systems have included energy conservation, the use 
of Iens designs that do not produce life or safety hazards, ease 
of construction, weatherability, and optical coatings for selective 
transmissivity. Wherever possible, nonimaging optics are used in 
PSO designs. When imaging optics are used, the possibility of 
con8lagration is eliminated through the use of selective filters or 
containment of focal areas within protective enclosures. 
Throughout the development of AS0 systems, particular attention 
has been paid to alternatives for heliostat control systems, artficial 
light sources with integrated controls, and strategies that reduce 
the volume of optical material required to transport light. 
Terrestrial and extraterrestrial criteria will no doubt be different; DETAIL OF "MULTIPLIER LENS" 

however, many of the lessons learned in developing terrestrial 
applications are directly transferable. Fig. 1. Refractive PSO system. 
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Fresnel lenses of the retlector array is turned 90" to that of the 
collector array so that light is diffused in each direction, resulting 
in a uniform distribution of light at the target area. An 
approximate system efliciency, the ratio of illumination reaching 

COLLEC 
ARRAY TOR the target to the total available on a horizontal surface, can be 

assumed to be 10% for preliminary design purposes. Empirical 
testing and a mathematical model were used to estimate overall 
efliciency (Eijadi, 1983). The effects of dirt, light scattering, 
diffusion, and absorption in the acrylic contribute to the 
depreciation of illumination as light is reflected through the arrays. 
Passive solar optics systems require a separate electrical lighting 
backup system. 

The determination of the angles of repose for each section of 
the arrays is a function of the latitude the system is designed for 
and the distance Erom the system to the target. The topmost panel 
is aimed at a low horizon. For Earth-based systems, each 
successively abutting collector panel is aimed higher until all the 
useful or desired annual solar horizons are within one or more 
regions of the array. The angles of the reflector array are designed 
to redirect the light Erom the collector to the target area. 

FLOOR y TARGET I 
Active solar optics systems are distinguished Erom PSO systems 

in that they have a component, a heliostat, that mechanically 

Fig. 2. Reflective PSO system. tracks the solar disk It is also possible to physically integrate the 
electrical backup illumination system within the sunlight distribu- 
tion network The four components of an AS0 system are ( 1  ) the 

reflective systems (Fig. 2).  Each system is described in terms of heliostat; ( 2 )  intermediate transport networks; ( 3 )  artiEcial light 
terrestrial applications; however, the same design process applies sources with controls; and (4) a distribution system (Fig. 3).  
to extraterrestrial applications. Consideration of filtering 
undesired radiation and of physically protecting the exterior 
components needs to be addressed. A meteorite shield with a 
selective radiation coating similar to that proposed for protecting 
the heliostat of the CELSS module is worth consideration (Oleson 
and Ohon, 1986). 

A refractive PSO system consists of three major elements 
( 1 )  interior Fresnel lens; ( 2 )  exterior Fresnel lens; and ( 3 )  pris- 
matic multiplier lens. The interior and exterior lenses are spaced 
approximately one focal length apart in an axial arrangement. The 
multiplier lens is placed ahead of the exterior lens in order to 
increase the cone of vision in one or both axes altitude and 
azimuth. Without the multiplier, the limitations of focal length and 
f-stop generally result in a solid angle cone of view of 32'. The 
multiplier can double the cone of vision but at the expense of 
total system efliciency, approximately 12.5% and 6.25%, depend- 
ing on increasing the cone of view on one or both axes, respect- 
ively. The refractive PSO system exhibits some chromatic 
aberrations. It should be installed at an angle to the ground equal 
to the latitude of the site for best performance. 

Current installations of the reflective PSO system consist of 
three major elements ( 1 ) collector array; ( 2 )  clerestory window; 
and ( 3 )  reflector array. The collector array faces the sun and 
reflects sunlight through the clerestory window to the reflector 
array. The reflector opposes the collector array and redirects the 
sunlight to the desired target area. Sunlight is d8used approx- 
imately 10' when retlected kom either array. The pattern of the 

REDIRECTING 
MIRRORS 

DISTRIBUTION 

Pig. 3. Active solar optic system. 
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Simply put, the heliostat tracks the sun and positions a series of 
reflectors that beam the sunlight into the intermediate transport 
network. The intermediate network transports the light horizon- 
d l y  or vertically to the delivery device, which illuminates the 
occupied space. 

Various materials were investigated for use in the system (Eijadi 
et al, 1987). Intermediate network materials included fiber optic 
cables, reflective pipes, holographic pipes, solid-angle lens guides, 
and prism light guides (PLG). Distribution devices evaluated 
included fiber optic cables, dillking reflectors, specular rdectors, 
and PLG. Each component was evaluated on the basis of 
performance, cost, constructibility, and ease of integration with 
conventional construction practices. 

It was concluded that intermediate networks were decidedly 
best with the least amount of physical material incorporated into 
their design. They should be dedicated, airtight passageways that 
are as short as possible. Depending on precise distances, PLG and 
reflective pipes worked nearly as well. Prism light guides were 
the preferred choice for the distribution device. Artificial light 
sources should be high-intensity discharge (HID) sources located 
as close to the distribution device as possible because the energy 
for that resource is paid for and should not be subjected to any 
unnecessary losses prior to utilization. The distribution device 
(light fixture) should be linear and oriented downward to 
maximize distribution and minimize room losses associated with 
absorption and maintenance. 

A proof-of-principle model was constructed using the heliostat 
at the University of Minnesota's Civil and Mineral Engineering 
building. Sunlight and light kom a metal halide source were 
alternately introduced into the same PLG and produced identical 
distributions with nearly identical &ciencies. A complete system 
designed, fabricated, and installed by Whitehead is presently in 
operation in Toronto, Canada, 

Several components of AS0 systems have been reduced to 
common practice. Among those are heliostats, vertical and 
horizontal distribution networks, and fixhues capable of delivering 
beamed sunlight and/or electric light. A variety of selective 
coatings and control systems for heliostats are offered in the 
marketplace. 

The unique aspect of the work on AS0 systems presented in 
this paper relates to the use of the prism light guides for the 
transportation and distribution of both sunlight and artificial light. 
The light guides are hollow tubes made with either an optical 
grade polycarbonate or acrylic polymer film. The films are called 
''Scotchlamp Film by their manufacturer, 3M. The acrylic 6lm is 
more stable than the polycarbonate, but the polycarbonate can 
resist higher temperatures, 248OF vs. 190°E Each 6lm can be 
made at varying thicknesses but typically is 0.022" (0.56 mm) and 
weighs about 0.13 Ib/ft (0.064 kg/m). The surface of the 6lm is 
formed into nearly microscopic prismatic facets that transmit light 
using the principle of total internal rdection (Sme et al, 1986). 

The 6lm used in the PSO system is an optical-grade acfylic 
similar to that used in the AS0 system. It is approximately 0.022" 
thick (0.56 mm) and comes in widths up to 24" (61 cm). The 
walls of the 6lm are formed into grooves so that sunlight is 
reflected with a diffusion of approximately 10%. An aluminum 
backing is added to the film. 

Testing has been performed on similar 6lms exposed to the 
low-Earth-orbit (LEO) environment (A. Zderad, personal com- 
munication, 1988). With the current design, the films degrade in 
the presence of or impact with monatomic oxygen in LEO. No 
testing has been performed in deep space. A further investigation 
of the thermal and ionic space environment in relation to these 
films is needed in conjunction with a rethinking of the 
manufacturing process to determine if direct exposure is feasible. 

If the films are used in a controlled emironment such as the 
interior of the space station or a lunar base, degradation of the 
films should not be a problem. Hazards associated with outgassing 
or fire should be no greater than with any other synthetic 
materials used. 

APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR OIYI[1CS TO 
S P A a  STATION OM 

A conceptual design study clearly identified the need to 
supplement artificial lighting with solar illumination to grow 
plants in the CELSS module (Oleson and Olson, 1986). In fact, 
an all-solar illumination system was preferred, based on a 
parametric study of electric power, volume, cost, and mass. 
Unknown plant growth behavior with short illumination cycles 
prompted the investigation of two hybrid systems, one using a 
combination of fiber optic cables and fluorescent lamps and the 
other using fiber optic cables integrated with a remote HID light 
source. 

The hybrid system using fluorescent lamps was identified as the 
best choice. In this system, a heliostat with an array of 2712 
Fresnel lenses concentrates light on 2712 glass fibers that transmit 
light to the plant-growth units. Solar illumination is utilized during 
the 60 minutes of available sunlight, and the fluorescent lamps 
are used during the 30 minutes of darkness each orbit. The 
fluorescent lamps, adjacent to the plant trays, would provide 
750fc (8070 lux) to the plants and the solar lighting would 
provide 7500 fc (80,700 lux). 

Concerns in using the fluorescent/fiber optic system were 
identified: ( 1 ) mercury in the fluorescent lamps is a health hazard; 
(2) the fluorescent lamps will have a shorter life span than HID 
lamps; (3) fluorescent lamp replacement will be more difficult 
than with a remote HID lamp; and (4) fluorescent lamps cannot 
be closely spaced because of mutual interference. Each of these 
concerns was deemed manageable. 

The other hybrid system considered in the study utilized HID 
lights and fiber optic cables. Solar illumination would be trans- 
mitted to the plants as before, but a remote HID light source 
would transmit light via fiber optic cables that would, in turn, 
be integrated with the cables coming kom the heliostat. 

Concerns about the HIDlfiber optic system include (1)the 
integration of an HID light source and fiber optic cables is an 
unknown technology, x.d significant losses of &ciency were 
assumed at the interface of the two; (2) higher costs were 
associated with the HID/fiber optic system, and these costs are 
directly attributable to the development and design work required 
by an unknown technology; (3) HID lamps require preheating; 
and (4) this configuration represented the greatest mass of all the 
systems evaluated because of additional fiber optic cable required. 

The HID/fiber optic system was identifled as having the 
advantages of better maintenance, safety, accessibility, centralized 
cooling, and lamp &ciency when compared to the fluorescent 
system. 
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While two artificial lighting systems were aaluated, only one 
solar transmission system was evaluated. The use of prism light 
guides rather than fiber optic cables may offer some opportunities 
to improve the cost and mass characteristics of the hybrid HID 
system and utilize the inherent advantages of a remote HID light 
source. The reasons to consider using prism light guides for this 
application are ( 1 )  The integration of HID lamps and PLG is a 
known technology, unlike the integration of HID lamps and fiber 
optics, so a reduction of development costs can be anticipated; 
(2) PLG can transmit the same amount of light with less optic 
material, so that assuming the same volumes as the preliminary 
design, order-of-magnitude calculations reveal that substituting 
PLG for the fiber optic cables will reduce the mass for the light 
transfer device by a factor of 50; (3) There exists the opportunity 
to eliminate the physical connection between the heliostat and 
CEJS module if the heliostat is mounted on the space station 
structure for better solar access, and a lens with the proper focal 
length could concentrate the sun's rays to a porthole on the 
module; and (4) The system incorporating PLG can filter harmful 
UV and IX radiation in a similar fashion as fiber optics, which is 
important when plant growth is concerned (Saxe et al, 1986). 

ON OF SOLAR OPTICS 
LUNAR BASE 

The initial advantage of using AS0 for the outpost is the 
conservation of available space. Longer-range advantages of using 
SO on the Moon are threefold. First, many concepts for lunar 
outposts encapsulate habitable areas with regolith or natural 
formations for protection from harmful radiation. Solar optics 
provides a way to transmit sunlight to these shielded environ- 
ments. Second, SO systems can filter out undesired radiation 
wavelengths, thereby transmitting the desired visible spectrum for 
interior illumination. Third, the technology is very simple: The 
heliostat is the only mechanical device used. 

The disadvantages of using SO are, first, the need for solar 
access and, second, the potential loss in dciency if dust proves 
to be excessive from lunar operations. Lack of solar access during 
the lunar night may be mitigated if available luminance from the 
Earth can be utilized (Bwicke, 1985). 

The location of the first lunar site has not been determined. 
Given this fact we made the assumption that the use of solar 
energy is desirable wherever the lunar base is located, either as 
a primary source of power and interior illumination at the lunar 
poles, or as a secondary source at the lower latitudes of the Moon. 

The most promising use of SO would be if a polar location were 
selected as the initial site for lunar habitation. Because the Moon's 
equatorial plane is only inclined l f iO to the ecliptic, there is a 
possibility for continuous sunlight availability (Burke, 1985). At 
the lower latitudes, there will be two-week days and two-week 
nights. In either location, the design of the PSO and AS0 systems 
on the Moon will be modified from Earth-based systems. The small 
tilt of the lunar axis enables the PSO design emphasis to be placed 
on tracking the horizontal movement of the sun during the lunar 
day rather than the vertical, seasonal movement on Earth. 
Similarly, the AS0 design can be simplified by tracking the sun 
on one axis rather than two. 

We have taken several lunar base schemes and speculated on 
how PSO and AS0  might be applied. The schematic diagrams 
illustrated here represent the stages of lunar development 

identified in previous studies (Duke et al, 1985). The diagrams 
assume a lunar pole location but can be easily modified for any 
latitude. 

Current lighting strategies for the space station habitat and 
laboratory modules favor the use of all-artificial sources 
(C. Wheelwright, personal comrnunicatioq 1988). An opportunity 
to utilize AS0 exists, however, if the habitat modules are used 
for the first lunar outposts. Figure4 shows such an outpost 
(KapWiy and Nixon, 1985). A preliminary lighting evaluation for 
the space station identified several interesting concepts (Walter, 
Donoin, Teague Assoc., 1987). One concept is to integrate the 
air plenum, fluorescent lamp, and light diffuser. Removing the 
fluorescent lamp, the plenum space could be lined with PLG. A 
heliostat, supplemented with an HID lamp, could then pipe light 
down the plenum to provide interior illumination This concept 
is similar to the one proposed for the CEJS module. As the base 
incorporates more modules, the AS0 system can grow with it. 

The scheme shown in Fig. 5 shows housing an operational or 
advanced base inside a lava tube ( H ~ T z ,  1985). This scheme is 
similar to current terrestrial applications in office buildings. 
Passive solar optics is used to provide general illumination within 
the lava tube and AS0 is used to provide habitat lighting. 
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Fig. 4. Lunar outpost using ASO. 

Fig. 5. Operational base using AS0  and PSO. 
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The scheme shown in Fig. 6 is for a self-mfEcient colony. The 
scale of the SO systems is limited only by the available volume. 
As the lunar community grows, the illumination scheme can grow 
with it. The diagram shows PSO being used as general illumination 
and gives a sense of orientation to the colony. Active solar optics 
is used as building-specific illumination, with light being 
transmitted both horizontally and vertically. 

HELIOSTAT ARRAY TO 
PIPE SUNLIGHT THROUGH 
UTILITY SHAFT 

. . .  . u 

Fig. 6. Self-sutficient colony using ASO and PSO. 

The SO systems described in this paper are known technologies 
that have been proven to deliver the quantity and quality of light 
needed for various human activities on Earth. Active solar optics 
is most appropriate for general and task illumination, and PSO is 
most appropriate for general illumination only. Both systems can 
filter harmful radiation. It is concluded that these same 
technologies should be considered for use with the space station 
CELSS module and for the various development phases of the 
lunar base. 

To determine the feasib'ity of applying SO to extraterrestrial 
applications, and in particular lunar bases, further investigation as 
to the effect of the thermal and ionic environment and of lunar 
dust on the SO system must be undertaken. 
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lh geologic exploration of the Moon wiU be one of theppnmaty scienti~fu1u:tiOns of any lunar base 
program. Geologic reconnaiksance, the bmadscule charact&tion of processes and regions, is an 
ongoing effort that has alreudy started and wiU continue afer base estublishment Such reconnakuznce 
is best done by remote sensing jiom lunar o&it and simple, automat& san@le teturn missions of 
the Soviet LUM class. W stud3 in conhast, reqw'ms intensive umrk qlmbdities and the guiding 
influence of human intelligence. We suggest that the most effectiw way to accomplish the goals of 
geologic @Id study on the Moon is through the use of tehperated robots, under the direct control 
of a human geologist who remmremmns at the lunar base, or possibly on W h .  Xkse hesets would have 
a global travose mnge, could possess sensory abiliries optimized for geologic @Id work, and would 
accomplish sut$ace exploration goals un'thout the safety and life su#ort concerns attendant with the 
use of human geologists on the Moon. By developing the qWbiZity to e@m? any point on the Moon 
immediately afer base estubhkhnent, the use of such tehperat& robotic @Id geologists makes the 
single-site lunar base into a '@obal" base jiom the viaupoint of geologic exploration. 

Geoscience will be one of the prime scientific activities 
associated with a permanently staffed lunar base. The geologic 
exploration of the Moon is an ongoing task occurring before, 
during, and after base establishment. Various methods and 
techniques of geologic investigation exist that serve a variety of 
purposes; these different methods involve differing hardware, 
operational, and interpretive approaches. In this paper, we first 
distinguish between the two different types of geological 
investigation and the philosophies and operational methods 
behind them. We then consider how the goals of advanced, 
detailed geologic study conducted kom the lunar base may be 
best accomplished, specifically by examining the relative roles of 
humans and robots as lunar field geologists. Our purpose is not 
to provide a detailed plan for the exploration of the Moon, but 
to examine the relative merits of two Werent approaches to lunar 
field geology. 

OF cGEOE(PG1C mD WORM 
Geology is the science concerned with the origin, history, and 

evolution of terrestrial planetary bodies. To decipher and under- 
stand the record of planetary evolution retained in its rocks, it 
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is necessary to examine and study rocks in their natural environ- 
ment (for a detailed discussion of the methodology and philoso- 
phy of geology, see Albritton, 1963); in geology, this technique 
is termed @Id zoo&. Geologic field work on Earth has a long 
and venerable history, and the techniques for lunar geologic field 
work were adapted from terrestrial experience for the Apollo 
lunar missions with only minor modifications (Hess, 1967; for a 
summary of the current status of lunar geological problems, see 
Lunar Geoscieme Work?ing Group, 1986). 

For the purposes of this discussion, we subdivide geologic field 
work into two broad categories: monnaissance and @Id study. 
The goals of geologic reconnaissance are to provide an admittedly 
incomplete, but broad characterization of the geologic features 
and processes on a planetary body. The questions asked during 
the reconnaissance phase are of first-order and fundamental 
importance. For example, one may identify the most sparsely 
cratered, dark flow on the Moon from orbital photographs; the 
geologic interpretation of such a feature would be that it 
represents the youngest lunar lava flow (an important datum for 
understanding lunar thermal history). An example of geologic 
reconnaissance would be a simple sample return mission (e.g., 
Soviet Luna class; see Johnson, 1979) to provide bits of the lava 
flow that could then be dated by radiometric techniques. Such 
a mission has relatively simple, focused objectives: Sample the flow 
to determine its age and composition. More detailed questions, 
such as the petrogenesis of the basaltic magma and the flow's 
relation to overall lunar volcanic history, can be tentatively 
addressed, but such a mission is not designed to answer these 
questions. This type of preliminary exploration paves the way for 
the more detailed type of study to follow. 
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Geologic field study, as here defined, has more ambitious goals. 
The objective of field study is nothing less than to understand 
planetary geologic processes and units at all levels of detail. Such 
a goal makes it a virtual certainty that field study is a protracted 
and complex operation; moreover, field study is an iterative 
process involving repeated visits to the same field site interspersed 
with analytical laboratory work and revision of the working 
hypotheses. The operational methods developed for reconnais- 
sance are inadequate at this level of study. Not only must a field 
study site be sampled at increasing levels of detail, but one does 
not know in advance which recogfllzable subunits may hold the 
answers to a given series of questions. Autonomous, automated 
machines are incapable of the decision-making necessary at this 
level of study; human intelligence and interaction during the field 
work is an absolute necessity. 

These two methods of geologic study are both nece-, we 
do not b e p  a detailed field study of a given region unless we 
know what questions are appropriate to ask Conversely, no single 
set of reconnaissance results gives us a really complete under- 
standing of the history and evolution of a region or process. Thus, 
both types of investigation proceed simultaneously and both will 
be essential in conjunction with lunar base establishment and op- 
erations. 

GEOLOGIC RECONNAISSANCE AND 
THE LUNAR BASE 

A cornerstone in the geologic reconnaissance of any planetary 
object is the acquisition of global remote-sensing data; this 
includes determining the morphology, the chemistry and 
mineralogy, and the physical characteristics of surface and 
subsurface units. Prior to the establishment of a lunar base, such 
a global database should be provided for the Moon by a polar- 
orbiting spacecraft, the proposed Lunar Observer (LO) mission 
goes a long way toward providing this information (LGO Science 
W i s h o p  Members, 1986). The data produced by this mission 
should be used to plan a systematic sampling program using the 
automated sample return spacecraft described earlier. Such a 
series of sample returns can be planned for both scientific 
exploration and specific operational reconnaissance designed to 
support lunar base operations (Ryder et al, 1989). Examples of 
the former include compositionally distinct mare basalt units, the 
impact-melt sheets of large complex craters (both to provide an 
estimate of the gross target composition and to give absolute ages 
of the impact events to calibrate the lunar geologic timescale), 
and regions of the highlands that appear from the orbital data to 
be geologically interesting. Examples of operational missions 
include the return of samples from potential ore deposits 
identified from orbital data and the examination of possible 
volatile-rich areas for base life support and propellant extraction. 

Another class of reconnaissance mission invokes the use of 
semiautonomous rovers. Such a spacecraft could traverse long 
distances on the Moon, performing chemical analyses of soils and 
mapping the mineralogy of rock exposures through multispectral 
mapping techniques. It could also provide detailed engineering 
data on lunar surface and subsurface conditions, including the 
identification of optimum mining prospects and the surface and 
subsurface characteristics of potential base outpost sites. 
Experience with the Soviet ~&od series (~mgradov, 1971) 
suggests that the potential of such vehicles for the collection of 
both scientific and engineering data has yet to be fully realized. 

The use of rovers as base precursors could provide a very cost- 
effective means of gathering hard data for the planning of more 
complex surface operations in the future. 

Geologic reconnaissance both precedes and follows base 
establishment. In the first case, it is by no means obvious that 
we will want to emplace the lunar base at a previous (Apollo) 
landing site; basic information about the geologic setting, resource 
potential, and physical nature of possible base sites must be 
reasonably well understood before base establishment. Geologic 
reconnaissance provides some of these basic data In the second 
case, the ongoing geologic exploration of the Moon as a planetary 
body requires increasingly longer, more complex, and more 
detailed field work; such work cannot be planned and accomp- 
lished without precursor reconnaissance of geologically interest- 
ing regions. Expanding human presence on the Moon also 
requires that we eventually identify and characterize all available 
lunar resources for ultimate, if not immediate use. Thus, we 
believe that the capability to perfom geologic reconnaissance 
before, during, and after base establishment is a required element 
of any lunar base infrastructure. 

GEOLOGIC HELD STUDY 
THE LUNAR BME 

To completely understand lunar evolution and history, 
geologists must conduct intensive field studies of promising areas 
on the Moon. In this phase of work, large- to small-scale processes 
and units are studied and the questions under investigation are 
likely to be layered with increasing levels of speci6city and 
complexity. Examples of sites studied during this phase include 
the central peaks of large craters where complex outcrops occur, 
megablocks of brecciated highland crust that may occur both as 
ejecta and as exposures within crater walls, crater and basin ejecta 
deposits, and the genesis of lunar landforms such as sinuous rilles 
and wrinkle ridges. The methods of investigation for such targets 
Wer greatly from those described above; a Luna-type sample 
return from any of these kinds of targets would probably create 
more confusion than enlightenment. 

The key element necessary in these types of study is the guiding 
influence of human intelligence and experience. Moreover, the 
presence of the human intelligence must be of such a nature as 
to proceed interactively and simultaneously with the field work 
being performed. Given such a requirement, what techniques are 
best suited to accomplish scientific goals? For such complex 
surface operations, we envision two basic approaches: human field 
geologists and teleoperated (not automated) robots. The 
principles and techniques of human field work are well under- 
stood after 200 years of geologic investigation on the Earth; they 
may be applied to the Moon with only slight m&cation 
(schmin; 1973; SpuAs, 1984). 

The use of teleoperated robots as field geologists heretofore has 
not received detailed consideration, but robots have many 
potential advantages over humans. They can be made with sensory 
capabilities at any wavelength in the electromagnetic spectrum, 
which gives them a particular advantage over humans in the area 
of mineral and chemical identification while in the field. Robots 
can be made to possess great physical strength and endurance 
(useful in a field geology context to move boulders for sampling 
and to work for extended time periods). Possibly their most 
important advantage over human workers is their unique ability 
to work in the harsh lunar environment unencumbered by 
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complex and massive life support systems; moreover, serious 
safety issues arise with the consideration of extended human 
presence on the lunar surface, particularly in regard to radiation 
exposure and, to a lesser extent, micrometeorite impacts. Robotic 
field geologists can be designed so that these concerns are greatly 
alleviated. 

As we envision their use, these cybernetic field geologists 
would perform tasks identical to their human counterparts. In 
terms of field geology, this involves recognizing distinct lithologies 
in the field, collecting both representative and unusual samples, 
and returning them to the lunar base for detailed analysis. During 
periods of intensive field study, the robots would be under the 
direct and complete control of a human geologist. The goal of 
this mode of operation is telepresence; i.e., to simulate reality for 
the human operator through the use of robotic teleoperations 
(Wkon and MacDonald, 1986; Shaidan, 1989). But where 
should these human operators be, on the Moon or on Earth? The 
round-trip radio time for lunar operations controlled by an 
operator on Earth is 2.6 sec, and this lag time between command 
and observation of command response might seriously degrade 
the telepresence effect. Do the geologist-operators really need to 
believe that they are at the field site? Is a near-instantaneous 
response necessary for sound field work? Or is telepresence a 
luxury? 

The question seems to focus on the maximum time delay that 
can be tolerated without degrading the quality of the field study. 
Tune delay might be a more tolerant criterion for geologic field 
work than it is for complex mechanical tasks such as construction. 
More research is needed to determine the allowable limits of time 
delay. Experiments can assess the possibility of operating robots 
on the Moon from Earth (2.6 sec) and of operating them on Mars 
from Earth (5 min to 40 min). 

The most important factor in doing field work properly, besides 
the training, talent, and experience of the geologist, is the 
presence of human powers of thought and observation at the field 
site. It is not clear that this requires full telepresence. It sounds 
enticing to think of yourself as the operator, actually sensing that 
you are in the field Nevertheless, Wzlson and M a c D o W  ( 1986) 
point out that the most important factor from the standpoint of 
the operator is the intellectual challenge, in this case the 
challenge of unraveling some of the Moon's geologic history. 
However, we feel that the sense of discovery and the excitement 
that goes with it are also important. Telepresence may not be 
required for stimulating the operator's intellect or for generating 
the sense of excitement that goes with exploration. On the other 
hand, if remote operation becomes too cumbersome (for 
example, because the time delay is extreme) the operator will 
concentrate more on mechanical aspects of the work and less on 
the intellectual ones. After all, when doing field work on Earth, 
geologists do not need to think about focusing their eyes or 
moving along an outcrop. When they do, as when the outcrop 
is a cliff with a narrow leae, geologists spend more time watch- 
ing their steps than examining the outcrop. 

If experiments show that high-quality field work can be done 
on the Moon (and perhaps Mars) by operators located on Earth, 
some interesting possibilities result. Most important is the active 
involvement of many more geologists than will be on the Moon 
during the first few decades of base operations. More areas could 
be studied, more samples could be returned, and more 
intellectual energy could be expended on solving problems in 
lunar and planetary science. Graduate students, some of whom 
might someday do field work in person on the Moon or Mars, 

could be trained in extraterrestrial field work A major advantage 
of this is that many important geological discoveries have been 
made by students doing field work for their master's or doctoral 
theses. We could expect the same on the Moon and Mars. 

GEO 
A DESIGN CONCEIT 

Attempting to predict the state of the art in robotics technology 
in the next century is futile. Nevertheless, we can identify the 
likely requirements and capabilities of a teleoperated robot 
designed for geologic field work We offer the following design 
concept for a machine to geologically explore the Moon (Table 1, 
Fig. 1). 

One of the prime requirements for such a robot is mobility. 
The Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) performed splendidly and 
reliably on three separate Apollo missions (Mores, 1988); it was 
a wheeled vehicle powered by four independently operated 
electric motors that outperformed its design specifications on the 
Moon. Although we have no particular prejudices regarding the 
type of motive system used, we have chosen to base our concept 
on a wheeled, roving vehicle. It is possible that some type of 
walking vehicle (e.g., Braze11 et al, 1988) or tracked vehicle may 
be ultimately preferable to a wheeled one. 

The instrumentation advocated for this robot (Table 1) not oniy 
meets our criteria for telepresence, but it is optimized for 
additional sensory capabilities appropriate for geologic field work 
In this regard, we are interested in the near- and far-infrared 
portions of the spectrum, where characteristic absorption bands 
of the common rock-forming minerals occur, and in the X-ray and 
gamma-ray bands, which contain lines related to elemental 
abundance. Real-time identification of rock types in the field will 
be greatly aided by such instrumentation. We envision that during 
teleoperations, a selected subset of this mineralogical and 
chemical data would be image-superimposed on the high- 
resolution, real-time television @@, this mode of operation 
would be selected by the operating geologist. When lithologic 
differences are recognized, a reversion to normal vision may be 
desirable for the next steps. 
V i  recognition of rock types in the field is followed by 

systematic and representative sampling of the desired units. We 
envision at least two robotic arms will be necessary; these arms 
should possess some type of tactile feedback, as the touch sense 
is one that is commonly used in terrestrial field work (e.g., the 
friability of a breccia is an important piece of geologic 
information). The robotic arms could be fitted with a variety of 
end articulators designed to perform various functions. It is 
desirable for one arm to have an anthropomorphic hand for 
normal manual operations; the other arm could be used as a 
combination percussion hammer (the traditional tool of the field 
geologist) and a small drill core capable of boring and extracting 
specific portions of a complex rock Polymict breccia5 on the 
Moon frequently contain numerous clasts, but usually a limited 
series of rocks of a given type; the most effective way to sample 
such a rock is to obtain a few of those clasts recognized as 
representative (determined from the sensory data described 
above), sample any clasts recognized as unusual, and return them 
all for detailed analysis. Collected samples would be documented 
and placed in sample return containers carried on the bed of the 
rover. 

Additional articulators for the robot's arms could also serve 
useful functions. Studies of Apollo samples show that rake sample 
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TABLE 1. Spe~cat ions for a teleoperated robotic field geologist. 

System Instrument or device Comments 

Mobility Roving vehicle Range thousands of kilometers 

Vision Stereo, high-dat ion color television Minimum resolving power 30" of arc; tele- 
scope mode, 1 " of arc 

Manipulation Anthropomorphic ann(s) and hand(s) 
with tactile feedback 

Percussion hammer and drill core   MI Capable of extraction of 2-cm-diameter 
rock eore 

Sample Visual-infrared mapping spectrometer 0.3-20 pm; 1200 spectral channels 
identification 

X-ray fluorescence spectrometer Real-time chemical analysis 

Sample stowage Four to five sample return containers Each container with over 200 documented 
subcompartments 
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Fig. I. (a) Artist's concept of a teleoperated robotic field geologist discovering a xenolith in a lunar mare basalt flow. Painting by Pat Rawlings. 
(b) Sketch of the robotic field geologist showing configuration of equipment. See Table 1 for instrument description and text for operational details. 
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collection, the gathering of a statistically representative sample of 
small, walnut-sized rocks, and regolith drill cores, down to depths 
of 2-3 m, are useful ways to sample the Moon. These sample 
collection functions require little active input from the 
teleoperator and could be automated 

Constant communication of the robot with the teleoperator is 
required. For operations on the lunar nearside controlled from 
Earth, direct and constant radio contact will be possible. However, 
for operations on the farside and for robot control by operators 
on the Moon, a series of comsats, either in halo orbits at the 
lagrangian points or in lunar orbit, will be needed. In addition 
to communications, these comsats could also be the most 
effective way to perform lunar surface navigation for long-distance 
(hundreds of kilometer) traverses through radio positioning and 
orbital tracking. An alternative method of communication 
between the robot and lunar base operators might be to deploy 
line-of-sight relay stations along the traverse route. Although we 
have not considered this technique in detail, the abrupt c m t u r e  
of the Moon (the horizon for a 2-m-tall viewer on a flat mare 
plain is about 2.6 km away) suggests that this might severely 
restrict the effective operational range of the robot. The use of 
lunar topography to site relay stations may partially alleviate the 
problem; however, for an extended geological traverse such as the 
one described by Cintala et al. (1985), the use of available 
topography in the Imbrium Basin region (average elevations 
between 3 km and 4 km) suggests that at least 10 relay stations 
would have to be employed (range between stations about 
240km) between the rover at maximum traverse range (about 
2400 km) and the base control site. Moreover, this deployed relay 
net would then not necessarily be available for future use, as new 
traverses would probably strike out in different directions, 
requiring the deployment of yet another relay net. We feel that 
the use of a lunar comsat system would probably be the most 
efficient way to communicate with a long-range roving vehicle. 

In addition to its field geologist role, our robotic bus could be 
easily adapted to perform other surface operational tasks. For 
example, the deployment of network equipment, such as geo- 
physical stations, could be done efficiently by teleoperations. 
Moreover, it is also possible to combine two functions on a single 
traverse, with the robot deploying geophysical instrumentation on 
its outbound traverse and performing field geology during its 
return to base. Thus, this proposed robotic vehicle could be easily 
adapted to perform multiple functions during lunar base surface 
operations. 

It is not our intention to develop here a detailed plan for the 
geologic exploration of the Moon associated with a lunar base 
program. However, we can envision a series of operations that 
may be undertaken with such a program (Fig. 2) that will both 
support the establishment and operation of a permanent lunar 
base and provide a wealth of knowledge for lunar geoscience. 

The most important step prior to base establishment is global 
geologic reconnaissance; this is most effectively accomplished by 
a polar-orbiting, remote-sensing mission (or series of missions) 
followed by a succession of simple, sample return missions. The 

landing sites for these sample return missions should be selected 
on the basis of the global data provided by LO or its equrvalent. 
We envision a series of such missions aimed at gathering scientific, 
engineering, and resource-utilization data. Such information will 
be crucial to the intelligent selection of the ultimate lunar base 
site. The use of semiautonomous rovers to m e y  prospective sites 
in detail may also occur in this phase, depending upon the 
identifled needs of the lunar base site-certification process. 
Because the need for geologic reconnaissance continues after the 
base is established, we envision this series of reconnaissance 
missions as a key part of the total lunar base hfkastructure and 
such missions will continue for the indefinite future. 

A great deal of geologic field work after initial base establish- 
ment will be conducted in the vicinity of the base site. This phase 
offers an excellent opportunity to field test the techniques of 
robotic teleoperation by conducting field study simultaneously 
with human and robotic geologists. The work would not only 
calibrate the robotic operatives for future independent traverses, 
but would also give the human teleoperators valuable experience 
in the use of their robotic alter egos for actual lunar geologic 
field work 

Eventually a series of increasingly longer traverses away from 
the base site to targets of geologic interest would be conducted. 
Such traverses could be designed to spend as much or as little 
time as desired at given field stations; moreover, route planning 
may involve circular paths to visit a series of different stops, or 
linear/radial paths to revisit previously examined stations. At least 
three, and possibly as many as five, robotic geologists should be 
available, thus permitting simultaneous traverses to many different 
geologic targets, in addition to allowing concurrent operational, 
instrument-deployment, or field-service missions. This phase of 
detailed geologic exploration would take years, if not centuries 
to complete, and it constitutes the bulk of geologic exploration 
of the Moon conducted from the lunar base. 

During this phase of the exploration, we will undoubtedly 
encounter sites of great mystery and beauty. It is inconceivable 
to us that, no matter how compelling the robotic telepresence 
at such sites is, the human inhabitants of the Moon would not 
want to visit some of these sites in person. The whole human 
drive to explore and colonize the Moon defies rational analysis; 
therefore, we strongly advocate that the capability to transport 
humans to any point on the lunar globe be a required element 
of the infrastructure supporting a lunar base. Such human visits 
may not be common, but past experience with the human 
exploration drive suggests that they will be inevitable. 

Although the ultimate goal of a lunar base program is the 
settlement of the Moon on a global scale, this goal will take many 
years to accomplish. It takes a great deal of energy to transport 
humans and their bulky life support systems great distances 
around the Moon from a single-site base. In some base- 
development scenarios, the ability to send human field workers 
to points on the Moon distant fiom the base occurs only in the 
advanced stages of base development. Possibly the most exciting 
aspect of our proposal to explore the Moon with teleoperated 
robots is that we can have scientific access to any point on the 
Moon very early in the base development program. In this sense, 
the use of teleoperated robots makes the single-site base into a 
"global" base. Such a strategy of exploration by robots under 
human control from a central base site is applicable to initial base 
operations on any terrestrial planetary body. 
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical timeline for geological requirements associated with a lunar base program. Milestones in lunar geological exploration are shown in 
relation to key events in the lunar base program and required technological developments. Scale of dates is arbitrary. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, we conclude the 
following regarding the roles of humans and robots in the 
geologic exploration of the Moon: 

1. Geologic reconnaissance is an ongoing effort prior to and 
concurrent with the establishment of the lunar base. Such 
reconnaissance may be best accomplished by remote sensing from 
lunar orbit and by relatively simple, automated sample return 
missions. 

2. Geologic field study, by contrast, requires long stay times, 
intensive work capabilities, and human "presence." 

3. The bulk of geologic field study conducted from the lunar 
base should be performed by teleoperated, robotic field 
geologists. 

4. Humans in the field undoubtedly will be required in some 
instances. This capability should be a required element of the 
advanced lunar base infrastructure. 

5. From the viewpoint of geologic exploration, teleoperated 
robots make the single-site base into a "global" base by providing 
a capability to explore any part of the Moon (or any planet) from 
the moment of base start-up operations. 
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TFnkpaper a&hxses some of the scienft~puzzles that astronomers may face in the next century. Four 
areas in astronomy are dkcussed in detail. These incliu3e cornlogy and galaxy f m c i o n ,  active 
galazies and quasars, supemova-? atul steUm remnants, and the f m E i o n  of stars andplanets. A d t y  
of obseruatories on the Moon mpqposed to a& these astronomical challenges. 

It is now fairly well established that the Moon is an excellent 
location fiom which to perform astronomical observations (e.g., 
Bums and Mendel, 1988; Bums et al., 1990). The sky is dark 
and quiet, especially on the lunar farside. There is very little at- 
mosphere, both in terms of neutral (lo5 molecules/cm3; Taylw 
et al, 1988) and ionized (<I00 ions/cm3; Douglas and Smith, 
1985) gases. The ground is stable since the Moon is geologically 
inactive (seismic energy is that of the Earth). The back- 
grounds of light, radio waves, radioactive-induced radiation, and 
even 1-Gev to 10-Tev neutrinos (Cheny and Lamif?, 1985) are 
much less than that on the Earth. 

These characteristics have stimulated proposals for a wide 
variety of astronomical observatories on the Moon (e.g., MenAel, 
1985; B u m  and M&ll, 1988). Interferometric arrays at radio, 
optical, and infrared wavelengths will take advantage of the phase 
coherency that is possible without an atmosphere and on a stable 
surface. The lower gravity of the Moon may prompt the 
construction of very large radio dish antennas at high frequencies 
and large mirror arrays for use in the optical and infrared. The 
low radiation backgrounds, high vacuum, and negligible magnetic 
fields may permit the deployment of large-area, sensitive detectors 
of X-rays, gamma-rays, and cosmic rays, as well as detectors for 
neutrinos at moderate energies. 

Clearly, a discussion of astronomical observatories on the Moon 
in the 2 1st century must be motivated by exciting and challenging 
scientific goals. In this paper, I attempt to examine what some 
of the astronomical challenges for the 21st century may be. My 
list is by no means exhaustive, but represents some of my own 
scientific biases and some of the astronomical programs that I £ind 
particularly attractive. My colleagues will surely extend this list. 
Crystal ball gazing is always dangerous in a field that is as rapidly 
advancing as astronomy. Such predictions are particularly 
dangerous now before the Hubble Space Telescope is in full 
operation and before the launch of the Gamma-Ray observatory, 
since these remarkable facilities will probably uncover new and 
interesting problems that could be appropriate for study with 
telescopes on the Moon. Nonetheless, it is likely that within the 
four areas that I discuss below a wide variety of interesting 
problems will remain well into the twenty-tirst century. 

My approach in this paper will be to examine possible 
astronomical programs for the next century, independent of the 
location from which the observations will be conducted. In the 
Enal section, I will note what types of lunar observatories may 
contribute to the proposed astronomical programs. 

COSMOLOGY AND GAUXY FORMATION 
The Hubble Parameter 

Hubble discovered in 1929 that the universe expands at a rate 
that is directly proportional to the distance. The constant of 
proportionality is now known as the Hubble parameter, H,. After 
nearly 60 years of effort, we still only know the value of this most 
important cosmological parameter to within a factor of 2 (50- 
100 km/sec/Mpc). High-resolution, high-sensitivity observations in 
both the optical and Mared (IR) of "standard candles" such as 
Cepheid variables and supernovae in distant galaxies are needed 
to determine accurate distances. These data, combined with 
spectroscopically measured recession velocities, are used to 
calibrate the rate of universal expansion. Although the Hubble 
Space Telescope will make a giant leap forward toward 
determining the value of H,, its aperture is relatively small (2.4 m) 
and the light-gathering power is limited. A larger optical 
telescope, possibly on the Moon (e.g., Bely et al., 1989), would 
be able to resolve Cepheids and supernovae in more distant 
gaiaxes, and would possess greater sensitivity because of the 
larger aperture and lower light background (both galactic and 
extragalactic). This would also permit the use of fainter variables 
such as RR Lyrae stars to calibrate the Hubble flow. 

Another intriguing possibility for constraining H,, is the use of 
water vapor masers in other galaxies. Recently, VLBI observations 
of trigonometric parallaxes of galactic H20 masers were used to 
make the best estimate of the distance to the Galactic Center to 
date. An ultralong baseline radio interferometer with space-based 
antennas would be able to resolve masers in other galaxies and 
thus use similar techniques to detetmine accurate distances. 

We should also conduct searches for other standard candles. 
An interesting possibility involves X-ray binaries whose periodic- 
ities ate proportional to their luminosities. An array of X-ray 
variability monitoring telescopes with modest resolution would be 
adequate for this task 
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Photometry of extragalactic star clusters with a large opticall 
IR telescope could provide another important distance indicator. 
Using the classic technique of main sequence fitting to the H- 
R diagram of a star cluster would allow accurate distance deter- 
minations. 

Expansion of extragalactic supernovae and supernova remnants 
offers intriguing possibilities as measured by high-resolution 
optical and radio interferometers. The proper motion of compact 
components in the expanding nebulae combined with spectro- 
scopic measurements of the radial velocities can yield a parallax 
or distance estimate. 

More effort should be devoted to combining data from several 
wavelength bands to determine H,. For example, sensitive micro- 
wave observations (away from sources of interference and high 
terrestrial background levels from the sky and ground) of clusters 
of galaxies coupled with X-ray measurements can, in principle, 
yield a measure of the Hubble parameter using the Sunyaev- 
Zeldovich effect (i.e., the cosmic microwave background is 
diminished by Compton scattering off thermal electrons in the 
intracluster medium). 

Dark Matter and Closure of the Universe 

One of the most important realizations of the past few decades 
is that the majority of matter in the universe (possibly 90%) is 
nonluminous. The nature of this dark matter is highly uncertain. 
Candidates include Jupiter-like planets, brown dwarfs, small black 
holes, as well as weakly interacting particles such as massive 
neutrinos (hot dark matter) and gravitinos (cold dark matter). 
The density of dark matter is of critical importance in determining 
the rate of deceleration of the expansion of the universe and the 
geometry of spacetime (an open or closed universe). 

Galaxy rotation curves have been important in constraining the 
mass of galaxy halos. The discovery of flattened rotation curves 
(i.e., nearly constant velocities at large distances from the galaxy 
core) implies the existence of massive dark halos. Because of the 
sensitivity requirements, only a relatively few nearby galaxies have 
been measured. There is a great need to determine rotation 
curves for more distant galaxies, younger galaxies, and a broader 
class of galaxies. In addition to the usual techniques involving H- 
alpha and 21-cm spectral line observations, millimeter and 
submillimeter telescopes, free of absorption and scattering in the 
terrestrial atmosphere, could use molecular line transitions for the 
galaxy dynamics studies. 

On larger scales, it has been known since the 1930s that 
clusters of galaxies must possess s iwcan t  quantities of dark 
matter to counteract the large observed velocity dispersions. The 
magnitude of the motions of galaxies in clusters depends upon 
the total cluster mass. However, a direct determination of the 
mass is complicated by uncertainties in galaxy orbits and the state 
of cluster relaxation. Only relatively nearby clusters have 
measured dispersions so we presently do not know how cluster 
dynamics (and thus relaxation) evolves with time. Larger, more 
sensitive telescopes at optical and radio (HI line) frequencies are 
needed to make these measurements. However, better constraints 
on dark matter will come from combining the galaxy velocity data 
with high spectral and spatial X-ray observations of clusters. Hot 
gas (10' to lo8 K) between cluster galaxies emits thermal 
brernsstralung radiation and serves as an excellent tracer of the 
gravitational potential well of the cluster. X-ray line emission can 
also be used to constrain mass loss from galaxies and motions 

of the intracluster medium. This combination of multiwavelength 
observations could be a useful tool in constraining the nature and 
extent of dark matter in clusters. 

Even larger structures, superclusters and cosmic voids, are 
powerful probes of dark matter when combined with theoretical 
models. We need to measure the three-dimensional structure of 
the universe on scales of hundreds of Mpc at large look-back 
times. The galaxy covariance function, the distribution of galaxies, 
and the recently discovered large-scale streaming motions are 
presently the best tools that we have for distinguishing between 
various models of galaxy formation (pancake collapse on large 
scales vs. a hybrid hierarchical clustering). In turn, these models 
depend upon the particular form of dark matter that forms the 
seed density perturbation. 

Fmally, gravitational lenses offer an interesting method to probe 
dark matter. Multiply imaged quasars at radio and optical 
wavelengths and time variability of the images can constrain the 
total mass of the foreground lensing galaxy. However, ground- 
based studies have been limited by both resolution and sensitivity. 
Our present inability to detect and distinguish all images formed 
by a gravitational lens means that the resulting lensing mass 
estimate will be highly model-dependent. 

Evolution of Galaxies and Clusters 

An understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies 
requires observations of galaxies at large distances. As in the 
above, ground-based observations have been limited by wave- 
length coverage (optical through near infirared), resolution, and 
sensitivity. 

In particular, exciting new results using recently developed 
two-dimensional infrared imaging detectors suggest that primor- 
dial galaxies can be observed Since these galaxies tend to be very 
red in color, one would like to search for such objects at even 
longer infirared wavelengths (10 to 100 pm). Large-area, infrared 
detectors are needed for very deep surveys of galaxies in 
formation. 

High-sensitivity, high-resolution telescopes in the UV, optical, 
and IR offer the possibility of studying the initial mass function 
(IMF) of stars in galaxes and extragalactic star clusters. These 
observations, coupled with submillimeter studies of star-forming 
regions in other galaxies, will provide a broader perspective on 
the physics of protostellar collapse and early stages of star 
formation than is possible using the Milky Way alone. 

The detection and imaging of distant galaxy clusters (z > 2- 
3) at both X-ray and optical wavelengths would add greatly to 
our understanding of the evolution of galaxy environments. In 
particular, line observations at X-ray energies of cosmologically 
distant clusters would help us to determine the origin of the 
elements in the intracluster medium and the evolution of the gas. 

Another crucial database that is needed concerns the mor- 
phology of younger galaxies. When and how do galaxy disks form? 
How common is starburst activity and how might this be related 
to quasar activity? How does the interstellar medium in galaxies 
evolve with time? These questions could potentially be addressed 
with telescopes in space or on the Moon at W, optical, IR, and 
millimeter/submillimeter wavelengths. 

The 3-K microwave background holds one of the important 
keys to understanding how structure emerged from the high- 
energy soup of the early universe. In particular, anisotropies in 
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this background are directly related to the spectrum of initial unimpeded by the intervening galaxies and intergalactic gas. Thus, 
density fluctuations (unless an epoch of reionization occurred). one may have an opportunity to study particle emissions in the 
Ground-based and balloon observations are difticult because of the direct environs of the engine and therefore constrain the nature 
Earths atmosphere. The COBE satellite is the first U.S. spacecraft of the engine. 
to be devoted to measurements of the microwave background. 
However, it too is limited in sensitivity and resolution. one needs 
to employ a wide range of sensitive detectors from millimeter to 
the JR at a variety of angular resolutions to detect and measure 
the full spectrum of anisotropies. 

A diffuse X-ray background has been known to exist for nearly 
two decades. The origin remains unclear. Einstein Observatory 
deep field observations suggested that some of this background 
is composed of quasars, galaxy clusters, active galaxies, and stars. 
However, the results are still controversial. A deeper, higher reso- 
lution survey over a wide energy range (1 to 100 keV) is needed 
to resolve this question. 

Active galaxies and quasars often emit more energy as 
nonthermal radiation than the superposition of thermal emission 
from all the stars in the parent object. What kind of "engine" is 
capable of such energy production? Theoretically, collapsed 
objects-particularly black holes-seem to have the best promise. 
Energy can be efficiently extracted from the deep gravitational 
potential well within an accretion disk However, there is at 
present no observational proof that massive black holes exist at 
galaxy cores. 

Several galaxies such as M87 and M32 have suggestions that 
black holes may be present in their cores based upon studies of 
the distribution of light and stellar velocities. However, all such 
arguments are limited by the inability of current instruments to 
resolve the cores of generally distant active galaxies. An optical/ 
IR interferometer could directly attack this problem with angular 
resolutions of a microarcsecond. 

Similarly high resolutions could be achieved by a space-based 
radio interferometer. One could study how energy is extracted 
from the cores, and thus infer the properties of the engine, by 
observing radio jets at very high resolutions. However, such 
studies may be limited in linear resolution by Compton scattering 
effects. 

One would also like to observe the gas in the direct environs 
of the engine. To accomplish this, high-spatial and-spectral reso- 
lution images are needed of the narrow-line region surrounding 
the active galactic nucleus. 

Another clue to the nature of the engine can come from 
variability of the X-ray emissions from AGNs. Such observations 
set the tirmest limits on the size of the emitting region. They also 
can produce estimates of accretion rates and information on the 
physics of the radiation processes. Time-serial, ungapped data is 
needed to detect multiple-periodic structures. 

The recent detection of neutrinos fi-om the supernova in the 
Large Magellanic Cloud ushered in a new observational branch 
of astronomy. The Moon is a particularly good location for 
observing neutrinos in the energy range from 1 Gev to 10 TeV 
since the background is much lower than on Earth. A large area 
neutrino detector might then be used for observations of active 
galactic nuclei. The neutrinos are created via high-energy 
interactions within the accretion disk and travel outward nearly 

We stiU have a very poor understanding of how electrons (and 
presumably protons) are accelerated to relativistic energies, thus 
radiating synchrotron emission in both galaxy cores and in larger- 
scale radio lobes. This is a general question that also applies to 
the formation of cosmic rays in galaxies, energetic particles in 
supemovae, and flares on stars and the sun. A very low frequency 
array (0.5 to 30 MHz) operating on the lunar farside or in lunar 
orbit offers the best hope for studying such processes. Such 
observations are not possible from the ground because of man- 
made interference and the ionosphere, and are difticult from Earth 
orbit because of the leaky ionosphere and auroral kilometric radi- 
ations from the magnetosphere. Low-frequency emission comes 
from low-energy particles. Broad-band, low-frequency spectra can 
provide important constraints on particle lifetimes and electron 
reacceleration. One can potentially differentiate between compet- 
ing models by examining the shape of the broad-band continuum 
spectrum at low frequencies. 

Higher-frequency observations at IR, optical, and X-ray can also 
constrain in situ particle acceleration in extended jets and lobes 
by examining the high-frequency turnover in the synchrotron 
spectrum. However, higher resolutions and higher sensitivities are 
needed to map these weak emissions. 

QW Relationship 

The nature of quasars remains controversial nearly 30 years 
after their discovery. There is good evidence for halos around the 
point-like cores of some nearby quasars; however, one can still 
argue that these nearby (generally lower-power) objects are not 
true quasars but are closer to Seyfert galaxies. To resolve this 
issue, two key observations are needed. First, detection, imaging, 
and spectroscopy of optical/IR "fuzz" around distant quasars 
(2 > 2) are needed. This will require large-aperture telescopes 
and/or an optical interferometer. Second, one needs to search for 
galaxles around quasars. A convincing case has been made that 
nearby quasars tend to occur within groups of galaxies, but similar 
observations are needed for the more distant quasars. 

Lunar or space-based observatories offer major advantages over 
ground-based facilities in studying quasar absorption lines. Many 
of the strong resonance lines for low atomic weight gases occur 
at W wavelengths. Such strong lines can be used to study the 
nature of the foreground intergalactic medium, gas in cosmic 
voids, and spatial correlations of absorption clouds. All these have 
important ~osmological significance. similarly, quasars that lie in 
projection near the halos of galaxies or behind clusters of galaxies 
can be used as tracers of the foreground gas. In particular, the 
absorption lines could be used to study chemical abundances in 
galaxy halos md clusters of galaxies. FinaUy, the strong resonance 
lines of He and D that occur in the W will allow us to make 
direct measurements of the He/H and D/H ratios, thus constrain- 
ing models of cosmic nucIeosynthesis following the Big Bang. 
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Major questions concerning the origin and evolution of super- 
novae can be studied most successfully by examining supernovae 
and their remnants in other galaxies. This is an important issue 
for understanding the evolution of massive stars in galaxies, heat 
sources in the interstellar medium, and galaxy winds, and has 
additional possible cosmological sigmficance (re-ionization of the 
microwave background?). An automated search for such super- 
novae using large-aperture optical and UV telescopes is required. 

As mentioned earlier, supernovae (particularly type I) can be 
used as important standard candles for cosmological distance de- 
terminations and measurements of the deceleration of the Hubble 
expansion. The dispersion in magnitudes of SNI are small and 
thus serve this purpose very well. 

Nearby Supernovae and Their Re 

The recent supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud has 
demonstrated how successful current models are for describing 
the evolution of the explosive event. However, one among many 
surprises that emerged from the data had to do with the 
progenitor star. Its color and spectral type were quite unlike that 
expected to produce a type I supernova Clearly, there is much 
to be learned about which stars become SN I and SN 11. Surveys 
in both our galaxy and in our neighboring galaxies are needed 
to in missing pieces of the puzzle regarding the final explosive 
stages of stellar evolution. Since massive stars that produce 
supernovae radiate most effectively in the UV, space-based studies 
of such stars would be productive. 

Now that the neutrino window is open, neutrino observatories 
could play a useful role in astrophysics. Neutrino emissions from 
supernovae are critical tests of explosive nucleosynthesis. High 
time resolutions over a broad range of energies are needed to 
constrain models. For more distant galaxies, sensitivity, and thus 
large-area detectors, will be required. 

Much progress has been made in studying the remnants of past 
supernova explosions. Particularly important advances have come 
in combining data from radio through X-ray wavelengths. Such 
a midtifrequency approach would be very productive in studying 
the physics of expanding remnants. High-spectral and -spatial 
resolution mapping at X-ray, optical, and UV wavelengths are 
crucial in studying the interaction of the supernova shock wave 
and the interstellar medium. 

Searches for more remnants need to be conducted within our 
galaxy and within neighboring galaxies. With the several dozen 
reliable remnant identfications that are presently known, it is 
dBicult to class* supernovae and determine the physics of the 
progenitor event. 

What are the progenitors of various endpoints in the stellar 
evolution cycle: white dwarfs, brown dwarfs, neutron stars, and 
black holes? Theoretically, the ideas regarding the evolution of 
giant stars into compact objects are fairly well established. 
However, observational verifications are still lacking and there are 
uncertainties in the details of the evolution. Searches for more 
of these stellar endpoints are needed. For example, the cooling 
of a white dwarf is an important check on the equation of state 
and thermal conduction models. As the star cools, more sensitive 

observations at progressively redder wavelengths are needed. 
Similarly, X-ray pulsations can be used to identify more candidate 
neutron stars. 

In general, X-ray observations are useful probes of the direct 
environs of stellar remnants. Higher-sensitivity X-ray observations 
for point sources will push the detectability for remnants radiating 
with a blackbody spectrum (i.e., accretion disks). Variability 
studies, a s  noted above, can set limits on source sizes and accre- 
tion rates. X-ray binaries are particularly interesting to study in 
this regard. 

Finally, the cores of globular clusters may house a variety of 
stellar remnants. High-resolution observations at optical and IR 
wavelengths can be used to determine the core stellar dynamics 
and set limits on the masses of compact objects. X-ray observa- 
tions can provide good hunting grounds for binaries and central 
compact objects in globular clusters. 

Gas Clouds into stars 

One of the shining successes of modem astrophysics has been 
the theoretical understanding of the evolution of stars on the H- 
R diagram. Although the "middle-age" portion of a star's evolution 
is relatively well understood, there remain many unsolved 
problems regarding the initial collapse and formation of stars from 
gas clouds. 

We have, at present, a poor understanding of the initial mass 
function (IMF) for stars, particularly for low-mass stars. How does 
this function depend upon the star's metallicity and location 
within the galaxy? What is the time dependence of the IMP How 
does this function vary with local physical conditions? The 
answers to these questions, especially for lower-mass stars, wiU 
come with detailed imaging and spectroscopic observations in the 
red and infixed. 

The contraction phase of stars from gas clouds is not well 
understood. For single stars, how is angular momentum from an 
initially rotating cloud dissipated? What is the role of magnetic 
fields in the collapse process? The study of these crucial questions 
will require high-resolution total intensity and polarization 
observations in the IR The IR is important to see through the 
outer cloud and accurately locate the protostellar core. Large-area 
detectors would provide such sensitive, high-resolution observa- 
tions. One would like to conduct time-dependent imagery of the 
cloud cores to examine proper motions and radial velocities of 
the gas motions. This would require both high-Spatial and -spectral 
resolutions. 

Young stellar objects have recently been observed to possess 
outflows presumably from the vicinity of an accretion disk The 
energization and collimation of such flows are uncertain. 
Observations at submillimeter wavelengths would be most useful 
here since molecular transitions become optically thin at these 
wavelengths. One could attempt to study the chemistry of the 
outflow and direct environs of the protostar as a function of 
distance from the core. Near-IR and millimeter imaging could be 
used to determine the location of the core and the properties 
of the initially colirnated outflow. 

Little is known about the very earliest stages of collapse of cold 
clouds. Because of the low temperatures (about 10 K), observa- 
tions in the far IR would be needed to probe these clouds. The 
IRAS demonstrated the value of far-IR observations in studying 
star-formation regions. Two-dimensional polarirnetry would be 
important to examine how magnetic fields support the clouds, 
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generate turbulence, dissipate angular momentum, and aid in the 
collimation of outnows. Very little work has been done to date 
to study these quiescent clouds because of the inaccessibility of 
the far IR from the ground. 

One must also study star formation in other galaxles as a Link 
to understanding the physics of star formation in the Milky Way. 
Protostellar clouds in our galaxy provide us with an opportunity 
to study details of the star formation process because of their 
proximity. Star forming regions in other galaxles provide us with 
an opportunity to study the broader dependences of star 
formation on galaxy environment-a more global perspective. 

The formation of planets is even less well understood than stars. 
Presently, we know of only one planetary system, namely our own. 
Clearly, searches for other such systems are needed to guide our 
understanding of our solar system. 

One technique that has been suggested for such searches is 
coronographic imaging. The Hubble Space Telescope will conduct 
this type of imaging for nearby stars. One would like to extend 
this to more distant and less luminous stars at optical and IR 
wavelengths using larger lunar telescopes. 

The IRAS operating in the far IR revealed several interesting 
candidates for protoplanetary disks. These observations demon- 
strate the feasibility of such studies at both IR and optical (using 
scattered light) wavelengths. 

Astrometry of stars is the most straightforward method for 
detecting gravitational perturbations by planets. Ground-based 
observations have been conducted for several decades, but with 
no clear detections because of atmospheric limitations. Optical/ 
IR and radio interferometers with microarcsecond resolution 
would clearly advance these searches. 

In my opinion, the natural location for the next generation of 
space-based astronomical facilities, following the Great Observa- 
tory series, is the Moon. The many advantages of the Moon 
described in the Introduction, coupled with the regular trans- 
portation, mining, and self-sutficient habitats that are anticipated 
for the early twenty-first century make lunar observatories look 
very attractive. In addition, the cost (in fuel mass calculated for 
shuttle-class engines) of transportation of materials from the 
Earth's surface to the Moon's surface is only about 50% more than 
from the Earth to geosynchronous orbit (e.g., Keaton, 1985). 

The Moon as a site for astronomy can contribute to an 
understanding of the astronomical problems described in the 
previous sections. Among the possible lunar observatories are 
(1) a farside low-frequency array, operating from about 0.5 to 
30 MHz, that would open an entirely new window to the electro- 
magnetic spectrum and contribute to our understanding of 
particle acceleration from the sun to extragalactic radio sources; 
(2) an optical/IR interferometer with a resolution of a microarc- 

second that could be used to further constrain the Hubble pa- 
rameter, locate planets around other stars, and resolve the cores 
of active galaxies; (3) a far-infirared telescope, possibly located 
within a polar crater, that could take advantage of the natural 
cryogenic environment of the Moon (with large-area, "naked 
detectors) to map stars and galaxies in the process of formation; 
(4) a submillimeter array, free of the absorption of the Earth's 
atmosphere and on the stable lunar surfdce, that could probe 
deeply into the cool interiors of molecular clouds and measure 
the dynamics of molecular gas in other galaxies; and (5) a large 
area X-ray detector that could accurately measure the X-ray 
background and monitor the variability of compact galactic and 
extragalactic sources. For more details on these instruments, see 
Bums and Mendell ( 1988). 

There are many challenges awaiting the astronomical cornrnun- 
ity in the next century. Access to electromagnetic windows in 
the IR, the W, submillimeter, X-ray, and very low radio fre- 
quencies will allow us to approach solutions to problems from 
star to galaxy formation. My scope in this paper has been limited. 
I have not even touched upon exciting problems in solar and 
planetary astrophysics. However, it is clear that there is an 
abundance of interesting problems that might be addressed with 
astronomical observatories on the Moon. 
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An array of three radb telescopes on the Moon, separated by 100-1000 km, could measure thepositions 
of compact radio sources 50-100 times more accurately than can he done on Earth. Bese 
m e a s u m t s  wodd fm an allsky ref-emme of exlremepreckion (5-10 pamec) and stubiliiy, 
with 4pplications to the dynumics of the sohr system, our galaxy, and neat6y gaCa3cie. 

The angular resolution, 0, of a telescope of diameter d receiving 
electromagnetic radiation at a wavelength A is limited by 
diffraction to 0 =A/d. At optical wavelengths, the diffraction limit 
is <I" for telescopes larger than about 10 cm. At radio wave- 
lengths of 1-6 cm, where telescopes of diameter 50-100 m op- 
erate, the diffraction limit is 20"-10'. This would seem to favor 
optical wavelengths for high angular resolution. However, the use 
of superheterodyne detectors at radio wavelengths allows data 
from widely separated telescopes to be coherently combined, thus 
synthesizing very large apertures. The angular resolution of this 
technique, radio interferometry, is limited only by the physical 
separation of the antennas. 

The precision of radio astrometry, the measurement of angular 
positions on the sky, can be superior to the angular resolution. 
However, a number of systematic error sources limit the accuracy. 
The two most serious such error sources for Earth-based 
measurements arise from the troposphere and from deformations 
and irregular rotation of the Earth. 

The troposphere introduces a delay of about 7 nsec to incoming 
wavefronts. The component of this delay due to water vapor is 
ditficult to calibrate precisely because the distribution of water 
vapor is very inhomogenous, both spatially and temporally. Water 
vapor radiometers measure the integrated line-of-sight emission 
from the 22-GHz water line, an imperfect measurement of the 
column density of water vapor along that line of sight. Even with 
parameter estimation from the astrometric measurements, this 
limits the accuracy of the measurements. Future water vapor 
radiometers will improve the accuracy by an unknown amount. 
Based on current experience, tropospheric water vapor may well 
limit the accuracy of radio astrometry to 300-500 parcsec. 

The rotation of the Earth is uniform to h t  order, both in rate 
and in the direction of the rotation axis. However, there are 
second-order perturbations in both quantities due to a variety of 
effects with large stochastic (i.e., unpredictable) components. 
These stochastic terms arise from the evolving fluid sheath of the 
Earth, as well as the large fluid core. At the submilliarcsecond 
level of accuracy, the rotation phase will need to be measured 
several times per day, or perhaps even much more often, 
precluding the possibility of estimating it from astrometric 
measurements. The largest variation in the shape of the Earth is 
due to lunar tides, and can be modeled. However, more minor 
deformations due to the variable distribution of the atmosphere 

and of liquid and solid water greatly complicate the time variation 
of the vector between the two radio telescopes (the baseline 
vector). One or several of these rotational and tidal effects may 
impose a fundamental limit of 300-500 parcsec on the accuracy 
of ground-based radio astrometry. 

Differential Earth-based observations can determine small 
angular separations (i.e., between two closely spaced radio 
sources) to an accuracy of better than 500 parcsec. However, the 
accuracy of an &-sky astrometric catalog is limited by the effects 
discussed above. 

The Moon allows an opportunity to escape from the two largest 
error sources of Earth-based radio astrometry. The Moon has a 
neghgible neutral-gas atmosphere, and because it has no fluid 
sheath or sizable liquid core, its rotation and deformations can 
be modeled to very high accuracy. This latter facet gives it a large 
advantage over Earth orbit as a site for high-precision astrometry. 

PROPOSED LmM 
M r n O r n r n C  IN m 

I propose an array of three radio telescopes on the Moon. They 
would be arranged very roughly in an equilateral triangle located 
near the lunar equator (thus allowing most of the sky to be 
accessible). The distance between telescopes would be in the 
100-1000 km range (it is not clear what separation will give the 
best accuracy). Lightweight antennas of about 15-m diameter with 
surface tolerance in the range 0.2-0.5 mrn would be used. 

Microwave links or coaxial cables would connect the three 
antennas to a control center (this could be located near one of 
the antennas). Local oscillator phase would be distributed to the 
antennas, with intermediate frequency (IF) data transmitted back 
for correlation. The correlation process would reduce the data 
volume to a few kilobytes per hour, which would be sent to Earth 
for subsequent analysis. 

This instrument would concentrate on several hundred 
compact radio sources, distributed more or less uniformly over 
the sky. It would observe the entire set of sources 3-20 times 
during a month (only half of them are visible at any one time). 
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This observing strategy reveals systematic effects in the data much 
better than long integrations on individual sources. A one-year 
observing program on 500 sources would give a total integration 
time of about 15 hours per source. This yields a precision from 
S/N limitations of 

T5, is the system temperature in units of 50 K, DIoo is the antenna 
separation in units of 100 km, Sloe is the source correlated flux 
in units of 100 mJy, BWGk is the IF bandwidth in GHz, d15 is 
the antenna diameter in units of 15 m, and v3, is the sky frequency 
in units of 30 GHz. 

The absence of a neutral-gas atmosphere eliminates one large 
error source. The delay introduced by charged particles in the 
solar wind and the Earth's magnetosphere can be measured and 
removed by dual frequency observations (e.g., 40GHz and 
2 GHz). The bandwidth at the lower frequency can be much 
smaller than at the higher frequency. 

The rotation of the Moon must be either modeled or 
determined via parameter estimation. Because the Moon is 
geologically quiet, with no atmosphere or oceans, its motions are 
very deterministic. Libration (nonlinear rotation) terms due to 
gravitational harmonics up to degree and order 4 (18 terms), with 
perhaps a few LXh degree terms, will be important for accuracies 
in the microarcsecond regime. In addition, Love numbers through 
degree 3 or 4 (12-18 parameters) will be required to model tidal 
deformations. 

The proposed astrometric instrument will therefore be required 
to solve for 30-40 time-invariant lunar motion parameters. These 
parameters are of great interest in their own right, as they provide 
information on the physical properties of the lunar interior. In 
addition, there may be a small stochastic component to lunar 
rotation. It is at least 100 times smaller than its terrestrial 
equivalent, and varies on much longer timescales, allowing it to 
be easily determined from the data. The fundamental limitation 
on astrometric accuracy from lunar motions appears to be below 
10 parcsec. 

Source structure effects may cause the largest errors. Compact 
extragalactic radio sources have nonzero sues and time-variable 
structure. The relatively short baselines (<1000km) of the 

proposed instrument will result in many sources being only 
slightly resolved. The measured positions for these sources will 
be that of the emission centroid. In general, the smallest apparent 
position shifts will occur for the most compact sources. There 
are many moderately weak (100 mJy) sources with estimated 
sizes under 50parcsec at observing frequencies of 30-50 GHz. The 
variation in emission centroid will generally be <20 parcsec. 
Measurements of many sources will determine a global frame to 
an accuracy at least a factor of 2 better, or <lo parcsec. The desire 
to minimize source structure effects on the data forces the sky 
frequency to be at least 30 GHz, with 40-50 GHz desirable. Yet 
larger frequencies are disadvantageous due to higher system 
temperatures and degraded antenna performance. 

The control of instrumental errors will be a major problem at 
this level. Thermal and gravitational deflections in the antennas 
will have to be known to better than 0.1 mm. Systematic 
instrumental phase errors must be smaller than 0.5' for 
10 parcsec accuracy at 40-GHz sky frequency on a 200-km 
baseline. Very careful design and construction will be required, 
but this should not be the limiting source of error. 

CONCLUSIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
The overall limiting astrometric accuracy of this instrument is 

estimated at 5- 10 parcsec, a factor of 50- 100 improvement over 
Earth-based capability. A global reference frame with this accuracy 
would yield sigmficant scientific results. The dynamics of our own 
galaxy could be determined to high accuracy through the study 
of the proper motions and parallaxes of compact galactic radio 
sources. The galactic rotation curve and deviations from rotational 
motion would be revealed in detail. Proper motions of nearby 
(distance less than 5 Mpc) galaxies would be measurable. 

This reference frame would have other applications. The 
positions of planets could be determined in the frame through 
VLBI observations of spacecraft in orbit about those planets. This 
would allow very precise studies of solar system dynamics. 

Acknowledgments. I thank R Treuhaft and J. Williams for helpful 
discussions. 
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Each of the major new observatories proposed to take advantage of the characteristics of the lunar 
environment reguires uppopriate advances in technology. W e  technologies are in the meas of 
c o n t a m i n a t i o n / i n t ~ ~ e  contml, test and evaluation, manufacturing c o n ~ c t i o n ,  autonomous 
operations and maintenance, power and heating/cooling stable w o n  structures, optics, parabolic 
antennas, and communications/control. Telescopes for the hnar surface need to be engineered to 
operate for long periods with minimal intervention by humans or robots. What is essential for lunar 
observatory operation is enfmement of a systems engt'neenneenng approach that makes compatible all lunar 
operations associated with habitation, resource development, and science. 

Several types of astronomical observatories have been proposed 
to take advantage of the unique nature of the lunar environment. 
These observatories include the Very Low Frequency Array 
(WA) for radio astronomy (Douglas and Smith, 1985), the 
Moon-Earth Radio Interferometer (MERI) (Burns, 1985, 1988), 
and the Optical Interferometer (Burke, 1985, 1990). Examples 
of some of the technology development considerations to be 
addressed for each of these observatory types are shown in 
Table 1. With each proposed telescope, there are myriad 
engineering issues to be resolved (Burns et al, 1990). 

M L E  1. Examples of technology development 
considerations for observatory options. 

MERI - Parabolic LXsh Radio Antenna 
e System definition and specifications 
e Site selection and characterization 
c Thermal strain rates at sunrise and sunset 
a Sun shield 
e Foundation excavation and placement 
o Foundation dynamics 
e Breakdown into wansportable packages with semiautomated 

erectability 
e Shielding for electronics and other vital operations 

WRadio Telecope - ll$oles on Surfae over a Large Area 
e System definition and specifications 

ADVAPJCED TECHNOLOGIES m Site selection and characterization 

GAL ENGINEERING ISSUES 
A major diEculty in determining what the critical engineering 

issues are for these three astronomical observatories on the Moon 
is that these systems are in their early planning stages and point 
designs are in the future. The identification of critical engineering 
issues is somewhat arbitrary predicated on judgment as to 
observatory design and types of materials and technologies to be 
used. There will be many significant components such as 
foundations and supporting structures (which will have stringent 
requirements for stiffness and thermal stability), thermal control 
systems, power, communications and control, and data processing 
and transmission (lohmon, 1988). 

Each of these significant components suggests a set of critical 
engineering issues that can be addressed firom the point of view 
of required technologies to make the lunar telescopes perform 
in an acceptable way. Table 2 lists the sigmficant new technologies 
discussed in this paper that will be required for these three 
example telescopes. 

One of the challenges facing telescope designers and operators 
is coping with natural and operations-induced sources of 
contarnination/interference (Table 3) on the Moon. Sources of 

o Capability to traverse large area and place dipoles 
a Erection and shielding of a control facility 

Optical Interferometer 
0 System demtion and specifications 
m Site selection and characterization 
e Control capabiity (stringent requirements limiting ditferential 

settlements, tide compensation) 
m Rails several kilometers long laid out on lunar surface require 

locating and modifying a suitable site 
e Dynamic response of lunar soil to movement of telescopes 
e Preservation, cleaning, and renewal of optical surfaces and coatings 

General T W l o g y  Needs for all Em%? Options 
e Automation, telepresence, and robotics for construction, 

operations, and maintenance 
m Human factors considerations (man-in-the-loop) and realistic 

artScial intelligence interaction 
e Stiff, stable, light-weight structures and materials either transported 

from Earth or made on the Moon 
o Data gathering, storage, processing, and transmission (e.g., with a 

communications satellite orbiting 
the Moon) 

e Thermal control, cryocoolers, heat dissipation, and heaters 
as appropriate 

e Power sources to serve lunar outpost requirements 
0 Potential applications of superconductivity 
m Mobility on the surface (robots/human) 
e Earth-to-Moon and return transportation 
s Self-organizing failure characteristic prediction 
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TABLE 2. Technologies for lunar observatories. 

Contamination/Interference Control Manufacturing: 
Test and Evaluation Terrestrial 
Construction In space 
Power and Cooling/Heating Lunar 
Stable Precision Structures 
Optical Systems Autonomous/Semiautonomous: 
F'arabolic Antennas Deployment 
Shielding Operations 
Communications and Control Maintenance 

TABLE 3. Some contaminationlinterference sources and implications. 

Fine-grained particulates from the lunar surface-stick to surfaces 

Meteoroid impacts-loft debris; cause surface pitting 

Gases-stick to surfaces 
c Natural 
e Induced by operations 

- rocket plumes 
- outgassing from excavations/LXl in soil and 

mininglmanufacturing 
- outgassing from suited workers 

Radio frequency-interference problem for radio astronomy/ 
communication 

Ground shock/vibrations, both natural and operations-induced-problem 
for optical interferometers/other instruments 

Other: 
a Reactor radiation 
e Waste heat from power sources 

contaminants and interference will have implications for all 
aspects of the lunar astronomical observatory performance 
(Tables 4 and 5). 

Particulates and gases deposited on surfaces can significantly 
alter optical and thermal properties of surf-dces and degrade 
performance. They can defeat the important attributes of delicate 
coatings and scatter light, create assembly and erection problems 
(particulates), and lead to problems in electronics. This paper first 
looks at some contamination/interference control technologies 
needed and then deals with selected other technologies for lunar 
observatories. 

Telescopes on the Moon may tend to be surrounded by 
transient atmospheres resulting from manned and unmanned 
operations in the vicinity (Burns et d, 1991). That there will 
be a transient gas cloud is evident from the work of investigators 
(T. H. Morgan, personal communication, 1988) interpreting 
measurements from atmospheric detection instruments on the 
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP). Under a 
worst-case scenario, the "cloud of transient atmosphere could 
degrade astronomical observations. The "cloud density will be 
dependent on relative rates of contaminant generation and 
removal. Removal is by collisions with solar wind protons, 
diverging orbits of particles, expansion into space, decomposition 
and evaporation, and entrapment or sticking in the lunar soil or 
regolith. 

Particulate and gaseous deposits on critical surfaces of 
astronomical instruments on the lunar surface may occur as a 
result of both natural and man-made environments. Deployment 
and emplacement will involve vehicles and perhaps suited 
construction workers outgassing water and other by-products of 
metabolism and suit functions. 

TABLE 4. Instrument contamination/interference and possible countermeasures. 

Instrument Possible Contamination/Interference Possible Countermeasures 

VLFA and MEN Radio frequency interference 
VLFA-lMHzt050MHz 
MEN-GHz regime 

Optical 
Interferometer 

Gases from rocket plumes, manufacturing, construction, 
excavation, etc. creating denser transient atmosphere and - 
ionosphere 

Fie-grained particulates hrom lunar soil clinging to surfaces. 
Particular concern with MEN relative to erectionloperation 
of steerable dish 

Ground shock/vibrations related to pointing and tracking of 
steerable dish for MEN 

Gases "sticking" to optical surfaces and changing optical 
properties 

Fine-grained particulates hrom lunar regolith adhering to 
optical surfaces and other surfaces 

Radio frequency interference with broad-band data 
transmission/reception 

Ground shock/vibrations interfering with nanometer 
precision alignments 

Preservation/docation of radio frequencies 

Control and use of "clean" technologies 

Control of gas and dust mitigationtechnology 

Use of "quiet" operations technologies nearby; define keep 
out zones 

Reduction of d u e n t  at source; technology to purge and 
renew surfaces 

Dust mitigation technologies(reduce dust-disturbing 
operations); clean-up technologies 

Frequency docation and transmitter standards 

AIignment sensing/adjustment in real time; shock/vibration 
isolation at telescope; shock suppression at origin; keep-out 
zones 
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TABLE 5. Some recommended contamination technology programs 
for lunar surface astronomy. 

Contamination effects research 
e Determination of effects 
s Development of acceptable standards 

Modeling of the mechanisms of contamination 

Critical diagnostics/measurements program for lunar surface 
contamination 

c Material/structural samples deployed to lunar surface and data 
collected 

s Verification/comparison of model to results of data collection 

Development of contamination prevention and cleaning techniques 

Required power and communication units may be sources of 
unwanted heat, radiation, and radio frequency interference. 
Surface operations for emplacement of observatories may involve 
excavation, compaction, trenching, and fill operations that will 
accelerate and dqxrse particulates and liberate gases. 

CO~ATION/INTERE;ERENCE 
CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 

Contamination control is a prime area of concern for virtually 
any telescope installation. Contamination control technologies 
required for telescopes to be based on the Moon include 
protection of precision surfaces and parts through the life cycle 
including manufacture, assembly, test and checkout, transporta- 
tion, landing, erection/deployrnent, and lunar surface operations/ 
maintenance. Safe techniques to remove contaminants at any stage 
in this life cycle are needed Obviously, means to detect and 
establish the nature of contaminants are required so that the 
severity of the contamination problems can be monitored and 
appropriate countermeasures can be taken. 

Particular attention is needed to ascertain the implications of 
long-term lunar surface operations for accumulation on surfaces 
of contaminants such as fine-grained particulates, products of 
outgassing of materials, and propulsion products. 

There are needs for investigations to improve our understand- 
ing d optical and thermal control coatings, their behavior, and 
interactions with contaminants and radiation environments on the 
lunar s d c e .  The processes of contamination and contamination 
removal can be modeled to assist in predictions of the severity 
of problems developing as a result of various operational 
scenarios. To develop useful models will require an improved 
understanding of the physics of surface deposition and better 
characterization of the lunar environments, both natural and 
operations induced. The longer-term goal will be to develop 
techniques for surface cleaning and coating restoration in situ on 
the lunar surface. 

Johnson et d. ( 1991 ), in this volume, discuss environmental 
effects on astronomical observatories that relate to experience 
with recovered Surveyor 3, Solar Max, and other parts exposed 
to the lunar and orbital environments. The results they present 
are instructive in formulating future contamination control 
technologies. 

A methodology, facilities, and resources are needed to assure 
that systems concepts for a lunar astronomical observatory can 
and will be modeled and tested adequately at various stages of 

concepualization, research, development, fabrication, and prep- 
aration for launch. The goal is to avoid unpleasant surprises after 
arrival on the lunar surface. Questions to be resolved by a test 
and evaluation process relate to the operational effectiveness and 
suitability of the observatory system. Effectiveness questions for 
test and evaluation are those tied in with performance such as 
pointing and tracking accuracy and precision, resolution, and 
image quality. Suitability questions relate to reliability, maintain- 
ability, and supportability of the telescope operational systems on 
the lunar surface. AU the suitability questions are of enormous 
importance when the logistics line of support is from the Moon 
to the Earth uohnson and Leonard 1988). 

Early involvement of test and evaluation methodologies will 
start at the telescope system concept level to make adaptation 
possible to assure testability. Ground-based simulators will be 
needed to verify interoperability and autonomy of telescopes. 
Systems for calibration of telescope systems are an important 
aspect for the prelaunch modeling, test, and evaluation process. 

MANUFA-G TECHNOLOGIES 
Rvo types of manufacturing capabilities should be pursued to 

support lunar-based astronomical observatories. One set of 
capabilities will be on Earth and the other eventually on the 
Moon. Terrestrial manufacturing of telescopes will be aimed at 
producing very lightweight, reliable, and packageable components 
of observatories for shipment to and deployment on the Moon. 
One example will be composites manufacturing that requires 
technology development for coatings, joints, fabrication tech- 
niques, and complex fixtures for support of steerable dishes and 
mirrors for radio astronomy and optical astronomy. Parts should 
be produced so that they are interchangeable where possible (e.g., 
the struts supporting mirrors and dishes). Optics and electronics 
suitable for long-term use at a lunar observatory require special 
care in manufacturing to avoid faults and impurities that lead to 
subsequent degradation and failure. 

In the area of manufacturing, the prime technology issue is 
producibility. Required for lunar optical and radio telescope 
dishes are capabilities to manufacture, assemble, inspect, test, and 
maintain high quality at reasonable cost. This technology issue 
becomes of greater importance as more components are required 
as in the case of interferometers. Ultimately, some components 
may be manufactured from lunar materials on the Moon- 
requiring a whole new set of manufacturing technologies. 

CONSTRUCTION mCHNOLOGIES 
Mobility and transportation with minimal environmental impact 

are key elements in the deployment of the observatory and its 
components on the lunar surfdce. Transportation of components 
to the lunar surface will, for example, require safe and secure 
packaging to preserve the integrity and cleanliness of delicate 
optical and other elements. Deployment and erection sequences 
must be carefully preplanned so that components match up in 
spite of temperature variations from component to component 
and with time. Technologies for deployment should minimize the 
needs for intervention by construction workers in spacesuits. 
Teleoperated cranes may serve as backup for automated off- 
loading of components from arriving payload packages. Ways will 
be needed to prevent the accumulation of fine-grained particulates 
from the lunar regolith on mating surfaces of contiguous elements 
of the observatory. Confidence in deployment and erection 
technologies will be critical in determining the future success of 
the observatory. 
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The emplacement of an observatory on the Moon will require 
the capability to maneuver vehicles over many-kilometer distances 
in remotely controlled (teleoperated) or preprogramrned oper- 
ational modes. The VLFA observatory will depend for deployment 
on the capability to emplace dipoles over surface areas extending 
to 20 or more kilometers in diameter (Bum et al, 1989). A 
variety of terrains will be encountered including small and large 
craters, boulder fields, hills, and valleys. 

composites are needed. These structures can be designed to have 
the required very low coefliicients of thermal expansion. 

The supporting structures for large optical telescopes and 
steerable dish radio telescopes on the Moon need attention to 
isolation from disturbance, structures and controls interaction, 
and testing issues as portrayed in Table 6. 

Some types of observatories on the Moon will involve very large 
structures or sequences of structures that must be precisely 
aligned and that must be movable and must track to high 
precision (e.g., to milliarcseconds). Technologies will be required 
to measure surface accuracies of millimeter and submillimeter 

Autonomous operation and maintenance of telescope systems 
on the farside of the Moon is a goal that will be ditlticult to achieve 
because of the unpredictability of the problems that will be 
encountered. Allowance should be made for teleoperation and 
maintenance workers in spacesuits if unanticipated ditlticulties 
arise. Prelaunch test and evaluation efforts on Earth will focus on 
various aspects of teleoperated operation and maintenance to 
predict and resolve ditlticulties before arrival at the Moon. 

The vehicle associated with the VLFA should be able to operate 
in several different modes as needs dictate change from manual 
operation to local teleoperation or to remote teleoperation, or 
perhaps to autonomous operation and hybrid modes. Technical 
issues with the vehicle design relate to vehicle size and mass, load- 
carrying capacity and range, communications and control, number 
of wheels (or tracks), manipulator capabilities, power, and how 
the vehicle copes with the environment (e.g., the soil, rock, and 
terrain; vacuum, meteoroid impact; radiation; extremes of 
temperature; and diurnal cycles of solar radiation). The robotic 
vehicle system that supports the construction of the VLFA on the 
lunar surface will be required to support all phases of the effort 
including transport of large reels of cable, laying out the cable 
according to the predetermined plan, emplacing a central station, 
and performing maintenance and repair tasks. The vehicle must 
have flexibility to meet unanticipated needs such as coping with 
cable breakage, unusual terrain, soil variability, and layout 
adjustments. 

The prime power source for the lunar astronomical observatory 
and associated facilities will be either solar or nuclear. Power 
requirements will probably be much less than 100 kW for VLFk 
Solar arrays appear to be suitable for the VLFA if backed by 
sufEcient energy storage capacity (batteries or regenerative fuel 
cells) to continue operations during the lunar night. There is a 
strong need for development of regenerative/rechargeable power 
storage devices both large and small for use with solar energy 
devices to furnish power during the 14-Earth-days lunar night. 
One option for the next-generation battery is a Na/S battery being 
developed at the Aero Propulsion Laboratory at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, Ohio (Sovie, 1988). Radioisotope thermoelectric 
generators also are possible power sources although they are 
inefficient and generate relatively large amounts of heat. Focal 
plane arrays for optical telescopes on the Moon will need to be 
cooled. Much technology development is required for cryocoolers 
to fill this need. One option is the development of an integrated 
radioisotope-fueled dynamic power generator and cryocooler to 
cool the focal plane arrays. 

radio astronomy parabolic dishes to 5-10 pm and to make 
adjustments if needed (Table 7). 

TABLE 6. Issues relating to large structures to support optics and 
steerable radio telescope dishes on the Moon. 

Distudxance ISSURF 
e What are the critical disturbances 

- Natural-seismic shock, thermal 
- Operations-induced-ground shock, vibrations 

e What mitigation technologies are applicable? 
e How can disturbances be characterized and mitigation approaches 

formulated? 

structure Issues 
o What approaches can be taken to build light-weight, high-stiftjness 

structures optimized for the lunar Y6 g and extreme thermal 
environments? 

- Structural parameters-how axeaained? 
- Improved models (computational) 
- Test and instrumentation challenges 
- Optimization 
- Assembly/erection/inspection 

ControC Issues (for wienting minors and r& telescope dishes) 
e Control-structure interactions 
e Transients and damping in structures optimized for !kg 
e Experiments and tests of control mechanics 

Testing Issues 
0 Ground testing on Earth vs. on Moon 
e Scaling of terrestrial structures tests to larger structures at '/s g 

Measurements/instrumentation for terrestrial/lunar use 

TABLE 7. Technology development for millimeter and 
submillimeter astronomy. 

e Surface accuracies- 10 pm rms or less 

e Precise demountable panels 

Stable frameworks 

e Easily transportable pieces 

s Disassemble/reassemble without loss of accuracy 

e Means for adjustments 

o Mounts with pointing accuracies better than 6-10 arcsec; tracking 
of 1-2 arcsec or better 

o Foundations in lunar regolith 

Technology is required for large, stable, precision structures to There are many technology drivers for these optics. They 
support observatory components on the Moon. Geometrically include optical coatings that resist delamination, optics that are 
precise structures using advanced materials such as metal matrix stress free after manufacture, and refractive materials that do not 
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darken or develop color centers. Refractive materials should have 
low scatter. Adaptive optics will be important for lunar optical 
telescope applications. Actuator and controls development and 
power and thermal control for adaptive optics should be pursued. 

For mirrors on the lunar surface, active cleaning and contarn- 
ination control techmiques will be needed. Polishing techniques 
need to be improved; renewable coatings may be required. 
Materials used for telescopes need to be thermally stable. The 
appropriate degree of coating hardness against the ultraviolet and 
X-ray environments of the lunar surface will be needed. As always, 
the telescope optics will require the necessary vibration isolation. 

Conventional techniques of maintaining the shape of steerable 
parabolic antennas rely on the use of low expans~ty materials 
and the maintenace of isothermal conditions. As antenna size 
increases, the conventional approach becomes more -cult, and 
new materials and designs (Akgul et al., 1990) for assembling, 
testing, deploying, and s t a b i i g  structues with low natural 
ftequencies (0.01 Hz) will be needed. Over system lifetimes, 
acceptable performance may depend upon the ability to control 
antenna shape by means of adaptive mechnical or electronic 
compensation. 

Material systems should be developed to function as protective 
shields for antenna structures (and mirrors) against the worst 
extremes of the lunar thermal environment and the rnicrometeor- 
oid environment. 
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the Moon, communication antennas will be needed for uplink and 
downlink that are high-gain, lightweight, and have low power 
consumption. Frequency and bandwidth selection for communi- 
cations must be compatible with radio astronomy operations. 
Figure 1 illustrates the growing interference problem noted at the 
Very Large Array (MA) west of Socorro, New Mexico. 

The need for all the observatories under consideration and for 
all extraterrestrial facilities is to engineer them with technologies 
that make it possible to perform well for long periods of time 
with minimal intervention by humans or robots. Better astronomy 
can be done if contamination and interference (gases, particulates, 
ground shock, and extraneous RF radiation) resulting from nearby 
operations can be kept to very low levels by limiting the need 
for nearby operations. An obvious need is to strive for facilities 
compatibility in lunar surface operations at various sites by 
controlling and reducing functions (e.g., proximity of mining 
operations or rocket launch pads to optical astronomy facilities) 
that lead to undesirable consequences. This need for compatibility 
implies the enforcement of a broad-based systems engineering 
discipline to all lunar engineering, construction, and operations. 
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There are many requirements on the communication system for 
the lunar astronomical observatory. Communication satellites in 
lunar orbit are needed. At the observatory site on the farside of 
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?;he Moon offers a stat,leplat$otm with e3cceUent seeing conditions fw astronomicaZ observations. Some 
troublesome a.pects of the lunar environment will need to be overcome to realize the fuU potenlial 
of the Moon as an observatory site. Mitigation of neg& e f f m  of vacuum, thermal Mdiation, dust, 
and mirrometeoneonte impact is feasible witb careful engt'neenneenng and operationulplanning. SbieShieIdr against 
impact, ht, and solar mihrion need to be dareloped. Means of restoning degraaed surjimes are 
probably essential for optical and thermal control surfaces deployed in long-lifetime lunar fd t i e s .  
Pmxrsw missions should be planned to validate and enhance the undatanding of the lunar 
environment (e.g., dust beha& wi'thout and witk human p e n c e )  and to detem'ne environmental 
effects on surjihces and components. BVCW~SOT missions should generate data useful in estublishing 
ketpout zones around observatory f d t i e s  when? M e t  launches and landings, mining, and vebiculur 
Waf@ cot& be demmmental to observatory operation. 

The Moon's environment makes it an excellent place from 
which to make astronomical observations (Bum and Mendel, 
1988; Burns et d., 1990). Recent papers Uohnson and Wetzel, 
1990) have considered the science, engineering, and construction 
associated with lunar astronomical observatories. Some of the 
environmental factors that make the Moon a useful platform for 
astronomy, however, are not benign and will require special 
efforts to mitigate their effects. This paper reviews the environ- 
mental factors likely to cause degradation of the components and 
systems of astronomical facilities on the Moon, summarizes results 
of studies of spacecraft exposed to the lunar environment, and 
presents a preliminary assessment of ways to diminish the 
damaging effects of the space environment. 

J.n this section, we summarize the features of the lunar envi- 
ronment that seem most troublesome to the longevity and 
operation of astronomical facilities on the Moon. Some envi- 
ronmental characteristics, such as a low magnetic field (lo-' to 

Earth's field at the equator) and a seismically stable surface 
will not lead to degradation of equipment and will not be 
discussed. Details of these and other characteristics of the Moon's 
surface environment are given by Taylm (1988). Some environ- 
mental factors of the low Earth orbit (LEO) environment, which 
may provide additional insight into the lunar environment, are also 
discussed. 

The Moon has an extremely tenuous atmosphere. At night, it 
contains only 2 X lo5 molecules/cm3 (Hoffman et d, (1973), 
giving a pressure of 10-'~torr. This hard vacuum will create 
problems with outgassing of materials and causes solar and cosmic 
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NM 87106 
'~1anetar~ Gosciences Division, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 
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radiation and micrometeorites to hit the lunar surface unimpeded, 
as discussed below. The nighttime atmosphere is composed 
chiefly of H and noble gases (Hoffman et al, 1973). Measure- 
ments were not made during the lunar daytime by Apollo 
instruments, but slight enhancements of COz and CH4 just before 
sunrise (Hoffman and Hodges, 1975) suggest that these gases 
dominate the atmosphere during the daytime (Hodges, 1976). 

The atmosphere in LEO is quite different from that of the Moon. 
The presence of atomic oxygen in LEO creates a difficult 
degradation problem, as was observed from the components of 
the Solar Maximum satellite (SMS) that were returned by the 
space shuttle (Liang et al, 1985). Orbiting space debris (paint 
chips, etc.) also create problems for satellites in LEO (Kessb, 
1985; Bamtt et al., 1988). Note that orbiting space debris and 
highly oxidizing gases, such as atomic oxygen, that are present 
in LEO are absent on the Moon. 

Surface Telnpemtunes 

The Moon's surface undergoes a drastic thermal cycling from 
dawn to noon. The surface temperature is a function of the 
amount of incident solar radiation, the amount reflected off the 
lunar surface (only about 7%), and the amount radiated in the 
infirared. At the Apollo 17 site, for example, located about 20' 
north of the equator, the temperature ranged from 384 K to 102 K 
during the month-long lunar day (Keihm and Langsetb, 1973). 
Furthermore, the temperature decreases rapidly at sunset, falling 
about 5 Whr. In polar regions, the predawn temperature is about 
80 K (Mendell and Low, 1970), and in permanently shadowed 
areas near the poles the temperature is even lower. The large 
range in temperature and rapid change at sunset could affect many 
structures and materials. 

Because of the lack of an absorbing atmosphere and, for 
charged particles, the small magnetic field, radiation from the sun 
and galaxy hit the lunar surface unimpeded. Sunlight provides one 
damagmg type of radiation: ultraviolet light. The sun's spectrum 
peaks in the visible, at about 0.5 pm, but a significant amount of 
it, 7%, is between 0.28 and 0.40 pm (Robinson, 1966). Since the 
solar constant is 1393 w/m2 at the Earth-Moon distance from the 
sun (Coulson, 1975), the total ultraviolet flux is about 95 w/m2. 
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There are three sources of charged-particle radiation with dif- 
ferent energies and fluxes: ( 1 ) highenergy ( 1 - 10 GeV/nucleon) 
galactic cosmic rays, with fluxes of about l/cm2/sec and pene- 
tration depths up to a few meters; (2) solar flare particles with 
energies of 1 - 100 MeV/nucleon, fluxes up to 100/cm2/sec, and 
penetration depths of about 1 cm; and (3) solar wind particles, 
which have much lower energies (1000eV), small penetration 
depths, but high fluxes (10~/cm*/sec). These penetration depths 
refer to the primary particles only. Reactions between high-energy 
particles and lunar materials cause a cascade of radiation that 
penetrates deeper (Silb&erg et al., 1985), up to several meters 
for cosmic rays and solar flares. Although solar wind particles have 
low energies, their high flux might make them capable of 
damaging materials on the lunar surface. The more energetic 
radiations could damage electronic equipment. 

The tenuous lunar atmosphere allows even the smallest 
micrometeorites to impact with their full cosmic velocity, which 
is 10 km/sec, though some arrive at >50 km/sec ( B q  and Grun, 
1973). This rain of minute projectiles poses a hazard to all 
surfaces exposed on the lunar surface, but it presents a serious 
threat to delicate materials such as telescope mirrors and coatings. 

Almost all lunar rock surfaces that were exposed to space 
contain numerous microcraters. Studies of lunar rocks (e.g., 
Fecbtig et d, 1974) have revealed the average flux during the 
past several hundred million years. However, data from the 
Surveyor 111 TV camera shroud returned by the Apollo 12 mission 
and study of Apollo windows (Our-P&, 1974) indicate that 
the present flux of particles <lo-? g, which are capable of making 
craters up to 10 pm across, is about 10 times greater than that 
measured on lunar rocks. Study of lower material from the SMS 
(Barrett et al., 1988) confirmed that fluxes are greater now than 
the average of the past several hundred million years. Combining 
the fluxes of particles <lo-? g measured on spacecraft with those 
>lo-' measured on Apollo rocks, we arrive at the flux estimates 
in Table 1. 

These fluxes are clearly high enough to damage telescope 
mirrors, but they apply to 27r geometry. A telescope shielded 
within a collimator would be exposed to a lower flux. For 
example, a telescope mirror 1 m across located at the base of a 
1-m tube would be exposed to only 29% of the direct flux. A 
tube 3 m long would decrease the flux to 5% of the values listed 
in Table 1. Figure 1 demonstrates quantitatively how the direct 
flux is decreased by using a collimator tube for shielding. Even 
long tubes, however, still allow substantial numbers of micromete- 
orites to strike an unprotected surface, and there is an additional 
source of impact-derived debris due to secondary impact events 
caused by ejecta of primary events. These not only make craters, 
but also commonly cause deposition of accretionary spatter 
(Zook, 1978). 

TABLE 1. Microcrater product rates on the Moon. 

Crater diameter (pm) Craters/m2/yr 

Values are estimated &om data given by Fechtig et al. (1974), Cout=P& 
(1974),and&mttetal. (1988). 

100 
D = diameter of telescope 

80 L = length of collimating tube 

Ratio UD 

Fig. 1. Plot of the percent of direct flux of micrometeorites reaching 
a telescope surface of diameter D as a function of the length L of a 
collimating tube. 

As alluded to above, micrometeorites create a degradation 
problem in LEO as well as on the lunar surface. The lack of 
atmosphere in Earth orbit allows micrometeorites to impact 
unrestrained, as in the case of the lunar surface environment. 
Measurements acquired from the study of returned components 
from the SMS (Schramm et al, 1985; Kessler, 1985; Barn?tt et 
d., 1988) indicate that unprotected surfaces are very suscepti- 
ble to micrometeorite damage. Schramm indicates that the 
exterior insulation blankets returned from SMS inadvertently acted 
as micrometeorite capture devices. These results indicate the 
need for protective coatings or temporary covers for long 
durations in the space (orbital or lunar surface) environment. 

Dust 

The lunar surface is covered with a global veneer of debris 
generated from underlying bedrock by meteorite impacts. This 
material, called the lunar regolith, contains rock and mineral 
fragments and glasses formed by melting of soil, rock, and 
minerals. Its mean grain size ranges from 40 to 268 pm and &ies 
chaotically with depths (Heiken, 1975). In most samples returned 
by Apollo and Luna missions, about 25wt% of the rgolith is 
<20 pm in size and about 10 wt% is <10 pm. In short, the lunar 
surface is dusty, and optical equipment must be protected from 
contamination and subsequent damage by dust particles. 

Dust could be thrown onto mirror surfaces by artificial means 
such as rocket launches, surface vehicles, or astronaut suits. This 
man-made degration problem is one that can (and should) be 
controlled with proper regulations and procedures, which are 
discussed in mOre detail later in this paper. An unknown amount 
of dust might be transported by charge differences built up by 
photoconductivity effects near the day-night terminator. Criswell 
(1972) described a bright glow photographed by Surveyor 7 and 
explained the phenomenon as levitation of dust grains about 5- 
10 pm in radius. The grains were lifted only 3-30 cm above the 
local horizon and had a column density of 5 grains/cm2. How 
effective this mechanism is needs to be tested by measurements 
on the lunar surface. 
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Itavce&ptiom of Smeyor Components 

Surveyor III components were studied on Earth after these parts 
had been exposed to the lunar environment for 31 months 
(roughly 32 lunar days) from 4 r i I  20, 1967 until November 20, 
1969. Parts studied were (1)the television camera, which 
included optics, electronics, cables, and support struts; (2) the 
scoop portion of the soil mechanics surface sampler device 
(which contained over 6 g of lunat soil); (3) a section of polished 
aluminum tube 19.7 cm long; and (4) a section of cabling and 
painted aluminum tube (Nickle, 197 1 ; Ccmoll et d., 1972). 

These parts were analyzed for surface changes and character- 
istics (e.g., adherence of soil particles, sputtering, and W-induced 
degradation of thermal control coatings), micrometeorite impacts, 
radiation damage, particle tracks, and naturally induced radioac- 
tivity. 

Although the Surveyor I11 was on the lunar surface for 31 
months, it was operated for only 2 weeks. It experienced 30% 
months' exposure in a dormant or nonoperating state. Involved 
were 1500 resistors, capacitors, diodes, and transistors in the 
camera returned to Earth. Tests after recovery verified the 
integrity of most parts after 31 months on the Moon (CaTIPll et 
d., 1972). A few components failed, apparently because of 
thermal cycling to very low temperatures (e.g., a tantalum 
capacitor) and as a result of thermal strain (e.g., glass envelopes). 
Some failures caused a cascade of failures. For example, a failure 
of the circuit that drove the shutter was caused by the failure 
of a transistor that had been degraded in a preflight test; this 
caused failure of a shutter solenoid, which in turn caused 
evaporation of a photoconductor in the vidicon as a result of the 
shutter being open ( C m l l  and Blair, 1972). 

Solar rastiwtiolz alzd eSfects. The maximum time of 
exposure to solar radiation during the time the retrieved parts 
were on the lunar surface is theoretically 10,686 hours. 
Shadowing effects limited actual exposure times to considerably 
less than the theoretical maximum. It was estimated, for example, 
that the clear optical filter on the camera had a total exposure 
of only 4180 hours, but that the scoop arm, which had been left 
fully extended at maximum elevation in 1967 at the Surveyor 
mission termination, had a total exposure of 9078 hours. 

As the evaluation of Surveyor 111 parts was in progress, the tan 
color of the originally white paint faded due to photobleaching. 
Photobleaching of induced optical damage can also occur. There- 
fore, hardware must be sampled and returned carefully to avoid 
or account for subsequent alteration in the terrestrial laboratory 
environment (Carroll and  Blair, 1972). Although some 
environment-induced failures occurred, it is clear kom the superb 
results obtained by most Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments 
Packages (ALSEP) experiments that it will be possible to produce 
systems that will function through mar 7 lunations. 

Degradation Q# Ehermal control coatings. Coatings 
exposed to the space environment exhibit radiation-induced 
darkening that increases with time. After 31 months on the Moon, 
inorganic coatings originally white were tan in appearance. This 
discoloration was observed to be in a pattern consistent with the 
amount of irradiation received (&izmll and Blair, 1972). Overall 
discoloration patterns were the result of several effects attribut- 
able to solar radiation (e.g., in the ultraviolet), lunar dust, and 
products of organic outgassing from spacecraft parts (Camll lknd 

Blair, 1972). Dust and irradiation played the key roles in altering 
the appearance (and usefulness) of the surface coatings. 

The blue color of the scoop faded to a whitish blue. The 
surfaces painted with inorganic white degraded from a soIar 
absorptance of 0.2 to 0.38 up to 0.74, depending on orientation. 
Polished aluminum tubes rose in absorptance from 0.15 to 0.26 
(on a "clean" or relatively dust-free surface) to 0.75 where dust 
was present (Anderson et 4, 197 1 ). 

The greatest changes in reflectance were for shorter (0.6 to 
1.0 pm) as opposed to longer wavelengths (up through 2.0 or 
2.4 pm). Both solar radiation and dust were instrumentid in 
decreasing reflectance. 

presence. It was estimated that the upper portion of the 
clear filter, which was positioned over the Surveyor camera lens 
by remote command at the close of the Surveyor 111 mission, had 
25% of its surface area covered by particulate material. This h e -  
grained lunar soil had a median grain size of 0.8 pm and ranged 
up to 15 pm in size (Nickle, 1971). Dust on the Surveyor mirror 
was thought to have caused a marked loss of contrast in relayed 
pictures during the performance of the Surveyor mission (Cum11 
and Blair, 1972). "Lunar material, even in small quantities, can 
have a si@cant effect on temperature control and optical 
performance of hardware on the lunar surface" (Canoll and Blair, 
1972). Even to lo-* g of lunar h e s  per square centimeter 
can increase absorbed solar thermal energy for a reflective 
thermal-control surface by a factor as large as 2 or 3 (Cum11 and 
Blair, 1972). On the other hand, there are no reports of 
degradation of the laser reflectors left by three Apollo missions. 

Sources of dacst. There was dust on the returned Surveyor 111 
television camera attributable to one or more of five sources 
(Canoll and Blair, 1972): (1) The disturbance of the soil during 
the Surveyor111 landing, accentuated by the vernier descent 
engines continued thrusting during two rebounds from the lunar 
surface; (2) disturbance mechanisms operating on the Moon (e.g., 
meteroid impact and electrostatic charging); (3) Apollo 12 lunar 
module approach and landing; (4) operation of the scoop on the 
Moon; and (5) retrieval and return to Earth by Apollo 12 astro- 
nauts. 

The Surveyor I11 and lunar module (LM) landings were 
probably the most sigtllficant sources of the dust found on the 
camera. The descent engine, which disturbed the dusty surface 
over the last 1000 ft  of its ground track before landing 155 m 
away, was probably the most significant dust source. Dust was 
accelerated by the LM rocket plume to velocities in excess of 
100m/sec. This accelerated dust literally sandblasted the 
Surveyor 111 and removed much discolored paint (Cour-Palais et 
aC., 1972). 

B d o n  wrfaces i m  the lamp d m n m & .  Three pro- 
cesses may be considered in evaluating erosional effects on parts 
exposed to the lunar environment: ( 1) sputtering of individual 
atoms by the solar wind (mainly hydrogen); (2) damage from 
solar flare heavy nuclei (e.g., Fe); and (3) micrometeorite impact 
(Baberetal, 1971). 

Estimated erosion rates per year from these effects are very 
small (e.g., 0.4 for sputtering, 0.1 to 0.4 A for heavy nuclei, 
and 1-2 for micrometeorite impacts). Micrometeorite impact 
is probably the most sigtllficant mechanism of the three for 
degradation of telescope optical surfaces, although the effects of 
sputtering on optical coatings over several years requires a 
restorative capabity or replacement. 

oJ mamimaom $or m i m m e t m M  impac&. m e  
television camera shroud, the camera's optical filters, and a piece 
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of aluminum tube were scanned for possible craters resulting 
from micrometeorite impacts. Magdcations in the range of 25x 
to 40X and greater were used over substantial portions of the 
surfaces of these objects as the search for impact craters 
proceeded ( Cour-Palais et al., 197 1 ; Bmwnlee et 4 197 1 ). 

No hypervelocity impact craters were identitied in the original 
studies on the 0.2 sq m of the shroud or on the optical filters. 
Five craters ranging in diameter from 130 to 300 pm were noted 
as having a possible hypervelocity impact origin. The many other 
craters found were thought to have originated as a result of 
impact of low-velocity debris accelerated by the LM descent 
engine plume. However, continued study of the Surveyor materials 
and of impact pits on lunar rocks led to a reevaluation of the 
original Surveyor data (Cour-Palais, 1974), which indicated that 
most of the craters on the returned material were hypervelocity 
impact pits. Nevertheless, damage from low-velocity impact was 
still substantial. 

Buvinger (1971) performed an investigation by electron repli- 
cation microscopy of two sections of the unpainted aluminum 
tubing. Erosion damage apparently resulted from impact of soil 
particles during landing maneuvers. Some pits in the approxi- 
mately 1-mm range had some characteristics of hypervelocity 
impacts. Solar-wind sputtering apparently had little effect on the 
tube, and damage by particle impact was apparently by lower- 
velocity particles and limited to a depth no greater than 2 mrn. 

Investigations of EEO Satellites 

Degradation studies of satellite components returned from LEO 
have been conducted. The space shuttle, or space transportation 
system (STS), with its reusable capability to be launched into orbit 
and return, has created the potential to go into space and repair 
satellites, and return components or even entire satellites. The STS 
has been used to perform a repair mission on the SMS (SMRM, 
1985) and to retrieve two Hughes communication satellites, 
Palapa and Westar. The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) 
was placed into orbit by the shuttle for planned retrieval 12 
months later. Many of the experiments on LDEF incorporated 
studies on space degradation. This section summarizes some of 
the degradation studies that have been conducted on LEO satellite 
components and relates their possible implications to the lunar 
environment. 

Ivestigahlons of SMS comp The SMS was launched 
in February, 1980, into a 310 n.m. (674 krn) circular orbit, with 
solar flare research as its primary objective. Between 6 and 10 
months alter launch, the satellite suffered a series of failures with 
the attitude-control system, rendering several of the instruments 
inoperable and some others at limited capability. The Solar 
Maximum Recovery Mission (SMRM) was performed in April, 
1984. The Modular Attitude Control System (MACS) module, the 
Main Electronics Box (MEB), and their associated thermal 
blankets were replaced with new units, and the old units were 
returned to Earth for investigation following more than four years 
in LEO (SMRM, 1985). The flight electronics parts showed no 
adverse effects from the LEO radiation environment. In general, 
the components returned from the SMS were in good condition. 

Analyses were performed on the materials retrieved from the 
SMS thermal control system. The presence of atomic oxygen 
caused most of the degradation of the materials. Fortunately, 
atomic oxygen, a major problem in LEO, is absent in the lunar 
environment, and will not be discussed in detail here. 

Analysis of the multilayer insulation (MLI) blankets indicated 
that micrometeorite and debris impacts had caused hundreds of 

impact craters. Seventy-micrometer craters formed complete holes 
through the 50-pm-thick initial layer of thermal blanket. Roughly 
160 of these cratets penetrated the surfaces, which encompassed 
an area of 0.153 sq m (Kessh, 1985). This high micrometeorite 
flux demonstrates the importance of protecting components and 
systems exposed to the space environment. Schramm et al. 
(1985) indicated that the MLI blankets acted inadvertently as a 
micrometeorite capture device. This indicates the potential 
benefits gained by using protective coatings and covers. 

In the lunar environment, any astronomical observatory, 
especiaUy the delicate optical equipment and sensors, will need 
to be protected from the micrometeorite environment. Much can 
be gained kom the study of the micrometeorite environment in 
LEO. Information gathered can be used to examine better ways 
to protect systems on the lunar surface. 

Otbw LEO inuestigatfons. As we noted above, the STS 
retrieved two Hughes Communication satellites, Palapa B-2 and 
Westar M, and returned them to Earth in 1984. The two 
spacecraft were only in orbit for eight months and there were 
no detailed degradation investigations conducted on the satellites 
(M. West, personal communication, 1987). 

The LDEF was launched from the STS in 1984 with a planned 
retrieval 12 months later. This retrieval effort was delayed until 
1990. LDEF was designed to accommodate a large number of 
science and technology experiments, many of which were 
designed to study space degradation (Clark: et al., 1984). There 
will be a vast amount to be learned about degradation in space 
from the study of the experiments. 

Impact and debris studies have been conducted on the shuttle 
and Apollo/Skylab where impact craters have been found. 
However, these experiments and studies had either short 
exposure times or no conclusive technique to differentiate orbital 
debris from micrometeorites (Kessler, 1985). The detection of 
orbital debris is receiving an increasing amount of attention, and 
in the next few years both specially designed radars and 
experiments carried on the shuttle will produce new data on both 
orbital debris and the micrometeoroid flux. 

As Cam11 et al. (1972) note, "The need to protect optical 
elements from dust contamination was obvious during Surveyor 111 
lunar operations in 1967 and was confhned during analysis of 
returned hardware. All other optical performance information 
gained from post-mortem analysis is secondary to this conclusion." 

Observatory design and operation can mitigate and compensate 
for the potentially detrimental effects of solar radiation, dust 
accumulation, surface erosion, changes in thermal control 
coatings, and micrometeorite impacts. We outline below some 
ideas for blunting the hazardous effects of the lunar environment. 

Rocket landing and ascent operations can be performed at 
locations suJEciently far removed from observatory sites to prevent 
dust erosion and accumulation on optics, antennae, and thermal 
control surfaces. Shielding against dust driven by rocket plumes 
may be useful. How great the required keep-out distances or 
shielding heights against accelerated dust must be depends on the 
rocket engine and plumes. Keep-out distances may be in excess 
of 1000 ft based on the extent of LM descent engine sand blasting 
effects, dust disturbance, and deposition on SurveyorJII com- 
ponents. 
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H. Schmitt (personal communication, 1988) suggested that under very cold and very hot conditions and can accommodate 
optics be provided with lens caps that could be remotely large temperature gradients. 
controlled to cover and protect optical surfaces before permitting Vacuum chambers with thermal cycling can also include solar 
construction and repair teams to approach observatories on the simulation that provides an approximation of the solar spectrum. 
Moon. He notes that the lunar dust is difficult to avoid in astronaut Micrometeorite protection systems can be designed based on 
and vehicular t d c  on the Moon. available laboratory data (e.g., &om light gas guns and Van de G d  

generators) and data gathered from recovered components (e.g., 
Presenting T h e d  Control Surfaces LDEF, SMS). 

Some telescope components and other base facilities will be 
dependent for temperature control on the use of thermal control 
coatings designed to have appropriate values of absorptance and 
reflectance. If these coatings degrade-as was noted in the case 
of Surveyor III coatings-temperatures of critical components will 
deviate from specified values and diminish or negate observatory 
performance. Protecting coatings by use of layers that intercept 
UV radiation may help. More stable coatings applied under 
conditions avoiding contamhation may also help. 

Use of Shields 

Precursor Missions 

Plans to return to the Moon should include visits to at least 
one Apollo landing site to ascertain the degradation and changes 
in selected Apollo materials and components. Six Apollo landings 
were made between 1969 and 1972, and a wide range of 
equipment was left on the surface, including the descent stages 
of the LM, lunar roving vehicles (LRV), and the ALSEP. Items to 
be studied include thermal blankets, optics, retroreflectors (for 
laser ranging), batteries and motors (e.g., on the LRV), communi- 
cations equipment such as parabolic dishes, various pieces of 
tankage, &d test equipment. - 

Shields against micrometeorite impact, dust particles, and solar These pans can be srudied to the degradation caused 
radiation can be d w e d  to reduce the  roba ability of impact, by long-term exposure to micrometeorite bombardment, solar 
conmtion, Or interference light rays' can and cosmic radiation, thermal and vacuum Areas for study 
reduce the probability of impact on optics by reducing the are suggested by the previous experience wlth Smeyor hardwate 
portion of the sky from which impacting ~ m c l e s  can originate. (scou and Zwkennan, 1971; M L  and -4 1972). To be 
~ ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  bafnes can prevent the shield from directing stray or determined are dust and radiation darkening of surfaces, particle 
scattered light on mirrors or other optics. impact effects (both primary and secondary), and the effects of 

Restoration 

According to Watson et al. (1988), equipment for restoring 
coatings on telescope mirrors and thermal control surfaces has 
been developed and tested on orbit by the USSR These metal 
coating operations were performed in space after extensive 
experimentation in ground-based laboratories to overcome 
technical difficulties associated with heating, vaporization, and 
deposition of aluminum. In 1975, cosmonauts Gubarev and 
Grecho were reported to have recoated the mirror of a solar 
telescope on the Salyut spacecraft. More coating restoration 
experiments on orbit were performed in subsequent spacecraft 
in 1979, 1980, and 1984. Details have not been made available, 
but results were reported as excellent. These coating-technology 
experiments suggest that the capabity to restore optical and 
thermal control surfaces degraded by exposure to the space 
environment may be available for astronomical observatories on 
the Moon. 

It has also been suggested that large mirrors for space use be 
composed of numerous replaceable segments so that if impact or 
abrasion causes damage, only the degraded portion need be 
replaced Also, mirror surfiwe coatings should be selected that are 
compatible with cleaning processes and reduce electric charge 
effects (Bouquet et al, 1988). 

Laboratory Investigations 

Laboratory studies have played and continue to play an irnpor- 
tant role in estimating the degradation likely when components 
of space systems are exposed to the space environment. The 
thermal-vacuum test (Fihnagan, 1986) will be an essential step 

long-term thermal cycling in vacuum. 
The goals of the visit and study will be to improve the tech- 

nology for design, fabrication, and test of future lunar astronomical 
observatories uobmon, 1988), enhance our understanding of 
processes that occur on the Moon and of the rates at which they 
operate, and to check the validity of accepted design approaches. 
Figure 2 demonstrates a generic representation of our need to 
better understand lunar environmental degradation (Johnson and 
Wetze4 1988). As shown in this figure, we possess a very limited 
amount of experience with lunar surface degradation. We must 
gather additional information about degradation and its effects 
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components to be deployed on the lunar surface. The systems will 
be subjected to vacuum and thermal cycling comparable to Ehat ~ i g .  2. Schematic representation of the information needed to investigate 
found on the Moon to assure that they are capable of operating degradation on the lunar surface over a long period of time. 
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over a long period of time. For example, revisiting and studying 
the materials and equipment from the Apollo sites will allow us 
to acquire information about lunar degradation in the 30-year time 
range. 

Examination of Apollo materials will be extremely valuable, but 
will leave many questions unanswered. Additional experiments 
will be required to fully understand micrometeorite impacts (both 
primary and secondary), dust levitation, and assorted operational 
disturbances. 

Apollo materials will shed light on the present flux of 
micrometeorites and shrewd collection of surfaces shielded from 
direct impact will provide crucial information about the flux of 
and damage done by secondary projectiles. Nevertheless, an array 
of micrometeorite detectors, either passive or active, ought to be 
deployed on the lunar surface to obtain information on fluxes, 
masses, velocities, and directions of impacting particles. A device 
of this sort was emplaced during the Apollo 17 mission (Berg et 
al, 1973). Furthermore, instruments like this will be developed 
for use on the space station. In addition to supplementing data 
that will be obtained &om study of surfaces of the Apollo 
spacecraft and instruments, the new generation of lunar surface 
micrometeorite detectors will provide up-to-date data and a basis 
for comparison with detectors in LEO. This will help establish the 
natural flux in LEO, a critical parameter to know if we are to 
accurately monitor the growth of man-made debris in LEO. 

As noted earlier, Crkwell (1972) suggested that a brightening 
at the horizon in Surveyor photographs taken shortly after sunset 
was caused by electostatic effects. The idea is that electrons are 
removed by the photoelectric effect when sunlight strikes the 
surface. This results in a charge inbalance with the uncharged 
surroundings, causing small grains to be lifted off the ground. It 
seems prudent to determine the extent to which this process 
operates and assess whether it will interfere with lunar surface 
operations. It might, for example, cause micrometer-sized dust 
grains to be deposited on telescope mirrors, thereby degrading 
astronomical observations. An active detector designed to measure 
the flux and size distribution of low-velocity dust grains could 
provide the necessary information. 

It will also be necessary to monitor disturbance caused by lunar 
base operations. This includes dust raised by rockets landing and 
taking off, vehicles moving, and astronauts walking. For example, 
if astronauts are needed to service telescopes, one must know 
how much dust could be transferred from their spacesuits onto 
a mirror. Perhaps this could be measured by having astronauts 
approach a low-velocity dust detector. If significant dust were 
measured, other means of servicing telescopes would have to be 
devised. Disturbance by the transportation system could also be 
monitored by an array of dust detectors. Effects of the lunar base 
operations on the present lunar atmosphere should also be 
monitered (Femini et al., 19%). 

Although the Moon is an excellent place for astronomy, special 
elforts will be required to mitigate or compensate for detrimental 
effects of the lunar environment on observatory components. The 
most troublesome characteristics of the lunar environment are the 
vacuum (which leads to outgassing), solar and cosmic radiation, 
micrometeorite impacts, the surface temperature regime, and the 
ubiquitous dust particles. 

Valuable information on degradation of parts and systems in the 
lunar environment was obtained by retrieval to Earth and careful 

analysis of Surveyor III components. These components had been 
on the Moon nearly 32 lunar days from April, 1967, to November, 
1969. Most parts retained their integrity, but a few failed (e.g., 
because of thermal cycling). Degradation of coatings also occur- 
red, primarily because of ultraviolet radiation and the static and 
dynamic effects of dust particles on optical and thermal-control 
surfaces. The dust can cause scattering of light and loss of contrast 
in optical trains. 

Several approaches can be taken to mitigate the negative effects 
of the lunar environment on astronomical observatory compo- 
nents. First, an elfort is needed to better understand and model 
the degradation mechanisms. This effort should be addressed early 
in precursor missions to the Moon. Second, operational rules will 
be necessary to confine activities that generate dust and rocket 
plumes to zones outside those where astronomical observatories 
are being used. When it is necessary to approach the observatory 
sites with vehicles and construction or maintenance teams, 
precautionary shielding should be activated to protect optics and 
reduce deposition on thermal-control surfaces. Processes will 
eventually be needed to clean and restore dusty and impact- 
damaged surfaces. Fortunately, the lunar environment, although 
dusty, lacks the hazards in LEO associated with atomic oxygen 
and orbiting debris, such as chips of paint, Erom previous missions. 

Although the lunar thermal regime offers a severe test of ob- 
servatory components, careful engineering can control degrada- 
tion, and the number of cycles to be endured (about one per 
month) is much fewer than cycles encountered in LEO (about 
480 per month). The environment on the lunar surface is con- 
ducive to the use of shields and baffles against micrometeorite 
impact, dust particles, and solar radiation. Experiments in terres- 
trial laboratories and precursor missions to the Moon are needed 
to assist in predicting degradation and in reducing its ravaging 
effects on future lunar astronomical observatories. Restoration 
processes should be developed to enhance the longevity of ob- 
servatory components on the Moon. The technology of degrada- 
tion mitigation that will be developed will apply not only to 
astronomical observatories, but also to a wide range of lunar base 
elements. It is prudent to initiate studies of lunar environmental 
effects early so that beneficial results can be implemented early 
in the planning of all lunar base facilities. 
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Zk Moon is an attractive site for ashonomical observatories and other f d t i e s  bemuse of the absence 
of a substantial lunar atma4,hae and the stability of the lunar su?jace. Zk present lunar atmapbere 
is s u f m t l y  transpamat that there is no signt@ant image distortbn due to absotption or refraction. 
i%is thin atmaqhere mdts@m a combination of small sources andprompt losses. lBe major source 
that has been klentz@?d is the solar wt'nrl; zvhose totd mass input into the lunar atmaqbere is 
appmximately 50gm/sec. lBe major components of the solar wind are tight elements (H and He) that 
promply escape from the lunar su?jace by exospbetic euapomtion @ ~ n s '  escape). Zk pP'"nc@l 
atmospM loss mechanism for heavier gases is photoionization within a period of weeks to months, 
folowed by immediate loss to the solar wind. Lunar base activities will mo&;tj, the lunar atmoqhere 
if gas is released at a bger  rate than that now occurnmng naturally. Possible gas sources are mcket 
exhaust, processing of lunar materials, mting of pmmrized volumes, and astronaut [ife supprt 
systems. For even modest lunar base activity, sucb sources will substantiaUy exceed natural sources, 
although effects are epcted to be localized and transient. Zk ApoUo database s e w  as a useJbl 
reference for both memummnts of the natural lunar environment and its modification by lunar base 
activities. 

INTRODUCTION 

The absence of a substantial lunar atmosphere makes the Moon 
an attractive site for astronomical observatories and for materials 
processing facilities that require a high vacuum. The present lunar 
atmosphere is sufficiently transparent that there is no significant 
image distortion due to absorption or refiraction. Furthermore, the 
absence of a significant lunar ionosphere allows the use of the 
Moon for radio astronomy at frequencies much lower than those 
observed with terrestrial observatories. Other benefits to lunar 
base activities are the surface stability that facilitates the 
construction of large arrays, the lack of erosion or wind loading, 
and the availability of ample shielding from space radiation. These 
unique conditions at the lunar surface will enable the operation 
of science facilities not feasible elsewhere (MendeU, 1985). 

To evaluate quantitatively the operational capabilities of lunar 
science facilities, it is necessary both to specify the natural lunar 
environment and to assess the alterations to it that might result 
from lunar base activities. Fortunately, many of the physical 
environmental conditions at the lunar surface were measured 
during the Apollo program. In particular, several sensors measured 
the neutral and ionized gases at the lunar surface. Although these 
measurements were limited both spatially and temporally, they 
have been used to identlfy the sources of the natural lunar 
atmosphere and ionosphere, as well as the loss processes that are 
effective in the lunar environment. 

Lunar base activities can m w  the lunar atmosphere by gas 
release at a larger rate than is now occurring naturally. Possible 
gas sources, such as rocket exhaust and astronaut life support 
systems, can be estimated from the experiences of the Apollo 
program. The Apollo database serves as a useful reference for both 

measurements of the natural lunar environment and its mods- 
cations by manned activities. Although no specific experiments 
were performed and measurements were not comprehensive, data 
do exist for several artificial releases such as the lunar module 
liftoff, SIVB impacts, and cabin vents. During the Apollo missions 
rocket exhaust was a substantial, although transient, addition to 
the lunar atmosphere. 

This paper reviews the characteristics of the natural lunar 
atmospheres and ionospheres, including known sources and loss 
processes. The gas sources expected to be associated with lunar 
base activities are identified, and the expected release rates are 
calculated. The Apollo data relevant to atmospheric alteration are 
briefly discussed. Finally, several recommendations are made for 
investigations that need to be made in support of a lunar base 
program. 

Prior to the Apollo program little was known about the lunar 
atmosphere except that it is very transparent to both light and 
radiowaves, implying that swkice densities of both neutral and 
ionized gases are very small uobmon, 197 1 ). 

Several kinds of atmospheric and ionospheric monitors were 
placed on the lunar surface as part of the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experiments Package (ALSEP) during the Apollo program. The 
Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment (CCGE) and the Lunar 
Atmospheric Composition Experiment (LACE) measured the 
density and flux of neutral gases, and the Suprathermal Ion 
Detector Experiment (SIDE) measured the flux of atmospheric 
ions. Surface photoelectrons and the lunar plasma environment 
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were detected by the Charged Particle Lunar Environment during Apollo missions, as well as ions from the Earth's magneto- 
Experiment (CPLEE) and the Solar Wind Spectrometer (SWS). sphere and the solar wind (Freeman et al., 1971, 1973; 
The locations of these instruments are summarized in Table 1. Lindemann et al., 1973). An important feature of the SIDE net- 

work was its ability to monitor the local atmosphere density by 
TABLE 1. ALSEP atmosphere and ionosphere observations. a variety of methods (Freeman and genson, 1977). Also, since 

Instrument Missions Phenomenon 

CCGE 1 2, 14, 1 5 Total gas pressure 
LACE 17 Nightside atmospheric composition 
SIDE 12,14,15 Atmospheric ions 
CPLEE 14 Surface photoelectrons 
W S  12, 15 Solar wind plasma 

The CCGE was a total pressure monitor that provided the first 
estimates of the number density of neutral gases at the lunar 
surface uobnson et al., 1972). The observed nighttime con- 
centration was about 2 X lo5 ~ m - ~ .  The daytime value was 
107cm-', but was thought to be an upper limit because the 
measurements were presumed to be aEected by local con- 
tamination. 

The most sensitive instrument for detection of lunar atmos- 
pheric gases was the LACE, which was deployed only on the last 
Apollo mission. This neutral gas mass spectrometer was able to 
detect atmospheric gases with excellent resolution and high 
sensitivity (Hoffman et d, 1973). During the nine months of 
operation, useful data for most gases were generally obtained only 
during the lunar night. During the entire night, measurements 
were made of Ar, Ne, and He. Gases that condense on the lunar 
darkside, such as CH4, NH3, and C02, were measured only for 
a limited time just prior to sunrise (Hoffman and Hodges, 1975). 
Their daytime abundance (see Fig. 1) can be calculated from the 
solar wind source intensity and the modeling of atmospheric 
dynamics (Hodges, 1976). 

The final instrument providing atmospheric information was the 
SIDE. Each SIDE contained two ion detectors that monitored ions 
originating from the lunar atmosphere and from gases released 

SUBSOLAR 
P O I N T  

Species 

the detectors relied on an exterior electric field to accelerate the 
ions, they were less sensitive to contamination due to internal 
instrument degassing. The SIDE measurements on the dayside 
were consistent with the gas concentrations measured by the 
CCGE and inferred from the LACE data, assuming that molecular 
species are present on the dayside in addition to the inert gases 
(Vo&& et al, 1974). 

Sodium and K have recently been detected in the lunar 
atmosphere by ground-level spectroscopic observations (Potter 
and Motgan, 1988). The surface densities of these elements are 
quite small (less than lo2 and are thought to originate from 
the vaporization of surface minerals by meteoric impact or solar 
wind sputtering. 

The concentrations of the lunar atmospheric species are 
indicated in Table 2. The predominant dayside species is C02, and 
Ne is the predominant nightside gas. The total atmospheric mass 
globally integrated for each spec-ies is shown in Table 3, The 
quantities of gases tempomify adsorbed on the lunar surface 
exceed these amounts by factors of about 1000. The quantities 
shown in Tables2 and 3 are based on measurements and 
inferences from the Apollo and other data However, it should 
be kept in mind that the limited observations result in si@cant 
uncertainties, especially for the molecular gases. In particular, the 
quantities shown for each of the cxbon compounds are over- 
estimates because the calculations by Hodges (1976) assumed 
that all the solar wind carbon was the source of each particular 
compound. 

The quantities of gases in the lunar atmosphere are quite small. 
For comparison, the terrestrial atmosphere concentrations are 
approximately 1019 cm-3 at the Earth's surface and are as little as 
lo5 to lo7 cm-3 at altitudes between 500 km and 1500 km. 

The thin lunar atmosphere results from a balance between small 
sources and rapid losses. The primary source of the lunar 
atmosphere is the solar wind. Because the Moon lacks any 

MLE 2. Lunar atmosphere concentrations. 

Daytime ( ~ r n - ~ )  Night (cm4) 

TABLE 3. Total atmospheric mass. 

Species Mass (&) 

Hg. 1. Stereographic projection of the distribution of carbon dioxide CH4 
Ne, Ar 

640 
(C02) on the northern hemisphere of the Moon (Hodges, 1976). 400 
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substantial intrinsic magnetic field or thick atmosphere, the solar 
wind flows directly onto the lunar surface. The flux and 
composition of the solar wind have been measured by spacecraft 
instruments (e.g., Bocbsler, 1989; Bocbsler et al, 1986). The 
typical total flux of solar wind species on the sunward hemisphere 
of the Moon is listed in Table 4. The solar wind ions impact the 
lunar surface, are thermalized and perhaps chemicdy altered 
there, and are then released as neutral atoms or molecules that 
travel along collision-free ballistic trajectories between impac* 
with the surface. Although the total solar wind mass input to the 
lunar surface is about 50 gm/sec, the major components are the 
light elements H and He. The themalized H and He have veloc- 
ities greater than the lunar escape velocity and are rapidly lost 
from the lunar environment. The total mass input by the heavier 
elements in the solar wind that reside longer in the lunar 
atmosphere is less than 1 gm/sec. 

Other possible sources of the lunar atmosphere are material 
released or weathered from the lunar surface, or gases released 
kom the lunar interior. As discussed above, surface weathering 
results in small quantities of Na and K The only endogenous gases 
that have been conclusively identified are Ar and Rn, decay 
products of radioactive materials in the lunar interior. About 10% 
of the He in the lunar atmosphere is thought to be of radiogenic 
origin (Hodges, 1977). The most important is 4 0 ~ r ,  originating 
from K. The total source rate of 40Ar is about O.Obgm/sec, and 
is about an order of magnitude larger than the solar wind input 
of 36Ar (Hodges and Hofmn, 1974). Although larger sources 
due to the localized release of gases have been suggested in 
association with lunar transient phenomena (Middleburst, 1967), 
none has been conclusively identified or measured. The LACE 
found evidence for a time variation in the abundance of 40Ar, 
possibly related to lunar teleseismic events (Hodges and 
Hoffman, 1974), but found no unambiguous transient increase 
in the abundance of other gases. An extensive analysis of SIDE 
data likewise failed to uncover any transient increases in the lunar 
atmosphere (Ereemdn and Berzson, 1977), and these data were 
used to set upper limits to transient outgassing from specific sites 
on the lunar surface (Vondr&, 1977). 

The neutral atmosphere of the Moon is lost into space by two 
mechanisms: loss to the solar wind and thermal escape. Mass is 
lost to the solar wind because atmospheric ions are driven into 
space by the interplanetary electric field that results from the flow 
of the interplanetary magnetic field past the Moon (Manka and 
Michel, 1971). Such ion pickup has been observed at Halley's 
Comet and in artificial chemical releases in space. The time 
constant for loss by this process is determined by the photoion- 
ization lifetime (typically lo6 to lo7 sec). Thermal escape results 
from the fact that the gases in the lunar atmosphere travel along 
collisionless ballistic trajectories in the lunar gravitational field 
until they impact the surface or escape into space. Gases that do 

TABLE 4. Solar wind flux to lunar surface. 

Element 

Hydrogen ('H) 
Helium ( * ~ e )  
Oxygen (160) 
Carbon (lZC) 
Neon ('we b Nitrogen (' N) 
Siicon (28Si) 
Argon ( 3 6 ~ r )  

impact the surface are briefly adsorbed by the surface material 
(c2mknhead et al., 1972). The gases come into thermal equi- 
librium with the lunar surface before desorbing. When they are 
emitted from the surface, a &action has sutficient thermal energy 
to escape from the lunar gravity field This loss of the faster- 
moving exospheric gases is referred to as evaporative loss or Jeans' 
escape Ueans, 1923). The atmospheric loss rate by this process 
is dependent upon the mass and temperature of the gases. For 
the two lightest atmospheric species, H and He, the thermal 
escape time constant is several thousand seconds. For all other 
atmospheric gases the thermal escape time constant is very long 
(e.g., 190 years for Ne and 10" years for Ar), much longer than 
the time constant for solar-wind-induced mass loss (Johnson, 
1971). 

THE LUNAR IONOSPHERE 
PLASMA ENVIRONMENT 

Extensive investigations of the lunar plasma environment made 
during the Apollo program have shown that, like the Earth, the 
Moon is surrounded by a region of ionized plasma. However, 
unlike the terrestrial ionosphere, the lunar ionosphere is directly 
coupled to the solar wind by the interplanetary electric field. As 
a result, the lunar atmospheric ion fluxes are both directional and 
variable and the ions have a nontherrnal energy distribution. 
Collisions within the ionosphere are unimportant, and interactions 
with the lunar surface control the ionospheric chemistry. In 
addition to this ionosphere of lunar origir~, the region surrounding 
the Moon is permeated by the interplanetary and magnetospheric 
plasm 

The lowest part of the lunar ionosphere consists of a thin, dense 
sheath surrounding the Moon as a result of the electric potential 
of the lunar surface. Measurements by the SIDE (Fenna et al., 
1973) and CPLEE (Reasoner and Bud, 1972) have demonstrated 
that the surface potential is positive on the dayside, at a value 
of about 30V with respect to the solar wind. There the sheath 
consists of a photoelectron layer with an electron density at the 
surface of about 104/cm3 and an altitude extent of several 
hundred meters (Reasoner and Burke, 1972). Near the sunrise 
and sunset terminators and on the nightside the lunar surface 
potential becomes negative (Manka and Michel, 197 1 ). 

The most extensive part of the lunar ionosphere consists of ions 
produced from the lunar atmosphere. The neutral atmospheric 
gases are ionized by the solar ultraviolet photons and by charge 
transfer with the solar wind in a time of typically lo6 to lo7 sec 
(Siscoe and Mukbetjee, 1972). These ions are then accelerated 
by the interplanetary electric field (typically 1-3 mV/m) and are 
driven either into space or into the lunar surface. As shown in 
Fig. 2, the initial motion of an ion is in the direction of the solar 
wind electric field. Ions formed on the dayside in the lower 
hemisphere (with respect to the electric field) are generally 
driven into the lunar surface. Ions formed in the upper 
hemisphere escape into the solar wind because the magnetic 
force curves the ions in the direction of the solar wind flow with 
a resulting cycloidal orbit that carries them away from the Moon. 
Thus, on the lunar dayside the interplanetary electric field drives 
approximately 50% of the atmospheric ions into space (Manka 
andMichel, 1971; vorUh.uk et al, 1974). 

The flux and energy distribution of the atmospheric ions can 
be easily calculated for the region where ions are driven directly 
into the lunar surface by the interplanetary electric field. As shown 
in Fig. 3, we assume that the neutral atmosphere is distributed 
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SOLAR WIND 
AND 

ULTRAVIOLET 

ments of the differential energy distribution of the lunar 
atmospheric ions are consistent with such an exponential altitude 

+ distribution. The production rate of these atmospheric ions is 
B proportional to the product of neutral number density and 

ionization rate. Consequently, the density and flux of the 
atmospheric ions vary, being directly responsive to changes in the 
solar wind flux and transient outgassing Erom the lunar surface. 
The altitude variation of the density of lunar atmospheric ions is 
shown in Fig. 4, where we have assumed E = 1 mV/M and H = 
50 krn. The subsolar photoelectron layer is shown for comparison 
(Reasoner and Burke, 1972). Because of the electric potential 
of the lunar surface, there is a lack of charge neutrality in the 
plasma near the lunar surface. 

In addition to the ionospheric plasma of lunar origin (the 
photoelectron layer and lunar atmospheric ions), the Moon is 
exposed to plasma of extralunar origin (the solar wind, rnangeto- 
spheric plasma, and cosmic rays). Because the Moon lacks 
shielding by either a strong magnetic field or dense atmosphere, 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the sources of the electric fields near these extralunar plasmas penetrate directly to the surface where 

the northern hemisphere of the Moon. The interplanetary electric field they have been regularly observed by the SIDE, CPLEE, and !WS. 

is due to the motion of the solar wind magnetic field, and the lunar surface AS shown in Fig. 59 during each orbit the Moon spends about 
electric field arises from W e s  on the lunar surface. The shaded area 2 0 d q  in the solar wind, 4 days in the magnetosheath (thermal- 
near the terminator is where the potential is negative and the lunar ized solar wind plasm), and 4 days within the magnetospheric 
atmosphere is exposed to ionizing solar radiation (Vondmk et al., 1974). plasma sheet. 

ALTERATION OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE 

E ..I 1-3 V/km 
BY LUNAR BASE A m T I E S  

Because the lunar atmosphere and ionosphere is so tenuous, - 20-100 k m  it is susceptible to alteration by human activity at the lunar sur- 
p - 10-6 - 10-71 set face. Lunar base activities can modify the lunar atmosphere by gas 

release at a larger rate than is now occurring naturally. Possible 
gas sources are rocket exhaust, gas release firom processing lunar 
materials, venting of pressurized volumes, and astronaut life 

PRODUCTION RATE = P n  (z) support systems. These rates can be estimated from the 
experience of the Apollo program (see Table 5). 

-z/H e-P/qEH For Apollo, rocket exhaust was a substantial, although transient 
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION: F (&)  = - e 

q E addition to the lunar atmosphere (see Fig. 6). Each Apollo mission 
deposited nearly lo4 kg of rocket exhaust into the lunar 

INTEGRAL FLUX = P no H e"lH 

DENSITY: p = Pn, J 

Fig. 3. Flux and density of lunar atmospheric ions at the lunar surface 
when the interplanetary electric field is pointed downward. 

exponentially in altitude with a scale height H. The scale height 
H for a gas of mean molecular mass m is equal to kT/mg, where 
T is the temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant, and g is the 
surface gravitational acceleration. This distribution applies to both 
collisional atmospheres and thin exospheres uohnson, 1971). If 
the ions are accelerated by a uniform interplanetary field of 
magnitude E, then they will have an altitude distribution that is 
also exponential according to the neutral gas scale height H 
(Benson et al, 1975). The ions will have a residence time of only 
a few seconds before impacting the surface. The resulting energy 
distribution is strongly nonthermal and the differential energy flux 
for an ion of charge q is an exponential distribution with a folding 
energy equal to qEH (typically 20-300 eV). The SIDE measure- 

1 o - ~  
1 10 lo2 lo3 lo4 105 106 lo7 

ALTITUDE - m 

Fig. 4. Altitude variations of photoelectrons and lunar atmospheric ions. 
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.Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing the three plasma regions tr;rversed 

by the Moon The plane of the figure is essentially the ecliptic plane. 

TABLE 5. -cia1 sources of atmospheric gases. 

Source Quantity 

Lunar module landing/ascent 
Apollo OM return 
Lunar module cabin venting 
Airlock venting ( 1000 ft3) 
Astronaut suit 
Structural leakage 
Trapped gases in soil 

lunar soil consists of trapped gases. Perhaps 10% of these gases 
will be released during upheaval and heating of the soil in n o d  
mining operations. Construction of large structures in space has 
been proposed by O'NeiZl(l974) that would require the removal 
of about lo9 kg of soil from the lunar surface. Mining this amount 
would yield only about lo4 kg of gases, so this does not appear 
to be a signiscant source of atmospheric contaznination. However, 
vigorous lunar base activity for mining of rocket propellant or He3 
could result in more substantial release rates. 
Gas leakage rates Erom pressurized structures are cMicult to 

estimate. The Gemini and Apollo space capsules had passive 
leakage rates of 10 and 30mg/sec, respectively. These leakage 
rates were due to continuous diffusion through the cabin walls 
and outgassing through small leaks, and do not include gas release 
from thruster firings and cabin venting. These and Skyiab leakage 
measurements, as well as space station design specifications, 
indicate a minimum passive leakage rate of about 0.2 mg/m2-sec 
for current-technology spacecraft. Improved sealing technology 
and system design during the next 30 years are expected to 
reduce the rate by not more than a factor of 10 (Mkhioka et 
al, 1973). To exceed the natural source rate of 10 grn/sec, the 
surface area of the lunar base pressurized areas would have to 
be more than 50,000 m2. The use of partially pressurized airlocks 
would possibly be a more si@cant source of gas venting than 
leakage from the sealed structures. 

The consequences of lunar atmospheric modification are a 
localized increase in atmosphere absorption and light scattering. 
Because of the reduced gravity on the Moon, the effects of wen 
localized releases spread out to distances of hundreds of 
kilometers. Dispersal beyond that distance depends on the degree 
of gas absorption by the lunar regolith. The manner in which 

Fig. 6. Conceptual representation of the effect of Apollo lunar module 
exhaust gases on the lunar environment. The FAR SIDE cartoon by Gary 
Iarson is reprinted by permission of Chronicle Features, San Frandsco, 
California 

environment. However, since Apollo missions occurred infre- 
quently, no long-lived increase in the lunar atmosphere was 
produced. A permanent lunar base might result in gas release at 
a rate equivalent to l~-~kg-sec- '  per person, assuming supply 
M c  equal to one Apollo mission month-' per person. Therefore, 
wen small lunar basees would add gases to the lunar environment 
at a greater rate than natural sources. Another potential source 
of gas contamination is mining of the lunar surface. Examhation 
of the lunar samples indicates that about of the mass of the 

neutral gases are transported across the lunar h c e  has been 
analyzed by several methods (Vogel, 1966; Milfwd and PomiUa, 
1967; Hodges, 1972; Hodges et al., 1972; Hd,  1973; B u m  et 
al., 1991). AU these transport calculations assume that no 
collective plasma effects are important and that the gases move 
on individual trajectories because the mean k e  path is greater 
than the hop distance. The dispersal rate and spatial distribution 
depend on the source intensity and duration, and the surface 
retention characteristics. The analyses also indicate that the 
propagation of gas clouds can be separated into two regions: the 
direct flux near the source, which describes the initial gas flow, 
and the diffusive flux whereby gases propagate to greater 
distances. The direct flux will extend laterally to about two scale 
heights, typically 100 km, which is the limit of sigtllficant gas 
transport if all gases stick to the lunar surface. If the gases are 
only adsorbed and subsequently reemitted, they wiU gradually 
spread to much larger distances. Because the gases spread tapidly 
over large areas, gas releases associated with moderate injection 
rates (approximately 1 kg/sec) are not expected to be a 
detriment to astronomical observations and high-vacuum materials 
processing (Burns et d, 199 1 ). 

Lunar base activities described in the preceding section are not 
signi£icant because the solar wind is able to rapidly remove gases 
added to the thin lunar atmosphere, with a photoionization time 
constant of weeks to months. However, if the lunar atmosphere 
were to become more de&, loss to the solar wind would be 
ineffective and thermal escape fkom the exosphere would become 
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the dominant loss mechanism. The lunar atmosphere would then 
be long-lived since thermal escape lifetimes are at least several 
hundred years for gases heavier &an He (Johnson, 1971 ). 

The solar wind loss mechanism is the dominant process only 
as long as the solar wind has direct access to the majority of the 
atmosphere. As the atmosphere becomes more dense, newly 
formed ions of atmospheric origin load down the solar wind and 
cause it to be diverted around the Moon (see Fig. 7). The 
effectiveness of the lunar atmosphere loss mechanisms for varying 
atmospheric total density has been evaluated quantitatively by 
Vondrak! ( 1974,1976) for an oxygen atmosphere. The exospheric 
loss rate to the solar wind was calculated by assuming that the 
total ionization rate was 5 X ions per atom sec-I and that 
half of the exospheric mass was on the dayside. The limit to mass 
lost to the solar wind for a thick atmosphere was taken as equal 
to the solar wind mass flux through the lunar cross section 
(-50 g-sec-I), since critical mass loading of the solar wind occurs 
if ions are added at a rate comparable to the solar wind flow. 
Venus and Mars each lose about log-sec-' to the solar wind 
(Micbel, 1971; Cloutier et 4, 1974; B~eus et al, 1989), which 
is 1% (Venus) and 20% (Mars) of the mass flux of the solar wind 
through their cross-sectional areas. The thermal escape rate for 
a thin exosphere in contact with the surface was calcualted with 

THIN EXOSPHERE 

w - 
SOLAR WIND 

AND 
ULTRAVIOLET - b - 

THICK ATMOSPHERE 

Fig. 7 Interactions between the solar wind and a thin atmosphere with 
ion pickup, and a thick atmosphere that diverts the solar wind flow. 

300 K as the weighted average of the lunar surEdce temperature. 
Absorption of the solar wind and ultraviolet by a thick atmosphere 
results in exospheric heating and more effective thermal 
evaporation. 

As the atmospheric density is increased, the exospheric base 
rises above the surface and the mass lost to thermal evaporation 
is no longer a constant firaction of the entire atmospheric mass. 
The mass loss rate is then a hction of only the exospheric mass 
because the atmosphere below the exosphere does not participate 
in the thermal escape. The transition to a long-lived atmosphere 
in which thermal escape is the primary loss mechanism requires 
a total mass of 108kg, and requires a source rate estimated to 
be about 60 kg-sec-I. However, the surface density at this trans- 
ition would still be low compared to densities in the terrestrial 
atmosphere. For atmospheres in excess of lo8 kg, the atmosphere 
will grow if the source rate exceeds about 30 kg-sec-'. For thicker 
atmospheres the mass loss rate depends on the escape velocity 
at the base of the exosphere. Therefore, the loss rate increases 
slowly because the exosphere rises to higher altitudes as a result 
of the increase in total mass. 

The growth of the d c i a l  atmosphere is ultimately limited by 
the large escape rate that occurs when the exosphere rises to 
an altitude where the thermal velocity is comparable to the escape 
velocity. In this case the exosphere is in a state of rapid escape, 
referred to as blowoff, in which the loss of gas ceases to be 
evaporative and becomes a hydrodynamic outflow (Fahr and 
Sbizgd, 1983). The altitude at which this occurs depends on the 
exospheric composition and temperature. For an exosphere of 
atomic oxygen, the thermal and escape velocities are equal at an 
altitude of 13.6 lunar radii for an exospheric temperature of 400 K 
and 6.8 lunar radii for a temperature of 800 K. The surface den- 
sities of such extended atmospheres would greatly exceed that 
of the Earth. If the artificial atmosphere consisted of an 
atmosphere of molecular gases and a surface density equal to the 
Earth's atmosphere, the base of the exosphere would be at an 
altitude of about 3 lunar radii. In this case, the total escape rate 
of the exosphere (assumed to be atomic oxygen at a temperature 
of 700 K) would be about 60 kglsec. 

An obvious speculation is the feasibility of creating an &cial 
lunar atmosphere that would be "breathable" or as dense as the 
terrestrial surface atmosphere. Such a lunar atmosphere would 
have a total mass of about 2 X 1018kg. Obtaining this much 
oxygen by vaporization of lunar soil requires an amount of energy 
equal to 5 X loz5 J, or 2 X 1o96W-yr. Jf nuclear devices were 
used, the equivalent of 2 X 10" kt of TNT would be needed since 
M e  (1974) estimates that a 1-kt device will yield 10' kg of 
oxygen. Because this is approximately lo4 times larger than the 
total U.S. stockpile of nuclear weapons, it seems impractical that 
such an amount of gas could be generated by current technology. 
There are no known natural gas reservoirs on the Moon, although 
permanently shaded regions near the lunar poles might contain 
as much as 1014 kg of condensed water ( A m &  1979). There- 
fore, it would be necessary to import gases. For example, a 
cometary nucleus of radius 80 km contains 2 X 1018 kg of oxygen 
and could be used, in principle, to supply the man-made 
atmosphere. 

Although the m c i a l  generation of a lunar atmosphere can be 
considered as another potential method for modification of 
planetary environments, the desirability of intentionally increasing 
the density of the lunar atmosphere is highly questionable because 
the primary application of a lunar laboratory involves utilization 
of the present lunar "vacuum." 
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The Apollo database serves as a useful reference for both 
measurements of the natural lunar environment and its mod%- 
cations by manned activities. Although no specific experiments 
were performed and measurements were not comprehensive, data 
do exist for several artificial releases such as lunar module liftoff, 
SIVB impacts, and cabin vents. These data are consistent with the 
theoretical expectations for transient release dynamics, although 
some puzzles have been identified. Unfortunately, no measure- 
ments of Apollo activities were made by LACE because it was 
deployed on the last mission. 

The lifetime of gases in the lunar atmosphere has been 
measured by observations of exhaust gases released into the lunar 
atmosphere by the Apollo vehicles. Figure8 shows an exhaust 
spectrum detected by the SIDE mass analyzer soon after an Apollo 
landing (Ereeman et al, 1973). The mass distribution agrees well 
with laboratory measurements of the lunar module fuel com- 
bustion products. Also shown in Fig. 8 are observations of the 
exhaust density that were made approximately two months later. 
It is seen that the gas density decreases with approximately a one- 
month exponential decay time, consistent with the photoioniza- 
tion lifetime. 

The Apollo 15 SIDE measured the differential fluxes of 
magnetosheath ions during the ascent of the Apollo 15 lunar 
module (Hilki et al;, 1972). At LM ascent, a strong decrease 
occurred in the magnetosheath ion fluxes being detected at the 
time. This decrease lasted approximately eight minutes. It could 
be attributed to energy loss in the relatively dense exhaust gas, 
to losses by charge exchange, or to temporary deviations of the 
magnetosheath ion-flow direction caused by the exhaust gas. Full 
recovery of the fluxes to preascent intensities had a puzzling time- 
dependent variation, and variations were also seen on the ALSEP 
magnetometer. These could have been signatures of collective 
plasma phenomena or may have been results of complicated 
magnetosheath flow. 

On April 15, 1970 the Apollo 13 SIVB stage impacted the 
nighttime lunar surface approximately 140 krn west of the 
Apollo 12 ALSEP site and 410 km west of the dawn terminator 
(see Fig. 9). Beginning 20 sec after impact, the SIDE and the SWS 
observed a large flux of positive ions (maximum flux -3 X lo8 
ions/cm2sec-sr) and electrons (Lindeman et d, 1974). '%o 
separate streams of ions were observed: a horizontal flux that 
appeared to be deflected solar wind ions and a smaller vertical 
flux of predominantly heavy ions (>lOamu), which were 
probably material vaporized fiom the SIVB stage. An examination 
of the data shows that collisions between neutral molecules and 
hot electrons (50eV) were probably an important ionization 
mechanism in the impact-produced neutral gas cloud. These 
electrons, which were detected by the SWS, are thought to have 
been energized in a shock front or some form of intense 
interaction region between the cloud and the solar wind. Thus, 
strong ionization and acceleration are seen under conditions 
approaching a collionless state. This observation indicates that 
plasma interactions need to be taken into account when eval- 
uating the effects of large gas releases. 

Although the basic features of the lunar environment were 
surveyed during the Apollo program, our present understanding 

Jan 16, 1970 
58 days after Apollo 12 Touchdown - 
Apollo 12 SIDE. 48 6 eV 

MASS (AMU/Q)  

Fig. 8. Observed decrease in exhaust gas fluxes over a 58-day period 
(Freeman et d, 1973). 

1 
TO SUN 

Fig. 9. An equatorial cross-sectional view of the Moon showing the location 
of the Apollo 13 SIVB impact with respect to the Apollo 12 ALSEP site 
and the dawn and solar wind terminators (Li-n et al, 1974). 
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is somewhat fragmented and incomplete. The major uncertainties 
concern the composition and concentration of the dayside lunar 
atmosphere, the possible presence of transient lunar degassing, 
and the dynamics of the lunar ionosphere. 

Based on our current understanding of the lunar atmosphere 
processes, small lunar bases are not expected to produce any 
significant long-lived alteration of the lunar atmosphere. Although 
the d c i a l  gas release rate can easily exceed the natural rate, 
the principal effects should be both localized and transient. 
Because the lunar atmosphere and ionosphere are susceptible 

to alteration by human activities, it is important that these be 
extensively surveyed prior to any lunar surface return program. 
In particular, measurements need to be made of the lunar atmo- 
sphere on the dayside. Also, better measurements need to be 
made of lunar atmospheric ions. The SIDE ion mass spectrometer 
had a narrow, fixed field of view and low sensitivity. Modern ion 
sensors can measure more completely the full three-dimensional 
plasma distribution with much higher sensitivity. 

For astronomical applications, an important early measurement 
is the optical quality ("seeing conditions") at the lunar surface. 
Although the atmosphere is expected to be nearly transparent, 
there have been suggestions that dust may be present, due to 
measurements made by Surveyor 7, the Apollo crew, and the 
Lunokhod photometer (Rozenbetg, 1970; McCoy and Criswell, 
1974). Such measurements of atmospheric quality need to be 
continued after a lunar base is established, in order to monitor 
any alteration of the atmosphere. 

Finally, the response of the lunar atmosphere to gas releases 
needs to be determined. Controlled releases of gases should be 
made, perhaps of tracer gases not naturally present in the lunar 
environment. Monitoring of their transport to other locations will 
validate our understanding of lunar environmental dynamics. Such 
experiments may also identify the location of any endogenous 
sources of volatiles. The discovery of such volatiles would greatly 
facilitate the establishment of a lunar base. 
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A BASE 

We discuss the formation of an a r t r w  atmophem generated by vigmus lunar base activity in this 
paper. We developed an analytical, steadystate model for a lunar ahnosphere based upon previous 
inoestigations of the Moon's atmosphere from Apollo. Gmstunt gas-injection mtes, balktic tmjectmks, 
and a MamueUian -& disbibution for an oxygen-like gas are assutned Even for the extreme case 
of continuous H& mining of the lunar regolith, we find that the lunar atmosphere would not sig- 
fumntly degrade asnDnomical observations beyond about I 0  km from the mining operation. 

At present, the Moon has a tenuous, low-density atmosphere 
(lo5 particles/cm3, <I00 ions/cm3) with a vacuum that is better 
than that in the best ground-based vacuum chambers. This 
atmosphere arises from impacts of solar wind particles, internal 
degassing, and meteoritic volatilization. Gas removal mechanisms 
such as thermal evaporation and solar wind electrodynamic 
stripping are sdciently effective to prevent the growth of a 
substantial atmosphere from the natural sources of gas injection. 
The resulting environment is highly attractive for astronomical 
observations ( B u m  and Mendell, 1988) and for materials 
processing that requires high vacuum. 

An important question to address is whether the gas and dust 
injected into the lunar atmosphere by exploration and coloniza- 
tion could overwhelm its removal and lead to a sigmficant con- 
tamination of the lunar environment. This question was first 
addressed by Vondrak (1974) more than a decade ago. He 
considered the atmosphere removal rates by solar wind 
electrodynarmc effects and thermal evaporation for a large range 
of atmospheric densities. He found that a long-lived "thick" 
atmosphere (total atmospheric mass of lo6 kg, which is about 100 
times more than at present) could form from activity generated 
by a vigorous lunar colony (see also Vorulrak, 1991). This 
atmosphere would not dissipate for hundreds of years. It would 
also be optically thick to uluaviolet light, effectively rendering the 
lunar surface unusable for astronomy at these wavelengths. 

In this paper, we present a further investigation of the artificial 
lunar atmosphere question. In particular, we study the growth of 
an atmosphere within a 200 -h  diameter of a lunar base. Neutral 
gas is injected at a constant rate, a firaction of which ionizes from 
solar radiation, and is allowed to evolve in time. We find that a 
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steady state is reached with gas injection rates balancing removal 
rates from thermal evaporation and surface adsorption. We argue 
that collective plasma effects shield the atmosphere from single- 
particle solar wind electrodynamic forces, thus reducing ion 
stripping. Densities and optical depths are presented for one 
possible gas injection scenario. 

SOURCES AND SINKS OF GAS 
Table 1 is a listing of the potential sources and sinks of gas that 

one might anticipate to be present in and around a thriving lunar 
base. The sources are described in more detail in a paper by 
Taylor ( 1991). The rates of gas injection are averaged over a year. 

Lunar atmospheric gases are depleted by the three mechanisms 
listed in Table 1. Thermal evaporation occurs when the velocity 
of a gas particle exceeds the escape velocity of the Moon (2.4 km/ 
sec). Thermal evaporation is not effective for particles with masses 
greater than He. If a gas particle has i n ~ ~ c i e n t  speed to escape, 
it will return to the Moon's surface on a parabolic ballistic tra- 
jectory (since collisions are neghgible). Upon striking the surface, 
the gas particle may be adsorbed or re-emitted. 

The solar wind flows by the Moon with an average velocity of 
300 km/sec. The magnetic field embedded %thinthinthe wind 
generates an effective electric field given by -v X B. A single 
electron or ion will experience an electrodynamic force (qg) 
that will accelerate the charged particle in a direction parallel (or 
antiparallel depending upon the sign of the charge) to the solar 
wind E-field direction. The charged particle will be quickly 
accelerated up to the velocity of the solar wind (within 1 Larmor 
period). This acceleration can be directed toward the lunar 
surface (at a time when the wind velocity is parallel to a tangent 
line of the surface at the lunar base) or parallel to the surface 
(when it is solar noon) in the two extremes. Thus, the wind could 
serve to strip charged particles out of the atmosphere and into 
the wind or drive them back into the surface. It is interesting 
to note that the acceleration of a single oxygen ion produced by 
the solar wind electric field is nearly lo4 times greater than that 
produced by lunar gravity. Manka and Michel (1971) were 
among the first to recognize this as an important mechanism for 
removing gas from the lunar atmosphere. 

The above scenario is applicable to situations where the density 
of ions is low. However, higher densities can generate important 
collective plasma effects that may shield the lunar atmospheric 
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TABLE 1. Sources and sinks of gas near a lunar base. 

Sources 

Meteoritic Volatilization 
Internal Degassing 
Solar Wmd 
Rocket Exhaust 
Habitat Venting 
Mining and Manufacturing 

Oxygen Production 
Helium Mining 
Glass Production 

Rate (kg/sec) Sink Effectiveness 

2 x lo-3 Thermal Escape Low to Moderate 
<3 x lo-* Solar Wmd Moderate 

5 X lo-2 Sod Adsorption Low to Moderate 
10-2 - lo-' 

5 x lo-* 

gas from the solar wind electric field. The Debye shielding length 
is given by (e.g., Chen, 1984) 

For ambient temperatures, T, of 300 K and densities as low as 
those in current lunar ionosphere (ni = 100 ions ~ m - ~ ) ,  AD is 
12 cm. As shown below, the density of an artificial atmosphere 
is expected to be considerably larger than that of the current 
atmosphere near the source and thus the Debye length will also 
be much smaller. Thus, wen using these conservative figures, solar 
wind electric fields will be shielded out on distances short in 
comparison to the scale height of the atmosphere. For neutral 
particle injection rates of kg/sec (e.g., oxygen production in 
Table 1) and a solar ionization rate of 5 X ions/atom/sec 
(Freeman et al, 1973), there will be 2 X 10" ions in the 
atmosphere within 1 sec. This will be more than adequate to 
produce strong plasma shielding effects. 

The above analysis is applicable for a constant electric field. 
Howwer, the interaction of the solar wind and charged particle 
gases near a lunar base is variable in time. A more appropriate 
quantity is the dielectric constant of the plasma given by (e.g., 
Chen, 1984) 

where c is the speed of light and vA is the Alfven speed in the 
plasma cloud. If the embedded magnetic field is taken to be that 
of the solar wind (5 X G), then the dielectric constant is 
7.6 X 106ni. The resulting electric field that the ions will feel 
inside the cloud is E,/e where E, is the intrinsic solar wind E- 
field. Thus, for all intents and purposes, the ionic gas cloud will 
not be affected by the external electric field. 

Both the electric and magnetic fields from the solar wind will 
be diverted around the expanding gas cloud near a lunar base. 
This will produce a macroscopic pressure (Maxwell stresses of 
the fields) that will tend to accelerate the cloud in bulk in the 
direction of the solar wind. One way of describing how this 
momentum transfer can occur is to construct a characteristic 
time, b,,, during which the cloud will be accelerated to the solar 
wind speed (Haerendel et al., 1986) 

This characteristic time is given by 

where p, and p, are the cloud and solar wind densities, 
respectively, vA is the solar wind Alfven speed (50 krn/sec), I, is 
the cloud diameter, and K is a magnetic field compression factor 
on the leading edge of the cloud (generally between 5 and 20). 
Equation (4) can be rewritten in terms of parameters similar to 
those applicable to the &cia1 atmosphere discussed in the next 
section 

Thus, timescales for such bulk acceleration will be hundreds of 
years and, to fmt order, solar wind stripping is not a factor at 
these densities. 

This collective plasma shielding was recently demonstrated to 
be effective in an environment similar to that on the surface of 
the Moon. A cloud of 2 kg of Ba vapor was released into the solar 
wind in 1984 and 1985 ( V m l a  et d, 1986). The Ba ionized 
very quickly allowing the researchers to study the interaction of 
a highly supersonic, dilute, magnetized plasma (solar wind) with 
a stagnant, unmagnetized cloud. Both plasmas were collisionless. 
Measurements of densities, velocities, and magnetic fields 
demonstrated that the shielding effects discussed above became 
effective in <I rnin. Howwer, ion extraction produced by an 
antisunward-pointing polarization electric field was more effective 
than had been anticipated. This resulted in a smaller lifetime of 
the Ba plasma cloud than had been calculated. 

The interaction of the solar wind with an ionized cloud is 
clearly more complex than simple single-particle electric field 
interactions that have been previously used. For the preliminary 
calculations that we describe below, the solar wind interactions 
are ignored. This results in an upper limit to the artifical 
atmosphere density, and thus strengthens our conclusions 
described below that pollution of the lunar atmosphere is not a 
serious problem. 

We now consider a simple analytical model for the formation 
of an artificial lunar atmosphere. There is a large body of work 
that exists on the generation of atmospheres on the Moon and 
Mercury (e.g., Hodges, 1974, 1975; Hurtle and  mas, 1974; 
Lindeman et d, 1974; Potter and Motgun, 1988). These models 
have been very successful in reproducing basic observations such 
as the gas ion flux observed by the Apollo Suprathermal Ion 
Detector Experiment following the impact of the Apollo 13 upper 
stage on the lunar surface. We have attempted to use relevant 
components of these previous models and apply them directly to 
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an assessment of the effects of atmospheric m&cation on 
astronomical observations. The details of these calculations appear 
elsewhere (Fmini et al., 1990). In this paper, we describe an 
overview of the model assumptions and present examples of how 
the lunar atmosphere will be affected by continuous mining and 
manufacturing near a lunar base. 

We have made the following assumptions in our model 
calculations. First, the gas injection rate is taken to be continuous 
in time. This is an approximation of a scenario in which habitat 
venting, mining, or manufacturing processes on the lunar surface 
occur over long periods of time at nearly a constant rate. As is 
described below, this assumption leads to a steady-state atmo- 
sphere near the lunar base. 

Second, the ejected gas is assumed to be collisionless. Gas 
particles will ha& ballistic trajectories through the exosphere 
under the lunar gravitational force. For an oxygen-type atmos- 
phere, the mean free path is about 1016n-' crn, where n is the 
atmospheric density. At present, the mean free path is about 
10" cm. So, even for large increases in atmospheric density, the 
atmosphere is expected to remain collisionless. 

Third, only a neutral atmosphere is considered. Nonthermal 
escape mechanisms such as photoionization and removal by the 
solar wind are neglected. This will be true near the source where 
the plasma shielding is most effective. However, further out where 
the density drops, electrodynamic stripping by the solar wind 
electric field will become important. Thus, our model represents 
an upper limit to the expected atmospheric density. 

Fourth, the gravitational acceleration is assumed to be constant 
(i.e., tlat Moon approximation). This approximation has been used 
extensively in past models (e.g., Hodges, 1972; Lindeman et al., 
1974) where localized sources of gas have been considered. 
Wtthin the volume surrounding the lunar base that we consider 
(a box centered on the gas source with dimensions of 200 km 
along the lunar surface and an altitude of 100km), the real 
gravitational acceleration of the Moon is within 10% of the 
constant value of 1.62 rn/sec2 that we assume. Hodges and 
Johnson (1968) have shown that this assumption limits the 
applicability of results to gases with smaller scale heights; 
however, this limitation affects only lunar hydrogen and helium. 
Since an oxygen-like atmosphere is the only one being considered 
in our models, we believe that this approximation is reasonable. 
We emphasize here that we are only interested in the atmospheric 
conditions near a lunar base. Thus, the model predictions are 
limited to the vicinity of the base. 
Fifth, the particle distribution is Maxwellian characterized by 

the source or surface temperature. The particles are also assumed 
to have initially isotropic trajectories. For our models, the 
temperature is assumed to be constant in the calculation. 

In our model calculations, we considered two types of gas 
transport. The first, which we term direct transport, involves 
simple direct flux transport of particles released from a point 
source on the lunar surface. The particles are assumed to be 
premanently adsorbed by the surface on the fmt contact. Here 
we follow the techniques outlined by Hodges et al. (1972) and 
Lindeman et al. (1974). In this model, the rate of atmosphere 
growth increases precipitously for the f i t  few seconds, levels off, 
then sharply drops toward zero. This implies that a steady-state 
balance is reached between the rate of particle injection and 
particle loss through adsorption and escape from our grid. This 
equilibrium is reached about 20 minutes after the source is turned 
on. (Since the gas is collisionless, this timescale is independent 
of gas injection rate.) 

The second transport mechanism is termed diffusion. In this 
model, the particles are allowed to "bounce" off the surface an 
indefinite number of times. Since the adsorption lifetime of an 
oxygen-like molecule is short (<10-'sec at T= 100 K), repeated 
bounces of a given molecule into the atmosphere are likely. Hall 
(1973) recognized this process on the Moon to be similar to a 
one-dimensional ditfusion problem as originally described by 
Charuk.asekhar (1943). We assume that upon adsorption, the 
particle is immediately re-emitted isotropically at a temperature 
characteristic of the lunar surface. 

We fmd that for moderate mass molecules (ie., oxygen) and 
for small distances from the injection point (<20km), direct 
transport is the dominant process at T= 100K For higher 
temperatures, direct vansport dominates out to larger distances 
(e.g., 50 km for T = 300 K). For larger distances, smaller 
temperatures, and heavier molecules, difhsion dominates. So, for 
a complete model of an artilkid atmosphere, one must consider 
both transport processes. 

We now apply the above models to a particular gas injection 
scenario. We choose the most extreme example of which we are 
aware, namely that of helium production (Wttenberg et al, 
1986). In this scenario, large amounts of regolith must be mined 
to obtain enough helium for fusion energy back on Earth. The 
rate listed in Table 1 assumes that 10% of the gas in the mining 
process is lost to the atmosphere. This produces an injection rate 
of 2 X loz5 part/sec. For this example, we also consider the out- 
gassing to consist of molecular oxygen (although a range of other 
gas products is expected, oxygen is representative) and the 
surface/source temperature to be 100 K (lunar night). 

In Table 2, we list the gas density, column density (approxi- 
mated as the nH where H is the atmospheric scale height, which 
is 30 lan for Q2 at 100 K), and optical depth at ultraviolet wave- 
lengths for three distances from the source, 1 km, 5 km, and 
60 km. It is clear from Table 2 that beyond a few to 10 km from 
a lunar base, the atmosphere will be si@~antly denser than at 
present, but it remains sutf%ciently transparent to conduct optical/ 
ultraviolet astronomy. 

We also list in Table2 the plasma frequency of the lunar 
ionosphere for the above model. We have roughly estimated the 
density of ions/electrons in the atmosphere by assuming a 
constant rate of ionization from solar photons, 5 X ions/ 
atom/sec (e.g., Ereeman et al., 1973). The density of the 
ionosphere will determine the minimum frequency for radio 
observations from the surface. The ionosphere will reflect radio 
waves with frequencies less than 9%' kHz. For densities >lo4 
electrons/cm3, the ionosphere will not transmit radio waves with 
frequencies below 1 MIIz. This is a crucial wavelength window 
for radio astronomical observations from the lunar farside 
(Dougkzs and Smith, 1985). It would appear, then, that a very 
low frequency radio astronomy observatory should be located 
beyond about 5 km from the helium production hcility. 

Our analysis of the growth of an artificial lunar atmosphere 
suggests that the astronomical environment beyond about 10 km 
from mining or manufacturing operations will be relatively 
unaffected by the resulting outgassing. The transparency of the 
atmosphere remains high for very low frequencies and ultraviolet 
wavelengths. 
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We believe that our simple atmospheric models are reasonable 
order-of-magnitude estimates of the lunar gas densities. In the 
limits of smaller injection rates, our models agree very well with 
measurements from Apllo experiments. However, our models are 
only approximations since we have made several simplifying 
assumptions including constant source/surface temperatures and 
no losses due to stripping by the solar wind. The latter, however, 
can only strengthen our conclusion. 

Our models are also limited to the direct vicinity of a lunar 
base. We have not considered global additive effects such as 
multiple mining operations. These collective effects could 
potentially increase the overall atmospheric density, but this 
appears unlikely unless there are large numbers of such facilities 
with increased outgassing as assumed by Vondruk (1974). 
According to our models, each such facility is ineffective near the 
boundaries of our grid, with outer densities nearly equal to that 
of the current atmospheric density. Ditfusion of gas between the 
individual sites and around the Moon is not likely to be important 
since solar wind stripping becomes more effective for longer 
particle lifetimes (greater probability of ionization) and at lower 
densities (less shielding by collective plasma effects). This process 
has been effective in the past in keeping the lunar atmospheric 
density low in spite of multiple sites of meteoritic volatilization. 

In summary, it appears that a vigorous lunar base wiU not 
impede astronomical observations fkom the lunar surface. Our 
conclusions can be tested quantitatively by gas release experi- 
ments during lunar precursor or early lunar base missions. 
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A 0 
BASED ON THE MOON 

Establishment of an exobiology laboratory on the Moon would 
provide a unique opportunity for exploration of extraterrestrial 
materials on a long-term, ongoing basis, for elucidation of exo- 
biological processes and chemical evolution. 

A major function of the lunar exobiology laboratory would be 
to examine samples collected from other planets (e.g., Mars) for 
the presence of extant or extinct life. By establishing a laboratory 
on the Moon, prehmary analyses could be conducted away fkom 
Earth, thus establishing that extraterrestrial materials are benign 
before their return to Earth for more extensive investigations. 

Unmanned missions to other planets will have a capability for 
detecting extant life (biology experiments), but less capability for 
detecting extinct life or for determining the level of prebiotic 
chemical evolution. Prior to return of samples from another planet 
to the Earth or lunar laboratory, data from instrumentation on the 
unmanned missions will be available for analysis. The results from 
experiments to detect life will be available, as well as data on 
the organic carbon content of the material to be returned. A 
spectrum of possibilities then exists concerning these data, from 
results indicating extant life to data strongly suggesting the 
absence of sigmficant chemical evolution (e.g., mass spectro- 
metric data indicating the absence of organic carbon). 

In the case that extant life is indicated, or that substantial 
amounts of organic carbon of relatively high molecular weight are 
found, the return of the sample to a Moon-based laboratory for 
preliminary study would provide a buffer to terrestrial exposure 
until the returned samples have been characterized and proven 
to be nonhazardous. In addition, a wealth of soil samples and 
cores would be available for study by the laboratory. Immediately 
at hand would be a wide variety of lunar sample types and 
amounts as well as meteoritic material; thus, there would be no 
restriction on sample availability for analysis at the part per billion 
(ppb) level. 

Initial studies would focus on the search for extant life and 
would include an array of biological, physical, and chemical 
studies. If extant life is found in planetary returned samples, the 
lunar laboratory would perform a variety of investigations to 
characterize the life form(s) prior to return of the material to 
laboratories on Earth. 

The Moon-based exobiology laboratory would have three major 
components for study of samples returned from other planets. 

1. i%e search for extant life. This component would focus on 
the detection and identification of life forms using biological, 
physical, and chemical methods. 

2. i%e search for extinct life. This component would concen- 
trate on identification of extinct life using micropaleontological 
physical and chemical means. 

3. TBe search for evidence of chemical evolution. This 
component would be devoted to the detection and identification 
of molecules revealing prebiotic chemical evolution. Amino acids/ 
peptides, nucleobases/nucleosides/nucleotides/nucleic acids, and 
other classes of biologically important molecules would be sought 
and characterized. This component would also be an important 
resource in the investigations for extant and extinct life. 

Although analytical techniques will advance considerably by the 
date of development of the Moon-based laboratory, the major 
techniques of chromatographies interfaced with mass spec- 
trometry will be used to separate, iden*, and measure the 
molecules and isotopes of exobiological interest. Miniaturization 
of these and other analytical instrumentations will provide 
scientific investigators in the lunar exobiology laboratory with the 
necessary research tools for identification and structural 
characterization of organic molecule classes in a wide array of 
extraterrestrial samples. 

Our studies (1969-74) of the returned lunar samples (Gehrke 
et al., 1972, 1975, 1987; Rash et al., 1972) and those of others 
(Hamilton and Nagy, 1972; Fox et al., 1973) have shown the 
importance of acquiring pristine samples that have not been 
exposed to terrestrial contamination. Indeed, the question of 
contamhation is continually an important aspect of studies of 
meteorites or the returned lunar samples, especially with regard 
to investigations of organic compounds. The establishment of a 
manned lunar exobiology laboratory, equipped with appropriate 
instrumentation and a complement of scientists would present a 
unique scientific opportunity for study of extraterrestrial samples 
from various sources. 
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Cenm@ges will continue to serve as a valuable research tool in gaining an understanding of the 
biologicac signzjhnce of the inertial acceleration due to grauity. Space- and possibly lunur&ased 
centr@ges will play a sigmjkant and enabling role with regard to the human cotnponent of future 
lunar and marlian exploration, both as a means of accessing potential he& andperjiormance rkks 
and as a means of alleviating these &s. Lunar4ased cenhfiges could be parCicularly useful as part 
of a program ofphysiologic countermeasures desgned to a l W t e  thephusid &conditioning that may 
result jinm prolonged exposure to a V'&g enuimnment. Centr@ges on the lunar suqace could also 
be used aspart of a high-fiaelity simulation of a trip to Mars. Other uses could inclUae crew madzptation 
to l g  waste sepaation, matenhk processing, optical m i w  production in situ on the Moon, and 
laboratory *'men separation. 

Spaceflight removes living organisms from the only environmen- 
tal factor whose strength and direction have remained constant 
throughout life's tenure on Earth: gravity (Gordon and Chen, 
1970; Halstee 1987; Pestov and Gerathewohl, 1975; Parfyonov, 
1983; NASA Office of Space Science and Applications, 1987). 
Living organisms exhibit a wide range of sensitivities to a variably 
perceptible gravitational/accelerative vector. This range of 
responses is seen both between individual species and among 
various physiologic systems within individual organisms (Pestov 
and Gwathewohl, 1975; NASA Office of Space Science and 
Applications, 1987; Euller et al, 1987; SchopJ 1988). 

Of particular interest to the human exploration of the Moon 
(and eventually Mars and other planets) is the effect of prolonged 
exposure both to weightlessness (or, more accurately, the 
accelerative unloading that occurs upon exposure to a micrograv- 
ity environment) during cislunar transit and to gravitational levels 
greater than microgravity but less than 1 g (hypogravity) upon a 
planetary surface (Nicogossiun and Parka, 1982; Ride, 1987). 

Current knowledge regarding the effects of prolonged exposure 
to microgravity has a temporal limit in the 326-day exposure of 
one cosmonaut (Schndder et al., 1988) and that of two other 
cosmonauts who spent 365 days in orbit aboard the MIR space 
station (Covault, 1988). The data regarding shorter exposures to 
microgravity (on the order of days or weeks), while greater in 
quantity, still leave us with more questions than answers 
(Schneider et al., 1988; Covault, 1988). In the matter of 
prolonged exposure to lunar gravity, the data are limited to that 
gained from the exposure of 14 individuals with a maximum 

exposure (during the Apollo 17 mission) of 2 individuals to 75 hr 
on the lunar surface, of which 22.1 hr were spent in extravehic- 
ular activity (EVA) (Pestov and Gerathewohl, 1975; Nicogossian 
and Pa&a, 1982; NASA Johnson Space Center, 1973). 

While the physiological aspects of microgravity exposure have 
been only partially investigated, even less is known about the 
gravitational regime that lies between microgravity and 1 g (NASA 
Office of Space Science and Applications, 1987; Fuller et al., 1987; 
Schopf et al, 1988, Nicogossiun and Pa&a, 1982; Schneida et 
al., 1988). Sigtllficant questions remain as to what exposure times 
and level(s) of gravity or other forms of inertial acceleration are 
necessary for the maintenance of normal physiologic activity 
(Schopf et al, 1988; Schndder et al., 1988; National Research 
Cbum'I, 1987a; Smith et d, 1986). In the course of further 
research it may be discovered that some activities such as 
neurovestibular function adapt readily to Yig and remain pliant 
enough to allow full readaptation to 1 g. Other activities such as 
bone mineral homeostasis, muscle function and maintenance, and 
cardiovascular function may be found to maladapt to YLg and may 
not completely readapt once an astronaut returned to a 1-g 
environment. 

Identifying the physiologic threshold(s) of gravitational loading 
sensitivity, the character and course of response, perturbation, 
adaptation, and the development of countermeasures requires the 
capability to expose humans and other species to variable levels 
of inertial acceleration. The effects of gravity must also be able 
to be removed as a variable in order to identlfy the involvement 
of other spaceflight factors (e.g., radiation, vehicle disturbances, 
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and environmental contaminants) in observed phenomena (NASA 
Office of w e  science and Applicatiom, 1987; Fuller et 4 1987; 
Skhopf et al., 1988; Schneida et d, 1988, National Research 
Council, 1987a). There are three ways to do this: ( 1 ) conduct 
research on a planet with the desired gravity level (impractical 
and, in the case of humans, unethical and potentially hazardous); 
(2) place specimens in a spacecraft and then accelerate them in 
a linear trajectory at a constant velocity (impractical and 
prohibitively expensive); or (3) use centrifugation. Centrifuges 
have been, and will continue to be, the favored means of 
producing an "artificial" gravity inasmuch as they can provide a 
practically available substitute in space for the level of inertial 
acceleration due to gravity experienced upon the Earth's surface, 
with the added capability to expose organisms to hypogravity 
environments, which are not possible to produce upon the Earth's 
surface (Faller et al, 1987). 

To date, only small-radius centrifuges have been flown on far 
too few occasions as on-orbit controls, e.g., on the German D- 
1 Spacelab Mission (STS 61 -A) (Fuller et al, 1987; Schopf et al., 
1988; Schndder et al., 1988; Natiod Research C o u d ,  1987a; 
Mesland, 1988). This will change dramatically with the advent of 
a 2.5-m centrifuge aboard space station Freedom. A variety of 
centrifuges will soon be available that will allow specimens up 
to the size of a rhesus monkey to be exposed to variable levels 
of artificial gravity (NASA Office of w e  Science and Applications, 
1987; Schopf et al., 1988; Schneider et al., 1988; NASA Ames 
Research Center, 1986; NASA, 1987). The capability to provide 
prolonged exposure of humans to variable levels of artificial 
gravity will have to wait until much larger radii centrifuges 
become available (Schopf et al., 1988; Schneider et al, 1988; 
National Researcb Council, 1987% Healy et al., 1988; Sanford et 
al, 1988; Burton, 1988). One such facility, the proposed Variable 
Gravity Research Facility (VGRF), would be a tethered vehicle 
with a radius of 100 m or more, capable of exposing humans to 
various levels of artificial gravity for prolonged periods of time. 
Research aboard such a VGRF or other facility equipped with 
large-radii centrifuges would make it possible to identify the 
effects of long-term lunar (and martian) gravity and would allow 
countermeasures to be developed before humans return to the 
Moon or explore Mars (Scbopf et al., 1988; Schneida et d., 1988, 
National Research Council, 1987% Healy et d, 1988; Sanford et 
al., 1988, Lernke, 1988; National Commission on Space, 1986). 

Centrifuges may have a second role in addition to their 
importance as a research tool, that of a countermeasure to lessen 
or eliminate the deleterious effects of prolonged exposure to 
microgravity and hypogravity (Fuller et al., 1987; Schopf et al., 
1988; Schneider et al, 1988; Healy et al., 1988; Sanford et al, 
1988; Nicogossian and McComck, 1987). Having such a 
countermeasure available in Earth orbit or on the Moon may serve 
as an enabling factor that greatly extends the otherwise limited 
ability of humans to work for long periods on the lunar surface. 
'Itvo possible approaches that might be taken are ( I )  intermittent 
exposure to 1 g (or higher levels) for short periods, which might 
be suEicient to eliminate or reduce deconditioning to a manage- 
able level, or (2) continuous exposure at 1 g or less, which may 
also produce the same effect (Lernke, 1988). Before either 
approach can be implemented a number of questions need to be 
answered. 

1. What thresholds exist at which gravity directs or influences 
different physiologic functions? In other words, what levels of 
centrifugation might be needed (e.g., 0.5 g, 1 g, or more than 1 g) 
to counteract deconditioning (Burton, 1988)? 

2. What exposure times (e.g., occasional periods of prolonged 
centrifugation vs. intermittent, acute exposures; Burton, 1988) 
produce the desired counteractions to deconditioning? 

3. What gravity gradients, force vectors, coriolis forces, and 
cross-coupled accelerations would be acceptable to humans, and 
what countermeasures (e.g., exercise, nutritional supplements, 
pharmacological agents) might need to be used in conjunction 
with centrifugation (Pestov and G w a t ~ h l ,  1975; NASA Offie 
of Space science and Applications, 1987; Fuller et al, 1987; Schopf 
et d, 1988; Nicogossian and Parker, 1982; Ride, 1987; Schneider 
et al., 1988; Healy et al, 1988; Sanford et al, 1988, Nicogossian 
and McComack, 1987)? 

Research aboard space station Freeabm, and later aboard a 
potential VGRF-like facility, should provide information as to the 
course and character of any deconditioning that may occur after 
prolonged exposure to variable gravity levels such as )/6g. If it is 
determined that chronic exposure to Yig does have deleterious 
consequences that can be ameliorated by centrifugation, the 
question then arises as to what centrihgation capabiities need 
to be provided. 

LIMITATIONS TO 
CE GES 

A number of potentially undesirable factors that result from 
centrifugation need to be taken into account when considering 
the use of centrifugation as a countermeasure. The biological 
effects of ''artificial" gravity produced by centrifugation, while 
indeed similar to those experienced by organisms undergoing 
constant linear acceleration on a planetary body or within a 
spacecraft, also differ in many significant ways. Organisms 
undergoing centrifugation experience a constant change in their 
direction without a change in their rate of motion, as opposed 
to what occurs within a planetary gravitational field where an 
organism experiences a change in its motion without a change 
in direction (Fuller et d, 1987; Smith, 1975). The size of a 
centrifuge must be carefully considered when large animals such 
as humans are concerned. As the radius of a centrifuge is 
decreased, the rate at which it must rotate to maintain a given 
force at its rim must be increased. The smaller the radius, the 
more pronounced the gravity gradient from its axis of rotation 
outward to its rim becomes. For upright humans with their feet 
on the inside of a centrifuge's rim, a gradient will always exist 
with the greatest force felt at the subjects' feet and the least force 
felt at their heads. Again, the smaller the centrifuge radius, the 
more pronounced and troublesome the gradient becomes (Fuller 
et al., 1987; Smith, 1975; GraybieI, 1975). If a centrifuge is to 
be designed to mimic the accelerations experienced by a human 
on a planetary surface (where a gravity gradient, while present, 
is intinitesimally small and probably not detectable), then the 
radius must be extremely large. Such would be the case in a 
facility like the proposed VGRF (Lernke, 1988). 

There are, however, other factors to be considered when 
designing a centrifuge for human use. Troublesomt problems arise 
when humans are exposed to radial acceleration: coriolis forces. 
If a person were to attempt to move tangentially or radially in 
a linear fashion (i.e., wak) within the rotating environment of 
a centrifuge, they would experience a force (depending upon 
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whether they were walking with or against the rotation of the 
centrifuge) that would cause them to tend to veer off at an angle 
to the straight line that they would otherwise expect to travel. 
The slower the rate of rotation, the less of a problem this 
becomes. Coriolis effects could be expected to aEect all crew 
movements within a centrifuge (Nicogossian and M c C m k ,  
1987; Graybiel, 1975). 

A more severe problem would arise if a person attempted 
angular motions, most notably moving his head out of the axis 
of the centrifuge's rotation. The angular acceleration of the 
centrifuge becomes cross coupled with that produced by head 
movement and often leads to motion sickness (Nicogossian and 
McComuick, 1987). The faster a centrifuge rotates, the more 
severe these effects become. It is uncerrain at present if humans 
can adapt to such vestibular perturbations (Nkogossian and 
McComrack, 1987; Gray&iel, 1975). This problem is also an 
argument for reducing the rotation rate as much as possible, 
which, if sigtllficant gravity levels are desired, requires large-radii 
centrifuges. 

If it is deemed necessary to expose humans to frequent 
centrifugation to counteract microgravity- or hypogmity-induced 
deconditioning, then it will be important to minimize the effects 
of gravity gradients, coriolis forces, and cross-coupled angular 
accelerations, especially if the persons within the centrifuge need 
the freedom to move and work As such, an extremely long radius 
( 100 m or more) at low rotation rates ( 1 rpm) would be required 
(Lemke, 1988, Nicogossian and M c C m k ,  1987). Such is the 
case with a facility like the proposed VGRF or a large, rotating 
interplanetary spacecraft (Scbneider et al, 1988). If decondition- 
ing from chronic exposure to Yig can only be treated,with 
continual centrifugation (which would make human presence on 
the lunar surface impractical), the other preventative or 
therapeutic countermeasures will need to be developed such as 
pharmacological agents, dietary supplements, or exercise 
regimens. 

It has been suggested, based upon microgravity- and 
h~rgravity- (where gravity is >1 g) based research that exercise 
and pharmacological countermeasures, combined with intermit- 
tent exposure to gravity levels approaching 1 g (or more), may 
wEce to reduce problems such as bone loss and muscle atrophy 
to tolerable levels ( L d e ,  1988; Nkogossian and M c C m k ,  
1987). Such exposures can be provided with much smaller 
centrifuges (radii of seved meters) rotating at higher rates 
(10 rpm or more) (Nicogossian and Pa&w, 1982). The use of 
small centrifuges would be feasible if it could be shown that the 
troublesome effects of gravity gradients, coriolis forces, and cross- 
coupled angular accelerations can be controlled. This could be 
accomplished by limiting exposures to periods of the day when 
physical activity could be minimized. This could be done during 
periodic rest periods or even during sleep. Evidence exists from 
human experiments within a ground-based, 2-m, rapidly rotating 
(23.2 rpm) centrifuge that sleeping (and moving while asleep) 
does not produce any noticeable or unpleasant side effects 
( Graybiel, 1 975). 

Centrifuges may therefore need to be incorporated into the 
design of the earliest long-term outposts on the Moon. Crews 
could be assigned specific "centrifuge time" during breaks in their 
work cycle or be required to spend a certain number of sleep 

periods under centrifugation (Burton, 1988). As with all medical 
treatments, a wide range of responses can exist between 
individuals. Frequent monitoring of crew health would be needed 
to determine the effectiveness of centrifugation as well as other 
possible adjunct countermeasures. 

Living on the Moon will undoubtedly lead to crew members 
developing new instincts unique to living in a Yi-g environment. 
This was clearly evident with regard to the peculiar gait adopted 
by the Apollo astronauts as they worked on the lunar surface 
(Pestov and Gaathewobl, 1975). Learned behaviors acquired 
from long periods on the Moon such as those acquired from 
surface EVAs and other activities, e.g., the moving of large pieces 
of equipment, might be difficult to unlearn and therefore 
potentially hazardous once an astronaut returned to Earth. 
Humans have been shown to readapt to terrestrial conditions very 
quickly after short-term exposures to microgravity. As micrograv- 
ity exposure times increase, the time needed for readaptation 
increases. This may also prove true with regard to extended stays 
on the lunar surface. Lunar-based centrifuges could also be used 
to help crew members readapt their motor skills to 1-g conditions 
before returning to Earth, thus reducing the possible time needed 
to readapt to terrestrial conditions after their return. Such a 
readaptive capability would probably require the construction of 
much larger centrifuges to minimize the deleterious characteris- 
tics inherent in the smaller centrifuges that might be used as part 
of deconditioning countermeasures. While this concern should be 
considered, it would probably not need to be implemented at the 
onset of lunar base operations, that is, at least until tours of duty 
became extremely long. From a logistical point of view, it may 
turn out to be more practical for crew members to spend some 
time aboard a successor to the proposed VGRF in low Earth orbit 
before returning to Earth rather than in a large (and no doubt 
expensive) centrifuge on the Moon. 

USE OF 
A 

Planning both the human and hardware components of any 
Mars mission will undoubtedly be preceded by extensive 
simulations (Ride, 1987; Sc* et al, 1988). Another use for 
a lunar-based centrifuge could be as part of a high-fidelity 
simulated mission to Mars. A possible scenario might be as 
follows: Astronauts would spend a simulated outbound trip aboard 
a VGRF-like facility ouditted with a large-radius centrifuge to 
simulate an artificial-gravity-equipped Mars spacecraft. Crews 
would be transferred to lunar orbit where they would be 
subjected to a lunar descent with a high-gravity prolile similar to 
that expected when landing on Mars. Crews would then be 
housed in a lunar-based facility containing a centrifuge capable 
of being spun up to the equivalent of 0.38g wherein the crew 
would sleep and perform other activities not requiring substantial 
movement. The facility would have a coupling that could be 
despun to allow the crew to perform EVAs on the lunar surface 
with spacesuits and equipment weighted down to allow crews 
to experience a close approximation of the work loads that would 
accompany surface activity on Mars at 0.38 g. Activities within the 
lunar facility requiring sigtllficant movement would likewise be 
performed with appropriately weighted garments. Such a 
simulation would be faced with the obvious human factor 
constraints imposed by living within a centrifuge on a planetary 
surface and those associated with wearing weighted garments, and 
would most likely find the greatest applicability with the 
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simulation of relatively short stay times associated with so-called 
Mars "Sprint" missions. The return portion of the trip could be 
conducted in a similar manner with crews spending additional 
time aboard a VGRF. Such a simulation would allow a thorough 
dua t ion  of human health and performance issues such as the 
need to transfer to and from an artificial gravity environment, 
experience transient microgravity, tolerate high-gravity accelera- 
tions after prolonged spacefight, and perform surface activity at 
0.38g. Suggesting such a simulated mission presumes the 
existence of a vigorous program of lunar exploration with an 
already established infrastructure, one that is designed to 
incorporate evolutionary explorative activities and therefore 
capable of being substantially augmented for an activity of this 
nature (Ride, 1987; National CommWn on Space, 1986). 

Research into the physiological mechanisms whereby plants and 
animals sense and respond to gravity is a prime justification for 
the existence of space-based research Edcilities (Halsted 1987; 
Euller et d, 1987; Ride, 1987; Schneider et d, 1988; National 
Research Council, 1987qb; Smith and Mia, 1986; Lemke, 1988). 
Extensive research will continue to be performed in space before 
and, indeed, in preparation for the large-scale human exploration 
of the Moon and Mars (Ride, 1987; Scbneida et d., 1988, 
National Commission on Space, 1986). As lunar exploration in 
particular proceeds, there will be an ongoing need to build upon 
this body of knowledge by conducting additional basic and 
applied research, e.g., refining the effectiveness of human 
countermeasures and enhancing the growth of lunar food crops 
(Galston et al, 1988). Such work will be done by researchers, 
many of whom will undoubtedly be located on the lunar surface 
themselves. As has been the case in microgravity-based research, 
centrifuges will be a useful tool on the Moon. There will, 
however, be some limitations to their use. The ubiquitous 
presence of the Moon's gravity will limit the gravitational forces 
available to levels above Y6g. In addition, lunar gravity will add 
a potentially unwanted acceleration vector to any specimen within 
a lunar-based centrifuge, unwanted in the sense that many of the 
biological processes studied by gravitational biologists are 
exquisitely sensitive to gravity and can only be studied under very 
low and precisely defined levels of gravity. 

Centrifuges also have potential applications outside biomedical 
research. One such application might be separating waste 
materials as part of a Closed Ecological Life Support System 
(CELSS). Another application will certainly be the use of 
ultracentrifuges in a clinical setting not unlike those currently 
used on Earth. Additional uses might be found in manufacturing, 
inasmuch as many manufacturing and refining processes rely upon 
the separation of materials of different densities ( Waldron, 1988; 
Schlichta, 1988). Some processes, which may prove inefficient in 
a gravitational field of dg, may be enhanced by the use of 
centrifugation at levels equal to or above 1 g. A particularly 
important application might be found in the production of lunar- 
based construction materials (Khalili, 1985), cryogenic fuel 
production, and perhaps the casting of large optical mirrors for 
lunar-based telescopes (Anderson, 1988). 

Humans have been using centrihgation in various forms as a 
tool for a thousand centuries. It probably began with a nomadic 
hunter's use of a hand-operated centrifuge (known today in 
various forms as a slingshot, bolo, etc.) that she or he may have 
used to accelerate a projectile. As time progressed, centrifuge- 
based inventions such as the potter's wheel, spin-dry washing 
machines, and high-speed gas centrifugation for the isolation of 
fissionable U isotopes have appeared Just as the slingshot helped 
to increase humanity's capability to wander across the surface of 
this planet, it seems befitting that the descendants of this ancient 
tool may allow latter-day human nomads to wander and thrive 
upon the surfaces of other planets. 
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A 
Abort, lunar lander, 179; option, 33,175,180; trajectory, 33 
Active Lunar Seismic Experiment, 209 
Aerobrake, 6, 13,3437-39,41,47,51,62,65-67, 103,455; mass, 39,62, 

65; orbital-tram& vehicle, 34,47,62,119; use at Mars, 455; weight 
sensitivity, 65 

Ag, see Silver 
Age, Balmer Basin, 172; Balmer light plains, 172; Copemican basalts, 216; 

exposure, 372,373; old lunar roclcs, 157; Reiner Gamma, 158; relation- 
ship to regolith thickness, 185, 186; test subject, 566,571, 573; Tsiol- 
kovsky W t s ,  186 

Agglutinate, hydrogen enrichment, 440; impact origin, 519; regolith con- 
tent, 372; relationship to IJFeO, 372; titanium in glass, 190 

Agriculture, Biosphere JI, 513-516; hydroponic, 245; lunar, 408,521,551, 
667,670,699; speckd-puqme mineral, 387; regolith soil medium, 407 

Al, see Aluminum 
Alaska, 306,397,696,700,701; settlement, 698 
Albedo, floor of Grimaldi, 1 57,158; lunar, 1 56; lunar distribution, 1 56; 

northwest of Lichtenberg, 159; northwestern Oceanus Procellarum, 
159; Reiner Gamma, 158; western Oceanus Procellarum, 160 

AUoy, Ca-Ei, 427; Fe-Si, 41 1,417,421 
AISE, see Active Lunar Seismic Experiment 
ALSEP, see Apollo Lunar Swhce Experiments Package 
Aluminum, abundance in anonhosites, 170; abundance in highland soils, 

170; anorthitederived, 170,408,424,426,427; concentrations around 
Mare Smythii, 167,170; construction material, 136,240; difEculty in 
extracting from regolith, 421; domes as shelters, 283; effects of lunar 
environment, 331,332; HF acid-leaching process, 476; impact target, 
142; lunar resource, 199,227; metal, 423; olivine component, 365; 
phosphate sink, 521; propellant, 199,206,207,433,447,450; pyroxene 
component, 365; reduction with sodium, 425; regolith as source, 361, 
374; source of soil acidity, 519; spinel component, 368, sapport struc- 
ture for regolith shielding, 581,589; terresvial production technique, 
424; tobermorite component, 387,389; use in collapsible structure, 
263,266; vapor deposition in zero-g, 333; zeolite component, 386 

Ammonia, 97,407,432; comemion of fish wastes to nitrates, 51 5; f&g in 
distillation processes, 552; lunar atmospheric gas, 338; magnetoplasma- 
dynamic propellant, 3740,42,44,45; nitrogen conwrsion by bacteria, 
547; NASA potable water standards, 551; oxidation processes, 553; pyo- 
litic extraction from regolith, 395; recovery with ionexchange pro- 
cesses, 554; removal by ECLS, 507; removal in water recovery from 
urine, 246; water didlation processes, 551,552; working fluid in ther- 
mal control, 579,580,582,585,589 

Angle of repose, 140 
Anorthite, 170,484 
Anorthosite, 379, 365 
Antarctica, 175,244; analogy to space settlement, 237; atmospheric ozone, 

244; comparison to the Moon and Mars, 243; exploration, 175; nuclear 
power, 176; Planetary Testbed, 243; plate, 244; research stations, 244, 
245; wind-turbine power, 246 

Antenna, Apollo LRV, 622; microwave communications, 27; microwave for 
heating regolith, 614; radar altimeter, 210; radio telescope, 322, 327; 
space station, 27 

Anthropometry, 282 
Apollo 1 1,620; basalt, 170,186,189,366,370,381,469; candidate base 

site, 668; landing site, 159,369; regolith, 190, 194,610,612; religious 
ceremony, 703 

Apollo 12,330,620; basalt, 189,368,371; landing accuracy, 179; landing 
site, 168,213,343; lunar module interaction with Surveyor 3, 142, 331; 
retrieval of parts of Surveyor 3,331; soil composition, 419,420,437, 
610; Suprathennal Ion Detector Experiment, 184 

Apollo 13, impact of SIVB as seismic source, 343,348 
Apollo 14,620; breccias, 362; landing site, 168; meteoritic component in 

rocks, 370; modularized equipment transporter, 158,620; soil mechan- 
ics measurements, 140; soil samples, 433; Suprathermal Ion Detector 
Experiment, 184 

Apollo 15,214,620,622; basalt, 189,365,368; brecdas, 362; gamma-ray 
spectrometer, 156,190; heat flow experiment, 168; landing site, 172; 
laser altimeter, 209; LRV, 209,620; lunar module ascent, 343; soil Sam- 
ples, 430,433; Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment, 184,343; X-ray 
fluorescence experiment, 156 

Apollo 16, gamma-ray spectrometer, 156,190, highland samples, 362; 
landing site, 185; native iron in brecdas, 371; soil, 430,437,443,487; 
soil concrete component, 483; soil hydrogen retentivity, 443; soil ilmen- 
ite content, 441; sphalerite, 371; troilite, 371; X-ray fluorexence experi- 
ment, 156 

Apollo 17, W t ,  189,190,366,370,429; candidate base site, 668; deep 
drill core, 444; double drive tube, 444; heat flow experiment, 168; high- 
FeO soils, 373; high-Ti basalt, 381; ilmenite, 367; landing site, 159, 194, 
227,580,581; laser altimeter, 209, longest exposure to one-sixth g, 
353; longest lunar-surface EVA, 569; W, 209,632; E m  and 
Meteoxites experiment, 334; lunar module impact, 185; Lunar Sounder 
Experiment, 203,209; orange and black glass, 167,195,429,437; 
region, 190,191; regolith, 190,372,373,395,434,443,469; surface 
tenmeratums. 329: total traverse distance. 620 

~ p o ~ d ~ u n a r  Su&~e'Exp&ments Pdckage, 333; detection of SIVB impact, 
343; durability, 331; lunar atmospheric meswing instruments, 324, 
337; magnetometer, 343 

- 

Apolloprogram, 32,33,111,125,172,176,249,337,339,397,677,684, 
688; LRV, 613,619; NASA management structure, 687,688; reference 
for lunar atmospheric -cation, 337,340 

Apollo site selection process, 2 16 
Ar, see Argon 
Architecture, 237-241,255,259,281-285,290; definition, 238,281,282; 

effect of lunar gravity, 282; history, 238240,284; lunar base, 275,282, 
283,ZgO; lunar subswke, 293,297; physiological considerations, 282; 
provision of essential life support, 284; role in building dvihtion, 238 

Argon, solar wind flux (36Ar), 339; detection during Iunar night, 338; 
endogenous lunar gas, 339; effect on cement hydration, 487; lunar ther- 
mal escape constant, 339; lunarderived, 48,66; regolith content, 393, 
487 

Ariaarchus, objective of robotic uaverse, 402 
Armalcolite, 369 
a d a l  atmosphere, 342, 347,348; density, 348; formation, 348; limita- 

tion by high escape rate, 342; transport processes, 349 
Ascent, 140; abort option, 133,175; acceleration requkment, 123; Apollo 

15 LM, 343; dust mitigation operations, 332; emergency, 128; expend- 
able vehicle, 104,109, gravity losses compared to descent, 64; lunar, 15, 
121; lunar tnjectory, 11 1, 116; magma, 167; reusable vehicle payload, 
109, 11 1; stage, 107, 179, 180; stage, Mars, 678; vehicle, 5, 9, 25,27, 31, 
34,104,109, vehicle redundancy, 148; velocity requirement, 123,449 

Asteroid, target for laser altimeter, 2 17; near-Earth, 41 1 
Asteroid belt, 660 
Astrometry, 319,321 
Astronomical observatory, communication system, 327; effects of lunar 

environment, 334; location criteria, 185; micrometeorite hazard, 332; 
power source, 326; radio, 163, 169, 174, 323, 325-327, 337, 349; site 
selection, 169,176,186 

Astronomy, 181,183,315; m t a g e s  of Iunar site, 319,329,334; contam- 
ination and interference, lunar, 324,327,347,349; designated areas, 
lunar, 186; geological factors, 183; incompatible lunar operations, 186, 
327; lunar activity, 104; lunar base mission, 475,476; neutrino obsem- 
tion, 317; optical, 325; quantum-limited heterodyne, 637 

Astrophysics, evolution of stars, 318; neutrino observations, 318; planetary, 
159,319 

Atmosphere (life support), Biosphere II, 513,514; carbon dioxide addi- 
tion by plants, 535; carbon dioxide removal, 506; CELSS, 528,531,537, 
543; containment in lunar architecture, 281-284,289; effeas of sealed 
chamber on crop growth, 541; effects on compaction of concrete, 491; 
lunar habitat, 430, 508, 519, 522, 548, 549; nitrogen component for 
lunar base, 520; purifcation with biological systems, 516; regenerated, 
537; removal of undesirable volatiles, 532; revitalization, 126; spacesuit, 
660; use of lunar carbon, 470 

Atmosphere (lunar), 28,183,186,204,212,217,251,268,315,329,337- 
340,344,348,361,380,433,536, absence, 322; absence of neutral gas, 
322; Apol l~  data, 337,347; a&kid, 183,184,186,342,347-349.472; 
chai-ged-particle density, 349; contamination, 184-186,210,339,347, 
348; daytime, 329,344; density, 338,341,342,347,349; WN~ trans- 
port mechanism, 349; dissipation, 347; effect of Apollo missions, 184; 
growth, 186,341,342,347,349; helium component, 339; impact-vapor 
component, 183; interference with astronomy due to lunar base, 347; 
lack of absorbing components, 329; lifetime of component gxxs, 343; 
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long-lived, 342,347; loss through solar wind stripping, 347; lunar- 
derived, 407,480,481,520,547; meteoritic shield, 330,371; 
modif~cation by lunar base activities, 337,340,341,344,349,433; 
natural sources, 337; neutral component, 321,339,349; nighttime, 329; 
nonexospheric mass, 342; obxmtions of Apollo exhaust gases, 343; 
optical quality at lunar surface, 337,344,349; plasma-shielding effects, 
347,348; raman scattering, 202; response to gas releases, 344; solar 
wind as source, 338; solar wind component, 183; solar wind removal of 
gases, 341,342,347; solar wind shield, 339; sources, 339,347; steady- 
state model, 347; steady-state near lunar base, 349; thenmal escape, 339, 
342; total mass input rate, 337; transient, 324,339 

Atmosphere (martian), 210,678,680 
Atmosphere (terrestrial), 179,240,244,293,316,317,319,329,338, 

342,519,520,549, density, 342; impediments to interferometry, 321; 
loss of helium-3,468; threat to tethem, 58 

Au, see Gold 
Australia, 402,514,516,697-701, history, 697-701; lunar base analogy, 

697,698; settlement, 698,699; solar-electric automobile race, 402 

B 
Ba,seeBarium 
Bacteria, radiation resistant, 24 1 
Bamboo, building material, 2%; transport as seeds, 2%; use in lunar bio- 

sphere, 296, 297 
Barium, interaction with solar wind, 348; feldspar component, 365 
Basalt (lunar), ages, 164; Apollo 11, 170, 189; Apollo 15, 365; association 

with pyroclastics, 170,171; chromite component, 368; coring, 171; 
electrolysis, 4 19; electrolysis of iron-rich simuIant, 4 18; feldspar compo- 
sitions, 365; genesis, 366; high-titanium, 170,186,187,190,222,227, 
373,381; ilmenite, 159, 160,366,368; KREEP content, 168,171,172, 
362; lm tubes, 287,288; IOW-titanium, 189,190; lunar, 156,189,362, 
368,380,393,443; magma, 171; mare sulfur content, 429; olivine, 365, 
380,381; peuogenesis, 365; plagioclase, 365; pyroxene, 362,365; rela- 
tionship to mascons, 168; spinel, 368; sulfide components, 371; titani- 
ferous, 159,190,369,469; troilite, 370; Tsiolkovsky, 187; very-low tita- 
nium, 190,362; very-high potassium, 362; vesicular, 443; water holding 
capacity, 520; xenolith component, 380 

Basalt (terrestrial), 362,380; alkali, 380; Icelandic, 216 
Basalt flows, 173,185; Mare Smythh, 163,164,168,170,171; Orientale 

Basin, 168 
Base construction, 29,31,33,34, 181,213,273,281,519,673; mobile 

work platform, 633; mission, 35,36; potential of calcium cements, 289; 
r e l m c e  of local roughness, 2 13; use of concrete, 273,497,499; use of 
tension-comprd columns, 270 

Base design, 26, 135,141, 180,281-283,505,597,602; architectud semi- 
otics, 284; relationship to Biosphere II, 297; relationship to space- 
design, 283; validation, 673 

Base site, 170, 171, 173, 179, 180,213; geological field work, 31 1; geolog- 
ical usefulness, 222; landing pad, 139,143; lunar farside, 668; lunar limb 
location, 163; Mare Smythii, 164,170-173; polar, 178; potential hazards, 
214; selection, 143, 163, 171,209-214,216,217,311; survey, 178; tele- 
operation node, 171; tmvemes, 168,311; dlcation,  143,311; visibility 
of Earth, 140 

Basin, austal thickness, 173; ejecta, 172,308,469; formation, 380; geol- 
ogy, 172; impact, 362; mare, 380; mascon, 168,173; radial subsu&ce 
thermal structure, 173; seismic structure, 173; subsu&ce velocity struc- 
ture, 173 

Base maintenance, 3; mission, 35 
Battery, 668; Apollo LRV, 621,628-630; rover, 70; Na/S, 246,326,431; 

power storage system, 593,594,596; sulfur-based, 431 
Be, see Beryllium 
Bed rest, antiorthostatic, 570; changes in bone-mineral content, 573; physi- 

ological simulation of weightlessness, 570; skeletal effects, 569571,573 
Bedrock, excavation, 171; intehce with regolith, 171; ore deposits, 408; 

source of regolith, 330 
Beryllium, 639 
Biology, detection on other planets, 351; gravitational, 239,356 
Biome, 5 14 
Bioreactor, conversion efficiency, 674; use in CELSS, 675; water treatment, 

675 
Biosphere, 293; aaif~cial, 293,295-298,393; CELSS applications, 294; 

lunar habitat, 296; requirement in space travel, 293; terrestrial, 241, 
293,296 

Biosphere 11, 297,518; agriculture, 515,516; animals, 515; arthropod spe- 
cies, 516; atmosphere, 513, 5 14; biomes, 5 14; construction, 5 16; crew, 

516; description, 513; ecosystems, 517; equilibrium biomass, 514; fun- 
gus species, 5 16; hydrosphere, 5 1 3; insect species, 5 16; marine systems, 
5 13; mission control center, 5 14; pesticides, 5 16; plants, 5 16; power 
sources, 513; project goals, 513; min forest analog, 514; test module, 
516-518 

Boulders, 186,326 
Breccia, gas concentration, 438,440; importance of hkbility, 3309; lunar 

soil component, 487 
Bremssuahlung, 75,78,79 
Building, code, 268,270,277; complex, 261; components, 245,287,296; 

illumination, 303; lunar, 290,701; materials, 261,296, 697; multistory, 
261,265; site, 71; structure, 261; technology, 261 

Bulk composition, Moon, 173 

C 
C;s see Calcium 
Cadmium, abundance in lunar pyroclastic deposits, 431; photocell compo- 

nent, 43 1 
Calcium, alloy with lithium, 427; anorthosite source, 167; armalcolite com- 

ponent, 370; cement, 289,483,484,486; essential plant ion in lunar 
soil, 520; metal, 427; olivine component, 365; phosphate sink, 521; pro- 
pellant, 206; pyoxene component, 206,363,365; reducing agent, 424, 
425,427; smectite saturation, 389; tobermorite component, 386; zeolite 
component, 388 

Capital, costs, 47-50,52-54 
Carbohydrate, 528,529; human dietary need, 525; major food type, 525; 

potato source, 529 
Carbon, 528; abundance in regolith, 393-395,411,430,609,610; acti- 

vated, 505,552; adsorption beds, 552; by-product of helium-3 produc- 
tion, 471,472; component of methane in lunar regolith, 610; com- 
pounds, 338,550; conversion to carbon dioxide, 553; correlation of 
abundance with soil maturity, 437; correlation with IJFeO, 373; export 
to Moon h m  Earth, 504; flow through CELSS, 525; gases for use in agri- 
culture, 408, loss through photorespiration, 297,531; lunar and terres- 
trial abundances compared, 393; lunar base requirement, 473; mineral 
processing reagent, 423; mining, 394; organic, 351,554; organic con- 
tent of planetary samples, 351; pyrolitic extraction h m  regolith, 394, 
470; solarwindderived, 338,361,369,372,373,411,421,609; steel, 
136; total lunar abundance, 393; use in lunar man- 470; use in 
regenerative life-support systems, 177; waste conversion, 561; woven 
fibers, 275,277,279 

Carbon dioxide, 80,522; abundance in regolith, 610; addition to atmos- 
phere by plants, 535; adsorption on s&ctite surfaces, 389; adsorption 
with molecular sieve, 615; assimilation by plants, 520,537; buffer mass 
reservoir, 525; by-product of helium mi&g, 470,472,475,549,616; 
combustion 395; concentration 6 crop-growing area, 522; 
concentrator in ECIS, 504; conversion h m  urea, 553; cycling mriod in 
Biosphere II, 514; desorption of molecular sieve, 506; dik-a'uctua- 
tions in closed @cultural system, 534; effect of concentration in 
potato growth, 543-546; furaton by plants, 297,520,522; fluxes during 
aop growth, 525,528; human production vs. plant usage, 520; laser, 
642; loss due to atmosphere leakage, 549; lunar atmospheric gas, 329, 
338; lunarderived, 547; maintenance during CELSS operation, 528; mar- 
tian atmosphere, 638; monitoring during CELSS opefation, 528; natural 
laser, 638; normal atmospheric concentration, 297,520; plant require- 
ment, 539; plant respiration rate, 549; product of oeplasma k c -  
tor, 561; ~roduction h m  methane. 521: production in anaerobic diges- 
tion prGess, 521,522; pyrolitic ex&&& from regolith, 184,395, ;lo; 
regenerative removal unit, 506; relationship between availability and 
aop harvest, 520; relationship to lunar transient phenomena, 408; re- 
moval by ECIS, 504,507; removal h m  atmosphere, 126,177,388,504, 
506,521,543; r e m d  in CELSS, 543; requirement for lunar base agri- 
culture, 549; requirements by different &, 528; response of plank to 
atmospheric concentration, 525; role in ~hotosvnthesis, 541.543; Saba- 
tier reduction unit, 506; sqmation hmmhydrogen, 521; sep&&n h m  
methane, 521; source of oxygen, 480,507,508; storage for photosyn- 
thesis, 296; storage for transportation, 506,615; supply at soil surface, 
520; symbiotic f d o n ,  520; uptake by aops, 522,528,534; utiljzation, 
542; wastes as source, 520,521 

Carbon monoxide, by-product of helium mining, 475; relationship to lunar 
transient phenomena, 408; removal from atmosphere by biological sys- 
tems, 517 

Carbonate, equilibria in soil-plant systems, 519 
Carbothed reduction, regolith processing, 476 
Cash-based operation, lunar base conversion, 700 



Cd, see Cadmium 
CEISS, 239,299,517,525,530,531,537,538,544,546,551,556,563, 

673,674; application of solar optics, 297; biomass production, 544, 546; 
bioreactor, 675; bioregenerative, 5 19; candidate crop plants, 543; con- 
trol system, 538,543; crew size for stability, 676; crop management, 
528,546; demonstration, 556,673,674; ecological equilibrium, 538; 
electrical lamps, 543-545; environment tradeo&, 544; food plants, 531, 
534; gas exchange, 388; habitat, 675; integration into lunar habitat, 296; 
limiting factors, 543; mass of equipment required per person, 700; 
module, 300,301,302,303; optimization of productivity, 543; plants, 
534,543; required pressurized volume, 2 % ;  suitabiity of potato plants, 
543; use of lunarderived sulfur, 433; use of solar radiation for plant 
growth, 544; use of zeolites, 387; waste-material separation, 356 

Cement, 389,483,497; bond with aggregate, 487; component of concrete, 
385,389,484,490,491,497; constituents, 289,483,484,486; dehydra- 
tion reactions, 498; elfects of inert gases on hydration, 487; hydration, 
491; mass requirement for concrete processing, 273; paste, 491; plant, 
494, Portland, 484,489491,498; production, 267,489; use of pyr& 
tic materials, 228; use in lining walls of subsurhce W t i e s ,  499; use of 
frozen paste in mixing concrete, 490 

Centrifuge, centrifugal force gradient, 354; Coriolis forces, 354,355; 
design considerations for human use, 354, 355; high-g adaptation data 
for dogs, 573; lunar base, 353,355,356; motion sickness produced by 
head mwement, 355; regular use to decrease adaptation time, 355; 
sleep in rotating gondola, 355; space station, 354,355 

Ceramic, polpluminate electrolyte, 432; radiation shielding, 408 
Cesium, in tobermorites, 387; removal from water by zeolites, 388 
Chemical engineering, 647 
Chemical processing, 398,405,475,476 
Chemistry, basalt, 362,363; fluorine, 423; industrial, 228; lunar iono- 

sphere, 339; plagioclase, 365; pyroxene, 363,365; remote sensing, 308; 
spinel, 366,368; stellar ouUlow, 3 18; troilite, 37 1 

Chlorine, abundance in lunar pyroclastic coating, 430; appearance in 
oxygen-plasma conversion, 561; mineral processing reagent, 423; pau- 
city on Moon, 361; potential lunar sources, 669; water disinfection, 552, 
553 

Chromite, 379 
Chromium, 365,366,368,370,379; basalt component, 216; heavy metal 

in lunar sd, 520; layered igneous complex, 379; use in didlation pro- 
cesses, 552 

Church, psychological link to Earth, 703 
Cislunar space, 67,238,239,399 
Civilization, 238,239,281; interstellar travel through cloning, 643; lunar, 

237,240,241; space, 237,239 
C1, see Chlorine 
Co, see Cobalt 
C02, see Carbon dioxide 
Cobalt, 365,412; component in native Fe metal, 371; lunarderived, 408 
Colonies, bacterial, 2% 
Colonization, interstellar, 637; lunar, 3, 4,47, 54, 199, 206,261 
Colony, lunar, 303,347,385,433,551,685,686; inan-g, 472 
Comet, lunar atmospheric component, 183; origin of Reiier Gamma, 158 
Commercialization, fusion power, 466,468; potential of lunar base, 475, 

479.481.482 
"~on&on heritage of mankind" provision, absence in Outer Space Treaty, 

692; cause of concern for spacefaring nations, 692; concept in intema- 
tional space law, 691; confusion with "province of all ma&ind" provi- 
sion, 692; interpretation of US government, 692; limitations in Moon 
Treaty, 693; political aspects, 692; Moon Treaty, 691,692; Sea Treaty, 
691 

Communication, 3495,133; continuous link, 140; delay in Mars mission, 
660,677; engineered planetary lasers, 638,639; hard line, 137; impor- 
tance to isolated crew, 660,675; interstellar, 637,638,643,644; line-of- 
sight relay stations, 31 1; lunar base link to Earth, 163; lunar outpost to 
main base, 170; lunar satellites, 327; observatory antennas, 327; 
required for astronomical observatoq, 327; teleoperation, 31 1; time, 
393; units as impediments to astronomy, 325 

Communications, Apollo LHV, 622,628,631 
Communications satellite, 35,44; Echo, 249 
Communities, ecological, 533; extraterrestrial, 697; lunar, 697; martian, 

697; microbial, 516,531-533,536; rhizosphere, 532; sustaining on the 
Moon, 239 

Community, Alaskan development, 700; economic limitations, 697; lunar, 
303,703,704; lunar analogs, 704; lunar challenges, 703; number of 
members for stabiity, 675; self-support, 697,700 

Community church, American, 703,704; arena for discussions, 704; lunar, 
703; psychological link to Earth, 703; role in alleviating social tensions, 
703; tole in developing social relationships, 703 

Computer, control of ECLS, 2%; control of Lighting for plants, 539; control 
system for CEISS, 538; navigation system of Apollo LRV, 628; reduction 
of crew workload, 33; role in telerobotics, 603; sensors in Biosphere II, 
517 

Concrete, 240,267,289,290,389,489; advantages as lunar construction 
materiaI, 489; compaction, 490,491; component materials, 273,289, 
489, compression, 267,269; cracking due-to air leakage, 272; cwing, 
490, desirable &ties. 267: eIFects of Wtv. 489: effects of vacuum. 
269,270,489,290; hydration, 490,491; *en component, 273; 
mixing procedure, 490,491; plant, 268; 267-269,273,274; 
production method, 489491; shielding, 240; structures, 267,273,274; 
nonbearing member, 491; precast, 267,268,273; recapture of free 
moisture, 273; regolith aggregate, 259,389; reinforced, 269,289; tank, 
267; tensile stress, 269; tension member, 270; Uuss consuuction, 273; 
use in structural members, 491 

Confinement, atmosphere, 282; conditions at lunar base, 287; cons-  
quence of life at lunar base, 703; etfects on personality, 703; fusion reac- 
tion, 79; geometry in fusion rocket, 76,78; magnetic '%ottlee' in fusion 
reactor, 76; plasma enwgy time, 79 

Construction, 241,259,275,315,322,232,326,489491,519,633,673, 
679; Alaskan, 698; Antarctic, 245; Biosphere 11,516; capabilities, 266, 
289; completely shielded base, 252; concrete, 267,273; conditions in 
lava tubes, 289; conventional practices, 301; diff~culty, 228; danger to 
workers, 289; effects of communications time delay, 309; efficiency. 
289; equipment, 633,679; EVA, 250,289,2%; floating foundation, 273; 
gantry frame, 275; history, 2%; international treaty questions, 283; lava 
tube options, 289; loading conditions, 267,268; materials, 259,289, 
356,385,389,489,647,700, manual operations, 261; martian, 678; 
masonry, 289; methods, 259; mobile gantry, 275; mobile work platform, 
633,634; orbital, 237,341,604,662; plane* methods, 679; regolith 
diff~culties, 273; resources, 240; shield wall, 275; solar re.Recto~s, 613; 
spaceibne, 289,290; s u b m k e ,  296; surface, 284,285,296; surface 
stability, 337; technology, 285,325; terrestrial analogs, 296; terrestrial 
masonry, 240; transportation, 275; verif~cation of integrity, 275; 
workers, 289 

Controlled Ecological Life Support System, see CELSS 
Copemicus Crater, objective of robotic traverse, 402 
Copper, discovery in Alaska, 698; magnet component, 77; rarity on Moon, 

421; use in didlation processes, 552 
Core, Apollo samples, 373; deep drill, 444; deep regolith sampling, 609; 

drilling device, 309; galactic, 316; globular cluster, 318; lunar, 173,321; 
lunar base structure, 267,270,272,273; protostellar, 318; source of 
permbations in Earth's rotation, 321 

Core sample, collection by autonomous vehicles, 604; Shorty Crater, 444 
Corn, efficiency of carbon dioxide f i t i o n ,  297,520,522; suitabiity for 

lunar biosphere, 297 
Cosmic ray, causes of defects in regolith material, 61 1; flux during solar 

flare events, 173 
Cost, burden of base crew rotation, 450; commercial sample return mis- 

sion, 402; comparison of Moon- and Earthderived propellants, 448; 
delivery of lunar oxygen to Earth orbit, 453,457; deployment of astro- 
nomical observatory, 186; deuterium-helium-3 fusion reactor, 466; 
Earth-Moon transportation, 398,470; ECIS, 503; electricity from fusion 
power, 466; expendable module, 15; fhght-system, 175; fusion power 
plants, 473; helium-3,466; initial ECIS, 503; large-scale lunar develop- 
ment, 284; life-cycle, lunar tramportation system, 32; life cycle, space 
transportation system, 448; lunar base construction, 35; lunar base, 137; 
lunar helium-3,472,473; lunar lander, 1 16, 124, 130, 13 1; lunar lander 
repair, 52; lunar lander return to LEO, 123; lunar mining, 550; lunar 
production of helium-3,470; lunar-produced aluminum, 447; lunar- 
produced oxygen, 447,457; maintenance, space shuttle, 32; mass 
launched per person at lunar base, 700, metabolic due to wearing 
spacesuit, 662; mining, 289; mobile miner, 434; operating, expendable 
transportation system, 15; operating, lunar lander, 52; operating, reus- 
able kuqortation system, 11; operating, space shuttle, 31; operating, 
m r t a t i o n  system, 49; orbital maintenance facility, 32; orbital solar- 
ele&c power, 401; orbiting stations, 53; OTV, s p a r e e p  64; payload 
delivery from Earth to Moon, 249,296,450,543-545,549,593,602; 
pneumatic and air-supported structures, 249; production of lunar pro- 
pellants, 448; replacement, expendable tramportation system, 11; reus- 
able mmportation system, development, 1 1, 15; ring-laser gyro, 126; 
round trip to Moon per passenger, 450; solar electric automobile race, 
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402; solar-powered orbital transfer vehicle, 43; space transportation, 
116,119,249,319,393,401,447,448,450,457,699; surface-based 
radar, 126; teleoperated rover, 402; telescope, 325; terrestrial electric 
power, 401; tether platform, development, 67; transportation, 3 1,35, 
49, 51-53,64 

Cr, see Chromium 
Crater, chain, 220,221; continuously shadowed, 164,393; density, 155, 

156, 161, 164; dump site, 228; ejecta, 171, 185, 219, 308, hctured 
floor, 167; frequency curve, Mare Smythii, 164; micrometeorite, 371; 
penetration of lava tube, 220-227; rays, 171,221; rille origin, 227; sim- 
ple, 2 13; walls, 308 

Crater counts, 140 
Craters, 139,142 
Cryogenic fuel, lunar production, 356 
Cryogenic storage, (rTV depot, 99 
Cryogenics, fuelcell reactants, 668; handling in space,'20,23; space- 

storable, 23 
Cs, see Cesium 
Cu, see Copper 

D 
D, see Deuterium 
Dark mantle deposits, 170- 172,227,434 
Dark mantle materials, 195 
Deimos, mission, 453,678,679; resource potential, 393,411 
Density, 77; bone, 570, 571, 575; charged particles in lunar atmosphere, 

349; &mite, 380; concrete, 489; dark matter in universe, 316; differ- 
ence between crystal and melt, 380,381; electron density at lunar sur- 
face, 339; electrons in plasma reactors, 560; electrostaticaUy levitated 
dust column, 330; fluctuations in early universe, 317; gas related to 
ultraviolet optical depth, 349; hydrogen, 12 1; helium atoms in regolith, 
610; laser topographic observations, 209; lunar atmosphere, 186,338, 
340,342,343,347-349,350; lunar atmospheric ions, 340,347,349; 
lunar module exhaust, 343; lunar transient atmosphere "cloud," 324; 
neutral atmospheric gases, 337; olivine, 381; perturbation leading to gal- 
axy formation, 3 16; propellant, 120,130; regenerative fuel cell energy, 
596; regolith, 71, 158, 185, 251,273, 393-395, 520,612; Reiner Gamma 
surface material, 158; solutions in distillation columns, 616; s u m c e  
structure of Smythii Basin, 168,173; tether material 55; vaxbtions in 
liquid-phase turbulence, 649 

Deuterium, fusion fuel, 75,78,81,609,667; resonance lines, 317 
Deuterium-helium-3, cooling requirement, 466; efficiency of energy con- 

version, 466,477; fuel costs, 466; fuel cycle, 462,468,472; fusion cycle, 
464,466,481; fusion experiment, 460462; fusion fuel, 461463; fusion 
power development, 482; fusion power plant, 462,463,465,466,472; 
h i o n  reaction, 460462,464; fusion reactor, 462,463,465,466; 
impact on electric power economy, 462; neutron production, 461; 
plasma, 460462,473; radioactivity associated with fusion cycle, 462, 
463,465,466; tokamak studies, 473 

Dielectric constant, plasma, 348 
Disease, acquired hmunity, 533; factor in lunar base crew size, 674; 

human communicable, 533; organisms in Mars mission s p a c e d ,  660; 
osteoporosis, 661; plant, 516,532; release into lunar base environment, 
519; water system as source, 552 

Distillation, columns in low-gravity environments, 616,650; cryogenic 
enrichment of helium-3,616; integrated membrane evaporation, 551; 
lunar systems, 552; processes, 551, 552; vapor compression, 246, 551; 
water polishmg, 552; wick evaporation, 551 

Docking, 22,47,88,99, 179; adapter, 146; arcing hazard, 99; automated, 
17,20,22,23,63,126; hazard, 95; mechanism, 99; operations, 30, port, 
34,85-88,93; techniques, 99 

Dome, concrete foim, 499; habitable structure, 493,494,499; lunar 
module shelter, 137; presurization, 499; volcanic, 225 

Drill, assemblies on mobile work platform, 633,634; coring device on 
robotic field geologist, 309; deep string, 393; platform, 634; regolith 
cores, 3 1 1 

Drive tube, Apollo 17,195 
Dunite, layered intrusive complex, 379; olivine abundance, 365 
Dust, 69, 71, 283, 330,669; agent in decreasing reflectance, 331; atmos- 

pheric, 210; circumstellar, 638; contamination, 302,303,330,334,660, 
669; degradation of thermal surfaces, 622,626,629; detector array, 334; 
dynamic effects, 334; factor in lunar sutlFace operations, 145; global mar- 
tian storm, 210; hazard to Apollo LRV, 622,624; hazard to mechanical 
systems, 606; interference with astronomy, 183,185,186,329; interstel- 
lar, 638; levitation, 330, 334, low-velocity, 334; mobilization by rocket 

exhaust, 71,142,186,330,332,334; possible presence in lunar atmos- 
phere, 344,347; problem for lunar surface operations, 622; protection 
of optical elements, 332, 334; shielding, 329, 332-334; source of diffitse 
X-tay background, 317; Surveyor 3,331; ubiquitous nature, 333,334 

Dust lock, contrasted to air lock, 669 

E 
Earth orbit, attained firom lunar launch, 3,5,6, 12,15; centrifuge facility, 

354; debris hazard, 660; d=culty of radio astronomical observations, 
317; ease of resupply compared to Mars mission, 660; elliptical, 47,48, 
50, 52-54,61,65; EVA, 603; lack of sensible atmosphere, 330; mainte- 
nance facility, 1 1,3 1,32,34; site for high-precision astrometry, 32 1; 
space tramportation node 102,293,319,394,593,677; Mlriable gravity 
research facility, 355 31,34 

Eclipse, solar, 28 
ECLS, 29,503-507,509,510; carbon dioxide removal, 506; city utility, 506, 

507; closure of food loop, 504; crew size, 507; crew time requirements, 
507; effects of gravity, 505; effects of lunar base composition, 506; 
expendables, 508; habitability module, 508; integration costs, 503; likeli- 
hood of self-sufficiency, 504; logistics, 503; lunar, 504,505, 510; mate- 
rial losses, 504; mission-specific, 5 10; nonregenerative, 503; nuclear 
power integration, 505; oxygen recovery, 504,508; power require- 
ments, 505; prohibition against venting to lunar environment, 506; 
regenerative, 503-505, 510; relationship to lunar base layout, 505; relia- 
bility, 508; resupply interval, 508; safety, 507; space shuttle, 503; space 
station, 504,505,507; subsystem failure, 508; support of multiple habi- 
tats, 506; use of lunar environment, 506; waste heat, 505; water recov- 
WY, 506 

Ecology, glob4 514; systems, 5 14; nonterrestrial, 241 
Ejecta, 156, 160, 161, 171, 172; abrasive effects, 142; basin deposits, 172, 

308, blanket, 185,212,213; blocks, 213; brecciated highland crust, 308; 
cratering on aluminum, 142; dadc-halo crater, 172; deep sampling, 157; 
engine blast, 144, 145, 275; flux, 142; Meteor (Barringer) Crater, 213; 
Orientale Basin, 157; protection, 145; threat to optical surfaces, 330; tra- 
jectory, 142 

Electric propulsion, 35,42,56; ion system, 37; mass reduction, 45; 
module, 39; options, 35,37; On! 35-37,44,401; power processing 
unit, 39 

Electrical engineering, 675 
Electricity, by-product of water production, 668; conversion to photosyn- 

thetically active radiation, 544; fuel cells, 126, 246; generation, 69,75, 
76,245,614; storage, 246,602; sunlight conversion, 536; water-heating 
reauirement. 597 

~le&olysis, 423,424,427,428; magma production of oxygen, 5 19; pro- 
duction of gaseous fluorine, 424,427; production of sodium, 427; 
reduction of fluorides, 423; seq~ential~521; water, 64,504,549 

Electromagnetic energy, laser thermal engine, 48; lunar sounder, 203; 
radio frequency, 203 

Electromagnetic field, use in plasma reactor, 560 
Electromagnetic sounding, 173, 199 
Electromagnetic spectrum, low-frequency radio array, 319; robotic sensory 

capabilities, 308 
Electron, collisions with molecules, 560; density at lunar surface, 339; den- 

sity in plasma reactors, 560; reacceleration as source of low-frequency 
spectra, 317; replication microscopy of Surveyor 3 tubing, 332; tempera- 
ture in plasma reactor, 560; transmission microscope, 372 

Electrostatic charging, source of dust disturbance: 33 1 
Emergency, 98; airlock, 256; Apollo LRV driving mode, 624; ascent, 128; 

equipment cooling, 581; evacuation, 100; represwimtion of lunar base, 
250, 507, 508; return to LM requirement during Apollo, 622; safe haven, 
89,597; warning device, 98 

Emotional behavior, effects of confiied habitat, 675 
Energia, 180 
Energy conversion, during ambraking, 64; &ciency of GaAs photovoltaic 

device, 594; electric to microwave efficiency, 614; Stirling system, 247; 
thermoelectric system, 247 

Energy requirement, pyrolitic extraction of volatiles from regolith, 61 3 
Energy source, methane, 675; microwaves for heating regolith, 614; 

nuclear fusion, 609; solar, 297; solar photovoltaic devices, 614 
Energy storage, 58,72; batteries, 176; electrical, 127, 148; lunar lander, 

593; orbital, 65,66; regenerative fuel cell, 596; night operation of VLF& 
326 

Engine, ablative, 124; advanced space, 39; aluminum fuel, 450; Apollo LAI, 
123- 125; conventional rocket, 48; cryogenic, 13; &ciency, 5, 15; fail- 
ure, 124, 125; ion, 48, 54,66,67; laser propulsion, 70,71; laser thermal, 
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power source, 126; lander power, 127; lunar rover, 70; opemtion, 246; 
primary, 595,596, reverse osmosis, 245 

Fuel production, lunar, 448 
Fuel storage, space, 20,25 
Funding, 0 
Fusion, conductivity changes in FeO, 414,459 

a; 
Ga,seeGallium 
G, stellar spectral type, 637 
Gabbro, anorthositic, 368; layered intrusive complex, 379; lunar, 362; oli- 

vine content, 365 
Galaxy, colonization, 637,644; spread of human life, 637 
Gallium, component of lunar pyroclastic coating, 431; use in photovoltaic 

cells, 246,594 
Gas, abundances in lunar regolith, 395,610; anaerobic digestion produc- 

tion, 521; atmwheric comcmnents, 508; biomass generation svstem 
245,246; bubbl& in m a s s - h e r  system, 648; a&er of liquid for mass 
transfer, 647,650; chromatography, 437,517,554; collection during in 
situ mining, 61 1; content of beneflciated regolith, 610,611; control and 
monitoring systems, 541; controller, 509; cryogenic separation, 521; 
convection, 648; effect on thefinal conductivity of regolith, 395; effects 
on lunar concrete mixtures, 487; efauent stream, 553; exchange by sim- 
ple plants, 296,297; exchange in CELSS, 388; extradon from regolith, 
394,395,478,614; flow rate in mass-transfer system, 648-650; 
fluidized-bed reactor, 614,615; heat-tcansfer agent, 395; high-pressure 
storage system, 5%; loss from concrete, 499; loss from lunar base, 509; 
lunar abundance, 434; lunar base premrhtion, 508,509,547; manage- 
ment for regenerative fuel cells, 595; mixtures in CELSS, 388; natural, 
459,468,470,513; noble, 4 0 ;  partial exchange in lunar base, 5 19; 
phase separation in ECLS, 505; processing fkiity, 615,616; relationship 
to plasma, 559; removal by zeolites, 388; removal from regolith at low 
pressure, 395; removal of methanogem, 532; separation by zeolites, 388; 
separation from liquid, 553,648; separation in CEISS, 388; silicon tetra- 
fluoride, 423,426; solar wind, 477,478,480; storage, 482,596,615; 
stream from oxygen plasma conversion, 561; sulfur, 429; sulfur dioxide, 
431,433; sulfur species evolved from pyrolized regolith, 610; trace con- 
taminants in Biosphere 11, 5 14; turbulent convection, 648; velocity in 
spray tower, 650; working fldd for turbiie, 395 

Geikeilite, 366 
Genesis Rock, 704 
GEO, see Geosynchronous orbit 
Geochemistry, lunar, 366 
Geodesy, radar altimeter, 176 
Geophysical station, 172,173 
Geoscience, exploration, 170; lunar, 163, 164, 174, 183, 185, 186, 21 1, 

217; lunar orbiter, 176,209,210; Lunar Obsemr, 199 
Geosynchronous orbit, 27,62,170,394,401; cost of material delivery 

from Earth, 447; radiation shielding requirement, 239; solar-power satel- 
lite, 447,448,450; space transportation node, 401; tmnsportation cost 
from Earth, 450; transportation cost from lunar surface, 450 

Girbotol, cubon dioxide removal process, 521 
Glass, agglutinate, 190,361,372,385, 519; alteration to special-purpose 

minerals, 387,389; atmospheric contamination during production, 184; 
basaltic, 387; black, 195; brick Mrication, 72; building material, 240; 
component of breccia matrices, 362; composite m a t e a  398; droplet, 
195; erosion by eieaa, 142,144,145; fiber wtics, 301: formation by 
meteoroid in&&, 519; fusion of lunar regodth, 71; lunar construction 
material, 389; lunar jewelry, 402; lunar processing, 402; lunar transpar- 
ent, 421; optical quality, 142; orange, 195,429; production from rego- 
lith, 184,398,432; pyroclastic, 429; regolith component, 385,387,483, 
487; source material for spedal-purpose minerals, 387; tunnel Lining, 
294,295; volatile coatings, 429 

Gold, content of "pristinee' rocks, 362; discavgr in Alaska, 698; meteoritic 
element in regolith, 371; mirror coating, 639,642 

Grain, role in early Australian economy, 698,699 
Grain size, beneficiation of regolith, 476,477,610,613; correlation with 

helium content, 610; distribution in lunar regolith, 330,372,609; land- 
ing d c e ,  140; effect on mechanical properties of soil, 487; evolution 
of regolith, 171; median on Surveyor 3 ffiter, 331; related to gas content 
of regolith, 437,438,441,444; relationship to solar wind implantation, 
190 

Gravity, 659; 1/6, influence on structural design, 282; 1/6, testing of pre- 
Mricated modules, 266; anomaly, 158, 168; architectural hctor, 239, 
268; M~cial ,  92,175,282,574,661,677479; cardi- effects, 

661; dependance of water processing systems, 551,553; dependence of 
water quality instruments, 554; driver of buoyancy, 649; effects of waste- 
water use in plant system, lunar, 554; effects in diffusion processes, 647; 
effects on base design, 282,505; effects on bone loss, 569,571,661; 
effects on aystal settling rates, 379,380; effects on ECIS design, 505; 
effects on electrolysis, 412; elkc@ on flame structure, 657; effects on 
human gait, 241; e&:cts on human skeleton, 569,572-574; effects on 
liquid-gas mixing, 649; effects on liquid-phase turbulence, 649; effects 
on orerePmedg, 409; effects on pne&tic structures, 251; effects on 
skeletal muscles, 661; e l k s  on soil drainaee, 533; effects on turbu- 
lence, 649; effects on bone-mineral contenf; 572; high, 650,654; human 
adaptation, lunar, 569,571,574; lunar, 282,261,353,355,411,499, 
553,569,574,608,614,622,627,633,639,648,661,667,668,670; 
martian, 573,574,647,648; nonzero, 654; optimal emironmat, 569; 
orbital measurements, 173; Phobos, 662; physiological effects, 282,570; 
reduced, 282,573,574,606,647450,653-657,659,661,662,668; 
search for lava tubes, 228; survey, 168,173,228; terresaial69,353, 
622,655,654457,659,662,670; Mliable on space station, 661; zero, 
83,84,96,99,102,2&1,353,505,537,569,570,574,679; zer~, disai- 
bution of body fluids, 566 

Gravity field, lunar, 204,2 19 
Gravity gradient, 90; effects on heat pipes, 601; forces, 87,90; lunar, 205; 

problems, 574; stabilization, 37,201; torque, 642 
Gravity-assisted trajectories, 458 
Greenhouse, Biosphere II, 516; effect, 459; lunar base, 670; module, 522 
Gruithuisen Crater, objective of robotic traverse, 402 
Guidance, 20; adaptive, 32-34; automated systems, 146; lander, 126, 136, 

140,146; lander radar, 144; space station, 25,28; tether system, 57,58 

H 
H, see Hydrogen 
HZ, see Hydrogen 
Habitat, 18,72; atmospheric requirements, 508, biosphere, 293,296, 

capacity, 669; components, 249; configurations, 255; continuously 
manned, 506; design, 176,177,250,251,282,296,297,669; dimen- 
sions, 184; EGIS support, 506,507; eneqp storage, 72; inflatable, 249- 
253; lava tube, 219,225,228,287,289; life-support system, 72; lighting, 
297,302; lunar, 293,579,593; module, 3,18,23,26,27,134,136,179, 
250,255,283,289,302,400,493,507,580,597,604,668,669,678; 
prefabricated, 261; prasurhtion, 508, radiation shielding, 251,252; 
regions of Biosphere II, 514; required Mt ies ,  580; subsurface, 293, 
408, thermal protection, 589,590; volume requirement, 287,675; vent- 
ing, 183-185,349; waste material processing, 506 

Habitation, area requirement, 296; artif~dal gravity, 677,679; growth, 151; 
lunar base, 143,145, 151,181,249,253,281,283,285,290,293,499, 
513,519,633; Mars lander module, 679; planetary module, 679; polar 
site, 175, 302; space, 249; suitability of Mars, 393 

Halo orbit, 102 
Hazard, acceptable, 98; analysis, 95,97,98,100; biological 99,100; block 

field, 185; catastrophic, 99; combustible, 99; control, 97,98, 100; cry- 
ogenic, 99, 100, electrical, 99; explanation, 100; EVA, 95,134; fire, 655, 
657; hydrogen, 98,99; identification, 95,98,100, impact, 99,100,231, 
660; landing, 145; long-term, 99; lunar dust, 622; martian thermal, 660; 
mercury in fluorescent lamps, 301; -on, 99; operational, 100; OTV 
depot, 99; pollution, 99; pump cavitation, 99; radiation, 251, 475; safety, 
95,97-99; seismic, 231 

He, see Helium 
Heat capacity, lunar regolith, 395,477,478,613 
Heat flow, Apollo 17 experiment, 168; global mean, lunar, 168; lateral W- 

ation, 173; mare/highland border, 168; measurement, 168, 172, 173; 
probe, 172, 173; relationship to megaregolith thickness, 168,173 

Heavy lift launch vehicle, 5-9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 179, 180, 188,593,667 
Helium, abundance in Mare Tranquillitatis, 194; abundance in regolith, 

184, 187, 189,190,194,393,430,434,469,477,547,610; abundance 
related to regolith exposure time, 190, abundance with depth in rego- 
lith, 195; ad&tption on degassed regolith, 615; concentration in 

- 

fluidized-bed reactor. 614; concentration in eas evolved from reeolith. 
615; content of dark'mtle, 195; correlatiolof abundance wigtita- ' 
nium oxide abundance, 469; correlation with ilrnenite content of rego- 
lith, 441,611; correlation with regolith size-firaction, 189,194,195, 
610,611; correlation with titanium content, 187, 189, 190, 193,469, 
609; cosmic, 317; depth proffie in regolith grains, 610; ditfUsion in rego- 
lith, 615; distribution in Apollo 1 1 regolith, 194; extraction from rego- 
lith, 469,470,473,477,549,610,612,615; firaction of gases trapped in 
regolith, 184; ionization detector, 437; isotopic separation, 616; lique- 



subject A-9 

faction, 615; liquid resxvoir, 616; loss in sieving process, 610; lunar 
atmqheric gas, 338,339; lunar resource, 361; lunar thermal escape 
time, 339; mining, 1184,189,194,341,347,394, 395,609; partial substi- 
tute for nitrogen in habitat atmosphere, 548,550; possible effect on 
lunar cement, 487; recovery rate from regolith, 189,194, separation 
after extraction from regolith, 470; separation of isotopes, 615,616; 
solar wind component, 183,190,194,337,339,361,374,469,477; 
solar wind implantation rate, 173; strategic storage caverns, 468; trans- 
port from Moon, 615,616 

Helium 3,75,76,7&81,184, 194; abundance in gas-giant planets, 80,81; 
abundance in regolith relative to helium4,189,477,610,616; by- 
products of production, 472,475,547-549,609,616; acquisition, 475, 
477482; acquisition by-products, 481,482; commercial value, 479; 
cost, 466,470,472,473,477,549; decay product of tritium, 460,468; 
depletion near lunar base, 478; energy equivalent, 460,469,470,472, 
477,609; enrichment process, 616; exwadon facility, 482; fraction of 
total helium abundance, 477; fuel cycle, 482; fusion kl, 75, 187, 195, 
361,373,374,3%,459,460,475,477,481,482,547,549,550,609, 
667; fusion reactor, 609,610; fusion rocket, 76,79; ilmenite source, 
170; ion, 460,469; low terrestrial abundance, 460; lunar abundance, 75, 
460,469,477,482,609; lunar export, 170,481; lunarderived, 189, 
469,475,477,547; lunar resource, 184; mining, 80,170,174,183-187, 
471,475,477482,547,612,613,616; nonterresvial sources, 468; 
potential lunar reserves, 477; predicted demand, 472; production, 184, 
478480; properties at 2.2 K, 616; propulsion system, 75,76,80,81; 
quantity required for te- energy needs, 460; reactor r a d i m t y ,  
466; recoMrable quantities, 194; regolith benefidation, 477; regolith 
processing, 61 1,613; solar wind as source, 460,469,609; t e r r b a l  
abundance, 79,460,468,469,475,477,482,609, terrestrial produc- 
tion rate, 468,469; t e d  resource, 609, terrestrial sources, 468, 
469; terrestrial value, 482; total energy potential, 75 

Henry's Law, 412 
Hg, see Mercury 
Highlands, 167,172,185; active seismic sounding, 173; aluminum abun- 

dance, 170; Apollo missions, 362; component in breccias, 362; composi- 
tions, 362; crater density disuibutions, 155; crustal rock, 187; austal 
thickness determination, 173; description, 185; effects of impact bom- 
bardment, 167; europium anomaly, 366; feldspar abundance, 184; felds- 
par compositions, 365; Grimaldi area, 157; helium abundance, 189,469; 
hydrogen abundance, 443; igneous rocks, 363; ilmenite abundance, 441; 
iron abundance, 156; lateral variations, 171; magnesium abundance, 
365; megaregolith, 168; meteoritic material, 371; mineralogy, 362; 
metal component, 371; Oceanus Procellarum region, 157,160; olivine 
abundance, 365; plains materials, 172; plutonic rocks, 362; polymict 
breccias, 362; pyroxene, 365; regolith, 170,187,189,273; relationship 
to magma-ocean theory, 366,379; roughness, 185; source of anorthite, 
408; sulfur abundance, 429; topography, 176,185; troctolites, 368; 
young thrust-hdt s~arps, 232 

HLLV, see Heavy lift launch vehicle 
HLV, see Heavy lift launch vehicle 
Horticulture, Biosphere 11, 516 
Hubble parameter, constraint provided by lunar observatories, 319; defii- 

tion, 315; measurement, 316 
Hubble Space Telescope, 315,319 
Human behavior, effects of life in confiied space, 673; Muence on lunar 

base design, 237,282 
Human expansion, 75,237,637 
Human exploration, 88,385 
Human factors, 237,659; engineering, 97,237; hazard, 98-100 
Humidity, control by -cial intelligence, 522; control in lander cabin, 

126; control system, 581, 582; effect on photosynthesis, 2%; exchanger, 
581,582; factor in plant productivity, 544; reclamation of condensate, 
504,506,554; regimes in Biosphere II, 514; water reclamation from 
condensate, 554 

Hydrogen, 64,470,528,560; abundance in core samples, 443,444; abun- 
dance in regolith, 184,393-395,407,430,433,434,437,438,443,444, 
487,520,610,615; abundance related to soil grain size, 437,438; abun- 
dance related to soil maturity, 437,438,443,444; adsorption on 
d-d regolith, 6 15; alpha spectral line, 3 16; arcjet propellant, 37, 39, 
4042; autotrophic bacteria, 547; battery component, 28,29, 180, boil- 
off rate, 39.40; by-product of helium-3 mining, 394,471,472,475,481, 
616; component of lunar atmosphere, 183; component of water evolved 
from regolith, 610; concentmion in breccia, 438,440; cosmic, 317; dif- 
fusion in regolith, 615; distribution related to soil-partie type, 440; dis- 
tribution with depth in regolith, 444; Earthderived 55,63,447,476, 

493; enrichment in agglutinate tiaction, 440; extraction from regolith, 
394,395,408,411,437,438,470,610,614,615; flow through CEISS, 
525; fuel cell reactant, 127,246,404,432,593,595,668; ilmenite 
reduction, 64,407,423,475,476,521,522,549,562; ionization in bio- 
logical system, 433; laminar diffusion flames, 655; lunar abundance, 393- 
395,437; lunar atmospheric component, 329; lunarderived, 146,393, 
394,447,450,457,470,481,547; lunar production, 3%; lunar 
resource, 361,437; lunar thermal escape time, 339; mineral processing 
reagent, 423; mining, 393,394,437,444; orbital storage, 95,99; orbital 
transFer, 63,102; paucity in lunar interior, 393; plasma, 48; production 
from methane, 519,521; production requirements, 394, propellant, 6, 
13, 17,28,3542,44, 45,47,48,56,57,62-64,66,67,70,71,85, 119, 
121,123-125,133,134,136,137,147,148,180, 181,206,361,374, 
394,400,407,432,447,454,479,481,677, properties, 423; reagent 
element, 398; r e m d  by ECIS, 507; removal from organic compounds, 
432; requirement at lunar base, 408,437,473; requirement in concrete 
processing, 273; requirement in water production, 521; retention by 
ilmenite, 441; separation from other gases, 521,615,616; shuttle exter- 
nal tank, 398,400, silane component, 432; smectite saturation, 389; 
solar wind implantation rate, 173; solar wind component, 168,337, 
339,361,367,369,372,374,387,408,411,421,437,438,441,444, 
609; storage, 119,124,137,615; sulfur life cycle, 433; synthesis from 
steam-hydroarbon reforming process, 521; terrestrial, 49,55,62,700; 
thermalized, 339; timescale of diffusion from regolith grains, 615; trans- 
port h m  Earth to Moon, 504,678,679; use in regenerative life-support 
systems, 177; wastes as source, 521,522; water equivalent in regolith, 
393; water production, 444,601; waterderived, 432,562; working gas 
in fluidized bed reactor, 614; yield after sieving soil, 438 

Hydroponics, comparison to zmponics, 388; candidate cultivation method 
in Biosphere II, 516; high production, 530; mechanical and control 
requirements, 533 

I 
I, see Iodine 
Ice, Antarctic, 175,244,247; heating in concrete with miaowaves, 491; 

possible existence at lunarpoles, 393,401, 407, 601; relative ease of 
dispersion in concrete mixture, 490,491 

Iceland, 2 15-2 17 
Igneous activity, early Moon, 380 
Igneous rock, 370 
Ilmenite, 159, 170,366-368,408,668; abundances at Apollo sites, 668; 

aswciation with rutile, 370; association with troilite, 370; beneficiation 
in regolith, 408,611; black glass, 195; compositions, 366,368; correla- 
tion with FeO in Apollo 17 soils, 373; distribution in regolith, 61 1,670; 
&ciency of oxygen extraction with hydrogen, 423; exposure to solar 
wind, 190, exsolution product of Utvospinel, 369; factor in site selec- 
tion, 408,669; grain size, 190, helium content, 170, 190, 373,441,668; 
hydrogen content, 441; hydrogenation, 367; lunar abundance, 368; 
lunar basalt component, 170,362,366,380, regolith component, 373, 
385,408,432,611; lunar resource, 159,170,379,380,382,407,408; 
magnesium content, 366,370; mining, 521; paucity in highland soil, 
443; potential steel feedstock, 268; product of uhspinel reduction, 
369; propellant source, 206,408, pxyoclastic component, 228; reduc- 
tion, 64,65,366,407409,432,475,520-522,549,562; reduction with 
methane, 521; remote sensing, 159,669; settling velocity in magma, 
380,381; solarcell component, 431; source of oxygen, 155, 170, 184, 
368,379,424,429,432,519,668; source of sulfur, 432; source of tita- 
nium, 190, stability curve, 366; terrestrial, 159,366,367; zirconium 
content, 370 

Imbrian Period, 157 
Imbrium region, 189 
Impact, asteroidal, 164; autoreduction of regolith, 372; block generation, 

213; breccias, 372; brecdation, 167; cometary, 183; damage, 90,99, 
151,277; debris, 185; excavation, 168; fluidization, 185; gas jet on lunar 
soil, 158; generation of agglutinates, 440; generation of defects in rego- 
lith material, 61 1; generation of plasma, 168; generation of regolith, 
170,609; hard lander, 178; hazard, 99, 100,219,283,660; highland 
bombardment, 160, 167; hydrated meteoroid, 183; iron meteorite, 213; 
melt, 362,372,374; metamorphism of lunar soil, 371; meteoroid, 220; 
micrometeorite damage, 408; micrometeorite damage to regolith grains, 
487; micrometeoroid, 84,220; orbital debris, 97,99, pneumatic, 99; 
protection, 85,88-90,92,93; remobilization of sulfur in troilite, 371; 
reworking of regolith, 170, 171,372; secondary, 223; shock damage to 
rock, 362; vaporization of meteoroids, 183 

Impact basin, 164, 172, 362 
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impact crater, 140,164-167,213,214,216,220-222 
impact deposit, 2 13 
Irnpact ejecta, 161 
Indmrialbtion, lunar, 673 
Industry, Alaskan salmon, 698; aluminum extraction, 424; Australian pas- 

toral, 699; fusion power, 466,477; lunar, 181,432; synthesis of zeolites, 
387 

hfmmucture, Earth-Moon transportation, 61-65,67; lunar, 103,450,476; 
lunar base, 103,253,266,267-270,273,274,450,476,480,510; lunar 
oxygen production, 399; solar-power satellite construction, 397; space, 
18,80,397,399,475,481; space mnsportation, 83,84,93,103,104, 
133,385,405 

Insolation, variation at Mars, 639 
Interferometer, Moon-Earth radio, 185 
Interferometry, ditkmntial, 64 1 
Internal fiiction, lunar soil, 140 
International space law, 691,692; Outer Space Treaty, 691,693 
International lunar base, 676 
Iodine, disinfectant, 553; halogenated organics, 553; lasing medium, 69; 

recovery methods, 553; resistant bacteria, 553; taste, 553; water disin- 
fection, 553 

Ions, acceleration, 48,437; altitude distribution, 340; ammonium selectiv- 
ity by zeolites, 388; atmospheric, 337,344; atmospheric energy distribu- 
tion, 339,340; atmospheric fluxes, 339,347; atmoscheric loss to solar 
wind, 339; atmospheric production rate, 340; atmokheric source, 342; 
components of &ate melts, 4 15; barium extraction by polarization 
elearic field 348; bombardment of lunar mhce, 168: chromatoaaohv " . ,  
for testing water, 554; cyclotron, 77; detectors in SIDE, 3%; deuterium, 
460; discharging in electrolysis, 415; deflection by lunar magnetic fields, 
173; engine, 48,5461,6547; essential species forplants, 520; ex- 
change in water purification, 246,552,553,554; flouride compared to 
oxide in size, 423; flux after impact of Apollo 13 SIVB, 343,348; forma- 
tion on lunar dayside, 339; generation h m  photoionization of neutral 
atmosphere, 339; helium-3,460,469; hydration as source of soil acidity, 
519; magnetosheath, 343; mass spectrometer in SIDE, 338, 344; migra- 
tion in electrolysis of silicate melt, 415; modem sensors, 344; ortho- 
phosphate, 521; oxide concentration in silicate melt, 412; oxygen, 416; 
plasma cloud, 348; production in plasma reactor, 560; propulsion, 35- 
39,4144,56,76,642; reflection by magnetic mirror, 78; relationship to 
conductivity of silicate melt, 415; residence time in atmosphere, 340; 
role in electrolysis, 414; slowing in hot plasma, 462; solar wind, 339, 
343,393; suprathermal, 184; temperature in tokamak, 461; terrestrial 
magnetospheric, 338; toxicity of fluoride, 423; variation of atmospheric 
number density with altitude, 340 

Ion exchange, behavior, 385 
Ionization, detector, 437; plasma reactor, 560 
Ionizing radiation hazard, 275,282,433,659 
Ionosphere, 337,339,340; alteration by human activities, 344; coupling to 

solar wind, 339; Debye shielding length, 348; density, 349; dynamics, 
344; interference with terrestrial VLFA, 317; particle collision ftequency, 
339; plasma kquency, 349; radio wave refleaion, 349; source, 337; ter- 
restrial 339 

Iridium, content of " p ~ e e '  rocks, 362; meteoritic element in regolith, 
371 

Iron, abundance in lunar regolith, 156,361,374,476,520,549; alloy with 
silicon, 412,417,421; annalcolite component, 370; assodation with 
troilite, 370; basalt component, 362; component of highland material, 
156; component of plagioclase, 365; ease of reduction, 425; electrolytic 
production, 412; enrichment in basalt melts, 365; essential plant ion in 
lunar soil, 520; gamma-ray spectral lines, 190, high silicon, 421; liquid 
segregation h m  FeS, 429; lunar coins, 402; lunar processing, 402; lunar 
reswrce, 227,405; lunar-derived, 408; metallic, 361,362,370-372, 
374,416; meteorite, 213; olivine component, 206; oxide in terrestrial 
ilmenite, 159; phosphate sink, 521; pleonaste component, 368; pyroclas- 
tic source, 228; pyroxene component, 206,363,365,408; pyroxFerroite 
component, 365; recovery by electrolytic smelting, 4 1 1,4 15-4 17; 
reduction product, 64,366,367,369,371,562; schreibersite compo- 
nent, 370; separation in magma ocean, 366; silicate electronic conduc- 
tivity, 4 14,4 15; solar flare heavy nucleus, 331; solubility of metal in sil- 
icate melt, 413; source of soil acidity, 519; storage container for 
fluorine, 423; terrestrial processing techniques, 405; tobermorite com- 
ponent, 387,389 

Irradiation, laser, 72; sources for photosynthesis, 543,544,546; tempera- 
ture related to material damage, 464; ultraviolet disiiection of water, 
553,554 

YFeO, correlation with other indices of d c e  expswe, 373; correla- 
tion with solar wind abundance, 373,374,443; correlation with 
trapped %r, 373; relationship to agglutinate content, 372, 374; rela- 
tionship to Fe-metal content, 372; soil maturity index, 372, 373,437, 
443,444 

isolation, consequence of life at lunar base, 703; effects on personality, 
703; ftssonable uranium isotopes by centrihgation, 356; micmbiologi 
cal, 531,533; requirement of lunar telescopes, 326,327 

H 
K, see Potassium 
K stellar spectral type, 637 
Kepler Crater, objective of robotic ttaverse, 402 
Kr, see Krypton 
KREEP, abundance in Balrner area, 168,172; association with basalts in 

Marginis Basin, 168; avajlability in Smythii Basin, 170; basalt, 172,669; 
basalt component, 171,172,365; d e f i o n ,  168; distribution, 168; 
domination of trace-element patterns, 362; geological setting, 168; lunar 
resource, 170; volcanism, 172 

Krypton, abundance in regolith, 393; laser, 203 

L 
Laboratories, lunar base, 676 
Laboratory module, 476 
LACE, 343; evidence for time-variation of lunar *'AC, 339; measurements of 

lunar neutral gases, 337-339 
Lagrange point, 201,643; laser station, 643; launch region for deep-space 

missions, 433; Venus, 642 
Iander, Mars, 678,679 
ianding facility, lunar base, 140,142,151 
Ianding gear, 34,47,62 
Ianding site, Apollo, 668; Apollo 11, 186; Apollo 15, 158, 172; Apollo 17, 

159,194,213,227,580; autolander, 179; crew lander, 179; develop- 
ment, 143; evaluation, 18; interaction with lander, 140; landing pad, 
101, 123,140, 151; radar transponders, 146; selection, 18,209,589 

Large Magellanic Cloud, 321,323 
Iaser, 69-71,202,203; cavity, 69,639; coherence length, 639; communica- 

tions, 27,638; communications link, 637; diode, 212; energy, 69,203; 
footprint h m  orbit, 203; kquency, 202,203; fusion of lunar surface, 
71; gain, 638,639; gyro, 28; high pulse-repetition rate, 212; induced 
oscillation, 638; interstellar communications, 638; irradiation, 72; kryp- 
ton, 203; lasing material, 212; lifetime, 209; LOIA, 212; Mars planetary, 
639; mineral fluorescence, 203; natural carbon dioxide, 638; Nd-YAG, 
2 1 2; optical radiation, 2 10; orbital altimetry, 209, 2 10,2 12,2 14; orbital 
resonator, 639; orbiting power station, 72; oscillator, 212; output, 203; 
phot0~01taic converter, 69,70,72; planetary, 639,641,643; planetary 
design, 639; power output, 69-72; power requirement, 71,72; power 
station, 69,70; power transmission, 69,70,72,73,401; propulsion, 48, 
54,61,66,67,70,71,73;pulse, 203,210-212; radiation, 210; ranging 
system, 146,210; receiver, 212; ring, 639; ring gyro technology, 126; 
ruby, 209; sensing capability in lunar mf%e systems, 606; shape of 
backscattered pulse, 210; solar-pumped, 69,70; spdfk  brightness, 638; 
specitic power, 638; s p e d  linewidth, 638; stimulation of Raman ernis- 
sion, 201,202; sustained oscillation, 639,641; telepetry, 639,641; ther- 
mal engine, 48; tracking, 212; transmission optics, 70; transmitter, 210; 
Venus planetary, 639; venusian interstellar transmitter, 639; wavelength, 
203 

Iaser altimeter, 209, 210, 216; airborne, 209-213,215; Apollo, 209, 21 1, 
212; footprint, 210; lidar, 212; Lunar Observer, 209,210,216,217; shut- 
tle, 212 

Laser backscatter waveform digitizer, 21 2 
Launch facility, 133,134 
Launcher, mass driver, 397 
Iava, basaltic, 4 12,434; basaltic channel, terrestrial, 2 19; basaltic flows, 

164,219; buried flows in Balmer, 172; channels, 215,216,219,220, 
222; dated flows, 164; drainage from lava tube, 219; floor of Gnmaldi, 
157, 158; flow dynamics, 157; flow front, 2 12; flow sequence, Icehdic, 
2 15; KREEP association, 168; lateral variations in Mare Smythii, 171; low 
viscosity, 215,216; Mare Smythii, 164,167,171; pahoehoe, 219; physi- 
cal characteristics, 219; sulku-rich, 429; supply rate, 219 

Lava flow, 212, 219, 225,408; composition, 307; Mare Marginis, 171; 
Oceanus Procellarum, 160; terrestrial, 220 

Lava tube, 219-228,285,287; application of inflatable structures, 289; base 
site, 220,228,281,287-289,408,430,433; earthquakes, 220; environ- 
mental conditions, 285; global distribution, 287; habitat site, 285,288- 



290,302; ill-tion, 302; interior, 285,287-289; moonquakes, 220; 
morphology, 287; morphometry, 220; origin, 285; penetration by 
impact, 220; potential shelters, 219; preswized, 289; reconfguration, 
288,289; relationship to sinuous rilles, 287; roof thicknesses, 287; shel- 
ter for s u p e r s t t u d  elements, 285; solidity, 287; suitability for con- 
aete processing, 289; terrestrial, 219,220,228,287; waste disposal 
site, 228 

Law, international, 247,691693; Roman, 692; space, 691694 
Law of the Sea Cotlvention, 691 
Lead, battery component, 431; removal firom water by zeolites, 388, con- 

centration in pyroclastic deposits, 170 
Less Developed Countries, interpretation of Moon treaty, 692 
Lettuce, 529, 538; composition, 525; part of adequate diet, 530; potential 

lunar base plant, 525; rapid growth, 297,546; suitability for lunar bio- 
sphere, 297 

Li, see Lithium 
Libration, 163,169,170,174,176 
Libration point, 31,34,35,101,102,403,404,458 
I& science, 476 
Life support, 402,647; advanced system, 557; Apollo portable system, 622; 

bioregenerative system, 547,548, 556; electrical energy, 409, infrasuuc- 
ture element, 476; loss of oxygen h m  system, 549; lunar base capabii- 
ties, 518; lunar h, 525,529; material replacement, 549,550; regener- 
ative system, 554; requirements, 393, 395,407,472, 522, 525, 537, 549; 
solar energy, 409; space-based system, 550; space station system, 553; 
special-purpose mind,  385,387; system, 295,296,385,518,519, 
522,547,548,551; use of lunar materials, 385,480,547,549,550; 
water recycling system, 556 

Life support system, portable, 178 
Liquid oxygen (also see Oxygen), Earthderived 13-15,454; fuel cell reac- 

tant, 403; lunar export, 135; lunar production, 51,52,146, 504,604; 
lunar production module, 135,136; lunar production plant, 14,49, 102, 
135,402,404,453,454,506,508,509,685-687; l ~ n a r d ~ i ~ d ,  1514, 
47,49,62,63,101,103,104,107,136,206,448,450,453455,457, 
580;0xidizer, 13,32,34,85, 119, 121,128,130,133,147,181,207, 
432,447,449,454,455,457,677; pilot production plant, 14,402, 508, 
679; storage, 147; tank, 85,87-89 

Lithium, alloy with calcium, 427; heat-pipe fluid, 613; reducing agent, 427 
Living quarters, 267; inflatable, 177; lava hlbe, 228; lunar base, 700, radia- 

tion protection, 177 
LLOX, see Liquid oxygen 
LM, see Lunar module 
Lqist~cs, 607; crew, 104; ECLS, 503,504,507-510; lunar base, 250,480, 

670,685; lunar lander, 107; lunar support network, 686; module, 26, 
400,581; orbital depot, 92; space station, 123,400; structure pressuri- 
zation, 508 

Loss tangent, 6 1 1 
Low Earth orbit, 3-9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23, 35, 36, 37, 39,40-42,44, 

45,4749, 51, 52,55,56,62,6467, 101, 102, 116, 119, 121, 123, 124, 
133; asembty location for Man vehicle, 680; atmospheric charaaer;lstl 

. . 
a, 

329; atomic omen, 301,329,332,334; commed to lunar emimnment, 
229,334, deb&risemimnment, 329,334, ~ b ~ ; - e x q x  velocity, 65; EVA, 
603; fabrication of structures, 290; heavy lift vehicle payload capability, 
593; industrial W t y ,  401; lander basing loation, 102; maintenance Wl- 
ity, 66,83; micrometeoroid emimnment, 330,332,334, nodal w o n ,  
37; ClTV base, 119; ren-, 42; retrieved satellite components, 332; 
senicing W t y ,  31, 34; space ferry, 450; space station, 25, 102, 119, 127, 
133,134,164,174,450; space transportation node, 13,17,18,31,35,36, 
40,42%,47,52-58,6167,78,83-85, 101,102, 116, 119, 120, 127, 128, 
293,133,134,136,199,200,39~,399,401,402,404, 405,411,448, 
453,456,457,593,677679,700; staging W t y ,  6 1 , 6 2 , 6  170; staging 
node, 681; storage location, 20,55,56,61,64; tether platform, 55,65,66, 
67;useoflunaroxygen,411 

~ a w  lunar orbit, 455; lunar lander base, 119; propellant depot, 133,678, 
679; space station, 53,123,133,481; space transportation node, 35,47, 
48,51,61,71,102,119,199,2%, 453,455457,678; transfer and d c -  
ing W t y ,  49 

LRV,seeLunarrovingvehicle 
Luna 9,161 
Luna 13,161 
Luna 16,190 
Luna 20,362 
Luna 24,190 
Luna, lunar samples, 189,330; missions, 189,199,307,308,361,362,380, 

460,469; progtam, 75 

Lunar &maspheric Compsition Expmhent, see LACE 
Lunar colony, 685 
Lunar community, 704; analogs 704; challenges, 703; psychological support, 

703; self-supporting, 697,700; sodal qpat, 703 
Lunar day, 169,178,593,600; adapted aop cultivar, 522; duration, 580; 

heat flux miations at lunar south pole, 589; heat loss at lunar south pole, 
591; heat rejection q u h m a t s ,  582,586; light pipes for plant illumina- 
tion, 670; module air tempaature control, 591; module heating 581; neg- 
ative heat flux, 584,585,589, palat lighting surwy, 178; r d a t i o d q  to 
rxrwer adabilitv, 421,470,478; solat en- supply, 613; sudke 
tempetahlff range, 387; t- fl~aGti& i36, 52 I, 580; the& 
requirements, 149,582 

Lunar lander, 6,25,27,28,31,32,%,47,48,51,52,55,56,6165, 101-104, 
116,119-130,140,142,143,146,148,669; d r a k e ,  123; Apollo, 116, 
143; autonomy, 140; berthing in CTZV, 34; cooling system, 14% crew, 124, 
126128, 179,180; definition, 119; design, 116,119,123-125,128,151; 
docking, 126,146; dust mobilization, 142,145; Earth-storable, 125; energy 
storage, 593; engine, 34,63,64,67,113,124,141; expadable, 107,109, 
Bights, 103; guidance system, 146; life cycle, 125; logistics, 107; mainte- 
nance, 34,52,54, 123,125,128;  mas^, 52,116,119,121-123,128; 
fication of ul'y 62; 137; multipurpose, 119,125,128130, 
orbital basing, 102, 119, 123; payloa4 34,63,67,402; performance, 121; 
power, 148,149; production ws&, 130; p e t  e t y ,  1% propel- 
lant loading, 123; propellant storage, 1 19; propulsion, 28,66124; &, 
144; RCS, 125; myimnents, 101,103,1~,111-117,124,125; return to 
LEO, 123; reusable, 101,102,104-111,119,151; stage w e n t ,  101, 
log, I 16; stage, 101, 103, 11 1; surface stay time, 127; tether launch, 65; 
thrust chamber, 124 

Lunar module, 119,120,133,135,136,140,143,172,180, 343,620,622; 
Apollo 17 impga, 185; ascent correlated with magnetosheath ion flues, 
343; ascent stage, 120; base for Apollo EVA, 620,622,628; capacity, 184; 
components, 137; costs, 131; crew, 137; descent stage, 180,333; design, 
133,134; dimensions, 134, 135; engine blast, 135; engine, 123,124,141; 
engin- 131; factors in Wdeployment, 630,631; Bight fmpency, 
135; fueling, 137; landing 135,136; launch preparation, 137; 1- 
e o n s ,  1 %, LRV stowage, 62 1,622,627,630; m a i n m c e ,  137; pay- 
load, 133,120; power ~txpimnent, 127; propellant m t y ,  1 %; mcket 
exhaust acceleration of lunar dust, 331,332; safing, 137; 133; 
storage, 1 37; stowage of auxihy LRV equipment, 63 1; suhce transporta- 
tion. 136, 137; trammnXion rcwuimnents, 135; unloading, 136 

~unar month, 123; pol& lightins *, 178 
- 

Lunar night, base p&er s&cL 148; ayogenic gas sepmtion, 521,615; 
Earthlieht. 302: fuel cell reactant mass rembment, 595; influence on 
ba~e Gwer system, 29; laser altimeter opimtions, 212; lighting require- 
ment for photosynthesb, 433,670; neutral gas measurement by LACE, 
338; module heat loss, 589,591; power sources for VLFA, 326; mike 
operations, 136; temperature, 580, use of waste heat, 421 

Lunar o&it, abort option, 125; communication satellite, 31 1,327; fuel depot, 
102; gamma-ray spectFomeay, 156; inchation, 123; insertion maneuver, 
119,454; lunar laser altimeter, 210,212; photography, 140; power satel- 
lite, 69,72; propellant tmmks, 123; remote sensing, 307,312; rends- 
vous, 37,42,180; space station, 53,123,133,481; spface transportation 
inkastmcture, 18; space transportation node, 6,31,34,35,36,41,4749, 
51,61,71,101,102,104, 116,119,121,123,199,294,355,448,453, 
455,456,457,678; tether platibrm, 48; vehicle senicing hcility, 32,34, 
49.102.104.123.209 

& Orbiter, data, i76; missions, 199; photography, 176,178,209,210, 
220,221 

Lunar Orbiter 3, 213 
Lunar Orbiter 4, 176 
Lunar roving vehicle, 178,309,311,333,619; admntages for lunar-swhce 

qxmiotk, 620; antennas, 622; a p p d  for develGment, 619; attitude 
indicator. 627: batteries 622.628.629: aew station subsem 626.627; . . 

deployrn&t, 622624,630,631; design, 619,620,622,631; driving in 
reverse, 627; dust hazard, 622,629; emergency driving mode, 624; mlu-  
tion, 619; fm use, 620; history, 619; insinuation into Apollo planning 
619; lighting myimnents, 620; navigation system, 622,627,628; payload 
capacity, 620; potential for future use, 619,631; speed indicator, 628; sta- 
bility, 620; steering subqstem, 625; stowage in LM, 621,627,629,630; 
testimonial, 632; t h d  control system, 620,629; turning radius, 625 

Lunar m i k e  transportation, 137,143,145,245,319,325,606608; cargo, 
634; consmhts, 633; habitat modules, 134; htbstmcture, 476; node, 
102; power, 149; p&ricated modules, 261; regolith mining, 604; 
requhments, 604; surface preparation requirements, 478; vehicle, 143, 
151,bo4 
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Lunar surface -rtatim system, 133,136,334 

M 
Machine, boring, 409; compression testing, 484; continuous mining, 409; 

flexure testing, 485; tether repair, 58; tools, 397 
Magma, basaltic, 219; chamber, 380; composition, 171,366; uystakation, 

379,380, density, 381; electrolysis, 476,519; global system, 168; injec- 
tion below crater floors, 167; ocean, 167,366,379,380; olivine flota- 
tion, 381; oxygen fugaaty, 371; Stillwater Complex, 380,381 

Magnesium, armalcolite component, 370; availability in lunar soil, 520; 
basalt component, 362; basanite component, 380; distribution between 
ilmenite and silicates, 366; essential plant ion in lunar soil, 520; ilmenite 
component, 366,370; metal, 424; olivine component, 206,365; propel- 
lant, 433; pyroxene component, 206,363,365; reduction, 427; separa- 
tion in magma ocean, 366; spinel component, 368 

Magnet, costs in fusion reactor, 466; shielding in fusion reactor, 75,77, 
462,466 

Magnetic anomaly, intense, 173; Mare Marginis swirl field, 168,171,173; 
Reiner Gamma, 1 58; sources, 168 

Magnetic field, Wion reactor, 461; gradient, 78; lunar, 173,251,660; mar- 
tian, 660; pressure, 77; role in propulsion systems, 75; solar wind deflec- 
tion, 173; n u k e  measurements, 173 

Magnetometer, 172,173 
Manganese, 408, ilmenite component, 366; olivine component, 365; 

source of soil acidity, 5 19 
Manned lunar base, 17,18,47,64,83,133,155,475,503; development, 3; 

lava tube site, 219, 228; deployment option, 595; photovoltaic power 
system, 5%; precursor missions, 199; site selection, 155; waste prod- 
ucts, 228 

Mantle, 167, 168, 174,380, basalt source region, 171; boundary with 
crust, 173; composition of pyroclastics, 167; lunar xenoliths, 379,380, 
382; mascon source, 168; seismic velocity profile, 173; structure and 
thermal state, 173; temmhl, 244 

Manufacnuing, 481; base for silicon solar cells, 595; cement, 483; cost, 
41 1,457; life-support requirements, 409; lunar, 65,70,283,289,397, 
403,472,476,480,496,647; lunar steel, 268; martian, 647; mass- 
delivery requirements, 479; module plant, 493,494; orbital solar power 
plants, 450; repeatability, 97; requirements, %, 100,476,477,480,481; 
space, 397,399,403,405,408,657; system safety, 1100; use of lunar 
regolith, 476 

Map, albedo of Reiner Gamma, 158; colordifTerence of lunar nearside, 
19 1, 193; crater density, 155; p o h  temperature, 178; titanium variation, 
190; western Oceanus Rocellarum, 160 

Mare, Apollo sites, 171; basin margins and moonquakes, 232; craters, 213; 
dark, 362; effects on heat flow, 172; evolution, 160; Fe-FeS liquid segre- 
gation in magma, 429; helium abundance in regolith, 190,477; helium-3 
abundance with depth in regolith, 477; homogeneity of regolith, 477; 
ilmenite abundance, 429,432; landforms, 212; landing sites, 362; lava, 
155, 158,164,185; magma chambers, 380; materials, 157,225,227; 
mining sites, 189; p&oclase, 365; regolith, 171,174,187,189,190, 
194,195,273,469,609,613; relationship to dark-mantle deposits, 195; 
relationship to floor-fractured craters, 167; rilles, 2 19,228; roughness, 
185, 216; seismic velocity, 173; subsurface layering, 171; suitability for 
base site, 155; sulfur abundance, 429,434,443; &ce boulder hazard, 
185; terra boundaries, 168; thickness, 168; titanium content, 193; topo- 
graphy, 213 

Mare basalt, 156, 159, 163, 164, 170, 185, 222, 225, 308, 362-366, 368, 
370,371,380,393,411,609; &ity  to pyroclastics, 170,171; Apollo 
17, 194,227; compositions, 164, 189,412; fill of Neper Crater, 171; fd 
of Purkyne U Crater, 171; flows, 173; KREEPy, 171; related to mascons, 
168; Tsiolkasky Crater, 186, 187; thickness, 168; 

Mare basins, 380 
Mare Humorum, lava tubes, 227 
Mare Imbrium, lava tubes, 227,619 
Mare Marginis, lava flows, 168,171; swirl belt, 171,173 
Mare Serenitatis, dark mantle, 195; lava tubes, 222,227 
Mare Smythii, base site, 173, 174; astronomical observatory site, 170; 

basalts, 164, 170, 171; crater density, 164; heat flow, 168; ilmenite 
abundance, 170; pyroclastics, 170; radioactivity, 168; region, 168; rego- 
lith abundance, 170; soil chemistry, 170; topography, 170 

Mare Tranquillitatis, helium-3 1%; lava tubes, 222; regolith, 193; titanium 
content, 189-191 

Maria, 156158, 160, 164, 168, 189, 194; age and origin, 185; assumed uni- 
formity, 193; asymmetry, 155; global distribution, 155; incomplete Sam- 
pling, 190, 193, 195 

Mars, aemcapture, 677; artificial satellite, 662; ascent stage, 678; atmos- 
phere, 638,660; base, 453,475,547,550,569,571,574,667,679,681, 
701; commercial utilization, 47; comparison to Antarctica, 243; difkl- 
culty of resupply, 660; effects of lunar liquid oxygen on missions, 457; 
environmental conditions, 244,569,573; exploration, 677,678; gmita- 
tional environment, 571,573,574,648,650,656,657; habitat, 184, 
393; human colony, 677, importer of lunar volatiles, 550; lack of mag- 
netic field, 660,661; lander, 455,678680; low orbit, 678; manned base, 
453; manned missions, 83,95, %, 243,244,453,457,458,677-681; 
mass-trader system, 647,649,650; mesosphere, 638, micrometeoroid 
hazard, 660; mission, 29,33,62,75,78,79,84,85,453,454,456,572, 
574,619,660,662; mission payload mass, 680; mission support, 83,88, 
90,93,687; mission vehicle, 678,680; Moon as proving ground, 677- 
679,681; multiple landings, 678; oblateness, 639; opposition, 453,456; 
orbital eccentriaty, 639; orbital laser, 639; oxygen production, 681; 
perihelion, 453; rotation period, 661; satellites, 41 1; size of manned ve- 
hicle, 660; space transportation, 453; stay time, 453,455; temperatures, 
660; use of lunar liquid oxygen, 453; Mhicle, 84,85,88,90,454,677, 
678,686; working environment, 661-663 

Mars Observer, 2 10 
Mascon, basin, 168,173 
Mass catcher, 397; libration point (L2), 403 
Mass driver, 48,61,66,67,476; construction site, 170,222; cost effective- 

ness, 67 
Materials processing, 4,63,69,70,83, 177, 185,337, 340, 353, 356, 399, 

409,559,603,604; space station, 83 
Material utilization, lunar, 551 
McMurdo Station, Antarctica, 245 
Medicine, 476; lunar base mission, 475; relationship to occupational ergo- 

nomics, 659; space, 569 
Megaregolith, 168,173 
Mercury (element), ha7ar4 301 
Mercury (planet), 667; atmosphere, 217; orbit, 638 
Meteorite, component in lunar regolith, 361; generation of impact melts, 

370; hydrated, 183; impact, 75,287; impact-generated seismic shaking, 
220; impact mixing of lunar soil, 373,469; impact protection, 287; 
impact pulverization of regolith, 609; impact volatilization, 183; iron, 
213; shield for optics 300; shock metamorphism, 361,362,371,519; 
source of lunar erosion, 361 

Methane, 407,432; by-product ofhciiurn mining, 475; component of com- 
plex organic compounds, 550; energy source, 675; flame, 654,656; pos- 
sible regolith volatile, 610; product of anaerobic decomposition, 675; 
relationship to lunar transient phenomena, 408, r e m d  h m  atmos- 
phere by biological systems, 5 17; source of hydrogen, 5 19, 52 1; use in 
ilmenite reduction, 521; waste, 432 

Mg, see Magnesium 
Microprobe, 483 
Microscope, optical, 487; scanning electron, 483,487 
Miaowave, 212; communications, 27; energy input into regolith, 612,614; 

extraction of hydrogen from regolith, 407; field attenuation, 61 1; fre- 
quency, 612; generation h m  electricity, 614; observation of lunar 
roughness, 21 1; orbital altimeter, 210; penetration of regolith, 61 1; 
potential role in processing lunar materials,'bll; radiation coupling 
with mat-, 61 1; radiometer, 2 11; use in producing plasma, 559 

Mineral, benefkiation, 613; breccia components, 362; cation exchange 
capacity, 389; comminution, 409; composition related to hydrogen con- 
tent, 437; conditions of formation, 361; aysallhtion temperature, 361; 
deposition by clystal settling, 379; deposits, 199, dissolution, 519; 
excess in tissue due to skeletal bone loss, 569; extraction, 409; extrac- 
tion and processing, 408; extraction of oxygen with fluorine, 423; flow 
during mining, 613; fluorination, 423,426; hgments in agglutinates, 
361,372,385; hydrothermal concentrations, 379; imbalances in human 
body due to zero g, 569; lack of chemical weathering on Moon, 5 19; 
laser-induced fluorescence, 203; loss from bone, 569,570,661; lunar 
resources, 518; mining, 613; ore, 159,379; processing, 408,409,423, 
609,6 13; reduction processes, 409; regolith beneficiation, 6 1 1; remote 
sensing, 199, source of plant-growth anions, 387; terrestrial resources, 
244,245 

Mining, activities as seismic sources, 172, 185; automated, 409,604,609; 
by-products, 472,479; candidate methodologies, 409, centralized, 408, 
478,479; considerations, 195; continuous, 4409, cost, 289.41 1,471, 
550; depth, 194,470; equipment transportation, 41 1; equivalence to 
terrestrial strip mining, 241,613; hardware delivery, 479; helium, 80, 
170, 174, 183-185, 189,347, 394,471,475,477482, 547; hydrogen, 
393,437,444; ilmenite, 170, 521, 522; in situ, 61 1,612; incompatibility 



with observatories, 183,185,186,327,329; lunar, 18,72,184,283, 
289,319,349,407409,423,478,543; lunar incentives, 470; lunar ore 
bodies, 408, lunar oxygen, 85; lunar sulfur, 430; mobile, 471,612,613, 
616; mobile and centralized concepts compared, 478-480; modification 
of lunar atmosphere, 184,186,341,347,349,350; nitrogen; mclear 
energy requirement, 409; objectives, 6616; open pit, 61 1,612; opera- 
tions, 194,408,409,476,607,609; pattern 194; phosphorus, 521; 
potential sites, 189, 194, 195,469,609,613; rate ofhelium-3 recovery, 
610; regolith, 170,408,547,549,604,607; relevant ktors, 189; 
required amount for helium production, 189; required area, 612; 
requirements, 1%; resources, 163,643; scars, 434; sieving opaations, 
395; simplicity of shallow excavation, 434; small bodies, 41 1; suitable 
areas, 189,195; strategies, 61 1; terresuial standards, 395; t- SyS- 

tems, 407,409; underground, 408,409; waste disposal 228 
Mir, effects of prolonged srposure to miaogcavity, 353,668; space station, 

237,353,569,570 
Mimor, adjustment as array component, 641; e c t i o n  gracing, 642; laser 

transmission, 69; magnetic, 77,78; reactor, 75,462 
Mission planning, ApoUo, 620; lunar surface, 143,146; Mars, 457 
Mn, see M-= 
Mobility, aids for working in space, 662; idatable structures, 289; mobile 

mining system, 613; module, 607; platform, 607; regolith excavator, 
613; SKITIER systems, 634; spacesuit, 662,663,668 

Module, aerocapture, 678; a g r i d W  297,522; burial, 590,604,669; 
CELSS, 300-303; command, 179,180,209,485; concrete constr~~ction, 
496; concrete prauessin& 4P4, concrete structural, 493; construction, 
493,496; crew, 18,34,121,127,128; electric propulsion, 39; floor 
area, 493; frame, 4944%; greenhouse, 522,556; habitat, 18,27,177, 
179,250,255,493,507,508,580,597,604,669,678; heat load, 581, 
582,590,591; heat generating, 297; interfaces, 669; interior, 26,496; 
interior contamination with dust, 669; laboratory, 23,476,580,590; liq- 
uid oxygen production, 135; logistics, 26,400,581; lunar base, 255-259, 
26 1-264,266,293-295,297,5 17; manned, 9, 13,2 1,42; mamficmhg 
plant, 493,494; Mars lander habitation, 679; mass, 494, mobile miner, 
613; navigation, 607; passive thermal control, 589; planetary habitation, 
679; power, 668; presmhtion, 493; propulsion, 200; regolith shield- 
ing, 581,589; space station, 249,251,504,506,507,509; storage, 667, 
670; subswhce, 298; support, 400, transport, 667,670, Welded ,  
581,590 

Moon Park, CELSS simulator, 673,674; dextiption, 673; lunar base dem- 
onstrator, 676 

Moon Treaty, 691694; "common heritage of mankind" provision, 691, 
692,693; full title, 691; goals, 694; interpretation of US government, 
692; interpretive confusion with Outer Space Treaty, 693; limitation of 
"common heritage" provision, 693; negotiations, 692; number of ratift- 
cations compared to Sea Treaty, 693 

Moonquake, effect on lunar base, 231; ground motion, 233; largest 
recorded, 268; seismic energy, 232; shallow, 173,231-233 

M d e ,  atrophy prevention by centrifuge therapy, 355; effects of reduced 
gravity, 353,571,661,662; relationship of mass loss to loss of strength, 
662 

N 
N, see Nitrogen 
Na, see Sodium, 
Navigation, 20,25, 28, 125, 140, 144, 146; ApoUo LRV system, 620,622, 

624,627,628,630; autonomous, 606; beacon, 146,178180; error, 135, 
143,145; inertial, 141; landing, 126,141; lunarbase support, 139; 
module, 607; remote aids, 143; system, 34, 136, 139, 140, 144; terrain- 
following, 126; visual, 33, 141 

Nb, see Niobium 
Ne, see Neon 
Neon, abundance in regolith, 1&1,393; detection during lunar night, 338; 

lunar thermal escape constant, 339 
Neutral particle, injection into lunar atmosphere, 348 
Neutrino, emissions from supernome, 318; lunar detector, 317; observato- 

ries, 318 
Neutron, 76,462,468; damage, 462,468,473; exposure testing W t y ,  

468; fusion reaction production, 459462,466,475; fluence, 79,80; 
probe monitoring of soil moisture, 520; shielding, 461; wall loading, 
462,466 

Neutron star, 3 18 
NH,, see Ammonia 
Ni, see Nickel 

Nickel, 412; basalt component, 216; battery component, 28,29, 180; con- 
tent of native Fe metal 371; heavy metal in lunar soil, 520; kamacite 
component, 371; lunarderived, 408; olivine component, 365; schreikr- 
site component, 370; storage container for fluorine, 423,424; taenite 
component, 371 

Niobium. futile comnent. 370 
~ i t roge i  560; abun&ce &-regolith, 393,430,550; ammonia source, 

552; atmosphere supply, 126; baa* 547; by-product of helium pro- 
duction, 470,475,548; component of spacesuit atmosphere, 660;con- 
centration in anaerobic digestion ef8uent, 521; correlation of abun- 
dance with soil maturity, 437; effects on Blames in microgmity, 655; 
effects on strength of concrete, 487; helium as partial substitute in lunar 
base atmosphere, 548; fm mic~x)tgmkms, 532; flow through CELSS, 
525,528; logistics for ECIS, 504,508; loss from base, 509, lunar abun- 
dance, 394,395,429,433; l u n a r - d m  547,668; mineral processing 
reagent, 423; minedhlion by heterotrophic mi- 520; 
mining, 394; plant nutrient, 296,520,553,556; pressurization gas, 508, 
509,547,548,550; production by anaerobic digestion of biomass, 521; 
pyrolitic extraction from regolith, 394; reduction by algae, 520; replace- 
ment requirement, 548,549; requirement for habitat atmosphere, 508; 
requirement for self-d~aent lunar base, 547; solar wind as source, 
373,411,421,609; supply to Moon from Earth, 504,509; use in regen- 
erative life-support systems, 177; zeolite-column separation, 388 

Noble gas, concentrations in breccias, 440; correlation of abundance with 
a~gitinates, 440 

Norite, anorthositic, 4 18; highland component, 362; layered intrusive com- 
plex, 379; magnesian, 418; olivine content, 365 

Nuclear energy, reactors, 459; helium3 fuel, 361,374,481; laser pumping, 
638; power source for lunar base, 389 

Nuclear fusion, 79-81; advantages of deuterium-helium-3 over deuterium- 
tritium reactions, 475; breakeven, 459; comparison between deuterium- 
tritium and deuterium-helium-3.466: controlled reaction. 459; conven- 
tional cycle, 667; cost of power plants, 473; description of cycle, 460; 
deuterium-helium-3 fusion cycle, 481; deuterium-helium-3 plants, 466, 
472; deuterium-helium3 plasma, 462; deuterium-helium-3 reaction, 
459,460,464,475,477, deuterium-helium-3 reactor,460, 463,466; 
deuterium-tritium reaction, 459; e.&kiency of electrical production, 
466; energy, 75,76,79; energy conversion to electricity, 76; experimen- 
tation, 459; fuel, 75; fuel cycle, 75,81; helium-3 fuel, 184, 187, 189, 
277,349,373,394,475,482,547,549,550,609,667; iniluence on 
economic hctors, 462; physics, 79; power, 75,76,79-81,459-461,481, 
609; power, development, 75,79,80, power, fuel, 81; power plant, 395, 
463,466,610; power sources in space, 459; products, 75,609; propul- 
sion, 75-81,481; quantitative advantage relative to flssion, 466; radiation 
damage to reactor equipment, 464,465; rarity of terresvial helium-3, 
475,477,482; reaction rates for various fuels, 460; reactor, 75,76,79, 
170,466468,473,609; safety risk, 463,482, space applications, 79,81; 
stellar reaction, 459; sustainability with terresvial helium-3,609; terres- 
trial, 475; timetable, 472 

Nuclear power, 29,48, 246; electrical source for regolith-heating micro- 
waves, 614; facility, 134; integration with ECIS, 505; reliabiity, 464; 
safety issues, 67,482; SP-100 system, 593,594; temestM, 482; tunnel- 
ing device, 294; use in Antarctica, 176; use in water reclamation sys- 
tems, 505; usefulness at lunar polar base, 176 

Nuclear propulsion, 54 
Nutrition, plant, 541 

0 
0 ,  see Oxygen 
9 ,  see Oxygen 
Olivine, 365 
One-sixth gravity, 470,613,648; centrifuge therapy for deconditioning, 

355; effect on compressive strength of mortar, 489; factor in lunar solar- 
array design, 594; KC-135 air& simulation, 655; lunar cenuifuge, 356; 
neumwstibular adaptation, 353; physiological effects, 353,354,572, 
574 

Optical astronomy, incompatible lunar operations, 327; lunar, 325 
Orbital manewering vehicle, 17,85,400 
Orbital station, variable-gravity facility, 661 
Orbital transfer, stage, 31; staging facility, 661 
Orbital transfer vehicle, 3,6-9, 13, 17, 18,23, 25, 32, 34, 3543,47,48, 51, 

52,55,56,6167,69,70,99,119,123,133,397,399401,437,678; 
aerobrake, 9, 12,34,36,47,62,65, 119; arcje-t propulsion, 39; auto- 
mated, 64, 126, 128; avionics, 62; basic lunar-lander vehicle, 6163,402; 
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chemical propulsion, 36-42,65; configuration, 64; depot, 95,99; design, 
37-39,62; docking, 37,99, electric propulsion, 3744; engine, 37,62, 
63,66,67, 124, 125; expendable, 6,9, 11,  12; fleet size, 4244; fueling, 
98; gas source, 99; gravity-gradient stabilization, 37; kinetic energy, 66; 
laser propulsion, 48,66,67; lunar lander ferry, 119,123,128; 
magnetoplasmadynamic propulsion, 39,42,44; maneuvering capability, 
36,57; mass, 6-9,3743,51,56,65; mission hquency, 48; modular, 3, 
9; momentum, 55,65; nuclear-electric propuls'ion, 37,43,48; one-stage, 
12,15,34; one- vs. two-stage, 9; orbital assembly, 18; orbital facility, 63, 
695,399,400; payload, 39,43,44,56,64; propellant, 34,56,63,64, 
128; propulsion system, 22,34,35,37-39,62,63, 124; rendezvous, 36; 
reusable vs. expendable, 9; reusable, 13, 15,678; servicing, 37; size, 43, 
44; solar-electric propulsion, 37-39,43; tether propulsion, 48, 55-57,65, 
66; w r t a t i o n  system, 123; two-stage, 6,12,15,44,119 

Orbiter, communications relay, 179; lunar, 401; Lunar Geoscience, 209, 
210; lunar polar ifnag@, 178,209; space shuttle, 21,32,127,247 

Ore, deposit, 199,308,379,382,615; detection by remote sensing, 380, 
extradon, 408; ilmenite, 159,670; lunar grades, 393,670; lunar 
helium, 615; lunar mineral deposits, 379; mining, 408; profit implica- 
tion, 379; suhr-rich, 429 

Organic material, conversion to gaseous products, 559 
NASA organizational structure, current, 683,687,688; dficulty in devel- 

oping efficiency, 687; during Apollo, 688; lines of authority, 688; neces- 
sity for revision, 683; recommendation, 683,688; review before adop- 
tion, 689; traditional, 683 

Outcrop, hazards to geologists, 309 
Outer Space Treaty, 693,694; "province of all mankind' provision, 692- 

694; absence of "common heritage of mankind" provision, 692; accep- 
tance, 693; character in international law, 693; common ground for US 
and USSR, 694; 111 title, 691; international agreement, 691; international 
confusion, 692; lack of rules for acceptance, 691; objection of US 
government, 692; quasiconstitutional fimction, 692; ratiflation, 693; 
reaction of factions in US space community, 694; similarity of US and 
USSR concepts, 691; strengthening, 693; US interpretation, 694 

Outpost. automated astronomical 169. 174: CELSS. 674: communications. 
i70, 171, 174; crew, 675,676; lunar, 3, 18,450,678,' 679; water, 674, ' 
676 

Oxygen, aerobic microbial process, 647; anorthosite source, 170,408; 
atmospheric supply, 126; atomic, 329,332,334,342; boiloff rate, 39; 
capture in electrolytic reactions, 421; component of habitat atmos- 
phere, 433; component of spacesuit atmosphere, 660; computer moni- 
toring in Biosphere 11, 517; cycle in lunar base, 519; demand by plants, 
542; diffusion in burning process, 653,655; Earthderived, 41 1; ECLS 
recovery, 504-508; effect on flame, 655; electrode catalyst in regenera- 
tive &el cell, 595; electrolytic production, 41 1421,504,562; exchange 
reaction with fluorine, 424,425; explosion, 95; extraction from lunar 
materials, 64,36368,379,394,412,423427,437,472,479,496, 
5 18,5 19; flow through CELSS, 525; fluxes during crop growth, 528; 
fraction of lunar surface by mass, 393; fuel-cell reactant, 126, 127,246, 
404,593,595,668; fugaaty, 361,362,366,371,412; gamma-rayspec- 
tral lines, 190, gaseous, 63,125; generator in CELSS, 675; handling by 
ECLS, 507; hazard, 98,99; human consumption during work, 662; 
ilmenite as source, 64,155,159,160, 170,184,366,367,379,408, 
429,432, 521,549,668; imported by base from Earth, 509; ion acceler- 
ated by solar wind, 347; losses, 506508, 549; lunar abundance, 393, 
394,411,429; lunar atmospheric scale height, 349; lunar export to 
space station, 670; lunar mining, 423; lunar resource, 155,206, 361; 
lunarderived, 3,4,13, 15, 18,47,48,55,61-64,66,67,85,121, 124, 
184,199,207,361,379,394,399,402,404,411,447,450,453,481, 
521,549,580,668,670,677-679,681,700; Mmderived, 681; mass 
flux during crop life cycle, 525; model lunar atmosphere, 342; mona- 
tomic, 301; NaOH source, 432; obtained from cometary nucleus, 342; 
olivine as source, 427; orbital storage, 95,99; other bodies as sources, 
41 1; outgassing of molecular, 349; oxidizer, 6, 17.28, 35-42,44,45,47, 
55,56,57,62-65,85,102, 123, 124, 133,134,136, 137,148,180,206, 
207,400,407,411,432,433,479; Phobosderived, 678,681; pilot pro- 
duction plant, 47,472,679; polar ice source, 4 11; production, 18,20, 
35,67,170,174,181,184,206,366,368,424,432,434,453,457,472, 
475,476,546,551,562,604,667,673,674,675,700; production plant 
47,48,53,55,64,72,404,432,668,679,681; production by plants, 
528,537,543,549,556; production cost, 457; propellant, 66; pyroclas- 
tics as source, 228; pyroxene as source, 408,427; rate of usage, 394; 
recycling, 551; regolith sources, 374, 387,407,421,432,434; removal 
from organic compounds, 432; required for base operations, 408,508; 

requirement of life-support system, 549; requirement of waste- 
management processes, 542; separation by zeolites, 385,388; shuttle 
external tank as source, 398; solubility in silicate melts, 412; s~acesuit 
atmosphere, 660; storage, 62,64,136, 137, 180,542; supply to plant 
mots, 538; tank, 127,128,207; turbopump, 63; types of reactions with 
fluorine, 424; ulvospinel reduction product, 368; use in regenerative 
life-support systems, 177; vaporization of lunar soil, 342; waste conver- 
sion in plasma reactor, 560,561; wastes as source, 521; water as source, 
432; working fluid in metal-fueled rocket, 433; yield on Moon from a 1- 
kt nuclear device, 342 

Ozone, absorption of solar ultraviolet &tion, 244; stratospheric, 244; 
water disinfectant, 553 

P 
P, see Phosphorus 
Palladium, use in hydrogen separation, 615,616 
Parking, ApoUo W, 625 
Parking orbit, 101,119; altitude, 121; elliptical martian, 455; inclination, 

1 23; IQW Earth, 1 79 
Pathfiider, 18 
Payload, HLV requirement, 180 
Pb, see Lead 
Pd, see Palladium 
Petrology, lunar samples, 361 
Phase equilibria, lunar compared to terrestrial, 379 
Phobos, 680; low gravity, 662,663; manned mission, 453,678,679; oxy- 

gen production, 678,681; resource potential, 393,411,678 
Phosphorus, abundance in regolith, 393; KREEP component, 362; minerali- 

zation by heterouophic microorganisms, 520; mining, 521; plant nu- 
trient, 296; possible defiaency in lunar soil for plant growth, 520; pro- 
duction by anaerobic digestion of biomass, 521; requirement for plant 
growth, 553,556; use in lunar agriculture, 170; wastes as source, 52 1 

Photovoltaic array, 28, 594,602; description, 594; efficiency defied, 593; 
power per unit mass, 594,595,597; technology, 594 

Photovoltaic power system, 593,596 
Physics, atmosphere containment, 282; deuterium-helium-3 fusion reac- 

tion, 460,462,464; deuterium-tritium ignition, 468; fluid phenomena in 
reduced gravity, 655; fusion, 75,79; materials, 468; plasma, 79,468, 
473; pressure vessel, 283, 285; protostellar collapse, 316; star formation, 
3 19; supemova, 3 18 

Physiology, human in 1/6-g, 670; potato, 543; relationship to occupational 
ergonomics, 659 

Plagioclase, 167 
Planetary exploration, 673,681,688 
Planetary science, 309,679 
Plant (biological), anaerobiollly digested biomass as soil conditioner, 520; 

areal requirements, 534, 546; Micial lighting for growth, 518; biomass 
in Biosphere 11,514; canopy, 541,546; capillary support, 539; carbon 
dioxide production, 549; correlation of yield and pH, 520; cultivation in 
Biosphere II, 516; edible vegetable, 674,675; effects of ethylene as hor- 
mone, 532; effects of rhizosphere microbes on growth, 532; factors 
atfecting productivity, 543,544; factors in growth, 537; fertility 
enhancement with zeolites, 388; food, 531; food source for tilapia, 521; 
growth, 301,302,385,387-389,470,532,538; growing ficilities at 
lunar base, 547; growth in controlled environment, 543; growth 
module, 556; growth system, 553; growth tests in Biosphere II Test 
Module, 516; hydroponic growing system, 5 19,520,674; loss of carbon, 
531; microbial community, 531-533; nutrient delivery system, 538,539, 
542; nutrients, 533,538,539,542,544; oxygen supply to mots, 538; 
pathogen, 531,532,536; photosynthate, 520; protein, 525; production 
with zeoponics, 388; proper combinations, 296,297; root exudation as 
source of soil acidity, 519; roots, 520,531, 532; simulated regolith as 
growth medium, 675; soil as root support, 533; spacing, 538,546; spe- 
cies in CELSS, 544; species origins in Biosphere 11, 5 14; stress, 522; sub- 
strates for growth, 389; -, 432; thigmomorphogenesis, 535; tissue 
culture, 516; transpiration of water, 521; use of solar radiation in CEISS, 
544; yields in lunar lighting cycles, 518; zeolite substrates, 388 

Plant (factory), agricultural, 669,670; CELSS species list, 534; cement, 
494; Chemobyl, 464; fusion power, 395,461469,472,481,609-61 1, 
613; fusion power demonstrator, 469; lunar central power, 470,476, 
481; lunar concrete, 268; lunar propellant, 454; mobile nuclear power, 
470; pilot lunar oxygen, 14,47,472,679; mobile regolith processing, 
434; module manufacturing, 493495; nuclear power, 48, 176,464,465, 
614; oxygen production, 47,48,53,64,72,402,404,432,453,506, 
508,509,549,674,675,679,681; prestressed material, 494; regolith 



mining, 670; regolith processing, 395,611,613; thermal energy 
required for sulfur production, 434 

Plasma, 35,36,76-80; charge imbalance at lunar surface, 340; cloud, 348; 
collective effects on neuaal-gas transport, 341,343,348; current, 80, 
defied, 559; deuterium-helium-3,460462; deuterium-tritium, 461, 
468; dielectric constant, 348; d u n a r  origin, 340; generation, 559, 
560; hydrogen, 48,562; interactions with large gas releases, 343; lunar, 
337,339,344,349; physics, 468,473; pressure, 77; magnetized, 348; 
oxygen conversion unit, 561; reactor, 559-562; shielding, 347-350; 
temperature, 77-79,461; tarrestrial magnetospheric, 339,340; thermal- 
ized solar wind, 340; waste conversion, 560 

Platinum, use in electrolysis, 416,418; lunarderkd, 408, reacthity with 
fluorine, 427; use in resistance measurements of silicate melts, 413 

Polar base, lunar, 178, 18 1 
Polar orbit, lunar, 102,103,178,179,200,205,209 
Polarization, electric field of solar wind, 348; estimate of ilmenite content, 

159,160; infrared observations of interstelk gas clouds, 3 18; high- 
density regolith, 158; silicate melt in electrolytic cell, 414,4 15 

Population density, 238 
Porosity, concrete, 490; regolith, 158,273,395,487; regolith particles, 

483 
Potassium, 167; abundance in lunar pyrdastic coating, 430; basalt compo- 

nent, 170,362; feldspar, 365; hydroxide electrolyte, 629; KREEP com- 
ponent, 362; lunar atmospheric component, 338,339; lunar resource, 
227; plant nutrient, 296,520; potential lunar sources, 669; production 
by anaerobic digestion of biomass, 521; sites in smectites, 389; source of 
46 Ar, 339; v i d ,  531; zeolite component, 386 

Potato, 525,526,529, 530, 543, 546; Biosphere 9 516; calorie content, 
544; carbohydrate content, 529; composition of edible portion, 525; fac- 
tors in production, 543; growth curve, 526; information base, 543; Irish, 
543; manipulation of growing environment, 543,544; suitabiity for 
CELSS, 525,543,544; white, 538 

Power lifter, bone mineral content, 571 
Power plant, 18,670; fusion, 395,461463,465,466,469,481,610,611, 

613; helium4 working fluid, 470; lunar, 470,476,481,494; mobile 
nuclear, 470; nuclear, 464 

Power requirement, electrolytic cell, 4 1 1,4 18,419; lunar lander, 127; 
lunar oxygen-production plant, 404; space station, 23 

Power station, lunar orbiting, 69; orbiting solar laser, 69-71 
Power system, Antarctic, 246; ECLS, 505; excavator, 72; fuel cell, 670; 

laser, 69,70; lunar base, 126, 148, 181,505, 593-5%; lunar lander, 127, 
128; orbital transfer vehicle, 39,4143; roving vehicle, 70; solar, 62, 181; 
space station, 28,29,504; tether platform, 57; waste heat production, 
505 

Power transmission, laser, 69,70,73 
Private enterprise, interpreted inhibition by Outer Space Treaty, 692,693; 

apparent incompatibility with Outer Space Treaty, 692,693 
Private sector economy, early American colony, 697; early Australian col- 

ony, 697; fmt step at lunar base, 700; growth at lunar base, 698,700 
Probe, heat flow, 172; imaging impact, 178; soil moisture, 520 
Procellarum region, 189 
Processing, biological, 559; biomass, 246, 537, 538; cargo, 136; central gas 

facility, 6615,616; central lunar W t y ,  478,482; central station, 185; 
chemical, 398,405; closed loop, 559; composite fabrication, 398; con- 
crete, 289,497; data, 26, 27,323,643; edible crops, 522; f&on fuel, 
81; food, 245,547-549; hazardous systems, 20; high-vacuum materials, 
341,347; human waste, 563; humidity condensate, 504,506; inertial 
measurement unit, 126; in situ materials, 245; lander data system, 125, 
126; microbial, 407; mineral, 408,409,609,613; orbital, 17, 20-23; oxy- 
gen, 546; refinement of lunar-derived gases, 478; regolith, 184, 194, 
195,395,409,429,475-477,521,604,609,611614; remote-sensing 
data, 199; resource, 409,476,479; signal, 409,626,628,643; solid 
waste, 505; space shuttle, 32, 603; sulfur, 433, 434; terrestrial iron tech- 
niques, 405; vehicle, 83,91,93; waste, 506,507,552,559,561,563; 
waste water, 506, 508, 597 

Project Apollo, 237 
Propellant, 54, 55,57,58,63,67,79,88,89,92, 116, 119-125, 133, 136, 

205, 206; argon, 66; boiloff, 39,40,453; contamination, 84; cryogenic, 
85, 120, 180, density, 120, 124, 130; Earth-storable, 124; fi-action of 
rocket mass, 449; fusion propulsion, 79; handling, 62,89; hazard, 84-87, 
89,90,95,99; hydrazine, 85; hydrogen, 47,55,64,66,71,181,206, 
394,402,432,455,481; hypergolic, 180; leakage, 99, loading, 91, 119, 
123,130; lunar lander capaaty, 12 1,130,134; lunar lander combii- 
tions, 124; lunar lander mass, 56; lunar mission requirements, 101, 1 13; 
lunar plant, 453,454; lunar production, 206,356 408,447,448,457; 

lunar sources, 206; lunarderived, 6547,206,308,341,402,453,454, 
475,481,549,700; magnetoplasmdynamic thruster, 40; orbital storage, 
18,31,32,83,85,92,93,95,96, 102, 133,448,450,678,679; orbital 
transfer vehicle, 6 ,9 ,  35, 36,3944,56,62,64; Phobosaerived, 678; 
protection from impact, 84; pumping, 93; RCS, 37,125; requirement for 
orbit maintenance, 204,205; m e  mission requirement, 85; robotic 
handling, 84; savings by aemcapture, 677; savings by landing beacons, 
668; savings by tether system, 57; scavenging, 400; spillage, 93; storage, 
20,25,45,47,62,84,85,88,95,100,120,125,133,136; sulfur, 228; 
supercritical, 39; tank, 6,9,  18, 33, 34, 39,84-89,91,93, 111-116, 125, 
127,128,134,136, 137,147,180,296; tether platform, 58; thermal 
protection, 84; transfer, 34,62,63,84,95,123,147,148,678; 
unburned, 180; unloading system, 133,136; unprocessed regolith, 407; 
zero-gravity &er, 102; xenon, 39,40,48,642 

Propulsion, advanced technology, 47,61,66, 124; Apollo systems, 124; 
arcjet, 39,44; chemical, 35-37,41,42,44,47,54,65,78; electric, 35- 
39,42,44,45, 56,401; Mure during lunar descent, 180, high specif~c 
impulse, 35,65,66; hydrogen based, 444; ion, 35-39,44,48,66,67; ion 
electric, 37; laser, 48, 54,61,66,67,69,70,71,73; lunar lander, 34, 
124; lunar lander requirements, 1 11; magnetoplasmadynamic, 35.36, 
39,44; module, 200; N204/NMH system, 125; nuclear, 54; nuclear 
electric, 37; nuclear fusion, 75-81; Oil! 34, 22,37; oxygen/hydrogen, 
35, 133; pressure-fed system, 124; pump-fed systems, 124; requirement 
for L1 platform, 102; reusable system, 20; RLlO system, 113; xenon-ion, 
642 

Propulsion system, 124, 179,180,199-201,681; chemical, 447,448,677; 
fusion, 75,76,78,79; libration point platform, 102; lunar ascent vehicle, 
1 13; lunar lander, 28,111, 113,116,124,125; Mars transfer vehicle, 
455; mass-driver packet, 48; OTV, 22, 3740, 56,67; pump-fed, 124; 
tether, 55 

Prospecting, lunar, 401,408; roving vehicle, 73; volatiles, 176 
Prospector, lunar orbital, 199 
Proton, 80, 240; launch vehicle, 400, release in biological target, 433 
"Province of all mankind" provision, concept in international space law, 

691; interpretation of less-developed countries, 692; interpretation of 
US government, 692,694; interpretation of USSR government, 692; 
objection of US government, 692; political meaning, 692,693; provision 
of Outer Space Treaty, 692494; support by US and USSR space pro- 
grams, 693 

Pt, see Platinum 
Pyoclastic, material, 167,171,225-228,431,434; lunar glass, 167,170, 

190, 195,429; lunar particles and volatiles, 431,432,434; metal sulfides 
in soils, 429; role of sulfur in eruptions, 429; vapor-transported ele- 
ments, 430 

Pyoclastic debris, use in constructing bricks, 228 
Fpxferroite, 365 

Q 
Quarantine, 24 1 

R 
Radar altimeter, 14 1, 176,209, 2 10; Apollo 17,209, backscatter, 204; bi- 

static, 209; broad-beam system, 2 10; Earth-based, 209,2 1 1,2 17; energy, 
203; lunar lander, 144; lunar-surface based, 126,228; navigation trans- 
ponder, 140, 146; pulse, 204,210; reflectance of dark-mantle material, 
195; reflection, 203; signal propagation, 203; sounding 203,204; sub- 
surface mapper, 201,203; support of Apollo landings, 141; survey, 189, 
195; synthetic aperture, 204; terrain-following, 126; transmitter antenna, 
210 

Radiation, 90; background, 25 1; base-generated impediment to astronomy, 
325; bremsstrahlung, 316; cascading in regolith, 330; concrete shield, 
499; cosmic, 329,333; damage, solar cell, 39; damage, tether, 58; darn- 
age and sulphyldryl prophyhk, 433; darkening of equipment surfaces, 
333; degradation, solar array, 39; effects on power-plant reliability, 464; 
effects on Surveyor 3, 331, 333; electromagnetic, 253; electromagnetic 
generation of plasma, 559,560; erosion of habitat integrity, 251; filter, 
300, 302; fission reactor containment, 466; galactic, 251,252,261, 266, 
329; habitat protection, 250,251,275,293; hazard, 70'72, 136, 171, 
251,275,294,296,603,606,659; heat dissipation mechanism, 615, 
629; ionizing, 275,433,659; impediments to astronomy, 334; laser, 210; 
lava tube roof as shielding, 220,228,287; low Earth orbit environment, 
332; lunar environment, 251,282,325; magnetic field shield, 173; mag- 
netic resonance imaging, 661; material sensitivity, 99,251,253; micro- 
wave, 61 1; nonionizing, 659; photosynthetically active, 539, 544; pres- 
sure, 90, process in combustion, 654-656; propulsion System reactor, 
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37-39; protection, 89,90, 134,261; reactor damage, 461,462,464466; 
regolith shielding, 170, 247,268, 302,385,408,433,522,580,604; rel- 
ative immunity of robotic field geologist, 309; resistance of lunar con- 
crete, 389; sensitivity of crqps, 670; shielding, 48,92,93,240, 252,253, 
255,259,261,266,274,275,279,281,282,285,288,663; shielding 
requirement at geosynchronous altitude, 239; solar, 99,297; solar 
effects on astronomical equipment, 329,332; solar energetic particle 
events, 251,261; solar ionization of neutral gas, 347; solar optical filters, 
302,303; spacecraft shielding, 659; structural complications due to 
shielding, 282; sulphydryl compounds for human protection, 433; syn- 
chrotron, 461; thermal, 76,78,79,136,329; threat to electronics, 136; 
ultraviolet, 244; ultraviolet degmlation of optical coatings, 334; ultravi- 
olet sterilization of solid waste, 675; use in gamma-ray qectmscopy, 
190, Van AUen belt, 39; waste heat, 399,42 1,433; X-ray background, 
317 

Radiation leakage, nuclear power plant, 176 
Radio, aid to lunar-surfice navigation, 31 1; constant contact with teleoper- 

ated robot, 3 1 1; dish antennas, 31 5; Earth-based astrometry, 32 1; Earth- 
Moon round trip time, 309; interference of lunar ionosphere with 
obxrvations, 349; interferometer, 315-317,319,321,323; low- 
frequency army, 319; quiet lunar environment, 31 5; superheterodyne 
detector, 321; very low frequency astronomy, 319,349 

Radio astrometry, 321; accuracy limited by water ~po r ,  321; lunar, 174, 
321,323,325-327,337; precision, 321 

Radio sources, closely spaced, 321; compact, 321,322; extmgahctic, 319; 
jets b m  active galactic cores, 3 17; supernovas, 3 18 

Radio telescope, 185,316,321, 325,326; di86raaion limit, 321 
Radon, endogenous lunar gas, 339 - spe-opy, 201 
Ranger missions, 178,199 
Rb, see Rubidium 
RCS, see Reaction Control System 
Re, see Rhenium 
Reaction control system, oxygen/hydrogen thrusters, 28; CIIV, 125; space 

station, 91 
Reactor, acadent, 463; carbon dioxide reduction, 504; column, 426; bio- 

logical, 674; deuterium-helium-3,466; deuerium-tritium, 463,465,466; 
fission, 462,466; fmion waste, 462,463; fluidized bed, 426,614-616; 
fusion, 79,460464,609; gas extraction, 395; induced radioactivity to 
structure, 459; interior radioactivity, 465; hydrogen extraction, 395; 
laser power, 72; lifetime, 465,472; loss of tritium, 464; MINIMARS, 465; 
nuclear, 26,70,245,294, 421,432,459,470,478; orbital transfer vehi- 
cle, 37,39; nuclear shielding 389; plasma, 559-562; Ra, 464,465,466, 
470; radiation damage to components, 459,462,465; replacement of 
components, 462,465,472; short-term radiation, 465; SP-100,247,478; 
tandem mirror, 75,462; tokamak, 466 

Reconnahance, acquisition of global remote-sensing data, 308; Antarctica, 
175; geologic, 307,308.31 1,312; lava tube, 228; robotic lunar, 4,308 

Recycling, atmospheric, 518,521,673; Bios-3,517; Biosphere I1 Test 
Module, 517; consumable, 559; fluorine, 426; importance in bioregener- 
ative lunar base, 522; losses, 549, 550; lunar base water, 518,551; lunar 
lander stage, 448; nutrients, 5 16,52 1,553,556; plants, 5 19,537; sew- 
age, 532; waste, 243,296,297,385,519,520,548,549,670; waste in 
Biosphere II, 517; water, 177,388,551,673 

Reduced gravity, effects on humans, 668; lunar environment, 667 
REE, abundance in plagioclase, 365; europium anomaly, 366; KREEP com- 

ponent, 362; rutile component, 370 
Regenerative life support, 177,293 
Regolith (also see Soil), 70,395; abundance, 275,393; adsorption of non- 

polar molecules, 615; adsorption of solar wind gases, 615; alteration by 
metal-heled rocket exhaust, 433; apatite and wfiitlocldte comnents. 
521; A~OIIO 1 I, 190,194; A ~ O U O  I?, 227; argon abundance, Gi; benefi- 
ciation, 408,476,477,610,611,613,614,616; breccias, 372; coating 
h m  sulfur-rocket exhaust, 433; cohesion, 279; compaction, 158; com- 
ponents, 385; concrete, 259,493; construction material, 275; construc- 
tion of shield wall, 275-279; content of useful elements, 393; correlation 
between ilmenite and helium-3 abundances, 668; correlation between 
titanium and helium contents. 609: cosmic-rav bombardment. 190: , . ,  

defied, 330; degasing adyses, 615; desaip'tion, 195,361; density, 71; 
development on eiecta d m i t s ,  172; m i o n  of implanted volatiles 
h m  gkhs, 615; &I cok, 31 1; energy advantage benef~ciation, 477; 
energy required for heating, 61 3; escape of volatiles during mining, 61 2; 
evolution, 171,174; excavation, 613,616; extraction of hydrogen by 
microbial processing, 407; Baraction of solar wind volatiles, 616; 

extraction of volatiles, 184,228,471,472,477,480,482,547,549,610, 
613416; f i e ,  373,374,613; fusion, 71,184,361,362; gas absorption, 
341; gas concentrations, 184; genemion, 170,171,212,241; glass, 387; 
gravel component, 395; heat capacity, 477,478,613; helium abun- 
dance, 75,189,190,194,347,349,469,547,548,610; helium3 abun- 
dance, 189,469,609; helium-3 abundance with depth, 477; helium-3 
content of mare, 469,477; helium-3/helium4 ratio, 616; history, 443; 
hydrogen content, 393,394,437,444; ilmenite campc~ent, 61 1,670; 
impact reworking, 373; importance to lunar colonization, 374; lack of 
ion-exchange minerals, 385; lack of water, 387; loss oftrapped gases, 
184; loss tangent, 61 1; lunar export, 170; lunar resource, 170,411; 
mare, 189,199,477,609,613; Mare Tranquillitatis, 189; martian, 395; 
mass tratqort, 252,277,609,612,613; microwave heating, 611,612; 
mining, 170,184,189,195,407,408,434, 470,476,478,482,547, 
549,550,611,612,615,668,670; mobile miner, 434,478; opening of 
sttucture by adsorbed wates, 615; organic compounds, 389; penetration 
of helium ions, 469; penemtion of mechanical drill, 409, plant-pwth 
medium, 297; possible water source at lunar poles, 407; processing, 
184,475478,521,609,611,613,615; processing regolith agricultural 
soil 5 18,52 1; propellant, 407; pumping, 266; pyrolitic extraction of 
helium-3,469,478; radiation shielding 134, 170, 177,240,247,251- 
253,259,261,264,266,275,282,285,293,294, 302,408,409,522, 
580,581,589,604,669,670; raw material for glass production, 184, 
432; raw material for speciaI--purpose minerals, 387; relationship of 
grain size to helium content, 195; requid amounts for helium produc- 
tion, 184,189; shield wall, 275; shielding load on habitat, 252; size dis- 
tribution, 609,610; solar wind implantation, 173,469,477,609; some 
of dust, 325; source of iron, 405,549; source of nitrogen, 548; source of 
oxygen, 174,184,387,411,432,475,476,479; subavface tempera- 
ture, 580,612; sulfur abundance, 184,432,434; sulfur extraction, 434; 
a, 612,616; thermalpmperties, 172,589,611,613; thermal 
shielding, 580,590, thermal storage sink, 584; thickness, 170,185,186, 
195,212,216,273,393; titanium content, 189-195; trapped water, 393; 
trapping of mnsient-atmospheric cloud, 324; Tsiokovsky Crater inte- 
rior, 187; volatile abundance, 183,184,610; western Oceanus Procella- 
rum, 161 

Religion, lunar community church, 704; sepatation b m  governmental 
space policy, 703 

Religious institutions, interest in lunar settlement, 703 
Remote sensing, detection of ilmenite, 159,160,668; gamma ray spectros- 

copy, 189; ground truth, 189; large-scale reconnahance, 307,312; 
lunar, 155,189,190,194,201; lunar coverage, 199; orbitat, 199; Raman 
spe-y, 202; titanium content of mare regolith, 190,194; visible 
wavelengths, 203 

Rendezvous, 22,44,56,99, 179,180; automated, 17,20,22,23,48,63; 
Earth orbit, 6, 31,36,37; libration point, 102; lunar orbit, 6,37,42,678; 
tether, 48,56-58 

Rescue, operation, 85,151; requirement, 175; Skybb contingency, 1180; 
support service, 399,402; vehicle, 175 

Resource, bendciation system on mobile miner, 670; considerations, 170; 
development, 214,323,407,409,667,669,670,697,701; evaluation, 
667,670; exploitation, 408,479,643,678,693; exploitation on martian 
moons, 678; exploration, 170; exports, 150,15 1,170; extraction, 185, 
409; factor in base site selection, 185,186,199,267,308,668,669; glo- 
bal distribution, 199; helium-3,470,475,482,609,667; helium-3, ter- 
restrial, 477; hydrogen, 393; ilmenite, 408; lunar, 44, 32,67,75,76,103, 
409; lunar development o m o n ,  699,700, martian, 681; natural 
gas, t w  468; recovery, terrestrial 409; scientific preserve, 187; 
storage and distribution system, 284; sulfur, 429,434; terrestrial miner- 
als, 245; transport, 667,668,670; u W o n ,  134,145,146,151,163, 
170, 173,311,407; volatiles, 170,173; water, 387 

Rhenium, 371 
Rille, 220-227 
Risk asmment, 95,98,100 
Rn, see Radon 
Robot, assembly of spaceframes, 290; communications, 31 1; control, 31 1; 

deployment of geophysical instrumentation, 3 1 1; mobility requirement, 
309; operational range, 31 1; teleopemted, 171,172,309; telepresence, 
309 

Rock, ballast in loader/aane, 177; component of regolith, 330,371; devel- 
opment of fragmentation methods, 409; electrolytic smelting, 4 1 1,4 12; 
excavation, 409; ferromagnetic signal compared to regolith, 371; field 
identification by spectral imaging, 309; formation conditions, 361; 
fusion during tunneling, 294; impact melting, 362; impediment to min- 
ing operations, 189,194,195; lunar types, 167,362,379; strength pmp- 
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erties in vacuum, 409, use as bricks, 228; vesicularity, 220; visual recog- 
nition in the field, 309 

Rocket, 78,81; chemical, 48,79,677; engine, 50, 125,677; engine blast, 
135,139,141; equation, 3,6,113,116; exhaust contamination of lunar 
atmosphere, 184, 185, 337,340; expendable system, 294; fusion, 75,76, 
79; interference with optical astronomy, 183,327,329,332,334; laser 
powered, 70; lunarderived, 609; lunar launch, 71; mass, 75,78,79; 
mobilization of dust, 186,330-332; propellant, 341,361,374, 393-395, 
407,408,432,433,475; &-fueled, 432-434 

Roughness, impact crater, 213; laser-altimeter measurement, 209-212; 
lunar nutace, 139,140,209,213,216,217; radar measurement, 195, 
210; simulated, lunar surface, 216; terrestrial features, 214,215 

Rover, cost, 178; Lunokhod 2, 158; Mars, 604; mission, 70; over-the- 
horizon communications, 31 1; power, 70,593,594; precursor mission, 
17; reconnaissance, 228; robotic, 70,309,401; short-range, 178; tracks, 
158; unpresmrhed, 18 

Roving vehicle, Apollo, 178, 209,619; described in 1901,619; lunar base, 
63 1 

Rubidium, age dating, 372; removal from water by zeolites, 388 
Rusty Rock, 371 

S 
S, see Sulfur 
Sabatier CO, reduction unit, 506 
Safe haven, 177; lunar base requirements, 581; transporation depot, 89 
Salaries, commensurability with lunar cost of living, 700; economic sup- 

port for settlement of Alaska, 698; government infusion of cash in early 
Australia, 699; lunar employees, 700; sources of capital for lunar entre- 
preneurs, 700, use of Alaskan oil revenues, 698 

Satyut, 333 
Sample, Luna-type return, 308; lunar types, 351; rake, 309 
Sample collection, 31 1,374 
Sample return, lunar laboratory, 351 
Sample return mission, 17, 18, 150,307, 308, 31 1, 312, 361 
Sample return vehicle, 17 
Satellite, artificial martian, 662; COBE, 317; communications, 27,44; deg- 

radation of components, 332; Echo Program, 249; gravity-gradient stabii 
ization, 201; lunar orbiting, 18; Solar Maximum, 329,332; solar-power, 
398,399,401 

Saturn V, 179,180,683,684; equivalent launch, 700, use of space-shuttle 
engines, 448 

Se, see Selenium 
Sea Treaty, 693; "common heritage of mankind" provision, 691; full title, 

691; legal confusion with Outer Space Treaty, 693; number of ratifla- 
tions compared to Moon Treaty, 693 

Secondary impact, 223 
Seismic activity, lunar, 231,232 
Seismic risk, lunar base, 220, 231-233; relaant factors, 232 
Selenium, 431 
Serenitatis region, 203 
Settlement, Alaskan, 698; Antarctic, 245; Austdian, 697-699; galactic, 637; 

lunar, 163,261,266,281-283,285,290,293,296,311,698-700,703; 
lunar autarky, 284; lunar complexities, 285; lunar emironmental 
requirements, 175,284; permanent lunar, 283,401,447; space, 237; 
subsurEace lunar, 281 

Shear, stiffines, 277; strength of building components, 270; transfer, 272 
Shelter, buried, 259; collapsible, 249; compartmentalized, 285; landing site, 

133, 135; meteoroid, 62; magnetic anomaly, 173; psychologically suit- 
able, 293; storm, 252 

Shielding, biological 75; collective plasma, 348-350; collimator tube, 330; 
concrete, 240; construction site, 259; Debye length, 348; dust, 332; 
exterior, 241; horizontal, 275; lava tube roof, 287; magnet, 75; radiation, 
170,333,334,337,340,385,407,433,522,669,670; radio astronomi- 
cal obxmatory, 163; source of secondary neutrons, 282; spacesuit, 663; 
structural support, 251,266,282; thermal, 400; vertical, 275 

Shock, ground, 327; hazard, 99, impact on lava tube, 287; metamorphism 
of regolith, 361,362, 371; mobilization of S and Zn, 371; reduction of 
spinel, 369; supernova wave, 3 18 

Shock absorber, lunar lander, 128; Apollo LRV, 625,626,629 
Shuttle C, 180 
Si, see Sicon 
Silane, 206,432,476 
Silica, 293,294 
Silicon, alloy with iron, 4 12,4 17,42 1; amorphous, 246,594,596; by- 

product of fluorination of anorthite, 424,426,427; crystalline, 594; 

electrode in electrolytic cell, 417; reduction, 41 1,412,414416,418- 
420,425; reoxidation to high-purity SOZ, 421; lunar-derived, 206,361, 
374,408,411,476; metal, 423; photovolatic material, 39,398,594,595; 
purification of melt, 421; h c i n g  for mirrors, 421; steel, 421; tober- 
morite component, 387; zeolite component, 386 

Sier ,  battery component, 148,629; use in water disiiection, 554 
Simulant, iron-rich basalt, 418; lunar regolith, 483485,520,675; rhyolite, 

485 
Site selection, 175, 185; aiteria, 217,408; helium mining, 189, 190, 195; 

lava tube, 287 
SKl'lTER, 633,634 
Skyiab, 177, 180,569, 570; carbon dioxide removal system, 504; craters on 

equipment, 332; exercise regimen, 661; human adaptation to reduced 
gravity, 668; leakage measurements, 341; space station, 237,570; use of 
existing hardware, 685 

Sodium, abundance in lunar pyroclastic coating, 362,430,432,434; bat- 
tery component, 246, 326,431,432; cation in tobermorite, 387; deriva- 
tion h m  NaOH, 432; doping agent for fluorite, 427; extraction from 
NaF by electrolysis, 423; laser, 70; lunar atmospheric component, 338, 
339; photosynthetic lighting, 539,544; plagioclase component, 365; 
potential lunar sources, 669; pyroxene component, 365; reducing agent, 
423425,427; rhyolite sand, 484; smectite saturation, 389; use in solar 
energy collection, 431; zeolite component, 386 

Soil (also see Regolith), 29,69,71,361,369; abrasive qualities, 251; 
agglutinate abundance, 361,362, 372,374,437,613; aggregate in con- 
crete, 483-487; agriculture, 518,519; aids in moisture retention, 520; 
angle of repose, 140; Apollo 1 1,194; Apollo 12,4 19,420,437; Apollo 
15,437; Apollo 16,437,483; Apollo 17 deep drill core, 444; Apollo 17 
orange glass, 437; autoreduction of Fe metal by impact, 372; ballast in 
loader/crane, 177; beneftcial miaoo@ms, 532,533; benef~ciation, 
395,610; blast-barrier material, lunar, 145; buffering qualities, 531; bull- 
dozing, 170; cap- forces, 533; cation exchange capacities, 533; 
cohesion, 145; compaction, 158; component of lunar cement, 489; 
components, 440; compositional relationship to impact melts, 362; con- 
tents of returned Surveyor 3 scoop, 331; core samples, 373,443; corre- 
lation between helium abundance and maturity, 610; correlation 
between hydrogen abundance and maturity, 437,443; correlation 
between hydrogen and d u t i n a t e  abundances, 438,440; correlation 
between sLe &on andhelium abundance, 610,611; correlation 
between volatile abundance and maturity, 437; cosmic-ray shielding, 
361; Biosphere II, 516; definition, 361; density, 185, 251, 393,520,612; 
disturbance by Surveyor 3 landing 33 1; q e ,  533; energy required 
for fusion, 420; enrichment of helium in ilmenite fraction, 441; erosion 
damage to Surveyor 3,332; exposure age, 372; fauna in Biosphere 11, 
5 17; feedstock for electrolytic processing, 4 1 2,42 1 ; ferromagnetic 
resonance, 371,374; fertilization with waste water, 521; fme fraction, 
438,520; food production, 519,520; formation, 371-373; fusion, 330; 
fusion temperature, 72; gas extraction, 344,393,394; gas yield, 395; 
-us exchange, lunar, 520; gourmet dining, 393; grain sues, 372; 
growth medium, 297,520; heat capacity, 395; heating for gas extrac- 
tion, 341,395; helium abundance, 194,394; heterogeneity, 533; high- 
land samples, 362; hydrogen abundance, 367,393-395,397,437440; 
hydrogen abundance at depth, 469; ilmenite distribution, 61 1; impact 
fusion, 370,372; impact reworking and hydrogen diffusion, 437; impor- 
tance for lunar base, 361,374; ions essential for plants, 520; jmtifhtion 
for floating foundations, 267; liming with fmes, 520; lunar simulants, 
483,484,520,611,624; lunarderived fertilizer, 520; martian, 395; mass 
h a i o n  as trapped ga.%s, 34 1; mature layers, 373,444; maturity, 171, 
372-374,437,444; mechanical properties, 139,140,273,326,487; 
metal component, 371,398; meteorite component, 361; microbial com- 
munities, 516,532; micrometeoroid shield, 252; mining, 184,395,604, 
607; mobii t ion by engine exhaust, 141,144,145; moisture, 297,520, 
522; moving, 395,604,607; native iron component, 371; nitrogen fw- 
tion by legumes, 522; oxygen extraction, 35,426; particles adhering to 
Surveyor 3,331; particle size distribution, 140,142,484,487; permea- 
bility, 395; pH, 520; physical properties, 140,622; plant growth, 389, 
520; porosity, 158,395; possible def~ciency ofplant nutrients, 520; pos- 
sible effect of hydrogen content on concrete quality, 487; possible 
release of heavy metals, 520; prevention of water loss, 520; propellant, 
206; quantity for human-equivalent composition, 393; removal for con- 
struction of large space structures, 34 1; reworking, 372; plant root dis- 
tribution with depth, 520; SEM inspection, 487; siderophile content, 
371; sieving, 395; single-domain Fe metal, 372; solar wind component, 
361,372,374,393,395,421,437,520,609; sources of addity, 519; 
spinel component, 369; sulfur content, 430,433; hce-correlated sul- 
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fur, 429; terrestrial, 519; testing methods, 520; thermal conductivity, 
395; thermal insulator, 395,579, 589; trapping of transient-atmospheric 
cloud, 324; types in Biosphere U, 5 14; vaporization, 342; water relation- 
ships, 520; water requirement in concrete mixing, 487 

Solar array, 400; advanced photovoltaic, 594; operation in continuous grav- 
ity field, 595; W, 37,3% radiation degradation, 39 

Solar energy, 29,135,599601; collector, 613; collectors as radiation 
shielding, 274; collectors as roof loads, 269,274; electrical conversion, 
431; gas heating in fluidized bed reactor, 615; life support electrical 
requirement, 409, lunar flux, 395; lunar power source, 302,326; pro- 
duction of propellants, 447; regolith heating, 395,613; source of illumi- 
nation, 302 

Solar flare, research objective of Solar Maximum Mission, 332; radiation 
hazard, 252,261,275,330,331 

Solar Maximum, information on orbital environment from retrieved parts, 
325; recovery mission, 33; satellite, 329,332 

Solar power, 29, 54,62,404; satellite, 397-399,401,447,450 
Solar sails, use in Earth-Moon trajectories, 48 
Solar wind, 322,342,347; abundance of Fe metal in regolith, 372; &in 

speed, 348; atmospheric absorption, 342; atmospheric loss rate of Venus 
and Mars, 342; bombardment of Moon, 372; carbon, 338; composition, 
339; concentration of gases in ilmenite, 670; containment, 615; cou- 
pling to lunar ionosphere, 339; ddection by magnetic field, 173; den- 
sity, 348; depth of penetration into regolith grains, 609,610; diffusion 
from regolith grains, 615; effect on lunar albedo, 168; electric field, 339, 
347,348; energy, 469; exposure time of regolith, 190, extraction from 
regolith, 444,478,482,609,610,614-616; flux, 330,339,340; heavier 
elements, 339; helium, 75; implantation in regolith, 173, 194,339,373, 
395,438,441,447,469,477,609,610,615; intensity, 338; interaction 
with ionized cloud, 348; interaction with lunar ions, 339; interaction 
with lunar surface, 339; interaction with neutral gas, 339,343; interac- 
tion with terrestrial magnetosphere, 244; interaction with unmagnet- 
ized gas cloud, 348; ions, 338,343; lunar surface potential, 339; mag- 
netic field, 348; major components, 337; mass flux, 339,342; plasma 
source at Moon, 340; removal of gases added to lunar atmosphere, 341, 
342,347; removal of lunar transient-atmospheric cloud, 324; resistance 
of lunar concrete, 389; shielding provided by atmosphere, 361; source 
of charged-particle radiation, 330; source of helium, 170,373,460,469, 
475,477; source of hydrogen, 387,393,408,437; source of lunar 
atmosphere, 183, 337,338,347; source of noble gases, 41 1,438,440; 
source of volatiles in regolith, 477,478,480,547,609; spectrometer, 
338; sputtering, 331,338; stripping of lunar atmosphere, 342,347-350; 
thermalized plasma, 340; velocity, 347 

South pole (lunar), 205; base heating requirement, 582; heat loss from 
uncovered module, 581; heat transport and rejection system, 582,584, 
588, 589; local lunar environment, 581; possible base site, 580, 581, 
589; thermal variations, 591 

South Pole (terrestrial), Amundson expedition, 175 
Soybeans, 525, 526, 528, 529, 538; composition, 525; crop in Biosphere 11, 
516; lipid content, 529, 530; optimal protein source for early lunar base, 
297; part of adequate diet, 530; plasma reactor fuel, 559; potential lunar 
base plant, 525 

Space law, 69 1-694; history, 693 
Space station, 5,6, 17-20, 22, 25, 29, 31, 33, 36, 37,95,97, 102, 116, 123, 
126,180,246,301,399,400,475,504,683,684; airlock, 580; applica- 
tions of special-purpose minerals, 385; assembly and integration, 93, 
604; altitude, 37; atmosphere of habitable environment, 504; automa- 
tion technology, 604; avionics, 25,29; centrifuge, 354; communications, 
27; comparative cost, 175; components, 88; contamination, 99; crew, 
507, 570,603; damage, 95; data management system, 26; design, 23,83, 
87, 90-92; Earth-orbital, 133, 134, 164, 174; ECLS, 504, 505, 554; 
engine, 63; environment, 582; explosion hazard, 95; tlight attitude char- 
acteristics, 90,91; fueling depot, 97,99; gas-leakage rate, 341; guidance, 
navigation, and control, 28; habitat lighting, 302, 303; habitation 
module, 249,604; heliostat, 302; human adaptation to reduced gravity, 
668,670; import of lunar products, 472,550,670; insulation, 589,530; 
laboratory module, 476; life support systems, 547,550,553; logistics 
module, 400; lunar base support, 83; lunar lander maintenance, 127, 
128; lunar orbital, 25, 123, 133,481, 551; maintenance facility, 125; 
meteoroid detector, 334; module, 184, 237, 249, 251,294, 504, 507, 
509, 580, 581, 589; momentum storage, 91; orbit, 62, 103; W base, 
119, 123; node, 295, 580; planetary mission support, 83,454; power 
system, 28, 29, 504; program, 20,25,26,83,87,684,688,689; refer- 
ence conf~guration, 296; refueling capability, 95; science, 83; s o h e ,  
27; solar optics, 301; Soviet, 244; space transportation node, 103, 123; 

spacefkame, 289; support hdities, 83; technology, 3,25,26,29,275; 
thermal control, 579-585,589; total volume, 252; waste material pro- 
cessing, 562; water disinfection, 553 

Space shuttle (also see Space Transportation System), 237,594; crew train- 
ing, 33; design phase, 31; development, 32; external tank, 268,394; les- 
sons for lunar transportation system, 31,34; main engines, 22; micro- 
gravity combustion research, 654; orbiter processing, 32; payload 
capability, 200; payload integration process, 34; program, 31,33,684, 
687; reliabiity, 669; research in gravitational biology, 670; rerum of 
Solar Maximum Satellite components, 329,332; mission duration, 503, 
569 

Space transportation, 32,47,54,64,65,67,81,325,479,493; altematim, 
63,65; cargo, 448; cost for lunar exports, 450,457; costs, 32,49-54,64, 
249, 319,393,398,401,402,407,447,448,450,457; depot, 8385,88, 
90-93; ferry vehicle, 450; fusion-powered vehicles, 481; infirastructure, 
61,63,64,67,405; lunar, 3,6,31-35,47,61,70,72,447; lunar capac- 
ity, 448; model, 44,48,49,51-53,61-64,66,67; node, 18,31,33, 101, 
102,283,450; node at L1 libration point, 102; operating benefit, 52; 
operating cost, 49; operations, 31-33; performance, 54; requirements, 3, 
4,14; requirements for lunar base operation, 477; reusable system, 447, 
448; scenario, 6,9, 12, 31,34; technology, 54,61; terrestrial require- 
ments, 102; use of beamed power, 399; use of lunarderived propellant, 
450,481 

Space Transportation System (also see Space Shuttle), 5-9, 13-15, 32-34, 
35,4447, 52, 54,61,64,67, 103, 119, 123, 133, 175,239,250, 332, 
399,569,616; cost, 35,49; development, 32; launch of LDEF, 332; mis- 
sion 6lA, 354; mission 6lB, 275; satellite retrieval, 332 

Spaceaaft, art%?cial-gmity equipped, 355; exposure to lunar environment, 
329; gas leakage, 341; lunar, 31-W, lunar polar-orbiting, 308; measure- 
ment of solar wind, 339; micrometeoroid detector, 330; outgassing, 
331; reference points for VLBI observations, 322; retrieved by STS mis- 
sion, 332 

Spacehab, 237 
Spacesuit, 90,136,178,660; gloves, 668; inducement of catpal tunnel syn- 

drome, 662; mass, 663; mimeteoroid protection, 660; motion restric- 
tion, 621,661-663; physical workload, 662; thermal emironment, 660; 
radiation shielding, 663 

Specific impulse, 6, 13, 15,35,56,57,63,65,66,70,71,85, 121, 124, 
180; arcjet engine, 42; chemical engine, 36,48,62,449; cryogenic 
engine, 3,4,9,13; effect of nozzle extension on SSME, 448; electrostatic 
engine, 57; fusion engine, 78; ion engine, 36,41,42, 54,66; Iaser 
engine, 70,71; lunar module, 134; Mars Transfer Vehicle, 455; nonparal- 
lel engines, 124; nuclear engine, 48; CIIV, 9, 13,36,43, 56; 02/H2 
engine, 39,63; powdered aluminum, 207,447; RCS engine, 37,125; 
silane, 206; solar-electric engine, 43; sulfur-fueled rocket, 432,433 

Spectroscopy, gamma-ray, 189-193,195,201; lunar reflectance, 469; qua- 
sar, 317; Raman, 201,202 

Sr, see Strontium 
STS, see Space Tramportation System 
Storage system, battery, 593; cryogenic, 97; electrochemical, 594; high- 

pressure gas, 596; momentum, 91; power, 403,602 
Storm shelter, 252 
Strontium, 372 
Svudural design, lunar habitable structure, 496; planning for meteoroid 

impact, 283 
Sulfur, 429; abundance at midocean spreading centers, 429; basis for life 

cycle, 433; battery component, 246,326,431,432; by-product of oxy- 
gen production, 429,434; chemical properties, 430,432; Claus reac- 
tion, 434; combustion to sulfur dioxide, 433; compounds, 429,610; 
concentration in ilmenite, 432; concentration in pyroclastic deposits, 
170; conaete, 430; dietary trace element, 433; dilution in mare regolith 
by highland components, 429; electrical properties, 430,431; electron 
shell confgurations, 433; energy requirements for fusion, 430; energy 
requirement for production, 434; extradon h m  lunar materials, 429, 
430,432434,477,610; fluid, 430; fluxing agent, 432; impact remobili- 
zation, 371; kinetics of release from regofith; 184; loss d&ng pyroclas- 
tic eru~tions. 429; loss during reaolith formation. 429: lunar abundance. 
229,393,429432,434; 1- a&lications, 429,430,433,434; lunar 

' 

production, 433,434; lunar resource, 429,434; mechanisms of natural 
lunar concentration, 429; melt content and troilite formation, 371; 
metabolizing organisms, 429,433; metal-sulfate source, 430; mining, 
430; mobilization by shock, 371; production of sulfuric acid, 432; pro- 
pellant, 228,432434; radiolytic extradon from SO2, 434; requirement 
for plant growth, 556; sealant, 430; sulphydryi compounds, 433; surface 
correlated, 429; terrestrial basalt component, 429; troilite component, 



429,430; use in fertilizer, 228,433; use in photocells, 431,433; use in 
thioelastomers, 430; volatility and formation of troilite, 371; yield rela- 
tive to oxygen in ilmenite reduction, 429 

Sulfur dioxide, exhaust h m  sulfur-fueled rocket, 433; fluid uses, 430; liq- 
uid temperature range, 431; production by burning sulfur, 433; solvent 
properties, 43 1 

Supernova, -c, 316; Large Magellanic Cloud, 317, 318; r m t s ,  
316,3 18; shock wave interaction with interstellac medium, 3 18; Ztpe I ,  
318 

!5un, Apollo LRV attitude indicator, 627,628; energy source for regolith 
processing, 395; elevation at lunar poles, 164,178; illumination angles 
for landing, 176,620,668; particle acceleration, 319; similar stars 
within 25 parsecs, 637; source of interior lighting, 302; source of pri- 
mary radiation, 329,659; source of relativistic electrons, 317; spectrum, 
329; thermal exposre, 430; uacking, 301,59&601,668 

Sun synchronous orbit, 69,199,639 
!%&ice exploration, robotic, 307; cause of environmental damage, 241 
M c e  material, adsorption of lunar atmospheric gases, 339; photometric 

properties, 158 
Surveying, lunar surface, 28 
Surveyor, microcrater data, 332; photographs, 334 
Surveyor 1, 161 
%rveyor 3, a d ~ ~ i s  of returned components, 334; degradation of thermal- 

control coatings, 333; disturbance of soil during landing, 331; duration 
on surface before Apollo 12 visit, 331; dust contamination, 331,332; 
end of mission, 331; evaluation of returned components, 331; interac- 
tion with ApoUo 12 lunar module, 142,331; parts returned to Earth, 
325, 331; survival of bacteria on Moon, 660; television camera shroud, 
330; Apollo 12 landing site, 179 

Surveyor 7,  evidence of suspended dust in lunar atmosphere, 344; photo- 
graphs of horizon glow, 330 

Surveyor missions, 199 
Survival, lunar colony, 433; optimal @ty environment, 569; require- 

ments in space environment, 547 
Sweet potato, 516, 538 
System integration, 27,684; ECLS costs, 503; lunar-surface vehicle, 607 

T 
Ta, see Tantalum 
Tantalum, capacitor failure in Surveyor 3, 331; rutile component, 370 
TDRSS, see Transmission and Data Relay Satellite System 
Telepresence, 309,3 1 1 
Telescope, 323,325; adaptive optics, 327; astrometric facility, 638; auto- 

nomous operation and maintenance, 326; collimator shield, 330; con- 
tamination, 323, 325, 334; cost, 325; ground-based, 156, 159; isolation 
h m  vibrations, 327; lunar fir inbred, 319; micrometeoroid threat, 
330,331; optical, 315,185; pointing accuracy, 638; radio, 185; restora- 
tion of optical coatings, 333; system calibration, 325; the& control, 
333 

Temperature, Apollo 17 site, 329; basaltic lava, 219; biomass system, 246; 
buffering by soil in CEISS, 531,533; bulk gas in plasma reactor, 560; 
computer control, 296, control during lunar concrete curing, 490,491; 
control of loss tangent of regolith, 61 1; control of microwave coupling 
with regolith, 61 1,612; cool plasma reactor, 559; effects of variations 
on sealing techniques, 297; effects on viscosity of liquid sulfur, 430; 
effects on cryogenic depot, 95,99; electron in plasma reactor, 560; 
extraction of volatiles h m  regolith, 393,394,547; factor in atmos 
pheric loss rate, 339; &or in conductivity of molten silicate, 4 13,4 14; 
factor in plant productivity, 544; factor in yield of regolith volatiles, 470, 
477; flame, 655; freon loop, 589; fusion reaction, 75,77,460,463,465; 
habitat design factor, 252; increase in fusion reactor shield, 463; laser 
irradiated regolith, 71,72; lava, 219; liquid helium-3,616; lunar daytime 
relative to sulfur fusion, 430; lunar d i d  change, 361, 580; lunar 
environment, 506; lunar exospheric, 342; lunar extremes, 251-253,287, 
293, 297, 326, 579, 580, 589,620; lunar polar, 329; lunar rate of varia- 
tion, 329; lunar shaded regions, 395; lunar surface, 334,342,349,584, 
585,615; mare basalt liquidus, 380, microbial growth, 506,541; micro- 
wave heating of regolith, 614; mixing of lunar concrete, 490; module 
control, 581,590,591; operating range for fuel cell, 127; plasma, 77,78, 
79; plasma reactor, 562; radiator, 149,584-586, 588,616; regeneration 
of activated carbon, 552; regolith fusion, 71,72, 394; regulation by natu- 
ral air movement, 297; rejection, 586; requirement for lunar cement 
production, 497; requirement for photosynthesis, 541; sensitivity of 

intlatable material, 253; sink, 582-585,588; sintering of regolith, 612; 
spacesuit regulation, 660; spiking in m i m b i i  growth systems, 553; sta- 
bility inside lava tubes, 228,287; subsurface, 293,580,589,612; super- 
critical xenon, 40; superfluid helium-4,616; tolerances of Apollo * 
629; transportation of lunar concrete, 490; variations with latitude, 580, 
581; waste heat, 433 

Temperature control, 297,331,333,579; artificial intelligence, 522; Bio- 
sphere 11,514; CELSS, 544; lunar lander, 126,135; Apollo LRV, 629 

Temperatwe control system, 255,584 
Tether, 55-58,61,65,67; angular momentum, 57,58; applications, 55,58; 

characteristics, 55; configurations, 48,55; damage, 58; deployment, 48, 
57; Earth orbital, 48, 54; elecuodynamic, 66; energy, 57; length, 56-58; 
lifetime, 58; lunar orbital, 48; mass, 57,58; material, 55,57,58; mis- 
sions, 58; platform, 50,55-57.6567; propulsion, 61,6547; reek 57,58; 
rendezvous, 56-58; repair, 58; spinning, 47,48,51-54,55,56; tension, 
57; tip acceleration, 58; tip speed, 56; tip vehicle, 58; vibration, 58 

Th, see Thorium 
Thermal conductivity, 585; fernsilicon, 421; polymer, 252; regolith, 71, 

580,611,613 
Thermal properties, glass composite material, 398; regolith, 172 
Thermonuclear power, 459,461 
Thorium, 168; content of Mare Smythii lavas, 171; content of Smythii Basin 

soils, 170; enrichment in Balmer area, 172 
Thrust fault, 232 
Ti, see Titanium 
T'iia, aquaculture system in Biosphere 11,515; feeding on processed 

plant biomass, 52 1 
Titanium, abundance in Apollo 17 regolith, 1%; abundance in Flamsteed 

area, 193; abundance in lunarregolith, 189-195,361,374,609; abun- 
dance in Mare Tranquillitatis, 191; abundance in northwestern Oceanus 
Procellarum 159; abundance in western Oceanus Procellarum, 160; 
basalt component, 216,222,227,362,369,373,381,609; construction 
material, 240; correlation with helium content of regolith, 187, 189, 
190,609; electrolytic reduction, 4 19,420; glass component, 1%; ilmen- 
ite component, 159,170,190; lunar-derived, 408, lunar resource, 227; 
mare regolith classiication, 190, pyroclastic component, 170,228; pyr- 
oxene component, 365; remote detection in mare regolith, 159, 190, 
191, 193; spectral absorption band, 159; spinel component, 366,369; 
variety of chromite, 368 

'Iitanium basalt, Apollo 11, 170, 189; Apollo 12,189; Apollo 15,189; 
Apollo 17, 189,190; Luna 16,190, Luna 24,190; Mare Smythii, 170, 
174; Tsiolkomky, 186, 187 

Tobermorite, 386 
Trace element, 362 
Trajectory, 33,78; abort, 33; aeropass, 65; correction maneuver, 37; des- 

cent, 113; dust mobilized by engine exhaust, 142, 275; Earth-Moon, 48, 
101,103; Earth-Moon mission limitations, 15; bee-return, 64; Hohmann 
transfer, 453; low-gravity aircraft, 654; lunar atmospheric gases, 339, 
341,347,349; lunar options, 33; minimum energy, 164; multiple peri- 
gee burn, 62 opposition class to Mars, 453; 

Transfer vehicle, 103,454,455 
Transmission and Data Relay Satellite System, 27 
Transport system, 255; base thermal control, 466,579,588,589 
Transport vehicle, lunar surfice, 136 
Transportation (also see Lunar surface transportation and Space transporta- 

tion), advantages of intlatable structures, 250; Antarctic, 247; cislunar, 
32,61,63,70,448,449; cost, 246,261; costs of life-support require- 
ments, 503,547; Earth-to-Moon costs, 549,550,613; gas extracted &om 
regolith, 615; intlatable structure, 249; infbtructure, 65; interstelk, 
644; lunar base requirements, 475; lunar module, requirements, 135; 
orbital facility, 62,65; orbital transfer vehicle, 67; planetary surface, 245; 
requirements, 181; tether assisted, 61,65-67; volume of intlatable m c -  
tures, 249 

Trauma, disorders caused in the workplace, 659; potential &om work in 
spacesuit, 662 

Traverse, 171-73; Apollo LRV, 629; communications, 31 1; geophysical m a -  
surements, 173; lunar, described in 1901,61$; teleoperated robots, 307, 
311,402 

Treaty (also see Moon Treaty, Outer Space Treaty, Sea Treaty), possible 
constraints on lunar construction, 283; International Antarctic, 175 

Tritium, difhion in regolith particles, 615; fusion fuel, 459; parent of 
helium-3,460,477 

Troctolite, 362, 365 
Troilite, 429 
Tungsten, 371 
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U 
u, see uranium 
Uranium, 168,470; energy release in f i o n  compared to helium-3 in 

fusion, 470; isolation by cenwging, 356; use of fluorine in processing, 
423 

v 
V, see vanadium 
V, stellar luminosity class, 637 
Vacuum, chamber for free-fall simulation of zero& 654; degradation of 

equipment, 99; effects on concrete, 490,491,497-499, &cts on habi- 
tat material, 252; effects on lunar astronomical observatories, 329,333, 
334; freeze-drying waste material, 506; habitat design issue, 239,251, 
252,268,282; lunar, 170,253,409,412,506; outgasing of materials, 
497,499; @ty at lunar surface, 315,329,337,341,342,347; regolith 
adhesion, 409, spacesuit requirement, 660; use in regeneration of acti- 
vated carbon, 505; uses of microwaves, 461 

Vanadium, ilmenite component, 366 
Vanadium pentoxide, 432 
Vapor, barium interaaion with solar wind, 348; catalytic ammonia remo- 

-val, 246,552; compression distillation, 246,551; diffusion in water rec- 
lamation system. 505: distillation of water. 551: liau&ction. % 

Vapor working fluid in heat pipe, 588,599- 
Vapor pressure, chlorine and iodine compared, 553; space station outgas- 

sing, 97; subcritical system, 97; transport of elements, 429,430 
Vapor cycle system, base thermal control, 585,589 
Vegetables, hydroponic growth, 674 
Venus, 638,639,643; atmospheric loss rate to solar wind, 342; collinear 

Lagrange points, 642; dominant atmospheric component, 638; interstel- 
lar laser transmitter, 639; mesosphere, 638,639; obliquity, 639; orbital 
laser, 639; planetary laser, 639; uniformity of gmity field, 639 

Vermiculite, 389 
VLFA, see Vety low frequency array 
Volatiles, abundance in micrometeoroids, 183; by-product of helium-3 

mining, 547,549; central separation facility, 61 1; coating on lunar 
py~oclastic material, 228,429,431; indigenous lunar, 170,411; cost of 
extraction from regolith, 549; elements, 170, 362, 394; geologic traps, 
429; lunar resource, 173, 176; lunarderived, 429,547,549,550; 
organic compounds in water, 55 1,552; phases on Moon, 379; products 
of rhizosphere m i c r o o m  community, 532; production from rego- 
lith, 430,434,547; radioisotopes in fusion power plant, 466; replace- 
ment of lighter elements with sulfur, 429; solar wind source, 547; utili- 
zation in life support, 547, 549, 550; waste product, 550 

Volcanism, 158, 160,167,379,382; association with impact basins, 380; 
intercrater, 160; KREEP, 172; planetary, 160; postmare, 160; premare, 
156 

W 
W, see Tungsten 
Waste, biological, 228; collection and transfer in ECIS, 505; control, 245, 

522; conversion, 52,560; daily production, human, 566; deep geologic 
disposal, 463,472; destruction with sulfuric acid, organic, 432; disposal, 
228,506,556,559; disposal ratings of fusion reactors, 462; f&, 515; 
freeze drying, 506; handling equipment, 566-568; hazardous, 385,389; 
human, 297,560,562,563,566-568; industrM, 228, management, 238, 
246,400,519-522,537,538,542,554,559,566; management facility, 
399,400; material processing, 561,562; materials as sources of carbon, 
550; methane, 432; nuclear, 463; processing, 505-507,559,563; proces- 
sor capacity, 564; production, 521,559,563,566-568; radioactive, 389, 
460,462,465,466; radioactive disposal, 385; radioactive repository, 
463; recycling, 243,245,296,517,519,520,548,549; recycling and 
potential for disease, 660; recycling with special-purpose minerals, 385; 
removal of organic compounds, 560; renovation with special-purpose 
minerals, 385; separation by centrifuge, 353,356; sulfur dioxide treat- 
ment, 434; transportation, 431,521; treatment, 516,559 

Waste heat, facility for fusion reactor, 466; low-temperature rejection, 433; 
lunar b a ~ e  power system, 505; practical UXS, 505; radiation, 433; rego- 
lith fusion cell, 420,421; rejection, 433; use for phasechange water rec- 
lamation, 505; use in ECIS, 505; use in heating ducted hot air, 245; use 
in power generation, 5 13 

Waste water, defition, 520; energy requirement for processing, 597; mul- 
tifiitration, 246; plumbing, 52 l ;  recycling by plant transpiration, 52 l ;  
use in fertilizing plants, 521,522 

Water, 294,296,519,537,542,549,559; 22-GHz line, 321; abundance on 
Moon, 273,283,289,361,379,411,429,380,387,393; annual 

replacement requirement per person, 549; aquaculture in Biosphere II, 
5 15,516; by-product of helium mining, 475,477; centrifugal separation 
from air, 552; chemical role in concrete processing, 498; Clam reaction, 
434; condensation of vapor, 539,551; conservation by using ice in con- 
crete mixture, 491; content of concrete, 498; content of minerals of 
martian satellites, 41 1; control in CEISS, 544; Conversion to urine, 566; 
corrosive agent, 432; decision on potability after contamhation, 554; 
detection of contained pathogens, 554; dMdection, 552, 554; disper- 
sion in lunar soil, 520; effect on strength of cement, 484; effective abun- 
dance in regolith, 393,610; eleadcal heating, 597,602; electrolysis for 
oxygen production, 504,549,562; evapomion during distiUation cycle, 
551,552,648; evaporation from concrete, 490; exmaion h m  martian 
soil, 395; Eactor in plant productivity, 544; fate in photosynthesis, 543; 
fecal matter as source, 554,561, 566, 568: fitration-type recovery unit, 
506; f& tanks in Biosphere II, 516; food, 507; forms of occuf~ence in 
concrete, 498; fuel-cell byproduct, 126,127,246; generation during 
reduction of ilmenite, 521,562; heating requirement for lunar base, 
597; heavy, 469; holding capacity of ground basalt, 520; holding cipacity 
of lunar soil, 520; hydrogen equivalent in regolith, 393; hydrogen pro- 
duction, 432; hydrogen requkment for production, 437,444,470; 
hyd~~sphere of Biosphere II, 513; hygiene, 504,552,554; ice, 321; ice 
at lunar poles, 103,164,342,401,407,411,601; iodinated, 553; light, 
466; loop, 504,508,547; loss, 508,520,549; loss from concrete, 489, 
498; lunar base requirements, 176,177; lunarderived, 393,547,549; 
management, 126,506,554; mass requirement for concrete processing, 
273; membrane evaporation, 551; metabolic product, 508, microbial 
contamination, 552; microbial control by ultraviolet irradiation, 554; 
NASA ~otable standards 55 1: naturaJ ~uriflcation on Earth. 5 1 9  nu- 
trient knhancement for &11tgrowth,>97; outgasing from con&te, 
498; outffassinp: on lunar surke, 324; ozone disinfection, 553; pH in 
lunar so& 520~polishing, 552; possible contamhation of Apollo sam- 
ples, 480; potable, 246, 520,522, 537,549, 554,568; potential yield of 
f&, 520; production, 407,423,432,483,521; production plant, 494; 
purif~cation, 388,480,518,519,543,551; quality, 508,554,556; radia- 
tion shielding, 259; reactor coohng, 463; reclamation, 505,508, 551; 
reclamation as fuel cell product, 432; reclamation combined with waste 
processing, 507; reclamation from urine, 246,551; reclamation in ECLS, 
504,505; reclamation in CELSS, 296, reclamation system, 507,508; rec- 
overy, 507,508,551,552; recovery as by-product of helim 3 extraction, 
549; recovery by evaporation, 551; recovety from liquid waste, 553; rec- 
overy system, 506,554; recovery with thermoelectric integrated mem- 
brane e~poration, 246; recycling, 177,388,543,551; recycling in Bios- 
3,517; recycling system, 5%; regeneration, 537; regeneration in Bio- 
sphere Test Module, 517; relationship to lunar w i e n t  phenomena, 
408; removal of solid wastes, 521; replacement requirement, 549; 
requirement for photosynthesis, 541; requirement for space travelers, 
293; requirement for sulfuric acid production, 432; requirement in con- 
crete processing, 487,498; retention by vermiculites, 389; role in con- 
centrating terrestrial sulfur, 429; separation, 126,388,582; shower, 552; 
shuttle potable system, 553; solar heating, 597,600-602; solubility of sil- 
icate minerals, 519; soluble fertilizer, 521; soluble inorganic salts, 553; 
s t e t i o n ,  506,554; substitution of sulfur compounds in chemical 
processes, 430; sulfuric acid production with sulfur dioxide, 432; super- 
critical oxidation in waste processing, 553; supply systems as sources of 
disease, 552,600; supply to plant roots, 542; synm,  519; tank, 148, 
2%, 508; thermal control, 126,539,579,580,582,599,602; thermal 
disinfection, 553; thermochemical splitting, 432; total annual replace- 
ment requirement, 549; total organic carbon content, 554; transpira- 
tion, 522; transpiration byplants, 520,534; tramportation from Earth, 
387,602; treatment processes, 552; tritiated, 464; usage at lunar base, 
520; usage for drink@, 566; use as ice in mking lunar conaete, 490; 
use in hydroponics, 2296; vacuum-induced loss from concrete, 498,499, 
washing, 506,552,554; waste treatment, 246,385; wick evaporation, 
552 

Water hammer, hazard during propellant transfer, 99 
Water hyacinth, 521 
Water vapor, 551; atmospheric distribution, 321; column density, 321; 

delay of radio wavehnt in troposphere, 321; m i o n  through mem- 
brane, 55 1 ; loss from concrete, 498,499; masers in other galaxies, 3 1 5; 
radiometer, 321; recovery, 135,551,552; release during impact of 
hydrated meteorite, 183; tropospheric effects on radio astronomy, 321 

Water vapor pressure, ice, 490 
Wheat, 526,529,530,536,538,541; atmospheric requirements, 528; 

Biosphere II, 516; composition of edible portion, 525; crop in CELSS, 
525,535; crop in plant-growth module, 556; growth dynamics, 525, 



526; hydroponic, 529; production, 521,529; water transpiration, 520; 
yield studies, 538, 541 

Workload, increase in spacesuit, 662 

X 
Xe, see Xenon 
Xenon, abundance in regolith, 393; ion-engine propellant, 3744; orbital 

storage, 45 
X-ray, absorption bands in rwk, 309; binary stars, 315,318; detection of 

distant galactic clusters, 3 16; detector, 3 19; d .  background, 3 17, 
319; identification of candidate neutron stars, 318; lunar w h c e  envi- 
ronment, 327; orbital spectroscopy, 156; use in measuring Hubble 
parameter, 3 16; variability of emissions from active galactic nuclei, 3 17 

X-ray obsemtions, galaxy clusters, 316; objects in globular clusters, 318; 
stellar remnants, 318; supemova remnants, 318; synchrotron radiation, 
317; supernova shock wave interaction with interstellar medium, 3 18 

Z 
Zeolites, 387,388 
Zero gravity, 99; mining operations, 41 1 
Zinc, 412; abundance in lunar pyroclastic coating, 170,430,431; battery 

component, 148,629; photocell component, 431 
Zirconium, armalcolite component, 370; ilmenite component, 366,370; 

mobilization by shock, 371 
Zn, see Zinc 
Zond, lunar photography, 6,157,159 
Zr. see Zirconium 
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Alaska, 698,700 
-us Crater, 172 
Antarctica, 175,176,237,243,244,245,246,247 
ArMarchus, 402 
ALlstralia, 402,697699 
Balmer area, 168,172 
Balmer Basin, 168,172,173 
Chernobyl, 464 
Cone Crater, 620 
Copemicus Crater, 394,402 
W u m  Basin, 172 
Hamsteed region, 193 
Goddard A Crater, 1 71 
G M d i  Crater, 157,158,160,594,654656 
Gruithuisen K Crater, 219,223,402 
Hadley Rille, 2 14,411 
Halley's Comet, 339 
Iceland, 215,216,217 
Imbrium Basin, 311 
Imbrium region, 189 
Iridum Crater, 223 
Kepler Crater, 402 
LacusVeris, 123 
Iarge M a g W c  Cloud, 317,3 18 
Lichtenberg Crater, 159,160 
Mare Fecunditatis, 190 
Mare Frigoris, 619 
Mare Humorum, 227 
Mare Imbrium, 191,222,227,619 
Mare Marginis, 168,171,173 
Mare Nubium, 580,581 
Mare Orientale, 156,157,161 
Mare Serenitatis, 190,195,219,222,227,228,469 
Mare Smythii, 163-174 
Mare Tranquillitatis, 189-194,222,610,611,669 
Mare Vaporurn, 619 
Marginis Basin, 168,171 
Marius Crater, 160 
Marius Hills, 219,225 
Mars, 18,29,33,47,62,75,78,79,83-85,88,90,93,95,96, 184,243, 

244,342,385,393,411,447,453458,475,547,550,559,569,571- 
574,619,637-639,647-650,656,657,660-663,667,677-681,686, 
687,701 

McMurdo Station, Antarctica, 245 
Mercury, 2 17,638,667 
Meteor (Barringer) Crater, 213-215 
Neper Crater, 171 
Oceanus Procellarum, 155-161,190,191,213,222-227 
Orientale Basin, 157,161,168 
Peary Crater, 176, 178 
Fllobos, 662 
Purkyne U Crater, 171 
Reiner Gamma, 158 
Rima Bode, 195 
Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica, 175 
Runge Crater, 172 
Serenitatis region, 203 
Shorty Crater, 195,444 
smythli Basin, 163-174 
Smythii region, 163-174 
Stillwater Complex, 380,381 
Sulpicius Gallus region, 195 
Taurus-Littrow region, 190, 194, 195 
TsioIko* Crater, 186, 187,668 
Venus, 342,638,639,642,643 



AV 
A&R 
ABL 
AC 
ACC 
ACS 
AEC 
A1 
AL 

ALSE 
AISEP 
ALSPE 
AMCD 
AOL 
AP 
APP 
APS 
APSA 
APT 
ARC 
ARC0 
ASD 
ASE 
As0 
ASPS 
m 
BMC 
BPC 
C&D 
C&T 
CCGE 
CDS 
CEC 
CEISS 
CER 
CETF 
CL 
CLAS 
CLDS 
cLEm 
CLP 
CLSI 
CM 

CMG 
CNDB 
COBE 
COE 
CPLEE 
CPS 
CSAR 
CSM 
CSrI 

D 
DC 
DCE 
DDT&E 
DG 
DKC 
DMS 
DOF 
DPS 
ECCS 
ECCV 
ECLS 
ECISS 
EDP 
EDS 
EDX 
EEO 

Change of Velocity 
Automation and Robotics 
Anthropometry and Biomechanics Laboratory 
Altemating current 
Aft Cargo Carrier 
Attitude Control Subsystem 
Atomic Energy Commision 
Attitude Indicator 
Action Limit 
Autolander 
Active Lunar Seismic Experiment 
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package 
Anomalously Large Solar Proton Event 
Annular Momentum Control Device 
Airborne Oceanqpphic Lidar 
Agricultud Plant 
W h e l  Production plant 
Ascent Propulsion System 
Advanced Phot0~01taic Solar Array 
Antarctic Planetary Testbed 
Arnes Reszch Center 
Atlantic Richfield Company 
Advanced Solar Dynarmc 
Advanced Space Engine 
Active Solar Optics 
Adaptable Space Propulsion System 
American Society for Testing Materials 
Bone Mineral Content 
Biomass Production Chamber 
Control and Display 
Communications and Tracking 
Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment 
Command and Data Subsystem 
cation Exchange Capacity 
Controlled Ecologicd Life Support System 
Cost Estimating Relationship 
Critical Evaluation Task Force 
Crew Lander 
Crew Lander-Ascent Stage 
Crew Lander-Descent Stage 
Cleaved Lateral Epitaxy for Film Transfer 
Closed Loop Processing 
Civil Space Leadership Initiative 
Center of Mass 
Command Module 
Control Moment Gyo 
Civil Needs Data Base 
Cosmic Background Explorer 
Cost of Energy 
Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment 
Capillary Plant support 
Coherent Synthetic Aperture Radar 
Command Service Module 
Civil Space Technology Initiative 
Civilian Space Technology Initiative 
Deuterium 
D i  Current 
Drive Control Electronics 
Design, Development, Testing, and Evaluation 
Directional Gyro 
Design Knowledge Capture 
Data Management System 
Degrees of Freedom 
Descent Propulsion System 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems 
Earth Crew Capture Vehicle 
Environmental Control and Life Support 
Environmental Control and Life Support System 
Embedded Data Processor 
Earth Departure Stage 
Energy D i  X-Ray 
Elliptical Eaah Orbit 
Eccentric Earth Orbit 

ELM Earth Launch Mass 
ELV Expendable Launch Vehicle 
EMPA Electron IMicroprobe Analysis 
EMT Electromagntic Translator 
EMU ~ . c u ~ a r  Mobiity unit 
EOI Earth Orbit Insertion 
EPS Electrical Power system 
ESECOM Committee on Emironment4 Safety, and Economic Aspects 

of Magnetic Fusion Energy 
ETO Earth-to-Orbit 
ETR Engineering Test Reaaor 
ETS E x t m ~ S t a t i o n  
ETV EarthTransferVehicle 
EVA Extm&i&Activity 
FBR Fluidized Bed Reactor 
FDIR Fault Detection, Identification, and R e c o n f i t i o n  
FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 
FMECA Failure Mode and EfXects Criticality A ~ ~ S ~ I S  
FMR Ferromagnetic Resonance 

Fault Tree A d y &  
GCTCA Ground Control Television Cameras Assembly 
GEO ~ c h r o n o u s  Earth Orbit 
GN&C Guidance, Navigation, and Control 
HDAB Hexadecyl Trimethyl ~mmonium Bromide 
HI Heading Indicator 
HID High Intensity Discharge 
HUV Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle 
HLV Heavy Lift Vehicle 
HM Habitation Module 
IF Intermediate Frequency 
IIP Imw%ImpactProbe 
IMF InitialMassFunaion 
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit 
IOC Initial Operational Capabilty 

Initial Operating capacity 
IR Inkxed 
IRAS Infrared Astronomy Satellite 
IRR Internal Rate of Return 
IJFeO FMR intensity normalized to total iron Content (soil 

maturity index) 
ISA Inertial Sensor Assembly 
Isp Specific Impulse 
ISY International Space Year 
IVA In-& Activity 
NVWMS Integrated Waste and Water Management System 
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JSC Johnson Space Center 
KREEP Potassium, Rare-Earth Elements, and Phosphorus 
KSC Kennedy Space Center 
LACE Lunar Atmosphere Composition Experiment 
IaRC ImgleyResearchCenter 
LCRU Lunar Communications Relay Unit 
LDC LessDevelopedCountry 
LDEF Long Duration Exposure Facility 
LEO LowEarthOrbit 
LeRC Lewis Research Center 
LGO Lunar Geoscience Orbiter 
LH2 LiquidHydrogen 
LIP0 LunarImagingPolarOrbiter 
LLO LowLunarOrbit 
LCOX LunarLiquidOxygen 
LM Lunar Module (also LEM) 
LMDE Lunar Module Descent Engine 
LO Lunar Orbiter 

Lunar Orthophotomap 
LO1 LunarOrbit Insertion 
LOLA Lunar Observer Laser Altimeter 
LOP Lunar Orbital Prospector 
LOTRAN Local Trampration Vehicle 
LOX Liquidoxygen 
LRU Line Replacable Unit 
LRV Lunar Roving Vehicle 
LSA Level of Safety Assurance 
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LSE Lunar Sounder Experiment 
LT ~ a w ~ i -  
LTO Lunar Topographic Orthophotomap 
LULOX LunarLlquidoxygen 
LUO Lunar Orbit 
LVDT Linear Variable Differential Transformer 
LVLH Local VerticaVLocal Horizontal 
MACS 
MCC 
MDM 
MEB 
MERl 
MFV 
MHD 
MU 
MMH 
MOI 
MOSAP 
MPD 
MPR 
m 
MSFC 
MSIF 
MTv 
NAS 
NASA 
NCOS 
NEP 
NET 
NI 
NIOSH 
NSF 
NSO 
OAET 
o m  
OMA 
OMGA 
OMS 

OMV 
OPP 
OFWC 
OSHA 

(JTV 

PAR 
PEC 
PHA 
PHM 
PIDDP 

PLC 
PLG 
PLSS 
PMAD 
PP 
PPF 
PPU 
PRF 
PRV 
PSO 
m 
W 

WC 
FWM 
PZ 
R&D 
RCS 
REE 
RF 
RFC 
RFP 
RI 

Modular Attitude Control System 
Mission Control Center 
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 
Main Electronics Box 
Moon-Earth Radio Interferometer 
Moon Flight Vehicle 
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